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excellent-Jam it is carrying them to efi'zct '

t counts. Letting them serve as paving ma

ial for a certain place never gets one any

ere

kw About [ Starting Now

get more for your sersriceséin your job or in

or business? »- Yon‘scentainly‘ cannot get at it

y sooner and the sands of time are running fast.

.in Yourself for More Money

d more nloney will be yours. This 'has been

oved by upwards of 70,000 men and 2,500 firms

10 are now reaping the rewal'ds of Sheldon

lining. ' '

are’s a Message for You

in The Sheldon Book

Sent REE on application. Better write for it

day as it is full of success principles and well

orth reading.

fly aBuslness Man wrote , ~ s

“" C 6 OI]eldon certainly built my

ass—for the, first three ,

18 of this year my proflts 469 Gum!" EMB

sed oVer 400 per cent C HICAGO

the same months of last I 7

Aside from the‘pecnnl- s > 'am, I feel that the mor

rllft it gives a fellow by

'lng him to better living

rth many times the cost.

| certainly recommend It

yone in any walk of life"
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THE BOY’S SCHOOL DIVISIONLOF 77

he Area Institute of Business

Technology

rests, in addition to _m0thers, fathers and

rdians, all real teachers. Here’s a view of

s expressed by one of the latter:

“I have always felt that there was

infinitely more for boys to do than

to ‘make grades and high percent—

ages.’ I am so thankful that one

man appreciates this and dares to

break away from rigid and pre

scribed courses and give to our

boys definite ideas of right ideals

of living and conquering life’s bat—

tles, which means the building up

of its commercial and industrial in

terests through first building up

self.”

is a response which comes from one of the ‘

{ng technical instructors in this country, to

Sheldon’s announcement of The Area Insti

of Business Technology and the School for
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Write to Mr. Sheldon immediately

for further information so that you

may enter your boy in the first ses~

sion to open next September.

"Dl‘i’llfss A. F. Sheldon égfifieéfi‘fi
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gest factor in trade is the merchant who sup—

the retail consumer the goods of commerce.

rue, just as it is that the merchant who grows

s the one who is always a seeker after A BET—

AY to gain and hold patronage. Are you one

P If so, then we will look for your response

: following coupon bearing name and address.

SE YOU DO IT NOW.

University Press,

Area, Illinois.

2 forward to me Prospectus of Gofl’e’s Book, “Prob

Retail Selling Analyzed." I want to see the subjects

th.
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AFE? SURE? AND INEXPENSIVE

( TO AVOID LEGAL TANGLES

on your desk where you can refer to it at a mo

ice, that Standard Authorative gOtk.
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Hill; 9% x634 INCHES

I over 600 pages, illustrated with

115 of every description. Bound

Buckram with leather labels,

with gold lettering.

USINESS LAW

F

BUSINEgES MEN

By

Utley E. Crane,

LL. B., B. S.

Member of the Phila

delphia Bar.

“Knowledge of the

law ls comlng to be

essential to success

In business."—

Andrew Carnegie.

“Ignorance of the

law excuses no man.”

~Sheldon.

  

This Book Is a Sale

Guide in All Business

Questions Likely to

Arise in Any State of

the Union. It Is a

Silent Friend to Turn

To For Advice When

Needed.

Crane’s “Business Law

for Business Men”

shows you the right

and wrong of things,

not as one man sees it,

or another man sees

it, but as the law

views it in every sort

of case. Bound in Law

Buckram, price $3.50.

Ask for Table of Con

tents. Address

Sheldon University

Press, Area, Lake

County, Illinois.

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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HE SCIENCES of Man Building

and Business Building elevate a

man's ideas of Life and Business.

The first extends his views and gives him

a thorough understanding of latent forc

es and how to call them into action. The

second shows him h0w to move his busi

ness world from the platform of AREA.

This would have satisfied Archimedes,

who said he could move the world if

only he had a place to stand upon.

——Sheldon.
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RTHUR FREDERICK SHELDON, \Editor

 

culsted to increase the "AREA" - (Ability, Reliability, Enduranoe and Action)

of Business and Professional Mon aypenr in this Magazine
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BY THE FIRErLACE§

Where We Talk Things Over

\\\\\\\‘\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\ fi“\\\\\‘

month the text for my preachment is this: “Our

2st glory is not in never falling but in rising every

ve fall.”

f our greatest successes have grown‘ from soil fer

he ashes of failure.

imes takes a failure or two to teach the right way.

Quaker said to an associate here in Philadelphia one

ee know why it is that so many people make so

gesP

ause there are so many wrong ways of doing a

nly one right way———”

.ttempts to find the right way on the part of Fen—

:e found the right way to conduct a business for

\

 

 

  

any man who is not a quitter in .a righteous under—

ld enjoy the story of Mr. Fenton.

:eaches a lesson worth while.
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is he? You already know if you have anything to do

els, arid quite likely if you don’t.

5 the “Label Man" of Philadelphia, Pa.

was born in Vineland, New Jersey, June 11, 1876.

uodestly tells me upon inquiry that he was born of

tionary Stock."

ess that’s right, for he has certainly revolutionized

r1 the label business.

1 the vast majority of American school boys, he left

arly. At the age of thirteen he quit receiving instruc- ‘

:he school room and started out to get an education.

first job was in a clothing store, from which he soon

ed to a button factory.

iept the company of good books at night. In this way

nto practice Process No. l of educating, viz.: Nourish

next day he put the knowledge gained into USE.

.s did the process of education, educt—ion—development,

show to show itself.

t6 he was a correspondent for metropolitan papers and

w on the side.

18 he proved his courage by getting married. I under—

t was a happy union. He married Anna M. Johnson,

s event so puffed him up that he started a newspaper.

; the newspaper venture didn't last long—he failed be

I. It’s going some to go into business for one’s self and

fore reaching one’s majority.

: failure takes the heart out of some people—not so with

1. He up and at it again and failed again before he was

.rs old.

en this could not cool his revolutionary blood, and at the

i 25 he started the Fenton Label Company in the parlor

-\\\

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\ It

room house It 5904 Pink" i

2th was his better men-eight» I!

“led money.

ll; Htlisted his wife and the: halo"

borrowed money made a to

h was in his mental balance at

m ment to D u

jinmhagood. on or Bradstrrr‘.

\ hrs. Fentou to
I at! d 'ihltthe Pike for e the babies. 1

liflight

helm ed
m gg the field through a

orders during m

H ..Haul the fine tooth comb"
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am house at 5904 Filbert Street, Philadelphia. His

his better seven-eights, three babies and $150 bor

ey.

1 his wife and three babies at $4,000,000, which add

»rrowed money made a total of $4,000,150.

s in his mental balance sheet. While he didn’t show

nt to Dun or Bradstreet he figured he was $4,000,—

'ood.

nton tended the babies, also the shop while E. Min

ike for orders during the day and kicked the press

ged the field through and then he dragged it once

the “fine tooth comb” method, selling from store

his saved shoe leather, also car fare, both of which

and he didn’t have much then.

ness began to grow. He had to move twice in two

:p up with himself. The parlor wasn’t big enough

1e moved to his present location, Ninth and Thomp—

space as bu‘siness grew, until today he has space

ccommodate the largest business of its kind in the

1907 that he invented an automatic machine which

00 small gummed labels per minute. '

he honored me with his presence at one of my lec—

ladelphia, and became a student of The Science of

P- .

he mental burrs that stuck in his consciousness from

was the truth that there are only two kinds of er—

so made note of the remedy for the cure of errors,

seriously.
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reated these two basic truths as facts, not theories, and

I apply them.

a he saw that errors of omission and errors of commis

the two thieves of efficiency value, that the causes of

3 the negative qualities, and that the remedy is the de

nt of the positive qualities, he got busy.

‘entration became his hobby. He specialized a special—

set standards of size and colors. I

efused to even estimate on special jobs. He caught the

t salesmanship is the power to persuade people to pur—

oduct at a profit and he began selling goods instead of

)rders. '

made his house policy that of Quality, Quantity, and as

1 it then, Service.

of the results of his efficiency efforts in his own institu

; uniform forms and presses. He so arranged things

never has to change ink.

his paper is cut the same size.

presses never stop.

machinery is practically all automatic.

: includes his selling machinery, which operates entirely

He has his business so thoroughly systematized and

ch good machinery in the way of modern oflice appli

rat one operator can multigraph, sign, fold, address and
00 letters and envelopes in one hour. I

following is a letter confirming these facts, which he

:0 some of his prospective patrons:

nmed Label Consumer, and Enthusiastic Customer:

5 letter was Multigraphed at the Philadelphia Business and

:y show as a demonstration by 17 year old Anna Davison who

reated every day routine work:

ltigraphs 5000 letters per hour.

us 5000 letters per hour.
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Folds 5000 letters per hour.

Addresses 6000 mrclopes per tr

Seals 5000 tuvdflpeg per hour

Doug all operations Simultanr‘l

an turned out by cqunllr uni

would no hum

8h Fridt mnk I

You:

 

an malntnin

Pnlznd 1le mills. and is in";v s

m a:Iiltdtery ‘of automatic pml

.deliver sheets re ‘

and impress per had f

Each mach ?

“in and th inflimm

mt“ oes th

Mind; b have thel

“hand 1 e M, and mak

Plan" :11 y, bu billions Q

agum-or. a parts of the c' m‘m

H mug, seem be lilllli

‘ an r
inglrmalresita nlet me

I c‘aued share \

on? mm a y his plant

mgs man. the check

As one
of

mutual benefi , lpl-liwtlples 01

s one
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3000 letters per hour.

ses 6000 envelopes per hour.

900 envelopes per hour.

.11 operations Simultaneously and Continuously. Our gummed

urned out by equally wonderful machinery.

)uld conduct you personally through our entire plant, show

omatic printing presses, feeding themselves at the rate of

per hour, and other machines cutting and packing automati

h as 42,000 labels per minute, the making of color plates by

etc. you would no longer wonder at our ability to turn out

onally high grade work at the exceedingly low prices we do.

Yours very truly,

FENTON LABEL CO.,

per J. W. Barker.

are stamped and sealed automatically.

npany maintains its own die—cutting and engraving

nk mills, and is just installing its own type foundry.

ry of automatic presses with live fingers feed them—

ieliver sheets ready for finishing from four to seven

upressions per hour.

achine has monitor control.

the machine does the rest.

You simply push the

:laims to have the largest and/best equipped plant of

:he world, and makes good on the claim. Literally

ly, but billions annually of gummed labels leave the

l parts of the civilized world, also what, at the pres

seems to be an uncivilized world.

es it a rule to have cash with the order. The morn—

to study this plant a “Burroughs” was busy for a

dding up the checks just extracted from the morn—

)f the principles of the square deal and the law of

:fit, all customers \of The Fenton Label Company
w ,1,
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benefit of every saving effected through increased

y.

on says he is not after all the gummed label business,

)f that on which they specialize. Every now and then

ces prices. He says he does this every time he is able

2e cost.

ire to do this has busted some trusts. Fenton is wise

his years.

Fenton, whom E. Miner refers to as his business and

:ner, died suddenly at Atlantic City August 23rd last,

four/children, two girls, Dorothy and Hazel, and two

onald and E. Miner Jr.

walked through the plant, one of the many things that

1 my attention was a sort of an off-hand statement by

as we passed some machinery that looked pretty good

—he pointed to it and said: “We threw that out last

Ten jobbers and five cylinders." I said: “What did

that for?” “Because automatic presses are better,” he

“Five do the work of fifty men.” ‘

:on takes stock every month and closes the books every

.onths.

was the second man \in Philadelphia to use the Edison

aph.

guarantees gummed labels from sticking together. He

at he is the only pebble on the gummed label beach

es that.

has a kind of a patent package that seems to be fool

orotecting the customer against his own carelessness.

the guarantee policy he is obliged to refund less than

r cent. \

.ton has been known to get a job on the press eight min

t'ter the order was received. He has such marvelous
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2 that on one of these presses he can print a million

.ess than one hour. These are little labels, printed in

irs.

: combination of automatic machinery, three of which

lg operated by one 17-year—old girl, as much was be

iplished per hour as would have required 350 girls to

ars ago.

'hat’s the use?

vhole plant, as far as I can see, seems to square up to

f senvice. I believe Fenton is giving Quality, Quanti

ylode, and ~= S, which means service, and

s the cause of Satisfaction and 'the mother of Confi—

d is also the progenitor of sustained Favorable Atten

rest, Desire and Repeated Action, and the House of

ertainly gets the repeaters to repeat and keep on re

This is about enough.

k“““““““\““““““““““““

Wishes

-omeone has said: “If wishes were horses, beg

s would ride.” Wishes well reinforced by in

igent effort, however, are no beggar’s steeds.

3y turn into world movin'g power very speedily

n. Ambition, which is just another name for

ishing,” built all the empires—not always for

tice. But “wishes” that have for objects right

1 true aims, may well be indulged in to the limit.

en “beggars” are transformed into masterful

ers. WM. T. GOFFE.
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QUAKER merchant who 1

i then asked how be [M “q

of trade in which mryom



I'he Best "Article of Trade”

By ORISON SWETT MARDEN
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iKER. merchant who had made a fortune in Liverpool,

i asked how he had acquired it, replied, “By a single article

rade in which everyone may deal who pleases—civility.”

elf-same “article of trade” has been the making of the cele

Marche in Paris. The clerks in this famous establishment

:ed to show peop1e, whether customers or not, every pos

leration. Strangers in Paris are invited to visit the Bon

d are taken in hand the moment they enter the store by

can speak their language, are shown over the whole place,

possible attention paid to them, without the slightest in

g brought upon them to purchase.

business men everywhere are finding that nothing pays so

rtesy, and consideration for customers.

a man who has built up a big business largely because

5 trying to accommodate his customers, to save them ex

assist them in buying things which he does not carry.

)ur large business houses make a great point of pleasing

)f obliging them and catering to their comfort in every

I. Waiting—rooms, reading-rooms, with stationery, attend—

an music, are furnished by many of them.

. a premium everywhere upon courtesy and good manners.

ken into consideration in hiring employes just as much as

ty. Great business firms find that it is impossible to carry

trade without the practice of courtesy; and they vie with

in securing the kindliest, the most affable, and most oblig

; possible in all departments. They look upon their em

bassadors representing them in their business. They know

mot aiford to have their interests jeopardized by objection

ant clerks. They know that it will not pay to build attrac

| advertise and display their goods, to do everything possi

customers to them, and then have them turned away by

repellent clerks. They know that a clerk that will attract

I cost any more, and is worth ten times as much as one who

1ers away.
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that John Wanamaker paid his first salesman thirteen

rs a year, which was equal to all the rest of his capital,

is because of the man’s wonderful personality, his ability

dc, to please and hold customers so that they would come

; was when human hogs could do business, provided they

r and could deliver them; but all this has changed. Today

ting on in the world is largely the art of pleasing.

r who thinks he is going to make a fortune without con

man at the other end of the bargain is, to say the least,

ghted. In the long run the customer’s best good is the

good also; and, other things equal, the man succeeds best

his customers best and whose customers not only come

rays bring others with them.

\\\\\\‘\\‘\‘\\\‘\\“\\\\\‘\\\\\\\“‘\\

Resolutions for 1915

will endeavor to express the best in me.

expect the best from others.

choose the best possible associates.

accept and use for growth all that comes to

work like a man, play like a child, and be

:able.

nourish my body, train my mind, and feed

oul.

- deal in service to others, justly and loyally.

I do all this TODAY and TOMORROW and

. THE TIME. f WM. T. GOFFE.
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Confessions and Advice

Dedicated [0 Young Men in Business

By EVERETT TYSON BLAINE
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Men may rise on stepping stones

Of their dead selves to higher things.

-—Tennyson.

1‘ recollect just how early I crept into the business arena.

nember that circumstance was the incentive for an early

AndI remember showing a poorly printed letterhead

That letterhead conveyed the allegation that I was a

I could just about operate a typewriter—two finger

- be precise. Of course my price was lower than all com

d of course everything, especially the advertising, insisted

at beautiful work, although the work itself impressed one

teurism.

my beginning. I just doled in writing letters; verbosity

y—hunted words were as prevalent as H20 in the ocean.

idventurer in all lines of business—more of an adventurer

[S was a discoverer. At one time, long before I could

wage of ten dollars, I was president of a correspondence

, an officer of a mail order publication, editor of a depart

ier five-cents—per-line publication, and all of the firm of

acturing Company. I didn’t care to let any of my busi

see me; Uncle Sam carried our conversation. Of courso

enterprises could show six figured balance sheets. The

i was of great magnitude then—laughable now.

1 enterprises might seem ridiculous in future years, we

ilg‘ht of the training which naturally accures. The young

res these juvenile adventures into the business world

ng early in life which Nature, almost unaided, developes

rtions. I need not repeat that we learn more rapidly

; are few, than in later life. ‘That sound principle has

1 long before your; time and mine.

nate realization, lfowever, terminated my practical train

I realized too soon the fruitlessness of such adventures
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a. monetary standpoint, and realized too late the benefit from an

ional standpoint. Nevertheless, I did amass not a meagre amount

ctical training. It was of suflicient value to place me in a city

>n in the twenty-five-dollar-a—week class, and attain the stage

brains and experience, not men, are employed, before the law

.ted me to make a contract. I also established (not adventured,

me) in business. My hours of duty with the city were short and,

uently, I had an abundance of time at my disposal. Most of

me I devoted to business, but some was spent in study. I had

aught early the necessity of study, and learned, not much later,

‘sirability of research. Let me say now that a young man, ir

ting his hours of labor, should devote some time to study. What

ly is a second consideration; we can all find something unlearned.

our hectagon-decreed human emporiums of learning readily find

ring to study.

had a Wall Street office before I had a vote; soon afterward I

:ted my study for admission to the Bar.

bookkeeping, and little less accountancy. My commercial edu

was well above par. All this I not only find fruit for admission,

cannot refrain from boasting. After I had attained all this;

i grand start, fine speed at the first turn, better speed at the

, I dropped out of sight long before the finish. An assumption

nplete success too soon proved detrimental. I figured I had

ted the road when I was just running smoothly. I began to

less time at business, still less at my position,_ and more with

women and song.

)egan to drink, gamble, and spend. I was “flush” so I loaned

[ was “broke” I couldn’t borrow.

|e fruits of day labor had been carefully stored, but now I felt that

me for recapitulation was nigh at hand. I made the mighty mis

| many men make. But I endeavored to believe that I was young,

had worked hard and saved, and that now I should spend and

if” business for a while. It seemed certain to me 'that I could

gain, where I left off, and perhaps get a better stgii: after I had

self of about half my savings. But I squandered all my savings,

rd my business, and ruined my health. I had spent not only

i had but what I expected to get for some time in the future'

:ame the “rainy day.” I had no money, so I borrowed to pay

I knew much stenog- ‘
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)ills. I now have only the hopes of clearing‘myself of debt

d of the year. ‘

, one night, I left the house on a mission I knew not myself.

many a slow trodden rod with not even a bright moon to

omantic. I stood still where no one could see, then raised my

'ard heaven and thanked God it was over; thanked Him for

had taught me. I had learned more in those past few months

e gathered in her wing so quickly, than I hope ever to gather

tire existence.

1y seem strange to you to hear such admissions from 'a com

mungster~—but it seems stranger to me, and here the explana

|ke when all avenues for obtaining money were closed. It was

t Awakening. I found that being a good fellow socially made

ghty poor one in business. I must insist, however, that my

'as but miniature compared to the fall accredited to the most of

hermore, I was young and experience had taught me early.

rnend a crack in a vase before it’s finished and you’ll never see

ged spot when it’s completed; but mend a crack in a com

se and “you can always see where the crack was.” I read

‘negie’s “Empire of Business” too late, much too late. Perhaps

d it, I might not have esteemed the advice of the steel man

:periences are probably sufficient for advice to the young man

i. He has good enough inferential powers to take the lesson.

‘ been a student of human nature as early as one may claim

:tinction. In fact, I soon found that “humanity’s a funny

way.” I met and passed quite a number of young men in

1d I grew to understand most of them. Should I feel'thus

I meagerly advise? And then remember, readers, that we

essons from those who have gone before us. We must be

by their successes, learn from their errors, and listen to their

Advice, like medicine, is a good thing, though hard to take.

\ vis something we all shun. All criticism is not such.

teaching. Remember the Scotch poet:

Oh wad some poWer the giftie gie us

To see ourselves as others see us!
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It wad frae monie a blunder frae us,

And foolish notion.

id a few words, fellows—and remember the teacher I

:mber, too, the tuition I paid. The first chapter on

i get from anyone is “Don’t Drink.” Men who take a

a while” and “to be sociable” soon long for the semi—

the necessities of sociableness to arise frequently. The

, in his famous book, dwells heavily on the question.

t give the clear mind that you must imperativer have

may safely in the business world.

ssible for anyone to teach us just one thing in our early

be winners. That one thing is a power of realization.

ink it can be taught. If the average boy could only

harder he studied the sooner he’d be through school, his

difl’erent. If the young man who spends his time and

cafes, dance halls and matinees—in fact all who enjoy

lld only realize that that would not be possible if he

it in the business World, he’d spend more time at his

mates, a power of realization is lacking. And it gets us

by often. To be candid, we can hardly realize that a

a built unless we first set up a foundation, nor can we

e unless we have a good foundation. The young man

aspect of excluding himself from a theatre party to help

er hours; he gives business secondary consideration.

10 didn’t care to give his name—dike myself—wrote:

’Tis not for man to trifle; life is brief,

And sin is here.

Our age is but the falling of a leaf,

A dropping tear.

We have no time to sport away the hours;

All must be earned in a world like ours.

; thing is concentration. Perhaps I had better refrain

ch in this connection. Billie Barlow, who always wrote

F including some long shots at sin; which was written

red among his ofi-‘ertories, the following:

failed at a dozen occupations, it’s a cinch he’ll fail at
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[ never broke an egg at one end and found it rotten, then broke

other and found it good.

t of us have read the advice of Rockefeller, Carnegie, Hill and

hers—some of us have absorbed it thoroughly—but we think it

lted or untrue. We forget that such men have been “through

’—a mill that “ground slowly but exceedingly fine.”
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"Four Flushing” Incompetents

' In Business

HERE is a creature in business, well known to 95

per cent of trade institutions, which assumes in

finitely more than it performs; aye, than it CAN

rform. This creature, in card playing circles, is called a

our'flusher.” That is, it assumes an air of competence

having drawn the necessary card to make it sure of

nning, thus attempting to deceive others to the end that

:y shall abandon competition for the stakes.

This careful description of the “four-flusher” is here

'en in deference to those many, many thousands of

siness Philosopher readers who have never even seen,

[ch less played, the game called “draw poker.” The

ature referred to and described above, has its perfect

interpart in business life. It is not the shrewd and

‘ky commercialist who fails in one or other of the three

:ntials—quantity, quality, and mode; no, it“ fails in

three at one time and continuously. ‘

, I opine, is the chief trouble with trade and commerce

ly. And really, its antecedents must extend further

: than any known record. It, the four-flushing incom

nt, seems to gain place in business of more or less

)nsibility, which is diametrically oppoSed to its de

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\“\‘\\\“\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\\\\\
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serts; and very often a place calling for real capacity; 2 1 mg ‘0‘

though it does not last long, usually just about long ' 1 alumni

enough to enable it to materially retard, if not to coni- : ] I In“!

pletely wreck the business efficiency of the mst1tution : 1 W m

upon which it imposes—0r mayhap 1s 1mposed. And : : 01 t h

enough of its kind is in business place to inSure turmoil , g ' hum

and upset in the world of commerce. The worst of it is, : a. “is

that the “kind” seems to be inexhaustible. There is some : , me a

amusement possible to one who observes this “f.f.i,” when , 1 women

it is faced-up by duties required of one in its position, : a, W"

knowing as it does, that the assumption of ability to per- : , “MO

form them is false, seeing it undertake to “make good” , : berm

through divers verbal gyrations, dips and genuflexrons, : y : and w]

attempting to “four_fiushn its way through by a mix1ng— : 1 “0mm

up of other and collateral matters to the real and Vltfll : It ' Ohm]

responsibilities it has dared to assume. ‘ ' 1 1 two

This individual is sometimes catapulted into place by 1n- ‘ E W m

terests antagonistic to the particular business itself, in the : : thomtl‘

hope that it will all develop into failure of the sort some- : ‘ “1:;

times called “a false alarm), But by whatever means the : : {he

ingress into place is made, this scourge of the trade world is ' 1 an:

crushing business on all sldes With the weight of its 5 a bum

mirfmtigiestegss); of commerce has for the momenta position : a 1:

of “brief authority,” it will be found thoroughly 1ntox1cated : : HQ“

with it-delighting in forcing that authority 'upon all coma : ' “

ers. Discriminatory qualities, such as Judgment an : : aw

applied reason, are as nothing to 1t wginDth;ling(1)sBo'n is ' my

the game of “blufling” mean. H sh t, th od-dsg : = 5m;

its slogan. BLUFF IT THRQUGH; “w is eb . = '

This is the characteristic by whlch the f.f.i, may e un- : :

- ' wn. _ 'fagllgileyotgoof these in authority over ‘a steady and reli- a 4- 2‘

1 i
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able force of workers, and the time required to arouse

antagonisms, and destroy poise, foresight, and initiative,

will be as nothing compared to the melting of the prover

bial snowball. “Letting well enough alone,” until SURE

of a better way, is about as foreign to the “f.f.i,” as

Javanese is to the American house eat.

It is a great big truth, that too many otherwise favor

able careers are spoiled by the tendency of men and

women to “sorouge it through,” somehow, other than by the

power of DEVELOPED efficiency. Take a look, if you

care to, at the numberless of directing boards, whose mem

bers, many of them, are just there “more luck. than sense;”

and who pass upon policies and measures which they know

nothing whatever of, and care less about; only yearning

of course for the continued steady flow of shekels, without

for one moment considering the steady efficiency of men and

women who produce them, and handling the same as

though it was a matter of comparative indifl’erence. Then

watch such concerns and men for a little, and you’ll see

them qualifying as blufl’ers—as four-flushers—while real

and genuine interests sufi'er on because of them having

been. Let us place these creatures where they belong, i. e.,

at the bottom of the business ladder where they can effect

the least injury, and where they may climb to prominence-—

if they can.

When owners and proprietors and eflicient managers put

a watch-out on duty intercepting this specimen, then busi

ness jars will lessen and the machinery will run more

smoothly. WM. T. GOFFE.
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Do You Admit It?

By H. ' C. DRAWE
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~O-N-’T you do it, don’t you do it, boys. You’ll be sorry if you

do. I mean, don’t ever, for one minute, admit that you are '

whipped, licked—financially, physically or any other way. Makes

difference how often you may fall, how often you may have had

1rd luck” (or make a slight mistake in judgment) never say to your

f or your friends that you have tried this, tried that and everything,

i that “it’s no use” to try any longer, and that it’s an impossibility

- you to make it a go. Don’t even THINK it—banish—Presto! the

ghtest thought of having been conquered.

It is immaterial how deep a man may be in debt, there is a chance

' him to get out. It’s no use in talking, I know whereof I am speak

;. The trouble is with lots of folks, they “give up” too quickly, don’t

' hard enough and long enough. And about the next thing they

is to become indifferent—don’t care. I tell you, that’s a bad, bad,

ry bad state of mind to drift into indeed. And invariably when a

in becomes indifferent he loses self-respect. And usually as a result

this, many young men become, you might say, vicious, and want

take the spite out on themsalves by getting the “booze habit,” or

arse.

To come back to the subject: A man’s actions are exactly like

a state of his mind. A person can no more THINK failure, and

a success, than he can fly to the moon. And for that reason, if a

an wishes to be successful, he MUST essentially THINK success.

[1d if he THINK failure, he’s bound to be a failure—just as sure as

u are a foot high. Therefore, I say: Just as soon as you admit

at you are whipped, that “it’s no_use,”——right then your career as a

ilure BEGINS. Because, before that, there was still a chance for

ccess, and you had some red streaks of ambition left in you that

tpelled you to move onward! forward! upward!

Fellows, stay with the game. Fight it to the last ditch. Don’t

ve up, no matter how long it takes. Let it take years, even decades.

you are a young man, or an old man, and are down and out, and

you are indifferent, and MAY lose self-respect-—-Ahl Remember,

Ah
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your mother was a pure, virtuous woman, and went through a thousand

deaths when she gave birth to you.

Get busy at something—anything honorable. Put both your body

and mind to work. That’s the only way to chase away the evil

thoughts, and consequently run no chances on committing evil acts.

But, whatever you do, don’t THINK that “it’s no use.” D-o-n-’t you

do it, don’t you do it.

Make Your Work Your Masterpiece

By ORISON SWETT MARDEN
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HATEVER your vocation, resolve that you will be a man of

quality, that you will have nothing about you which is second

class, inferior, cheap; that you will have nothing to do' with

shoddy and shams, that you will have nothing to do with inferiority,

because it will contaminate your ideals. Make it a rule to set the

pace for those about you. Show them by your manner, your dress,

that you have nothing to do with cheapncss and commonness. Just

make up your mind at the very outset that your work is going to stand

for quality, that you will let others slight their jobs, and do slipshod,

slovenly work if they will, but that you are going to stamp a superior

quality upon everything that goes out of your hands, that whatever you

do shall bear the hall-marks of excellence. Let others work for quantity

if they will, let quality be your motto, so that everything that your,

name is associated with shall suggest excellence, the best that can

be done or can be made.

Stamp the trademark: thoroughness, individuality, distinctiveness,

upon everything that you touch. Then you will be a marked man,

your services will be in great demand, and you will have the satisfaction

of constantly hearing the “Well done!” of that still small voice within

you.



The Man Who Wins - 1

By DAVID M. WALL
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HE man who wins in business ELIGIU

As in other walks of life, Rwith “

Is the one who “plugs” in spite of odds comm

And glories in the strife; mdmggfm

\Vho sees beyond the present 4. mythology in

And learns to strike his gait; day. ADM

With a strong unfailing purpose B“ M

And a heart for any fate. phjjowphy a

His thoughts run not in custom’s rut, ‘But seek the broad highway, > than _ ‘

Where strong men only dare to tread (humiliate

And weaklings fail to stay; . , '5

Where competition reigns supreme, * mull?“

And men go up or down— “£510”

The weak to depths of failure— t "W

The strong to great renown. / “Egan

1 a

With little faith in “Gods of Chance.” I “lithem:

But a firm belief in work, “worth,

The man who wins life’s battles I" this

Is the one who does not shirk. ' definite km

When trouble comes a-brewing lltll an R

And things look mighty glum, A. ‘ edEEmaker

He grits his teeth and smiles a bit ' “heaven

And faces toward the sun! doneandt

This is its

Untired, relentless, striving It 5%

For betterment of self ‘hat thev.

He gains life’s greatest treasures Wssibiliii‘

Of power, fame and pelf. \heoutWa

Let sluggards live on dreaming w ohm“

Of what their lives MIGHT be— my

The man who wins in business of Chum

Is the man for you arid me. a “My



The Religion Business

By H. E. GRANT
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ELIGIONS, in that they are a creation by growth, vary largely

with the spirit of the times; even the most conServative being

constantly in a state of flux. They are naturally all-embracing

and range from the animism or fetish worship of our forebears, through

mythology and symbolism up to the practical religions of the present

day. And these are tinged with the traits of all those passed.

But today, the commercial need temporarily obscures deeper

philosophy and the religion of business is accepted as an actuality; a

tangible power responsible for supplying our needs and to which we

must bend in supplication and reverence. The power that is greater

than business is temporarily obscured, but is none the less existent,

though this wrong conception does not prevent the application of the

principle of right to everyday business transactions.

Religion is of individual interpretation. Right action but the claim

of good upon the individual.

The religion of business may therefore be summed up in the golden

rule,——“Whats0ever ye would that men should do 'unto you even so do

unto them,”—-and this “new” religion is found to be but the ancient

law of the prophets.

In this religion of business, belief has largely disappeared and

definite knowledge has usurped its place. Business is founded on fact.

Men are rewarded for what they know and for the service this knowl

edge makes possible. The reward is here and now. This religion ofl’ers

no heaven of indolence. Its rest for the world-weary is in work well

done and through this preparation in its possibility of being done better.

This is its constant progression.

It sets the goal and is a guide to conduct. Lifts up man’s eyes

that they may see, though afar off and difficult of attainment, these

possibilities of betterment resulting from present right action. It is

the outward expression of an inward faith in the commercial greatness

of our nation and calls for conscientious devotion in practice.

Individual freedom under the Constitution precludes the possibility

of Church establishment, but this same restraining power of freedom

is surely and swiftly determining a national religion out of the heart

“A41-14%,
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the conduct of business. And “business” refers t0"any occupation

mected with the operation for profit, of trade .or industry.

The heart of business—the spirit of the present interpreted—calls

progress through the exercise of that invention and application which

re caused so remarkable a growth in the past. The time was never

ire propitious for the extension of markets.

But as the scientific study of the differences and resemblances of

igions, starting from the lowest forms and leading up to the highest,

)w that all have certain fundamental similarity—that all call for the

:rcise of faith, devotion and goodness—so this new opportunity with

enlightenment of this new religion of business, claims from each

lividual an action based upon his faith in the future; for devotion

in to worship; and for right action.

In this new religion every center of business activity becomes a

lpit from which is preached and promulgated the dependence of man

on men, and the power of progress.

So may this new religion of business be expressed in betterment.

ris is our best preparation for our infinite tomorrows—the beyond.

'
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Don’t Be a' Clock Watcher

You have all the time there is—144~0 minutes in

every day; no man has more. The difference in

the state of men is due to the difference in the stuff

they put‘into those 1440 minutes.

The world is full of people who are wearing—out

their eyesight watching the clock, and looking for

more pay; when if they would look for more work,

and do that work better, the “more pay” question

would take care of itself. SHELDON.
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The War and Business in Canada

By A. B. FARMER
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OW is the war‘afl’ecting business in Canada?

It is popular just now, up here north of the Great Lakes and

the 45th parallel, to attribute the slowing up of business entirely

to the war, and to say that just as soon as the war is over business will

be good, but not till then.

If I may be permitted to say so, in this case I am convinced that

popular opinion is wrong.

Canada, although in the excitement of the clash of empires most

people seem to have forgotten it just now, was sufiering from a spell

of bad business before the war clouds had shown themselves above the

horizon. In fact, for nearly two years business in Canada has been fall—

ing oif steadily. From high tide in June, 1912, business fell off until at

the end of 1918 the unemployment in our cities was serious. Instead of

improving with the coming of summer, official figures in Toronto showed

the number of unemployed in June, 1914, greater than during the

previous winter. It must, therefore, be apparent that the present stag

nation cannot be attributed entirely to the war. It was here already.

It was here to stay—to stay at least until some fundamental readjust—

ments in business conditions had taken place.

The war is affecting Canadian business. The closing of the money

markets of Europe, so far as commercial flotations are concerned, and

the cutting off of the source of supply of many of the manufactures

formerly coming from Germany, Austria, and even France, is necessitat

ing a serious readjustment of business quite different from that already

under way before the war commenced. It is necessitating the produc

tion of many things within the country which heretofore we have been

able to import more economically from abroad, and therefore the estab

lishment of factories for the purpose. No doubt our Republican friends

will join with Canadian protectionists in congratulating the Dominion

on this good fortune.

A second result of the war in increasing the price of grain is just

beginning to be felt. In a country that produces an average of thirty

bushels of wheat alone for each man, woman and child within .its

borders, the increase of from forty to fifty cents per bushel, which has

' . r
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‘cady taken place, means an immense aggregate increase in the pur

3.8ng power of the agricultural population and must soon, and, has, in

:t, already begun to stimulate the business activity in the manu

rturing centers.

The increase in the price of agricultural produce must stimulate

zivity in all lines. Such was the result of the American Civil War, and

:h was the result of the Crimean War. So feverish was the activity

[need in Ontario as a result of the Crimean War that farms were

ight and sold at prices which they would not realize today, and city

1divisions were put on the market in the neighborhood of Toronto

ich are not even yet, in the year 1914, built upon.

If the present war is a reasonable long one, say two or three years,

nada may repeat the experience of Crimean days. The artificial

me of the stimulation will not be recognized by many for the reason

t we were already suffering a reaction from the speculative craze that

apt the country. as a result of the extraordinary developments which

k place during the first decade of this century. Too many people

re engaged, have been engaged for the past few years, in simply

sing the price of land until the price has become so high that others

mot afford to buy it to raise wheat, garden truck, homes, shops or

tories. War prices for agricultural produce, and for many lines of

nufacture may make the prices attained by land as a result of this

-culation tolerable while war prices last. But when the war is over,

en the people are looking for prosperity to follow peace, and when

iduce prices have returned again to a normal leVel, then it will be

1nd that land priCes are prohibitive, that obligations cannot be met,

1 that hard times have returned. From now until the war is over,

nada should be a good placé in which to do business.

This is my judgment. Let it be printed in a book that mine enemy

.y use it against me. '
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To a minister who oifered to tell a little girl how

to be good and go to heaven, she replied: “I don’t

want to be a good girl and go to heaven, I want to

be a girl that’s good ’nough to stay where I are."
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The Mouth

I

By A. B. FARMER, B. A., Character Specialist
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IG months, or little? That is the question. Fashion journals and

many of the popular magazine artists seem to say, little. And

many a fair reader of popular magazines, in self conscious con

fusion seeks to hide a comely month which in her childhood she has

been taught was too large.

For my own part, I like a good sized mouth. There is something

frank, open, and unselfish about a good sized mouth that appeals to me.

Have you ever heard Marshall Wilder? If‘not, ask your grand

father about him. He has been before the public a good many years.

As an entertainer he is in a class by himself. He has been gifted by

Providence with the happy faculty of making two smiles grow where one

grew before. Ask your grandfather about the secret of Wilder’s peren

nial charm. He will tell you it is his mouth. In fact Providence did

not give Mr. Wilder much else. Outside of the mouth there is only

what is absolutely necessary so that an audience can see him without

the use of glasses. But such a mouth! It is one of the largest and

most expressive I have ever seen.

As I review the busts of notables ranged around my study walls,

and finger over the portraits of persons, famous and infamous in my

files, it seems from their scarcity that when Providence gives to any

one, man or woman, a fashionably small mouth, it surely must give

them little else.

There is a reproduction of an old Greek bust of Juno—not a very

attractive face. And here before me is a portrait of a well-fed individual

of the small-mouth variety whose only claim to a place in my files is

that he is a fairly successful business man with an interest in music.

I am quite prepared to agree that the mouth may be too big. Our

aquatic friend, the bull-frog, it seems to me goes farther in that direc

tion than is really necessary. Yet I much prefer a good large mouth

such as smiles down upon me from the keen face of kindly, crafty old

Pope Leo, or the generous, if melancholy, mouth of Lincoln, to the

diminutive article so often depicted in the fashion plates and in the

magazines.

In previous articles we have discussed digestive peculiarities. The
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of the mouth tells us little of either digestive peculiarities or

stive power. Digestive power, the power to assimilate food, is

cated by the width and fullness of the face from the lower part of

ears around to the mouth. Discrimination in taste, appreciation of

flavors, is indicated by the width of the face just in front of the

er part of the ears. The size of the mouth itself relates rather to

e of the emotional qualities in man.

Try this experiment on yourself before the looking glass: Imagine

rself refusing money to a beggar whom, on a previous occasion, you

2 discovered to be an impostor. Picture all the details as clearly as

can in your imagination. If you like to go so far, say “No, sir” to

r imaginary impostor. Then look up quickly at the glass and catch

expression of your mouth. Then imagine yourself bringing a bundle

oys, candies, and other Christmas home to the children. Again pic

all the details. When you See it clearly, look up at the glass.

in note the expression in the glass. Now, have you tried it? Do

understand why we all really like a good big mouth?

Feelings of generosity tend to enlarge the mouth. Selfish feelings

L to make the mouth smaller. Especially the feeling of desire for

>erty or money, if constantly cultivated, will draw the mouth

ther as with a purse string. The purse-string mouth has, in all

, been the sign token and the trade—mark of the miser.

I studied a recent portrait, the other day, of one of America’s most

ous millionaires. The head was not the head of a miser. It was

er the head of a philanthropist, perhaps even of a theologian, for

head was long, high, and narrow. Yet the mouth was drawn to

NET so tight that the lips had all but disappeared, and wrinkles

ated out in all directions. I thought it not strange that two reports

he character of this man should have gone abroad—that in one he

resented as the unscrupulous pirate of high finance, the\very incarna

of heartless, soulless greed for gain, while in the other he is

1811.th as a kindly old man, receiving with patience the calumnies

Jed upon him, while he spends his time in close touch with the

1ties of nature, and his wealth endowing foundations for the better

of the lot of those who should come after him. This man was, by

ire, a student rather than a merchant, a philanthropist rather than

,iser. Early training had taught him, a lesson not too easy for the

to learn, to take care of his coppers and to keep accounts. By hard
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work and thrifty habits he gained a foothold in the business world.

He conceived the two-fold ambition to become very old and very rich.

He nursed that ambition until it became a ruling passion, perhaps a

mania. As I look at that mouth today I can imagine that man putting

up such a “poor-mouth” that the beggar in the street would share his

rags with the unfortunate old man. The long cherished ambition for

wealth has stamped itself upon the mobile mouth, but yet behind the

mouth of the miser is the head of the philanthropist.

Watch the mouth, Mr. Salesman. If it is just a naturally small

mouth, then you have to do with a selfish individual, with no redeeming

trait unless it is that spending his money on none but himself, he prob

‘ ably has some either in his pocket or in the bank, and your only problem

is to make him want the article you have for sale for his own use or

profit, and then to see that he pays for it when he has bought. If it is

a large mouth grown small by the tightening of the purse strings of

the mind with the passage of the years, then there is a big rich vein

of unselfishness in his nature, though the deposits of, years may have

hidden it far below the surface.

\\\\\\\\\‘\\‘\\\‘\\‘\“\\\§\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\‘

“I stepped into a drug store the other night to

get a prescription filled, and it seemed to me as if

the clerk never would emerge from back of the

prescription case. That wait was worth dollars to

me, for it set me wondering if the clerks in my

store were as prompt as they might be. Upon'in—

vestigation I found much about the service of my

own establishment that might be improved—and I

immediately took steps to see that my customers re—

ceived prompt attention."
\\‘\\m“\\“‘\\“‘\“‘\“\\“"
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About Our Public Schools

By A. F. SHELDON
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OT to/tear down, but to help build up; not to shake the

fist of iconoclasm, but to extend the helping hand, do I

call attention of fathers and mothers to the following

:ts concerning our public schools, quoted from a leading

gazine:

1. The public school system represents an investment of $1,221.—

i730.

2. It costs the American people $446,726,929 a year to maintain.

3. One single item of waste, due to retardation of pupils, costs

nation $157,066,602 annually. ‘

4. Only 7 per cent of the children who enter the public schools

1‘ pass through. )

5. Only 25.45 per cent of th05e entering school reach the high

301; and of those who reach the high school only 39.58 per cent

into the fourth year.

6‘ Not more than one-third of the children who enter the public

901s ever finish even the elementary grades. 7

7. One—half the children who enter the public schools leave them

)re they have acquired sufficient equipment to enable them to read a

Ispaper intelligently.

8. It is estimated that the loss of this fifty per cent of the chil—

n from the public schools in the middle of the elementary course

resents a loss to the nation, in human resources, of $250,000,000,000.

9. Only one American teacher in five, has even a minimum of

mm; for the work of teaching. And they have to study at night

order to teach anything the next day.

10. In many parts of the United States the education of the public

001 teachers is not above the seventh grade.

11. In one State, standing well up in the list of States with edu
ional advantages, about one-half the public school teachers have not i

n had a high school instruction.

12. Our public School system is not practical for most of those

0 must be educated by it or not be educated at all.
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The above facts, while startling, are true, and can be veri~

fied. Is it any wonder that business men everywhere com—

plain about the inefficiency of the product of the public

schools? '

There are four basic reasons for the state of affairs as re

vealed by the facts stated above.

There is a remedy. _

The first reason for conditions as above, is that in the be

ginning our educational system was started to be built from.

the top down, instead of, as it should have been, from the

bottom up. First came the university, in the old world, when

systematic instruction in the school room was designed for

the classes. exclusively. Graduates were intended for the

service of the State or for one of the learned professions. Those

who intended to enter the vocation trade and commerce could

not attend the university if they wanted to, they being barred

from its benefits. Later the high school came, the' object of

which curriculum was to fit the student to enter the university.

Later the lower or “common” schools came, and the object of

their curriculum was to fit the student to enter the grade

above, that he or she might eventually matriculate into the

university, and from thence to one of the professions as a life’s

vocation. _

The second reason is, that there is a Very general belief to

the effect that education is instruction, merely. Our schools

are very largely regulated upon the theory that if a child is

instructed it will become educated, regardless of the very plain

fact that the term “education” in its real meaning, and ac

cording to its Latin roots is “eduction.” That to “educate”

is to “educt,” to unfold, to develop. To educt what? \Vhy,

the child’s power to win in life’s battle, and to apply that

power. ‘ i \

arrli.v»i
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he third reason is, that human power—man—power—

idly speaking, is of two general kinds: first, physical; and

nd, mental. Of the latter, mental, there are three kinds:

, intellectual; second, sensibilities or feelings; and third,

, or action. The mind functions in these three ways. The

lt of the eduction of the first will be ABILITY. Of the

nd,'a higher degree of RELIABILITY; and of the third,

radual development, or eduction, of correct ACTION.

.le the result of the correct nourishment, plus the correct

of the positive or efficiency qualities of the physical man,

\e education—or eduction—of an increased degree of phys

ENDURANCE.

eason number four, is that the one thing which our school

ems are designed to do and are seemingly seeking to do,

> train the intellect of the child, and even this is not being

tly accomplished. The psychological laboratory has re—

ed very definitely the fact that BRAIN AREA develop

t is dependent upon the use of the senses primarily. Psy

ogy has also determined the fact that intellectual power

:tions in three ways:

irst—The Power to Think.

scond—The Power to Remember.

bird—The Power to Imagine.

here are not four or five or six or seven or more things

)e done by the intellect—just three. The intellectually

LE and capable are those who can do these three things

do them well. The intellectually powerful man is the

who is a good thinker, a good rememberer, and a good

giner, imagination being the power of constructive

1ght. It is back of all invention and progress. The com

:ing to memory of lessons, the making of grades and per—

;ages, trains the memory because the child is forced to use
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that faculty, but it does not of necessity train the child’s power

to THINK and IMAGINE. On the contrary, the over—stuffing

of the mind with memorized facts may stifle the two powers

mentioned and upon which true intellectual greatness depends.

The Remedy is, in the opinion of nearly all thinking men,

especially those who have given this matter serious thought,

that improvement must come through the medium of private

enterprise. Private enterprise in the field of real education,

will be free to break away from official precedent, and regulate

its curriculum on the truth that Education is Eduction,‘ the

cause of which is the correct nourishment and correct use of

the child’s efficiency qualities of body, intellect, feelings, and

will.

Before the high school youth should be permitted to enter

the school of life, he should be made acquainted with the

Science of Thinking. He should know what he does with his

thinker, and learn to prove it by applying that knowledge to

the end of developing it to the highest possible degree. It is

then that he will not he referred to when the business employer

cries out “Oh, if my employes would only think.” There is

at least one institution which will undertake the education of

youths on these right lines, and that is conducted by private

enterprise. I have no feeling of impropriety in saying to my

readers that, further information as to this can be obtained

by addressing THE AREA INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS

TECHNOLOGY, Area, Lake County, Illinois. Confidence

and satisfaction will result.
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: It is the evil that is within that invites and makes :

: possible the attack from without. :Y
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How We Tell Our Life’s Story

By C. C. STOCKFORD
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EN express themselves in various ways. One lives his life in

[ poetry; another in prose; one lives it in painting, another in

song; one lives it in farming, another in commerce; one lives it

machinery, another deep down in the mines. No matter where

i or what his immediate duty may be, man’s work is his oppor

ty to express the real story of his life,—-to sing the song of his soul.

Each day we express our innermost selves through our thoughts,

is and deeds. Our thoughts are the parents of our words and

s; our words and deeds determine the strength of our character

our character is our passport to honor and achievement.

Yet how few fully realize the responsibilities of their work. So many

1 to look no farther than its immediate completion and the com

:ation to be received, entirely oblivious to, or else blindly ignorant

he relation of their duties to the lives of those around them and

responsibilities that are imposed upon them through the work that

.ven them to do.

Every one of us has been placed here to perform our work for a

)ose and we should fulfill that duty in a manner that will reflect

it upon us and also contribute to the upbuilding of the universe.

work should be constructive and expressive in the broadest sense

our pride should impel us to superhuman efl’ort if necessary, in

:r that such results may be realized.

This can be done only when we put our very hearts and souls—

very life—into our work. We should have the knowledge and con

usness that we are carrying out God’s eternal plan, ever realizing

“We are'but parts of one stupendous whole,

Whose body Nature is, and God the soul.”

Thus does the question come to each of us: Are we expressing our

self in our work? Does YOUR work reflect the character of person

wish people to think YOU are?

Tme, manly character cannot be developed through the slighting

)ne’s duties. Doing the very best you can under all circumstances
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and striving each day to improve both the quality and quantity and

mode of performing your work, is what counts.

And with all you must have a clear conscience, which means that

you must have honesty of purpose. First, last and always, be honest

in your work. vBe honest with yourself and you will be honest with

the other fellow. Also, take heed that deceit, carelessness or thought

lessness do not bring you sorrow and regret. '

_ Somebody was deceitful, careless or thoughtless when the Ashtabula

Bridge was built. The world learned the truth through the awful

disaster that followed. ‘

Forgetting duty and responsibilities through rivalry, and making a

thoughtless effort to win a race, hurled an Interurban car through the

open draw of a bridge into the Saginaw river. All on board but three

plunged to their death, and again the innocent paid the debt of remiss

ness.

Somebody neglected duty when two ships attempted to pass-in a

dense fog. The toll was paid by more than a thousand souls when the

Empress of Ireland went to the bottom of the St. Lawrence River.

Thus has it ever been and ever will be so long as workers fail to

realize their responsibilities and the importance of their work. Through

' out all the pages of history is written the story of selfish neglect and

careless attention to duty, in consequence of which thousands are made

to suffer. And yet much, if not all, of this unnecessary loss and suffer

ing could be avoided if each one of us would only stop and realize

our duty and our responsibilities. If we would only realize the serious

ness of our work and how far-reaching are its efiects upon our fellow

men.

This is not a world of individual achievement and exploitation of

personal prowess. Co-operation is the keynote to success in every line

of endeavor and the individual must learn that lesson or go down to

ultimate‘defeat before the iresistible forces of immutable laws. Our

duties extend beyond our own narrow lives to those of our fellow-men

on every side. That is why we have been told that we are “our

brdther’s keeper." '

And so YOUR work is YOUR opportunity through which you

can give expression to your innermost self—by which you can tell your

story, be it prose or poem; song or symphony; brain work or brawn

labor. No matter what it may be, it is your role in the play of life and

.-,17-7,v.“flY-rssfiiI
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up to you to play the part well. Through your work you reflect

- life in thoughts, words and deeds, and as—

“The Moving Finger writes; and, having writ, moves on”

150 do you write the story of yourself in each day’s work, and once

,ten, it stands there as immutable evidence of what your life was

that day.

Therefore, let us make sure that each day’s work tells a story of

est toil; of duties nobly done and of responsibilities ably discharged.

{8 can we effectively minimize life’s load of sorrow and increase the

ld’s happiness and our own, many fold.

YOUR part is to put thought and care into your work,-—into the

ression of your life. Let it reflect an honest heart, a noble character,

ml of love and a life of service. With these will come Happiness—a

; reward—and yours will be a work of which you can feel proud.

Also, the world will feel proud of YOU.

\\\"\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\\\“\\\\\\‘\\\\\

It calls for rare ability to go on day after day

trying in every way to advance an employer’s in

terest, working over time, introducing progressive

methods, when the employer never expresses his

gratitude or praise, but thinks it’s your duty to
help him.-—O. S. M. I

> 

Character, music, art, architecture, books, libraries

——these are the real assets. The real assets of the

people are the things that endure, that stand the

test of time by growing richer and more valuable.

What a tremendous unapproachable asset Europe

has in the works of the great masters.

‘a
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The"WeakSpot” in ManyOrganizations

By AUSTIN WOODWARD
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N THESE days of deep research into petty detail, there are two

Ihighly important things which many executives overlook:

' First: Comprehensive instructions in black and white.

Second: Having all information which relates to any department,

PASS THROUGH SOME ONE CHANNEL.

Instructions in black and white involve what many people are

inclined to regard as needless bother, for the reason that it is so much

easier to say a thing than it is to write it out, or even to get it in

black and white with the help of a stenographer.

BUT WHAT DOES A LITTLE EXTRA 'WORK AMOUNT

TO IF IT MAKES A MAN MORE ACCURATE—JF IT GETS

HIM NEARER TO RIGHT RESULTS?

The man who puts himself on record in black and white is going

to avert many “come-backs” because under those conditions he is

going to be just as sure as he possibly can be, that he is correct.

Written instructions also preclude the possibility of having “the lie”

politely passed—a thing which unfortunately occurs in numerous in

stances where it is the custom to rely upon verbal instructions too

fully. _

BEST OF ALL, WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS PREVENT MIS—

UNDER‘STANDINGS AND CONSEQUENT MISTAKES.

Let it not be inferred that this article favors the doing away with

oral instructions entirely. That would be impracticable. But when

it comes to important instructions, get them down on paper, IN

VARIABLY.

Where verbal instructions are given, the recipient should avoid

trusting to memory. Every vital point should be jetted down.

The reason why every bit .of routine connected with a certain

department should go through ONE channel is this: When tWo or

more people are looking after the same thing, that thing is frequently

not done at all; or, if done, it is apt to be done as it should not be done.

Too many executives have an undue sense of responsibility; they

try to carry too much detail on their shoulders. A competent detail

executive and as many assistants as he needs in order to take care of all
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tine smoothly and accurately, is the best preventive of nervous

akdowns.

Briefly, here are some of the characteristics which a detail executive

uld possess, or acquire, for we CAN acquire them if we will:

First: A methodical, orderly habit of thought which will enable

to classify data so that it can be found the moment it is needed.

Second: He should get into the way of keeping urgent matters

most, always disposing of them in the order of their importance.

desk should have an “in” tray and an “out” tray, and he should

9 his. “in” tray free from accumulating papers.

Third: He should realize that no amount of work is so difficult as

my seem at first glance, provided it is taken up in well defined sec—

s and THOROUGHLY concentrated upon, whatever the cost, even

c has to howl for more help. The saying, “This one thing I do,”

|s convey the idea.

If instructions that reach detail executive are not perfectly under—

dable, if he detects any omissions or incongruities, he should send

he proper source and insist that the information be given in com

e form, or know the reason why.

One very considerable cause of difliculty in any organization, is lack

efinite instructions—the information is often fragmentary, scattered,

ngible. In other words, it savors strongly of too much needless

ming amuck.”

This is largely due to the fact that responsibility is not sufficiently

1. ‘Under such conditions, each man is inclined to “duck” when

’ronted. It should therefore be made perfectly clear just where

l man’s responsibility begins and just where it ends. Here, again,

:ten instructions are indispensable. Systematically and carefully

ed, they will ferret out the source of difliculty every time.

When the detail executive has dealings with any other department,

;hould put his instructions in memo form, always using a sheet of

30!] paper. He should hang on to that carbon paper like grim death,

mse it is his protection in case face-copy is lost—a thing that

ES occur only too often, in the best of well regulated business

ilies.

Retaining a carbon copy of his instructions is also a protection to

detail executive, in case there be any subsequent deviation from

tten instructions. On the other hand, the detail executive, in putting
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his instructions in black and white, may at times condemn himself.

But he should be big enough and broad enough to be willing to take a

chance of being caught in an occasional error, or to be found neglectful

of detecting a possible flaw in the instructions that come to him. It is

then up to him to seek the remedy and apply it. Not any of us are

infallible, and a good, hard jolt is often more productive of lasting

good than a gentle “jolly.” It is a good curb to similar shortcomings

in the future. "

Too many errors result from verbal instructions, often uttered

hastily, under excitement, in a noisy room, to an intended recipient

whose mind may be crowded with half a dozen rush matters. There

fore, let this be the rule, always: THE FEWER VERBAL IN

STRUCTIONS, THE BETTER. '

All duplicates of instructions should be classified under the head

ing of the department to which they relate.

All carbon duplicates should be arranged and kept in the order of

their issuance, until the time comes when they may safely be destroyed.

The astounding lack of balance that often exists betweenyarious

departments in large business institutions is very largely due to the

lack of specific black and white instructions.

The man who is obliged to groveI among mole hills much of the

time, is going to have scant opportunity to scale mountain peaks, how

ever well he may be fitted to do so—all of which is to say that that

executive who insists upon doing anything that he can get someone

else to do equally well, is not the hundred-point executive he ought

to be.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\‘\\\\\\‘\‘\\“\“\\\\\\\\‘\\I

People who come t6 church for the ,sake of so

cials and suppers are like the shiners and cunners

that gather around fishermen, nibbling at the hook,

and stealing the bait, then running away.——J. G.

Stanton.
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Watch How Much You Get

State Official Tells How Housewives Lose Thousands of Dollars

by Short Measure

.\\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\‘\‘\\\\‘\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\

ATCH your milk bottles to see that they are full.

Don’t buy dry groceries by the box.

Don’t accept a box of candy that is one—fourth fancy paper.

Don’t buy dress goods that are measured by creases estimated

a yard in the factory.

Ask for definite quantities when buying.

Watch your grocer’s scales to see that they are not loaded with

in iron nuts or shot.

Benjamin M. Sharp, chief clerk of the County Commissioners’

reau of Weights and Measures, laid down rules on conscientious

ring for the members of the Housekeeper’s League, which met

the Young Women’s Christian Association to-day, which, if 0b

ved by every housewife, would go far toward solving the “high cost

living.”

“For thirty-one years you women have been wondering why your

lars didn’t buy more and complaining because your dressmakers sent

1 back to the stores for more material,” Mr. Sharp said. “Since

mandatory act of 1918 went into effect last February thirty-five

pectors have been at work confiscating dishonest weights and meas—

-s. Altogether they have collected 58,965 inaccurate pieces of ap—

-atus, and the sum total of money saved for housewives is estimated

$16,600 a day.”

Mr. Sharp illustrated his warnings against dishonest weights and

asures by exhibits. These showed the ingenious false bottoms,

ited tin measures and round bearings calculated to throw out the

lter of gravity on grocers’ scales which are the chief resorts of

lort weight artists.” '

“I want to warn you particularly in reference to milk bottles,“

'. Sharp stated. “There are three million of these bottles distributed

the city each day. Many of these bottles are made according to

honest. standards. The milkman may not know it. Automatic ma—

nes are so constructed that it’s diflicult to fill a bottle to the neck and

the sumel' loses six drains.”
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Seldom has the question of careful buying been more force—

fully impressed than by the official mention in the clipping re

produced above.

The thing of interest to the Philosopher above all else in

it is the fact that we are all awakening to the essential truth

that it is SERVICE which we really both buy and sell—

SERVICE—which is the sum of Quantity plus Quality plus

Mode.

The above shows a right start. The official instructor

begins his advice with Quantity, and urges that women see to

it, that they are not cheated in weight and measurement, and

he makes a perfectly good case as far as he goes.

The effecting of this improvement will transform the serv—

ice of a good many institutions from that of very poor service

to very good, just as when the second step is reached—Quality

——other institutions will yield to improvement that have been

delinquent on the line of Quality. And with Quantity and

Quality right, better Modes and Methods are so much more

easily accomplished.

In the meantime, keep your weather-eye on the formula:

Q for Quantity, plus Q for Quality, plus M for Mode. Then

Watch the growth of that into Service.——[Editor.]
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, The devil goes away when he finds the door shut

against him.

Christianity is a religion that will not keep, the

only thing to do with it, is to use it, spend it, and

give it away.
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Observations of Business

By ORVILLE ALLEN
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ATURE’S laws are always working for the individual, and also

for the institution, which Emerson so truthfully tells us is just

the lengthened shadow of the man. I know this, and very likely

11 do, too. But I haVe a faculty of accumulating proof after I

ve accepted a conclusion, because in so doing seems to be the only

1y I can keep in harmony with the conclusion.

When I began this paragraph, I had in mind my friend Bob. Bob,

nust tell you, knew too that Nature’s laws were always working for

2 individual. But Bob didn’t know, or rather he was not quite sure

it he knew, that if he did not keep himself in harmony with Nature’s

vs, they would work, not for him, but against him. I say Bob was

I: quite sure, and in that he was not quite sure he dared to “take a

wee" and see if he could “get by.” And the worst part about the

[ole business was that Bob did “get by” in a financial way. That is,

a chance he took proved to be to his financial advantage and he has

itinued to take the same chance for several years.

It has been five years since Bob first “got by.” I see him now often.

lancially he is what the world calls a success. But mentally and

ritually Bob is a dismal failure. He admits it himself. He is

:adfully unhappy he tells me and it has begun to tell on his physical

f. But Bob knew that he knew the first time he attempted to

:t by.”

Opportunity.

An opportunity, in order to be an opportunity, must be something

1 can accept and make. use of. If an opportunity is offered you and

1 look at it with a muddy vision, and someone whose imagination has

:n trained sees its possibilities and gains its reward, it was not an

)ortunity for you at all. Even though we be offered the greatest

ngs in the world, they will not be our'opportunity if we are not

pared to accept and use them.

It is not so much a question of training ourselves to make a success,

: rather training ourseIVes to accept the opportunities offered and

:h them build our success.
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Seeing Your Goal.

“My success,” the general manager told me, “is due to the fact

that many years ago, I saw my goal and worked everlastingly on the

straight and narrdw road to attain it.”

But as we talked on for the next hour or more, I came to the

realization that he did not stick to the straight and narrow road at

all. What he did do though, and a thing that very few ever do do, was

to hold everlastingly to his goal—to his ideal. But in gaining his goal

he went into many byways and highways and the greater part of

the time was far away from the straight and narrow road, though

always he had a clear, vivid mental picture of his goal.

Of course he has a greater goal he is reaching for now, as every

truly successful man has, but this little talk with him makes my belief

stronger along the lines I have been, thinking for some time and that

is this: We can all reach our goal, providing we have a good clear

picture of that goal, but as to the route we will take to get there, we

are entirely unable to say.

Rendering Service.

The world is waiting to pay you big for something it wants but

does not know it wants it. It seems to me that the young man or

woman who will take that sentence for their business slogan on entering

the business world and work it out to where he or she is rendering

such a service, will attain success in the truest sense of the word,

namely, health, long life, honor, money and happiness.

In accepting it as my business slogan, I am striving everlastingly

to know folks better, so that I will better know what they want, even

better than they themselves know. Also, I am striving everlastingly

to so express myself, that after I find out what they want, I can per

suade them that they want it. If I am successful in these two efi’orts, it

Seems to me that I will just naturally get the right “something” to

deliver unto them.

i ' Buried In Details.

When I called on the department manager, I found his desk

literally covered with documents and papers, and, as he greeted me, he

said that he hardly had time to hear my message because he was so

busy.

There were two telephones on his desk that were continually



ging and there were many interruptions from men and women in

: department for advice on diiferent subjects. ‘

He told me in the course of the conversation, that there was no

mce for a man with a big corporation and with all his busy-ness, I

not see how I would be able to convince him differently.

But when, a few weeks later, I called on a man holding the same

llthn with a firm in the same line of business and talked to him, I

nd, as I thought, that the first man was altogether wrong.

This man, though holding a position with the same title as the

t man, drew nearly twice the salary. He had no more help in his

>artment. His desk was clear, except for the work he had in hand

that time, and I found that his mind was clear too. He did not

wer the telephones, but had them in charge of an efficient young

y who saw to it that it was not necessary for him to talk but once

'ing my stay. There was not a man or woman in the department

t bothered him while I was there, though I learned afterwards that

department turns out twice as much work as the department in the

er concern.

There is no difference in the number of hours in a day for each

us, but there is a vast difference in the way we use these hours,

tead of letting them use us.

\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\‘\\\\\\‘\\\\\‘\\\‘\\

Books are never asleep. If investigating you in—

terrogate them, they conceal nothing; if you are

ignorant they cannot laugh at you.

 

Some people are like a million-dollar check on a

ruined bank. They look big, they promise great

things, but you can’t cash them.

 

You can tell by the spirit a man puts into his

task whether there is in him the capacity for growth,

and expansion.
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The ‘Human Corporation

By SHELDON LEAVITT, M. D.
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E ARE living amongst the evidences of human dissension.

’ These are days longto be remembered. Petty personal dislikes

have crystallized into national dislikes, which have been blown

to white heat by leaders fired by motives of personal animosity, until

the whole mass seethes. The days of the Napoleonic wars are being

outdone, and where the end is none can tell.

It all comes about, too, through the action of natural laws. It is the

efiect of the contention of opposites. Everything has its antithesis.

There are light and darkness; action and reaction; likes and dislikes;

truth and falsehood; approval and disapproval; advance and retreat;

faith and fear; rise and fall. There is also the law of compensation.

For every prosperity there is adversity; for every success, a failure;

for every comfortable winter a hot summer; for every happy day a day

of depression and doubt; for every compliment a denunciation. Things

average up about the same when the balance is struck for long stretches.

After a protracted period of comparative peace the world has been

precipitated into the greatest war of all times. We were just beginning

to hope that the predicted thousand years of peace had been entered

upon, and that the time of "national disarmament was at our doors, when

“war and rumors of war” came suddenly upon us.

It is useless to hope for perpetual peace. Contention will never

cease until aspiring, resolute men have been substituted by molly

coddles; and let us pray that that day may never come. Competition

is the life of the world; it is a spur to individual and collective efiiciency,

and in its practice men will continue to fight.

Apply these ideas to business aggregations, and we get lively,

going concerns. What board of directors ever wholly agreed upon every

important feature of concrete action? Men of many ideas who will fight

hard to see their ideas put into effect, but who, nevertheless, are

willing to urge vigorously the projects approved by the majority, make

ideal oflicers. But a man who becomes a grouch because he cannot

have his way, is dangerous in proportion to the influence he wields.

Such a man in a board of directors is worse than a drag: he is a

firebrand.

But when men become agreeable to the point of easy acquiescence
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ithout discussion, they degenerate into mere tools in the hands of

|e strong and designing.

In every organization there is some dissonsion, and it is not to be

gretted, as it sharpens the wits of the leaders and restrains activities

hich might otherwise become pernicious. A business aggregation, like

11' general government, derives great benefit from an occasional con

oversy. A revision of its policy can come about only as the result

’ strong dissension. Specific policies long in vogue become stale, no

atter what their original excellencies. Somebody files an objection

t the course of action, another joins in the protest and a resurvey of

it: field results. For such reasons, among others, we should refrain

om denouncing dissenters. Out of the European cataclysm there is

)und to come much good. Not only will great reforms be instituted,

it a vast fund of human energy will'be released into channels of

:pression for the benefit of the world. It is travail, out of which shall

vme great men—stalwarts in mind and spirit, through whom shall come

~eat evolutionary development.

And now to an application of these reflections to the human

~ganism—to the mental and physical life of the individual man.

Disease is an evidence of conflict. Some dissension having arisen the

liitt€l‘ has gone beyond the stage of calm debate. It may be that a

)Iltl‘OVCl‘SY has been going on in the governing body for a long time, and

ou feel it now only because it has reached an acute stage. The stock

olders have been appealed to, and they are considering what shall be

one. Or it may have reached a point where the shareholders threaten

3 form a new directory and adopt a new policy. At any rate you

:cognize the existence of a real conflict, and what is to be done?

In the turmoil of a conflict, the cool, strong, purposeful men are the

ominant force. They stand back at times where they can get a com

rehensive and calm survey of the field, and weigh the consequences

f the actions proposed. They formulate plans and then set about

ecuring their adoption. They gather in quiet places to go over the

.lans ‘in detail, and when a course of action is once formed they press

I; upon the situation. They don’t go about wringing their hands and

nagging advice and aid, though they do seek advice from those whose

.dvice is worth something, weigh it up, and then give it its relative

>lace in their scheme. _

We need to treat our physical ailments in a similar manner. In the
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quiet of our solitary moments, apart from the turmoil of life, we should

go over the situation and fix upon a course of action. We should take

counsel of our wise forces, and even consult outsiders. Having done so

we should use all the authority at our command to bring order out of

chaos, comfort out of distress and safety out of menace.

This amounts to assuming authority over the self and demanding

obedience. Somebody asks, again—for the question is insistent—

“Do you mean to say that we can dominate our bodies and thus rid

lurselves of our ailments?” I most certainly do, and if you fail, upon

attempting to do so, you either are lacking in power, or you are not

taken seriously. Remember that all your bodily organs are just as

much a part of you as are your voluntary muscles, and your authority

over them is really as great, but not so prompt in its action. We have

been taught by physiologists that our power does not extend further

than the voluntary system of muscles; but modern thought—though still

dubbed unscientific by those who insist upon applying laboratory tests

to psychological phenomena—knows better. To those lacking essential

qualifications, responsas are not given. There are spiritual elements

concerned in cure, not possessed by them. Under right conditions we

get pleasing results. We can control dissension and its consequences,

in our bodies, with as great certainty as the leading minds, in a business

organization, can overcome or eliminate dissension, when we go about

the effort in an equally intelligent and confident way. Thus far people

have not tried to do this earnestly and confidently. Let those who

read these lines begin to assume consistent authority over their bodies,

and they will grow in health in the ratio that they grow in faith.

\\\\\\\\‘\\\‘\\‘\\\\‘\“\\\\‘\\\\\\‘\\‘\‘\‘\\

We reduce life to the pettiness of our daily liv—

ing; we should exalt our living to the grandeur of

life—Phillips.

So live with men as if God saw you, so speak to

God as if men heard you.
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Gunpowder in Every

-Normal Man

THERE IS GUNPOWDER

In every man, if you can get the spark to it

which will ignite it.

THERE IS LATENT POWER

In every salesman—very often more than

he himself dreams of.

ALL YOU NEED TO DO

To light the flame of his enthusiasm, is to

show him his own opportunities and their

possibilities for him.

DO BUT THIS MUCH FOR HIM

And the hiddengunpowder within him will

cause him to explode with sudden and irresist—

ible power and keep it up. _

“GINGER TALKS” by Holman,

Will do the work for him‘ Present him with

a copy. Price $2.00 per copy.

1&5 The Sheldon University Press

AREA, Lake County, ILLINOIS

 

 

 

Say "I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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1915 Summer School

I

85 Concord Ave,

TORONTO, CANADA,

December 1, 1914.

Mr. A. F. Sheldon,

Area, Illinois.

Dear Mr. Sheldon:

The two weeks I spent at Area last summer, I con

sider the FINEST HOLIDAY I ever had—a real genu

ine period of re-creation. The Sheldon Summer School

develops the “all round man.”

I am looking forward to going back next summer.

Yours truly,

ALEX SMITH.

That’s the way they all feel about it—those who were

here in July and August this year.

The Sheldon Summer School

at AREA, is the limit for pure

renewal of mind and body powers

Suppose you test it out next year. There will be tWO

sessions, one in July and the other in August. We’ll

be here after you have come and gone, and we will want

your good word just as we have Smith’s, and numerous

others. So you may depend upon it that our plans will

all be outlined and executed with an eye on July and

August, 1916; and that means that we will “MAKE

GOOD” in 1915, as we did in 1914—only we hope even

more so.

Our dormitories and tents and “eats,” in 1915, will

excel our service of 1914, and the mental feasts will un

doubtedly equal those of 1914, which were indeed of a

character diflicult to beat.

THE LAKE AND .woons INVITE YOU AS OF YORE

Register Early for One of the 1915 Sessions
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Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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OfaRoundTripRailwayandPullmanCarTickettot

InternationalExpositionatSanFrancisco,including2.

Diego.

ToReadersofThis“GreatLittleEfficiencyMonitor”

ThePhilosopher’sPlanisasFollows:
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FromBOSTON,195subscriptions.
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Miss.‘

SuchasSampleCopies,subscriptionblanks,andsolicitingoutfit.

Don’tlosetime“thinkingitover."

Address_

TheSheldonUniversityPress,

'Area,LakeCo.,Illinois.
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Success Cost

Sturtevant 3 Cents!

He found the secret concealed in an old scrapbook which he

bought down in Ann Street.

The moment he read it he cried, “I know that my fortune is

made.”

The “Magic Story” as it was called, did more than make

Sturtevant prosperous and happy. Everybody to whom he

told it was thrilled and inspired by it—led onward and up

ward to heights they had never hoped to attain:

Read His Wonderful Story

Part One of the “Magic Story” tells of its discovery by Sturte~

vant and the amazing effect it had on him and his friends.

It is the most interesting story of inspiration and achievement

you ever read.

You can read it free—you are under no obligation to buy

the complete “Magic Story” unless you wish to. If you do

it will cost you only $l—and your money will be returned if

you are dissatisfied. Thousands have bought the “Story” and

been helped by its wonderful message—less than 1 per cent

have ever asked for their money back.

Read Part One anyway; just write us today and say “Send

me a free copy of Part One of the ‘Magic Story.’ ”

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS,

Area, Lake (10., Illinois
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Meet me at the

TULLER

  

For Value, Serv

ice, Home

Comforts

  

i'eiflxtssrrsr mt

» > mortifi- f 51m

. ~ was!»

 

Detroit, Michigan

Center of business on Grand Circus Park. Take Woodward car, get

off at Adams Avenue

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $1.50 Single, $2.50 Up Double

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.00 Single, $3.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.50 Single, $4.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $8 to $5 Single, $4.50 Up Double

Total 600 Outside Rooms

ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

Two Fioors—Agents’ New Unique Cafes and

Sample Rooms Cabaret Excellente
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+FENTONA

GUMMED

LABELS

We have done two notable things in Gummed Label

making that are not usually associated:- RAISED the stand

ard and LOWERED the price. We are making better

labels at the same time we are making them cost less.

No other concern has the equipment for making la

bels of the better sort that we have--had to design some of

the machinery ourselves.

Every part of this equipment means better labels

for less money by cutting out cumbersome and time-wast

ing methods.

WE SAY IT BOLDLY--NO ONE ELSE IN THE

COUNTRY CAN SELL OUR KIND OF LABELS AT

OUR PRICES.

Send for free catalog and see for yourself.

FENTON LABEL C0.
s.w. c0: 9L" e THOMPSON STS.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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_ he Key to Success

Stop forget-ting/

IncreaseYourEfficiency

The secret of business and social success is the

ability to remember. 1 can make your mind

an infallible classified index [rain which you

can instantly select thoughts. facts. figures.

names, laces. Enables you to concentrate, d:

velap "If-control, overcame bashfulnm, think

on yuur feel, address an audience. Easy.

Simple. The result of 20 years experience in

developing memories of thousands of stu

dents. Write today for copy of my hook

  

 

 

  

Prof. ' I

 

“How to Remember" iind Copyrightcd Mem

Hen" my Test Free. also how to ohtiiin FREE

Dizkmn' copy of my book “How to Speak in Public‘"

- Principal V

Dickson School of Memory. 938 Auditorium BldpfiliiugoJll.

 

 

    

 

9,059 -W0rd

Business Book Free

Simnly send us a postal and ask for our free illustrated 9:059

word Business Booklet which ‘ tells how riceless Business

Experience, squeezed from the lives of 112 ig, broad, brainy

business men, may be made yours—yours to boost your

salary, to increase your profits' This free book deals With

—How to mange a business

——How to s l goods _

—How so get money by mail

-—How so buy at rock-bottom

—How to collect money

—How to stop cost leaks

—How to train and handle men . _

—How to get and hold a position

—How to advertise a business

-—-How_ to devise office methods

Sending for this free book binds you ts nothing, involves ou in no

obligation; yet it ma he the means of starting you on s_br_ou er career.

Surely you will not eny yourself this privile 2. when it involves only

the risk of apostul —-a penny! Simply say “. end on row 9,069-word

booklet." Send to SYSTEM. Dept. B. I'. 4, Wabash Ave.

and Madison St" Chicago.
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FELIX BEROL

can instantly give

the population of

any lace in the

worl of 5,000 or

over; he can give without hesitation the dates 'of birth

and death of the great men of history; he has 300,000

facts and figures stored away in his brain. He has a

simple system that enables him to remember all that he

should remember. He wants to teach it to you-by mail

Y0 will be able to recall Names, Faces, Dates,

Telephone and Street Numbers—

Yo can remember the salient Facts in a Boole or

anything ebe you read—alter one reading—

YOU can instantly recollect important Business and

Professional Fact: or Mcmoranda—

YO can become a clear thinker and in Public Speak

ing get a firm grasp on what you derire to say

  

“Mr. Berol’s method has helped my memory in every

way, I use it every day and its possibilities are opening

up to me more and more as I put it more and more into

practise. Icnn not begin to estimate its value to me.”—

CKAS. A. STEBBINB, Carnegie Hall, New York City.

The Berol Mail Course in Memory Training requires

only a few spare moments daily. Ask to-day, on a

postal card, for free full particulars. Address,

FUNK 8: WAGNALLS COMPANY, Dept. 981 New York City  
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HOW TO PLAY

THE GREATLETTER GAME

S’CIENTIFICALLY

HE biggest business game to-day is

the sales letter. Iris the NEWADVER

,TISING.theNEW SALESMANSHIP.

it's BUSINESS SCIENCE in its latest,

its biggest. its most universal form. Ihave

taught H. Gard with the Post Oflice Fixture

Trust to get $7,698 from 120 inquiries

where before he never got $3,000, the

Asst. Mgr. of the R. D. Nuttall Co. to

get 36 per cent of orders from current inquiries

where before he got 25 per cent, H. T. Brockelman

to triple his cash grocery business in nine months, a.

green Jap to write a letter on a $15 drawn-work

table cover that pulled 89 per cent approval orders,

and many others. I can teach you by my inexpensive

courses in Office Salesmanship, Sales Letter Writing,

How to Systematize an Ofl‘ice, etc. Special course for

Business Managers.

snow ME ,
How to Use Words so an to Make People Do Things

In a series of 20 stimulating personal letters.

accompanied by illustrative letters that have really

pulled big business, I will place you in command of

the Principles of How to Use Words so as to Make

People Do Things, How to Handle Human Nature

so as to Get Results, How to Write Letters and Ad

vertisements that Will Pull. On request I will sentI

you my Summary of Vital Principles with a two

page personal letter, telling how to apply them to

your particular business, if you agree to return in ten

days or pay $10 for the entire series and book “How

to Do Business by Letter and Advertising" (entirely

new). Be sure to describe your business fully.

Address SHERWIN CODY personally.

SHELDON UNIVERSITY PRESS, Area, III.
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The Marden Inspirational

BOOKS

Endorsed by Kings, Emperors, Presidents of Repub

ii?

lies. The most successful business men, statesmen, pro- \ Training

fessional men, educators and executives have these l,“ Tel;

volumes as part of their permanent libraries. Many of l inu

them have purchased hundreds of volumes of one or f‘"

more titles, for presentation purposes to their employees The Em

and best friends. paC

Pushing to the Front. q 0“

Getting On. The?“

The Young Man Entering Business.

The Secret of Achievement. 0“

Rising in the World. ‘ dis

Be Good to Yourself. The joy

Peace, Power and Plenty.

The Optimistic Life. Shs

He Can Who Thinks He Can. 3'“

The Miracle of Right Thought. \ “19‘

Self Investment. d“

Every Man a King.

Keeping Fit—The very latest Marden book. 1

Single copies, cloth, $1.10; silk, $1.30; leather, $1.55, post

paid. Set cloth, $12.00; silk, $15.00; leather, $18.00. IHAD

A Christmas Gift Which May Be Worth More Than a ' Post:

Thousand Dollars in Cash to the Reader.

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW How to Make Up for De—

ficiencies in Education-P—Aehieve your Aim P—Doublfi

your Earning Power P—Get a Foothold in the Business

World P—Grasp Opportunities P—To Be Successful ?—

Ever feel “Panicky”? In Despair? “Blue”?

The Reading of One of Dr. Marden’s Books Has Proved

The Turning Point in the Career of Hundreds of People
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More Than a Million

Copies Sold!

Training for Efficiency, Price, Postpaid, $1.35

Tells employers how to realize to the full on their capital

invested, and employees how to make the best showing

for their employers and themselves.

The Exceptional Employee, Price, Postpaid, $1.10

Packed with forceful advice for young people at the foot

of the business ladder.

The Progressive Business Man, Price, Postpaid, $1.10

Overrunning with terSely put pointers for business men

desirousof keeping pace with the times. I

The joys of Living, Price, Postpaid, $1.35

'Shows the average struggling, over-worried American man

and woman how to get pleasure out of life as they go

along, instead of waiting for fortune or fame or some other

distant goal.

IUST FROM THE PRESS!

KEEPING FIT, Postpaid, $1.35.

I HAD A FRIEND HINTS TO YOUNG WRITERS

Postpaid, 53c. ' Postpaid, 80c.

MARDEN BOOKLETS

Do It to a Finish Good Manners and Success

Not the Salary but the Opportunity The Hour of Opportunity

Why Grow Old? An Iron Will

Character Cheerfulness Economy

Cheerfulness The Power of Personality

In white leatherette binding, 35 cents, each, postpaid. The last seven

are also to be had In cloth at 50 cents. Copies sent on approval.

Marden Book Dept,
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You can reach

id in THE B

Mcluudiu to

l!“ 0/ month

lm.

PRINTED

SUI-TS; Nevel

l\
Royal , p 1

does the work of several . VA ‘

typewriters in one—itwrites,types cards and bills! All I . I ‘

this without a dollar for }

"special" attachments. The ,1 I ‘

one machine does it all. 1;: I

Write Direct
for our new Brochure, "BET- ply

TER SERVICE,’ ’ and a beau- if 1

tiful Color-Photograph of the 5"- 1

New Royal Master-Model 10.ROYAL TYPEWRITER C0. Inc.

Room 67, Royal Tywwriler Bldg" New York
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CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT

Q\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘““\\\\\\\\\i

You_ can reach business men in every part of the country through a little want

ad m THE BUSINESS PHILOSORHER. Do you want to buy an thing from

merehandue to sermce], ar sell anythmgf Then use the next issue. arm: close

Gigs! of month Precedong date of "S142. _Rate, 25 Cent: 4: line; 41': words to the

me.

PRINTED PENCILS BRING RE- full particulars. National (Io-Operative

SULTS; Never thrown into waste bas- RealtyVCompany, L494 Marden Build

ket. Sample. $1.25 gross up. Gra- ing, ashington, D. C.

lill & Co., Lancaster, Pa.

FIFTY DOLLARS A WEEK

LOOKS better than fifteen. If you

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE have grit and selling ability, become

WANTED. Splendid income assured our sa esrnan, handling a line of guar

ri ht man to act as our representative anteed office supplies, business elps

ater learning our business thoroughly and rinting. Exclusive territory. Ap

by mail. Former experience unneces- Ely a_tional Ofiice Supply Company,

sary. All we require is honesty, abil- ion City, 111.

ity, ambition and willingness to learn a _.i! ,

lucrative 'business. No soliciting or SALESMEN WANTED—SOLICIT- 1!

traveling. All or spare time only. This ING established trade. Widel adver
i

is an exceptional opportunity for a man tised Laughlin Non-Leakable, 'elf-Fill- * '

In your section to get into a big paying irig Fountain Pen. Liberal Commis- ' 1

business without capital and become in- sions—Possibilities unlimited. Laugh

"v dependent for life. Write at once for lin Mfg. Co., Detroit.

\\\\\
\\\\\

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

Your Message

Your business message, printed in

the advertising pages of THE Bust

NESS PHILOSOPHER, is read by a We

cial class—Business Builders, Opti

mists, Executives, who are ever on

qm' viva for that which will add to

the efficiency or comfort of their

lives in their homes or in their busi~

ness, and who believe in this maga

zine. Rates on application.
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BY MY PLAN
of selling direct from factory to home. [can save you

from $110 to$200 on my celebrated Evans Artist

Model Pianos

Two to Four Years to Pay

The easiest kind of terms, weekly, monthly, quar‘

aeriv or yearly payments to suit'your‘convenience.

All middlemen, jobbers, dealers and agents

profits cut out. No charge for salesroom expense for my

ofllce is in my factory. These are some 0 the reasons

why I can sell the Evans Artist Model Pianos for such iittlb

money. Let me send you the other reasons. terte today

30 Days Free Trial

We allow all freight charges, let you use the

beautiful Evans Artist Model Plano for thirty days .

tree. it you are not entirely satisfied, we will take ,/

lt‘back without an cost to you-you are the sole 4'

judge to decide. ifgou want to kee it, you may i

do so on our low ctory whol 4"

most convenient terms.

Free Music Lessons

  

 

 

To the first customer in each locality

we will (iv: a two years course 01 ohm

instruction rm. Ark mm our inwl

am pun sud our 'rnsthod at ssle

you money- Wrm row.

, BO. Enos Pisno Co

nepr. 55. coma
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‘ orderlfi‘urEasinessSfafioriery on

' CUNSTRUCTIUN

White - eightcoiorl ' Envelopes

Three finishes to Match

Nationally known as the paper that makes

(“Ympressifle 5tationeryatavsableTrice

Sold only in case lots di-rectto

the most competent and respons

ible printers. lithographers and

, manufacturing stationers in the 180

principal Cities 'of the United States

and Canada. When you specify

and secure Construction Bond

you are notioniy assured the ,7

highest bond paper value obtainable

at the price.butyou are also surev

of high grade work upon it. '

Write us on your business stationery for the

names of concerns inyour locality who can furnish

fine stationery on Construction; Bond and we will alsqscno

you. handsome specimen. letterheads showi ’ the various

colon. finishes andthicknesscs chonetruc on Bond

WEJNme8Company. SalesOlflcolOObScuthHichiganAvenue Chion

  

 



 
 

 
  

 

,5"'835Q§1BERS AND FRIENsti-EN;

"TEBRMSING < BUSINES‘S, 1-;MEN'

‘ » 'FROMV MONTREAL 'TO‘DailL‘tAsfj

‘ ‘_l_ 4 are'iptglfesti‘hg themselyesriiquie. Bus}?

‘ “1-116”“glianopbfi's, “PANAMA-INTERNA-i

1 f 'rrONALiggiPQSITION TRIP.‘ smy‘eamjy

gflggderfake thé‘flolfk jsheinSelvesfbu't finany

' 7 - {ii 'suchi ee‘ées‘hié'iidgsing the'irleégalofigfffoh'; ‘_

live aequaiiitance who c'an. ' “This. VVORLE

> “FAIR PREM1UM TRIP with The Bufiinieggj‘l"

>_ Philosopher, will lack nothing for Spam!) Agafe'i ;
qty a comfort. PULLMANJVCA'VR SERVICE

BOTH GOING AND coMqu;

Read Pages 52 and 53 this Is— -

sue, and then write us. 01- Write usv

> first if you want to, and, then peed ' ‘

. and re—read vthe December issueiv

Sheldon University 1 i

1 AREA, Lake Coun‘ytvyylLL, '
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are excellent—but it is carrying them to efl'ect

that counts. Letting them serve .as paving ma—

terial for a certain place never gets one any~

/where. i ‘

  

  

11 -

How About Starting Now
to get more for your'services—in yo r job or in

your business? You certainly cannot 'get at it

any sooner and the sands of time are running fast.

Train Yourself for More Mone
and more money will be yours. This has be 11

proved by upwards of 70,000 men and 2,500 firms

who are now reaping the rewards of Sheldon

training.

There’s a Message for You

in The Sheldon Book
Sent FREE on application. Better write for it

today as it is full of success principles and well

worth reading. ' v ,

Recently a Business Man wrote

us:

i‘Sheldon certainly built my

 

business—for the first three

months of this year my pmfltg $69 Giméhj; #

increased over 400 per cent ‘ H

\J

over the same months of,iast

year. Aside from the pecuni

ary gain. I feel that the mor

ol uplift it gives a. fellow by y, Y;

inspiring him to better living - ' i

is worth many times the cost. '

I can certainly recommend it

to anyone in any walkof life."

1,<
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THE BOYS SCHOOL DIVISION OF

The Area Institute of Business

' Technology

interests, in addition to mothers, fathers and

guardians, all real teachers. Here’s a view of

it as expressed by one of the latter:

lllllillllillllllllllllllllIlllliiillllllllllllllllllilllll

  

“I have always felt that there was

infinitely more for boys to do than

to ‘make grades and high percent

ages.’ I am so thankful that one

man appreciates this and dares to

break away from rigid and pre

scribed courses and give to our

boys definite ideas of right ideals

of living and conquering life’s bat

tles, which means the building up

of its commercial and industrial in—

terests through first building up

self.”

This is a response which comes from one of the

leading technical instructors in this country, to

Mr. Sheldon’s announcement of The Area Insti

tute of Business Technology and the School for

Boys.

Write to Mr. Sheldon_immediately

for further information so that you

may enter your boy in the first ses

sion.

“3113355 A. F. Sheldon 235%???

g..|IlllllllllllllllllllllllmlllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|lfllllllllllllllll||||lllllllll|||||||llllllllllllll||l||l||ll|||||l||||||Illllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|||||i!i!£l "
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Puzzling

Points

_-FOR-_

Retail

Clerks

fully ana

lyzed and

aptly

illustrated

  

The biggest factor in trade is the merchant who sup—

plies‘to the retail consumer the goods of commerce.

This is true, just as it is that the merchant who grows

bigger is the one who is always a seeker after A BET—

TER WAY to gain and hold patronage. Are you one

of those? If so, then we will look for your response

with the following coupon bearing name and address.

SUPPOSE YOU DO IT NOW.

The Area Institute of Business Technology,

Area, Illinois.

PleaSe forward to me Prospectus of Goffc’s Book, “Prob—

lems in Retail Selling Analyzed." I want to see the subjects

dealt with.

Name

Address .......... ..
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ONE SAFE? SURE? AND INEXPENSIVE

WAY TO AVOID LEGAL TANGLES

[s to keep on your desk where you can refer to it at a mo

ment’s notice, that Standard Authorative Work.

    

' //”///1/.<<<<;4i444
“17,1,”
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BUSINESS LAW

FOR

BUSlNESS MEN

w,
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SIZE 9%, any, INCHES

comprises over 600 pages, illustrated with

legal forms of every description. Bound

in Law Buckram with leather labels,

stamped wlth gold lettering.

BUSINESS LAW
BUSINIiOSrS MEN

Y

Utley E. Crane,

LL. B., B. S.

Member of the Phila

delphia Bar.

"Knowledge of the

law is coming to be

essential to success

ln businels-"——

Andrew Carnegie.

 

"Ignorance of the

law excuses no man."

This Book Is a Safe

Guide in All Business

Questions Likely to

Arise in Any State of

the Union. It Is a

Silent Friend to Turn

To For Advice When

Needed.

Crane’s “Business Law

for Business Men”

shows you the right

and wrong of things,

not as one man sees it,

or another man sees

it, but as the law

views it in every sort

of case. Bound in Law

Buckram, price $3.50.

Ask for Table of Con

tents. Address

The Area. Institute of

Business Technology,

Area, Lake County,

Illinois.
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A MENTAL REVERIE

ET some there be who may, perchance, term it a

Y dream.

And in a sense it was a dream—a day dream.

And the time of day was noon.

I was not asleep, and yet objective senses heeded not

objective world.

A law of Nature so ordained that opposite extremes are

equal. ’

The opposite extreme of sleep, wherein man's dreams

are dreamed, is that acuteness of objective sense which

shuts out vision of material things, enabling sight to see

the REAL, beyond the seeming.

I looked upon the sun which shone in cloudless sky, when

suddenly, I saw a sun within the sun.

A sun so brilliant in its golden glory that it made itself

distinct.

A sun with myriad rays as brilliant as the central sun

itself.

Not knowing what it meant, I bowed in reverence, and

asked The Great First Cause.

From out the cosmic came the voice of Realization.

It answered thus:

THE CENTRAL SUN IS SERVICE.

EACH RAY, AT ONCE DIVERGING

FROM AND CENTERING IN THE

SUN, A NATURAL LAW. ‘

And then I asked: “What is the substance of that

central sun?” ‘

The answer, when it came, was, LOVE.

SHELDON.
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‘ Volume XI

ARTHUR FREDERICK SHELDON, Editor

 

Only articles calculated to increase the "AREA" — (Ability, Reliability, Endurance and Action)

of Business and Professional Men appear in this Magazine

 

FEBRUARY, 1915 Number 2
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5~ BY THE FIREPLACE5 Where We Talk Things Over ‘ E
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You ARE A Q Q M-ER.

HAT means you are trying to improve the Quality of

your work, the Quantity of it, and also to improve your '

Mode of Conduct.

If the head of a business or a business house or any other

house, for that matter, you are making the same endeavor in

the relationships between your house and your customers.

‘When you are trying to do that you are reaching for the

highest, for the simple reason that you are seeking to render

better Service, and Q+Q+M are the only elements entering

into Service.

Service, in turn, is the highest PRINCIPLE in Nature.

How do I know that you are a Q Q M-er?

Because you 'are taking THE BUSINESS PHILOSO

PHER. That’s the sole purpose of the B. P.—to enable it

readers to improve their SERVICE rendering power. ~

As Q Q M-ers, be content with nothing short of the highest

and best of Quality, Quantity and Mode of Conduct.
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The Problem of Problems.

The greatest economic problem of the age is that which has

- do with the relationship between employer and employed.

It is not alone an economic problem, as that word is gen—

'ally understood.

It touches the very Vitals of social, governmental, and all

:her human relationships.

To the degree that THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER can

elp the employer to help his employes, and the employe to

elp his employer, and both of them to help the patron of the

ouse, to that same degree do we feel that we shall be useful,

lat we shall succeed in the fulfillment of our mission.

And the whole question of “helping” each other is a ques—

ion of SERVICE. '

It is the question of applying the PRINCIPLE of SERV

CE in the daily relationships, each with the other.

This is a consummation devoutly to he wished, for the sim

le reason that it is for the good of everybody.

The way to resume is to resume, and the first step to take

31‘ the bringing about of business betterment in any organiza—

on is the all-important step of organizing for that purpose.

Where would an ant hill or a beehive be without organiza—

on?

There are many business houses which would do well to

eed the advice of the ancient aphorism: “Go to the ant, thou

uggard. Study his ways and be wise." ‘ '

It is the privilege of the editor to visit many business fam—

ies. We meet relatively few that are organized for mutual

alpfulness with anything like any degree of thoroughness.

In the great majority of cases we find an entire absence of

iucational work.

It: a case of everybody coming to his job in the morning,
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working more or less independently of others all day long,

watching for the clock to point to the hour of quitting time,

and then skip for home. , The principle expressed by the motto

“United we stand, divided we fall” seems to have been over

looked.

Rarely indeed do we find man with all his boasted brain~

power manifesting anything like the intelligence of the bee in

this particular.

Out in Arkansas there lives a negro driver.

He has a Whip with a long lash. He is so expert in the use

of it that he flecks bees from the flowers by the roadside as he

drives leisurely by.

An interested passenger watched him I one day, and to

test his skill frequently pointed out bees which otherwise

would have been unobserved by the driver.

With unerring accuracy he “got” his bee every time.

Finally the\ passenger discovered two bees, hovering over

one flower, and the driver killed them both with the lash, im—

pelled by_one simple twist of his deft wrist.

Shortly after this the passenger discovered a hornets’ nest

in a nearby tree. It was within easy reach of the lash. When

asked if he could “get” those bees the darky answered:

“No, sah, boss. I won’t monkey wit dem. Dem bees is

awganized.” The lash of competition, hard times and other

difficulties does not monkey much with the business bee—hive

that is properly organized.

* * * *

Example is the most potent teacher—lessons from life lift,

basic laws from out the realm of alleged theory and place them

in the category of demonstrated truths. '

Every now and then, while digging in the mine of truth per

taininsr t0 the PRINCIPLE 0f SERVICE WP find a life which
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iects the truths we seek to teach—lives which prove the

entific exactness of the results flowing from the observance

basic truth.

When we record such lessons let all Q Q M—ers know that it

never to advertise or to please the one whom we may write

out. It is rather to serve the many who may read the

:son.

If every reader will study and really try to apply the truths

Elected in the plain tale now told he will see, among other

ings, how it PAYS for employer to serve employe and em—

oye to serve employer, and all together to render true SERV

1E to their patrons. This lesson from life is

ABOUT BRENNAN, THE BOOK MAN.

It is a most interesting fact to find both at the heartand

nter and at the basis of the success of all truly successful men

any line, the spirit and practice of the Principle of Service.

In the last few years many subscription book houses have

me to the wall. Analyze the list of failures, and one will find

at the heart was weak, and that the sustaining power of the

iirit of Service was lacking in that soil which supported the

>undati0n of Confidence and the bedrock of Satisfaction.

Indeed, there has been so much misrepresentation, so much

:' the spirit of selfishness rather than of Service, in the con—

lct of subscription book houses, that the opinion is prevalent

nong many that the doctrine of “caveat emptor” still prevails

imost universally as far as the subscription book business

concerned.

This is not true, however. There are many subscription

ook houses in all, whose life blood of salesmanship is propelled

y a heart animated with the spirit of Service and the Satis

was
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faction and Confidence of whose patrons is sustained by the

same principle.

While in Philadelphia in December, 1914, I had the pleasure

of getting well acquainted‘with Mr. G. A. Brennan, the head

of the Philadelphia branch of The Frontier Press Company,

publishers of high grade subscription books. He is building

a most successful business.

I had the pleasure of going to his home and studying the man

behind the institution. Although still a young man, his life

thus far teaches a lesson which should be made helpful to many

of our readers.

Like many of our truly successful men, Mr. Brennan was

born on a farm. This famous farm, or destined possibly to be—

come famous, is located just outside of Lockport, Niagara

County, New York.

The great event happened March 26, 1883.

Burbank tells us that heredity is the sum of all past en

vironment.

Brennan’s past environment was. good. His maternal grand

parents were Scotch. His paternal grandparents were Irish.

Possibly this accounts for some of Brennan’s characteristics,

such as economical management, which I have known to be

lacking in the management of some subscription book houses,

and for a certain delightful dash of humor and optimism which

runs through his makeup. Early in life he seems to have

caught on to the law of turning every seeming disadvantage

into a real advantage. To illustrate: He tells me that when

still a very small boy his father kept him busy during the

summer vacation watching mischievous cows which were in

clined to stray from the pasture. While he found the occupa—

tion very lonely at first, he turned his attention to the study

of birds, flowers, and Nature in general, and made this so
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.teresting that the loneliness of the cow—watching occupation

isappeared.

The power to think is based upon sensation, and now that

irennan has studied the Science of Thinking he attributes his

arly development of the power to think largely to the way he

tilized his time while watching mischievous cows.

Later Brennan lived with his grandmother for three years.

Iere he was brought into contact with uncles and aunts who

rere teachers. They had many good books, with which Bren

ian promptly proceeded to fall in love.

IOOkS he traces much ofhis present success. At the age of

hirteen he started to work on a farm. He worked by the

nonth and drove a team the entire summer. It was then

hat he learned to WORK. The customs were different then

;han now. Like other farm hands of his time, he rose at

Four o’clock in the morning and worked until seven or eight

11 the evening. By that time he was more ready to go to

)ed than to go to a picture show, even if there had been any.

I‘he continuous USE of his physical forces was conducive to a

'eal desire to nourish his body properly with three good

iquare meals a day, hence the building of a sound physical

Foundation.

He started in at $5.0()_ a month, and succeeded in getting a

'aise tol$6.00 after the first two months. His Scotch instincts

)egan to crop out, and were evidenced by the fact that he saved

[$30.00 the first summer he worked. He went to school winters

md worked for his'board.

At the age of eighteen Brennan decided that he would have

ittle to offer to the world, and so could not expect much in

'eturn, unless he secured a better education than he could se

He decided to go to a high school.

f-Iaving always felt under great obligations to his parents, he

mm in a country school.

To his early love for,

u_
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turned over all of his earnings to them up to that time, and

started in to high school with practically no capital except am—

bition and good health. He tells me that by working long

hours and carefully planning his work he was able to accom

plish a great deal, both in school and out. He states that his

aim was not so much to win a diploma or to get high marks

as it was to get all the good possible out of his books and

studies. He aimed to discard the useless and master the useful

things that were offered.

During vacation time, Saturdays, and after school he

learned the carpenter trade. While he did not follow that

so very long he is still very fond of it, and found it useful

in the training of the hand to the obedience of the will. A

little later he took up the selling of books. He paid his way

through school by selling books during vacation time, and

also'worked on the job evenings and Saturdays. He states

that he found the work very difiicult at the start, one of the

main reasons being that he was so timid. He received very

little assistance from the house he represented. In those days

subscription book houses followed the policy of sink or swim,

live or die, survive or perish. The general policy was: “There

are your samples, and there’s your territory; go to it.”

It was somewhat in the nature of a groundhog case with

Brennan and he went to it, and found it a good character

builder. He wasvery anxious to earn money and needed it

very much, indeed, but is proud to be able to say today that

he never sold a book unless he believed the customer would

be benefited by having it, and that he never used the argument

of “Please help the student.” He sold books on their merits.

Right here I might state that the business of selling sub

scription books or any specialty, if one follows the policy that

Brennan followed, can be made a great character builder. On
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e other hand, if one yields to the temptations of misrepre

ntation, etc., there is no more rapid destroyer of character.

v)ecialty selling is a wonderful field for the study of human

iture and for the development of the positive qualities which

:veloped make for service-rendering power. The only ques

on is whether the salesman exercises or uses the positive

ualities. If he does they will grow, and he has a wonderful

ymnasium in specialty selling for the use of the positives.

On the other hand, the whole road is fraught with tempta

.ons for the exercise of the negative qualities. They will

row like weeds if given a chance. The need for temporary

ain furnishes a glowing temptation for the employment of

1isrepresentation and that is where so many fall down.

Brennan didn't, and he is now reaping the reward.

He found the art of selling goods is especially good for the

.evelopment of the power of expression. This counted later in

is work of debating. He took part in some plays and won

he first annual oratorical contest in the Lockport_ High School.

Ie now exhibits that gold medal with no small degree of pride.

He then resolved to study law, but took up a continuation

f his book selling work for a year to prepare himself finan—

ially to take a course at the Cornell University. By the time

c had worked a year he concluded there were greater oppor

1nities in the line of selling, if he would only make salesman—

hip a profession, than there were in the legal profession.

Ie made a proviso with himself, however, that this would only

e true if he would give the same amount of study to the

object of selling that he had intended to give to the subject

f law. He resolved to do this, and with this resolution in

lind he bought and studied everything that he could find on

ilesmanship.

Writing on this subject in those days was very scarce, but
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l6 tells me that he’succeeded in getting a good many ideas

hrough the study of advertisements, which, of course, is sales

nanship by the written method. In 1908 he tells me that he

earned of The Business Philosopher. He bought a copy and

-ead it from cover to cover. Since that time he has not missed

I single number. He has carefully studied and done his best

:0 apply every good article, and he seems to think most of

:hem are very good indeed. He has had them all bound and

10w has five volumes, and prizes them as constituting some

)f the most valuable books in his library. >

After reading the Philosopher for a year he became a student

)f The Science of Business Building. With his usual Scotch

:horoughness, he took two years to master the course, not se

:uring his diploma until 1911. This diploma now hangs in

his private office. He states to me that his advancement as

a publisher has been very rapid since he mastered the course.

Relatively few men at the head of a business seem to realize

truly the fact that the greatest function of the employer is

that of educator, teaching others how to accomplish things.

The man at the top must multiply his work through others, and

he cannot do that unless he can teach successfully.

Brennan tells me that while he was successful in earning an

average commission of $17.16 a day, the third summer that

he was in the work of selling subscription books, that he found

it almost impossible to teach anyone else how to do the work

successfully until he finished the study of The Science of Busi

ness Building. He then began the work of selling through

sub—agents and became so successful in this Work that on Janu

ary 1st, 1913, he opened a branch house of The Frontier Press

Company in Philadelphia. The company had a branch office

there for two years prior to that time. It had been opened

largely as an experiment.

‘M'E

A...____,____,‘h__n
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Brennan turned the experiment into a howling success.

The first year he was successful in reporting more sales

than any other branch house, and during the trying times of

1914 the Brennan Branch in the City of Brotherly Love has

increased its business more than one—third over that of 1913.

He has built up a remarkably successful selling force, nearly

all of whom are students of the Science of Business Building.

Some of his men are making truly remarkable records. For

instance, one of his men made 80 individual sales, ranging

from $4.90 to $10.50'during one week last summer. One of

the most remarkable records I have ever known of in the sub

scription book selling work was made by one of his men

recently. During the week ending December 5, 1914, one of

his men interviewed 44 people, made 43 sales, and collected 42

$1.00 deposits in advance of delivery.

Searching for the reason of his success, I have found the

reason from such statements as the following, which Brennan

made to me: “I find that I have two classes of people to serve:

First, the people to whom we sell our goods. To obey the law

of service to them we sell only truly useful books, but we don’t

stop there. We not only persuade them to buy the books but

are careful to persuade them to USE the books after they buy

them.” . v

Brennan’s salesmen are thoroughly instructed to spend some

time in persuading the customers to get full value from their

purchases.

The average book salesman, the order-taker rather than the

business-building salesman, has his eye on the commissions

only. All he has in mind is getting the signature on the dotted

line and to get the money. Thus does he “fall dOWn” on the

application of the law of Service, and fails to make each cus

tomer the first link in an endless chain to bring more.
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Brennan says that the other class of people that they have

0 serve, aside from their customers, is their own salesmen.

n the first place, he is‘very particular in the selection of his

alesmen. He rejects many applicants, but those whom he

elects are employed definitely for a stipulated length of time.

[‘he usual trial period is 100 working days. He tells me that

;hose who are selected for this trial period are not only paid a

.iberal commission but are guaranteed a stipulated sum of

noney for a certain length of time, provided they follow Bren—

aan’s instructions. Brennan believes in the policy of instruc

tion plus drill. He has done away entirely with the “sink

or swim, live or die, survive or perish” policy. He realizes that

if the generals of the armies of'the world said to their soldiers:

“There is your rifle, and there is your place in the ranks; go to

it and be a soldier,” we would have nothing but awkward

squads instead of trained and efficient military men. He re—

alizes that to get the result of efficiency his men must not only

be instructed but must have practice—drill work, for nourish—

ment plus use equals efficiency.

'To carry out this policy he gives a representative several

days to study before he is allowed to enter a class. In his class

room he teaches the budding salesman the analysis of the

article, and enables him to obey the third basic law of success,

namely, “Know Thy Business." Brennan is well aware that

a man cannot explain to others what he does not know him—

self. He does not stop there. In the classroom he teaches the

basic principle of all salesmanship—Service, and the natural

laws underlying that principle.

Next he shows the applicant the practical application of

these laws to his particular line of work, and finally takes up

the subject of manner and method.

None of Brennan's representatives do any door—to-door work.
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The men are so thoroughly instructed that the prospective cus

tomer finds the sales talk intensely interesting from beginning

to end and requests that his friends be interviewed. The aim

is to make the people want that which the House of Brennan

believes that the customer needs, and one of his basic rules is

‘fNever ask anyone to buy.” The customers will do this of

their own accord when desire is sufficiently intensified through

the work having been properly explained.

Each beginner is sent out for a time with an experienced

salesman. He sees from five to twenty-five sales closed, and

from twenty to forty people interviewed. The beginner is also

allowed to make from one to a half a dozen sales before he is

allowed to go out by himself. He makes these in the company

of his instructor. Even after this, Brennan sends an experienced

person with the beginner occasionally in order to increase his

efficiency.

One of his basic mottos is that “Fifty men each selling an

average of four books a day are better than one hundred men

each getting two sales a day.” It is better for the house and

better for the man. He follows the law of mutual benefit.

Each salesman reports daily. When the reports are received

they are not just filed away without attention. Every report

is carefully looked over and helpful suggestions sent out.

In addition to these daily reports, the firm publishes a maga

zine called “The Frontier Salesman” which is filled full of

helpful suggestions for the representatives. In addition to all

this, the salesmen are frequently gotten together for instruction

on the finer points of the work and for the exchange of ideas.

I believe Brennan’s success is largely traceable to the fact

that he considers the true publisher a national educator, and

that the one who can disseminate great books in large numbers

is rendering a real service. In other words, he has his eye on
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be cause and takes good care of that, whereupon the effect,

irofit, proceeds to take care of itself. Dr. Chas. W. Randall,

’ormer principal of the Science Department of the Lockport'

Bligh School, was the first one to advise Brennan to sell books.

A letter from him after Brennan had been in the work for some

:ime had much to do with his decision to follow this business

is his life Work. He quoted to me from Dr. Randall’s letter

is follows: '

“I am glad that you are engaged in distributing such

a valuable educational work among the people. I can

think of no other way in which you could render

greater service to your fellow men."

Brennan believes in his goods. He also believes in himself

and in the other fellow. He believes the other fellow is going

to buy, and he makes his men feel the same way, and the

basic reason for this is because he believes so thoroughly in

his goods. I don't believe that Brennan could sell anything

that he didn’t believe in, and that’s very much to his credit.

His leader is “The Standard Dictionary of Facts." As you

probably know, this is composed of the most essential facts,

taken from many modern encyclopedias, together with a great

fund of other useful information which Brennan says. is not

found in any encyclopedia. He tells me that the facts are

classified according to kind and arranged in alphabetical order

in each of ten departments. One cannot listen to a selling talk

without being convinced that this arrangement, together with

a very thorough index, makes any fact easily located.

Instead of binding the set of books in ten separate volumes,

Brennan says that the type was made smaller on purpose and

the pages larger and the whole ten books bound in one handy

volume. ‘
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Like Henry Ford, he follows the policy of many sales and

small profits on each sale. He tries to see _how many sets he

can sell, rather than how much can be made on each sale.

One of Brennan’s pet points is that “The Standard Diction

ary of Facts” does for facts what 'Webster does for words.

He says that people wish to be informed, but do not care to
spend much time in getting information. I guess that’s true. I

The most of us are mentally lazy.

Brennan says that the mileposts or turning points in his

life are:

First. When he left the farm.

Second. When he took up the selling of goods.

Third. When he decided to make the art of selling his life

work.

Fourth. When he learned of The Sciences of Business Build

ing, and was thus able to put the work of salesmanship on a

professional basis. ’

Fifth. When he joined partnership with Rosamond E. Jones.

I am glad Brennari added Milepost No. 5.

Having met Mrs. Brennan, I am not at all surprised. Evi—

dently Brennan’s discrimination in the selection of people is

not confined to business. He applied the second universal

law of human efficiency, “Know the Other Fellow” when be

selected his life partner and became a whole man when he

made the big deal.

So then, here’s to you, Brennan. May you and yours live

long and prosper, and may you continue to make your busi—

ness a living demonstration of the fact that Service is cause

and Reward is effect.
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Paying the Piper - I

vile collusion with immorality, in a certain city,

while they were in official position—accepting

bribes from lewdness that its trade might proceed

unmolested—will ever allow temptation of a like

sort to have even “a look—in” again, even should they

finally escape prison terms, as some assert they will.

.Neither do I believe the lesson will have been

lost on others, namely, that one cannot play the

fl—w—S»r—~:~Mst

I
I

' 1
: ‘I I 53‘

l l hu

Yes, it is usually regarded as cowardly “begging I : : N‘

the question” when a convicted life—taker turns to : 1 m'

i the mercy of his Creator and rests his case upon : + :

i that. Well, it isn’t always so. Men do not seem : : 1‘

i . able to see the inevitability of debt payment to God : :i through His fundamental laws of nature until the : 1

i trap is sprung. : l 1 If

: Were all of us clear—eyed on the subject of our : E l“

i liabilities to those laws, and that actual payment is E I : v:

I I

I unescapable for their violation, there would be har- : : v

I .

: mony in our lives where now there is discord and : : '

I consequent stress and sufiering. The press literally : : 01‘

I . . . a

: teems, daily, With warnings in the form of reports : :

: registering collection of these debts of men to Na— : : a

I ture and to Nature’s God, which some regard as un— : 1

: healthful publications. : I p

: I don't. I regard the functions of the newspaper : :

: in this connection as desirable. I do not believe, : = I

: for example, that the two men recently convicted of : : t
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game without “paying-the-piper.” In short, we

human creatures are, most of us, terrific debtors to

Nature and to that Ruler which it manifests on

earth.

Just keep your senses alert. Watch and hear the

plaints of men and women against their “luck” on

this and that account, and then make a little in

vestigation of the manner of life and action those

same folks indulge in, and you’ll see that, abso

lutely, Mr. Sheldon is right when he says some

where in his writings that “Everything in the uni—

verse is under law. There is no such thing as luck

or chance. Nature’s laws are exact and unescap—

able, strain for strain, and blow for blow, with no

accounting for intention.” Those of us who preach

that doctrine, and know that it is true, do not always

play the game like gentlemen.

It will be well for us when we come to an actual

realization; that we are fearfully in debt; and

that every "clip-in-the-head—with-a-sharp-ax," is

really but the payment of another debt, and we are

just that much nearer freedom. In that case we

have but to welcome those experiences ordinarily

called misfortunes, and know that the debts we owe

to Nature are lessened just so much, and then “line

up” for harmony and consequent smooth sailing, as

compared with environmental natural law, the which

none can escape.

Let us all get step. WM. T. GOFFE.

I
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A Problem

By T. H. BAILEY WHIPPLE

Mr. Whipple is,in charge of the Commercial Training Department, of

e estinghouse Electric and Manufacturing (20., and while this very in

restingi analysis is applicAble to any commercial commodity such as, for

:ample, electric supplies, it is equally so to that line of goods which every

dividunl has for sale, known as personal services. Now, your working power

as a grade of necessity to those who are in the field for its purchase; and

le moment it grades below that, you are without employment. It is your

Jsiness to see to it that your employer feels the “necessity” to him for your

sods—your services. Otherwise he may decide that he can do withOut them

-that he needs something else more; and that "something else" will surely

e services from another that do “grade” up to his requirements. The Qual

vy, Quantity, and Mode of your services, furnish the test, you know. The

Blue 0! your goods must be the measure of your employers patronage; and the

rices he is willing to pay you for them, is just equal to the dii‘lerence be

ween goods of Q Q M, and the falling of! in excellence at any point. See

a it that you produce and deliver services that COMMAND patronage steady

nd profitable. You‘ll be happier of course, and besides you will live "long

.1 the land" to enjoy prosperity.—Editor.]

r“‘\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\“‘\\\\\\\\\‘

O SELL goods, the salesman must comprehend the mental proc~

esses of the purchasing agent. In order to accomplish this, the

salesman must understand all of the influences that bear upon the

nind of the purchaser in the act of buying. The following suggestions

nay help, especially the candidate—salesman, to obtain an insight into

:he problems of buying and selling.

Make up a standard of value which a buyer can use in purchasing

some article or line of goods; same to be specific, or of a more or less

general character, and analyzed as follows from the buyer’s viewpoint:

First—

As to its necessity:

Can I do without it? .

Do I need it more than I need other things?

Do I need it just at this time?

If not, when will I need it?

Does the state of the market justify the anticipation of future

requirements?

Does the scarcity of the article justify present purchase?

Does the time required to make deliveries justify the placing of the

order now?

Can I afford it at all considering credit limitations?

Can I afl’ord it, other things considered?

If for resale, is it a commodity?
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Is it readin marketable at a legitimate margin of profit?

Second—

As to its quality and style:

Is its general appearance properly attractive?

Is it fashionable?

Does the style border upon the extreme?

Is it a novelty, merely?

Has it individuality?

Is it liable to early change in fashion?

Is it artistic in design and finish?

Is it ornamental?

Does it harmonize with other things to be associated with it?

What are the facts relative to its material; its strength and dur

ability?

What are the facts as to its workmanship, durability, reliability,

style and finish?

What about its design of construction, such as simplicity, its

flexibility?

Has it a combination of uses?

Is it adaptable to extensions or enlarged and increased service?

Has it automatic action?

Third-—

As to value:

Is it a commodity?

Is the style reasonably safe?

Is it a seasonable article?

Is the demand steady and permanent?

Fourth—

General efficiency:

What about it, as to continuity of service?

As to overload capacity? As to came of duplication of whole or

parts?

As to quickness of replacements? As to attention required; kind

and amount; expense; skill?

As to maintenance or up-keep charges?

As'to depreciation? As to accessibility for repair and inspection?

As to space occupied and its' value? As to factors of safety;

capacity for increasing output; and for improving quality of output?

Specifications :
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Must fulfill ratings and guarantees.

uarantee: '

Guarantee bond.

Reputation of seller—Integrity.

Responsibility of seller—Experience and Financial Strength.

\\o\\\

Duration of guarantee. ' PR

General character of guarantee. A“)

Confidence in salesman’s ability and reliability. in - cm

liscellaneous Considerations: For

Will seller consign stock? How much? What terms? To what mum

extent is the product advertised? Is the product patented? What the m

is the life of the patent? Are the patents basic and fundamental? usual 53

Have patents been sustained in the Courts? Does the seller guar- other,“

antee against patent infringement? Can I secure exclusive Mme =1

territory? How much? Upon what terms? What is the well ac‘q

probable cost of exploitation? Have I the necessary capital, knowl- mm ‘

edge and facilities, to successfully handle it? Will it supersede p thmnfi

other things I now use or sell? Can I readily dispose of super— hymn

seded product without unwarrantable sacrifice? What about in- 5-10“ ga;

surance against deterioration? 'Will it do to substitute a new brand whether

for an old one upon which a trade has been created? What about Am

the Pmbability 0f improvement in design and construction? What mama;

are the probabilities of labor strikes, or of tariff legislation? chasing

Prices and Terms: asset. ,

Customer’s ability to pay the price. 1 the con

Correctness of price on the basis of competitive value. m k

Correctness of price on basis of intrinsic value. . *‘ (mm

Price of imitation or substitute products. tomer's

Liability to price fluctuations. Is now a good time to buy? huthis‘

Price of renewal in whole or in part. Are prices controlled by ’ Th

patents or otherwise? heard

Are prices strictly sustained? confide

What are the difference between small and large quantity prices? 1 cases,

What about freight rates? What are the cash discounts? What giving

discounts are granted on the basis of quantity purchases? What _ L'

are the terms of payment? What is the margin of profit? If atone

freight charges are not home by seller, what are they? What is “new

the installation cost? What interest on deferred payments? What are“

security does the seller demand?
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Confidence

By M. B. LAMBERT

\
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PROMINENT man in our organization recently called attention

A to a Common error which a great many of us commit in paying

compliments to each other.

For example, a salesman is engaged in conversation with one or

two customers. A brother salesman comes along and is introduced to

the gentlemen, or perhaps he knows them. Immediately after the

usual salutations one of the salesmen, wishing to compliment the

other, says to the customers “Keep your eye on this fellow, he is one

of the smoothest in the game,” or some such remark. If the men are

well acquainted, no harm results, but we know of one or two in

stances where this well-meant remark did much harm in weakening

the confidence of the customer in the statements or arguments altered

by the salesman simply because he was not sure whether the impres

sion gathered from the salesman’s presentation were real facts or

whether the result of his smoothness.

Anything that tends to weaken the confidence in the individual

salesman, or the company, is wrong. The confidence which the pur

chasing public has in a commercial manufacturing company is a great

asset. This confidence must include both the individual salesman and

the company as a whole. There are quite a number of salesmen who

seem to think it quite proper to indulge in violent criticism of their

factory if shipments or other things cause annoyance to their cus

tomers. This results in such impressions as “The salesman is O. K.

but his factory doesn’t back him up.”

There are other cases where the impressions are reversed. I have

heard remarks indicating that the company was 0. K. but that no

confidence was had in the man who calls. Either, or both, of these

cases are wrong and one ‘or the other are occasionally the reasons for

giving business to a competing salesman. .

Lack of confidence among ourSelves is, without doubt, the cause

of one of the biggest items belonging to the category of “unnecessary

expense.” Hundreds of long letters, telegrams and telephone calls

are caused by lack of confidence between district oflices and the factory
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: well as between departments. To make this clear, I have oc

isionally asked why such a statement was made in this or that letter

r telegram, and the reply was, “You have to put it up that way or

re factory will come back at you.”

The tendency to cover up every angle of a situation by going on

:cord in writing is costing considerable money and valuable time,

nd is the result of lack of confidence.

In the Railway Department at East Pittsburgh, we have labeled

uch letters “alibi letters” and are eliminating them as rapidly as pos

ible.

The district offices must have Confidence in the factory and vice

ersa, and everybody ought to contribute his mite toward establishing

‘onfidence in each other, especially With the company, its representatives

ind customers.

[Mr. Lambert is a member of the same organization as Mr. Whip—

)le, author of the preceding article.—[Editor.

\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\\\\\‘\\w

To cultivate the importance of knowing when a

still ton'gue makes a wise head, many a word spok

en thoughtlessly has offended or lost a customer, or

has caused disorder among your fellow employes.

To learn and to do your work thoroughly will go

a long way toward helping your fellows, and pre—

venting mistakes.

To assist the new employe who does not know

the ropes, do not criticise him when you could have

helped him in a practical way.

GEORGE E. GIRLING.

A few folk enjoy the fruit and the others slip

down on the peelings.
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Service

By A. F. SHELDON

HE Individual Ego, the human soul, must have an organ—

ism through which to express itself, at least during its

physical existence. That organism is the physical body.

The body is lifeless, inert, dead, as soon as the blood stops

circulating.

The blood stops circulating as soon as the heart stops heat—

ing. As long as the heart continues to beat the blood continues

to circulate and the body is “alive.”

Well, I hear you say I know that and what's all that to do

with SERVICE. Just this—The specific business, no matter

what the line may be, must have an organism through which

to express itself.

That organism is the business building organization, the

composite salesman, the legal entity which is doing the busi

ness.

It is that abstract composite personality made up of a blend

ing of the personalities of every body connected with the organ

ization.

Its lasting POWer swings upon one hinge, the art of securing

permanent and profitable patrons.

This we may liken to the physical body of the individual.

Just as the human ego expresses itself through the physical

body, so the composite business organization expresses itself

through its business building power.

The life blood of that power to make permanent and profit—

able patrons is Salesmanship.

Salesmanship is persuasion. It is the art of persuading peo

ple to purchase product at a profit.
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Business Building salesmanship is the art of persuading peo—

|le to PERMANENTLY purchase product at a profit.

The composite salesman exercises this power in exactly the

ame manner as does the individual.

(A) In words, oral or written.

(B) In deeds.

Of the two, deeds are far more potent than words as an

=lement in permanency of persuasion.

The business building power of the business organization

liminishes in direct proportion to the dimunition of its per

;uading power as expressed through efficient deeds and words.

But the life blood must have a heart to pump it. Without

:he heart the life blood is useless.

It soon ceases to exist.

And the heart that pumps the life blood of permanency of

persuasion is SERVICE.

Just as the body is dead as soon as the pulse stops beating,

which must happen as soon as the heart stops pumping, so the

business organization is dead, as soon as its power to persuade

its patrons to purchase its product at a profit ceases, which must

happen as soon as its service to its patrons ceases.

The spirit, the soul that keeps the heart alive and causes it

to beat is the spirit of DESIRE to really render Service.

And what must one D0 to render_ Service?

He must give just three things:

First. Quality.

Second. Quantity.

pThird. Efficient Mode of Conduct.

Yes, John, Q + Q +M = S.

Did I hear you say anything to the effect that you recall my

having said something about that before? Yes, you have,

unless you are one of our many new subscribers, who have
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their first number of the RP. this month.

Even if you are one of the old timers you will enjoy the old:

wine in a different bottle.

The following diagram illustrates this abstract idea in a

concrete way and with exactness.

  

I.

The outer circle represents the body of business—Business

Building.

The next circle represents the life blood—Persuasion, through

efficient words and deeds.

The central circle, the heart of things, represents Service.

You desire the body of your business to be strong and vital

You earnestly desire a good circulation.
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To insure both these conditions it is a rather comforting

;hought to know that all that you or anyone else must needs

10 is to 100k well to the heart of things.

And so then, John, keep your eye on your Q + Q + M.

\Q\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\““\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\"

When Is Your Failure a Success?

HEN you have tested your memory to the

limit by remembering—remembering for

i the sake of others’ necessities, that which

E they themselves could not supply; and when these

: needs, though supplied by you, have been trampled

: under foot by them.

: When you have been called a fool for your dili—

: gence and disinterestedness, in well-doing.

: When you have been trampled down for lifting

: others up.

: When your efforts have resulted in benefit and

: protection to others in their weakness, until they

: have become strong, without adequate recognition

: on their part.

: W'hen, though doing work more efficiently than

: others, you are dismissed because you refuse to

: ignore proper commercial ethics, and do things in

: narrow and wrong ways. I

: When you would rather starve, and live right,

: than live in luxury and wrong.

: When you would rather submitto oppression

: than to be guilty of oppressing others.

: MABEL H. WOODWARD.

I
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“If I Were Boss”

By CLAIRE M. CARBERRY
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“He who would lead, must first himself be lead,

He who would rule, must first have bowed his head,

So say the man who leave the world their names.”

T WAS in a busy Shoe shop, during a temporary lull in the day’s

1 business. Two or three salesmen stood talking together, and the

conversation naturally veered round to the customers who had just

left, and the methods used in selling them. One remarked,

“Say, if I was running this shop, do you know how I’d do it, well—”

I won’t bore you with his ideas of impi'oVements, but this preamble

to store conversations may be heard in any business house any day in

the year.

The salesman, clerk, or other employe, feels dissatisfied with the

ways of doing daily duties, or perhaps grows too indolent to approve

of the methods in vogue. What does he do? Instead of thinking up

some good way of bettering the service, which would make both the

store and himself more valuable to the employer, he stands around

during lulls in business (when he should be working in stock or remov

ing the debris‘ of the last unsuccessful sale) and tells his fellows

how well he would run the busines if he was the head of the firm.

There is only one way out for a young man of this calibre. I was

going to say the door, but to be charitable will say that he should study

up on his line, and hammer his way to the front, until he gets a

chance to be a “boss,” and then put his ideas into practice.

A salesman in a large wholesale houSe said one day to a stenog

rapher,

“Do you know that we are to have a vacation next week?”

The girl looked puzzled. It was the busiest part of the season.

“Where?” she said. “In our minds?”

“No, the ‘boss’ is going to New York to attend a convention."

He was a very good fellow, and a fair salesman. He didn’t mean

anything but a little joking remark, yet he was a young man who

often told how well he could run the business if he had the chance. He

wouldn’t see a chance if it walked around in front of him, because
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: is too busy thinking about leisure hours, and lacks the “get up and

at” to make a chance for himself.

I once heard a story of a chap who simply couldn’t let it rain or

10W or freeze without criticizing the weather and telling everybody

ist the kind of weather that was really needed. He ran the Federal

ad state governments, the local church, the war settlement with Spain,

ml was just undertaking a readjustment of the solar system, when

ae sheriff called to see if he couldn’t pay a little on his overdue bills,

Every “knock may be a boost,” as someone has said, but it boosts

he other fellow. It does not boost YOU. The knocking business is

.ot a paying one except for persons of pugilistic tendencies, and then

t only pays inside the ring—hardly ever outside.

Let us remember the boss pays us for our time and ability to help

\im run HIS business in the way HE wants it run. Don’t spend his

.ime and money standing around knocking him. More money will

Lingle in our own pocket if we do what we are paid for promptly and

is well as we know how. Service of this kind won’t leave us with much

:ime to stand around. We will be too busy thinking during business

lOtll‘S.

I would say to every worker: Don’t run away with the idea that

your employers are, trying to get more work than they pay for. Any

work that is of any value is necessarily hard. Extraordinary efi’orts

reap extraordinary results. Men don’t pay large salaries for clerks and

salesmen to watch the clock. The clock has been guaranteed to stay

on the wall without watching. Also the noon whistle will blow suffi

ciently loud for all to hear it without the straining of ear-drums

You will receive only what you are worth, and if you think you

are worth more, its up to you -to keep busy serving and thus convince

someone that you really are. That’s the way to advance, step by step

You remember the little poem we all learned in school. “The Cham

bered Nautilus.” The little nautilus grows larger and larger, until it

outgrows its shell, moves into a new shell, keeps on growing and mov—

ing into new shells until,. when it finally dies, it leaves a large beautiful

shell beside the sea.

Do you ever 100k far enough ahead to wonder how large or how

beautiful a shell you are going to leave some time? I don’t mean your

physical shell (that will be large enough if you listen‘ assidiously for the

dinner gong) but the shell which represents your character, your

_—‘___~e‘a»

‘~:.~
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achievements, whether the world will be better or worse for your having

lived in it.

If your character or your mind needs another shell, get busy and

make a new one, and then quickly outgrow it and make another. Don’t

waste precious time talking about the man above you.

RUN HIS BUSINESS HIS WAY (HELPFULLY ADVISING

WHEN YOU MAY) AND FOR THE PRESENT JUST BE THE

REAL BOSS—OF YOURSELF.

A Portion of a Thoughtful Address

By HARRY A. GBAMMES

\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\‘\\\\‘\\‘\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\'

WILL now deal with the question of worldly success—the kind that

men are recklessly sturggling for the world over. If the average

man in business were to analyze his ambitions and define his goal 20

years ahead, it would be the presidency of a railroad, or a great cor

poration; the head of a big firm; the superintendent of a big manu—

facturing concern, etc., etc. And right here comes the surprising and

encouraging truth, that these great prizes of commercial life are not

hard for the well equipped man to attain The competition for them is

not severe. Indeed strange as it may seem, the big place is usually

hunting for the man. There is room at the top. The bottom is

crowded with those who are struggling for the small prizes. The top

has ample elbow room for the few who are up there. To explain a

little: Every firm that employs men knows how hard it is to find just

the right material for responsible positions. It is easy to fill the routine

places, but commence to look for a man above the ordinary and the

trouble begins. For example: the manager of a great manufacturing

concern dies or retires. The salary is perhaps $5,000 a year or more.

The firm begins the search for a successor and if two or three broad,

able, forceful men are found from whom to make a selection and who

have not already better positions, the firm will be very fortunate. But

suppose the vacancy is that of a clerk at $50.00 a month, one hundred

..I.J.~A___n.e.r
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Jen—yes, a thousand, if it is in a great city—can be had in a day’s g

ime, and the $5,000.00 man is always less expensive to his employers

han the $50.00 a month man.

I was told the other day of a vice-president of a great corporation

n New York who had by a timely and sagacious struggle, made for

\is company $600,000.00 in a single year. It was enough to pay his

alary of $80,000.00 a year for 20 years in advance. Don’t dodge the

liflicult task; those are the ones that give you a chance to prove that

on are worth a better job.

The president of the Pennsylvania Railroad died some years since,

eaving a $50,000 position to be filled. There was no scramble for the

rflice. One man was available who had mounted every successful round

if the ladder and practically he had no competitor.

I know a man who started as a poor, German boy in the night

:chools of a western city, working step by step through the mechanical

lepartments of a large manufacturing business, proving himself master

n each place until the management of a great enterprise came to him

insought and ofiered him $10,000 a year; and the crowd still looks on

and wonders how some men can be so lucky.

Is success attainable by a man of ordinary natural abilities? With

out a. question, yes. First the character, then the preparation, then the

opportunity. Here are a few of the essential qualities which will win

against all the powers of so-called ill—luck and misfortune: First,

promptness always; Second, courage—never be discouraged; third, make

no reckoning upon chance; Fourth, power and capacity for work, execu

tive ability to bring things to pass, the art of making each struggle

count; fifth, aiming for the top, never gambling, never touching liquor,

never endorsing beyond one’s surplus cash, making the firm’s interests

always yours, concentrate; and lastly, do not be impatient; for, as

Emerson says, “No One can cheat you out of ultimate sucess but your

self.”

[The address of which the foregoing is a portion was given on the

occasion of the opening and dedication of a Technical Library for the

use of the employes of L. F. Gram.mes and Sons, Allentown, Pennsyl

vania.——Editor.]
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N ORDER that we may all come to a better understanding of the

material published in the February issue of The Business Philos

opher, let us study for a few moments the replies to the test

questions for self quiz, appearing on page 115 of this issue.

There is no thought on the part of the editorial department of

being pedagogic, or assuming any superior ability. It is. a fact, how—

ever, that it was under the necessity of STUDYING the different

articles closely and carefully before publishing any, that first, none

but articles pointing toward the Principle of Service should be passed

to the printer, and second, that the Heart Thought should be reached in

each article. Just so far, perhaps, we may assume to lead you out to

a fuller understanding of the same.

The Fundamental Object of The Business Philosopher, is to teach

both by suggestion, and direct demonstration, that the ONE Principle

which all must recognize as the basis for permanency of profitable

relations between man and man, is SERVICE—Efficiently doing deeds

and speaking words—neither neglecting nor wasting the performance

of life’s duties.

The Business Philosopher does not intend its service to you to end

with clarifying facts, merely, showing the “What” of things. It pro—

poses to go on, further even than the “Why,” and show you HOW to

turn SEEMING disadvantages into advantages.

The cardinal principle of MERIT alone shall be its measure of

legitimacy in the sale of goods. MERIT, ONLY. Too often have men

satisfied themselves with the GETTING business, merely—however

gotten. This will be persistently insisted upon as wrong and hence

injurious.

It is not meant to deal with men from the class viewpoint either;

that is, as employes only. The employer has his responsibilities no

less urgent than has the employe. The employer, as such, may not rest

content with supplying employment at the prevailing rate of wages; he

must come to see that he is far more extensively responsible, even to

the level of an EDUCATOR—teaching others how to accomplish life’s

duties worthily.

The law of success taught by men who achieve great things with

employes, is four fold. These three: Know Thyself; Know Thy Fellow

man; Know Thy Business; precede fruition in all cases. Brennan

teaches the third in his class room and the result is, his men can teach

other as to the MERITS of the goods they sell. Too many failures are

due to lack of training on this point.

And in all our relations, whether Social or Commercial, let us

not only remember the rules of the game; but let us act according to

them—“play the game like gentlemen”—as it were. Let us make it a

rule of our lives to preach, if so prompted; and to teach, if capable;

I
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at whatever else we do, let us resolve to PRACTICE that which we

ould preach and teach.

There is a Central Sun of Service, Mr. Sheldon tells us; and he says

lat the substance of that Central Sun, is LOVE. Love, in the sense

i Kindness, and Consideration for the true and legitimate interests of

thers—literally “DOING unto others” as we would have them do unto

;. There is no escaping it, we WILL “receive our reward.” It is

l the hands of Infinity just HOW and in what fashion that reward

'ill reach us; but that it will come is an unfailing CERTAINTY

ecause it is the outworking of .a NATURAL LAW. Then let us

yrite SERVICE, as the outcome of Proper Sentiments, high on our

;cutcheon.

There are three basic and fundamental divisions necessary to con—

ider by the ordinary man—and we are most all “ordinary”——in order

J attain success. By far too many men and women have their aim

ocuSSed upon the fields of opportunity alone. “Oh! for an oppor

unity.” This is the (almost) universal cry. This is wrong. Here are

he divisions in order ,of importance. lst, CHARACTER; 2nd,

’REPARATION; 8rd, OPPORTUNITY.

Service is the center and heart of our relationships of every kind

vith our fellow men and women—commercial, social, and religious.

t is the source of the Life Blood which produces Power of Per

uasion. Developing through eificient deeds and words, into perma

iency, i. e., ESTABLISHED relations with others, agreeable to all.

[‘hat’s how these three, the Heart, Blood, and Body of business link-up.

Emerson said: “What thing soever thou desirest, take it and pay

vhe price.” This means for us to realize the ground plan of creation,

. e., that one’s deserts cannot be lost, stolen nor shunted. That we get

aur dues. That whatsoever appears to come freely and without eifort is

llusory. That, indeed, all things are ours if we will but “take them

ind pay the price.” It is for us then, to bravely, though without

)raggadocio lay claim to the good in life, knowing that such efl’ort will

reep us so fully occupied that the unfruitful and insignificant will have

10 interest for us. It’s a strong doctrine, but a true one.

We may count our failures as successes when we have failed to de

icend to the level of unworthy deeds and words in dealing with others,

iowever great the temptation.

When we feel crossgrained, sore and stale and lack in opti

nism and enthusiasm, let us brush up on the following rules:

1st.—There is no difiiculty so great but we can find a way over it,

ll‘Olll'ld it, through it, or under it.

2nd.—Every seeming disadvantage may be turned into a real ad—

vantage.

Bid—No soup is so hot it cannot be eaten.

4th.-—Learn to suffer without lamenting. .

This last is the sum of all excellence, it seems to me.

WM. T. GOFFE.

L_A-noAone“,___________‘.__,_,..__

  



Announcement

By A. F. SHELDON
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AN MADE LAW IS A RULE OF ACTION OR CON-—

DUCT PRESCRIBED ‘BY THE HIGHEST AU

THORITY OF THE STATE.

Sir William Blackstone, who fdrumlated the science of the

common law, told us this a long time ago, and no one has

improved upon the definition. Note well these facts: First.

Any law is a rule of action or conduct. Second. It is prescribed

by somebody. Third. That somebody is the highest author—

ity of the State.

A NATURAL LAW OF SUCCESS IS RULE OF

ACTION OR CONDUCT PRESCRIBED BY THE HIGH—

EST AUTHORITY IN THE UNIVERSE.

I told you that some time ago.

I wish you would pay as much attention to it as the lawyers

do to Blackstone’s definition of a man made law.

It would help you to find the way over, around, through

or under your difficulties.

Note well these three facts: First: A natural law of suc~

cess is a rule of action or conduct.

Second. It is prescribed by somebody.

Third. That somebody is the highest authority in the

universe. ' .

Said highest authority is not even the Kaiser.

'It is Nature herself.

Personally I am old—fashioned and like to call it God.

Man cannot make natural laws of successful human con

duct, or, in other words, laws of success.
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All any man or body of men can do is to discern, state and

rganize them.

But even that is a great service.

All truly successful men and women have obeyed basic,

niversal laws consciously or unconsciously.

Millions have disobeyed them unconsciously, many even

onsciously through weakness of the will.

The discernment and statement of them enables man to

ralk safely in the light of understanding rather than to grope

.1indly in the darkness of misunderstanding.

Some one once defined Science as “an organized record of

he thoughts of God.”

Newton did not make the law of gravity.

He simply read one of God’s thoughts, concerning matter,

Ll'ld wrote it down.

The truth he recorded had always existed.

The true scientist takes no credit for the nosegay of truths

vhich perchance he may gather. ,

All he deserves any credit for is the arrangement of the

lowers. ‘

There is one form of truth higher than a law, that is a

’RINCIPLE.

A PRINCIPLE is the reason why back of the law, the

eason why the law exists.

Man cannot make PRINCIPLES any more than he can make

latural laws, but he can discern them. i' ‘

There are many laws of successful human conduct, but there

s only one PRINCIPLE.

This one PRINCIPLE is the reason for the existence of

ill the laws.

The one PRINCIPLE upon which all permanent and profit—

lblC human relationships exist is the concept SERVICE.
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If you would win success you must be loyal.

“Thou shalt not be disloyal" is a natural law of successful

human conduct. Why? .

Just because you cannot build the fire of Service if you are

disloyal.

That is an impossibility; there‘is no use trying it.

If you would be successful you must remember.

“Thou shalt not forget” is a natural law of successful

human conduct.

Why must one not forget? i

For the same reason that he must be loyal. ‘ i

He cannot build the fire of Service if he is forgetful. \

State any law of success, and you will find back of it the

one and the same PRINCIPLE—the same reason why—

Service.

And SERVICE is analyzable.

Science has discerned its constituent elements.

These elements are, as I hope you are well aware, Quality

plus Quantity plus Mode .of Conduct.

Make your Q—l—Q—l—M efiicient in every way and excellence

of Service is a natural consequence.

WELL NOW, ABOUT THAT ANNOUNCEMENT.

Beginning with this number the reader will note that THE

BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER is published by THE AREA

INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY. The insti

tute as a whole is dedicated to the PRINCIPLE of Service.

The one function of the magazine is to plant the seed of

the PRINCIPLE of Service in the soil of the consciousness

of its readers.

Its every article will be centered upon and linked up to

the one PRINCIPLE upon which all permanent and profitable

relationships between man and man must necessarily rest.
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So, then, please look upon us as your servant, to dig deeper

nd still deeper into the mine of truth pertaining to the one‘

ll-important PRINCIPLE of life.

We purpose going about this in such a way as to render

ach and every reader a real and lasting benefit.

If each reader will read and study each copy as it is re

eived each month as earnestly as we hope he will we be

ieve that we can make our research work pertaining to that

‘RINCIPLE of Service worth infinitely more than we shall

harge each reader for the service, which will be only one

cut a day.

‘\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\\\“\\‘\\‘\'

A Majority

“It ain’t no use,” said Bill one day,

“Things that are’ll have to stay.

\Vhen speakin’ of luck, I’m always late,"

An’ he spat on the floor and cussed his fate.

“Folk’s say that Trouble’s my middle name:

Wherever I go it’s always the same.

I’ve lost my grip an’ am slipping fast:

This year’s bad just like the last.

“Something’s wrong with the world I say,

When poor people suffer and rich men play.

What’s the use when the die’s been cast,

I’m tied by heredity hard and fast.

(Concluded on next page.)

'\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\‘\\\‘\‘\“\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\
“‘\\\\\\‘\\\‘\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\\\\\\\\\
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“The folks that win were born that way,

Why, say, I couldn’t sell a load of hay.

WVhen it comes to business I’m not there,

’But of all hard luck I get my share.”

Just then came along a little lass

Who happened, that way, from school to pass.

“Why, Bill,” she said, “Why look so sad?

God is good and the world ain’t bad.

I‘
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: ‘My mama sez it’ll all. come right,

: If we Just believe with all our might.

: It ain’t no use to worry and fret

: For what we think that’s what we get.
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“An Pa, he sez, that Fear’s a pest

That keeps us from doing our very best.

You don’t have to die to get to Heaven,

I’m there now and I’m only seven.”

Old Bill’s coat sleeve brushed off a tear '

And then and there he lost his fear.

He sez, “I’ve always been in the minority,

But God and Me’s a majority.”

s. DeWITT CLOUGH.
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N OLDEN times, yes, in times not yet so old, there was a belief al

most if not quite universally current, that to succeed in any phase of

commerce one must be sharp, shrewd, and tricky; that the appli

ation of Ethics to business is pure idealism.

That false belief did not change the facts.

When Business Science, through that phase of it which has to do

vith the psychology of commerce, made plain three facts (not theories)

-. change in the world belief in this direction began rapidly to take

)lace.

The three facts are these:

First. That CONFIDENCE is the foundation of permanency and

)rofitableness of relationships.

Second. That SATISFACTION is the bedrock upon which the

’oundation rests.

Third. That SERVICE is the one cause of the two effects, SAT—

[SFACTION and CONFIDENCE.

A subject often Selected in the old-fashioned district school debate

was this: “Can a Man Be Honest and Succeed in Business?”

This subject, if discussed at all today without being considered

-idiculous, would pretty nearly have to read “Could a Man Be Dis

ionest and Succeed in Business?”

Even a Demosthenes or a Burke or a Webster would be doomed

,0 defeat in the debate should he attempt to defend the position that

.he dishonest man could succeed in business.

Univeisal beliefs, even though crystallized in standardized customs,

:atlnot change nature’s laws, and any custom not in harmony with

\Iatural Law is bound to be dissolved in time.

There is a custOm which has almost ripened into a universal un

vritten law of the magazine publishing world, that'the publication itself,

hat is to say, the reading matter, is to be furnished to the patron

)elow cost of publication.

The loss must be made up and the profits realized on the sale of

Ldvertising.

Every subscription “per se” is a liability instead of an aSSet. At

east two fundamental evils grow out of this condition.

First. From an editorial point of view the publisher is often led into

A
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the temptation of being most careful of what he says or what articles

are permitted in the columns of his publication, lest he ofl’end some

advertiser.

Second. The temptation is strong to accept advertisements which

would not be accepted if every subscription were an asset instead of

I a liability.

This is not saying that all publishers yield to the temptations into

which the difficulties which we are discussing lead them, but every pub

lisher certainly needs to repeat daily the Lord’s Prayer, with especial.

emphasis on the plea “Lead us not into temptation.” ‘

Personally, I believe that very many of the magazines ,that are

being sold for $1.00 and $2.00 are worth very much more than that in

real value to any reader who really reads and applies the knowledge

which they gather for the reader.

Furthermore, I believe that any publication which cannot be made

worth to the reader the cost of publication plus a reasonable pay to

the publisher for the service which he renders, has no right to exist.

Everybody in the world is familiar with the basic fact in Nature that

fire is cause and heat is effect. He knows that a little fire always

makes a little heat; more fire, more heat.

Every reader of THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER who has read

it for any length of time is just as familiar with the fact that in the

realm of human effort SERVICE RENDERED is cause and reward

obtained is EFFECT. A little SERVICE creates the effect of little

reward; more SERVICE more reward.

A publisher with a true spirit of SERVICE to his readers should

have no difliculty in building a suflicient fire of SERVICE through the

reading matter of his publication to enable him to legitimately receive

enough of the heat of reward to pay the cost of gathering and pub;

lishing the contents of the magazine, and every reader should be willing

to pay for that SERVICE, that cost, plus a reasonable profit.

We must remember that the pay the publisher or anyone else gets

is simply the reward for SERVICE rendered.

For a long time past I“ have felt that the SERVICE which we

render to the readers of THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER is worth

at least a cent a day to each reader.

After very careful consideration, I have decided to charge for our

services that which we believe they are honestly worth.
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No, not ALL that we KNOW they are being made worth already

3 thousands of our readers. A very great many of our readers whom

1e meet have told us that oftentimes they have made one issue of THE

iUSINESS PHILOSOPHER worth much more to them than the cost

f several years’ subscription.

But we have decided to charge enough for each subscription so

hat every subscription will be an asset instead of a liability.

It goes without saying that present subscribers will continue to

'eceive the magazine at the old price until such time as their sub—

criptions expire.

But beginning with the February number, 1915, the price will be

me cent a day, or 365 cents per year. Our earnest endeavor will be

vo dig deeply into the only mine of truth worth while, namely, SERV

ICE, the one PRINCIPLE upon which all of Nature’s laws of successful

iuman conduct finally rest. We hope to retain every one of our

aresent readers, and to make our service so valuable during the remain

.ng time of the subscription of each that each will be happy to re

engage the services of THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER as his

:ducational servant on the SERVICE idea, even though he must needs

raise the salary of that servant to the extent of $1.65 for a whole year.

A. F. SHELDON.

L“‘.\\‘\\\\\\\\‘\\\‘\\"\\\\\\\‘\‘\‘\\“‘\‘\1‘

“Efery time you stop vork and stare at Success,

it gets up and leaves der room.”—Uinkelspiel.

 

As radium flings off itself millions of particles

every second, never losing thereby; so may we fling

helpfulness, good—cheer and encouragement to no

diminution of our supply.—O. S. M.

 

To carry care to bed is to sleep with a pack on

your back.—Hali Burton.

'L“\\\‘\\\\\‘\\\\\\‘\\\\\‘
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HESE are times which tend to put men in the melting pot

and test the metal of which they are made.

Difficulties are Nature’s punching bags for the exercise

of one’s efficiency muscles.

Nature’s punching bag factory seems to be running full blast

these days. It is one factory which evidently hasn't laid off

any hands. -

Sometimes it seems to me that that particular factory must

be working three shifts a day. The fires under the crucibles of

experience are burning brightly.

If you have no difficulties with which to develop your intel

lectual, emotive, physical and volitional muscles you are an

exception to the rule.

Everywhere I go I meet men and women, many of whom

have a good—sized gymnasium at their command.

Some don’t seem to like it, and are permitting the rust of

worry to wear out their machinery.

Some are indulging in self-pity, thus inviting psychological

consumption. Others are using the punching bags of difficulties

during these trying times to develop more man power.

The latter will come out of this particular cycle of universal

commercial depression with efficiency muscles hardened and

possessed of real strength with which to render true service,

from which to reap rich reward when we enter upon the coming

cycle of universal commercial prosperity.

Just when it is coming I don’t know.

I simply know it is coming.

Personally, I wish it would hurry up a little.

There is such a thing as getting too much of a good thing,

even exercise. It is possible to overdo the punching bag act.
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If, perchance, you have punched the bag of your difliculties

until you feel you are going stale; if your store of optimism

seems to be souring and fermenting into pessimism, try this as a

mental arnica. It will help you take the soreness out. It is

perfectly harmless, and you may take it internally with perfect

safety. This is the dose:

First. “There is no difficulty so great but you can find

a way over it, around it, through it, or under it.”

Second. "Every seeming disadvantage may be turned into

a real advantage.

Third. “No soup is so hot it cannot be eaten.”

Fourth. “Learn to suffer without lamenting."

Shake these four mental ingredients well.

Take a good big dose:

First. When you wake up.

Second. At noon.

Third. Just before retiring.

Fourth. Every little while between times.

You will soon feel better. \

Your marked improvement will begin when you have dis

covered the way to get over or around or through or under

your most trying difficulties.”

A. F. SHELDON.

.\\\\\‘\‘\\\\‘\‘\\\‘\\\\‘\‘\\\\\‘\“\\\‘\\\\‘\

It’s not what you put on that makes you refined,

it’s things you can’t take oif.-—Neil Munroe.

Prayer is not overcoming God’s reluctance; it is

laying hold of his highest willingness—Trench.

I
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Press On—Retrieve--Achieve

' By JESSIE L. BRONSON
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“I am the master of my fate,

. I am the captain of 'my soul.”

ASY to believe when times are good and you are riding on the

crest of the wave, but when failure stares you in the face and you

are down in the slough of despond—how about it then?

Some men seem always to ride upon the crest of the wave. Others,

struggle as they may, stay below, to be beaten and buffeted by the

waves.

Why this diiference? Natural ability? Yes, in part. But choice,

both voluntary and involuntary (especially the latter) is responsible in

a large measure for human success and failure.

Life, from the cradle to the grave, is one long moving-picture show,

in which each film represents a definite act of choice. Moment by

moment each individual is making choice of his future. Tomorrow is

the plant that grows from the seed of today. Life is a continuous

sowing and reaping.

“Fate” is not an arbitrary dictum of Divinity—it is an album each

page of which is inscribed by our own hand. You have made your fate,

you have chosen your circumstances. .

And if life, fate, circumstances, environment, seem to have chQSen

for you, still perhaps you did the choosing—away back in the dim ages

—down in the deep womb of the eternities. And if life, fate, has broken

you on the wheel, then spurned you crushed and bleeding, just learn

your lesson.

If you are down, get up! Defeat often holds a grander lesson than

victory. The weak man whines over defeat, and feels abused. The

strong man seeks to learn its meaning, then profits by it.

Everything in this world has its price. If you want pleasure, you

must pay for it; success, you must earn it; wisdom, you must seek it

with humble and receptive mind. 7

Emerson has condensed a whole chapter of philosophy into less

than a dozen words: “What thing soever thou desirest, take it and pay

the price.” If you are not willing to pay the price, leave the goods
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110116. Don’t haggle with fate over a few pennies of enjoyment. Life

never overvalues her wares. ‘

And if you’ve made a bad bargain, don’t waste energy in remorse.

You’ll'know better next time. That’s what mistakes are for—to teach

you how not to make mistakes. Success is sometimes the fruit of fail

ure. The man who has failed ninety-nine times is preparing to succeed

the hundredth. I

Sometimes the hour of despair is the birth hour of the greater self.

“Man’s extremity is God’s opportunity.” When the little man is ready

to abdicate, the Greater Man takes the throne.

There is Godhead latent in you. There are heights and depths

and lengths and breadths to your being that you’ve never guessed. You

have possibilities and powers of which you’ve never dreamed. Wake

them up!

What if you have “failed?” Don’t despair! Never say die! Be a

man! Be game! The last word hasn’t been said. The end is not yet

Life is not adamant. It is fluid—plastic. Get busy and remold it.

Marred, so ,He (the Divinity in you) made it again. Press on, retrieve,

achieve!

“No star is ever lost we once have seen,

We always may be what we might have been.”

‘\\‘\\\\\\‘\\\\‘\\\\‘\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘

Death hath nothing terrible in it but what life

hath made so.

 

There are in the average church three classes of

people, the Reliables, the Unreliables, and the Li

ables.

 

To waste vitality is the worst kind of extrav—

agance.

s\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\‘\\\"
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This is Not a Complaint

EITHER is it a lamentation.

It is, however, an expression of regret.

In another article in this issue I have had something to

say about difficulties. _

One of the punching bags in my particular gymnasium is

this foreign war. The day The Area Institute of Business

Technology was born as a corporate entity, it came into the

possession of a going business nicely established. I refer to

the Foreign Department, devoted to adult education. Ten

offices were and are still established throughout the British

Empire, including Great Britain, Canada, South Africa and

Australia. As many of our readers know, I have personally

spent three years abroad in organization work.

The foreign business was my personal property, independent

of any corporate relationship.
I When the Area Institute of Business Technology was in

corporated the foreign business was made a department of the

Institute work. _

We are very proud of the fact that in spite of this unfortu—

nate calamity of the warring of the nations, our representatives

_ through the Empire have been loyal to the cause, and but rel

atively few have been called to the front.

The balance are naturally finding it difficult, much more dif

ficult than heretofore, to interest the citizens of the British Em—

pire in courses of study.

While the war has not ruined the Foreign Department of the

Institute, it has seriously interfered with business. This inter—

ference by no means necessitates the abandonment of the

building of the School for Boys.
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It will, however, in all probability necessitate the postpone—

ment of it for a short time.

The publication of THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER has

been added to the work of the Institute, and to this we shall

be able to devote more attention during the next few months

than we could have done had we been able to proceed with our

plans for the starting of the Institute the coming fall.

Our plans have been carefully made and could have been

executed without difficulty for the opening of the first term for

personal instruction, both for the Normal and the Youth’s De—

partment, during 1915.

It is possible that we may still be able to conduct one or more

terms of the Normal. If so, we shall announce it definitely

later. Let this serve as notice, however, to the many who have

inquired concerning the personal instruction department of the

Institute.

We shall for the next few months devote our time primarily

to the going departments of the Institute, i. e., the rebuilding

and strengthening as far as possible of our foreign ofiices in

spite of the exigencies of the war, and to the building up of an

extensive clientage for' THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

throughout the United States as well as abroad. We shall

more than appreciate the assistance of all loyal and enthusiastic

friends of THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER in the matter of

the extension of the message which we know it has for the

world.

This, as you know, is the message of SERVICE, the funda—

mental principle,»the furtherance of which is the direct object

of the Institute as a whole. A. F. SHELDON.
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HE service to which The Business Philosopher is devoted involves

genuine aid to its readers in fixing consciously in mind, the

heart-thought and meaning of each article published in each issue.

Following are questions on points given, evolved from the articles in

this issue for the guidance of the student reader in the Self Examination:

(1)-—What is the fundamental object sought by the Philosopher?

(2)——What law dOes it teach as being primary to achievement under

all conditions?

(FD—What is the object of the institution which you represent? ‘

(4)-—What is the greatest function of the successful employer?

(5)——What lesson do you learn from a study of Brennan and his

business? .

(6)—H0w many of the questions in 3‘18 article by Mr. Whipple have

asked and answered concerning your Services or the goods sold

by your house,

(7)—-What are the chief points regarding your business that are of

interest to prospective patrons?

(8)—What is the substance of the Central Sun of Service?

(9)—What steps are necessary to the attainment of success by the

ordinary man as set forth in address by Mr. Grammes?

(10)~—How are the heart, blood and body of business linked up?

(ID—When may you count your failure (2’) a success?

(l2)—-When are you in with the majority?

(ND—What was Emerson’s advice as to achievement for you and for

me?

(MO—What would be the proper ingredients for the mixing of a mental

amica for soreness, staleness, and for dwindling optimism?

The answers to all these‘questions, and more, may be found in the

articles making up this issue of The Business Philosopher. Any sub

scriber desiring correspondence with the Editorial Division, touching

any point, may receive such service upon application, enclosing stamp

for return.
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Aw’ Right

'I

I

I

I

I

I

i
Howdy, William! :

Hello, Mac. :

You’re lookin’ fine! ,1

Think so? I I

You’ve gained ten pounds! I

I lost twenty in the summer. :

How’s folks? :

' Punk. I

Don’t say——nothing serious? I

No, guess not. I

How’s business? I

Fierce. . , I E

S’matter? :

War. :

What war? :

What war! :

Sure, what war? :

You meanta say you— :

Oh, you mean Belgium and Germany? :

And England, France, Russia, Austria— :

That’s right, ,William. I remember—that’s :

right. I been workin’ so dinged hard and :

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

been so hoppin’ busy, I forgot all about it!

Let’s have something.

I

,2

—“Whooperup Magazine.

\\
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1915 Summer School

85 Concord Ave.,

TORONTO, CANADA,

December 1, 1914-.

Mr. A. F. Sheldon,

Area, Illinois.

Dear Mr. Sheldon:

The two Weeks I spent at Area last summer, I con

sider the FINEST HOLIDAY I ever had—a real genu

ine period of rte-creation. The Sheldon Summer School

develops the “all round man.”

I am looking forward to going back next summer.

Yours truly,

ALEX SMITH.

That’s the way they all feel about it—those who were

here in July and August this year.

The Sheldon Summer School

at AREA,. is the limit for pure

renewal of mind and body powers

HlllililllllllllllflflllllllIll|IHINHIMflIIIlflMIHMMMHIIIIIWWW

  

Suppose you test it out next year. There will be two

sessions, one in July and the other in August. We’ll

be here after you have come and gone, and we will want

your good word just as we have Smith’s, and numerous

others. So you may depend upon it that our plans will

all be outlined and executed with an eye on July and

August, 1916; and that means that we will “MAKE

GOOD” in 1915, as we did in 1914—only we hope even

more so.

Our dormitories and tents and “eats,” in 1915, will

excel our service of 1914-, and the mental feasts will un

doubtedly equal those of 1914, which were indeed of a

character diflicult to beat.
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Register Early for One of the 1915 Sessions
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Say “I Saw It In the Business Philosopher"

E
5

5

THE LAKE AND WOODS INVITE YOU AS OF YORE g

g
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HereItIs—

ThePhilosopher’sPremiumOffer

OfaRoundTripRailwayandPullmanCarTickettothePanama
InternationalExpositionatSanFrancisco,includingavisittoSan

Diego.

  

T0ReadersofThis“GreatLittleEfficiencyMonitor”

ThePhilosopher’sPlanisasFollows:

Wehavearrivedatanequitablebasisforestablishingquotasand numbersofsubscriptionsrequiredforthetripfromvariouscenters

ofthecountry,asfollows:

FromBOSTON,195subscriptions.

FromNEWYORK,188subscriptions(rail),160(boat).

FromP)HILADELPHIA,174(viaChicago),171(viaWashing

ton.

FromBALTIMORE,171subscriptions,viaNorthernorSouthern

Route.

FromWASHINGTON,171subscriptions,viaNorthernorSouth

ernRoute.

FromATLANTA,160subscriptions.

FromBIRMINGHAM,140subscriptions.

FromMEMPHIS,109subscriptions..

FromNEWORLEANS,108subscriptions.

FromLOUISVILLE,124.subscriptions.

FromINDIANAPOIJS,124subscriptions.

-‘r7' ‘_HF
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FromCOLUMBUS,137subscriptions.

FromCINCINNATI,132subscriptions.

FromST.LOUIS,110subscriptions.
FromCHICAGO,116subscriptions. FromBUFFALO,152subscriptions.

FromCLEVELAND,132subscriptions.

FromOMAHAorKANSASCITY,96subscriptions,

FromMINNEAPOLISorST.PAUL,119subscriptions.

FromCanadianpointsquotasonapplication.

Whenearned,warrantsfortransportationmaybeusedonanydate uptoandincludingDecember31,1915.Youmaygoitalone,in privateparties,orinPullmancarloads,aspleasesyou.Inallcases notificationmustbegivenusthreeweeksinadvance.Ifforgood
reason,youshouldfailofreachingthenecessaryquota,suchassick_

nessofselforfamily,oraccident,faircompensationwillbepaidto
youbyTheSheldonUniversityPress,forbusinesssecuredandre

ported.ButYouMustNotFail.TheTripisTooValuableto

Miss.

SendinYourApplicationforSupplies

SuchasSampleCopies,subscriptionblanks,andsolicitingoutfit.

Don’tlosetime“thinkingitover.”

Address

TheAreaInstituteofBusinessTechnology

Area,LakeCo.,Illinois.

.1mitlllfllllililllliillllilllllllllllW[MilliMilH“WilllMillin\WEMWWNHIWHHMWUHMWMWIWWIWWWHWWMMM'‘1‘
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Success Cost

Sturtevant 3 Cents!

He found the secret concealed in an old scrapbook which he

bought down in Ann Street.

The moment he read it he cried, “I know that my fortune is

made.”

The “Magic Story” as it was called, did more than make

Sturtevant prosperous and happy. Everybody to whom he

told it was thrilled and inspired by it—led onward and up—

ward to heights they had never hoped to attain.

Read His Wonderful Story

Part One of the “Magic Story” tells of its discovery by Sturte

vant and the amazing effect it had on him and his friends.

It is the most interesting story of inspiration and achievement

you ever read. '

You can read it free—you are under no obligation to buy

the complete “Magic Story” unless you wish to. If you do

it will cost you only $1—and your money will be returned if

you are dissatisfied. Thousands have bought the “Story” and

been helped by its wonderful message—less than 1 per cent

have ever asked for their money back.

Read Part One anyway; just write us today and say “Send

me a free copy of Part One of the ‘Magic Story.’ ”

l The Area Institute of Business Technology

Area, Lake (10., Illinois

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Phllolopher"
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Meet me at the , I For Value, Serv

TULLER , --, >' ' ice, Home

- ‘ . * Comforts

  

Detroit, Michigan

. Center of business on Grand Circus Park. Take Woodward car, get

r off at Adams Avenue

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $1.50 Single, $2.50 Up Double

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.00 Single, $8.00'Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.50 Single, $54.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $3 to $5 Single, $4.50'Up Double

Total 600 Outside Rooms

ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

Two FIoors—Agents’ New Unique Cafes and

Sample Rooms Cabaret Excellente

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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FENTONGUMMED

LABELS

We have done two notable things in Gummedmaking that are not usually associated:- RAISED the stand

ard and LOWERED the price. We are making better

labels at the same time we are making them cost less.

No other concern has the equipment for making la

bels of the better sort that we have--had to design some of

the machinery ourselves.

Every part of this equipment means better labels

for less money by cutting out cumbersome and time-wast~

ing methods.

WE SAY IT BOLDLY--NO ONE ELSE IN THE

COUNTRY CAN SELL OUR KIND OF LABELS AT

OUR PRICES.

Send for free catalog and see for yourself.

FENTON LABEL Co.
S.W. CE 9111 & THOMPSON STS.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

  

Say "I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”

  

l
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he Key to Success

Stogd'fur‘gettmg

Icreas YourEfficiency

The secret of business and social success is the

ability to remember. I can make your mind

an infallible classified index from which you

can instantly scleci. thoughts. facts. figures,

names, faces. Enables you to concentrate, de

velop sell-control, overruns: bashfulnexs, thin]:

or} yuur fest. address an audience. Easy.

Simple. The result of 20 years experience in

developing memories of thousands of stu

dents. Wrilc today for copy of my book

"How to Remember" and Copyrighted Mem

ory Test Free, also how to obtain FREE

copy of my book “How to Speak in Public"

  

 

 

  

9,059-W0rd

Business Book Free
  

for our free illustrated 9,059

rlceless Business

Simoly send us a postal and ask

word Business Booklet which .tclls how _

Experience, squeezed from the lives of 112 13, broad, brainy

businss men, may be made yours—yours to boost your

salary, to increase your profits. This free book deals With

—How to manage a business

~—-How to s I go _

-—How to get money by mail

—How to buy at rock-bottom

--How to collect money

—How to stop cost leaks

~How to train and handle men _

-—How to get and hold a position

—How to advertise a business

—How_ to dense office methods

Sending for this free book binds you ti. nothing, involves all in no

obligation; yet it ma be the means of starting you on ships er career.

Surely you will not any yourself this privile 2. when it involves only

till rilkof sonata] —n penny! Simply say “. end on your 9,059-word

booklet." Send to SYSTEM, Dept. B. P. 5, Wayne“ Ave,

and Madison St" Chicago.

“Ll-,‘i_-_-_n
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Gunpowder in Every

Normal Man

THERE IS GUNPOWDER

In every man, if you can get the spark to it

which will ignite it.

THERE IS LATENT POWER

In every salesman—ver

he himself dreams of.

ALL YOU NEED TO DO _

To light the flame of his enthusiasm, is to

show him his own opportunities and their

possibilities for him.

DO BUT THIS MUCH FOR HIM

And the hidden gunpowder within him will

cause him to explode with sudden and irresist—

ible power and keep it up.

“GINGER TALKS” by Holman,
\_

Will do the work for him. Present him with

a copy. Price $2.00 per copy. _

y often more than

, ASK

The Area Institute of Business Technology

AREA, Lake County, ILLINOIS

 

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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The Marden Inspirational

BOOKS

Endorsed by Kings, Emperors, Presidents of Repub—

lics. The most successful business men, statesmen, pro

fessional men, educators and executives have these

volumes as part of their permanent libraries. Many of

them have purchased hundreds of volumes of one or

more titles, for presentation purposes to their employees

and best friends.

Pushing to the Front.

Getting On.

The Young Man Entering Business.

The Secret of Achievement.

Rising in the World.

Be Good to Yourself.

Peace, Power and Plenty.

The Optimistic Life.

He Can Who Thinks He Can.

The Miracle of Right Thought.

Self Investment.

Every Man a King.

Keeping Fit-The very latest Marden book.

Single copies, cloth, $1.10; silk, $1.80; leather, $1.55, post

paid. Set cloth, $12.00; silk, $15.00; leather, $18.00.

A Christmas Gift Which May Be Worth More Than a

Thousand Dollars in Cash to the Reader.

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW How to Make Up for De—

ficiencies in Education P—Achieve your Aim P—Double

your Earning PowerP—Get a Foothold in the Business

World P—Grasp Opportunities P—To Be Successful P—

Ever feel “Panicky”? In Despair? “Blue”?

The Reading of One of Dr. Marden’s Books Has Proved

The Turning Point in the Career of Hundreds of People a?

Say “I Saw It In the Business Philosopher"
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More Than a Million

' Copies Sold

Training for Efficiency, Price, Postpaid, $1.35

Tells employers how to realize to the full on their capital

invested, and employees how to make the best showing

for their employers and themselves.

The Exceptional Employee, Price, Postpaid, $1.10

Packed with forceful advice for young people at the foot

of the business ladder.
I The Progressive Business Man, Price, Postpaid, $1.10

Overrunning with terser put pointers for business men

desirous of keeping pace with the times.

The Joys of Living, Price, Postpaid, $1.35

Shows the average struggling, over-worried American man

and woman how to get pleasure out of life as they go

along, instead of waiting for fortune or fame or some other

distant goal.

JUST FROM THE PRESS!

KEEPING FIT, Postpaid, $1.35.

I HAD A FRIEND HINTS TO YOUNG WRITERS

Postpaid, 53c. Postpaid, 80c.

 

MARDEN BOOKLETS

Do It to a Finish Good Manners and Success

Not the Salary but the Opportunity The Hour of Opportunity

Why Grow Old? An Iron Will

Character Cheerfulness ~ Economy

Cheerfulness The Power of Personaliti

In whlte leatherette binding, 35 cents, each, postpaid. The last seven

are also to be had in slot): at 50 cents. Copies sent on approval.

Marden Book DepL,

  

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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Will You Be Friends With

Jim Ten Years From 1Vow_.7 ‘

Think it over. You and Jim

are chummy today—will you be

on the same ground in ten

years?

If you have been friends for ten

years, you will befriends for

the rest of your lives, won’t

you? '

Why? Because you can say

that you know each other as

though you’d been through your

hearts with a lantern.

That’s why in the Royal Type

writer you buy today, we have

built your friendship ten years

from now.

Not a mere sentiment—a sound

bit of business.

But it has its advantages for

you.

ROYAL TYPEWRITER COMPANY, lnc.

/ Room 67. Royal Typewriter Building, New York

¢ Branches and Agencies the World over %

//

\\
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CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
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Ydu can reach busines: men in every. art 0 the (:0qu through a little WM"
ad 1» TH.E BUSIN_ESS PHILOSOPj-I R. [go you wanty to buy an thing "0’"

merchandise to service, or sell anything! Then use the next irrat

first of month preceding date of issue.

me.

PRINTED PENCILS BRING RE

SULTS; Never thrown into waste bas

ket. Sample. $1.25 gross up. Gra

lill 8: Co., Lancaster, Pa.

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE

WANTED._ Splendid income assured

ri ht man to act as our representative

a ter learning our business thoroughly

by mail. Former experience unneces

sary. All we require is honesty, abil

ity, ambition and willingness to learn a

lucrative business. No soliciting or

traveling. All or spare time only. This

is an exceptional opportunity for a man

in your section to get into a big paying

Q

on»: close

Rate, 25 cents a line; xix words #01 tllw

, v . .

business without capital and become m

dc endent for life. Write at once for

in] particulars. National Co-Operanve

Realt Company, L494 Marden Build

mll, ashington, D .

25 MONEY MAKING PLANS)

10c. Sam Donato, 2281 15! Ave,

New York.

SALESMEN WANTEDfSOLICIT

ING established trade. Widel' adver

tised Laughlin Non-Leakable, lf-Fill

ing Fountain Pen. Liberal Commis

shins—Possibilities unlimited. Laulh'

lin Mfg. Co., Detroit.
 

 

Your Message

Your business message, printed in

the advertising pages of Tar. BUSI

NESS PHILOSOPHER, is read by a spe

cial class—Business Builders, Opti

mists, Executives, who are ever on

quj wine {or that which will add to

the efficiency or comfort of their

lives in their homes or in their busi

ness, and who believe in this magn

zine. Rates on application.

,

 

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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White - eightcoloro Envdope;

; nee flmoheo 00 Match

é

' BOND
g Nationalbw known as the paper that makes
H
r"

 

@npressii’e JtationeryatamalalePrice

Sold only in case lots direct to

the most competent and response.

ible printers. lithographers and

; ' manufacturing stationers in the ISQ

f? principal cities of the United States

{i and Canada. When you specify

and secure Construction Bond

you are not only assured the

highest bondpaper value obtainable

at the price. butyou are also sure

ofhigh grade work upon it.

Write ua on your business stationery for the

name: of concerns inyour locality who can furnish

fine stationery on Construction Bond and we will also land

youhandsome specimen letterhead: showin the variou

colora, finishes and thicknesses ofConsh'uc on Bond“

W.E.Wroe 6‘ Company. SalesOflkeleObSoumHichlg'm Avenue. Chiqu

1"... in,“. . . . _ . . . . - . . . . . . . . . - . . . , . . . . . . - . . - . I . 1 -.
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PRACTICAL BUSINESS BUILDING
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' 7 Boys.

  

I

ihtereats,-'in addition to mot

guardians,'all real teachers. Here’s a view of

it as expressed by one of the latter: -

sages.’

BOY’S SCHOOL DIVISION OF

_ .
.

Area Institute of Business

Technology

“I have always felt that there was

infinitely more for boys to do than

to ‘make grades and high percent

I am so thankful that'one

man appreciates this and'dares to

break away from rigid and pre—

scribed‘ courses and given to our

boys definite ideas (of right ideals

of living- and conquering life's bat

tles, which means the building up

of its commercial and industrial in—

terests through first building up

se 1".” , “ V a

V This is a response which comes from one of the

leading technical instructors in this country, ‘10

Mr. Sheldon’s announcement of The Area Insti—

tute of Business Technology and the School for

sWrite to Mr. Sheldon immediately

vfor further information so that you

“fay enter your boy in the first ses

81011. ' n v r

V ADDRESS‘ ‘ " Q

HIM F. Sheldon 33%;???le

hers, fathers and
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Puzzling

Points

’_FOR-_

Retail

Clerks

fully ana

lyzed and

aptly

illustrated

  

The biggest factor in trade is the merchant who sup~

plies to the retail consumer the goods of commerce.

This is true, just as it is that the merchant who grows ‘

bigger is the one who is always a seeker after A BET

TER WAY to gain and hold patronage. Are you one

of those? If so, then we will look for your response

with the following coupon bearing name and address.

SUPPOSE YOU DO IT NOW.

i
1

The Area Institute of Business Technology, '

Area, Illinois. .. 1

Please forward to me Prospectus of Goii‘e’s Book, “Prob- _ '

lems in Retail Selling Analyzed.” I want to see the subjects l

dealt with. l l

l

l

l

I

Name ,  

Address .............................................................................................. ..

  

 

Say "I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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"While the Frost is” in the Air

and the snow is on the ground,—then is the

time when you have the leisure to plan your

program for the. coming months including

the date in July—the last half of the month

¥When you’ll want to link—up with others

from everywhere, at AREA, in the county

of Lake, Illinois, where is the home of The

Sheldon Summer School.

Here You will enjoy, in addition to the woodS, and the

lake, and the sweet scented roses and violets, and “new

mown hay,” the splendid intellectual feasts guaranteed

you under the spell of Mr. Sheldon's hour talks and

others who teach the principles and philosophies of the

life successful, whether it is lived in the whirl of com

merce or otherwise.

IT IS GOOD TO NIAKE YOUR DATE

EARLY, for accommodation is always lim

ited. Address Silvester Schiele, Gen. Mgr»

P. O. Box, 75, Area, Lake Co, Ill.

  

 

say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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Speaking of The Sheldon Summer School

Here’s a letter that tells

THE WHOLE STORY

It’s from Toronto.

Dear Mr. Sheldon:

Your letter just received vividly recalls the ten

v days of pleasure and profit which I spent at Area

three years ago, and which will live in my memory

till the grim Harvester claims his due. Of all the

vacations I have spent, I think I may say that I have

fonder recollections of that summer than any other.

I cannot imagine any other place where one may

crowd into the all too short ten days, such an ag—

gregate of enjoyment and benefit both mentally and

physically.

(Signed) J. ALEXANDER.

(Dated) June 3rd, 1914.

, Now, if that testimony can be improved upon, and some

other place be given higher enconiums, why, it’ll he “go—

ing some,” won’t it? >

Address—Silvester Schiele, Gen. Mgr,

P. O. Box, 75, Area, Lake Co., 111.

  

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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BY THE FIREPLACE

Where We Talk Things Over

‘\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\m\\\\\\\\\\‘\\‘\\\\

A Medley

By A. F. SHELDON

‘!

\\\\\\\\m

M\\\\\‘\\

Selection No. I.

About a Boy Who Overlooked anOpportunity.

The opportunity was a chance to make a good investment.

He really had a chance, by investing five cents, to buy some—

thing that MIGHT have .become worth a fortune to him.

This boy lives, or rather exists, in the City of Brotherly

Love. He is very likely to continue to exist rather than to

live, if he continues to neglect opportunities for investment,

such as he recently passed up.

He works for a department store.

No, that is not true. I am mistaken.

He works IN a department store.

There’s a big difi'erence between working FOR :1 depart

ment store and IN one.
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The way I found out that he is working IN the store in—

tead of FOR it is now to be revealed.

Read, heed, learn and apply the lesson.

Once upon a time, and the time was in December, 1914,

his boy was called upon by the store he was working IN, not

I‘OR,to do a certain errand. The necessary carfare amounted

o ten cents—~five cents each way. The amount was entrusted

ly his manager to his care.

He boarded a street car and arrived at the destination, did

[is work and started back.

Instead of taking a street car back he asked a kind—hearted

nan for a ride.

Said man was driving his own automobile, which he owned

)OCEHJSC he had worked FOR his employer.

The kind-hearted man granted the boy’s request.

Just before they reached the store in which the boy worked,

he boy asked the man to let hiin out.

But the man replied: “I can just as well take you to the

[cor of the store. I shall pass it anyway.”

lWhereupon the boy answered and said unto the, man:

‘Nay, nay, Pauline. The floor—walker might report the fact

,hat I got a ride, and then I might have to give the nickel

Jack, which I have saved by getting this ride with you.”

That’s why' I know this boy is working IN the store and

lot FOR it. .

CONFIDENCE is the foundation of permanent and profit—

tble relationships. It is the psychological concrete, the mental

:tufl', upon which foundation ALL permanent and profitable

-elationships are builded.» This naturally includes the relation—

;hips between employer and employe.

The feeling of SATISFACTION is the mental stuff which

:onstitutes the bedrock upon which the solid foundation of

i4;
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CONFIDENCE rests. This boy may have within him the

“raw material" out of which it is possible for him to manu—

facture as great a merchant as the man who is at the head

of the house in which the boy is working. '

The name of the head of that house is known throughout

the world. His name will be recorded in history as one of the
merchant princes of his time. I

Some consider him the greatest living merchant.

But if that boy now working in his store has the “raw

material” out of which to make a great merchant, it is cer

tainly very raw.

I happen to know that the master merchant in whose store

the boy works did not do that way when he was a boy.

He started to work at a very early age.

He worked hard FOR his employer.

He did such good work that he attracted the favorable

attention of another employer.

He not only attracted his favorable attention, but, through

his deeds, he aroused this other employer's interest and created

in his mind a desire to purchase the goods (the services) of

the boy. -

John listened and then said “No” to the man who was

trying to buy his goods. ’

“No,” said Johnny, “I have not yet learned as much as I‘

can learn here. Furthermore, I believe I can learn more

here than I could with you.” This “mode of conduct”

could not help but secure the confidence and satisfaction of

the man who was buying John’s goods, and John began rapid—

ly to rise.

The Missed Opportunity.

The opportunity which the boy who is now employed by

H1;- mnqtpr merchant. missed when the lzinRJmnwhsA vnn-n “Mun-I
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him the nickel by giving him a ride was his failure‘to invest

five cents in the purchase of a chunk of the bedrock of Satis

faction and the foundation of Confidence of the man who was

buying his goods.

I don’t say it would to a certainty have done so, but I do

say it might have meant the difference between eventually be

coming an officer of the company and losing his job.

I do say this, however.

Had he invested the five cents in the purchase of the Satis—

faction and Confidence of the man above him and continued

that policy, seeking always and at all times to see how much

he bould do FOR the master merchant, then he would gradual—

ly become part of the cream of the business world, and cream

always rises to the top.

I say this, too: If he continues the policy of selfishness

manifested by that act, he will become a part of the sour milk

of humanity, and you know what becomes of that. On the _

farm we used to feed it to the calves and the hogs.

That boy may do a lot of work each day, and do it well.

But'he will never give the SERVICE which builds solid

Satisfaction and Confidence until he changes his Mode of Con—

duct. '

His Q+Q may be O. K. but today his M is off.

At least it was last December when he got that ride.

One plus one never equals three.

One plus one plus one always equals three.

Q-I-Q never equals eflicient service. ‘

Q-l-Q-I—M always equals efficient SERVICE.
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Selection No. 2.

About a Man in Pittsburgh.

This man has a good business.

Not a truly great business~it comes a long way from be

ing the greatest of its kind in the world. It probably never will

be a truly great business. It never will as long as the present

man remains at the head of it, unless the man greatly changes

his ways.

But it is at least a fairly good business, as businesses g0,

and a profitable one.

He has not made a big fortune, but he is getting along in

years and wants to retire; not just now, but a little later.

He is now planning, or was when I saw him, concerning

his retirement.

He said to me: “Any bare—footed, freckle—faced, red-head‘

ed boy of fair intelligence could come into my place of business

today, and in a few years time could compel me to take him

into partnership. He would have it absolutely within his

power to become the head of this firm.”

“How P” I asked.

“By giving to my business his very best."

"But," I asked, “do none of your employes do that HOWP’l

“No,” he answered sadly, “they think of self, not me. They

'seem to have their eyes on Hans Wagner and his game more

than on me and mine.”

And then I asked him if he had his people organized edu

cationally so that he could get them all together, say once a

month, to talk things over. .

He replied that he did not; that he preferred the policy of

getting them “up on the carpet" one at a time when interviews
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seemed necessary. And thenil asked: “Do you succeed in

inspiring them to greater effort that way?"

And again be sadly answered: “No. My talk does not

seem to do any good. They seem to think I am talking from

a selfish standpoint.”

And then he told me how a social friend of his happened

to be on the same street car that one of his errand boys was

riding on one day. 'The car broke down and was held up for

thirty minutes.

The place where the boy was going was only two blocks

from the point where the car broke down. Instead of getting

‘ off the car and walking those two blocks the boy waited half

an hour for the car to start.

The man cited this as one instance of the evidences of the

spirit of the modern boy and of his employes in general.

****=|<*

How long is it going to take mankind to learn the law that

to get one must give? 'It will be a great thing, for the boy who

waited thirty minutes for the street car to start rather than to

walk two blocks, to learn the great spiritual law which reads:

“HE THAT FINDETH HIS LIFE SHALL LOSE

IT; AND HE THAT LOSETH HIS LIFE FOR

MY SAKE SHALL FIND IT.”

This is not alone a spiritual law of the religious life; it is

a universal law.

It applies to all of life’s relationships._

The employe who would lose his life for the sake of his em

ployer will find his life in the high places of business, pro;

vided, of course, that he has not alone the desire to render serv

ice but the capacity to really render it.

The desire, if intense enough, will bring the capacity.
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Selection No. 3.

A Glimpse at the Other Side.

If you are in trouble and want to find the fellow who is to

blame for it, look in the looking-glass.

Mr. Pittsburgh Merchant, please stand up.

You wish to retire? '

None of your employes are fitting themselves to take your

place?

Your errand boys kill time?

All of your employes have baseball instead of business_on

the brain?

Naturally, in your estimation, they are to blame. You are

a much abused and little appreciated man.

But do you want to find the fellow who is to blame for the

condition which exists throughout your organization?

If so, find a looking-glass. ~

Remember that 95 per cent of the people in the world are

employed by the other 5 per cent.

Remember, too, that the true function of the 5 per cent is

that of educator.

What would you think of a general in the army who would

say to his soldiers: “Here’s your rifle and there's your place

in the ranks; go to it ?" From such a general you would ex

pect nothing but an awkward squad. You would not expect

his men to win the fight.

- You know that he must work in harmony with the principle

of INSTRUCTION PLUS DRILL. He must educate his men.

To be an educator of a business army you must be a

teacher.

Really, you are not a very good teacher. You cannot

teach in the absence of an organization for that purpose; at
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You state to me that you never have a general meeting of

your business family.

\Vhen you get them up on the carpet, one at a time, you

either scold them or moralize to them.

I can see clearly that you do not teach them basic laws and

principles. Frankly, you desire service from your people, but

are not willing to pay the price of a little effort to get it.

The day is not simply coming, it is right here when

employers see that their duty does not end with the handing

out of the pay envelope.

The responsibility of being an employer carries with it cer

tain-moral responsibilities.

You are the head of your business family. At the present

time you are not doing your fullduty as such head.

All employes are not afflicted with the disease of baseball

biliousness.

I know of many who have business on the brain, and who

are strictly on the job.

But in such cases, except in rare instances, the majority of

such employes work under a man who has the gift, natural or

acquired, of teaching.

He can talk collectively and convincingly.

If perchance he, as head ofthe house, does not care to put

forth the necessary effort to acquire that art, he has some one

in his employ who can do it.

When such a man talks to his business family he says some

thing. I

He teaches something useful. _

Such a man neither scolds nor moralizes, at least not col—

lectively.

I met such a man the other. day. He is Mr. J. E. Baum,
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the live-wire President of the Supplee-Biddle Hardware Com—

pany, of Philadelphia, Pa.

I had the pleasure of hearing him address his people"

The night before four of his employes ,had worked all night

that they might finish stock—taking.

And now listen, Mr. Pittsburgh Man.

Those four employes had worked all night without request

and without charging any overtime.

They simply saw that for the four of them to work all

night was needed and this quartette of workers got their heads

together and gave the boss a surprise.

They went home at nine a. m., but came back at six p. m.,

to attend a general meeting of the whole business family.

Mr. President mounted a dry goods box, right out in the

general work room, and while he does not pretend to compete

with “Billy” Sunday in oratory, the things he said and the way

he said them made the hearts glad of everybody present.

He gave the four fire builders a big boost for the surprise

party of the night before, but he did not stop there. He said he

believed there Were fifty and possibly one hundred more of the

staff who would willingly have done the same thing, had it

been necessary and had the necessity occurred to them.

He mentioned the'fact that such a spirit could not fail to

make men rise. In other words, such a fire of service as they

were building could not fail to generate' the heat of reward.

His'remarks were kindly, dignified, and instructive.

He related the history of the company for the year 1914.

He prophesied its history for 1915, and the years to come.

No one could listen and fail to feel that he or she was a

part of that great business, and that it was fraught with op

portunities for the truly fit, and to feel a just pride in being
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a member of the business family, a part of the composite sales

man.

This man may or may not be consciously familiar with one

of the first principles of good teaching, i. e., respect for the

pupil. '

\Vhether he is or is not he practices it.

He manifested, not fear of, but respect for, his or rather the

company’s employes.

“Like begets like.” This is a law of Nature.

This man’s respect for his employes begets their respect for

him.

“As above, so below.”

Respect above, respect below.

* * * >|< * *

During the forenoon of the same day I had visited another

business institution.

I had a talk with the general manager.

He was of the taciturn—type—military—manner, sort of man.

That he is a good man at heart I truly believe. He is of

that type of man muchneeded, perchance, at one time in the

history of the evolution of relationships between the 95 per

cent and the 5 per cent—a man who could and indeed has,

led a fight against labor and won—or at least thought that he

had won.

The executive heads of the Supplee-Biddle bee—hive of

business were glad.

They were rejoicing in the figures furnished by the annual

balance sheet.

In spite of the depressed times of 1914 their business had

grown.

The military-ruler man was not glad—he was sad.
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He showed me figures which told the tale of toil made
tedious by lack of realresults. I

He pointed to a large building which was opposite the

otlice, andv sadly said: “I have been here thirty years, and this

is the first time since I came that that building has been

closed." ,

His company had laid off hundreds of men during the year

1914. The balance were working but three days a week.

This was all a series of most undesirable efi'ects.

Looking for cause, I asked: “How often do you get your

men together?" \

"NEVER!" came the decided answer from the taciturn

type~military—manner sort of man.

“Why not?” “Because it is against the rules of the com

pany. We never permit it—we never permit anything of that

kind on'our premises.”

“Oh, I see,” I answered, as I rose to go.

Another appointment precluded the possibility of a preach

ment on my part, and thus was militarism spared the ordeal

of listening to a democratic dissertation on the thisness of the

thusness of his company’s hard-up—ness.

I did see, but I did not have the time and, to tell the truth,

possibly not the inclination to tell him what I saw.

In all likelihood, it would hae bored him and tired me,

but this was what I saw when I said: “I see.”

That this man had failed to see that the business of his

company is made up of just three kinds of power: first, Man

power; second, Money-power; third, Equipment—power.

That of these three one is cause and two are effects.

Of the two effects, the equipment power was good—yast

sums invested in all sorts of machinery.

Money? Well, that division of his company's power HAS
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been good. The company is still well rated, and in all prob—

ability it still has a good reserve, but business just now is de—

cidedly on the bum. It is not making MONEY now, and the

military—mannered man is waiting longingly for another Re—

publican administration, looking for man-made laws to remedy

natural efiects, resulting from the violation of God-made laws.

And I am a Republican at that.

I saw that this man had failed to see that man-power was

the cause of both money—power and equipment power.

He had spent much money for more and better machine

power, but when it came to investing anything to make more

man-power, there was nothing doing.

How in the name of common sense men expect to increase

effects without increasing the causes of the effects, is more than

I can figure out. I saw that this man had thus far failed to

see that truth expressed by a recent writer when he said.

“I WILL NOT SAY THAT YOU CANNOT

PROHIBIT EVIL BY FORCE, BUT I WILL

SAY THAT YOU CANNOT COMPEL VIRTUE

BY FORCE.”

Did you get me, Steve? _

Well, Stephen, if you failed to connect with that mental

curve, I will pitch you the same ball, but this time a slow,

straight one.

Here it comes:

“YOU CAN LEAD A HORSE TO WATER, BUT

YOU CAN’T MAKE HIM DRINK.” -

You can even drive him to water, but you can’t make him

drink. You can lead a man, or even DRIVE him to his job,

but you can’t compel him to think about his job.

If you want Q+Q+M to show in the work of your man—

power there must be some thought-stuff mixed with it.
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Yes, and feeling—stuff, too.

It is high time for the managers of men to remember that

laboring men have emotions as well as muscles; that under the

roughest jacket a human heart is beating.

You can’t compel good thought—stuff and its children, the

right feelings, by force.

You "got" me that time, Steve. Now make a home run

by putting the principle into practice. 7

Here’s another thing I saw when I said: _ “I see." I saw

that this 'Mr. Military—manner—sort—of—man must have failed to

find out the fact that as between capital and labor, neither is

independent of the other nor dependent upon it, but that they

\are grandly interdependent.

The boss who imagines for a minute that he is independent

of the working man or the working man who imagines that he

is independent of the boss is short—sighted; his reasoner isn’t

working well. The true relationship is expressed by that poem

entitled “Co-operation in Nature,” one verse of which reads
like this: I '

“Help one another, the snowflake said,

As it nestled down in its fieecy bed;

I all alone would not be felt;

I all alone would quickly melt;

But I’ll help you. and you help me,

And then what a great white drift we’ll be I”

The longer I live the more clearly do I see that a very great

proportion ofthe troubles of life grow out of misunderstand—

ings. It would be a good thing if everybody would begin to

apply that poem, the author of which I believe is unknown——

at least I do not know who he is. Two verses of it read as

follows:
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“Misunderstood,

“lVe move asunder; our paths grow wider

As the seasons creep along the years;

lVe marvel and we wonder why life is life,

And then we go to sleep.

Not understood."

“Oh, God, if men could see a little clearer,

Or judge less harshly when they cannot see;

Oh, God, if men could draw a little nearer

To one another, they’d be nearer, then, to Thee,

And Understood.”

That’s one reason I love the Q Q M.

It enables men and women to get together and to really un

derstand_each other. A. F. SHELDON.

“‘\“\\““‘\“\"‘\\“\“\““\\“\“‘\““

_ Our Advice

“Keep on Keepin’ on.”

If the day looks kinder gloomy,

An yer chances kinder slim;

If the situation’s puzzlin’,

An’ the prospect’s awful grim;

An’ perplexities keep pressin’

Till all hope is nearly gone;

Jest bristle up an’ grit your teeth

. An’ keep on Keepin’ on.

\VM. G. FERN.

\\“‘\\‘\\‘\‘\\“‘\\‘
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Integrity

I know a man whose face proclaims

That peace is ever in his heart.

He never whimpers, nor complains

That luck has failed to do its part.

This man has work which he can do,

And does that work as best he can;

This leads him up in method true,

Each act a part of his life-plan.

His wealth is meager; yet ’tis quite

In keeping with his daily need;

Nor does he lie awake at night

Outlining dark schemes born of greed.

He whom I praise to this‘degree

Is my good friend—as he is yours:

He represents Integrity,

Whereby Prosperity endures.

CHARLES H. MEIERS.

)\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\‘\\‘\\\\\\\\\‘\\\‘\\‘\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\
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Learn to Both Look and See

OMEBODY has asked: “How much do you

see?“

Ruskin supplies the answer, as follows: “For

every one hundred men who can hear, but one can

speak; for every one hundred men who can speak,

but one can think; for every one hundred who can

think, but one can both look and see."

In these words does Ruskin emphasize the men

tal blindness of the average human being, and the

which it is perfectly clear is due to lack of observ—

ance of what is going on about one during his

waking hours.

is in the brain, rather than in the eyes or other phys~

ical senses. To be sure the eyes are necessary as a

means to an end, but unless the brain has the power

to intelligently utilize the messages brought to it

through the senses, the faculty to accurately observe

grows limited.

One can easily see then, how essential are right

habits of life, that we may be well qualified to

RECEIVE and APPROPRIATE knowledge gath

ered in and distributed through the five senses.

The employe possesses and can develop no more

important faculty than that of seeing things and

realizing what they mean. The ability to “size up”
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ture, or to detect in a word or manner ,of speech,

the real meaning behind, is possessed by men and

women only, whose mental as well as physical eyes

are wide awake.‘ Unless one sees and understands

conditions, he cannot use them to his advantage, or

combat them as the need may be. In that case then,

accomplishment is measured only by that which one

stumbles onto. Let‘us not be stumblers.

The faculty of being able to comprehend the

real purport of situations and conditions, shown in

facts brought to us thrOugh seeing and hearing, is

innate with all normal people. It is easily developed

under proper cultivation, and we should see to it,

as a pre-requisite to SERVICE, that this power IS

thus cultivated and developed.

It is simply a case of self-training through con

stant practice; first learning to look AND see, and

finally by reasoning back from effect to cause; and

in this manner discovering how to interpret in the

light of probable results that which is seen or heard.

Constant practice on this line means KEEPING

AWAKE to what is going on about us, and greatly

qualifies us to convert seeming defeat of our aims,

often, into instant victory.

It is a call upon us to make use of occasions, in

stead of allowing “fleetfooted opportunity” to knock

its knuckles sore, and shout itself hoarse to us, while

we “sleep at the switch.” WM. T. GOFFE.

G
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If You Believe in Yourself

By ORISON SWETT MARDEN

'
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OME ONE has said that most people who fail in lifeldo so be—

cause of the lack of some one quality, which is but one forty-second

part of all the mental faculties. Although we have forty strong fac~

ulties or qualities, if we are deficient in only one—self-eonfidenee—we

are more than likely to fail, for the man or woman without this es

sential quality is the puppet of environment, the slave of circumstance.

There is no one thing which has such a grip upon one’s initiative,

nothing'which will give such a tremendous impetus and such efiective

ness to one’s efforts as self-confidence, that confidence which is based

upon the conviction of one’s own ability.

The chief reason why so many of us go through life doing'things

which are out of all proportion to what we are capable of doing is

because we do not half believe in ourselves. If we only had enough

courage, enough of the dare in our nature, to begin things which we

know we ought to do, then our pride would force us on.

When a man really believes in himself, when he feels that he can do

what he undertakes, his courage is wonderfully increased, and it is

courage that leads the other faculties. "

Daniel Webster’s father used all his influence to secure his son the

' position of clerk of the Court of Common Pleas, in his county, in New

Hampshire. A salary of $1500 a year, which seemed a fortune to the

struggling Webster family, was attached to the office. Yet, much as

he loved his family, Daniel was brave enough to disappoint them

all and Cling to the study of law. In answer to his father’s sorrow—

ful, “Daniel, Daniel, don’t you mean to take that office?” he replied:

“N0, indeed, father. I hope I can do much better than that. I mean

to use my tongue in the courts, not my pen; to be an actor, not a

register of other men’s acts. I hope yet, sir, to astonish your honor

in your own court by my professional attainments.”

The best substitute for genius is self-confidence. It is through

faith in ourselves that we touch infinite power. Self-faith kills doubt

and fear. If we had a consummate faith in ourselves we should

not hesitate to begin the things which we long to do, and which we

know we ought to do. . '
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The man who loses heart and becomes suspicious of his own.

ability is shorn of the very power necessary to realize his dreams.

because a man can nevar do a bigger thing than he thinks he can.

The results of his efforts will never rise higher than his self-confi—

dence.

Doubt, and fear of failure, are the great enemies of mankind.

The miracles of civilization have only been performed by men and

women that believed in themsolves. In spite of ridicule, incredi

bility and abuse, they maintained ’unwavering faith in their power to

accomplish the tasks to which they had set themselves. The list of

these that have, amid abuse, jeers, discouragements, obstacles of all

kinds, banked solely upon their belief in themselves is a long one.

If you would rise, you must look up. “The just honoring of our

selves may be thought the foundation from whence every worthy

enterprise issues forth.”

Caan ask another to have confidence in me when I do not believe

in myself? Others have a right to look to us for our own rating.

We stamp our Value upon ourselves and cannot expect to pass for

more. People look into our faces and eyes to see what estimate we

place upon ourselves. If they see a low mark, why should they

trouble themselves to investigate further? This is a busy world, and

men have no time to spend in analyzing timid, self-deprecating char

acters. .

“If I bad influence, some one to give me a lift, I know I could

get on!” How_ often we hear this cry from hackboneless people,

afraid to trust themselves for anything.

“Self trust is the essence of heroism,” says Emerson. “It speaks

the truth, and is scornful of petty calculations and scornful of being

scorned; it persists, it is of an undaunted boldness‘and of a fortitude

not to be wearied out. Its jest, is the littleness of common life.”

The world is often amazed at the marvelous achievement'of a very

ordinary person who has tremendous self—faith. The example of Joan

of Arc illustrated a great law. It shows that under ordinary condi

tions we use only a very small percentage of our possible power;

that we do not begin to do the things we could do if we'were in

spired by great faith, by supreme self-confidence.

Think of a poor peasant girl of eighteen who could not read or

write, who knew nothing whatever of warfare, and who had never
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before been away from her humble home, leading a great army to

'victory. Where did the power and wisdom come from to enable

this weak, timid girl to enhearten a discouraged army, to infuse new

life and courage into it, and to do what great generals could not do?

The mere presence of Joan, the inspiration of her self-faith, doubled

the power of the French army. In less than three months after she

had assumed leadership she drove the English from Orleans, and in

three months the dauphin was crowned King of France.

A great many men and women who wonder why'people do not

believe in them more carry the reason in their very faces. Every

body who knows them sees there that confession of weakness, lack

of confidence in themselves.

How can one win the confidence of others who says by his eye

and his very manner: “Do not take much stock in me; do not

believe in me, for I do not believe in myself.”

The man who slinks out of sight, who never thinks he is just the

man to do this or that, who thinks that perhaps somebody else could

do much better, shows that he has no faith in himself, and peeple

take him “at his own valuation.”

Many people are all the time “queuing” their own interests by

communicating their doubts to others. It is a very diflicult thing to

clinch a bargain in trade with a great big doubt in your own mind.

To convince another, you must be convinced yourself.

WHEN YOU GO TO A MAN FOR A POSITION OR A

FAVOR OR AN- ORDER LOOK HIM IN THE EYE AND TELL

HIM WHAT, YOU WANT. APPROACH HIM FEARLESSLY,

WITH CONFIDENCE AND ASSURANCE, WITH A CON—

SCIOUSNESS OF ABILITY AND STRENGTH, and you will be

much more likely to get the thing you desire. The man you ap—

proach will feel your self-confidence very quickly.

Everybody admires the manly man, the one who carries himself

with an air of assurance and confidence because he radiates force

It is easy to believe in such a man. But the man who crawls into

your presence like a Uriah Heep, apologizing for imposing himself

upon you and taking your valuable time and asking a favor, almost

always gets “turned down.” .

Doubt of one’s ability to do a thing has often been the first step

toward failure. If you flounder about it as if you are not quite cer
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tain of yourself, and do not quite believe in the story you are telling

or the thing you are selling, you will not carry conviction. But the

man who has a strong faith in himself, who goes about with his head

erect, backbone straight, heart to the front; he whose very manner

predicts conquest, who makes you feel that you are in the presence of

a master equal to the emergency, wins half the battle before he

strikes a blow.

We instinctively believe in the man who is himself convinced; the

man who believes to the very marrow of his being in the cause he

stands for. It then becomes a part of himself.

Your own attitude will have more than anything else to do with

establishing others’ confidence in you. The world believes in the man

who dares, the man who trusts himself.

It is in this way you gain a reputation for putting things through,

for bringing everything you take hold of to a successful issue. And

the very' reputation of being master of the situation, equal to the

emergency, no matter how formidable, is of priceless value. It will

give you a momentum almost irresistible, for people get out of the

way of a man who makes a program and carries it out.

No matter what discouragements confront us, what difficulties op

pose us, what obstructions stand in our way, if we hold fast to our

courage, we can push on to victory. I

Yet how often men unconsciously injure their business by talking

it down, telling how bad it is, that they are getting no orders, that

there is no demand for their goods. They talk about hard times, the

demoralized condition of trade and slow collections, and the changes

for the worse in all business conditions.

These men do not realize that the attitude of mind that causes

them to talk in this way is just the thing that tends to demoralize

business. Most of the business panics and hard times are largely the

results of discouraged mental conditions.

“Confidence is the very basis of trade,” and whatever disturbs that

disturbs business. -

“Faith is like a father in the dark of every night-—

It tells you not t’ be afraid, an’ mebbe strikes a light.”

No matter how dark, how impassable the road, it is the lantern cf

self-faith, of confidence in our God, in ourselves, which if carried in

our hand will shed light for the every step.

ml, ‘_1__Lv_ __..'LL ___r_-.. _n .1- 1_ LL71. \ I - 1- u' :r \M
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rant to see the end of the road at the beginning. The important

hing is to be sure that we are facing in the right direction.

It is wondenful what a power self—confidence has to marshal all

he faculties and unite their strength in one mighty cable. No

matter how many talents a man may possess,—-if he be lacking in

elf-confidence he can never use them to the best advantage; he

:annot unify their action and harmonize their power so as to bring

:hem to bear effectively upon any one point.

It is faith, faith, and once again FAITH, that has wrought all the

niracles of history. '.

It is not, as some seem to think, egotism. Many men who have

lone great things have been very objectionable to some, because of

what was regarded as their colossal egotism, but which afterwards

proved to be but the expression of an honest faith in a power which

they were conscious of possessing, but which those about them

:ould not see nor appreciate. 7

“Good God, that I should have intrusted the fate of the country

and of the administration to such hands!” exclaimed William Pitt

to Lord Temple, after listening in disgust to the boasting of young

General Wolfe the day before his embarkation for Canada. Little did

Prime Minister Pitt dream that this apparently conceited young man

had the stuff in him which would make him rise from his bed when

sick with a fever, and lead his troops to glorious victory upon the

Heights of Abraham.

There is nothing which will call out reserve power like a co,

lossal self—faith. Those who do not take much stock in them—

selves, are not the great doers. Belief in oneself leads the way to

every achievement.

When Professor Bell was struggling along in poverty, experi—

menting with the telephone, people laughed at him for throwing his

time away. They told him that the telephone would never be

anything but a toy.

Elias Howe was abused and ridiculed for neglecting his family

and regular work and living in poverty while experimenting on the

;ewing machine, but he had the utmost confidence in its final tri~

umph, and as a result, lived to give the world one of its most useful

mplements of labor.

“The first step to failure is the first doubt of yourself.” If you

.Vflllld succeed in) to the limit of vour possibilities. hold constantly
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to the belief that you are success-organized, and that you will reach

your goal, no matter what opposes. Never allow a shadow of a

doubt to enter your mind that the Creator intended you to win

life’s battle. Regard every suggestion of failure as a traitor, and

expel it from your mind as you would a thief from your house.

"What matters it if you are poor, or if your environment is un—

favorable? Such conditions should incite you to greater effort to

conquer. Stoutly deny the power of adversity or poverty to keep

you down. Constantly believe that you will dominate your suré

roundings, that you will to be the master and‘not the slave of

circumstance.

Guard your faith in yourself as your most precious possession;

take no chances with it. Should you get into an environment which

suggests your inferiority in any way, whether by a partner who

does not believe in you or your ability, and is constantly trying to

poison other’s faith in you, or with people who do not understand

you, get out of it. Make a change, get freedom at any cost.

One of the finest characters in my whole acquaintance, a man of

superb native ability, but with a sensitive shrinking nature, a re—

tiring dispositiou, has been practically crushed so far as making/ his

splendid ability count, by an over-bearing, aggressive, imperious, dic

tatorial, coarse-grained partner, who rides rough—shod over him, who

is his superior in every way, simply because the unassertive man will

not fight for his rights. If the latter had had the right kind of a

partner, he would have become a great power, not only in the busi—

ness world, but socially, and in every other way. '

One of the most pitiable sights in the world is that of a human

being with real ability but who has ceased to believe in himself.

Outside of character itself, there is no loss so great as that of

self-confidence; for, when this is gone, there is nothing to build upon.

It is impossible for a man to stand erect without a backbone, espe—

cially if he has much weight to carry. _

The Bible writers have laid great stress upon the power of faith.

So mighty is a little faith, we are told, that a grain of it would

remove mountains.

7 “Faith is the substance of things hoped for; the evidence of

things not seen. Through faith we understand that the worlds

were framed by the Word of God, so that things which are seen

.11. 1. u
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By faith Enoch was translated that he should not see death. By

faith Noah prepared an ark to the saving of his house. By faith the

walls of Jericho fell.

We also read in the Scriptures that through faith kingdoms were

subdued and armies turned to flight, the weak were made strong.

“The development of the faith faculty in the mind is as necessary

to the worker in spiritual principles as is the development of the

mathematical faculty in the worker in mathematics,” says a writer.

“Neither of these faculties comes at a bound fully formed into con~

sciousness, but both grow by cultivation.”

Every child should be taught to believe in himself, should be shown

his divine origin, his divine qualities, should grow up imbued with

the idea that he was made for success and happiness, born to con—

quer, that he has a message for the world; that he should deliver it

like a man, with all the force, power and enthusiasm which rec

ognizes no defeat.

A stalwart confidence in God, and faith in the happy outcome of

life, will do more to lubricate the creaking machinery of our daily

afl’airs than anything else.

.There are many ways of cultivating faith. We can cultivate it

by picturing in our imagination, noble, sublime possibilities, we can

cultivate it by aspiring to all that is noble and true, by using every

possible method to improve ourselves, and by constantly thinking

that we can do what we desire to do, and can be what we aspire to

be. To think you can is to create the force that can.
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1 NT HE secret things of the world are those which

: I are most common, the most essential, as well

: as the most universal. The secret forces‘of Nature——

'4 gravitation, heat, electricity, ether, everything, in

2 short, which is greatest and most real is unseen.”
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To All Q Q M-ers
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Try This.

There are three words in the English language which have

been oftentimes combined and set forth as a basic motto, which

reads:

Do It Now.

That motto is away out of date.

One may obey it and still be very inefficient.

If literally obeyed, the obeyer’s work may reflect splendid

Quantity but be so chuck full of errors that his first Q, Quality, '

may be away below par. By being in a mad rush to do it now

one may be guilty of an error of commission that would kill

a customer. The spirit of DO IT NOW gone mad has made

many earthquakes under the bedrock of Satisfaction and the

foundation of Confidence of many customers.

\
.

Do It Right, Right Now.

That’s better, but it’s not the true slogan yet.

Because in doing “it” right, right now, one canbe guilty of

doing the wrong thing. ll

Had he taken sufficient time to form an accurate judgment

he might have found out that it would have been better not to

have done that particular “it” now, or even do it right, right

now. He might have discovered that it would have been better

to have left “it” entirely undone. 1‘

And so then, we see that it is possible to do the wrong thing

right, right now, in which event the first Q is still Wabbly.
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Do The Right Thing, Right, Right Now.

Now we are getting “warm.”

We are close to it, but we have not arrived yet.

That is to say that we have not arrived at an infallible

“how” for manufacturing Q+Q+M.

The stock man may take stock. This is the right thing

to do. He may do it right, as far as the execution of the work

is concerned.

He may so “rightly” do it that there is not an error in his

Work.

He may do it right now—get it out on time, or even before

expected. ‘

i If so, he will deliver Q—|—Q, but he might still be off on the

M.

He would, if his Mode of Conduct were such that he

grumbled about it or was pitying himself because he had so

much to do.

The "‘spirit” in which a thing is done counts in a big way.

DO THE RIGHT THING, RIGHT, RIGHT

NOW, WITH THE RIGHT SPIRIT.

Now we have it.

Live up to this motto and watch your Q Q M grow.

The only hole you will find it possible to punch in that

motto is in the “right now” business, which was the very es

sence of the old-fashioned motto.

“Now” may, and again it may not, be the right time for

doing the right thing, right, with the right spirit.

Generally it is.

There are more sins of omission and of procrastination than

there are of commission, over—promptness of execution.

‘wfufi.
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To make the motto square up to scientific exactness, we

will make it read this way.

DO THE RGHT THING, RIGHT, AT THE

,RIGHT TIME, IN THE RIGHT SPIRIT.

And so then, if you have one of those old, out-of-date “DO

IT NOW” mottoes in your office, as an up-to—date Q Q M-er

take it down, and consign it to the scrap heap.

In its place, if you want something brief and don’t care to

be too technical, try this: '

DO THE RIGHT THING, RIGHT, RIGHT NOW.

That’s good enough for all practical purposes, for after all

if it is not done in the right spirit it is not done right, and if

done too soon it was not the right thing to do at that time.

A. F. SHELDON.
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N HE great end of instruction is not to stamp

our minds on the young, but to stir up their

own; not to make them see with our eyes,

but to look inquiringly and steadily with their own;

not to give them a definite amount of knowledge, but

to inspire a fervent love of truth; not to form an

outward regularity, but to touch inward springs;

not to burden the memory, but to quicken and

strengthen the power of thought, to awaken the con—

science, so that they may discern and approve for

themselves, what is everlastingly right and good.”

W. E. CHANNING.
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Conversations of Mr. Trueman With

.-._.-‘egd,

His Neighbor

By M. C. ARVIDSON
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MITI-I was a young man, of good appearance and average ability,

but he was very much discouraged and down-hearted. He

seemed to think that"“luck” was against him, and that all things

conspired to hold him down and rob him of those things which

he felt rightfully belonged to him. In a somewhat whining voice he

told .Trueman that he wanted to make something of himself, but

he almost felt it was of no use to try, as he had met so many dis

couragements.

“Young man,” said Trueman, “if you have decided that you want

to be a real man, BE one. Don’t display your imaginary ills and feel

that you are being mistreated. Use a little commonsense, and let

this be the last time you fuss around and pity yourself and imagine

that things are going terribly wrong with you. Don’t imagine you

are the only person on earth, but remember there area few others,

and remember that you would not stand for the things from others

that others have to stand for from you.”

Smith straightened up quickly, with am surprised look, as though

some cold water had been thrown in his face.

Trueman continued, “The only thing you need is a little gumpt-ion,

and the only way to get it is to quit this silly, sentimental weakness.

The world is not going to step running because you don’t get every

little thing you want and have not earned. Always remember this,—

if you have earned a thing you will get it or its equivalent, and if

you get it before you have earned it you will be worse ofi" than if

you did not get it at all. This is a law from which none of us

can escape.”

“Do you mean to tell me,” said Smith, “that if I were to inherit

a fortune, or receive money in any other way Without directly

earning it, that I Would be worse ofi than if I did not receive it at

all?”

“I mean to Say just that, even in such an extreme case of un

earned increment," replied Trueman. “And furthermore, anything

1
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which you pos5ess, which‘you do not make use of, is simply an im—

pediment and hindrance to your true progress. Some great writer

has said, ‘The greatest price you can pay for a thing, is to ask

for it as a gift.’ So if you should ask for anything, an increase in

salary, or an advanced position, without them having come to you

through the fact that you had earned them, you would pay very

dearly for them in the end. .

“Did you ever notice,” he continued, “how heartrending it is for

th05e who have been brought up in the lap of luxury to be suddenly

deprived of their wealth? It is a more serious thing to them than

the loss of their health. Those men and women >whose attractive

appearance is caused chiefly by artificial means and whose whole

lives are made up of artificialities,—how pitiful it is when their sole

dependence, money, is taken away . They have put all their faith and

hope in money, and as a natural consequence they have lost all faith

in themselves.”

“What course of action would you adviSe a man like myself to

follow?” asked Smith. “‘You seem to discourage the pursuit of any

labor for the sake of making money.” '

“I certainly would try to discourage you, or any one else, from

entering any pursuit for the sake of making money, alone,” said

Trueman. “I would not try to discourage you from entering any pur

suit, of worthy' character, to which you had an inclination. What

- I most heartily recommend is this: that you first, and foremost, en~

ter that pursuit which will enable you to best build up your Soul

power, intellectual power, and physical health,

“That which I want to lay the utmost stress upon,” he con

tinued, “is not the building and development of factories and in

dustries, but the building and development of the individual. You

are endowed with a wonderful body, which is capable of great pos

sibilities, and it is left entirely with you to properly develop it.‘ Is

it not the plainest wisdom that you should study how to properly

care for and develop your body? And furthermore, is it not ex—

tremely foolish and repulsive for you to do anything that would in

jure that magnificent body—that ‘temple of flesh,’ even though it

were only the eating, of a single extra mouthful of food more than

is good?” _

“I will admit,” said Smith, “that the eating of superfluous food,
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of any kind, is destructive to the body, sooner or later, but how will

I know what the necessary kinds and quantities of food are?”

“When we were born,” answered Trueman, “we were all en

dowed with natural instincts, which, if properly developed, would

have been unerring guides as to the kind and amount of food' that

was necessary for proper nourishment. But through ignorance and

neglect, we have all, to a great extent, deadened this instinct, and

we eat ‘by the clock’ instead of having the prompting of a natural

hunger tell us when we should eat. ‘ ,

“What you must do,” he continued, “is to study your own per

sonal condition. Eat when you are hungry, and learn to eat just

those things which are nourishing for you. But I do not intend to

tell you what you should, or should not eat. I am simply citing

this to show how the wind blows.”

“I can see that I have been blind, and ignorant, as regards

this extremely important part of my self-education,” said Smith.

“The same condition is true as regards the mind,” said True

man. “You, and I and every normal person, possess a wonderful

mind and intellect. Did you ever stop to contemplate that vast

domain of knowledge and wisdom, which as yet has been unex

plored? It is as though just outside of our city was a range of

mountains, and beyond that range of mountains was a wonderful

country, where all that could be desired, would be found.v Perfect

health, youthful energy, a true perception of the beauties of nature,

a wisdom and power which would give our lives a fullness far be

yond anything which we can at present realize. And in order for us

to reach that country we would have to find a way across the moun

tainS.”

“I think you are trying to tell me that by a proper development of

my Soul-power and intellect, I can get a greater joy out of life, and

can see things to which I am now blind,” said Smith.

“Exactly,” said Trueman, “and it is as possible for you to reach

this desired land, as any' one. The reason we know this wonderful

country is there, is that certain philosophers, or rather Truth—seekers,

who have lived in the past, have made exploring expeditions, and

reached the summits of some high mountains, from which they

viewed this country. And they wrote their experiences, which act as

guide-posts, for us along the way, so that if we wish, we can read
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the instructions on these guideposts and find our way to this country

of success”, ,

“In other words,” said Smith, “if I will study the works of the

greatest philosophers, and thoroughly understand what they have to

tell me, it will be an easy matter for me to make a wonderful im—

provement in my intellectual and physical condition.” '

“Yes, and much more besides,” said Trueman. “You must thor

oughly study those works. Do not just read them in' a desultory

way, but learn the meaning of every word and line. And remem

ber this,-your mind is as great as the greatest of these, although

it is very likely now filled with a lot of rubbish which prevents you

from exercising the powers which you possess. You must SEEK

for Truth and Wisdom, resting assured, that if you desire these, you

will receive them. Make your desire strong enough.”

“But this is hard for me to grasp,” said Smith.

“Just consider your mind,- as we considered your body,” answered

Trueman. “You must read just what is necessary and truthful, and

eliminate the superfluous. Your mind power is easily dissipated be—

cauSe of promiscuous newspaper reading, and all true material.

You have only one life to live, and you have but one person

to develop—yourself. As Thoreau has said, ‘If you do not read the

best books first, you may never have a chance to read them.’ Most

people will scatter their minds over a hundred different subjects

and consequently will understand none of them.” ‘

“For instance,” he continued, “in the house on the corner lives a

Mr. Robinson,—we will‘assume him to be a man of forty years, of

average intelligence, and considered to be a good business man.

During the next three hours of this evening he will spend his time

reading through several newspapers, one or two current magazines,

and reading several short, shallow stories. In the house next to him

lives Mr. Jones, a man of the same age, and with the same mental

capacities as Robinson. Mr. Jones, dun'ng the next three hours,

reads and thoroughly studies the work of some great philosopher,v

and Truth-seeker, or poe't,—whatever name you would give to a

truly wise man. All true philosophers are poets, and all true poets

and philosophers are truth-seekers. Jones has selected some study in

which he-is intensely interested,~—he has selected a book which is not

very easily understood,- but that is all the better for him, as he
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thereby sharpens and strengthens his intellect, as he would sharpen

his knife on a stone.”

“You are going to tell me,” said Smith, “that at the end of the

three hours,‘ Jones will quietly close his book; his mind will be

strengthened and refreshed, and he will think and feel that this is a

wonderful world in which we live, and that the possibilities are

boundless for the development of our lives.”

“Yon anticipated my thought exactly,” said Trueman, “and what

do you think the state of mind of Robinson will be?

“After he has read thedetails of several murders, robberies, hang

ings, battles, and the vivid, imaginary, and false reports and con

jectures, as well as the correction 'of some of the false reports in

yesterday’s issue, with which the newspapers are filled; besides a

superficial, and more than likely vulgar and immoral story in one of

our current magazines, he will throw the papers and magazines on

the floor, stretch his arms and yawn, and his mind will be filled

with this useless trash. He will be out of humor with everything

and everyone about him,—kicking the dog and the footstool out of

his way, and will feel that the universe and everybody in it is ‘go—

ing to the ‘bowwows.’ _

“That is a truly‘accurate picture of what is taking place in thou—

sands of homes in this glorious country of ours, every evening,” said

Trueman. “And let us follow this course of action of Robinson

and Jones, for the next ten years. Jones persists in his search for

wisdom, beauty, enlightenment, and knowledge, and the result shows

in everything about him. He becomes highly respected by his

neighbors, acquires a strength and stability of character which only

wisdom can give. He is healthy and energetic because he has learned

how to live in the right manner. 7 And the greatest good that has

come to him cannot be described in words,—his perception of the

wonders and beauties of Nature give him a true delight, and he has

banished all fear, worry, avarice and thought of discouragement from

his mind.

“Robinson, on the other hand,” he continued, “persisted in his fool—

ish habit of reading,—he smoked many cigars and drank much liquor,

to stimulate his mind. His voice, by its nasal twang, showed the

ill-humor of his mind; his face gradually acquires a hard, ill-natured

look; his habits become loose; his sole ambition is to make money,
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and he would laugh, in a satirical way, at any person who suggested

that the development of a person’s intellect and body was the great

est and most important thing to strive for, and his

gradually becomes unbearable.

“I am inclined to believe,” said Smith, “that the ills of humanity

are caused by this unimportant use of our time.”

“And that which we call Fate,” continued Trueman, “is simply

Thoughtlessness, in the case of Robinson, and Desire for Truth, or

Thoughtfulu'ess. in the case of Jones. And, my good friend, can

you not look back a few years and trace the cause of what you com

plained of as your ‘hard luck?’ ”

home life
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It Paves the Way

If you have something good to sell,

It pays to advertise it well.

Let people know what you’re about

And sales will come beyond a doubt.

“The man who whispers down a well

About the goods he has to sell

Will never reap the golden dollars

Like he who climbs a tree and hollers.”

So climb a tree right o’er the crowd

And holler long and holler loud,

And when you’ve got ’em on the run

Your selling game is well begun——

Which is another way to say

That ADVERTISING PAVES THE \VAY.

CHARLES L. TOMPKINS.
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A Letter to John

‘T""!1-r'—-:-i

By A. F. SHELDON
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Dear John.

Dan and I are on the Broadway Limited, hitting the trail from

New York to Chicago. We are certainly going some.

We started today at 2:45. It is now 8 p. in. and we have been

hitting the rails quite some time out of Harrisburg, Pa.

Tomorrow morning at 9:45 we are due in Chicago.

This will give us plenty of time to attend to certain important mat

ters in Chicago and catch the p. m. train for Milwaukee, where I am

billed to speak tomorrow night.

We stopped thirty minutes or so in Harrisburg, and I asked Dan:

“What’s the matter?”

He said we were stopping in order to be on time. Dan’s Irish, and

I asked him to please explain this particular bull.

He replied that the Interstate Commerce Commission has decreed

that our iron steed must take twenty hours to make the run instead

of eighteen, so they lay over a half hournow and then, so they will

not roll in ahead of time. I wonder how many people fully realize

what a service the railroads are to the nation, or what a high state of

efliciency they had already developed before we, the good people,

took it into our heads to try to give them strangle hold.

Personally, I am glad the said Commission is loosening up a little

and permitted the railroads to increase their freight rates five per

cent.

If “THE WORKMAN IS WORTHY OF HIS MEAT” AND

“THE SERVANT IS WORTHY OF HIS HIRE” it is right. This

nation has never seen a greater, if as great, a servant as the rail

roads. When we, the people, get tired of tight times, empty dinner

pails, and the sight of two million or more idle people no longer looks

good to us, we may all tumble to the fact that we have been abusing

a faithful servant.

' I guess the servant was getting most too heady.

Possibly he needed calling upon the carpet and to have the, law

laid down to him. But there is such a thing as beating a child too

hard and of making a servant rebel.
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Recent legislation has been a good demonstration of the fact that

while evil may be prohibited by force, virtue cannot be compelled

by it.

Laws can be made prohibiting railroads from charging enough so

that they can build more lines, thus opening up more land for settle—

ment and making more markets and doing lots of things we want

them to do. But we can’t compel them to do these things.

I am wondering, John, what would have happened if we hadn’t

stopped the tendencies towards consolidation started by Harriman.

If Harrimanism hadn’t been checked, I am wondering if by this

time the railroads wouldn’t have all been owned by one man or a

small combination of men, and then, by this time or a very little

later, by that big fellow we all love, whose name is Uncle Sam.

Let us let the railroads alone, with just enough supervision to

prohibit evil. Let railroads be run by railroad men, men who

know their business and also know.how to render service to the

people. Let’s keep hold of the lines but with the reins only tight

enough to see that greed doesn’t get them.

Let’s give them rope, plenty of rope. They will hang themselves

on Uncle Sam’s Christmas tree and we will own them; we, the

people, I mean, when the proper time comes. '

I wonder if the greatest Organizer that ever lived foresaw rail

roads and was talking to our people when he said: “RESIST NOT

EVIL.” '

Istarted this letter with the word “Dan.”

By the way, I don’t know as I have told you about Dan, or

who he is.

He is my secretary, Dan Sweeney. He is an all-nighter when neces—

sary—on the job any old time. ,

We had a twelve-chapter document to get ready “to-morrow” one

day lately, and at quitting time—about midnight—we were not

finished by several chapters.

I said to Dan, says I, Shall we keep right on going on? Dan

said: “Sure” says be. So we didn’t hit .the hay until 4:30 a. m.

Then Dan slept the sleep of the just for two hours and a half,

and we went to it again.

That’s the kind of a chap Dan is, and he is only 19 years young.

We came over [from Philadelphia Saturday night to New York and
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went to Prince George. I had told Dan the day before that I

wanted to get a good book on organization.

Yesterday (Sunday) he was gone some time when he left for

lunch, and when he came back I found he had been over to the pub

lic library posting up.

He found a good book, and I had planned to read it on this trip

home, and to Send you a synopsis of it. So we stopped at Brentano’s

on the way to the train, but they didn’t have it in stock.

At the Prince George we had occupied a double room, and when

Dan went to bed, I noticed he got down on his knees a few min

utes, and did the same thing again when he got up.

So I became a Mr. Sherlock Holmes, if you please, and reasoned

out that Dan had a Bible with him.

Since I could not read the book on organization and did not want

to kill time, I asked Dan if he had a Bible in his bag. “Sure,” said

Dan. I

Man’s extremity is God’s opportunity.‘ In the extreme of having

nothing else to read, I turned to the Bible. I am“ very glad Bren

tano’s didn’t have the book.

' No, John. I will not accept your accusation, neither your insinua—

tion, that this is the first time I have read the Bible. I have read it

a good deal, but I have not read it as much as I should read it, and

neither have you, so there. '

The Bible is one book which if people would only study and apply

its principles, they would find out every time they read it they get

more out of it than they did the last time, no matter how many

times they have read it before. '

I started in with Matthew, the idea being to make notes of those

truths which appealed to me as being the most basic for business

men.

The first thing I saw that got my favorable attention well enough

to make me stop and dictate to Dan, were the first words of the

Master’s advance agent, after whom, perhaps, you were named.

John the Baptist was a good press agent.

His greatest handicap was the fact that there were no presses.

Had there been, he would have had them working overtime

with free advertising.

I believe he would have been as good at that job as Billy Sunday.
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and that’s surely going some. Billy is getting pages and pages of

free advertising,v every day in Philadelphia right now. He must he
veven making the War God jealous.

The mental law of sale existed then as now, even though it hadn't

been formulated and John seemed to understand it, having a pe

culiar and wonderful line of goods to sell he did something unusual

to get attention—“he dressed up in camels’ hair, and put on a leathern

girdle about his loins.”

He wanted to reach the masses, and instead of going to the VVal—

dorf-Astorias of his time he made his meals on locusts and wild

honey. He drew the crowds, all right. Listen .to this: “Then

went out to him Jerusalem, and all Judea, and all the country about

Jordan.” “And seeing many of the Pharisees and Sadducees come

to his baptism he said unto them,” Now listen to this: “Oh! Gen

eration of vipers who hath warned you to flee from the wrath to

come?”

When I first read this I thought it was not a very good intro—

duction to his selling talk. I hardly thOught it was the right thing

to say to get favorable attention, but we must remember that his audi—

ence was made up of “Pharisees” and “Sadducees” and that there were

two sects among them. '

A certain commentator tells us that the Pharisees of the time

were for the most part rank hypocrites. ~

The Sadducees were a kind of free thinkers in matters of re—

ligion.

The Master’s advance agent evidently “knew the other fellow.”

He was a good judge of human nature. He knew that he was talking

to a class of people who would stand for more “plain talk” than any

other, and that he must needs hit straight from the shoulder to rouse

them. So he lit into them with “Ye Generation of vipers.”

Even Billy' couldn’t beat that.

After he had been speaking for a Very brief time he began to get

down to basic truth.

Among other things he told them this:

“For now the axe is laid to the root of the tree therefore every

tree, which bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down and cast

into the fire.”

How true that is!

l pr .1 .,

It was true then and it is true now. It is
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Every human tree that doth not yield good fruit (QQM) shall be

cut down and out as far as the payroll is concerned, and cast into_

the hell fire of unemployment.

Read a little further in St. Matthews, Chapter 4, and you discover

one of the great secrets of John’s success. It was his loyalty to his

Master. '

He said to his audience:

“I indeed baptize you with water unto repentance, but He that

shall come after me is mightier than I, whOSe shoes I am not worthy

to bear.”

There is a big lesson right there to every employe in the world.

One of the natural laws of human efficiency,- one of God’s laws, if

you please, put in writing, reads thus: “If Thou Wouldst Be Suc

cessful Thou Shalt Be Loyal.”

It is against the law of Nature for man tobe disloyal and succeed.

John was loyal to the man he worked for.

But he had none the best of the Master in this particular. ’

The Master was just as loyal to him as he was to the _Master.

Listen to this: I ' '

“Then cometh Jesus from Galilee to Jordan unto John, to be bap

tized by him. But John stayed him, saying: “I should be baptized

by thee, and comest Thou to me?”

And Jesus answering, said to him, “Sufi‘er it to be so now, for thus

it becometh us to fulfill all justice.” '

Then he suffered him.

Tell me honestly, John, you John of modern times, did you ever

. see a better example than that of co—operation and of mutual loyalty

betweeen the boss and the employee? You can’t beat. it, John. (Per—

mit us to pause here long enough, to remark that we have just stopped

at Altoona, and we find that we have gone 98 miles in the last 97

minutes. Personally, I feel rather thankful to the servant that is'

enabling me to do a pretty good day’s work in New York, arrive in

Chicago, do a pretty good day’s work there, and lecture in Milwaukee

in the evening. But we mustn’t interrupt the sermon.)

Is it any wonder that God spoke out about this time and said:

“This is my beloved Son in whom I am well pleased”?

I believe that it is very true that the Great First Game is well

pleased with the sons of men who, as employes, are loyal to their
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employers, and also well pleased with his sons of men who, as em

ployers, are loyal to their employes.

You know there are a great many people, John, who are laboring

under the delusion that the Man of Galilee was an utter failure and

that the Gospel which he preached was pure idealism, “good dope,”

as some put it, for the future life, but no good in the here and now.

They say it wouldn’t work and that anyone who would try to practise

Christ’s teachings, the eSSence of which is the GoIden Rule, would

soon be down and out in the business world.

Did youlever stop to think that it is really true that Christ was the

greatest organizer that ever lived?

Rated by the world as an idealist, impracticable, a dreamer, so

hated that they nailed him to the cross; even with all that handicap

he started an organization and builded it so well and upon such a

solid foundation that today he has more branch offices than any other

personality, living or dead.

In the town where I was born, Vernon, Michigan, a little country

village with only 700 people, he had three branch houses.

One brand of his goods was labeled “Baptist”; another “Metho

dist,” and another “‘Congregationalist,'” and they all sold the same

goods under different labels.

I have traveled through the United States from the Atlantic to the

Pacific and from Canada to the Gulf, and I have visited all the large

cities and many of the little towns; I have been pretty well over Can

ada, and I have motored thousands of miles through England, \Vales,

Holland and Germany and traveled some in France, and everywhere

I go I find branch houses of the dreamer, the impracticable idealist,

so-called. Some of these branches are the most magnificent structures

in the world, cathedrals, costing vastly more than the greatest business

skyscrapers. The Standard Oil Company isn’t in it, either as to the

amount of investment, number of branch houses, or number of em

ployes.

The Standard Oil Company is a truly Wonderful organization,

because it is rendering a great service and is growing greater be—

cause its SERVICE rendering power is increasing.

Its goods are good, but they are not as good as the goods of the

Man of Galilee. .

One thing that seems wonderful to me is the fact that so
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many of this man’s goods have been sold and are being sold when he

has so many poor salesmen.

He has many good salesmen (preachers who really persuade) but he

has a lot of them who don’t seem to believe in their goods very much,

and yet the goods are so good that the sale is constantly increasing

Think it over, John, and let me know what you think about it.

A. F. SHELDON.

P. S.-—By the way, we are going to have a big time at Area next

Summer. I want you to come. Plan your vacation now and Plan

it for the last two weeks in July. A lot of Q Q M-ers are gOiIlg to

gather on our grounds. We are going to have a big time together

for two whole weeks. A. F. S

\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\“\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\““‘\V
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('QNO ONE will enter into The Kingdom W110

has not got the heart of a little child. This

is the first desideratum. The second is not unlike

it. You must not only accept things with faith, as

a little child, but you must have and use the keen

common-sense and reason of a man. There are

plenty of illusions, you need all your mental facul—

ties. Accept everything as a child does; but exam

ine and test everything as a man does—in the mean—

time without prejudice and without partiality. And

finally be patient. Time and\patience work the

wonders of life. If you have the heart of a little

child, the mind of a man, and the patience that,

, being fed by hope, never wearies, you have the

three essentials for the accomplishment of any and

all truth.”

I
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A Page for Self Quiz

A Special Self Test Service for Business Philosopher Readers
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HE service to which The Business Philosopher is devoted involves

T genuine aid to its readers in fixing consciously in mind, the

heart-thought and meaning of each article published in each issue.

Following are questions on points given, evolved from the articles in

this issue for the guidance of the student reader in the Self Examination:

1. Name the distinction between working IN and FOR an insti

tution.

2. By what CERTAIN methods may we win advancement?

3. What kind of employer is the one who receives most loyalty?

4. Do you know any specimen of the “Taciturn-Military-Type” of

man?

5. What is your idea of Co—operation?

6. What seems to you to be the “heart—thought” in the article

“Learn to Both Look and See?”

7. What is the usual cry of “backboneless” people?

8. Describe a right personal approach when one seeks to'interview

another.

9. What is Channing’s view of the object and end of all right

instruction?

10. What is the difference between EARNING good things in life,

and having them given to us?

11. What brand of loyalty stands the test best, as outlined in “A
Letter to John?” A

12. Name the three essentials for the accomplishment of all truth?

18. What does the equation “M+M+M” stand for?

14,. Which of the three kinds of powcr is most important?

15. Why?

The answers to all these questions, and more, may be found in the

articles making up this issue of The Business Philosopher.



M+M+M

By .A. F. SHELDON
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OU KNO‘V what that means, or if you don’t you ought to.

It means the three kinds of power of which every busi—

ness is composed.

Now you know. Man—power plus Money—power plus' Me—

chanical—power. Dan just said to me, said he, “It occurred

to me the other day, Mr. Sheldon, that a scientist wants to

go slow before he tells an artist what to do."

"Yes, Dan,” I replied, “the judicious scientist always goes

slowly in telling the artist what to do.”

Dan accepted the correction, and I said, “Yes, that’s a good

thought, Dan. I believe I can write an article with that as a

text, that will beiof some service to our readers." Dan said,

“Let’s do it.” I said, “All right,” so here goes, and the subject

of the article is “M+M+M.”

One of the fallacies-which creep into the reasoning of cer—

tain alleged reasoners, when they have either dimly or clearly

perceived the fact that man—power is the cause of both money

power and mechanical-power, is this:

They confuse productive or creative power wholly with

hand-power—man-power. They seem to think that the only

kind of man—power that creates the wealth of the world is that

which functions in physical exertion, work done by brawn.

This is indeed a most important factor of man—power and

a very necessary factor, but let us remember that there are four

kinds of man—power, of which hand-power is only one.

The four kinds are: first, intellectual, or know—hon

power; second, emotive or feeling power; third, bodily or

physical power, and fourth, volitional or will-power.
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Intellectual, emotive and volitional are all mind-power.

Physical functions in hand-power.

Intellectual functions in knowing. EmOtive functions in

feeling.

Volitional functions in action.

Of the three kinds of mental-man-power, all are creative.

Intellectual and volitional tremendously so.

Intellectualpower alone functions in three separate ways:

first, the power to think; second, the power to remember; third,

the power to imagine.

Man’s thinking-power is his mental factory. It is his work

shop where he takes the raw materials of sensations and works

them up into images, concepts, ideas, judgments, laws and

principles. His memory is the store—room where he puts the

raw materials away for safe keeping.

His imagination is the assembly room where he makes new

things.

Imagination is the power to recombine recalled mental con—

tents in a way that they have never been combined before.

Imagination is back of all invention, all new methods of

production, in every department of the world’s work.

It is the creative faculty in man. _

Radium and gold are both metals, but radi

able than gold. That is because God seems to have made less

of it, and the price of it is regulated by the law of 5supply and

demand. Gold and silver are both metals, but gold is more

valuable than silver, and for the same reason.

Silver and copper are both metals, but silver is more valu—

able than copper, and for the same reason.

Copper and iron are both metals, but copper is more valu

able than iron, and for the same reason.

Intellectual power, emotive power, volitional power and

um is more valu—
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physical power are all man—power, but Nature seems to have

so ordained that she has produced a very much greater quantity

of the metal of physical power, functioning in hand-power, than

she has of the metal of intellectual, emotive and will power

man-power.

We are whirling through Pennsylvania, the most wonderful

manufacturing. State in the Union. It is along towards mid—

night, and as we glance from the windows of our flying iron

steed we see ourselves whistling by plants replete and un—

doubtedly well-furnished with mechanical—power, and strongly

backed by money-power. This would, of course, all be ren

dered useless if there were no man-power, and of the hand—

power kind.

Should the train stop, and could we mix among the work—

ingmen, we would doubtless find many who realize that the

smoke stacks would stop smoking if they would all quit, and

would remain stopped if the management could not supply

other hand—power-man—power, who by reason of these facts

imagine that they, with their hand-power, are creating all of

the wealth. I

Such men should study into this question of man—power,

completely analyze it, and come ‘to see with clearness that

thinking, remembering and imagining power is productive and

creative, and is actually the creator in a large way of the

world’s wealth. Then they would come to see the interdepend—

ence of all.

But what’s all this got to' do with the text that Dan gave me

to preach upon? Just this: The thinking, remembering and

imagining man—power, the heads of institutions, must become

scientists if they are to fulfill their highest mission in a creative ,

way. ‘
Some one has said that a great many people don't think,v
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but just think that they think, and some just think that they -,

think that they think.

Science is knowing, plus organization of the knowing.

Art is doing or performance. High art is the doing of a thing

artistically.

Science is the door to the development of high art. Man

cannot do without knowing.

Man can do, inartistically, inefficiently, without having his

knowing or knowledge organized.

But man cannot perform things artistically, be a true artist,

until consciously or unconsciously his knowledge is organized.

He will always do or perform more or less blunderingly until,

his doing is guided by the light of basic laws and principles.

It is the duty of the men higher up to use their knowing or in—

tellectual power to the end of understanding, among other

things, the Science-0f Thinking, Remembering and Imagining.

It is then that they can largely become their own efficiency

engineers. They are already familiar with the technique of

their own business. They know that better than any out—

sider can know it. _

The specialist in efficiency engineering may be not only an

artist but a master in his understanding of general and uni—

versal laws and principles. He may be a past master in the

Science of Mentation. ~ _

.But if so, he knows that all true knowing is based on sen

sation, and that it is a physical impossibility for him, in a

brief period of time, to sensate every part of a business, the

technique of which is strange to him. .

The artist, the deer, the man who has sensated possibly

every part of the business in which he is engaged, knows that

business better than any outsider can know it.

One of the greatest elements in intellectual man—power is
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sound judgments and sound judgments have but one final basis,

accuracy of sensation. Accuracy, by force of natural law, ne

cessitates repetition. It takes time for repeated sensations to

ripen into the vividness of images; repeated images to ripen

into clear—cut concepts; much experience to enable concepts to

result in accurate ideas; many combinations and re-combina—

tions of ideas to form accurate judgments.

And right there is where the intellectual—man—power of

many institutions stops. There are two more rounds on the

ladder of intellectual attainment. The next round is the per

ception of laws.

This is the result of the perception of an accurate relation

ship between each of many ideas.

The highest round in the ladder of intellectual attainment

is the perception of a PRINCIPLE.

A PRINCIPLE is the reason why back of the law, the rea
son for the existence of a law. I

Scientific management has reasoned out many of Nature’s

universal laws and PRINCIPLES which apply to every busi

ness in the world. The efficiency engineer has had and will

continue for some time to come to have a place as an adjunct

to the intellectual man—power of business institutions, but as

Dan says, he should go “slow.” Of course, Dan meant he must

go slowly. He will, if he is judicious. All change should be

evolutionary, not revolutionary.

Let us suppose an efficiency engineer who understands laws

and PRINCIPLES, those which are basic and universal. Let

us suppose this same man having sensated for years and years

the technical operations of a given business, as for instance, the

railroad business or the steel business. Then indeed we would

have an efficient efliciency engineer.

*7
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No efficiencyengineer can possibly sensate with accurac

the technique of many different lines of business. "

But the men at the head, the men who are the bosses,

higher up in any given line of business, can come into an

understanding of the Science of Thinking, Remembering and

Imagining. They can come to know themselves, and how to

build not only the power to think, remember and imagine, but

their sensibilities and their will. It is entirely possible for

them to come into a thorough understanding of the PRINCI—

PLES of scientific management. They can come to know the

Science of Analysis and of Synthesis. They can become bet—

ter judges of human nature. ' ~ ‘

They can come to understand the Psychology of Business.

Its laws and PRINCIPLES are fixed and certain, definitely
known and universal. I

They can come into an understanding of the fundamental

PRINCIPLE which is at- once the heart and center and the

sustaining power of the foundation of all permanent and profit—

able relationships.

This type of efficiency engineer is gradually arriving. May

its number multiply; the man who has mastered the technique

of his business through multiplicity of sensation concerning

it plus an understanding of the fundamental branches of knowl

edge above referred to. Such a man becomes the scientific

artist.

His doing is backed by organized knowing. He walks in

the light of the understanding of universal laws and PRINCI—

PLES. He no longer stumbles in the darkness of misunder

standing. Then the doing of the right thing, right, at the right

time, with the right spirit, becomes part of his subconscious life.

Artistic doing becomes automatic. _

Thenhe is no longer merely an artist. He becomes a Master.
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The Essence

of

'The Science of Business Building

is

The Science of Man Building

Included in

The Science of Man Building

15

The Science of Ability Development

This is organized knowledge, pertaining to: _

First, THINKING,

Second, REMEMBERING,

Thiid, IMAGINING.

It cost THE SHELDON SCHOOL $15,000.00 in editorial and ‘re

search work alone for the formulation of this one part of The

Science of Man Building.

Its mastery and application will enable the head of any business

to become his own efliciency engineerfl It enables him to under

stand with clearness what laws are and what PRINCIPLES are,

and points the way for him to apply the discerned laws and

PRINCIPLES to his own business, the technique of which he has

already mastered.
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It points out some 62 positive or efiiciency qualities and shows him

the key to the development, growth, unfoldment, of each of them.

The man who masters and applies the laws and PRINCIPLES

correlated in the Science of Man Building cannot fail to manufacture

man-POWer in abundance.

In addition to this it teaches him the fundamentals of reading

human nature. -

It teaches him the scientific principles underlying a complete and

exact analysis of his own business, or anything else. Having analyzed

it, it teaches him how to put it together again in logical sequence.

It develops the powers of expression, thus enabling him to talk

collectively and to become a better teacher and a better leader of

men.

It gives him an understanding of the Psychology of Business in

the sense of busy-mess, human activity, including that of particular

interest to the business man, namely, Commerce.

The Science of Man Building includes Business Psychology, an un

derstanding of the laws of the human mind related to trade.

In a. nutshell, it shows him the science of bringing his life into

harmony with the four basic laws of human efliciency, namely:

First. Know Yourself,.and how to build your efficiency qualities.

Second. Know The Other Fellow.

Third. Know Your Business through the Science of Analysis and

Synthesis, and thus know it through and through.

Fourth. Apply That Knowledge to the end of focusing and making

permanent, agreement with those with whom you come in

contact.

For a very few dollars, compared with its real worth, you can secure

through THE SHELDON SCHOOL, organized, basic knowledge,

which has cost THE SHELDON SCHOOL over $100,000 in editorial

and research work alone to gather for you.

WRITE TODAY.

THE SHELDON SCHOOL,

481 Gunther Bldg, Chicago.
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Success Cost

Sturtevant 3 Cents!

He found the secret concealed in) an old scrapbook which he

bought down in Ann Street.

The moment he read it he cried, “I know that my fortune is

made.”

The “Magic Story” as it was called, did more than make

Sturtevant prosperous and happy. Everybody to whom he

told it was thrilled and inspired by it—led onward and up

ward to heights they had never hoped to attain.

Read His Wonderful Story

Part One of the “Magic Story” tells of its discovery by Sturte

vant and the amazing effect it had on him and his friends.

It is the most interesting story of inspiration and achievement

you ever read.

You can read it free—you are under no obligation to buy

the complete “Magic Story” unless you wish to. If you do

it will cost you only $1—and your money will be returned if

you are dissatisfied. Thousands have bought the “Story” and

been helped by its wonderful message—less than 1 percent

have ever asked for their money back.

Read Part One anyway; just write us today and say “Send

me a free copy of Part One of the “Magic Story.’ ”

The Area Institute of Business Technology

Area, Lake (10., Illinois
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For Value, Serv

  

Meet me at the

TULLER

 Li HOTEL TULLER

Detroit, Michigan

Center of business on Grand Circus Park. Take Woodward car, get

off at Adams Avenue

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $1.50 Single, $2.50 Up Double

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.00' Single, $3.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.50 Single, $4.00 Up Doubl»

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $3 to $5 Single, $4.50 Up Double

Total 600 Outside Rooms

ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

Two FIoors—Agents’ New Unique Cafes and

Sample Rooms Cabaret Excellente

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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+FENT0N+

L_GUMMED

LABELS
We have done two notable things in Gummed Label

making that are not usually associated:- RAISED the stand

ard and LOWERED the price. We are making better

labels at the same time we are making them cost less.

No other concern has the equipment for making la

bels of the better sort that we have--had to design some of

the machinery ourselves.

Every part of this equipment means better labels

for less money by cutting out cumbersome and time-wast

ing methods.

WE SAY IT BOLDLY--NO ONE ELSE IN THE

COUNTRY CAN SELL OUR KIND OF LABELS AT

OUR PRICES.

Send for free catalog and see for yourself.

FENTON LABEL C0.
s.w. C°_R 91“ e THOMPSON STS.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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he Key to Success

Stonrfnrgetitins

' IncreaseYour Efficiency

The secret of business and social success is the

ability to remember. 1 can make your mind

an infallible classified index from which you

-can instantly select thoughts, facts. figures,

names. iaccs. Enables you to concentrate, de

wlop self-mural, overcome bashfulness. think

an your feet. address an audianre. Easy.

Simple. The result of 10 years experience in

developing memories of thousands of slu

denls. Write today for copy of my book

“How to Remember“ and Copyrighted Mem

00' T08! Free, also how to obtain FREE

copy of my book “How to Speak in Public."

 

 

  

Henry

Dickson,

Principal _ .

Dickson School of Memory. 933 Auditorium Bldg" ChicagoJll.

  

 

 

  

9,059 -Word

Business Book Free
  

  

 

Simply send us a postal and ask for our free illustrated 9:059

WOl‘d' Business Booklet which _ tells how ppceless Business

Experience, squeezed from the lives of 112 big, broad, brainy

business men, may be made yours—yours to boost your

salary, to increase your profits. This free book deals With

~How to mans e a business

-!iow to se 1 goods _

-—How to get money by mail

—-How to buy at rock-bottom

~How to collect money

—-How to stop cost leaks

—How to train and handle men 4 _

—How to get and hold a position

I —-How to advertise a business

—-How_to devise office methods

Sending for this free book binds you b. nothing, involves you in no

obligation; yet it ma be the means of starting you on abroader career.

Surely you will not any yourself this privfle e, when it involves only

the risk of auoatul—a penny! Simply say “- end on your 9,059-word

booklet." send to SYSTEM, Dept. B. P. 6, Wabash Ave.

and Madison sa, Chicago.

say “I Saw It In the Businesl, Philosopher"
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The Marden Inspirational

BOOKS

Endorsed by Kings, Emperors, Presidents of Republics, etc.

The most successful business men, statesmen, professional men,

educators and executives have these volumes as part of their,

permanent libraries. Many of them have purchased hundreds

of volumes of one or more titles, for presentation purposes to

their employees and best friends. . '

Pushing to the Front.

Getting On.

The Young Man Entering Business.

The Secret of Achievement.

Rising in the World. "

Be Good to Yourself.

Peace, Power and Plenty.

The Optimistic Life.

He Can Who Thinks He Can.

The Miracle of Right Thought.

Self Investment.

Every Man a King.

Single copies, cloth $1.08; silk, $1.30; leather, $1.55, post—

paid. Set cloth, $12.00; silk, $15.00; leather, $18.00.

A Gift Which May Be Worth More Than a Thousand

Dollars in Cash to the Reader.

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW How to Make Up for De—

ficiencies in Education P—Achieve your Aim F—Double

your Earning PowerP—Get a Foothold in the Business

World ?—Grasp Opportunities P——~To Be Successful?—

Ever feel “Panicky”? In Despair? “Blue”?

The Reading of One of Dr. Marden’s Books Has Proved

The Turning Point in the Career of Hundreds of People
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More Than a Million

Copies Sold!

JUST FROM THE PRESS!

Keeping Fit, postpaid ..................................$1.35

“I Had a Friend,” postpaid ........................ ._ .53

Hints to Young Writers, postpaid .............. .. .80

1. FOUR MARDEN EFFICIENCY BOOKS.

Training for Efficiency, postpaid

................................$1.35The Exceptional Employee, postpaid ______________________ __ 1,08

The Progr65$ive Business Man, postpaid __________________ '_ 1,08

Joys Of LiViflg, postpaid ____________________________________________ __ 1_35

MARDEN BOOKLETS

Do It to a Finish Good Manners and Success

Not the Salary but the Opportunity The Hour of Opportunity

Grow Old? An Iron Will

haracter Cheerfulness Economy

Cheerfulness

The Power of Personality

ding. 35 cents,

at 54 cents.

In white leatherette bin

are also to be had in cloth

Marden Book Dept

each, postpaid. The last seven

Copies sent on approval.

29 EAST 22nd STREET

" NEW YORK CITY
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Those Wonderful Books '

By JAMES ALLEN

“As a man thinketh,”

“Out from the Heart,”

“Morning and Evening Thoughts,”

“Through the Gate of Good,”

And

“From Poverty to Power,” I"

“All these Things Added,”

“Byways of Blessedness,"

Make up a classical Library for the student of the deeper

things of life.

The first four, in paper or cloth, at 15: for paper and 35c for

cloth. The second, in cloth for $1.00 each.

In lots of ten or more of either

series, thirty discount

Address

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER,

Area, Lake County, Illinois

‘1‘
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Will You Be Frierids With

Jim Ten Years From Now?

Think it over. You and Jim

are chummy today—will you be

on the same ground in ten

years?

If you have been friends for ten

years, you will be friends for

the rest of your lives, won’t

you?

Why? Because you can say

that you know each other as

though you’d been through your

hearts with a lantern.

That’s why in the Royal Type

writer you buy today, we have

bullt your friendship ten years

from now.

Not a mere sentiment—a sound

bit of business.

But it has its advantages for

you.

ROYAL TYPEWRITER COMPANY, Inc.

can 67. Royal Typewriter Building, New York

Branches and Agencies the world over

I

lWWW
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Gunpowder in Every

Normal Man

THERE IS GUNPOWDER

In every man, if you can get the spark to it

which will ignite it.

THERE IS LATENT POWER

In every salesman—very often more than

he himself dreams of.

ALL YOU NEED TO DO

To light the flame of his enthusiasm, is to

Show him his own opportunities and their

possibilities for him.

DO BUT THIS MUCH FOR HIM

And the hidden gunpowder within him will

cause him to explode with sudden and irresist

ible poWer and keep it up.

" “GINGER TALKS” by Holman,

Will do the work for him. Present him with

a copy. Price $2.00 per copy.

ASK

The'Area Institute of Business Technology

AREA, Lake County, ILLINOIS.
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Y0u_ can reach business men in every part of the country through a litfle wont

M m THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER. 0 you want to _buy anghsng from

merchandise to service, or sell anything! Then use the next issue. arms close

iii"! of month preceding date of issue. Rate, 25 cents a line; :1: words to the

me.

PRINTED PENCILS BRING RE- business without capital and become in—

SULTS; Never thrown into waste bas- dependent for life Write at once for

ket. Sample. $1.25 gross up. Gra- full particulars. National Co-Operative

lill 8: Co., Lancaster, Pa. - Realty Company, L494 Marden Build

LOCAL ing, Washington, D. C.
REPRESENTATIVE v

plendid income assured 25 MONEY MAKING PLANS,
"Kilt man to act as our representative 10c. Sam Donato, 2261 lst Ave,

after l‘elarning our business thoroughly New York.

y max. ormer ex mence unneces-\
Fal'Y. A_ll we requirepis honesty, abil~ SALESMEN WANTED7$OLICIT'

lty, ambition and willingness to learn a ING established trade. Widely adv)"

lucrative business. No soliciting or tised Laughlin Non-Leahable, belf-Flll

!ravelmg. All or spare time only. This ing Fountain Pen. Liberal Commis

I_5 an exceptional opportunity for a man sions—Possibilities unlimited. Laugh

"! your section to get into a big paying lin Mfg. Co., Detroit.

\

A MAIL-0805B BUSINESS AT HOME.

F If Ildid.t Eligk iInlf12§,594.03 laziiigear.
ree I ' rt_ . rose

nonihmfi'ifm e Wadi-"1? 'rhnfinno, o.

 

 

Your Message

Your business message, printed in

the advertising pages of Tm: BUSI

NESS PHILOSOPHER, i: read by a spe

cial class—Business Builders, Opti

mists, Executives, who are ever on

qui vim- for that which will add to

the efficiency or comfort of their

lives in their homes or in their busi

ness, and who believe in this maga~

zine. Rates on application.

 

 

 i\
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HOW TO PLAY

THE GREAT LETTER GAME

S'CIENTIFICALLY

HE biggest business game to-day is

the sales letter. Itis the NEWADVER

,TISING. the NEW SALESMANSHIP.

it's BUSINESS SCIENCE in its latest.

its biggest, its most universal form. lhave

taught H. Gard with the Post Ofice Fixture

Trust to get $7,698 from 120 inquiries

where before he never got $3,000. the

Asst. Mgr. of the R. D. Nuttali Co_. _to

get 36 per cent of orders from current inquirleS

where before he got 25 per cent, H. T. Brockelman

to triple his cash grocery business in nine months, a

green Jan to write a letter on a $16 drawn-work

table cover that pulled 89 per cent approval orders.

and many others. I can teach you by my inexpensive

courses in Office Salesmanship, Sales Letter Writing.

How to Systematize an Office, etc. Special course for '

Business Managers.

7 SHOW ME

How to Use Word: so an to Make People D0 Tbilisi

In a series of 20 stimulating personal letters.

accompanied by illustrative letters that have really

pulled big business, I will place you in command of

the Principles of How to Use Words so as to Make

People Do Things. How to Handle Human Nature

so as to Get Results, How to Write Letters and Ad

vertisements that Will Pull. On request I will sehi

you my Summary of Vital Principles with a. tWO

Page personal letter, telling how to apply them to

your particular business, if you agree to return in ten

gzyg mi;pay $10 for the entire series and book “How

0 usiness by Letter and Advertising" (entirely

new). B

  

e sure to describe your business fully.

Address SHERWIN CODY personally

THE AREA lNSTlTUTE OF BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY

Aren, Illinois.
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Orderlfi'urZ’usiriessSfaz‘ionery on

CUNSTRUCTlUN

White -ei htcolorc V ' ' Envelope.

T’th fin lhel ' to Match

vBUND

Nationally known as the paper that makes 7

Oanressz'flé J’tationeryatansable?rice

Sold. only in case lots directto

the most competent and respons

ible printers. lithographers and.

manufacturing stationers in the 180

principal cities of the United States

and Canada. Whenyou specify

and secure Construction Bond

you. are not only assured the

highest bond paper value obtainable

at the price.but_y0u are also Sure

of high grade work upon it,

Write-us
on your business stationery for the.

flames of concernsinyour locality who can furnish

ne stationery 0 ~

vahamlsome sp

colors. finishes and. thicknesses of Construc

“LE-Wine 8Company. Sales Offices thbSouflt'HichlgmAvcnuc.Chlmgo
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The Area Institute of Business

j Technology ‘ '
interests,'l in; addition to mothers, fathers and

guardians, all real teachers. Here’s-a view of

it 'usmexpressed bygone of the latter:

'I l' ‘ "I_have always felt that there was

' infinitely more for boys todo than

to 'make grades and high percent- 4

ages.’ I am so thankful that one ,

man appreciates this and dares to

break away from rigid and pre- j

scribed courses and give to our

boys definite ideas of right ideals

of living and conquering life's bat

. tles, which means the building up

’ ' of its commercial and industrial in

terests through first building up

self." > .

This is a response which comes from one of the

leading technical instructors in this country, to ’ ;

Mr. Sheldon’s_announcement of The Area Insti-_ ' 1'

tute of Business Technology and the School for

Boys. ' ' Y

  

 

  

fWrite to’Mr. Sheldon immediately - Ifor further information so that you ' ' ’

may enter your boy in the first'ses

sion. '

AngintissA.F,.Sheldon2§%§&w'iiffi
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_FOR_

Retail

Clerks

fully ana

lyzed and

aptly

illustrated

 
 

'gger is the one who is always a seeker after A BET

TER WAY to gain and hold patronage. Are you 0116

of those? If so, then we will look for your response

with the following coupon bearing name and address

SUPPOSE YOU DO IT NOW.

The Area Institute of Business Technology,

Area, Illinois.

Please forward to me Prospectus of Gofi'e’s Book, “115-1222;

lems in Retail Sélling Analyzed." I want to see the SH J

dealt with.

Name ............................... ..Address --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"

\

Say "1 saw It in the Business Phi1°°°P“""
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Asilthe Sun Begins to Shine

and the air begins to suggest the coming

summer, is the time for you to plan your ‘

program including the date in July, the last

half of the month, when you will want to

really be free from the heat and travail of

city life. Plan then, to come to AREA in

the County of Lake, Illinois, which is the

home of The Sheldon Summer School.

Here you will enjoy, in addition to the woods, and the

lake, and the sweet scented roses and violets, and “nfiw

mown hay,” the splendid intellectual feasts guaranteed ‘

you under the spell of 'Mr. Sheldon’s hour talks and

others who teach the principles and philosophies of the

life successful, whether it is lived in the whirl of com

merce or otherwise.

IT IS GOOD TO MAKE YOUR DATE

EARLY, for accommodation is always lim

ited. Address Silvester Schiele, Bus. Mgr.

P. O. Box, 75, Area, Lake Co., III.
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Speaking of The Sheldon Summer School

Here’s a letter that tells

THE WHOLE STORY

It’s from Toronto.

Dear Mr. Sheldon: -

Your letter just received vividly recalls the ten

days of pleasure and profit which I spent at Area

three years ago, and which will live in my memory

till the grim Harvester claims his due. Of all the

vacations I have spent, I think I may say that I have

fonder recollections of that summer than any other.

I cannot imagine any other place where one may

crowd into the all too short ten days, such an ag—

gregate of enjoyment and benefit both mentally and

physically.

(Signed) J. ALEXANDER.

(Dated) June 8rd, 1914-.

Now, if that testimony can be improved upon, and some

other place be given higher enconiums, why, it'll he “go

ing some,” won't it?

Address—Silvester Schiele, Bus. Mgr.,

P. O. Box, 75, Area, Lake Co., Ill.

  

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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Where We Talk Things Over
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Come ye! Come ye! Come ye!

Come, all ye Q Q M-ers.

The log is burning brightly, let us foregather.

First let us call upon ancient wisdom to help us improve our

service rendering power.

Let us listen to Sadi of Persia, the wise man of the East,

who was born in the first year of Atabak Tokla's reign, or A.

H. 571, A. D. 1194.

Sadi was born at the capital of Pars, or Persia proper.

The epithet of Shirazi applies equally to him and Hafiz, as

much honored natives of that Dar u’lilom, or seat of learning.

Sadi is an old friend of mine. I can assure you as fellow

Q Q M-ers that he is worthy and well qualified.

When I was writing the Science of Business Building he

helped me much.

We had many pleasant evenings togetherfat least they

> were very pleasant to me.

He is with us tonight, and will now give us a few words

on the subject: '
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“On the Benefit of Being Silent”

“A person with a harsh voice was reciting the KOran in a.

' loud tone. A good and holy man went up to him, and asked:

‘What is your monthly stipend?’ He answered, ‘Nothing."

‘Then,’ added be, 'why give yourself so much trouble?’ He

said: ‘I am reading for the sake of God.’ The good and holy

man replied: 'Then for God’s sake do not read; for if thou

chantest the Koran after this manner, thou must cast a shade

over the glory of Islamism or Mussulman orthodoxy.’ “ If

therefore, all you Q Q M-ers, you would get the favorable at—

tention of the parties of the second part with whom you con—

verse and proceed to sell your merchandise or your ideas; in

other words, if you would get the minds of those with whom

you communicate to meet your own, which is to say: if you

would first of all secure favorable attention and then proceed

to change that to interest, so intensify interest that it changes

to desire, and then so intensify desire that it changes to action,

beware of thy voice.

Look well to its quality.

Be not diseouraged if perchance nature hlest you not

abundantly in that direction.

Remember the Demosthenes to whom Nature was not kind

I in this regard. All of which reminds me of a story.

A 061'tai11 illebl‘iate was sitting in the back seat in a. revival

meeting- The stove was near by and the room was very warm,

and he went to 3186P- He was aroused by the loud voice of

the preacher, saying this: “What has the Lord done for you P"

The inebriatfi, who was cock-eyed, freckled-faced, bow

legged, Pug'nosed’ bundled—back, and generally misshapen, im—

pelled by the positive suggestion of the preacher, arose and

said 1
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“All I can say is that he nearly ruined me.” -

So it was with Demosthenes as far as natural adaptability

for persuasiveness of speech is concerned. '

Nature bestowed upon him an ugly body and a harsh voice.

Not only that, but an impediment in his speech, in fact, he

stuttered.

A certain great injustice had been done to his family by un

scrupulous people in whom trust had been placed. They had

not grasped the utilitarian value of the ,Service idea. They

thought the going was good and they proceeded to get without

giving.

‘They contrived to beat the house of Demosthenes out_ of

much money. Whereupon this uncouth youth resolved that

in spite of the handicaps placed upon him prenatally he would

become a great speaker, that with the power of speech he

I might bring the traitors to justice and redeem his fortune.

He walked the barch alone with Nature only as his com—

panion.

He talked out loud to the waves.

When he stuttered he put pebbles in his mouth and de

claimed the louder.

Opposite extremes are equal. He added other impediments

to those that Nature had imposed upon him, and then by force

of will overcame them all. '

He forced himself to talk without stuttering. When he had

done this once it was easier to do it the second time.

“This one thing I do” conquered.

"I will” Won out.

Demosthenes became the most famous orator of his times.

He proved the law that man’s destiny is of his own making.

He knocked the laws of heredity into a cocked hat, and

proved that present environment is more potent than past, and
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that enough_“pep” and persistency will permeate prenatalism

and cure the cancer of adverse tendencies born of inheritance.

And so then, although Nature had nearly ruined him in the

making, he corrected natural tendencies and became a man of

power.

And so then, John, if you have a harsh voice and want to

cure it, you can~will you? That’s the question. Are you

willing TO PAY THE PRICE? To many a salesman, or

rather order-taker, could that "good and holy" man hear him '

discuss the virtues of his house and its merchandise, he would

say: "Then, for the sake of thy house do not talk." _

Could the head of the house hear many of the conversations

which take place between its representatives and the patrons

of the house, then the head of the house would probably use the

same language as that of the holy man.

* * >|< * * *

A harsh voice is by no means the only marked defect in the

language of the order—taker.

The “talk” of many who communicate with customers re—

flects the impediment of ignorance of their goods. The talk is

conclusive evidence that they have not obeyed that funda—

mental law of business efficiency, which, if put in writing,

reads: “Know Thy Business.”

* * * >r< * >1<

A friend of mine had been informed by the wagging tongue

of a satisfied purchaser that a certain department store carried

fish skin beads.

Fish skin beads are made of a composition of fish scales

and are said to be very beautiful. While not nearly as ex—

pensive as the real thing, they are of real service. My friend

decided that he would buy a string.
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He went to the department store where his friend had told

him that they were for sale. Three different floor-walkers

denied the allegatiOn and informed him that they did not carry

them in stock. '

If I recall correctly, two of the three informed my friend

that they had never heard of such a thing.

My friend believed the word of his friend more than he did

of the floor-walkers who did not know their business, and after

playing Sherlock Holmes long enough detected the department

in which they were for sale. Whereupon a certain young lady

waited upon him.

She exhibited two strings of beads; the price of one was

$9.00 and the other $15.00. '

My friend inquired: “What is the difference between these

two strings of heads P" The young lady replied that there was

$6.00 difierence. My friend said: “I think I could figure that

out for myself but what I want to know is why your firm

charges $6.00 more for one than for the other P"

And from the depths of the wisdom of this representative

of a mighty commercial house came the words: “I guess they

need the money."

My friend left the store in disgust, and went to a regular

jewelry shop. The young man who waited upon him was also

an order taker and could give him no intelligent description

of how fish skin beads were made, the process by which this

new concept had been evolved and he was about to leave the

store when the proprietor came to the rescue and gave him an

interesting dissertation upon the making of fish skin beads and

the man bought two strings instead of the one he had previous—

ly intended to buy.

This man was consciously or unconsciously in harmony

with the law of commercial efficiency, which reads: “Know
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'Thy Business.” The true function of the salesman is that of

teacher. His function is to teach the prospective patron the

merits of his product.

You cannot teach unless you know. You cannot know un

less you analyze. You cannot analyze unless you take enough

interest in your business to dig into it.

There is hardly an article for sale in the biggest of depart

ment stores but has an interesting history.

The average wall paper salesman exhibits wall paper in a

perfunctory sort of way. He knows nothing of the history of

the evolution of wall paper, of the different designs, etc.

There is one of whom I know who is different. He loves

wall paper. He has made a study of it. It is a pleasure to

buy wall paper of him. He has a certain line of customers who

would go blocks and blocks and even miles and miles out of

their way to trade with the particular store where this par—

ticular man is employed. Just as you and I would wait

thirty minutes for our favorite barber, soihis customerswill

wait for this particular man to wait upon them.

He sells more wall paper than a dozen order takers;

A prominent and intelligent man employed by avast com

mercial emporium once told me that if a machine could be in—

vented that would reach up and take the goods down from the

shelves and exhibit them to prospective patrons, and then

when the patron had selected what he wanted, replace the

goods, such a machine would perform a more valuable service

than do many of the human beings who are employed for that

purpose.

He clinched the logic of his argument by saying that 8:

machine would at least not offend anybody nor make the store

ridiculous in the eyes of patrons, whereas many human beingS,

by their talk, either ofl'end or else make the store ridiculous.
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And so then, therefore, Q Q M—ers, there is a great lesson to ,

be learned from the words of our friend Sadi. Read them and

heed them. Heed not alone his advice concerning the quality

of voice in which you express your words. ' Have real thoughts

to express concerning your product. Know your goods and

know them through and through. Spend less time with moving

picture shows and such like. Spend a little time in the public

library and in the company of your betters, remembering there

is a wide difi'erence between temporary enjoyment and perma

nent happiness.

Learn to love your job, remembering if you do not love

your job she will get a divorce from you.

The time is coming when members of the five per cent, that

is to say, the employers of the world, will set aside at least one

room of their building for a library. In this library will be

found the necessary mine of knowledge to enable those who

have a backbone instead of a wishbone to know the goods of

the house, and know them through and through.

Every business house should have a circulating library.

This library should not be confined to books giving technical

knowledge of their business.

Milk is good. So is meat for many. Potatoes are good

food for the normal man. But any kind of physical food be—

comes a surfeit if indulged in as a steady diet.

The technical knowledge of one’s business is good. It is

essential. But the human mind needs a variety of mental food

as much as the physical body needs a variety of physical food.

******

If I am not careful I shall be talking more than Sadi. Listen

to him again.

“A merchant happened to lose one thousand dinars.
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“He said to his son: 'It will be prudent not to mention this

loss to anybody.’

“The son answered: ‘0 Father! it is your order and I Shall

not mention it; but communicate the benefit so far, as what the

policy may be in keeping it a secret.’

“He said: ‘That I may not suffer two evils.

“ ‘One the loss of my money.

“4

Another, the reproach of my neighborz—Impart not thy

grievances to rivals for they are glad at heart, while praying,

God preserve us; or there is neither strength nor power, unless

it be from God!’ " ‘

All of which reminds me as I think of many whom I meet

as I travel along the turnpike of time of that old, old story of

the parrot. You know it but this time lets not alone listen to the

story but try to apply its truth.

Once upon a time there was a parrot which was very

proficient in the art of speech. Among other things he had

learned to say: “Sic ’em” when he saw a dog.

One day, while free from its cage and sitting upon a perch

none too high a dog entered the room. Whereupon the parrot

indulged in his favorite expression upon such occasion.

The dog pricked up his ears and looked about to answer it.

The parrot Said “Sic ’em Tige.” The dog located the source of

command and obeyed the order. When it was all over and

Polly had managed to get out of the reach of further harm, with _

tail feathers gone and one‘badly damaged wing, he looked

himself over carefully, and then remarked: “Polly, you talk

too --————— much.”

Many business men talk too freely concerning the affairs

of their company. Many employes with a nose for gossip

do the same thing. Stories are like snowballs, the further they
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roll the bigger they get. This is especially true when they are

made up of the snow of gossip. '

That's a bad figure, however. Gossip is more like mud

than snow. Don’t start any mud balls of gossip if you want

to grow in your business and want your business to grow.

Some perchance may be prompted at this point to arise

from the circle about the fireplace and remark “But you counP

sel telling the truth.” My answer is ‘-‘There is a wide difi'er

ence between telling the truth when you speak and not speak

ing when the telling of unpleasant truths is not called for or

even unavoidable.”

* >l< >1: * =k *

The tendency of many is to interrupt the one who is con—

versing. Remember, 0 ye Q Q M—ers, especially ye who are

§alesmen in the technical sense of that term, you whose business

it is to market the wares of the house you represent, remember

this: It were wiser to let the other fellow buy than to be

obliged to sell him something. Many in all there be of the

electric temperament, those whose tendency it is to talk much——

many I mean among your customers. 0

Be quite accommodating and if the party of the second! part

is desirous of doing most of the talking~ by all means accom—

modate him. On this question remember the words of S'adi

whom I now request to take the floor and say something on

this point. '

Sadi: “I overheard a sage who was remarking:

“If anybody acknowledged his own ignorance, he is that

person who while another may be talking and has not finished

what he has to say, will begin speaking. _

“A speech, 0 wiseacre, has a beginning and an end. Bring

not one speech into the middle of another.”
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A man of judgment, discretion and prudence delivers not

his speech until he find an interval of silence.

******

I was once talking with a wise and most successful banker.

He was a man of much knowledge but relatively little speech.

He related to me on one occasion how a certain man once

visited him at his home. This man was of a most loquacious

nature and given to much conversation. _

The banker remained silent, simply nodding assent now

and then for the reason he could do so in honest agreement

with that which his visitor had to say. Occasionally he inter—

jected a remark more in the nature of stimulating further

speech on the part of his visitor than to take any real part in

the discourse.

When the man came to go he expressed himself to the efiect

that he had had one of the most delightful -visits that he had

ever experienced. This in spite of the fact that the wise banker

had probably not given utterance to one hundred words during

the course of the evening.

.Let us seek to cultivate the art of being good listeners.

Now, finally Q Q M-ers let us listen to our wise guest of the

evening while he gives us a basic truth concerning the words

of those who cannot understand us and who would even openly

.oppose the principle of service for which we stand.

*****>1<

“I spoke to one of my friends saying: A prudent restraint

on my words is on that account advisable, because in conver—

sation there on most occasions occur good and bad; and the

eyes of rivals only note what is bad. He replied: O brother!

that is our best rival who does not, or will not see our good!—

i“The malignant brotherhood pass not by the virtuous man
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without imputing to him what is infamousz—To the eye of

enmity virtue appears the ugliest blemish; it is a rose 0 Sadi!

while to the eyes of our rivals seems a thorn. The world illum

inating brilliancy of a fountain of a sun, in like manner, ap

pears dim to the eye of the purblind mole.” ‘

* * * * =|< *

Remember John, that when you stand for the Principle of

Service you are standing for the‘one principle to which are

related all of Nature’s laws of successful human conduct.

When you cry in the wilderness of men the gospelof Q Q

M you will occasionally encounter those who are spiritually

blind and whose eyes are darkened even to the light of the

sun of service. '

When you encounter such, remember the words of The

Master and say in your heart “Forgive them Father for they

know not what they do.” Stand pat, yes, stand pat, you are

standing for something worth while when you stand for the

Principle of Service.

Make the three lines of your triangle grow. Make them

grow even as God makes the oaks grow, a little stronger in

every way, just a little stronger every day.

Make the left side of your triangle grow.

That’s Quality you know. . ,

But as you do this be sure that you‘ make the right hand

side of your triangle grow.

That’s Quantity you know. _ y ‘

If you improve your Quality, but your Quantity keeps not

space with your Quality your triangle will be a lopsided figure.

Therefore, keep those lines equal. Be not discouraged if

the growth seems slow. Remember that God can make a

mushroom in a night, but God himself takes a long time to

make an oak. Be an oak in the forest of mankind.
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As you increase the two sides of your triangle, don’t forget

the base, the bottom line.

The two sides of the triangle diverge. The longer they

become the greater becomes the distance between the lower

points of the two.

And the base of the triangle is mode of conduct, right mode

of conduct.

You must increase the excellence of your mode of con—

duct in order to keep the two sides of your triangle growing.

If you increase the two sides of your triangle you are obliged

by the mandate of Natural law to increase your Mode line.

If your Mode line doesn’t correspond to the two sides of

your triangle there will be an opening in the bottom, and the

bottom will fall out of your job.

The same is true of you, Mr. Head of the Business, Mr.

Board of Directors, Mr. Composite Combination of Officers and

Directors. No matter 110w excellent the quality of your goods

and the quantity of your goods unless the base line of your

triangle, the mode of conduct of your business in its four grand

divisions, executive or administrative; finance; manufacturing

or providing; and finally the sales division—unless I say the

Mode of Conduct of each of these four grand divisions of the

business is excellent, the bottom will eventually fall out of your

business, regardless of the excellence of the Quality and Quan

tity of the goods, which you deliver to your patrons.

\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\“\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\

“In the knowing department train memory—banish for

getfulness. In the feeling department train confidence——

' banish doubt. In the body create strength—banish weak

ness. In the will cultivate decision—banish indecision.”

\\\\\"\\\\‘\, l‘\‘\\\“\\\\
‘\“‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\“\\\\\‘\\\‘\\
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PINIONS differ as to the real understanding of the word Suc

cess. Some define it by the amount of their bonds, and mort

gages, others by the amount of. money they have acquired. Wealth

and other personal possessions may be a. great help to them, as a

means of gaining their desire, but he who thinks that riches alone is

only necessary can never attain to the throne of true greatness. Each

and everyone of us has some work to perform and whether we live

in the business or social world, our success will be recognized by the

Quality, Quantity and Mode we give in the service to others.

Each of us I am sure at this moment can honestly answer without

much thought on the subject, whether or not we are giving Service in

the most accurate, speedy and ethical manner. Which terms are

synonymous with Quality, Quantity and Mode. If in your service there

is Quality, there must be accuracy, for accuracy is one of the elements

contained in Quality. For instance a stenographer in writing up her

letters, misspells words, uses wrong punctuation marks,—n0w this not

only takes away from the form and appearance of her letter, but de—

(lucts from the Quality of her_ service. She may write one hundred such

letters and her Mode of conduct may be perfectly correct. But the

first and all important attributes of her Success are wanting. Namely

the Quality of her service.

But Whether we are stenographers or bookkeepers or whatever else

we may be in this business world, we all have to render service to one

another in the oflice, otherwise we are not living up to what the Q. Q. M.

club stands for.

If one is a keen observer, and not only observes but remembers,

he is increasing his knowledge and therefore is increasing his ability

which is Quality, which is the result of the development of his know

ing powers. So it can eaSily be seen that in order to increase our ability

we must first increase our knowledge and to do this we must train

our senses and our memory.

We often meet people in the course of our daily life who can remem

ber the birds they have heard, the delicious fruits they have eaten, or

perhaps the fragrance of the flowers they have passed while strolling

through the May woods. These people are close observers. On the
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other hand, others can walk along the same pathway and not notice

any of these things. Their eyes may be as good and their ears as

acute, but they do not pay attention, and consequently the messages

which the senses are carrying to the brain are incomplete and cannot be.

recalled when wished.

Coming back again to the understanding of the word Success: Mr.

Sheldon has defined it as the “Capacity to use and enjoy the fruits of

one’s own industry in the service of others.” This I believe should

be the meaning understood by more of us. Greatness as well as Success

is not beyond the reach of any one. If we go back into history we’ll

see that it isn’t riches that make Success. Do not the lives of John

Milton, Mozart, Michelangelo and Raphael teach us that success is

the capacity to use, and enjoy the fruits of our own industry in the

service of others? They show us what we might be by using our

mental- powers, so as to render Quality, Quantity, and Mode in our

Service, not to the Twentieth Century and the centuries to come, as they

did, but to what the present time requires. MARY McGARVICK.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\“

Never before was there such a demand for the ex

ceptional, the resourceful man; the man who can think,

who can plan, who can devise new and original ways of

doing things; the man who can handle the situation and

solve problems through his resourcefulness; who can “do

the right thing,’ right, at the right time, in the right

spirit;” who can anticipate objections as well as re

quirements; who recognizes no impediments; and who can

make friends for his firm as well as for himself.

W. IRVING LAKE.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\’
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The Lord of Achievement looked down from his high place,

Down on the toil and stress of business here below

Where strong men battle for their daily bread. '

One man there he saw well hidden in the mazes of knowledge -

Commanded yet himself commanding,

Relying ,on, as his only hope

ABILITY.

Another, trusted by his fellowmen

Loyally in the treadmill of life

Carrying the burdens imposed by others upon

RELIABILITY.

And here another, driven on through the years

Relentlesst towards the ultimate

Never rising, but only plodding with

ENDURANCE.

And yet another still, moving ever moving

Progressing whether wisely or unwisely with

Quickened strides never satisfied, a prey to

ACTION.

Slowly the Lord of Achievement turned and with muttered words

Said “Give me the man in whom all these powers combine. To him

Shall high commands be given, and still more, aye, even to SUCCESS.”

‘ H. H. WEBBER.

\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\

“Every business man should appreciate the fact

that each employe in a measure reflects his em

ployer's personality and methods.”

‘\\“\\\‘\‘\\\‘
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With Apologies to Hamlet

By J. A. CABEL
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O CUT or not to cut, that is the question,

Whether ’tis better in the end

To let the chap who knowcth not his business,

Sell his goods at cut-throat prices, or,

‘ Take up arms against his competition

1»- And, by cutting, out for cut, end it—

i To cut—and thus by cutting put the other cutter

' Out of business—’tis a consummation

Devoutly to be wished. To cut—to slash—

1‘ Perchance myself to get it in the neck—

T Aye there’s the rub; for when one starts

‘r; To beat the other fellow’s prices, ’tis like as not

I He’ll find he’s up against it hard.

‘ To cut and slash is not to end confusion

\‘ Nor cure the many evils that industry is pestered with';

t: Nay, nay Pauline; ’tis but the forerunner

1. Of debt and mortgage that such a course portends,

" ’Tis well to get the price that goods are worth

]‘ And also take the joy and profit

i Found in a friendly unity of action,

*1 Instead of wasting all the meat of gain

f In unhappy and vindictive opposition.

} Price cutting doth appear unseemly,

‘ And fit only for the man who knows not Costs

Nor what his finished goods are worth, and who, ere long I

By very stress of making vain comparison

’Twixt bank account and liabilities

Will from the futile struggle make his exit.
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“Think right, breathe right, eat right, and exercise

right.” SHELDON.
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The Get-Together Spirit
:
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And then, Longfellow, I believe it was, said:

“All your strength is in your union,

All your danger is in discord.”

Still in many great businesshouSes, there is too little of “Get To

gether Spirit,”‘ manifested. It is a wonder to the one who gives the

matter a little consideration, why the advice of the sages both of 'our

own times and those just preceding ours, is so little heeded by men

and institutions that are honest, ambitious and zealous, as well as aspir

ing and enterprising. ‘

Certainly, there is no lack of instances where men and women are

banded together with the declared purpose of advancing each other’s

interests mutually. Yet, a close look often reveals an inharmony due

to the natural tendency of everyone to place HIS or HIS INSTITU

TION’S interests ahead. This is very wrong to be sure, but it fre

quently prevails as though by tacit agreement that “if you don’t look

after your own interests no one else will.”

Now and then an institution here and there does have a banquet for

its employes. Admirable as this is; tending to unite the various ranks

into a more harmonious whole, at least for the moment, yet even here

individual selfishness sometimes shows its ugly head. The critic and .

fault-finder seldom failing to point. out the underlying thought re—

sponsible for the gathering, i. e., that improved results in the form of

greater profits, might be experienced by those who promoted, fostered

and encouraged the occasion.

But the true “get together” spirit, is one that means just what that

phrase implies. It means exactly GETTING TOGETHER that ALL

shall prosper. It means that ALL the participants shall benefit in due

proportion to their merit and responsibility.

The real need at the “rally night” meeting of employers and em

ployes, is for some motive above “the mere money” idea. For an ideal

rather, having for its objective the development of the qualities in

herent in each member, for good. Some means having a tendency to

strengthen the individual for the good and aid of all, really; something

for use as a track to run upon; a source of study effecting the PRIN

SOMEBODY said: “United we stand; divided we fall.” ‘
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CIPLE OF SERVICE of the unselfish sort. This is the idea of optimism

which is needed in “get together meetings,” and this is coming along at

a pace which is tremendously encouraging to men and women of vision.

Research work along SERVICE Lines—REAL Service-Service as a

PRINCIPLE, is the kind of thought which will weld workers together

and in loyalty to the House. Let workers of all grades come to see and

understand in open meeting TOGETHER, that the Spirit of Service,

is the Spirit of Progress, and that the matter of Concrete Money Profit

is a certainty of the “after the fact” sort. Then “Getting Together”

will invariably prove a blessing.

r\\‘\‘\\\\\\\ \\\\\ Q\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\‘\\

In the course of a recent address before the busi

ness men of Jamestown, New York, Mr. E. St Elmo

Lewis, did not omit to consider the subject of Edn

cation from the common school view point, and how

average men neglect that subject. He said:—

“I know men who raise dogs and I know men

who raise cattle. They know the pedigree of

every pup and calf in their kennels or their barns,

but when I ask them who teaches their child they

can’t tell. They have never been down to see who

teaches their child, they have never taken any in

terest in who the school commissioners or the mem—

bers of the educational boards were. They know

less about the education of their child ‘than they do

about the pedigree of an Airedale pup. They have

never given attention to the greatest 'problem that

this nation confronts. This is wrong. It is an

error that we all are feeling.”

“\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\“\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\“‘\\\\\ '\‘\\\-\\\\‘\\‘\\\‘\\\\‘\‘\\“\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\
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A Few Minutes With Eberhard
\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

ECENT developments in the affairs of organizations generally, have

emphasized the distinction and the expressed result in individual

effort and enthusiasm of

DOING THE WORK YOU LIKE I

and ' 1

LIKING THE WORK YOU DO.

“I am susceptible,” says Geo. F. Eberhard, “to the above conflict

between desire and intention, and often have to force my mind back

into line.”

“Doing,the work you like, versus liking the work you do, is psycho

logical—it’s an attitude of mind.

“It’s a serious problem with the Executive, for he soon learns in

business that NO ONE CAN BE FORCED TO DO ANYTHING

WORTH WHILE.

“The Executive finds it a serious problem, for the reason that he soon

learns that while he can and does eliminate the loafer, the blufl’er, the

shirker, the pessimist, the crank, and the sandman, as well as the soak,

the common bucker and stubborn hold-back, is another proposition.

“It is comparatively easy to change a plan or system, adopt new

methods or ideas—but its SOME PROBLEM even for a Master Mind,

to MAKE the CHAP go somewhere or do something and do it with the

force and enthusiasm necessary to EFFICIENCY, when he wants to do

something else which he LIKES TO DO better.

“Pessimism grows, courage diminishes, sorrow enters and humor

dies, and acute self-pity is the usual result of the false conception thus

matured by most men, that it’s easier to do the work you like, than to

like the necessary work set for you to do.

“In the end, the measure of a man’s success is just equal to the

degree of his earnestness. If one will do his best in all undertakings—

for to be earnest is to be devoted to the work in hand—he will obtain

from it sufiicient pleasure and profit.

“Joy and happiness come from within, and if we don’t get them

out of ourselves as we work, we will never know what they are.”

In strenuous times we must all give and take. Someone must lead.

Others must support or follow. None of us can be right all the time,
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and no one but yourself can make you unhappy or dislike what you

ure doing.

The satisfaction in victory is in the fight to win it, and remember

no honorable work is bad or disagreeable except as you think it is.

Watch yourself—smile. Do the work before you to the best of your

ability and all will win. Everyone who hesitates and holds back must

be carried forward by a doer, and there is no gain. One “holdback”

offsets the progress of some one else, and as a result two units are

counted out of productive work.

And don’t criticise. The Boss is human; so are you, and with your

enthusiastic support he will do better planning, and everybody will win.

I I

I I

I I
I I
I I
I I

: :
: “THE BIG MAN delegates AUTHORITY when :

: 'he imposes RESPONSIBILITY. :

I I

I I

: THE BIG MAN seldom does anything that he :

: can get SOME ONE ELSE to do acceptably._ :

I ‘, . I

I I

: THE BIG MAN handles big things; and among :

: others, BIG ASSISTANTS. :

4 I

I I

: THE BIG MAN is never “busy” fretting. :

I - I

I , I

: THE BIG MAN is in harmony with Laws and :

: Principles, and knows why.” M. and M. :

: I :
l I

I I
4 I

I I
4 I



Will- to Win Always; This is no Joke

It’s the Doubter that Fails
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(Q HERE there’s a will there’s a way.”

This old truism intrudes itself whenever a fellow says

- “I can’t.”

It really amounts to Sheldon’s outworking of the difficult things,

when, as he says: “There is no difficulty so great but what you can

get around it, over it, through it, or_ under it.”

Or it is that the above venerable adage, as well as the more modern

declaration, merely captivates with “words, words, words"—that hold

out a promise not to be fulfilled?

Bill, old friend, it’s worth your while, let me tell you, to look closely

into this question of Power to Will—Accomplishment. There is an

answer—definite and indubitable. Let us each find it for himself. Re

semblances are very often deceptive though, let us not forget that.

That which at first flash would seem to be success is frequently seen

to be the basest of counterfeits upon a closer view. Let us keep our

heads clear and our feet firm.

The Will, you know, Bill, is not an originator. The Will does not

remember nor imagine. Neither does it judge nor reason. The Will

does not ideate nor conceive. It closes the deal. It sits upon the

throne of Decision and Action. Its function is that of Presidency;

Judgeship. This Lord of the mind, Will, presides over the meetings of

its Cabinet—Observation, Knowledge, Judgment, Reason, tVisdom,

Concentration, Justice, Loyalty and Love—and when these great investi

gators and guides place their findings before it; then Decision and
Action is swift and sure. I

Now here’s the lesson-ssee to it that your life’s practices develop

your mental and moral qualities to the level of clear seeing—accurate

knowing—dependable judgment—logical reason—exalted wisdom—and

keen concentration—all tempered by even handed justice, inherent

loyalty and loving kindness. Then turn on the “I Will” power and it is

done. It is practically automatic at the finish, provided we have come to

really know and feel as well as merely believe, along lines of positive

truth and right.

Then backbone develops, and “wishbone” recedes and lessens.

Hamlet’s “to be or not to be” depends upon our Will Action today,

as it did in the time of the Melancholy Dane, and in the days to come

it is sure to be-SHALL we or shall we NOT? WM. T. GOFFE.
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CO-OPERATION IN NATURE.

“Help one another," the snowflakes said,

As they huddled down in their fleecy bed;

“One of us here would not be felt,

One of us here would quickly melt;

But I’ll help you and you help me,

And then, what a big white drift we'll be."

“Help one another,” the maple spray

Said to his fellow leaves one day;

“The sun Would wither me here alone,

Long enough-ere the day is gone;

But I'll help you, and you help me,

And then, what a splendid shade there’ll be."

“Help one another," the dew—drop cried,

Seeing another drop close to its side;

“The warm south breeze would dry me away,

And I should be gone ere noon today;

But I’ll help you and you help me,

And we’ll make a brook run to the sea.”

“Help one another,” a grain of sand

Said to another grain just at hand;

“The wind may carry me over the sea,

And then, 0 what will become of the?

But come, my brother, give me your hand,

We’ll build a mountain and there we’ll stand”

And so the snowflakes grew to drifts,

The grains of sand to mountains,

The leaves became a pleasant shade,

The dew—drops fed the fountains.

—Author Unknown-I
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HLaugh It Off”

When you feel like “falling in"

Laugh it off;

When you’re sorry you “have been”

Laugh it off;

Feeling “Blue” don’t help a bit,

Better to be “Glad of it,”

7 Laugh it off.

Keep your “Sense of humor” bright

Laugh it off;

Polish it with all your might,

Laugh it off;

Nothing matters over much

Tighten up your “Wisdom clutch,"

Laugh it off;

I am writing this for you,

Laugh it off;

Like as not ’twill help me, too,

Laugh it off;

Worry never made a man,

Let's just do the best we can,

And Laugh it off.

-—W. E. Fitch.
(TI
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Talks With Apperson Dealers
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By J. H. NEWMARK, Adv. Mgr. Apperson Bros, Auto Co.
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HE other day I heard a real SALESMAN talk—it was in New

York. '

He was alive with knowledge, enthusiasm, energy and optimism.

And all he had to sell was a device not larger than a peanut—a me

chanical invention.

But how he did rave about it!

How he talked! His face beamed! His eyes sparkled! He fairly

radiated confidence! To him his article—the object he sold——was a new

wonder of the world.

His words gave the article a new meaning. You forgot he was de—

scribing a little mechanical contrivance. You forgot'he was selling the

dullest sort of a thing, for he made you SEE the object from HIS

standpoint. '

His voice rang true, also. He evidently believed what he was saying.

Thus he was IMPRESSIVE. He was “wrapped up” in his subject.

And he never left it for a moment. He just talked business.

I saw him several weeks later in Detroit.

He was still at it. He hadn’t lost a bit of his enthusiasm, energy,

or vitality.

His plea—his argument—his selling talk—was just as fresh as when

I heard it for the first time. To hear him, it would have occurred to

you that it was his first day on the job. He was SO glowing, SO con

vincing, SO sure of what he was saying. ‘

*That’s the kind of salesmanship that wins. This man I speak 01"

has so such faith in himself and in his goods, that he simply cannot fail.

It is necessary to put Action, Life and Energy, into the words _

uttered, and the face must at the same time interpret the speech. LOOK

earnest.

Let us not forget for a single moment that, like the actor on the

stage, the salesman must be consistent in performance.

The salesman must not vary in the power of his solicitation.

He must do the very best he knows how each time.

For in the end it spells “Victory.” Nothing short of this can

possibly win.



Service

Is thy cruse of comfort failing?

Rise and share it with another,

And through all the years of famine»

It shall serve thee and thy brother;

Love divine will fill thy storehouse,

Or thy handful still renew;

Scanty fare for one will often

Make a royal feast for two.

For the heart grows rich in giving;

All its wealth is living grain;

Seeds which mildew in the garner,

Scattered, fill with gold the plain.

Is thy burden hard and heavy?

Do thy steps drag wearily?

Help to bear thy brother’s burden,

God will bear both it and thee.

Numb and weary on the mountains,

Would’st thou sleep amidst the snow?

Chafe that fr0zen form beside thee,

And together both shall glow.

Art thou stricken in life’s battle?

Many wounded round thee moan; ,

Lavish on their wounds thy balsams,

And that balm shall heal thine own.

Is the heart a well left empty?

None but God its void can fill,

Nothing but a ceaseless Fountain

Can its ceaseless longings still.

Is the heart a living power?

Self—entwined, its strength sinks low;

It can only live in loving,

And by SERVING love will grow.

~ELIZABETH CHARLES



As an Executive Would You be

\ Great?

By AUSTIN WOODWARD
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F SO above all things, be consistent. N0 real general is ever erratic

in directing his campaign. He has a clear and abiding concep

tion of the end in view, and adheres consistently to a set line

of procedure. Therefore, don’t get into the habit of giving hasty or

ders, then countermanding them. Have a reason for every command

you give. The man who is constantly changing his tactics never

knows what he wants—confuses his allies—and seldom gets anywhere.

Napoleon’s successes were said to be due in a great measure to his

marvelous mastery of detail. But he came in touch _with that detail

through the recorded observations of his aides. To have done other

wise would have been to weaken himself as commander. The moral

is, don’t try to shoulder the cares of the whole business army. It’s

the broad, bleak way that leads to nervous prostration, a “private

retreat.” It puts the whole contingent to the bad, and, incidentally, '

an abler man in your place.

Select~capable Specialists for your chief assistants, but don’t stop

there. Make real lieutenants out of them—not mere wooden men

who have to run to you about this and that triviality, unless you

want to kill all their power of initiative. Vest them with authority if

you want to bring out the best that is in them. Teach them to think

and act for themselves—to feel, each and all, the importance of getting

the thing done in the simplest,_most economical way consistent with

dispatch and accuracyf But when you attempt to dictate to a capable

assistant the cut-and-dried details of a certain routine, you go too fun

because you are more apt to hamper him than to help. Your way of

accomplishing a task may be a very good one, but that’s no sign it’s

the only right way. Besides, it is obvious that your man must

understand the requirements of his own 'particular department better

than you. At least listen to reason and give him a chance to prove

the advantages of his way. And then think long before you interfere

For do not many good roads “lead to Rome?” Emerson has aptly said,

“No great mind ever acquired after college rules.” And again,
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_“Who could teach Shakespeare?”—Both of which sentences voice the

encouragement of individuality in a given pursuit. Simply hold your

man responsible for RESULTS—that’s the vital point.

The far—seeing executive never expects his assistants to burden

their minds with unnecessary detail. Of what avail would it be to

remember your dinner menus in the order of their occurrence, for a

decade back? And yet, some executive heads are unreasonable

enough to expect prompt, correct, detailed verbal answers to all manner

of impromptu questions, often involving transactions that were dis

posed of months ago. Depend upon it, such are fortunate indeed if

they have assistants who can place before them in accurate, record

form, minor facts of this nature. That’s just where system keeps

both manager and assistant from becoming mere machines; leaving

ample time and mental energy for creative work,—planning, organizing,

developing—none of which is possible of accomplishment if the brain

be clogged with matters of secondary consequence. It is not so difficult

to convert one’s self into a mental phonograph, but the trick is certain

if accomplished to be done at the expense of more important things.

Avoid constantly finding fault with, and reminding your men of

what you regard as their weak points, every chance you get. They

are’ human, just like you; and a little sincere, well-merited praise,

judiciously administered now and then, will accomplish far more. A

somewhat successful lumber dealer once said to me: “Perhaps I might

‘jolly’ a man if I were trying to sell him a few carloads of lumber, but

I never throw bouquets at my employees.” That very man, needless

to add, has made so flat a failure as executive, that he long since found

it more profitable to remain in his private oflice and leave the managerial

end to someone more tactful than he. The executive who understands

his business is never curt or overbearing to his subordinates, because

he knows it stifles spontaneity, deadens interest and fosters deception.

In just such proportion as he magnifies and displays his own self

importance, he detracts in equal degree from the firm’s highest welfare.

It is this sort of influence that engenders the petty, personal vanities

and jealousies which go to comprise “office politics.” And so, in just

such measure as these evils are relegated to the rear, the more eflicient

becomes the organization. Whether superior or subordinate, the em

ployee who loves his work as he should, has neither time nor in

clination to think of self-aggrandizement. If promotions ceme to him,
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they come, or at least ought to come for no other reason than the

plain fact that he is fitted by experience to accept them.

After all has been said, there is no one quality in a leader, which,

if rightly directed, is more potent than kindness; and the “boss” who

encourages frankness and really merits the good will of those under

him, is sure to have a loyal corps of helpers—as nearly perfect a thing

as anything human can be.

Ideals in Business Building Science

HE future of every line of human endeavor is scientifically to

make our work count for eternity. Were this ideal before us

all the time, the whole commercial dealings of the world would

be changed and our actions produce results that would always count

towards true success.

To realize that we must study ourselves, study our fellowmen,

and study our business in the light of this ideal of service for eternity,

is a fundamental basis that would 'make a complete and satisfactory

unit of each individual in a world of units, each looking for happiness 4

as a return for every amount of Service rendered.

As a personal equation every thought we think, every 'desire and

every action performed reacts upon our physical and' mental condition.

To breathe out happiness every day is to have happiness. To think

success is to have success, and to Succeed in any walk of life we have

to work on the same basis, the same methods, 'however difl’erent the

individual application of such methods may be.

To make your work count for eternity is a philosophy that carries

With it every Word and every rule in the science of business building.

“Whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also reap” is true of every

thought sent out as of every action performed. And in this science

there is no discussion of thoughts other than those bringing in manifold

returns for the future.

The science of business building is the science of Service and true

service is the result of hammering out on the anvil of life an instru

ment worthy to be Med for the Master’s purpose.
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The lmperishable Grin
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NE who works all day, and spends his evenings loafing around,

taking in the “movies,” pool-rooms and resorts generally, to kill

time, can NEVER BE OTHER THAN A DRUDGE.

The one who devotes himself and his spare moments to taking the

necessary recreation to build and preserve his health, and to good read

ing for the cultivation of his mind and the rgsultant deVelopment of

his character, MUST BECOME A SUCCESS AND THE EMPLOYER

OF THE DRUDGE. 1

You have the power to CHOOSE a lif. of Drudgery or Prosperity.

Whichever you choose you must pay the price, of course. Your bills

YOU must pay. Inch by inch you rise; bound by bound you sink.

Growth is steady when one lives consciously right, but retrogression is

quick and deadly. Avoid the latter by cultivating the former. We do

not see the tree grow, but we know when it stops growing it is rotting.

The world and you realize that:

The smiles that count come from the heart

Of the man on the firing line.

He is proud because he can take a part,

Yes! hills or mountains he’ll undermine.

In some way or other he’s going to win,

And he plans his work as he goes.

The difficult tasks just make him grin,

And his smile o’ercomes his foes.

We admire this man as he races each mile,

He says‘to the grump, “SMILE, SMILE, SMILE.”

You’ll never make good in that surly mood,

You’re not worth your salt, much less your food.

So let’s go forth in life’s battle each day,

Knowing well that SMILES will win.

The most difiicult tasks become as child’s play,

To the man with an imperishable grin.

‘ _ I. H. SAYMAN.
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The Creed of Citizenship

BELIEVE in the city in which I live, its geo

graphical location, growth, industry and possi

bilities, in the soundness and wisdom of its govern

ment, and the heartfelt interest in the welfare of the

city by its officials, and when I see anything going

wrong, I will try and think of some way of better

ing the matter, and offer my suggestions to the

party interested, in place of taking out my little

hammer and knocking.

I BELIEVE if we all pull together as

a one large family, each trying, to help the weaker

ones and encourage the strong ones, it will have a

tendency to promote the welfare of all; that all_

people delight to live in an atmosphere of kind

ness and brotherly love, and that the knocker and

the grump is difierent from me only inasmuch as

he has not given the matter due thought and con

sideration, and it is my duty to help dispel his de—

lusions by finding out what he wants (provided he

knows) and trying to remedy the matter, knowing

he has the same right to live and express his opin—

ions that I have.

I BELIEVE that if I was the Mayor, and had

the honor of serving the people, that I would always

prefer having any member of my “community fam

ily” coming to me with his complaints and sugges

tions for improvements, rather than going to his

brothers and raking me over the coals, deservedly

or undeservedly.
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I BELIEVE that I am not a freak, and that

the majority of mankind think similarly to myself;

therefore, I am going to be the first to smile and do

the best I can to boost thegood old town that sup

ports me, and in which I live by choice, knowing '

that if I do not like this city, its waysand its people,

that I have the right to leave it and go to some

other city that I will like.

I BELIEVE that the cities or the people who

are 100% perfect are hard to find and few and far

between, and should we happen to find them, our

own weak little minds could not recognize their

perfection. The only citizen that ever lived who

rated 100% perfection was crucified by the fault

finding public, because they could not realize or ap—

preciate His efiorts to serve humanity.

I BELIEVE that the future welfare of this city

depends on the coming generations and the training

we give them. ‘ ,

I BELIEVE that taxation is necessary for the

welfare of the community and feel it a privilege to

be a property—owner, thereby contributing funds to

pay the Police Department and other departments

of service their salaries for protecting my life and

property, and I think it my duty to speak favorably

on this subject to my friends and associates, thereby

inducing them to become burden-bearing citizens of

our great commonwealth. I. H. SAYMAN.
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QQ AQKHNG courage it is im

possihle for one to prove

 
  

  

his convictions; without

the courage of his convictions, a

inanis initiative dies; when in

itiative is destroyed, one ioses

power for leadership; and when

capacity for lieadership is Host, the

individnai is at once reiegated to

 

the ranks as an ordinary wage

earner, and is thereafter nniiheiy

as a success possihilityo”
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Representative of the (?—) Percentage

of Men ‘
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GOT up early one morning and hied me into town with the milk

man. I had worked up a number of prospects who said they

could only be seen at 6, 7 and 8 a. in. Looking around at about

8:30, I wandered into a store where a particular skeptic passes over the

most goods for the least money—at least, so he says. This gentleman

is a very, very busy man, with all the .cares of the business on his

shoulders—at least, so he says—one of those breathlesst busy fellows

—and he tells me he is mighty clever, too. Anyway, there he was,

smoking his pipe and reading the morning paper. Thought I, surely

here is the opportunity I have longed for—a good heart to heart talk;

but no, my friend 'spent ten minutes telling me what he knew and

what I did not. As I finally tried to stem the tide, a patron

came in. Our friend, calling him by the wrong name, could not give

him a. price for the thing he wanted; had to go and look it up, and,

in so doing, lost another customer whose trade was very valuable if

he could have secured it; he then resumed his seat and pipe, and with

paper in hand proceeded to tell me some more of his wonderful clever

ness. I looked at him sadly and came away, wondering as I have in

so many other cases, whether the dark chilled doubt of the worth of un

filled days will ever choke his egotistical outbursts, and the future op

press him by its melancholy outlook.

MORAL—“Knowledge is proud that it has learned so much.

Wisdom is humble that he knows no more.” Wm. G. Fern.

If We Might Have Our Way

If we might have our way, friend, you and I,

Some problems might not vex us as they do;

Some things might be improved; yet, who can tell?

thile some may smile, some ever, too, must sigh;

And all the smiles are not for me and you.—

If we might have our way, ’twould not be well.

CHARLES H. MElERS.
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25.

26.
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Keep good company or none.

Never be idle.

If your hands cannot be usefully employed, attend to the culti

vation of your mind.

Always speak the truth.

Make few promises.

Live up to your engagements.

Keep your own secrets, if you have any.

When you speak to a person look him in the face.

Good company and good conversation are the sinews of virtue.

Good character is above all things else.

Your character cannot be essentially injured except by your own

acts.

If any one speaks evil of you, let your life be so that none will

believe him. ,

Drink no kind of intoxicating liquors.

Ever live (misfortunes excepted) within your income.

When you retire to bed, think over what you have been doing

during the day. '

Make no haste to be rich, if you would prosper.

Small and steady gains give competency with tranquility of mind.

Never play at any kind of game of chance.

Avoid temptation, through fear you may not withstand it.v

Earn money before you spend it. >

Never run into debt unless you see a way to get out again.

Never borrow if you can possibly avoid it.

Never speak evil of anyone.

Be just before you are generous.

Keep yourself innocent if you would be happy.

Save when you are young, to spend when you are old.

Read these rules at least once a week.



A Salesman’s Psalm of Work

Lives of salesmen oft remind us

Life is full of hills to climb,

But each efl'ort crowned with success,

Helps to make their lives sublime.

He who climbs like Bruce’s spider,

He’s a hero in the strife,

And from every mountain scaling,

Gets a broader view of life.

Finds that sweetest rest and pleasure

Comes from sense of work well done,

And can leave the field triumphant

Only when the victory’s won.

Finds that toil well planned and wisely

Brings reward: How orders roll,

Measure of the “dust” he gathers,

That will help him to his goal.

Finds a joy in winning success,

Makes a record not in vain,

For some poor, faint-hearted worker

Seeing shall take hope again.

Bravely then be up and doing

At it early, at it late

Right upholding, Wrong eschewing

Learn to strike a salesman's gait.

A. W. DEWAR.



Why Is a Private School?

By s. B. PRICE -
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RRRR Ting-a-ling—(“Impersonation” of the telephone in any.

one of 2,000 private business training schools in America)—

“Hello, this is Blank Business School,- the manager talking.”

( ............................ ..) “Yes, we have, Mr. Business Man.” ( ..............................)

“That makesit rather more difficult. No, I am very sorry that ‘just

at present’ I have no one I can recommend for your particular posi

tion. I have several here who have been studying stenography long

enough to be good stenographers but their English is a ‘little weak’

and their spelling is ‘not dependable’ so I cannot say they are fitted

for an exacting position.” (..............................) “Yes, I have some

young men here who seem to understand the principles of bookkeep

ing but their English is ‘not good’ and I doubt if their accuracy in

arithmetic is just what you demand. I am very glad for this oppor

tunity to Serve you, Mr. Business Man, though I am sorry I can’t be

of use to you in this instance.”

Now I do not mean that every one of these two thousand man—

agers must always answer the calls for office help. in this way. Quite

often he does have a student who is thorough in these common school

subjects and who can make a practical application of them through

stenography, bookkeeping, or clerical service.

But three times in four the private school manager knows that

he is now accepting as students for business training, young people

who are graduates of grammar and high school, who spell, add, sub—

tract, multiply, divide, speak, and write with about 75 per cent ac- '

curacy or less. This is one of the first reasons for the term “business

college” being a vaudeville and a business joke. Among the very

serious paradoxes which the business man has experienced are “sten

ographers who can’t spell” and “bookkeepers who can’t add.” The

private school manager has been shifting this responsibility to the

public school. There is no question about this position being right so

far as their inefficiency is concerned—but this article was to be on

“Why Is a Private School?”
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The answer must be:‘ To supply some urgent economic, social,

political, religious, or moral need. The proximate cause is that it

does meet an economic need. Proof of this is the continued growth

and prosperity of the private business school, as an institution, from

the first school in Pittsburg seventy-five years ago to more than two

thousand today. By increasing the efficiency of the individual, private

schools have aided tremendously in increasing the productive efliciency

of the nation.

This economic need existed and exists today because the public

school did not and does not meet the demand. May I say that the

economic need is the demand made by Business. For as Spencer

says, “Save for a very small number all are engaged in producing,

preparing, or distributing the world’s commodities”—a fair definition

of business. ,

Business demands, and is glad to pay the one who is qualified to

assist in that “production, preparation or distribution.” The private

school will continue to thrive just so long as it can meet business de

mands more effectively than the public schools.

One demand which has not changed, and which the public school

is not satisfying, is the demand for proficiency in speaking and writing

the mother tongueaand in plain elemental arithmetic. It seems that

Sheldon’s Service Formula is not always symmetrical in individual in—

stances—Quantity is mostly the dominant element—Quality has fre

quently been forgotten in our American rush for Quantity. Have I

made it plain? The average grammar school and high school graduate

does not have business proficiency in Arithmetic, Spelling, English, or

Writing. What about the 75 per cent who never get as far as high

school?

This 75 per cent seems to be the magic figure in the equation. Do

you know that 70 to 75 per cent is the “passing grade” of public and

high school graduates from one year’s work to another or from one

subject to another? I do not mean that all pass with this grade even.

Some are really thorough, while some—well some must pass by “mu

tual consent.” How long would your janitor last on a 75 per cent ef

ficiency basis?

Can you see that since 75 per cent .of eight years is six years that

you may be called upon to entertain a high school graduate who in
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reality is a sixth grade product in the common school subjects? And

so we have “stenographers who can’t spell,” “bookkeepers who can’t

add,” “graduates who cannot speak nor write efliectively.”

A large employer of men who has made a thorough study of pro

ducing power of the individual for many years says, “When you think

of it, this is a rather low ideal and hardly supplies the motive for real

work.” A big public school man who knows what he wants without

knowing how to get it says, “Our teachers, generally, do not attach

any economic significance to the subjects they teach.” No, they do

not attach such proper significance. They teach the subjects to the

students instead of teaching the students to use the subjects.

This is “why” the private school is. Because it does establish the

economic connection between the student and the subject. Because

Business will pay for the student’s proficiency in these common school

subjects when applied through the mechanics of business—~shorthand,

typewriting and bookkeeping—for stenography is applied English and

spelling, and bookkeeping is applied arithmetic and penmanship.

In the past few years high schools have popularized commercial

education tremendously. In many large cities 50 per cent of the high

school enrollment is in the commercial department. But this touches

only the 25 per cent at best and is still an efiort to build the super

structure upon a faulty foundation. Who will undertake to popular—

ize efficiency in the three R’s? Or can we find some short cut which

will not require a thorough knowledge and practical training in these

subjects? The public school has come dangerously near doing this.

It has come so near it that millions of dollars cash and billions of

dollars in time are spent in private schools every year in preparatory

work that should be done in the public school. Most of the students

who are doing this do not recognize it. Practically none of the busi

ness schools call it preparatory work. Most of them say “proficiency in _

these supplemental subjects.” But they are truly foundation studies.

I believe, as a class, that the good business schools do insist upon

business proficiency in the few common school subjects—with the re—

sult that about 25 per cent meet the requirements of graduation. The

other 75 per cent fail—not because of the strictly business subjects—

but because they cannot or will not acquire proficiency in the rudi

ments.
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For a long time, at least until the public school ceases to give every

student the same treatment, the private school will have a big mission.

to perform in changing the public school product from 75 per cent

habits to habits approximating 100 per cent.

My personal opinion is that this should be done preparatory to

their studying the Technique of Business. I believe it should be called

preparatory work. It will allow individual treatment, and, handled

properly, will eliminate individual faults and develop individual ability.

It should result in just the opposite ratio of success: the private

school should graduate 75 per cent of those who start any business

training course. Yes, it is true, some—it may be many—will not mas

ter the fundamentals. Is it not better for these weak ones to be

eliminated on the study of the principle than to be eliminated, con—

fused, discouraged, and deceived on the application of the principle? It.

will save the school man’s conscience, the employer’s patience, pos

sibly the student’s failure in life, and ultimately the school man’s

business. ‘

As a private school man I am not '“giving anything away.”

.Any community which, through its public school system, will secure

business proficiency in these common school subjects, will also give to

the private school its opportunity to do for business and the'public

other important productive work. It is the weakness in these sub

jects and the necessity for giving so much time and elfort to them that

retards the progress of the live private school.

As Sheldon says—“Not destructively—but constructively” believ

ing “That what helps one helps all” is the spirit in which this article

is written.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\

An ideal is just a reality that

lives OK the main traveled road.

—The Business Builder.

““‘_\““‘\“’
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OME of our readers liked the two verses of the poem “Not Un—

derstood” so well that they want the rest of it. We are glad to

give the complete poem the necessary space. We want to dissem—

inate it to the highest possible degree as we know it is doing a great

deal of good.

Someone has said that nine—tenths of life’s difficulties are caused

by misunderstanding. If in the business world your whole business

family would get together even once a month, centering their thoughts

upon the constructive things, misunderstandings will be largely done

away with. It would be a good idea if every Q Q M-er would commit

the following poem to memory:

“Not Understood”

We move asunder; our paths grow wider

As the seasons creep along the years;

We marvel and we wonder while life 'is life

And then we go to sleep,

Not Understood.

Not understood. We gather false impressions,

And hug them closer as the years go by

Till virtue often seems to us transgressions;

And thus men rise and fall, and live and die,

Not Understood.

Not understood. Poor souls with stunted vision

Oft measure giants by their narrow gauge;

The poisoned shafts of falsehood and derision

Are 0ft impelled ’gainst those who mould the age,

Not Understood. '

Not understood. The secret springs of action,

Which lie beneath the surface and the show,

Are disregarded: with self satisfaction

We judge our neighbors, and they often go,

Not Understood.
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Not understood. How trifles often change us!

The thoughtless sentence or the fancied slight

Destroy long years of friendship and estrange us,

And on our souls there falls a freezing blight, ‘

Not Understood.

Not understood. How many breasts are aching

For lack of sympathy? Ah, day by day,

How many cheerless, lonely hearts are breaking?

How many noble spirits pass away

Not Understood?

Oh, God; if men could see a little clearer,

Or judge less harshly when they cannot see;

Oh, God; if men could draw a little nearer

To one another, they’d be nearer, then, to Thee,

And Understood.

-——W. D. Mahon in American Federationist.

I
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“Beware of Sitting Down” '

“Eschew the dull and slothful seat,

And move about with willing feet!

Man was not made to sit a-trance

And press and press and press his pants;

But rather, with an open mind,

To circulate among his kind.

And so, my son, avoid the snare

\
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: Which lurks Within a cushioned chair.”
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Sam Jones
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N RELATING the story showing what one without special oppor

tunities can do, with the world seemingly against him, I trust that

readers who have had the advantages of education in both divisions

of infilling and drawing out, may join in the good work of making the

world better because they have lived in it. .

Sam Jones was left an orphan at'six, and at seven was adopted by

a farmer who kept him at work early and late, scantily supplying him

with food and raiment, but always being very lavish with whippings and

abuses. Sammy, of course, had no time or opportunity for schooling

and at the age of twelve ran away from his adopted home and opened

a career for himself in New York City as a merchant selling news

papers and services as a bootblack. His apartments were but meagerly

furnished and consisted, at the beginning, of an empty dry goods box,

or sometimes a free hallway, for which shelter he was duly thankful.

To be sure his expenses were small and he did not have to make a

great amount of profit “to make both ends meet.”

At seventeen, our Sammy was travelling over the country as a

scissors grinder, sharpening up whatever dull things the people had and

would trust him with. At the age of twenty-four he was driving a

milk wagon for seven dollars a week; and yet could neither read nor

write. About this time he took to doing some serious thinking.

Apparently no one cared about him. He had never known a home, or

a mother’s love, but just the same he decided to make a new start

in life, and he secured a position learning the cabinet making trade,

and while learning boarded with the foreman of the shop. It so hap

pened that the foreman had three children, who, with Sammy, took to

playing school at night. Sammy was the pupil and the children were

the teachers. Sammy proved to be an apt student and learned reading,

writing and arithmetic—the three Rs. _

When he was thirty-one he finished his trade and started into busi-‘

ness for himself, and right now he met with his first great good for—

tune. He found himself a wife, and opened a furniture store. Every

spare moment he devoted to reading and improving his mind. One

day he picked up a copy of “Salesmanship” and when this publication
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was merged into that of The Business Philosopher, he continued taking

the latter. He also purchased every book advertised in The Business

Philosopher which appealed to him and he finally. came to the pon

clusion that he could sell things. He gave up the furniture business

and entered into the real estate line, making good from the start. At

this time an earnest desire to assist humanity to rise to a higher level

took possession of him. Sammy thought that he would like to do for the

world of men what none had done for him. He subscribed for_ an

extra copy of The Business Philosopher and kept the extra copies for

loaning purposes. Purely for the good he could do others he induced as

many of his friends as possible to become subscribers.

Sammy, having an earnest desire to be of service, and in order to

make himself more useful, has in the last few years spent over

$1,000.00 in books and possesses a library for the use of anyone that is

desirous of improving. Besides all this he now became a real estate

salesman in business for himself. He has accumulated a substantial for

tune; and last summer built and 'took possession of a home costing him

$20,000.00. Besides all this our Sammy has quite a family, having had

twelve children, of whom nine are still living; and his motto today is,

“I live for others and the good work I can do.”

To the readers of The Business Philosopher who have had the

advantages of home, and school, Sammy desires to make this appeal:

“Think how much the world Would be benefited if all readers of this

letter would systematically appropriate and set aside a small per

centage of their incomes in order to be able to pass along some of the

good things that have helped them.” I. H. S.

\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

If the ends be glorious, then all

that is undertaken to attain them

is glorious—Plato.- ‘
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Rungs in the Ladder

Love your work for work’s sake, and not for any

pecuniary gain or personal achievement.

Shoulder your share of responsibility, even if it

is not directly yours. ‘

To correct or point to the responsible party an

error which may escape the other’s notice.

To remember the firm’s business is your business,

whether it is directly connected with your day’s

work or not.

To be honest and fair to your fellow employes,

even if it is against your own interests.

To be consistent and lenient in your criticism of

others.

To remember that while you may criticize others

who are not expert in the things you are, they may

be expert in things you are ignorant of.

To help the other fellow at the right time, do not

wait to be asked, if it’s only to open a door when

his arms are full.

To avoid conferring with your boss on the things‘

you could know by using your brains and culti~

I

vating initiative.
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A Page for Self Quiz

A Special Self Test Service for Business Philosopher Readers
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HE service to which The Business Philosopher is devoted involves

genuine aid to its readers in fixing consciously in mind, the

heart-thought and meaning of each article published in each issue.

Following are questions on points given, evolved from the articles in

this issue for the guidance of the student reader in the Self Examination:

1. Why should we each look well to the Quality of the voice?

2. What destructive impediment stands in the way of success for

most salespeople?

3. In this connection, what must salespeople principally be noted

for? '

4. When we meet with loss of money or of trade, why should we

keep our loss to ourSelves? v

5. Describe the method necessary to harmoniously develop Q. Q. M.

6. What is Mr. Sheldon’s definition of Success, as quoted in this

issue of The BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER? '

7. What do we learn from Gabel’s article “to cut or not to cut”?

8. What should be the real object of “get together” meetings?

9. vD0 we like our work? If not what shall we do in the premises?

10. What is the function of the Will faculty?

11. Describe a real salesman—one who really persuades new patrons.

12. Can you, the reader, quote and part of Sayman’s “Creed of

Citizenship?”

The answers to all these questions, and more, may be found in the

articles making up this issue of The Business Philosopher.
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Gunpowder in. EVery

Normal Man_v

THERE IS GUNPOWDER

  

Q / In every man, if you can get the spark to it

2 which will ignite it.

E g; THERE 1s LATENT POWER

In every salesman—very often more than

he himself dreams of.

:5 a" .

2: ALL YOU NEED TO DO

3 '14 i To light the flame of his enthusiasm, is to

g} 0 show him his own opportunities and their,

possibilities for him.

DO BUT THIS MUCH FOR HIM _

51 And the hidden gunpowder within him will

er '» 0 cause him to explode with sudden and irresist

ible power and keep it up.

2," g)

I “GINGER TALKS” by Holman,

Will do the work for him. Present him with

* a copy. Price $2.00 per copy.

ASK

 

The Area Institute ofBusiness Technology

AREA, Lake County, ILLINOIS

  

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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~HereItIs—

ThePhilosopher’sPremiumOffer

OfaRoundTripRailwayandPullmanCarTickettothePanama
InternationalExpositionatSanFrancisco,includingavisittoSan

Diego.’

ToReadersofThis“GreatLittleEfficiencyMonitor”

ThePhilosopher’sPlanisasFollows:

%

agE.ggE

  

\Vehavearrivedatanequitablebasisforestablishingquotasand numbersofsubscriptiOnsrequiredforthetripfromvariouscenters

ofthecountry,asfollows:

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll[llillllllllllwl
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FromATLANTA,160subscriptions.

FromBIRMINGHAM,14-0subscriptions.

FromMEMPHIS,109subscriptions.

FromNEWORLEANS,108subscriptions.

FromLOUISVILLE,124subscriptions.

FromINDIANAPOLIS,I24.subscriptions.

%

gFromBOSTON,195subscriptions.

5FromNEWYORK,188subscriptions(rail),160(boat).

2FromP)HILADELPHIA,174(viaChicago),171(viaWashing

;ton.,

2FromBALTIMORE,171subscriptions,viaNorthernorSouthern

5Route.'

5FromWASHINGTON,171subscriptions,viaNorthernorSouth

gcmRoute.

2Ea
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FromCOLUMBUS,187subscriptions.

FromCINCINNATI,182subscriptions.

FromST.LOUIS,110subscriptions.

FromCHICAGO,116subscriptions.FromBUFFALO,152subscriptions.

FromCLEVELAND,182subscriptions._

FromOMAHA0rKANSASCITY,96subscriptions.

FromMINNEAPOLISorST.PAUL,119subscriptions.

FromCanadianpointsquotasonapplication.
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Whenearned,warrantsfortransportationmaybeusedonanydateuptoandincludingDecember31,1915.Youmaygoitalone,inprivateparties,orinPullmancarloads,aspleasesyou.Inallcasesnotificationmustbegivenusthreeweeksinadvance.Ifforgood
reason,youshouldfailofreachingthenecessaryquota,suchassick—

nessofselforfamily,oraccident,faircompensationwillbepaidto
youbyTheSheldonUniversityPress,forbusinesssecuredandre—

ported.ButYeaMustNotFail.TheTripisTooValuableto

Miss.

  

SendinYourApplicationforSupplies

SuchasSampleCopies,subscriptionblanks,andsolicitingoutfit.

Don'tlosetime“thinkingitover.”
Address

TheSheldonBusinessPhilosopher,

Area,LakeCo.,Illinois.
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Success COSt

Sturtevant 3 Cents!

He found the secret concealed in an old scrapbook which he

bought down in Ann 'Street.

The moment he read it he cried, “I know that my fortune is

made.”

The “Magic Story” as it-was called, did more than make

Sturtevant prosperous and happy. Everybody to whom he

told it was thrilled and inspired by it—led onward and up—

ward to heights they had never hoped to attain.

Read His Wonderful Story

Part One of the “Magic Story” tells of its discovery by Sturte

vant and the amazing efl’ect it had on him and his friends.

It is the most interesting story of inspiration and achievement

you ever read.

You can read it free—you are under no obligation to buy

the complete “Magic Story” unless you wish to. If you do

it will cost you only $1—and your money will be returned if

you are dissatisfied. Thousands have bought the “Story” and

been helped by its wonderful message—less than 1 per cent

have ever asked for their money back.

Read Part One anyway; just write us today and say “Send

me a free copy of Part One of the ‘Magic Story.’ ”

The Area Institute of Business Technology

Area, Lake Co., Illinois

  

 

Say “I Saw It In the Bushnell Philosopher”
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Meet me at the _ " 1‘ I. ‘ For ValuIeI, Serv
< ‘ - ' , i ‘ “ ice, ome

TULLER . . ' y “ i 1 w Comforts

  

 

Detroit, Michigan

Center of business on Grand Circus Park. Take Woodward car, get

off at Adams Avenue

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $1.50 Single, $2.50 Up Double

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.00 Single, $3.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.50 Single, $4.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $8 to $5 Single, $4.50 Up Double

Total 600 Outside Rooms

ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

Two FIoors—Agents’ New Unique Cafes and

Sample Rooms Cabaret Excellente

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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GUMMED

LABELS
We have done two notable things in Gummed Label

making that are not usually associated:- RAISED the stand

ard and LOWERED the price. We are making better

labels at the same time we are making them cost less.

No other concern has the equipment for making la

bels of the-better sort that we havenhad to design some of

the machinery ourselves.

Every part of this equipment means better labels

for less money by cutting out cumbersome and time-wast

ing methods.

WE SAY lT BOLDLY--NO ONE ELSE lN THE

COUNTRY CAN SELL OUR KIND OF LABELS AT

OUR PRICES.

Send for free catalog and see for yourself.

FENTON LABEL Co.
S.W. (l°_R 9T_H fr THOMPSON STS.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

  

“I “l *1! It ll ll. Moll Phllolophor”
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e Key to Success

0 Stop forget-ting '

Q
The secret of business and social success is the

ability to remember. I can make your mind

an infallible classified index from which you

can instantly select thoughts, facts. figures,

names. faces. Enables you to cancentmle, de

velop self-control, overrun: bashfulness. think

on your feel, address an audience. Easy.

Simple. The result of ‘20 years experience in

developing memories of thousands ol‘ stu

dents. Write lollny for copy of my book

"How to Remember" and Copyrighted Mem

 

 

  

Ezi', cry Tn! Free, also how lo obtain FREE

Diduon copy of my book “How to Speak in Public."
 

Prineipnl

Dicluon School of Memory. 938 Auditorium mucuwuu;

 

  

--~——~9,059 -Word

Business Book Free

  

  

 

Simnly send us a postal and ask for our free illustrated 9:059

Iord Business Booklet which tells how griceless Busmess

lg. broad, brainyExperience, squeezed from the lives of 112

ours—yours to boost yourbusiness men, may he made y _

salary, to increase your profits. This free book deals With

~How to mma e a business

——How to a 1 _
-How to get money by mail

-How to buy at rock-bottom

—How to collect money

—-How to stop cost leaks

—-How to train and handle men _

—-How to get and hold a position

—anv to advertise a business

—-How to devise office methodl

Sending for this free book binds you tt nothing, involves ou in no

obligation; yet it ma be the means of starting you on abroa er career.

Surely you will not eny yourself this pnvnle e, when it involves only

the rink nl' annetal a Iwnnv' fiimplv adv “- end on "our 9,059-word

booklet." Send to SYSTEM, Dent. B. P. 7, Wabash Ave.

and Madison St" Chicago.

Say “I Saw It In the Business Philosopher"
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Those Wonderful Books

By JAMES ALLEN

“As a man thinketh,”

“Out from the Heart,”“Morning and Evening Thoughts,” '

“Through the Gate of Good,”

And

“From Poverty to Power,”

“All these Things Added,”

“Byways of Blessedness,”

Make up a classical Library for the student of the deeper

things of life.

The first four, in paper or cloth, at 15C for paper and 35c for

cloth. The second, in cloth for $1.00 each. -

In lots of ten or more of either

series, thirty discount

I Address \

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER, v

Area, Lake County, Illinois
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HOW TO PLAY

THE GREAT LETTER GAME

S'ClENTIFICALLY

HE biggest business game Ito-day is

the sales letter. Itis the NEWADVER

,TISING, theNEW SALESMANSHIP.

it’s BUSINESS SCIENCE in its latest.

its biggest. its mostuniversal form. Ihave

taught H. Gard with the Post Ofi'ice Fixture

Trust to get $7,698 from 120 inquiries

where before he never got $3,000, the

Asst. Mgr. of the R. D. Nuttall Co. to

get 36 per cent of orders from current inquiries

where before he got 25 per cent, H. T. Brockelman

to triple his cash grocery business in nine months, a

green Jap to write a letter on a $15 drawn-work

table cover that pulled 89 per cent approval orders.

and many others. I can teach you by my inexpensive

courses in Office Salesmanship, Sales Letter Writing,

How to Systematize an Oflice, etc. Special course for

Business Managers.

SHOW ME

How to Use Words :0 as to Make People Do Things

In a Series of 20 stimulating personal letters,

accompanied by illustrative letters that have really

pulled big business, I will place you in command of

the Principles of How to Use Words so as to Make

People Do Things, How to Handle Human Nature

so as to Get Results, How to Write Letters an?l Ad

Vertisements that Will Full. On request I will Senal

you my Summary of Vital Principles with a two

page personal letter, telling how to apply them to

your particular business, if you agree to return in ten

days or pay $10 for the entire series and book “How

to Do Business by Letter and Advertising” (entirely

new). Be sure to describe your business fully.

Address SHERWIN CODY personally.

THE AREA INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY,

Area, Illinois.

  

 
 

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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The Marden Inspirational

BUCKS

Endorsed by Kings, Emperors, Presidents of Republics, etc.

The most successful business men, statesmen, professional men,

educators and executives have these volumes as part of their

permanent libraries. Many of them have purchased hundreds

of volumes of one or more titles, for presentation purposes to

their employees and best friends.

Pushing to the Front.

Getting On.

The Young Man Entering Business.

The Secret of Achievement.

Rising in the World.

Be Good to Yourself.

Peace, Power and Plenty.

The Optimistic Life.

He Can Who Thinks He Can.

The Miracle of Right Thought.

Self Investment.

Every Man a King;

Single copies, cloth $1.08; silk, $1.30; leather, $1.55, post

paid. Set cloth, $12.00; silk, $16.00; leather, $18.00.

A Gift Which May Be Worth More Than a Thousand

Dollars in Cash to the Reader.

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW How to Make Up for De

ficiencies in Education P—Achieve your Aim P—Double

your Earning Power P—Get a Foothold in the Business

World P—Grasp Opportunities P—To Be Successful?—

Ever feel “Panicky”? In Despair? “Blue”?

The Reading of One of Dr. Marden’s Books Has Proved

The Turning Point in the Career of Hundreds of People

 

 

Say “I Saw It In the Business Philosopher"
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,Do‘It to a Finish '

 

More Than a Million

Copies Sold!

JUST FROM THE PRESS!

Keeping Fit, postpaid .......................... ...... ..$1.35

“I Had a Friend,” postpaid ........................ .. .53

Hints to Young Writers, postpaid .............. .. .80

FOUR MARDEN EFFICIENCY BOOKS.

Training for Efficiency, postpaid ................................$1.35

The Exceptional Employee, postpaid ...................... _. 1.08

The Progressive Business Man, postpaid .................. .. 1.08

Joys of Living, postpaid ............................................ .. 1.35

MARDEN BOOKLETS

Good Manners and Success

Not the Salary but the Opportunity The Hour of Opportunity

Why Grow Old? An Iron Will

Character Cheerfulness Economy

Cheerfulness The Power of Personality

In white leatherette binding, 35 cents, each, postpaid. The last seven

are also to be had in cloth at 54 cents. Copies sent on approval.

Marden Book Dept, leipfigfifl‘gitt

  

 

Say “I Saw It In the Business Philosopher"
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ONE SAFE? SURE? AND INEXPENSIVE

WAY TO AVOID LEGAL TANGLES '

[s to keep on your desk where you can refer to it at a mo

ment’s notice, that Standard Authorative Work.

BUSINESS LAW

“Knowledge of the

law is coming to be

essential to success

in business."—

Andrew Carnegie.

“Ignorance of the

law excuses no man."

ill/Imp For

‘ ' ////1///”</!<”<..~... , B

3/ Utley E. Crane,

l LL. B" B. S.

/ Member of the Phila

l delphia Bar.

I

l

f //

 

 

 

This Book Is a Safe

Guide in All Business

Questions Likely to

Arise in Any State of

the Union. It Is a

' Silent Friend to Turn

To For Advice When

Needed.

Crane’s "Business Law

for Business Men”

shows you the right

and wrong of things,

not as one man sees it,

or another man sees

it, but as the law

views it in every sort

of case. Bound in Law

Buckram, price $35

Ask for Table of Con

tents. Address

srzm 9% my, menus The Area Institute of

comprises (War 600 pages, illustrated with Business Technology,

legal forms of every description. Bound

in Law Buckram with leather labels, Area, Lake count”

stamped. with gold lettering. Illinois.

/
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E CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
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You can reach business men in every {tort of the country through a little want

ad in THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER. Do you want to buy anything from

merchandise to service, or sell anything? Then use the next issue. Forms rlosc

first of month preceding date of issue. Rate, 25 cents aline; six words to the line.

L 0 C A L REPRESENTATIVE

WANTED. Srplendid income assured

n In man _to act as our representative

a ter learning our business thoroughly

by mail. Former experience unneces

sary. All we require is honesty, abil

ity, inhibition and willingness to learn a

lucrative business. No solicmug or

traveling. All or spare tinge only. This

is an exceptional opportunity fpr a man

in your section to get into a big paying

business without capital and become in

dependent for life. Write at once for

full particulars. National Co-Operatgve

Realty, Company, L494 Marden Bulld

ms, ashingtou, D. C.

SALESMEN WANTED—SOLICIT

ING established trade. Widel adver

tised Laughlin Non-Leakable, elf-Fill

ing Fountain Pen. Liberal Commie

sions—Possibilities unlimited. Laugh

lin Mfg. Co., Detrmt.

SPEAKERS AND LECTURERS: We

assist in preparing lectures, speeches,

articles, and special pa ers. Exgert

Service. AUTHORS RE EARCH U

REAU, 600 5th Avenue, New York.

YOU OUGHT TO HAVE IT:—-The

most con'venient Ke Ring on earth.

Keeps house and 0 cc kegs separate;

can locate latch key in t e dark .in

stantly; greatest possible cfi‘icienc ; With

name and address on plate, 25c. ddress

Page 70, Newtonville, Mass. Agents

Wanted.

NO MAN IS up to his best if his

stomach is fermenting from unfit food

combinations. Get Dr. Gibson non-fer

rnentative System of Diet, contained in

his new book: “Destructive and Con

Sfructive Food Mixtures." $1.00. Ad

dress Author, 519-520 Chamber of Com

merce, Los Angeles, California.

‘ u. S‘. FIRMS INTERESTED_ IN

bOUTH AND CENTRAL American,

Enflish, and is_ desirous of entering the

Seling Field, in the above territories.

Name and address iven on a plication

to Box 75, AREA, ake Co., llinois.

LATIN—AMERICAN MAILING

LISTS

8,000 names (absolutely correct) weal

thy Porto Rico families—responsive

mail order buyers—$2.00 per thousand;

com lete list $15.00. Over one thou

san Automobile owners, entire list

$8.00. Write for price list containing

hundreds of different classifications of

Latin-American mailing lists. The mail

order company P. O. Box 148 H. .

San German, Porto Rico.

The Tell- Tale Card

  

  

and Cuban trade, will be Flad to know

that The BUSINESS PH LOSOPHER

is in touch with a very able gentleman

0f Spanish descent, who speaks perfect

Say “I Saw It in the

If you ever saw a man _(he was a. REAL

salesrnan) take from his pocket a case

containing

Peerless Patent Pocket Book Form Cards

and detach a. beautifully engraved,

scrupulously clean. perfectlyplaln busi

ness card, you were amazed at the ab

‘solutely smooth ed es of the card.

There wasn’t the $1 htest indication

of its detachment. 0 man ever wit

nessed such an act without a. stirring

of his curiosity. Most men test the

credibility of their sense by feeling the

cd e of the card or ask how such a.

th rig is possible. The card marks the

man. It tells the tale you can't tell

yourself, Peerless Patent Book Form

Card is the best thing in cards. It

doesn’t appear to near salesmen. You

can differentiate yourself.

Send for a sample tab. 1

See for yourself. Send

now.

41-“.- no: I

nun-um“.

an. "-
v-m» HIENIIII

k ~ : of ab 01' cards in case.piéiiliQ? swans someas
Y In SF? - -

Ennihfiib Adina $1.. ('IIICAGO

Bushes- Philosopher"
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PMNOS-PLAYERPIHNOS
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if 00

 

 

of selling direct from factory to home. lcan save you

from 51101015200 on my celebrated Evans Artist

Model Pianos.

Two to Four Years to Pay

The easiest kind of terms, weekly, monthly, quar

zerlv or yearly payments to suit your'convenlence.

All "" jobbers, " ‘ A and '

profits cut out. No charge for salesroom ex ‘nse 5r my

omce is in my factory. These are Some 0 the reason:

why i can sell the Evans Artist Model Pianos for such litth

money. Let me send you the other reasons. .Write today

30 Days Free Trial

  

 

 

We allow all freight charges, let you use the

beautliul Evans Artist Model {-‘lano ior thlrty days

free. If you are not entirely satisfied, we will take ~"

it back without an cost to you—you are the sole

judge to decide. it you want to kee it, you ma

do so on our low factory wholesa 2 price on

most convenient terms.

Free Music Lessons

To the first customer in each locality

we will glve - two yun mum at plane

nan-ms“ rm. Ark mm our im

ma plan and our meihod u uvlnl

you maney- wan today. .

, F. 0. new Piano Co.

new. 55. Ohlulo

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philoaopher”

 

   



Orderfidrflusz'nessSfafionery on

CONSTRUCTION

‘Whilv - eithcolaru ‘ ' Envulopu

Three flnuhco ' > ‘0 Hitch '

Nationallyknown~as thepaper that makes

ympressz'i’e' Stationeryat'avmble75122?

Sold only in case lotsdirectto

the most competent and, respons

ible printers. lithographers and

manufacturing stationers 'm the 180

principal cities of the United States

and Canada. Whenyou specify

a'ndrsecure Construction Bond

31011 are not only assured the

highest bond paper value obtainable

at the price.butyou are also sure

of high grade work upon it.
Write us on yourV-bueineaa stationery for the

HZfiLES33$ii'éii'érifii‘EJX'ia‘flfil‘fiflffiu'h‘fiiflh
you, humisome specimen letterhead: showi the varioul

colon. finishes and. thicknesses of Conch-u: on Bond.

, I

WEJWNQ8Gummy.Sales OfflmlOObSouthHicMganAvmueChicago
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Boys.

interests, in addition to mothers, fathers and

guardians, all real teachers. ‘ Here's a view of

it as expressed by one of the latter:

This is a response which comes from one of the

leading technical instructors in this country, to

Mr. Sheldon’s announcement of The Area Insti

tute of Business Technology and the School for

a sion.

 

 

  

Technology

“I have always felt that there was

infinitely more for boys to do than

to ‘make grades and high percent

ages.’ I am so thankful that one

man appreciates this and dares to

break away from rigid and PN

scribed courses and give to our

boys definite ideas of_ right ideals

of living and conquering life’s bat

tles, which means the building up

of its commercial and industrial in—_

tei'ests through first building up

se f."

  

Write to Mr. Sheldon immediately'for further information so that you~ ‘

may enter your boy in the first ses- '

ADDR ' v V

Hm{:ss A, Sheldon ' ,
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40

Puzzling '

' Points

—FOR-—

Retail

Clerks

fully ana—

lyzed and

aptly

illustrated

The biggest factor in trade is the merchant who sup

plies to the retail consumer the goods of commerce.

This is true, just as it is that the merchant who grows

bigger is the one who is always a seeker after A BET

TER WAY to gain and hold patronage. Are you one

of those? If so, then we will look for your response

with the following coupon bearing name and address.

SUPPOSE YOU DO IT NOW.

 

 

The 'Area. Institute of Business Technology,

Area, Illinois.

Please forward to me Prospectus of Gofl’e’s Book, “Prob

lems in Retail Selling Analyzed." I want to see the subjects

dealt with.

Name

Address

 

 

  

 

Say “I Saw It In the Business Philosopher"
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Warmer and Warmer.

grows the sunshine.

Nearer and Nearer

Comes the time when your plans must de

velop into a definite programme for July—

the last half of the month, anyway. Decide

for AREA, ILLINOIS and

THE SHELDON SUMMER SCHOOL

Here you will enjoy, in addition to the woods, and the

lake, and the sweet scented roses and violets, and “new

mown hay,” the splendid intellectual feasts guaranteed

you under the spell of Mr. Sheldon’s hour talks and

others who teach the principles and philosophies of the

life successful, whether it is lived in the whirl of com

merce or otherwise.

IT IS GOOD TO MAKE YOUR DATE

EARLY, for accommodation is always lim

ited. Address Silvester Schiele, Bus.‘ Mgr.

P. 0- Box, 75, Area, Lake Co., 111.

 
 

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Phillis-19119?"
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Speaking of The Sheldon Summer School

Here's a letter that tells

THE WHOLE STORY

It’s from Toronto.

Dear Mr. Sheldon:

Your letter just received vividly recalls the ten

days of pleasure and profit which I spent at Area

three years ago, and which will live in my memory

till the grim Harvester claims his due. Of all the

vacations I have spent, I think I may say that I have

fonder recollections of that summer than any other.

I cannot imagine any other place where one may

crowd into the all too short ten days, such an ag

gregate of enjoyment and benefit both mentally and

physically,

(Signed) J. ALEXANDER.

(Dated) June 3rd, 1914“

Now, if that testimony‘can be improved upon, and some

other place be given higher enconiums, why, it’ll be “go—

ing some,” won’t it?

Address—Silvester Schiele, Bus. Mgr,

P. O. Box, 75, Area, Lake Co., III.

 

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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A Further Reverie........................ ..By A. F. Sheldon

“Thou Shalt Not," On the Front Porch............ -
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A Further Reverie
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HE time of day was 1:00 a. m. _

T I looked into the moonless, starless night.

The darkness seemed'complete.

I looked again, when, suddenly, a light appeared.

It formed a giant letter A except the cross.

I looked again and yet again.

I gazed in wonder at that figure as it stood there fixed in

space, when suddenly a line appeared emerging from its right

base point. ' '

Slowly the line emerged, described an upward circle,

reached the left base point, then finished from the point at

' which it had begun.

~The A was then an O with A within, like this ®

Not knowing what it meant, I bowed in reverence and

asked the “Great First Cause.”

From out the cosmic came the voice of realization:

THE A WITHOUT THE CROSS, IMPLIES BEGIN

NING, THE FIGURE WITH THE A WITHIN THE O

MEANS END.

What does it signify—why has this symbol come to me?

TO SHOW YOU HOW MANKIND IS ONE.

One what?

ONE WHOLE.

BEHOLD THE A AND A WITHIN THE 0 AGAIN
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I looked and saw that giant circle now resolve itself to

many million A's somewhat like this

And then I understood; each A was signified to me an “I.”

that is to say an ego—forsooth a human soul.

Each soul triangular—each symbolizing Service—its sides

are Q plus Q—its base is M—each soul supports those which

it rests between and is itself sustained by them.

And then there came a shifting of the scenc——a rearrange—

ment of the units of the whole.

Which symbol taught this truth:

No soul is “lost” at so—called death—it merely passes on

and takes its place in God’s great plan.

What is, has been and always will exist.

I looked again and saw some souls not fitting to their place

-—causing discomfort to themselves and those with whom they

were conjoined.

Some misfit egos do not well fulfill man's final mission—

Service—~but God’s great leveler, Time, will shape and fit each

to its place.

The file of harsh experience will do its work, and thus

rought edges be removed, and, when the all-wise-goal is

reached, the race will be one grand, harmonious whole.

And then I saw the inner meaning of the seer and prophet

Pope, when he wrote thus:

“All are but parts of one stupendous whole

Whose body nature is, and God the soul."

Each ego is a part of one great whole, whose body, man

kind is, and Love the soul.

For God is love, and Service is the way love manifests.

How does it manifest in man’s great world of work?

IN Q PLUS Q PLUS M. A. F. SHELDON.

c___‘\,W
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ON THE FRONT PORCH

Where We Talk Things Over

L\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

“THOU SHALT NOT.”

OSES the mighty arose in his might and said unto all

’Israel, “Thou shalt not” do certain things.

Moses was one of the most efficient efficiency engineers

of his time.

Many of his commandments have been embodied into man—

made laws‘and severe penalties attached for the violation of

them.

Among the' rest of the God-made laws, which Moses har—

nessed into verbal expression was the one which reads, “THOU

SHALT NOT STEAL.”

Moses did not specify Time as one of the things that we

shall not steal.

I wish he had.

Had be included it as well as oxen and asses and things

like that, then legislators might have embodied his command

ment into the man-made law, thus_making it a crime for

human asses to steal time.

As it is today, if a shop girl is caught stealing a nickel’s

worth of ribbon she will lose her job and possibly be sent to

\“‘\\‘\\‘
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jail, but she may steal dollars' worth of time and still hold her

job, for some time at least, and go soot-free. ‘

The man in the factory, if caught stealing a bucket of coal

or any other of the raw material of the factory, will pay the

penalty mighty quickly but he may steal ten times the value

of the coal or the raw material and get away with it.

As a matter of fact God made many laws which His advance

agents like Moses either never spoke or wrote about or else

they \have been lost in the shuffle of time, translation, etc.

One of them is, “THOU SHALT NOT STEAL TIME."

True there is no man—made law against it.

No one can send you to jail if you do.

But if you do you Will violate a natural law and you will

pay the penalty.

Tell me, now, did you ever know a gum-chewing-clock

watcher or hold-back-time—thief to climb very high on the

ladder of success?

The basic reason why those who steal time do not climb is

because they are thieves.

Thieves cannot build the bed rock of Satisfaction and the

Confidence foundation necessary for permanent and profitable

relationships.

It is true that anyone who steals time is a thief.

Time is money, and therefore he who steals time steals

money.

The penalty of the time thief is industrial slavery. ' _

He becomes a galley slave, bound by the chains of im

pecuniosity, which literally translated means being “hard up”

The time thief does not have to wait to die to go to hell.

It begins to come to him in the here and now.

He'suffers' the hell of lack of employment and the lack of

promotion when he does have a job.

_A_¢r_-_—-44—1
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He sufiers the hell fire of getting “fired” every little while.

He mistakes the just penalty of the violation of natural

law, for “hard luck” and then proceeds to whine about it.

In his ignorance of the law of service he tries to get the

heat of reward without building the fire of service, and then

bewails his fate as he shivers in the cold of adverse conidtions.

Time, time, my boy, and the proper utilization of it, is a

. necessary element for the building of a good big fire of service.

Your employer has bought your time during working hours.

Every moment of it which you waste or do not utilize to the

best possible advantage for him who owns that time is literally

stolen.

You are taking something which does not belong to you.

You are taking something which has been paid for by some

~ body else.

You can no more build the fire of service and generate a

good big heat of reward without the wise use of your time in

the interest of your employer than you can live without

nourishment.

Yes, I say it again, steal time if you want to, Moses did

not specify it as one of the things “Thou shalt not steal,” and

there is no man—made law against it, but when you do steal

time, do it with your eyes wide open to the fact that you are

violating a natural law and -.must pay the penalty of getting

cold. ‘

If unconsciously, you' have been a kleptomanic of time, try
this as a remedy, I '

“LOST! SOMEWHERE BETWEEN SUNRISE ‘AND

SUNSET, TWO GOLDEN HOURS, EACH SET, WITH

SIXTY ' DIAMOND MINUTES; NO REWARD IS OF—

FERED FOR THEY ARE GONE FOREVER.”

Millions of people are, stealing time from their employers
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and worse than wasting it, who have never even been con

scious of their guilt.

Think it over and see if you have been guilty of this crime

without knowing it. If so, mentally masticate the above

_mental morsel, handed down to us by some wise man. Com—

mit it to memory. Say it over and over to yourself every little

while. It is good mental manna.

“TI-IOU SHALT NOT”—NUIVIBER 2.

At the same time that Moses arose in his might and said,

“Thou shalt not steal,"'he also said, “Thou shalt not kill”;

in fact he said that first, and then in the same speech added,
“Neither shalt thou steal.” I

Rightfully he put the crime of killing ahead of the crime

of stealing, in order of their importance.

Could he come to us today and take a part in modern life,

carefully studying the tendency of the times, I believe that he

would add another word to each of these injunctions and that

among the other commandments which he would give us, as

coming from God, Himself, there would be one which would

read,

THOU SHALT NOT KILL TIME.

All men know it is contrary to man—made law as well as

to Divine Law, to kill their fellow men—to murder. To take

human life except in self defense, is a universally recognized

crime.

Sometime it will be a recognized crime to kill time. Steal

ing time and killing time are about the same thing. _

Many men have committed self—murder, whose first offense’

was killing time.
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They started in murdering time by seeing, not how much

but how little they could do and still hold their jobs.

By doing this they lost their jobs—then with no recom—

mendation they could not get another—then they soured on

humanity, became criminals and degenerated into the hold-up,

the safe cracker or the common house thief.

Driven into a corner in their career of crime men have

often shot themselves and have murdered their intended vic—

tims of theft.

First they kill time. That was the first link in their chair

of killing. '

They killed not only time but opportunity and finally

ended by killing men, perchance themselves.
I Time killers often kill theirlown families by the slow star

vation process. Babies are starved to death and worked to

death before they are born.

Wives and mothers groaning under burdens, God never

intended them to bear, driven to premature graves by over—

work and over worry, are the grim and grewsome witnesses

of the crime of the time killer.

The man, or the question mark for one who says, “I am

earning my salary now and I will be blest if I will do any

more” is one of the most polite types of time—thief and time

murderer.

And yet Shakespeare was right when he said, “Our only

crime is ignorance.”

_ Such men are ignorant of the basic law of service, which

is as follows:

. THE INTENSITY OF THE HEAT OF REWARD

VARIES DIRECTLY WITH THE VOLUME AND IN

TENSITY OF THE FIRE OF SERVICE.

Some of the logical effects following the crime of stealing
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and killing time are that promotion cannot come—a better

man gets the job and so it goes; you know the rest.

The time killer succumbs to the law of the Survival of the

Fittest and. gradually takes his place in the ranks of the un—

employed and finally in the still lower rank of the unemploy

able. ‘

Yes, I know I am speaking plainly on this subject. It

deserves plain words.

A lack of understanding of nature’s basic principle, the

Principle of Service, is accountable for more misery in the

world than anything else. It is fraught with far reaching

economic consequences.

Let enough people get busy “tiring themselves out holding

themselves back” in the industrial world and employers begin

to see that they are not realizing returns on their investment;

capital becomes cautious, railroads cease to build, factories

cease to create industries, depression comes on, paniCS ensue and

millions suffer, the guiltless with the guilty.

Time killers murder millions whom they never come in

contact with. a

The greatest evils are those invidious ones which seem

harmless. '

Let one person murder'another and the whole community

sets up the hue and cry. The guilty one will be pursued and

apprehended if possible, at any cost.

Yet millions of time—murderers ply their deadly trade and

no one says anything about it.

Time killed by time killers every day, would, if con»

verted into creative energy, amount to millions in created

wealth.

Don’t tell me that if this were true “the rich would get

richer and the poor poorer.”
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Don’t tell me that the five per cent, the employers of the

world, would gobble up all of the increased profit and not in

} crease the reward of the ninety-five per cent. .

Don’t tell me that it would soon result in a vast "over—

production.”

I have no sympathy with those who cry “over-production.”

The trouble is under-consumption, through lack of capacity

to purchase. The “high cost of living” is .due to under-pro—

duction per human unit. ,

There is no such thing as over—production when millions of

people are merely existing and not really living. '

The cry of “over-production” is all nonsense while there is

one worthy one left who has not enough food, raiment, and

shelter and then some for the accouterments of culture.

Don’t tell me that employers are generally such a bad selfish

lot.

Millions of employers are almost breaking their backs under

the burden of proprietorship. These burdens are, in nine

cases out of ten, due to the tactics of the time killer.

Don’t tell me that they would not increase wages and be

glad to do it if everybody would get busy and do his best.

There would then be something besides deficits and bor—

rowed money out of which to pay wages.

Millions of employes are at their jobs just to see “how much

they can get out of it” instead of to see “how much they can

put into it.”

The result is that there is not enough in the business,

which is furnishing them the job, to enable the owner of the

business to take much out with which to pay big wages.

Every business institution should be a busy business bee—

hive.

Go to the bee, thou time killer, study his ways and be wise.
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The workers and honey makers in a real beehive have no

use for the drones. They kill them off.

If you. must kill something, kill the drones, don’t kill time

for by killing time you yourself become a drone and are de

serving of financial death.

An employe in a department store was once standing with

his hands in his pockets doing nothing but nothing.

A fellow employe came up to him and said to him, “Take

your hands out of my pockets.”

The time killer got angry and said, “Mind your own busi—

ness, I have not got my hands in your pockets."

Whereupon the honey maker answered and said unto the

drone, “You are stealing the time of the man I am working

for. You are taking the time he has paid you for and idling

it away. By doing this you subtract from the profit making

power of this business. By subtracting from the power of the

business to pay the rest of us, who are doing the best we can,

. you are literally taking money-out of my own pocket and the

pockets of your fellow employes; when you kill time standing;

there with your hands in your pockets doing nothing—when

there are plenty of things you could find to do if you were

working for this store instead of in it.” _ I

Granted, the circumstances of a business beehive employ

ing 100 people. Granted that even ninety per cent of the

employes are rendering faithful service.

Thus do we see the far reaching evil consequences of the

time killer.

Don’t kill him literally. Don’t commit murder. But unless

he mends his ways ostracize him. If you don’t know what that

means look it up in the dictionary.

/

f
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Yes, yes, John, my dear fellow, I know full well that there

are two sides to this great question.

I know there are employers who in some previous incarna

tion possibly not remotely removed, undoubtedly belonged to

the hog family.

There are still types of the human hog but let me tell you

this. He cannot long survive. There are not many of him

left. His tribe is rapidly decreasing.

What’s more, if was working for a human hog and he

wanted to get great service from me without giving in return I

would then build the biggest fire of service possible. I would

literally make it hot for him.

Doing so, I know full well that. one of two things would

be bound to happen to me.

My employer would either become ashamed of himself and

begin to distribute the heat of reward or else some worthy

employer would find me out.

You cannot hide the light generated by the fire of faithful

service under the bushel of any one business.

Let your light (of service) so shine that it shall be seen

among men. ,

a * * * * >|=

I journeyed to a far land and in that land I found a factory.

The times were “hard” in this far yet once fair land.

And yet this particular factory was working three shifts

a day. .

Its business was the making of certain things which were of

service to mankind.

This particular factory not only made its own goods—it

sold them to merchants of that land, who in turn sold them to

the people.
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Its business was consciously divided into four grand divi

sions.

First, the executive division, made up of the officers and

directors of the company, those who guided the plans and

policies of the business. '

These men were seers and prophets inasmuch as they were

planning the affairs of that company for generations yet to be,

and they realized that the prime object of their institution was

the service it could render to its patrons, and they were con—

sciously building the fire of service.

They realized that their duty to their employes did not

end with the handing out of the pay envelope. They~realized

the-truth of the 01d maxim, “as above so below” and that to

get loyalty and enthusiasm they must give in kind.

Directly under this division came the financial department

whose duty it was to provide the raw material out of which

their product was made, to provide equipment, wages, ‘etc.‘, 215'.

raw material into the finished product.

Next, under the general direction of the executive board,

came the making or factory department, which worked up the

raw material into the finished product. '

Finally came the selling or sales department.

Each human unit in thesejv four grand divisions—everybody

from porter to president had learned to love his work.

They mixed brain stufi" and soul stufi with their daily deeds.

There were not any time killers, not even one.

I noticed one peculiar custom throughout the plant. Each

from the lowest to the highest had before him, where he could

see them every little while, three cards and upon these cards

were letters. ,

Upon card number one were four letters which, with their

plus signs between them read this-—~A+R+E+A. And I found
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that each and every worker throughout that great plant knew

the meaning of these letters and that they meant, Ability of

the head, plus Reliability of the heart, plus Endurance of the

body, plus Action of the will.

Upon card number two there were four letters which with

the plus signs read as follows, D+E+A+S.

I found that each understood that D stood for Discrimina—

tion as to the service rendering power of each deed done.

E stood for Ethics, or the Science of right conduct toward

others, and that A stood for Accuracy of each deed done, while

the letter S stood for Speed, the degree of speed with which each

deed was done while still preserving accuracy.

_ On card number 3 there were three letters and you as Q

Q M’ers have already guessed that these three with their plus

signs read, Q+Q+M. I found that every worker in that busy

business beehive knew that the first Q stood for Quality and

the second for Quantity and that the M stood for right ‘Mode

of Conduct.

I found that everybody throughout the factory knew that

in order to make his Q Q M right he must make his

D+E+A+S right, and that in order to make his D+E+A+S

right he must make his A+R+E+A right. ‘

I found that the policy of those at the head of the business

was not how little, but how much could they do for their em

ployes.‘

I found that the policy of each employe was not how little,

but how much he could do for his employer.

I found that the policy of all together, employers and em

ployes, united into one harmonious whole, was not how little

but how much could they do for their patrons.

I found everybody happy,‘ contented, well paid and pros—

perous.
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Here I found a human beehive with the bees all busy mak

ing honey every moment of ev.ery hour of each eight hour

shift and happy in the making.

And I said unto myself, “I will travel back into my home

land and tell the people of the land I love about this happy busi

ness beehive"——for I saw that there was nothing supernatural

or impossible about it—nothing that any normal body of people

cannot do.

It is so much better thus than to have things as we generally

find them.

I have now told you about it.

If in my prelude of the telling I have seemed harsh upon the

time killer and time thief, if perchance you, reader, had un

consciously been one,_then remember the wisdom of Shakespeare

when he said that we must sometimes be cruel to be kind.

If perchance my words have been very plain, remember it is

not that I love the employer or the employe less but truth more

and humanity more; and employers and employes are a large

part of humanity.

I know that the interests of each ar'e mutual, and may God

speed the day when all see it so.

Seeing’it so, and the truth of it is self—evident when once

made plain, the only sensible thing left for each of us to do is to '

try it.

And “the way to resume is to resume."

An unwritten law of God has been thundering through the

ages since man was made, which if put in writing, would read,

“THOU SHALT NOT KILL TIME, NEITHER SHALT

THOU STEAL TIME." SHELDON.

~“QV
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By ETHEL HALSEY
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EARNING, honored and respected, has for ages stood before the

eyes of the world ever calling his worshipers nearer to his side

that they might receive of him. It is a great statue, a figure of

towering strength in men’s eyes, dignified, austere, crowned with the

laurels centuries of research and inquiry have put upon his brow.

Although his stern, cold lips command the multitude to worship at

his feet, the calm, steady, steel—like eyes look above and beyond the

eager crowds. His right hand is on his forehead in an attitude of

thoughtfulness, his left points to the volumes heaped at hisfeet and

upon which he stands. His robe is simple to severity, it is evcfi un

noticeable in the importance of other things.

The crowds press clOSe—the cultured, the uneducated, the scholar,

the illiterate—and they feel their difl’erence, how far apart they are

before this master, Learning. The cultured man frowns down upon

his uneducated neighbor, the scholar is irritated by the faulty phrase

ology of the illiterate man beside him. The more this mammoth

Thing is understood, the deeper men see into the fareSeeing eyes, the

more they learn from the great lips, the more the countless volumes

reveal—unless they strive neck to neck—how far apart they seem and

Pharisee-like, how insignificant to the lofty are those struggling to

gain, yearning and yet unfilled, eager yet only babblers at knowledge.

I =k * =r >r * *

But let the gigantic Figure step down from his pedestal, let him

scatter his laurels to the winds to blow as they will, let his eyes glow

with warm kindness to the hungry hearts, let his lips, smiling, call to

all~his hand outstretched give greeting, assuring of guidance and

opening pages for eager eyes to See—let him join the crowd and walk

with them and in them and, 10! :all is changed for he has faded into

their hearts.

This is Learning, not the Thing defined in the grammar-books as

a “noun,” but the “Verb,” the active, working, moving force, possessed

and possessed by all, from the child to the seer, expressed by all in

some way—by great and small in ways great and small. The grim
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Figure is no more; his spirit, his qualities, though, live on, work on, with

the crowd, no more worshipped as one Great Thing but a gift gained

and given, given and gained, existing in the lives and hearts of human

desire and achievement. The real learning is not lost, only the cold

idol. The Learning that stepped down and joined the multitude, a liv

ing thing, sounds his word, his truth and command. It is echoed and

re-echoed and all sing for all know something of the voice and all are

content; all help, all give in the great work of knowing and doing.

The multitude join hands, busy and busy together. The scholar learns

of his humble neighbor, the cultured learns something from the plebeian

beside him. The petty sneers, the proud shrugs, the “h01ier.-than-thou”

frowns are lost in the sound of united effort, sympathetic partnership,

in the lore and language of living, learning and loving.

\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\‘\

A man’s ultimate aim and ambition should al

ways be tinged with the colour of idealism, for the

reason that it always remains just a little beyond

his power of attainment. One who reaches his

final goal finds his race finished; nothing further

to lure him on; no further ends to reach. But there

should be no end to the road; there should be a

further outlook on the highway; a constant “be—

yond”; for as someone has well and truly said:

“A man’s ultimate responsibility is met, not by

what he gains, but by what he is and does.” Hamil~

ton Wright Mabie puts it this way: “When a man

sets an exterior reward of any kind before him

self as the final goal of his endeavors, he breaks

away from the divine order of things and destroys

that deep interior harmony which ought to keep

his spirit in line and in tune with the Creative Ele
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The Great. Retail Problem

VERY retailer knows that the great problem

is to get his sales force to realize steadily

that the “callers” of today will be the buyers

somewhere tomorrow; and that the business of

dealing with today’s callers in a manner to guar

antee that when READY TO BUY they will re

turn and do so, is of the greatest importance.

An answer to this problem might be happily .sug

gested as follows: “Foolishness is nothing more

than arrested mental growth.” It’s foolishness not

to treat everyone who enters the store doors, as an

honored guest. Then, Mr. Retailer, it means that

you must keep your people on the UP grade—keep

them growing. Knowledge and 'Instruction carry

on a regular "knock—down—and-drag-out" campaign

against that sort of commercial shortcoming which

fails to attract patronage, instead of shunting it.

One of the wisest business teachers the world has

ever known, has well said that, “most people are

{aye—minded.” ’

Of all the senses, sight is foremost.

“see” a grouch quite as far, if not farther, than you

You can sense the sloven even

You can

can see a smile.

more readily than you can one of neatness and or- ‘

derliness. You can FEEL the repelling influence of

\\\‘\\\\‘\‘\\‘\\\“““‘\\\‘\“\‘\““\\\\‘\
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the “pert” and “smart” clerk, the instant they come

into your View. The kindly and helpful character,

you can quickly discover. The former tend to

UNmake trade, instead of, as does the latter,_

BUILD it.

Forget not that your establishment, though final~

ly a place for trade and commerce, is first a place

of CALL by the consuming public. Make its call

pleasant if you wish to insure its patronage.

\VILLIAM T. GOFFE.

 

“To those who have the eyes to see,

There is an inward Galilee;

And it doth fit thee now to bind

‘ The waves and tempests of the Mind.

Thou walkest now within the soul

And bidst its billows cease to roll.

Thou bidst the stormy waves be still,

And time and space obey thy will.”

——Unity.
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An Appreciation
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ARTHUR FREDERICK SHELDON

O THOUSANDS of people it is easily understood how these three

T words were but the outward Sign of an individuality that came

upon'the scene 47 years ago destined to become of practically un

measurable influence in the lives and careers of his fellow men and

Women in all parts of the civilized world. _

This arrival occurred in the village of Vernon, Michigan, or rather

on a farm near-by. Mr. Sheldon, senior, was a man of sterling Worth,

and was so recognized by his neighbors, while the mother of the TO—

BE world wide known and loved Arthur Frederick Sheldon was, at the

time of his birth, known and respected among her neighbors and friends,

for her womanliness and wisdom as she trained and guided her sons

and daughters into manhood and womanhood.

At seventeen years of age, the subject of this appreciation was a

country schoolmaster, and at 24 he graduated out into the world from

the University of his native state, at Ann Arbor, Michigan.

I have heard him tell of his earliest ambition to “go to college.” His

father, who was a very practical man, and quite able to place him

there and carry him through his Studies in the University, neverthe

less saw fit to reply to his appeal for this service, as follows: “Well,

Fred, if you are really worth my while in backing you in attending the

University, you’ll prove strong enough to carry out your wishes and

plans without aid from me; while should results prove the contrary, i. e.,

that you were not worth a career, it would be lost time, money and

thought, for me to undertake the expense So, I guess that if you get

to college it will be the result of your own individual effort, independ

ently of me or others.” Young Sheldon more than half believed then

that his father was merely testing him, so he, being rather disposed to

independent action, proceeded to make his plans to Secure a university

degree.

“Fred” owned a.two year old colt at the time, which was raised by

his own personal care, and of which he was both very fond and genu—

inely proud. So, taking his father at his word, he proceeded to “Show”

him that he could make ‘he riflle alone. And, of course, Sheldon, sen
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ior, was glad and proud of the boy’s spirit. “Fred” sold that pet colt

for $200; and with this added to a small sum he had saved, he attended

the State Normal School. Afterwards he taught school for a short time,

when in response to his physician’s urgent advice, he threw ofl" the life of

confinement and took up book selling. With the money thus earned and

saved, together with the proceeds of his school teaching, he began his

studies in Michigan’s great Seat of learning at Ann Arbor.

Law was his objective, and he graduated in legal attainment upon

a high grade as might have been expected. But he only tried it out in

practice for a limited period, following which he again took up the

work of selling books; and this experience, which a very wise and

good woman whom I know used to say was proof that “there is noth—

ing so bad, but that it is good for something,” was an important factor

in the truly great career of this man, whose later studies and re

searches and analyses and co-relationing of fundamental truths, pub~

lished by him in study- form have proved of inestirnable value to hu~

manity in the world of action, commercial and otherwise.

In 1895, Mr. Sheldon married Anna Griffiths, of Kingston, New York.

Miss Griffiths, a graduate of the New York College of Music, was

then the musical leader of her home city.

She joined Mr. Sheldon, as a life partner, well fitted to inspire and

help him in a world compassing campaign of Education. Her articles

in the Business Philosopher, pertaining to prenatal and parental educa

tion bear witness to her deep philosophical and scientific turn of mind.

Of the union, three children have been born, Rachel, Helen and

Arthur Frederick, Jr., all of whom are preparing to help in the great

est educational propaganda of modern times—that based upon The

Area Philosophy.

Mr. Sheldon knew the work of selling, and did sell greatly—a mat

ter for which the palm is awarded him by his associates yet today—

but only through time and experience came the evolvement of his

truly wonderful analysis and organization of the laws and principles

governing that calling. His interests function under two main divi

sions, first, the division devoted to adult education by the method of

correspondence aided in the large centers by personal instruction, in

the sciences of Industrial Success, Business Building, Salesmanship,

and Service; operated by The Sheldon~ School, Chicago, and second,

The Area Institute of Business Technology,alocated at Area, 111., the

__—__4'
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divisions of which are to be The Boy’s School, a four year course, for

boys of the grammar and high school age; the Area Business Normal,

for adults, a three month residence course in the Science of Business

Building; and the Recreation Division, an annual two weeks summer

period when students and admirers of Mr. Sheldon gather here from

all parts of the world, and while recreating study and join in class

work.

Mr. Sheldon’s work, teaching the principles of selling, grew from

small and modest beginnings, until at this date, there is no considerable

state or country in the civilized world, where students and graduates

of one or the other of his various courSes of study cannot be found.

His institution, The Sheldon School, has, under his personal leader—

ship and guidance, really placed Business Science upon a level in

men’s minds, as well as in real importance, with those other learned

sciences that have hitherto stood for definitive purpose and activity

in the lives and afl’airs of men.

Before the time of A. F. Sheldon, business—commerce and trade—

was looked askance at by most men and women, as though it Were

merely a catch—as-catch-can employment, not to be seriously regarded

except as a second rate employment, and this dismissed it from average

minds, unless in the case of such as felt it wise to guardfully observe it.

Now, it is wholly difl’erent. Men and institutions of today think

it shameful not to consider the real interests of those with whom they

deal as suppliers of the goods of commerce. Men in commerce today

vie with each other to- a degree not imagined twenty years ago, in

Confidence Building, to the end that their relations with their patrons

shall be of a. character to BUILD business.

All this is due, in tremendous degree, to the influence of Arthur

Frederick Sheldon’s life work. And what will yet eventuate from that

life work cannot be told.

Today, no man needs be .“from Missouri” concerning the character

and fitness, and consequent value to him, of this man’s work. There

need be no longer fear of visionary and speculative theories. Indeed

there never was, but, oh! the numbers of those same “Missourians.”

Fortunate for the breed though, it is bracing-up and is beginning to

SEE as well as to look.

At the beginning of Mr. Sheldon’s work, he was joined by a great

many able and noted men, in an advisory way. These were of both
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the commercial and professional classes; some of whom continue the

relationship to this day.

Readers of this “great little efficiency monitor,” will feel a real

interest in this beautiful estate here which is absolutely devoted to this

combined interest. It comprises several hundreds of acres of meadow,

field, woods and lake, and is positively ideal for each of the several

services to which it is dedicated. And this situation, with the present

plans, compriSe an exact mental blue print, drawn and filed by Mr.

Sheldon more than ten years ago.

Altogether, and the writer gets no bonus for saying it, Arthur

Frederick Sheldon is one of nature’s noblemen, as well as a marked

example of how well this universal mother can produce.

\VIIJJAM T. GOFFE.

The Salesman’s Ideal i
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I want my Selling Talk to be a Service Talk—one that will be

worth others’ time whether they buy my goods or not.

I want it to tell only the truth, and that as‘fully as may be.

To be a perfectly human statement easily understood by others.

To show simply and plainly how both I and my goods can serve.

To contain Wit only as that conforms to Wisdom.

To be presented in full view of the fact that every man’s time is

his property—only to be Secured by honest methods.

To reSult from personal self—persuasion, as I would wish to persuade

others.

To prove of such real value to patrons that my goods shall<be always

- to the fore rather than myself. _

To so demonstrate the Merits of my goods and service, that others

Will .crave them when in need of either.

This is my ideal.

—-Selpcted.

\



Persistence,‘ a Personal Asset

By CORA E. HULL
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ENACITY of Purpose, stick—to-it-ive-ness, or the “hang on” spirit,

T is an essential quality in winning success. Of course, it makes a

difference what you “hang on” to. For instance, hanging on to pre-~

judices, bad habits or outgrown methods, is not a success-winning

quality. These are more of a habit; but by hanging on, I mean the

power to stick to what you set out to do in spite of failures and dis

appointments; “turning seeming disadvantages into advantages,” as Mr.

Sheldon says, and remembering only the big thing or things which you

have set out to do. More men and women have lost out by quitting

too soon, than by not beginning at all. It does not require any great effort

to undertake something new, because the very novelty of it makes

it interesting; but it takes more grit than some people possess to keep

them on the job month after month, until accomplishment rewards

them. If we wish to get to the top, all the brains in the world won‘t

do us much good unless one corner of them is given over to holding us

fast to whatever we undertake. -

Not one who has reached a high position in life has done so by

mere chance; it' was done ,by “hanging on” until he won out. For

example, some very brilliant men who haven’t the quality of persist—

ence, and lack determination, fall short of success because they give

up too soon; while others who are not so brilliant, do, by just plug—

ging away, and holding steadfastly to what they set out to accomplish,

get to the top.

In order to persevere and cultivate persistence, we must learn to

control our tempers; learn to accept criticism, and when we make

mistakes, profit by them. There are a great many other positives to

be developed in order to be persistent, and their corresponding nega

tives carefully guarded against. The most important positives are as

follows: Desire to serve, optimism, patience, self-reliance, ambition,

health, earnestness, faith, courage, decision, concentration, activity and

self-reliance.

When everything seems to be going wrong, we must not become

discouraged, but just grit our teeth and try to think that these difii—
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culties mean the building process for us. Nothing worth while is

easily obtained. \Ve must pay the price and this is impossible without

a marked degree of perseverance. Difficulties are the obstacles which

we must use as dumb-bells for mental and moral training; and solving

and overcoming them is the building process of our lives.

The following is a poem by Chas. R. Barrett, entitled

“The Man Who Sticks."

The man who sticks has this lesson learned:

Success doesn’t come by chance—it’s earned

By pounding away; for good hard knocks

Will make stepping stones of the stumbling blocks.

He knows in his heart that he cannot fail,

That no ill fortune can make him quail

While his-will is strong and his courage high,

For he’s always good for another try.

He doesn’t expect by a single stride

To jump to the front; he is satisfied

To do ev’ry day his level best

And let the future take care of the rest.

He doesn’t believe he’s held down by the boss——

It’s work, and not favor, that “gets across.”

So his motto is this: “What another man

' Has been able to handle, I surely can.”

For the lnan who sticks has the sense to see

He can make himself what he wants to be, _

If he’ll 01? with his coat and pitch right in—

Why, the man who sticks can’t help but win!

\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\

The man who laughs outside when he is crying

inside, who wears a smile on his face when there are

tears in his heart, has mastered the art of all arts——

self-control.

‘\\\“\\\\’ \““\““
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Religion for Every Day
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............................................ .. I quote from the “Chimes,” of recent issue,

as follows:

“That religion that isn’t good for every day isn’t much good for

any day. If it doesn’t stay with a man on Monday it was-only a cloak

and a mockery on Sunday. If it doesn’t Show itself in the home, breath

ing upon every one therein a kindly and helpful and strengthening in—

fluence, then it will make a fine show in the Home of God to very

little purpoSe indee‘d. If religion doesn’t grip a man’s soul, if it isn’t

the one thing in his whole life, Sunday and Saturday, day and night,

then it becomes so near to being nothing that it is scarcely worth

reckoning at all. When we Speak of everyday religion, we speak of the

only genuine kind of religion that there is. And it iS its homely, every

day quality that will commend it to the world, and will in the end win

for it the allegiance of the world. '

“Religion is for every day. Its blessings and benefits, its comforts

and sweet consolations, its guidance and its inspiration are for the

commonplace lives of the commonplace men and women. It is some

thing to take with one, something that will never be out of place any—

where, something that will add to life’s joy its best touch of sweet

ness, and will mix with all life’s sorrows, hope and courage and power.

A man who has everyday religion in good wholesome quantity can

easily afl’ord to be without a good many other things.”

Every Q Q M-er, who is living up to the Principle of Service, who is

looking well, in other words, to the Quality of his work and the

Quantity of it and'is earnestly trying to improve his Mode of. Conduct

is in reality practicing the Golden Rule. He is doing unto the other

fellow as he would like to have the other fellow do unto him and that

is the very essence of all truly great religions. A. F. SHELDON.

Business Building Science is organized knowl

edge pertaining to a development of power to make

permanent and profitable patrons.

“‘\\\\"
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The Lesson of the Workshop
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“"he lesson of the \Vorkshop is SERVICE TO MANKIND—

expression through a knowledge gained of God, the Master.”—Ethel

Halsey.

One of the workers of the \Vorkshop sings:

Back of the beating hammer

By which the steel is wrought,

Back of the workshop’s clamor,

The seeker may find the thought.

The thought that is ever the master

Of iron and steam and steel,

That rises above disaster

And tramples it under heel.

The drudge may fret and tinker

Or labor with lusty blows,

But back of him stands the thinker,

The clear-eyed man who knows:

For into each plow or sabre

Each piece and part and whole,

Must go the brains of labor

Which gives the work a soul!

Might of the roaring boiler,

Force of the engine’s thrust,

Strength of the sweating toilcr,

Greatly in thee we trust.

But back of them stands the schemer,

The thinker who drives them through,

Back of the job—the dreamer

Who’s making the dream come true!

-—Bert_on Braley, “The Thinker.”



“Dawn”
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T IS dawn.

The SUN OF SERVICE is rising above the mountain peaks of

HEALTH, HAPPINESS, SUFFICIENT MONEY, and HONOR,

As it rises, it illuminates a foreground too long left in darkness,

and reveals instead of the bogs of ignorance, important truths and pro

portionate values hitherto but little known or suspected, much less

realized, by average men. '

The near view, before the approach of the Sun upon the horizon, was

desolate, and despite this fact many indeed have crossed the valley of

life at this point, striving to reach the Mount of Success, at the foot

of which lie hill ranges of but moderate or even lesser height. Many

have climbed to the summits of these latter hoping through the

smaller efiort and sacrifice involved, to vie in achievement with those

who have by strict adherence to nature’s laws—those “rules of action

or of conduct prescribed by the highest authority in the universe”—

gained the mountaintop.

But everywhere are evidences of their failure. Only those who

strove having the Mount Itself as their aim, escaped failure. By far

the greatest number of those who have striven for the goal at all,

have failed, and the reason for their failure was their inordinate desire

to GET without GIVING. Some are still fatefully striving, guided by

wrong concepts, while there are many others facing advancing years,

who are to become burdens upon younger and less experienced travelers.

Between the foothills, the mire of egotism fed by the everfiowing

stream of ignorance, renders even the smallest ascent one of extreme

difficulty, especially when the traveler is lured by—to his ears—the

sweet music of “what’s the use,” which always precedes the banner

of Indifference, and Unwillingness to pay the price of winning.

But now men’s eyes are opening to a sight before unnoticed. Right

at their feet is seen a new road which winds up the slopes escaping

every pitfall, and bridging over every stream of difficulty, leading to

this Mount of Success. It is strange how small a percentage of men

and women are traveling upon this new, safe, and perfectly plain road.

Yet, those who are not, are slowly becoming aware of it, and are veer—
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ing towards it. Those who are traveling this new, safe path, are call~

ing upon others to join them. These assure those who are off the

path, that the way is not long, and that the reward is ample. That

the effort required is far less than those who are struggling along in

ignorance of the way think. That the new road illuminated by the

Sun of SERVICE, is plainly marked by the guide posts of QUALITY,

QUANTITY, and MODE OF CONDUCT, and that it is the only one

by which it is possible to reach the highest plane of accomplishment.

SERVICE IS GIVING.

Men must GIVE in order to really GET. W. E. MILLER.

A Thought
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HE time of the world’s awakening has almost come!

Humanity has recently drained the cup of sin and sorrow to its

bitterest dregs, and the testimony of the ages leaves us at last with

this one undisputed thought: “The good life, the optimistic life, the life

full of joy and peace, IS THE ONLY LIFE \VORTH WHILE.”

Awake! Let us realize the true significance of the esoteric philoso—

phy of the world’s enlightened souls, for righteousness and justice are

at last coming into their inheritance.

Long enough has the earth groaned under excessive struggle and

sorrow, and mankind been torn by these in the form of sickness, ‘

anguish, hatred and despair. _ "

Let the call go out to all the earth, “Come back, all ye suffering

ones, into harmony with the laws of Nature’s God, and our all-wise

Creator shall heal every wound and comfort every breaking heart.”

WALTER E. BISHOP

‘“‘-".\“\""\‘_"_“_‘\_““‘_““‘\‘.\

Poverty and hardships have forced into promi

nence many a man who would have otherwise re

mained unknown.
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The Answer to “Why”
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We’ve gone a soul-seeking.

But each travels by a different route.

None knoweth the way his brother takes, and but few know the

object of the journey they are taking—the Great Journey through

sense and matter back to Primeval Spirit.

And because they do not know and cannot understand, many cry,

“Woe is me! I am unhappy.”

The world over men and women are asking as never before, “What

is the purpose of life?” Love, politics, business, pleasure, do not

permanently satisfy. There still remains a hungry place in the soul.

Our foreparents came into life without much fuss, placidly sucked

their thumbs in their homemade cradles, grew into the “seen-and-not

heard” type of children, then into robust manhood and Womanhood,

contentedly preparing to do over again the same thing their parents

had ‘done; eventually stepping off the stage with no troubling doubts

but that life had given them their full dues. 4

But nowadays it is different. The infant is scarcely out of the

cradle before he demands the earth, and then being given it, demands

also the Sun and Moon and Stars, with the planets, pleiades, and a

comet or two thrown in. Then he is ready to cry because there are no

more worlds—not “to conquer,” but to enjoy. His or her appetite is

sated, and mental andmoral and spiritual indigestion results. Easy

living and much pleasure have tended to sap humanity’s mental and

moral muscle.

Men today are like infants, crying for—they know not what. But

you and I know, only let’s not tell them—not yet—they aren’t ready

to be told; they wouldn’t believe us—yet. '

Everywhere this restlessness is felt—in the palaces of the rich as

well as in the hovels of the poor; in the home, the shop, and in the

business office.

Yet while this is all so miserable, this discontent is divine, if men

but knew its cause. Then knowing, they would seek as its remedy,

not suicide, but length of days grandly spent.

I ACH of us is on a quest; ’tis the great,business of life.
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The Gods that Be are drawing men and women upward—FORCING

them upward. The whole race is preparing for a great leap. Even

“big business” is catching the thrill and inspiration. This intense dis

satisfaction so many men foel is the tug of the loosening thongs that

have bound them to materiality. ' '

Man must find his soul before he will know satisfaction. A very

wise Man laid His finger on the sore of the world, when He said:

“What shall it profit a man to gain the whole world and lose his

soul?” All the activities and experiences of life have one great purpose

~that a man shall FIND his soul, and having found it, PROVE IT.

‘ Once man has glimpsed the great purpose of life, all is transformed.

Man is then born again. All experience becomes glorious. Glad or

sad, ’tis all one—just a. part of the day’s work. The liberated soul

becomes a dynamic force, invincible and invulnerable.

You cannot foretell the birth-hour. It may be that it will come

in the silent watches of the night; in a burst of melody from some

wildwood bird throat; in the loneliness of a great crowd; in the

sweep and sway of martial music; or it may be precipitated by the

shock of some great grief.

I, perchance, may find my soul on an invalid’s couch, you yours

out on the battlefield of life under fire of the booming guns of big

business.

What matter ways or means?

“The ways, they are many and wide,

The end, it is one.”

Yet always you will find this treasure at. the place from which

you started. You can but travel in a circle. The Pot of Gold lies

buried at the rainbow’s end. God’s bow of promise begins and ends

here in me (and you). “I am, and there is none beside me.”

Search earth and air, but the Bluebird of Happiness is found at

last in our own bosom—in our own heart’s dwelling.

Homeward bound! Oh, the glory of it! The breezes freshen, the

sails fill! The heart leaps! For,

“W'e’re booming down on the old_trail,

Our own trail, the out trail;

We’re sagging South on the Long Trail,

The trail that is always new.” '

JESSIE L. BRONSON.
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Courage

By H. M. COLE
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exposed.

ThOse who listen to the call to arms and obey, and those who deny

that Courage and Bravery are to be cultivated for use on the field,

because all men ought to be at peace with their neighbors.

The latter are idealists who forget the past struggles of nations

and individuals.

Some one has said “Over the Alpine summits of great pain do

we find our Italy.”

The salesman, for eiample, must have the real thing, Courage. He

is in conflict with the opposing foe of indifierence. He must attack

the right wing of ignorance and the left wing of doubt. He must have

his scouts of perception and obServation far in front of the cavalry and

infantry of Reason and Judgment.

The salesman must take quick aim by his study of the situation

and strike heavy blows with the gun of Concentration and Knowledge

of Character. He may have to retreat a little, now and then, and

answer objections, but‘he does not forget to keep on the ofl’ensive and

gain some new vantage ground. His face is ever toward the foe.

The customer often tries to disarm him of his sharpened weapon

and humiliate him by his superior equipment and thorough familiarity

with the situation. He knows the temperature of the money market

and the laws of supply and demand. But the salesman knows also

that his goods have been tested in the crucible of trade. Reliable

business men are making a profit on his new and improved machinery,

and he has no cause to fear his customer’s line of defense.

What conquests Courage has won! The few Spartans at Thermop—

ylae are remembered while history forgets the retreat of thousands at

Moscow.

The English at Balaklava saw cannons to right of them, and can

nons to left of them, but the six hundred will never be forgotten.

It took unexcelled Courage to conquer the foe of hunger and dis

ease amid the snows of Valley Forge, and it gave the sword of Corn

wallis to Washington at Yorktown.

THERE are two distinct classes of men which this great war has
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It gave King Alfred a lasting place on history’s page as it prompted

him to meet and face the Danes and the Northmen on land and sea

and transform them into a United England.

Yet even the courageous salesman has no easy job. He must be

ready to meet his equals and maybe bear away the scars often of a

mental conflict due to the other fellow’s superior strength.

But character is born in conflict. Nations rise, grow, evolve and

triumph, by the law of sacrifice. Garibaldi in Italy, Kossuth in Hun

gary, Kosciusco in Poland, Knox in Scotland, and Lincoln in America,

stood often alone in their struggles for liberty, but the world honors

them today. ‘

As salesmen, let us never give up. If we fail to land the order, let

our retreat be a future victory.

Nelson at Trafalgar, said, “England expects every man to do his

duty,” and they did. The House expects you to do your duty by

the customer. The work may be hard, but there are large dividends

in sight for the courageous sales person.

I like to see those deep furrows in the face of General Winfield Scott

because I know he fought at Monterey in 1845. Those lines cannot

be painted by an artist’s brush. They were born in struggle.

Life is not a mere playground, it is a drill ground. It is not a

feast, but a stage on which we are acting a part noble, or ignoble.

It takes Courage to stand on the Titanic and see the last boat lowered

and put out to Sea, but it takes equal Courage to stand and see your

business block swept by fire and you carrying little insurance.

It takes superhuman Courage to see the savings of a life time

disappear in the poor investments of a' friend’s suggestion, and keep

sweet and bright. There is an ebb and flow to business, and a low

and high tide in trade, and to stand firm when the panic comes, and

hopeful amidst the darkness of despair! This is heroism.

Courage d0es not mean resentment, it does not involve revenge. It

always includes a sublime faith in the ultimate issue. A lack of Cour—

age unfits one for the stern experiences of life and opens the way to a I

permanent defeat. .

Courage is not boldness, but bravery. It is not bragging over one’s

inherited gifts, or parading for public praise. Courage to meet pain

goes with us to the dental chair or the surgeon’s table.

some say Courage is physical stoicism. Others, that it is the steel
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of the heart, which stands the severe shocks of life. Courage is not

nerve. It is not running away to Seek new fields more congenial, it

is rather staying on the same old field and making the desert “blossom

like a rose.”

Peter Cooper did not know anything but hardships, so did not

need‘to learn to spell Courage. His armour was not made of brass, or

iron, but hammered out of strong convictions, and his monument in

New York is an illustration of the struggles and success of a coura

geous business man.

The A B C of Efficiency

By Wm. T. GOFFE

\ .
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ATCCURACY—involves such qualities as, Observation, Concentration,

Judgment and Reason.

B-REVITY—is an outgrowth of such qualities as, Decision, Purpose,
and Initiative. I

C-OURTESY—depends upon LOVE, in the sense of Kindness and

Consideration.

One who is intelligent to the degree of ACCURACY; purposeful

and decisive to the end of simple and reasonable BREVITY; and kindly

considerate of others’ rights and wishes and interests, to the point of

genuine COURTESY, is a master of efficiency, and is so acknowledged

by others, provided such an one at the same time looks carefully and

wiSely to his or her physical condition as it should function in strength

and enduranc . .

Efiiciency is a STATE, a truly wonderful state of being, not merely

a qualification. It is not at all a matter unexpected. It IS expected

of everyone. We, each, can compass it; and in the interest of others

as well as one’s self, all life’s relations must stand measured by it.

WM. T. GOFFI'



The Boy as an Asset

By W. H. BARLOW
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HE boy in any business institution is an asset not to be despised.

He can bring in a considerable quantity of business. He can

make the lives of all the employes of the house pleasanter for his

being there. He can create good impressions on outside parties to whom

he delivers goods or messages. In fact there are a great many things

that the boy can and will do. But he must be trained, and that from

the start. 7

Too many employers are prone to think that the boys are an unim—

portant part of their force and treat them accordingly, using them to

run errands, leaving the time between the errands idle and without

profit, when by taking a little time they could teach them numerous

duties, making them better boys and men, and a greater source of profit.

The man who Works on the plan of “I can do it myself quicker

than I can Show a boy how to do it” will never have a very large force

under him and never be a. “big man.” '

To be sure he can beat the boy out the first time and a few times

following; then the boy begins to count and ten chances to one he will

soon consume less time than his teacher on that operation at a decid

edly lower cost per hour, leaving that time for the man above him to

use on bigger and broader work; besides giving the boy his due and

making him more valuable to himself and his employer. 7

Start the boy at the bottom to be sure. When he sweeps out the

shop or store See that he does it as well as he can. If he does this

the floor will, of course, present a neat and attractive appearance,

Which will be a factor in inducing customers to_visit the place.

If the boy is under your charge and you send him on an errand, time

him, and if he is gone too long tell him so. Don’t go at him hammer

and tongs but tell him firmly just the same, and impress: him with the

justice of your reprimand. _

Discipline is one of the very best m'ethods of developing efliciency

in a. boy. Keep track of him and see that he does all of his work Well

and promptly. He has this coming from you and it will help him to get

started right, thus helping you.
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I think I hear someone say, “Oh, you forget that you were once

a boy yourself and used to do some of those same things which you

now censure in boys.” No, I do not forget, neither do I deny the

charge, but I do remember well that I used to catch particular h—ll

for it.

Many a boy has been spoiled by just letting him alone; not giving

him enough attention, and not enough work; in fact letting him drift

‘into loose ways and slipshod methods of doing his work, until it is

too late to correct him, when with a proper steer from his superiors

he would no doubt have developed into a man worth while, valuable

alike to his employer and himself.

The privilege of teaching a boy is worth a great deal, should be.

thoroughly realized, considered a call, and in no wise slighted.

Treat the boys'who come from other institutions into your own

place of business in a pleasant manner and send them on their way with

a word of cheer, whether you are an employer or employc. You do

not know at what time one of them may be in a position to do you a

good turn. In only a few years they will be men and the memory of '

kindnesses extended to them will not, in the majority of cases, be for

gotten. ~ I ' .

An illustrated instance of this type is told in the book “David

Harum” in Which David remembers the kind act of the widow Cul

lom’s husband. It seems that when David was a poor boy this man

had taken him to a circus and otherwise made one day a bright spot

ever afterward in his life. Later on in life when more prosperous he

canceled a mortgage which he held against the widow, saying, “that’s

the interest on the original debt.” _

There are some who will make a bugabOO of work and try to scare

the boy with it, pointing out to him the disagreeable features in it,

instead of showing him the better side of the situation and what there

is to be gained by honest endeavor to serve.

Why not infuse into his mind the idea that work is the thing to

be sought after, that it will bring him happiness, satisfaction, yes, and

money; and take him round after round right up the ladder of suc

cess; that he can make the job and not that the job can make him?

I know a young man who is furnished with .all the money he wants,

or all he did want, for his \wants keep growing. At first he had a

fine time but each amusement gradually became stale and he passed
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on to the next more expensive and exciting One, until automobiles and

launches had lost their glamour and he positively could not enjoy him

self. Then is the time to beware as in such a frame of mind one is

“easy meat” for Satan.

On the other hand I know a man who has worked all his life, is

senior partner in one of the very successful blank book and stationery

homes of Ohio and probably the finest workman in his line, that of

paper ruler, in the country. He is now about eighty—four years of age

and still devotes a part of his time to this very interesting occupa—

tion, in which he takes great pleasure. He has invented machinery

which does what was formerly considered impossible work, is prosper—

.ous and happy and the work habit brought it all to him.

\Vhich course would you prefer?

Bring such instances as these to the boy’s mind and you will do

much to help him on his way.

I recall an incident of the work bugaboo kind which happened some

years ago in which a young fellow, who had just graduated from “the

boy” class, pointed out to the new boy the fact, or rather his idea,

that he would have to Serve a long time before being advanced. “Look

at me,” said he, “I have been here two years.” The result was that

-the new boy became disheartened and left; but this is not all; the

young fellow who had done the talking was put back again for some

time on his old job. He took it pretty hard but it was a lesson to him

by which he profited. ‘

He is now the foreman in that same shop and a very competent

man. Any such talk as he indulged in is very promptly squelched as

a trouble breeder. He took the right attitude in regard to his calling

and punishment. Some boys would have quit then and there, gone

.to another shop and from there possibly to another, and so on down

the line, a little more dissatisfied at each, change. But he had the right

stufi in him, looked the matter squarely in the face and said to him—

self “I guess perhaps the boss had a license to call me. Now he will

have to go to the trouble of hiring another boy. It probably will not

be for a very long time that I will have to serve as boy anywaY- If I

go to another shop I will probably have to do more or less of what I

have been doing over again. I will go back, do the best I can, and the

next boy that comes along, believe me! will not be discouraged by

any words of mine.”
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Men will do well to follow his course when called down. Just an

alyze the situation thoroughly and honestly, ascertain in a fair mindec

way whether it is the man who has reprimanded you or yourself wht

is to blame and act accordingly.

Begin with the boy to build the man and the man will take care 01

himself. -

Perhaps some of my readers are thinking “how is all this going

to benefit me I'” If you are an employe I will say to you that by build

ing the boy’s character and business ability you are increasing your

firm’s business indirectly, and this sooner or later must result in good

for you; besides, the memory of each good deed performed makes

you that much better and stronger. If you are an employer you your

self should see the benefit.

So I say “boy, dig in and make a dent in the world, and, man, give

the boy a hand and a proper steer to make th ; dent a deep one.”

With God All Things Are Possible

\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

But, oh! how slow to grasp, and slower still

To keep our hearts and minds so fixed

And settled on that fact—

That all life’s storms and billows, fierce and strong,

May roar and rage around our inmost souls. And harder yet,

Dark unbelief may force her cruel fangs into our secret heart.

And yet they fail, if but our hearts are fixed,

And finding there a. faith and trust in God so strong

That all the hellish powers combined shall falter,

Stagger, and fall back, compelled to own

The mighty force of man united to his God! ,

. -—-A. Davis.

The above lines are literally true when we come to realize that tlr

central principle in all permanent and profitable relationships in life i

SERVICE and that from this principle emanate all natural laws.

Remember that a. natural law is a rule of action or conduct prescribe

by the highest authority in the universe.
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This Highest Authority is the Infinite. In plain language, it is

God, the creative principle back of all natural law.

Service manifests itself in giving.

Man must learn the law that to get he must give.

Giving manifests itself in Right Quality, Right Quantity, and

Right Mode of Conduct.

What must one be to give these three?

He must be a developed man.

In other words, an educated man, and all, not one, nor two, nor

three, of the departments of his being must be educated—educed—devel

oped—drawn out.

These four departments are: Intellect, Sensibilities, Body, and Will.

What must one do to be a developed man?

He must correctly nourish and use the positive or efficiency—in

other words, the service rendering—qualities of Intellect, Sensibilities,

Body, and Will.

What will he become when he has correctly nourished and correctly

used the service rendering qualities of the four departments of his being?

He will be a man of A RE A, which is to say: A man of Ability of

the head; Reliability of the heart; Endurance of the Body, and Action

of the will.

What is the road to the nourishment and use of the service rendering

qualities?

A real desire to be of Service.

Desire intensified ripens into action.

Truly desire to increase your service rendering power and you will

then learn to do the things necessary for the correct nourishment and

correct use of the qualities which the Infinite has already bestowed upon

you. A. F. SHELDON.
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The optimist is a man who has a good time

wherever he goes because he carries his good time

with him.
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The “Sense” for Selling

By M. ROBERTS CONOVER
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MENTALITY which is capable of comprehending a patron’:

needs, as well as the firm’s opportunity; that knows when no

to urge, as well as when to suggest, is always the chief menta

equipment of the efficient salesman. ~ '

The SELLING SENSE is a compound of instinct and ingenuity.

Without this qualification, a salesman can, and most likely will, nul

lify completely the good effect of capable advertising.

No real salesman ever can forget to consider the NEEDS of people.

One must feel the needs of patrons while not forgetting the interests

of his employers. '

The elasticity of temper which enables him to turn from disappoint

ment with as much buoyancy as if he had sold the largest possible

bill of goods, is a valuable asSet. Such a man has versatility, and can

quickly place himself in touch with the new prospect.

Manner, also, counts for much. An agreeable manner may to a

degree ofl’set some other lack. Probably brusque mannerisms on the

part of representatives on the road, lose a larger sum annually to the

wholesale trade of the country than has ever been calculated. Many an

otherwise shrewd man or woman is handicapped by a manner so stiff

and forbidding that patrons shun them while buying unrestrainedly

from sales people of easy and gracious mien.

For example: the writer has in mind a young woman barely six—

teen years of age, who is possessed of this Sense of Selling to a remark

able degree. Of course, in her case it is an inborn trait. Thoroughly

familiar with her stock, she knows just where to find each article.

In addition to this she is always neat in appearance and gracious in

manner; and while in the act of serving her customers she is vivacity

itself, and considerate of her customer’s needs. She seems to under

stand their moods also, and is always sympathetic with her prospect.

She is markedly enthusiastic about the goods she sells also—for she

not only wants to sell—she sells.

But where the selling “knack” is potent in one, it is sadly lacking

in many. This is the average merchant’s most important problem.
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The average man and woman behind the counter in mercantile houses

have no idea that selling is a CALLING. They look upon it merely

as means of employment to the end of getting upon a pay roll. But

that they may really become proficient in building business for the

house seems often to be unthought of.

Confidence in Self—in the Employer—in the Customer’s Needs, as

well as in the Goods, is an essential quality. But complete under

standing that the work of selling IS a CALLING demanding CARE

FUL STUDY, has to be gained before the average clerk is more than

just an errand person. \

The “slow” salesman inclines to wait until the shopper defines his

need, while the mind of the alert sales person leaps forward and grasps

the need, together with all subsidiary needs happening to be involved.

Such may be less aggressive in argument than his or her duller com

petitor who very often intrudes undesirable goods, lacking the quality

of tact.

Confidence in the house, of course, must be a foregone conclusion.

No salesman or saleswoman can possibly succeed who lacks confidence

in his or her institution. If any considerable number of employes of

any firm lack this confidence, then there is something very much wrong

with the house, and which must be made right, if the business expects

to live. '

‘Confidence in Self, and one’s power to demonstratev and meet the

requirements, is where a good many “fall down.” All other conditions

being right, the clerk has nothing to do but to sell goods. In that case

self-confidence becomes the immediate motive force for success.
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“After you”——will unravel a crowd quicker than

any pushing to be first.

 

Dollars are common and vulgar until they be—

come filled with character.
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Encouraging Signs of the Times
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big business men and even our greatest government olficials are

grasping and advocating the Principle of Service.

John Wanamaker recently made the statement that the word serv—

ice should be substituted for the much used and abused word effi

ciency.

Now comes President Wilson with an address to business men with

some of the best business advice ever given. >

He recently delivered an address to a certain convention of business

men at Washington.

In this address he outlined four rules of business as follows:

“1. _The rule of publicity—not doing anything under cover, let

ting the public know what you are doing and judge it accordingly.

2. A full equivalent for the money you receive—the full equivalent in

Service and no skimping. 3. Conscience in business—the motive spring

of the whole thing. 4. The spirit of service—not a sentiment, not a

state of mind, but to see to it that the thing you do for the public and

get money for is the best thing of that kind that can be done.”

I am sending President Wilson a copy of the February and March

issues of the Philosopher. The next time he speaks on a subject like

that I respectfully suggest and grant him full permission to reveal to

his audience our discovery of our exact analysis of service.

He is a great teacher but will be even greater on such occasions, if

when talking about service, he will reveal its constituent elements and

tell his audience that all they have to do is to look well to the Quality

of their work, the Quantity of it and their Mode of Conduct.

The words of President Wilson, however, will be an inspiration to all

Q Q M-ers. This proves how the truly great minds of our nation are

in harmony with the Principle, which we stand for.

A. F. SHELDON.

()NE of the most encouraging signs of the times is the way that



An Acknowledgment
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journal, “The Public,” which states in substance as follows:

“Twice in the past two years or so, there has been reprinted in

The BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER, Thomas Bracken’s poem, “Not

L'nderstooc.” On neither occasion has Bracken been given due credit.

The first time, if I remember rightly, no author’s name was appended.

In the BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER for April, it is credited to W.

D. Mahon, in the “American Federationist.” .

“Thomas Bracken wrote ‘Not Understood’ in Dunedin, New Zealand,

and the poor fellow died there in poverty, appreciated only by the few.

He was not understood.”

I HAVE just received a letter from Mr. Bowman, of that great public

“Yours very truly,

(Signed) “STANLEY BOWMAN.”

\Ve are glad indeed, to be set aright in this matter, and we take this

opportunity of giving credit where it is due to the man who wrote that

truly great poem. Long may his memory live. A. F. S.
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Where to Find 'Em.

A minister at New London announces that next

Sunday he will discuss the question “Where are the

dead P” If he will look in the stores and business

places that 'do not advertise, he will find the folks

he’s looking for.
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A Page for Self Quiz

‘7

A Special Self Test Service for Business Philosopher Readers
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HE service to which The Business Philosopher is devoted involves

genuine aid to its readers in fixing consciously in mind, the heart

thought and meaning of each article published in each issue. Fol

lowing are questions on points given, evolved from the articles in this

issue for‘ the guidance of the student reader in the Self Examination:

1. Why is it regrettable that we have no record of Moses specify

ing time as one of the things we shall not steal?

2. What Shakespearian quotation applies as a reason or cause re

sponsible for the purloining of time or other things of value?

8. Why is the boy such a fine asset in a business?

4. Describe three demonstrations of courage as supplied. to uS on

history’s page.

5. Repeat “The Salesman’s Ideal.”

6. Can you answer Miss Bronson’s “Why?”

7. How is it men have failed to reach the mountain top ranges

- in life, so often?

8. What is the lesson of the workshop of life? Just three words.

9. Discuss with yourself and friends Mr. Sheldon’s saying as

quoted in article by Cora E. Hull, “Persistence a Personal Asset.”

— I

10. What is the road to Nourishment and Use of the Service

llendering Qualities?

11. Consider and describe the symbols used in “A Further Reverie."

12. Do you see what is one of the most encouraging signs of the

times from our viewpoint as students of the Principle of Service? Then

can you state it?
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During the Sheldon Summer School

HE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER wants to

SERVE and not to impose upon its friends;

so it decides to tell you all something about

this spot known to you as AREA, as it looks and

really is during the Summer School. The session

this year opens on the 19th of July, and continues

for two weeks including the 31st. Mr. Sheldon,

himself, is the star servant of visitors during this

period. That is, he leads in all the instruction per—

sonally, and directs those others who aid him, so

that feasts intellectual are guaranteed to all who

attend.

Mr. Sheldon will address the assembled students

at least once every day, and sometimes twice. These

meetings will sometimes be held in the auditorium,

and sometimes out in the open under the great trees

which stand as sentinels upon the banks of Lake

Eara. ' .

Every possible method will be adopted to com—

bine study with pleasure that your stay may be one

to remember with delight all the year through.

This place lies some 37 miles northwest from

Chicago, and 55 miles southeast from Milwaukee.

It is accessible via the 800 Line, direct from Chi

cago, and the Chicago and Milwaukee Electric line,

as well. The latter also connects with the North—
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: western Railway line at Lake Blufi, seven miles

: east, and with the Milwaukee line at Libertyville,

: two miles east. It is easy of access.

: The arrangements for your accommodation this

: year, we believe, will meet with your hearty ap

: proval. Inside sleeping quarters, or outside in a

: fine tent, just whichever you please.

: The “cats” will be very largely from our own

: gardens and fields. We have our own. dairy, and

: fresh milk will not be at a premium at all. Fresh

: eggs, and plenty of them, with sweet butter, and

E fowl as a larder specialty, all are promised to- your

: heart’s content. _

: The lake is always the center of delight for

: most of us at the season of the SUMMER SCHOOL.

: It is near at hand, and you‘may jump out of your

: bed at or before sunrise, into your bathing suit and

: down to the water in two minutes—well, three at

: most-—-and then after an hour’s swim back up to

: the buildings for breakfast, feeling fresh and hearty.

: You can diet here, if you want to, on fish caught

: on your own hook, for Lake Eara is well stocked,

: and growing better all the while. And if you don’t

I wish to do that but want fish anyhow, it will be

served at your command.

Altogether, I am certain that YOU’LL BE

GLAD YOU CAME. .

Ask Mr. Silvester Sc-hiele, Area, for enrollment

blank ' and rates.

'\\\\\\\\\
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Gunpowder in Every

Normal Man

THERE IS GUNPOWDER

In every man, if you can get the spark to it

which will ignite it.

THERE IS LATENT POWER

In every salesman—very often more than

he himself dreams of.

ALL YOU NEED TO DO

To light the flame of his enthusiasm, is to

show him his own opportunities and their

possibilities for him.

DO BUT THIS MUCH FOR HIM

And the hidden gunpowder within him will

cause him to explode with sudden and irresist—

ible power and keep it up. '

“GINGER TALKS” by Holman,

Will do the work for him. Present him with

a copy. Price $2.00 per copy.

 

ASK

The Area Institute of Business Technology

AREA, Lake County, ILLINOIS

 

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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QMChapters

areincreasinginnumberveryrapidlyindeed,inbusinesshouses

ofeverysort,eastandwest.

IdeaBeing

tobringmenandwomenofallgradesinabusinesshouse,to~

getllerin:1STUDYofServiceasaPrinciple.

PrincipleofService

isintheQUALITYofit,plustheQUANTITYofit,plusone’s

MODEOFCONDUCTasheorsheperformsit.

TriangleofService

.

.

,,

.
_

.
_
then,lias-tlirccSides;allofwhich“lust“iucusurc—npWhlLlllb

“eirmr\\i\wthe\eLtursi‘QQM.",9

'1La:22

  

H
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MembersofQQMChapters

eachhaveTheBusinessPhilosopher,monthly,whichisusedasa “tracktorunupon"instudyingthesubjectofServiceatthe

monthlymeetings.

LeadersofQQMChapters

aresuppliedfromtheeditorialofficesofthis“greatlittleefficiency

  

monitor,”withananalyzedoutlineofthePointsintheissueeach month,asaguideinteachingthematmeetingsoftheirChapter.

d"9'1!an9‘""I11“"8I"

E 5

EAskTheBusinessPhilosopher

  

foracopyoftheMarch,April,orMaynumber,withananalysisofcontentsinoutlineasusedbyChaptersinsession.Wewill

respondfreely.
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Success Cost

Sturtevant 3 Cents!

He found the secret concealed in an old scrapbook which he

bought down in Ann Street.

The moment he read it he cried, “I know that my fortune is

made.”

The “Magic Story” as it was called, did more than make

Sturtevant prosperous and happy. Everybody to whom he

told it was thrilled and inspired by it—led onward and up

ward to heights they had never hoped to attain.

Read His Wonderful Story

Part One of the “Magic Story” tells of its discovery by Sturte

vant and the amazing effect it had on him and his friends.

It is the most interesting story of inspiration and achievement

you ever read.

You can read it free—you are under no obligation to buy

the complete “Magic Story” unless you wish to. If you do

it will cost you only $1—and your money will be returned if

you are dissatisfied. Thousands have bought the “Story” and

been helped by its wonderful message—less than 1 per cent

have ever asked for their money back.

Read Part One anyway; just write us today and say “Send

me a free copy of Part One of the ‘Magic Story.’ ”

The Area Institute of Business Technology

Area, Lake Co., Illinois

 

 

 

Say "I Saw It In tho Bullneu Philoiophflr"
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Meet me at the

For Value, Serv

TULLER
ice, Home

Comforts

  

Detroit, Michigan

Center of business on Grand Circus Park. Take Woodward car, get

off at Adams Avenue

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $1.50 Single, $2.50 Up Double

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.00 Single, $8.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.50 Single, $4.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $3 to $5 Single, $4.50 Up Double

Total 600 Outside Rooms

ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

TWO Floors—Agents’ New Unique Cafes and

s‘mplfl Room Cabaret Excellente

BB! "1 Saw It In the Bushman Philosopher"
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FENTONGUMMED

LABELS

We have done two notable things in Gummed Label

making that are not usually associated:- RAISED the stand

ard and LOWERED the price. We are making better

labels at the same time we are making them cost less.

No other concern has the equipment for making la

bels of the better sort that we have--had to design some of

the machinery ourselves.

Every part of this equipment means better labels

for less money by cutting out cumbersome and time-wast

ing methods.

WE SAY IT BOLDLY--NO ONE ELSE IN THE

COUNTRY CAN SELL OUR KIND OF LABELS AT

OUR PRICES.

Send for free catalog and see for yourself.

FENTON LABEL Co.
s.w. 025 9L“ & THOMPSON STS.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

  

I” "I 8.. I! ll the MCI. Phllolophor"
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IncreaseYour Efficiency

The secret of business and social success is the

ability to remember. I can make your mind

an infallible classified index from which you

can inslantly select thoughts, facts. figures,

names, laces. Enables you to concentrate, de

velop self-control, overcame bashful/ness, think

on your feet, address an audience. Easy.

Simple. The result of 9.0 years experience in

developing memories of thousands of stu

dents. Write today for copy of my book

“How to Remember" and Copyrighted Mem

ory Test Free, also how to obtain FREE

copy of my book “How to Speak in Public."

 

 

  

Dickson,

Principal .

Dickson School of Memory, 935 Auditorium Bldg" Chicago, Ill.

 

 

 

  

 

9 ,05 9 -Word

Business Book Free

Siley send us a postal and ask for our free illustrated 9,0539

I0 ' Business Booklet which ‘ tells how _nceless Busuies:

Erperience, squeezed from the lives of 112 lg, broad, brainy

usiness men, may be made yours—yours to boost your

salary, to increase your profits. This free book deals with

~How to man a businesu

—Bow to so I goods _

~How to get money by mail

-—How to buy at rock-bottom

-—How to collect money

-How to stop cost leaks

—How to train and handle men _ _

—How to 88¢th boil? 3 pogntionegs

——How 0 ve use a main

—How‘to devise office method! -
Sending for this free book binds you b. nothing, involves on In no

°bligfltion; yet it ma be the means of starting you on n_broa er career.

surely you will not deny yourself this pnwle e, when it involves only

the risk of anostnl—n penny! Simply say " end onryour 9,059-word

buultlet." Send to sxsTEM. Dent. B. P. 7, Wabash Ave.

and Madison St. Chlcsgo.

  

 
 

 

 

  

Say "I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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Those Wonderful Books

By JAMES ALLEN

“As a Man Thinketh”—15c and 35c.

“Out from the Heart”—I5c, 35c and 50c.

“Morning and Evening Thoughts”-—15c and 50c.

“Through the Gate of Good”—15c and 50:.

“From Poverty to Power”

“All These Things Added"

“Byways of BIesseclness”

Each, $1.00 per copy.

These make up a classical Library for

the student of the deeper things of life.

Lots of ten or more of either Series 30% off.

Address

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER,

Area, Lake County, Illinois
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HOW TO PLAY

THE GREAT . LETTER GAME

SCIENTIFICALLY

HE biggest business game to-day is

the sales letter. It is the NEWADVER

fI‘lSING, theNEW SALESMANSHIP.

it's BUSINESS SCIENCE in its latest.

its biggest, its most universal form. Ihave

taught H. Gard with the Post Ofl'ice Fixture

Trust to get $7,698 from 120 inquiries

where before he never got $3,000, the

Asst. Mgr. of the R. D. Nuttall C0. to ,

get 36 per cent of orders from current inquiries ‘ ‘

Where before he got 25 per cent, H. T. Brockelman - ‘

to triple his cash grocery business in nine months, a. i \

green Jap to write a letter on a $15 drawn-work ‘

table cover that pulled 89 per cent approval orders,

and many others. I can teach you by my inexpensive

courses in Office Salesmanship, Sales Letter Writing,

How to Systematize an Office, etc. Special course for

Business Managers.

SHOW ME

How to Use Words I0 n: to Make People Do Things

In a series of 20 stimulating personal letters,

accompanied by illustrative letters that have really

pulled big business, I will place you in command of

the Principles of How to Use Words so as to Make

People Do Things, How to Handle Human Nature

so as to Get Results, How to Write Letters and Ad

vertisements that Will Pull. On request I will send

You my Summary of Vital Principles with a two

page personal letter, telling how to apply them to

your particular business, if you agree to return in ten

days or pay $10 for the entire series and book “How

to Do Business by Letter and Advertising" (entirely

new). Be sure to describe your business fully.

Address SHERWIN CODY personally.

THE AREA INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY.

Area, Illinois.

  

 

 

  

 

  

Say "I Saw It In the Businng Philosopher" f
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The Marden Inspirational

BOOKS

Endorsed by Kings, Emperors, Presidents of Republics, etc.

The most sucCessful business men, statesmen, professional men,

educators and executives have these volumes as part of their

permanent libraries. Many of them have purchased hundreds

of volumes of one or more titles, for presentation purposes to

their employees and best friends.

Pushing to the Front.

Getting On.

The Young Man Entering Business.

The Secret of Achievement.

Rising in the World.

Be Good to Yourself.

Peace, Power and Plenty.

The Optimistic Life.

He Can Who Thinks He Can.

The Miracle of Right Thought.

Self Investment.

Every Man a King.

Single copies, cloth $1.08; silk, $1.30; leather, $1.55, post

paid. Set cloth, $12.00; silk, $15.00; leather, $18.00.

A Gift Which May Be Worth More Than a Thousand

Dollars in Cash to the Reader.

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW How to Make‘Up for De

ficiencies in Education P—Achieve your Aim P—Double

your Earning PowerP—Get a Foothold in the Business

World P—Grasp Opportunities P—To Be Successful?—

Ever feel “Panicky”? In Despair? "Blue"?

The Reading of One of Dr. Marden’s Books Has Proved

The Turnigg Point in the Career of Hundreds of People
 

 

 

Say “I Saw It In the Business Philosopher“
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More Than a Million

Copies Sold!

JUST FROM THE PRESS!

Keeping Fit, postpaid ____________________________________$1.35

“1 Had a Friend,” postpaid ________________________ .. .53

Hints to Young Writers, postpaid .............. .. .80

FOUR MARDEN EFFICIENCY BOOKS.

Training for Efficiency, postpaid .............................."$1.35

The Exceptional Employee, postpaid ...................... .. 1.08

The Progressive Business Man, postpaid .................. _. 1-08

Joys Of Living, postpaid ________________ __‘.......................... ._ 1-35

MARDEN BOOKLETS

Doll '20 a Finish Good Manners and Success

Not the Salary but the Opportunity The Hour of Opportunity

Why Grow Old? An Iron Will

Lharacter Cheerfulness Economy

Cheerfulness The Power of Personality

In white leatherette blndlng. 35 cents, each, postpaid. The last seven

are also to be had in cloth at 54 cents. Copies sent on approval

2 nd STREETMarden Book Dept, in)an CITY

~

say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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SIIZE 9%:61/4 INCHES

comprises over 600 pages, illustrated with

legal forms of every description. Bound

in Law Buckram with leather labels,

stamped with gold lettering.

ll ‘/

1
ll v

\\\\\\\\\

17

ONE SAFE, SURE, AND INEXPENSIVE

WAY TO AVOID LEGAL TANGLES

[s to keep' on your desk where you can refer to it at a mo

ment’s notice, that Standard Authorative Work.

BUSINESS LAW
FBUSINligrS MEN

Y

Utley E. Crane,

LL. B., B. S.

Member of the Phila—

delphia Bar.

“Knowledge 0! the

law is coming to be

essential to suc0ess

in business."—

Andrew Carnegie.

“Ignorance or the

law excuses no man."

 

 

_____,_._

This Book Is a Safe

Guide in All Business

Questions Likely to

Arise in Any State of

the Union. It Is a

Silent Friend to Turn

To For Advice When

Needed.

Crane’s “Business Law

for Business Men

shows you the right

and wrong of things,

not as one man sees it,

or another man sees

it, but as the law

views it in every sort

of case. Bound in Law

Buckram, price $3.50.

Ask for Table of Con

tents. Address

The Area Institute of

Business Technology,

Area, Lake County,

Illinois.
 

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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You (an reach business men in every part of the country through a little wan

ad in THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

morrhandim to servire, or re]! anything? 0 you want to buy anything fro”

Then use the next issue. Forms FIOXGfirst of month preceding date of issnz'. Rate, 25 cents aline;si'.r words to the line.

L O C A L REPRESENTATIVE

WANTED. Splendid income assured

right man to act as our representative

after learning our business thoroughly

by mail. Former experience unneces

sary. All we require is honesty, abil

ity, ambition and willingness to learn a

lucrative business.- No soliciting or

traveling. All or spare time only. This

in your section to get into a big paying

business Without capital and become in

ependent for life. Write at once for

full particulars. National Co-Operative

RealtyvCompany, L494 Marden Build

ing, ashington, D. C.

\

SPEAKERS AND LECTURERS: We

assist in preparing lectures, speeches,

articles, and special pa ers. Expert

SerVice. AUTHORS REgEARCH BU

REAU, 500 5th Avenue, New York.

YOU OUQHT TO HAVE ITi—The

most convenient Ke Ring on earth.

keeps house and 0 cc Ice 5 separate;

can locate latch key in 1th '

antly; greatest possible efi‘icienc ; with

name and address on plate, 25c. ddress

age 70, Newtonville, Mass. Agents

‘an .

stomach is fermenting from unfit food

combinations. Get Dr. Gibson non-fer

mentative System of Diet, contained in

his new book: “Destructive and Con

structive Food Mixtures.” $1.00. Ad

dress Author, 519~520 Chamber of Com

merce, Los Angeles, California.

LATIN—AMERICAN MAIL

list $15.00. Over one thousand Auto

mobile owners, entire list $3.00. Write

for price list containing hundreds of

different classifications of Latin-Ameri.

can mailing lists. The mail order com

pany P. O. Box 148 H. H. San German.

Porto Rico.

\

The Tell= Tale Card

  

  

  

  

 

LISTS l BRANCH MANAGERS

$9 00

G

8,000 names (absolutely correct)

wealthy Porto Rico families—

responsive mail ‘order buyers~

~. per thousand, compiete

diggiim make 850 weekly. Experience unnecessary

O. A. BUTLER,

I you ever saw a man ghe was a REAL

salesman) take from his p0cket a case

containing

Peerless Patent Pocket Book Form Cards

and detach a. beautifully engraved.

scrupulouslyclean. perfectlyplain busi

ness card, you were amazed at the ab

solutely smooth edges of the card.

There wasn’t the s] ghtest indication

of its detachment. No man ever wit

nessed such a_n act without a. stirrlng

of his curiosny. th

credibility of their sense by feeling the

ed e of the card or ask how such a

hfiig is possible The card marks the

a

can differentiate yourself.

Send for a sample tab. 1

See for yourself. Send

now.

.41'Nul In,"

mum-m."

wu'xb u..." nun "'“ "

A earace of tab of cards in case. ''I‘HIEDJOHN B. WIGGINS COMPANX

Engravers. Die Embossers. Plate l’trs.

68-70 Adams St.. CHICAGO

for my world-wide mail-order busi

Operate from yourhume. Spare time. You

Factories, TOLEDO, OHIO
Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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mos-PLAYERPIANOS

lacing“flame

of selling direct irom factory to home. [can save you

irom $116 205200 on my celebrated Evans Artist

Model Pianos.

Two to Four Years to Pay

The easiest kind' of terms, weekly, monthly, quar

zerlv or yearly payments to suit your convenience.

All middlemen, jobbers, dealers and agents

profit: cut out. No charge for salesroom ex 'nse for my

otflce is in my factory. These are some 0 the reasons

why i can sell the Evans Artlst Model Pianos for such little

money. Let me send you the other reasons. tWrita today.

30 Days Free Trial

  

  

 

 

 

We allow all freight charges, let you use the .-'

beautiiul Evans Artist Model Piano for thirty days /"

free. it you are not entirely satisfied, we will take I

it back without an cost to you-you are the sole 4

judge to decide. it you want to kee it, you rnay‘oev

do so on our low factory wholesa a price on

most convenient terms.

Free Music kssons

To the first customer in each locality 49,

we will an: 1 two ynrl course of sum.

hutructlon (202- Ask about our lruul

lure plan ll‘ld our method oi on“.

you money. Wm. todly.

F. 0. Beam Piano Co.

um. 55. came.

\

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"



I Orderfiurflusz'nessti'faffonery

cunsmucnnn

While-oi hioolor. ~ Envelo 0

Three finguheo ’ to mgr

Nationally known as the paper that makes

O7mpressz'9é Stationeryata‘ambleY7rice

Sold only in case lots directto

the most competent and respons

ible printers, lithographers and

manufacturing stationers in the 180

principal cities of the United States

and Canada. Whenyou specify

and secure Coustruction Bond

you are not only assured the

highest b0 er value obtainable '
' i t you are also sure

work upon it. .

s stationery for the

ty who can furnish

we will also and

n the various

c on Bond.

W.E.Wroe Er Compaiy. SalesOfflccsIOObSomMflchlganAWnuc. Chicago
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Here’s a letter that tells

THE WHOLE STORY

It's from Toronto.

  

VDear Mr. Sheldon: -

Your letter justreceived vividly recalls the ten

days of pleasure and profit which I spent at Area

'three years ago, and which will live in my memory

till the grim Harvester claims his due. Of all the

vacations I have spent, 1 think I may say that I have

fonder recollections of that summer than any other'

I cannot imagine any other place where one may

crowd into the all too short ten days, such an ag

gregate of enjoyment and benefit both mentally and

physically. ‘

(Signed) J. ALEXANDER.

(Dated) June 3rd, 1914.

 

 

NOW, if that testimony can be improved upon, and some

other place be given higher enconiums, why! it’ll be “g0

ing some,” won’t it? '

Address—Silvester Schiele, Bus. Mgr;

V P. O. Box, 75, Area, Lake CO» IIL
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Retail

Clerks

Meet

Puzzling

Problems

in

Their

Work

This Book Solves 39 of Them

Cut out the following

coupon and send it in.

 

 

WE’LL DO THE REST

The Area Institute of Business Technology,

Area, Illinois.

Please forward to me Prospectus of Gofl’e’s Book, “Prob

lems in Retail Selling Analyzed." I want to see the subjects

dealt with.

Name

Address

 

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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Warmer and Warmer

gro \vs the sunshine.

Nearer and Nearer

Comes the time when your plans must de

velop into a definite programme for July——

the last half of the month, anyway. Decide

for AREA, ILLINOIS and

THE SHELDON SUMMER SCHOOL

Here you will enjoy, in addition to} the woods, and the

lake, and the sweet scented roses and violets, and “new

mown hay,” the splendid intellectual feasts guaranteed

you under the spell of Mr. Sheldon’s hour talks and

others who teach the principles and philosophies of the

life successful, whether it is lived in the whirl of com

merce or otherwise.

IT IS GOOD TO MAKE YOUR DATE

EARLY, for accommodation is always lim

ited. Address Silvester Schiele, Bus. Mgr.

P. O. Box, 75, Area, Lake Co, 111.

 

 

Say “I Saw It in the BusineSI thlolqphar"
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To All My Friends:

Especially to those dear friends who remembered my

Forty-Seventh birthday:

I honestly and sincerely wish you had been there at

the Birthday Dinner the evening of May First, and seen

how they “put it over” on me. Mrs. Sheldon and the chil

dren, aided by fifty or more friends here at home, certainly

made the “surprise” complete.

When I arrived home on Saturday morning I, of course,

was looking for some remembrances, and I found a large

section of the Home lined 011’ and sheeted so that I could

not see what was going on behind, and that scheme fooled

the “old man” completely. The Show was set not for the

dining room or any other part of the Home, but was being

prepared away ofl" up at the Institute. My! but they did

have an elaborate line of sentineling manned with scouts

to see that I didn’t get up to the buildings. Finally, Bank

er Payne called me up for'an auto ride and landed me at

the Press Building where the'BANQUET was spread. It

was great. It really was. I am now a real King. Crowned

one as the King of May. And say: When Gofi’e got up

behind me on a chair and just as I was about to “say

something” in appreciation, poured those hundreds of

Birthday Post Cards over my head, I—really,—-well, I

know you would have enjoyed my surprise. THANKS TO

EVERY ONE. THANKS ONCE AGAIN. And say,

Come to The Summer School

if you can, July 19 to 31.

Yours affectionately,

SHELDON.
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ARTHUR FREDERICK SHELDON, Editor

Only articles of a character calculated to increase the SERVICE RENDERING POWER of \h

_ reader will appear in this magazine ‘
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,ON THE FRONT PORCH

Where We Talk Things Over

\\‘\\\‘\\1

\

DO not believe that I could render our readers a greater

I service this month than to be the means of having each and

every one read an article which is a reprint from the

American Jeweler and passed along in booklet form by The

Sheldon School, entitled, “The Man Who Bossed Johnson.”

Someone has said that if you want to boss others the first

one you want to learn to boss is yourself. _

No man ever became a great general until he was capable of

first becoming a great soldier. I

The following article made into a booklet and'widely distrib

uted by The Sheldon School, 1018 Wabash Avenue, Chicago,

teaches this lesson in a manner so forceful that I gladly yield

the Front Porch this month to the man who wrote “The Man

\V'ho Bossed Johnson."

THE MAN WHO BOSSED IOI-INSON.

“There's a lot of talk about success in life printed nowadays;

some of it is pretty good, and I suppose it does much good; a lot

of you fellows need considerable trimming anyway. But, to

my mind, they don't any of them reach down to the root of the
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matter like my first lesson did. You fellows talk about the

scarcity of good men; tell how you are driven to secure foremen

that know more than the men they’ve got to boss; how scarce

superintendents are; how good salesmen are worth their weight

in gold, and all that sort of thing. I suppose it encourages some

who are already on the right path, so that they’ll keep on im—

proving themselves a little; but it doesn’t go to the root of the

matter. It doesn’t start a crop of lively youngsters, who will all

be fit to take the places of us fellows with white hair—#0r with

no hair, like me.

“Now, I ain’t worrying any on that score,” continued the old

man, lighting a Havana and smiling at the group of travelers

in front of him in the hotel. “I’ve got a lively crop of young

sters in training back at the works, and I’ve given some of them

away, or rather, loaned ’em out. I’m keeping my eye on ’em,

and I’ll get ’em again just as soon as they have got a little riper.

You can’t make a salesman or foreman or superintendent out of

every man you pick up; but you can make good ones out of a

surprisingly large proportion of the boys of today if you start

’em right, give ’em the proper mental training and lots of prac

tice like I got."

“Give us the recipe, uncle,’ said the red-headed jewelry

drummer. “I’m needing more salary myself, and I’m looking

for points.”

“Away back in—well, never mind, it’s a good while ago—I

was a red—headed kid in a machine shop, and I guess I was pret-'

ty bumptious. I was about eighteen and had nearly served my

time and wanted a foremanship worse than I wanted anything

else in the world. You laugh at my wanting to be a foreman

before I’d finished my time, but if the truth was known that's

about the ideal of every cub at that age. They don’t say so——I

I

l
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didn’t then—but that’s about it, and it’s a good, legitimate am

bition. .

“We had a traveler who sold about all the product of the

shop, and it was currently reported that he had graduated from

the shop and was getting three thousand a year and doing just

as be pleased. Every time he came in from the road he would

come out in the shop, give cigars to the foreman and super., and

shake hands with every man and boy in the shop. Then he

would go around again with the old man, discussing the work

and looking after the details of his orders, and what he said

always went with the old man. You’d think that he owned the

shop and the old man was super. if you didn’t know. Well, I

looked on Van as a prince. When I got tired of imagining my—

self as foreman I would sometimes wonder if I would ever earn

as much as Van, $3,000 a year! And I was getting $1.60 per

day. Three thousand dollars was untold wealth to me.

“One morning I was- in a fearful temper; discontented with

myself and the world; some of the men had sprung some

old gags that morning, and I had bit on all of them. Naturally,

that hadn’t helped any. Van came up behind me and blew a

cloud of smoke, making me cough. I picked up a wrench, but

when I saw it was Van I dropped it and laughed; nobody could .

get mad at Van. ‘

“ ‘WellyReddy,’ he said, 'when are you going to be foreman?’

Then he sat down and drew me out. Finally he said: ‘You

can be foreman, either of this place or some other, just as soon

as you’ve had sufficient practice in bossing men. Everybody

wants foremen and Superintendents and salesmen, and all you’ve

got to do is to start in and practice as you‘did on the lathe and

planer.’ ' I

“ 'How can I practice? I’m only a cub here; everybody tells

me what to do, and I’ve got to do it. They can practice on me all
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right—most of them are doing it good and plenty. How am I

going to get anyone to practice on ?'

“ ‘Well, Reddy, there’s one man whom you can practice on;

that’s Johnson.’

“ ‘Me ?’

“ ‘No, not you, but Johnson. Every man has two pretty dis

tinct personalities in the one body. One is energetic, ambitious,

likes to do right and get along—that’s you. The other is care

less, shiftless, lazy and fond of a good time—that's Johnson.

Now, what you’ve got to do is to learn to boss Johnson, and

you’ll find it will take a lot of practice. When you get so that

you can boss Johnson successfully—keep him right up to the

mark all the time and keep him good—natured'about it—then,

and not till then, you’ll have the skill and practice to boss more

than one man. Now, there’s the man for you to practice on.

\Vill you do it? Shake! I feel sorry for Johnson, for he’ll have

to stand it. I’m going to be around here for a week, and I’ll

start you right. I'll tell you what to do, and you can tell John—

son just as the old man gives his orders to the super. and you

get them from the super. That completes the chain and makes

it a working agreement.’

“Well, I was boy enough so that the idea tickled me. Van

would come around and say, ‘Reddy, tell Johnson to do this,

and keep after him; see that he does it.’

“In the course of a week I began to like the game. I also

found out a lot of things I had never suspected. As Reddy, the

foreman, I used to jack myself up as Johnson, the workman,

and, according to Reddy, Johnson was a good deal of a slob.

Van went on the road, and I kept after Johnson night and day.

I ordered him to bed and ordered him up. I checked up on his

work, and I made him study. As Reddy, the foreman, I thought

less of myself as Johnson, the workman, until my opinion of
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Johnson was at a pretty low ebb. I noticed that the old man

was watching me a good deal, and I began to be afraid that

Johnson would get fired, so Reddy drove Johnson harder than

ever.

“One night I went to a show, and before the curtain rose I

heardtwo people talking in front of me. One had been away,

‘How’s Reddy Johnson doing?’ ‘Fine,’ said the

other; ‘he’s assistant foreman at the shops now, in charge of the

erecting, with from three to ten men under him all the time.’

“I heard no more of the play. Was I foreman? When did I

become foreman? How long had I been foreman? When the

new wing was put up six months before I was put to work in it

with some helpers, and my wages had been raised then. Yes, I

had been foreman for six months, and was so busy bossing

Johnson I hadn’t noticed it. Had to have outsiders tell me

about it.

“Six months later I was offered a superintendency of another

factory at about double the wages, and the firm advised me to

take it, saying that I could come back if I didn’t make good.

That aroused all the fight in me, and I made good. I think

every red-headed man is sensitive to insinuations.

“I kept on bossing Johnson until I made a salesman out of

him. Now I own some works myself. I am as far ahead of

Van’s $3,000 a year as -I was behind it when I started. I haven’t

had a salary for twenty years. In my own works I have got a

number of kids that have started to practice on themselves till

they are able to hold a foreman’s job, and there are some oth—

ers scattered around getting experience that I’ll get back when

I want them. The scheme is working as well with them as it

did with me. You see, it’s fundamental. It starts the boy right

and gives him the idea of self—control from the beginning.

That’s all that makes the difference between the proprietor and
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the employe; one can boss himself; the other can’t. It’s an old

idea. The Bible says, “He that is master of himself is greater

than he that taketh a city.’ I’m a Democrat and can't quote

Scripture; but it’s something to that effect.

“Now, my red-headed friend, you said you wanted a raise in

salary. Why not start now to get ready for the time when you

won’t need a salary—won’t accept it? I tell you, boys, before

you can get 05 a salary you’ve got to boss Johnson—all the

time, night and day.”

The old man went out, and for a long ten minutes nobody

said anything. We just sat there and thought it over.

 

“Carrying a Receptive Mind”
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Few of us take readily and kindly to TRUTH boldly stated, and the reason

nearly always is that, discordaney prevailsoin our character, in the form of non

reeeptivity of mind, shown In either Jealousy or Egotlsm. The mu“ [3 “an.

ally in trouble; the EGOIST never at BIL—Editor.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\“\\\\‘\\\\\\\‘

ARMONY is derived from Christianity, and there can be no

Christianity, unless based on Harmony. There can be no Har~

mony either in music or business where there is discord.

While all believe in God, to get all hands to believe more in their

company and less in themselves is the missing link, and there comes a

time when each individual should take account of stock.

Many companies sufl’er from three causes:

EGOTISM—JEALOUSY—DISCORD.

EGOTISM is not ambition. A man loaded with egotism is a dam

holding human progress until it can percolate through. Instead of the

Egotist listening, absorbing and joining to carry out progress, progress

must come to him. Hence Egotism stands in the way of Advancement.

JEALOUSY is the possession of a small soul. There are two

parties that sufier—the party that carries the jealous soul and the
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company that hires him. It is not a fact that all men are created equal

as to achievements. They start equal, but in the race of life some

men must be leaders.

‘DISCORD is founded largely on Egotism, Jealousy and Ambition.

Of these, Ambition is the only saving grace. It should, therefore, be

brought home to everyone to stop, look and reason, and make' an

analysis of what he can do to stop the discord, promote harmony and, in

that way, render the company the justice that is due it.

On another basis, let us take up sales. The best salesman is a good

product. It sells itself, and full sales mean larger production, lessen the

cost, give employment to the men; contentment takes the place of unrest;

it means warm kitchens, singingieakettles and a moral uplift. Conse

quently, everyone should work free from egotism and jealousy, for the

upbuilding of the product, which means the upbuilding of the company

which gives him employment.

The great principle of success in this respect is to get every mind

open to adopt suggestions and not to be arbitrary in arriving at conclu

sions. A man in a minor position often furnishes points that are of

infinite value to the company. Consequently, every man should adopt as

a motto “LET US CARRY A RECEPTIVE MIND.”—E. E. True, in

The Russell Company Bulletin.

\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\§\\\\‘

If one prefers to sell his glorious birthright of

Self—Control for that mess of pottage of Present Self

Indulgence, it is his own business—Sheldon.

True success is what a man possesses, after he has

ransomed his positive faculties of mind, soul and

body from the slavery of ignorance and doubt;

Sheldon.

\\\‘\\\\\\\\\“‘\\\\\\“\\
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SERVICE

By HARRY YANKEY.

THAT’S the Twentieth Century cost price of

Success!

That’s what the world demands.

'Do you give it? Do you satisfy the wants of all

your patrons? Every one of them?

If you do not, man, I say, “Wake up.”

One failure means the loss of a customer, and his

knocks may mean a dozen. It also means more busi

ness for your competitor.

afford it?

you can't.

Get busy, give satisfaction.

Yesterday’s methods won’t go today.

Do you think you can

You may think you can, but I tell you,

Tomor

row’s, instead, are what mean prosperity. Think of '

some new service for those who depend on you. If

you’re too much of a jelly—fish to think, let some one

else do it for you. Then act. Act. That’s the way

to trade your runabout for a six-cylinder. Get busy,

the opportunity’s here. But the other fellow is going Y

to grab it if you don’t hurry. Action now; there’s

the telephone at your elbow.

\

"‘4
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Address by I. H. Sayman

Before the Employes of the Electromechanical Company, Baltimore, Md.
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Mr. I. H. Say'man, the gentleman who made the address herein, is a. promi

nent citizen 0! Baltimore, Maryland. His life's experience has been unique in

the varied hues and colours which have characterized it daily. Probably

noErgllzn in all America is better qualified to speak as he does in this address.

— or.

\i\i\i“\‘\\\‘l\l\-\.‘u\‘\‘\inIL\l‘.\l\lI-‘l‘l\-‘>‘\\l‘-\l\l‘i‘.I.\.1l‘l\\‘l\l1\\L\-‘l‘l‘

E HAVE assembled here tonight for an efficiency talk, which

will make us better, stronger, through giving us some new good

thoughts. We sometimes wonder why it is that some others get

along better than we do. \Ve wonder why some seem to prosper while

we do not, and still. we seem to be doing the very best we know how.

There are many people in this world who are sober and industrious

who do not seem to attain prosperity. They never seem to be out of

hot water. Nothing, however, happens without a. reason. There is a

cause for every effect. But people will not take the trouble to go to the

bottom of the case, and find out the reason. The laws of nature are

neither kind nor cruel, but just. We violate the laws of nature con

stantly, and that is why we do not succeed. The violation sometimes

is very trivial; though the penalties are enormous. Take for example

an engineer running a train. He has simply forgotten to look for a

signal. He was thinking of something else. Not seeing that signal

cost him his own life, and the lives of a number of passengers, besides

the enormous money loss, all resulting from the violation of one of

nature’s laws against absent—mindedness—“Thou shalt not forget."

The laws of nature acknowledge no difi'erences between ofl‘enses, as

ofl'enses, whether murder, or simply an act or error of omission. So

in trying to find out the reason why we do not succeed, we find that

we have violated one or more of the laws of nature. To obey these

laws means study and careful thinking. Every thought you have

comes from a natural cause. Thoughts bring action; we will call a

thought, a seed; an act, a sprout which grows. A man has the power

to make himself anything he choOSes. A man has the power

to make himself just an ordinary average worker or-superintendent in

any shop he goes into, just by the power of applied thought. First
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comes the thought, then the act, and that creates the. plant. The

average man, in place of going deep down into this matter, does as

little thinking as he can. He gets up in the morning as late as

possible, eats his breakfast and goes to work. If he gets in a few

minutes late, all right—he is doing “too much for the boss anyhow.” He

recalls the occasions when he has worked overtime, and excuses him—

self on that ground. When afternoon comes, he is fatigued. He

watches the clock and wishes it were time to quit. Why? He is

sinning against the laws of nature by lack of interest in his work.

When a man does anything he is interested in, time flies quickly. The

average employe does not love his work for the sake of what he can

accomplish, and this retards his advancement. The man who loves his

work, not only puts his best efforts into it, but conceives ideas of how

to do his work better, and becomes more efficient, ever striving to

excel. This man becomes the “boss.” The average employe goes home

in the evening, eats his supper, perhaps looks over the paper, reads

all the murder cases and other horrible happenings; goes to a moving

picture show and then to bed, instead of taking up helpful literature

to broaden his mind. When a young man finishes school he thinks his

education is finished. He has gone through the eighth grade, or perhaps

the Polytechnic or some other institution of learning. After graduat

ing, he drops his studies entirely and goes to work. He indulges in

lines of reading matter, which do not benefit him, such as novels and

new-Spapers. He expects to thrive on this kind of brain food. Now, I

am speaking from personal experience and know that we only reap

success by planting success in our brains.

At the age of six I was left an orphan. I was put to work on a farm

and had no opportunity to go to school. At twelve I went to New

York, where I worked as a bootblack. At twenty-four I was driving

a. milk-wagon and could neither read nor write my own name. At this

time I started to do some serious thinking about my future. I decided

to learn a trade, and went to work for the Robert-Mitchell Company

of Cincinnati, Ohio. I received no wages, and had to pay my own

board. The foreman took a liking to me, and took me as a boarder.

His children played school at night, and in this way I learned how to

read and write. I have been educating myself ever since. At the

age of thirty-eight I was two thousand dollars in debt, with a family

of six children. I was keeping a secondhand furniture store in
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Washington, D. C., with a stock worth about eight hundred dollars.

I realized that I was on the wrong track. I had been reading novels,

newspapers and worthless literature, but now I started in to read books

that would help me; reading a kind that develops and broadens the

brain and makes men. Since that time I have accumulated about

seventy thousand dollars; besides raising nine of twelve children.

Anyone can attain success by setting a goal, and then striving to

attain it. ‘

The education you get in school is simply a means to an end. As

soon as you.st0p educating yourself, you are closing every avenue

to success. Men have taken up the problem of capital and labor for

example in many different ways. Labor unions have been organized,

which have secured for the laborer shorter hours and increased

wages. This has, in principle,_ all been of benefit to the wage-earner,

but the question is, what use has the wage—earner made of these

shorter hours and higher wages? Does he utilize these advantages for

personal growth, and consequent greater service to humanity? I want

to show you the true relation of capital and labor. I am speaking from

the standpoint of men who have succeeded. I have studied their 7

methods. Statistics claim that ninety-five per cent of humanity is

employed by the other five per cent. Just think of these figures!

There are five men who support ninety-five throughout the entire

world. Not only do they support these ninety-five, but they support

their families, which frequently amounts to twice that number of human

beings. Can you imagine how overworked this man is? Can you appre

ciate how much he needs help? But, stop; (10 you ever realize that you

are not only the employes here, but the employers also? Do you realize

that you employ the head of this concern to get out and hunt up the

business? To make up the pay-roll for Saturday night? Did you ever

stop to think for a moment that this man is working not merely eight

or nine hours for you, but twelve to fourteen hours? When he goes

home, he still must work with his brain to know where the pay-roll

is coming from. You are not only working for your employer, but

your employer is also working for you. Through the labor unions

you get shorter hours, but unless you put them to use in helpful

study, they are of no benefit to you. Helpful study will broaden

out your brain, and you will put yourself in a position that your

employer cannot get along without you. You will practically own him
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body and. soul. I know, specifically, nothing about your line of work,

but, let me ask, do you know all the inside workings of your business?

You can probably set a motor, wire up a house, or connect an appara

tus, but do you know how to wind a motor? Do you know all the

intricate arrangements and inside workings of one? Can you estimate

on a piece of work? So many people only do in a perfunctory manner

the work which is required of them.

Through the labor unions the wage-earner’s pay has been increased.

The laboring man lives better because of this higher pay; he has more

of the comforts of life than he had twenty~five years ago. But are

the wage-earners really any better ofl"? Are they retaining the sur

plus? Owing to the progress of the times, both employers and em

ployes live better than they did twenty-five years ago. This is owing

to the progress of mankind. But, in reality, at the year’s end the

wage-earner very often has nothing to show for his increased pay. I

will now illustrate to you the true relation between capital and labor

by means of these two tanks. The large tank, fifty feet in diameter,

is the capitalist’s tank. It has ten feet of water in it. The smaller

tank, three feet in diameter, is the wage-carrier’s tank, which is filled

with water to the same height. The tanks are equal in height, say

twenty feet, which represents citizenship. Your vote as a citizen

goes as far as the capitalist’s. The wage-earner goes to the em

ployer and- says he wants more wages or shorter hours. Any con—

cessions granted by the employer mean just this. Water will be

pumped out of the large tank into the smaller one, but at the bottom

these two tanks are connected by a small pipe, say a quarter inch pipe.

This represents the trade channels. Through the trade channels the

water will flow back again into the large tank, until the water is

again at the same level in the two tanks. What has the wage-earner

got to ofier to capital? Service with hands or head. The book

keeper will work with his brains. Capital pays for Service. Who

controls your educational system—your schools? Who prints the books

for use in the schools? Capital even dictates what your children shall

study. If you have a valuable dog, you take it to a good trainer, who

will teach it various things, such as to shake hands, to run after game

and bring it back in his month without mutilating it, and various

things which will make the dog more valuable. You will go to see the

trainer occasionally. You will find out how the dog is getting along,

6
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for it is very valuable. Many of you never go to the public schools

to see how your children are being trained. You seldom co—operate

with the teacher as you would in the case of the valuable dog. Your

children go to school to learn reading, writing, arithmetic and the

other branches. But they are seldom taught that this “education” is

but a means to an end. And when they leave school they are usually

satisfied to go out and do thevordinary things when they should try

and become great citizens or business men. Why? Because they have

not been taught properly. The money—grabbing—there are some other

kinds—capitalist, does not want too much brains in the world. So

your labor unions are all right as far as they go, but they do not

get to the bottom of the case.

Now then, in the first place capital demands greater interest on

loans than formerly. It controls your fashions, as well as your chil

dren’s textbooks. You men who are married know something of

this. Last year women’s skirts Were so tight they could scarcely walk.

This year they are once more full. Look what it costs to buy a

woman’s hat. Prices range from $5.00 to $50.00. This is one way

the capitalist has of getting back the money he gives through con

cessions to the wage-earner. Do not think that you are going to beat

capital through labor unions. Capital runs your moving—picture shows

and saloons. Capital insists on your contributing back to it the

money you have got through concessions. You cannot beat capital

in this way. This large tank holds more than this smaller one. Not

because it is politically any better, not because it is better from any

standpoint. Enlarge your tank, broaden out your brains by helpful

reading and study, so that you can retain more in your tank. One of

the laws of nature is this: the world pays for new ideas, short cuts,

new methods, not for hard labor with the hands. How many of you

men make your own tools that you work with? Look around at

these walls. See the cuts of motors, blue prints and diagrams repre—

senting brains. How many of you have invented anything depicted

here? How many of you can invent anything? How many of you have

ever tried to do it?

Develop your intellect. Think, read, study. Every one of you

can become an inventor. You can do more for the benefit of human

ity, your employer, and yourSelf, if you make up your mind you are

going to do it. You cannot do this by reading novels, by spending
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your spare time in moving-picture parlors 0r pool-rooms. You should

give a portion of that time to serious study.

Of course, we must have recreation. I went to a moving-picture

show this afternoon with my son to see Charles Chaplin. I believe

in recreation. I play duck-pins for exercise, not because I am in

love with the sport, but because it is absolutely necessary for a man

to be healthy. It is absolutely necessary for a man to banish worries

from his mind, and to have cheerful thoughts, but it is also necessary

for him to have some serious thoughts.

Thinking is the seed. Action on the thought is the sprout, and

continued action is growth. One may not be able to see the growth.

Much study is necessary. For example, I used to be very bashful. I

could not talk to eVen one man without dropping my eyes, and almost

apologizing for approaching him. I felt that I had a message to human

ity and determined to overcome this. So I got some negro ministers

to let me talk to their congregations. When I got up in the pulpit,

even though my knees were shaking under me, I had to go through

with it.

I want to call your particular attention to the fact that I am not

dwelling on speculative theories, but am giving you absolute facts. I

have done it, and you can do it, too. The men who invented the

machinery connected with your work gave their minds up to'study.

They gave their time and attention to studying out short methods of

doing the work. They broadened out their tanks. If the small tank

is made larger, through the trade channel it must receive its just

proportion of wealth. A man gets just what he deserves. Take

a tramp, for example, whom I consider the lowest specimen of human

ity. The tramp comes to your back gate and asks for something to eat.

You introduce Mr. Tramp to the woodpile. The tramp goes to work,

all the while keeping his eye on the windows to see if you are watching

him. When he thinks you are not looking, he puts a few big sticks of

wood underneath to make the pile look larger. In a short time he gets

tired of work, and comes to the door and asks for his pay. What do

you do? Do you spread out a nice dinner for him? No; not if you

have watched him do his fake wood stunt. Now take another tramp

under the same circumstances. Suppose he does not watch the windows,

but goes to work as if he enjoys it and wants to eat it up. He doesn’t

come to the back door. You watch him through the shutters, and say

I,

#4
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to yourSelf, “That man is a worker. He deserves his pay.” You bring

him in and give him a nice dinner, the best you can give. Why;

Because you insist on giving him what is coming to him. This is

human nature. This law holds all the way up from the tramp to the

President. Every man has placed himself where he is and stamped his

own valuation on himself. You have gone into dry—goods stores, and

been waited on by a clerk who didn’t seem to care whether anything was

sold or not. You almost had to use force in order to get him to

show you what you wanted. Another clerk will take pains to please

you. He will show you anything he has in his store. The former

is trying to hold his job, the latter is trying to advance. Hard study

’ and reading of helpful literature will give you a stronger personality

which will bring you higher wages and make you better liked by your

employer. You will impress everyone with whom you come in contact.

Do you ever take an inventory of yourself? An inventory of every bit of

stock in this place is taken once or-twice a year. Profits and losses must

be ascertained. What is your stock in trade? Your brain—your tank.

What does it hold? How much have you learned in the last six months?

How much money have you got? Have your methods been winners or

losers? How do you stand spiritually today compared to six months

ago? IS“ a goal for yourself, and then try to reach it. Do you know

what this is going to mean for you? Think of the time when you

- will be sixty or seventy years old. Perhaps through the violation of

the laws of nature you will be an invalid and be dependent on your

relatives, who are waiting for the time when the cofiin lid will he

nailed down over you and they get rid of a nuisance. But not so with

the man who has provided for his old age. His relatives are only too

glad to wait upon him. They wish to be remembered in his will.

Take an inventory tonight, gentlemen, and ask yourselves this

question, “Am I satisfied?” If you are satisfied, you might as well

go down to the pier, tie a stone around you}~ neck and jump ofl",

The man who is satisfied is on the downward track. If he is

satisfied with his life and has no further object to live for and strive

for, he is to be pitied. He reminds me of the old darkey sitting on a

bale of cotton in the city of New Orleans. He was clothed in an old

gunny sack, with two holes at the bottom for his limbs to go through

and two holes in the sides for his arms. As he sat there, chewing a

ham bone, with the grease running down his cheeks, he crooned this
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little song, “I haven’t got no money and I don’t want none.” The only

way you can succeed is by enlarging your tank (your brain) so it will

hold more of this world’s goods. It is not the amount of wealth you

get, but the amount of wealth you retain that counts. Fill the smaller

tank. Let the wage-earners have shorter hours, increased pay, in

surance, workmen’s compensation laws, etc. But do more than that,

Resolve tonight to enlarge your tank. You will then stop spending

money on foolishness, and will start to save. Holding, not getting,

is the way to become Wealthy. The way you can retain more is by

widening out your brain tank.

Here are some of the drawbacks of the average wage—earner. He

thinks he is underpaid. I, at one time, thought that I was underpaid.

“'hen I was working for the Baltimore Realty Company the results

showed that I was doing as much as any three men working for

them. I asked for more money. They said “If you think you are

not being treated right, go ahead and quit.” I next went to work for

John J. Hearst. I stayed with him one month. I got a lot of busi—

ness for him, and wanted more money. He also refused and I left. I

started into business for myself and made money. I proved to myself

that I was worth more.

If any of you wage-earners thinks he is being underpaid, let him

prove it by starting into business for himself. If you have the ability,

you can get people to back you. Another drawback is that the wage

earner thinks he is being overworked. Now your employer is very

careful of you. He does not want to see you overworked. If you

have a horse which is worth five hundred dollars to you, do you allow

it to be overworked? Employers are careful of their employes who

are worth money to them.

Men with large brain tanks command high salaries. Another draw

back of the wage-earner is believing that his efforts are unappreciated

They are not. He may be doing nothing to be appreciated for. The

employer wants to appreciate him and his work but too often cannot.

Lack of enthusiasm is another drawback.- You should love your

work. Talk about it. Let us compare an employer of men and his

employes with a. general in the army and his soldiers. These men

love each other and their country. They are full of enthusiasm. If

employes were like these, the employer could not help appreciating

them.
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Deficiency in character is also a drawback to the wage-earner.

‘ First, many are unstable. They cannot be depended upon. Suppose,

for example, you are sent out on an errand and neglect the small de—

vtails, or you are sent out on a job, and forget to take the proper

bolts, screws or some necessary tool with you. This absent-minded

ness shows deficiency in character. A man may be weak in a good

. many ways. He may be an inveterate cigarette smoker, or he may be

at drinker. This all prevents him from going to work in proper

shape. Laziness is not an uncommon deficiency in wage-earners. How

much have you tried to build up your employer’s business? Have you

tried to make it one of the very best establishments in this city? The

other day I took my car down to a garage to have it fixed. A mis

take was made in repairing it, the result of some bit of carelessness.

The foreman did not come down to see me about the matter. He did

not say, “Mr. Sayman, I am sorry this happened. I will see that it

will not occur again.” Last week a pin came out of the crank shaft.

It had just been fixed two weeks ago. I took it to the repair

shop and they said: “Yes, it is our fault. We will fix it.” Was that

satisfactory to me? No! It, however, would have been satisfactory

to me if the foreman had come down and said, “Mr. Sayman, this is

too bad. I will find the man who did this and speak to him about it.”

But he didn’t show that spirit. If I could find another shop in the

city where my repairs could be made properly, those people would

never get another nickel of my money.

Have you ever been out on a job when the bolt you had did not

fit, but you “made it do”? Or perhaps you did not have the right

kind of a screw or tool. You did not like to go back and say you

had forgotten it. You “made it answer” the purpose and said it was

“good enough.” You can never be a success if you do that way. I am

talking facts to you. Broaden out your tank and the world will give

you more of this world’s goods.

There are two classes of people in this world, the feeders and

the fed. There is a certain class of people who insist on feeding the

other class. Would it surprise you to know that the class being fed

are the five per cent, and that the feeders are the ninety—five per cent?

You can get out of the latter class whenever you choose. You have

only to make up your mind to do it. -

The world can also be divided into two other classes: learners and
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know-it-alls. I have talked to men who thought they knew everything

I could tell them. I have talked to salesmen and tried to interest

them in scientific salesmanship and scientific business-building, but

they were “know-it-alls,” and placed the blame for their failure any

where except where it belonged. The blame belonged on themselves.

The man who is willing to learn has a great opportunity in life. The

man who knows it all is well-satisfied. He is an egotist. He is not

willing to learn any more. His opportunities are nil.

Excessive newspaper reading is as bad for the mind as horse

radish and red peppers would be to nourish the body. We must sub

stitute for this kind of reading matter that which will nourish the

mind. I have brought with me a copy of the magazine, “Health Cul~

ture.” I think I should know the value of the difl’erent foods which

I put into my stomach. It is necessary for me to know why I am

sick. I should know about this body of mine. I should know‘ how

to take care of this piece of machinery.

The “Backbone Monthly” is another valuable book. It teaches you

how to do things. It is full of rich, creamy thoughts. It is full of

articles written by busy, brainy business men who tell of overcom

ing obstacles which the average man will not attempt to face.

This other book I have here is called “The Business Philosopher.”

It tells you how to become more efficient and how to do your work

better. Efficiency means more profitable work for you. It means en—

couragement for the boss also, and he needs encouragement.

The books of my own that I distribute are free to you.

But “The Business Philosopher” is $3.65 a year. The “Business

Philosopher” is a helpful monthly and I would like to see you take it

I will give you the following guarantee with it; if at the end of a year

you do not feel that you have got many times your money’s worth out

of reading it, return the twelve copies to me and I will hand you your

money back. This guarantee is not that of the publishers, but is my

personal one. I have fed my brain on this kind of matter for years.

I have here another book which I publish myself, “The Spectre 0f

Comfort Cottage.” Take a copy home with you. Don’t “look it over.”

Read it. It has cost me years and years of study to tell you what is in

this book. If you think it is good I would like to have you tell me

by asking me for some more. “The Dawn of Prosperity,” another Of

my publications, is free for the asking, and is the sequel to “The

.4
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Spectre of Comfort Cottage.” All you have to do is to put your name

on my mailing list. Let me send you these books which will help

you to broaden out your think-tank. I am willing to help you to

help yourself. I certainly appreciate the kind attention you have

favored me with.

\\\\\\\“\\‘\\‘\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\‘\\\“‘\\\\“\\“

F. L. Brittain tells the following story apropos the

fact that “There is room up ahead.”

George, Williams was a badly abused boy.. He

tended his father’s sheep on the downs of Ashley,

England. His brothers were harsh and cruel, and

'they finally persuaded Father Williams' to send

George away. He was apprenticed as a mercer’s

clerk. After his apprenticeship he was carried away

to London. A position was found for him. His

employers rebufied him, but some way he held on.

Later, the firm became Williams 8: Co., and then he

was knighted by Queen Victoria. Nothing, how

ever, was ever “handed” to Sir George. No golden

spoon carried good things to his mouth. Despite the

unkindness of his brothers and the indifference of

his employers, he rose to the heights of a Great Mer—

chant, and to knighthood.

There is always room up ahead for those who are

able and willing to endure the taunts and goads.

Courage and honesty of purpose are mostly needed.
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As a Parent, 01' An Employer, Are

You a True. Educator?
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The world can show no career of greater intensity, probably, than that of the

writer of this article on “True Education." Responsibility is its slogan. Your

responsibility, and mine, as parents and leaders, for the cultivation and devel~

opment of others—their education. The writer of this article knows whereof

he speaks, for he is not only a parent, and an employeihhe is an EDUCATION

IST. - W. ’1‘

ANY readers of The Business Philosopher are students

of the Science of Business Building. '

Many of these who are parents are teaching their chil

dren along lines of the Area Philosophy.

A student in Washington, D. C., has just related to me an -

interesting incident concerning his daughter.

She has been nervously inclined and given to a tendency ‘

toward occasional “tarantums.”

Recently, when one was showing signs of approaching, the

father suggested to the daughter that they take a walk.

While walking they talked, and he told her about the nine

feelings, which, developed, make for reliability.

The daughter became deeply interested, and the father told

her how to develop the feelings, which they had been discussing,

through proper nourishment and proper use.

The young mind grasps basic truths when told by a good

salesman, and this particular father is a good salesman of ideas

He soon had the daughter's favorable attention, interest and

desire aroused to such a point that she wished to get action in

the matter of development of the nine feelings.

Since that one walk there has been a marked improvement

in the daughter.
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The type of employer is rapidly multiplying, who takes an

_ interest in his business family as well as domestic circle.

Not alone because it pays, but because more and more hu

manitarianism is entering into business.

As one employer stated to me the other day, we love to do

things for our employes for their educational benefit and gen—

eral welfare.

An‘employer recently noticed that one of his employes was

not well. ‘

He inquired after the health of the young man and was told

the doctors had given him so much medicine that it no longer

had any eHect. '

He had indigestion, constipation, insomnia and goodness

knows what all.

Mr. Employer told Mr. Employe about the nine laws for the

cultivation of health and physical endurance.

The young man was cured in less than a month.

He threw all medicine away and put his life into harmony

with nature’s basic laws for the cultivation of endurance.

He is now able to build a bigger fire of Service for his em

ployer, and his employer has the satisfaction of possibly having

saved a life as well as improving the usefulness of the employe.

Sometime all who employ others will come to see that the true

function of the employer is that of an educator, and he will

prepare himself to be a true teacher of basic truth.

Robert Wall, who is the Sheldon School manager at Wash

ington, D. C., recently called a convention of all our recently

enrolled students in that city.

Over 300 gathered for a general experience meeting.

Many interesting experiences were related; among others,

this: ‘
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A teacher in one of the public schools asked the class what

boys andgirls must do to keep well.

A little girl of 12 was the only one who could give an intelli

gent answer.

She arose and recited the nine laws for the development of

endurance, as taught in the Science of Business Building.

The teacher was dumfounded and asked where she got the

information, and the twelve-year-old answered and said unto

the teacher, “My papa is going to school, and his school teaches

him to build the body, and he told-me.”

* * * * * *

It is said that the schools of a certain great state expended

over $25.00 per school child last year for intellectual training

and an average of two cents per capita for the education of the

body.

Education of the body, did I hear you say?

Yes, I mean just that, for the simple reason that education

means educ-tion, and the body needs eduction or development

as much as does the mind.

The cram jam method of stuffing the head with facts often

ruins the physical health of the child.

We will never have a truly great race of people until our

schoolrooms are truly gardens for the cultivation of the human

plant.

Cold storage education, the stnfiing of the intellect with facts

while neglecting the body and often hindering its devolpment

as some schoolrooms do, will never result in a truly educated

race. F. SHELDON.

#1



Be An Artist Instead of An Artisan

By ORISON SWETT MARDEN.
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Perhaps no writer in this country is more eagerly read by those familiar with

his work than ()rlson Swetl; Mai-den. Mr. Mai-den never wavers in his presenta

tions of philosophic truth. The very words announcing the matter of his article

Iollowing radiate high-mindodness, truly helpful as wall as interesting. Not

every issue do we find ourselves able to make such an ofl'ering as this, which

deals with the idea. of doing one’s best, always—Editor.
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0 MAN who has tasted the joys of the creative life, who has

N known the free delights of initiative, of intellectual expansion,

can ever again content himself with imitation. He will never

again stoop to drag himself through the mire of pretence and counter

feit. Veblen speaks of the “instinct of workmanship”—-the instinctive

intolerance of anything less than the best. There is only one road

thai" the “man who knows how,” the artist, can afl’ord to travel and

that is the straight and narrow one of invariably doing the best he

knows how.

Did it ever occur to you that work is one of the most conspicuous

features in human history? It is one of the chief forms of human

expression. There is a dignity about the doing of work that no phase

of idleness can ever achieve. There is an inalienable honor in the

thorough performance of useful industry, whether it be in titling the

ground, making tools, weaving fabrics, or selling products behind a

counter. An American President, when asked what was his coat of

arms, remembering that he had been a hewer of wood in his youth,

replied: “A pair of shirt sleeves.” A French doctor once taunted

Flechier, Bishop of Nisnies, who had been a tallow chandler in his

‘ youth, with the meanness of his origin, to which Flechier replied: “If

you had been born in the same condition that I was, you would still

have been but a maker of candles.”

“Should my hand slack, I would rob God,” declared Stradivari, the

celebrated violin maker. He said he did not need to put his name on

the instruments he made, for they could not be counterfeited. And it

was true. A Stradivari violin is known to this day by its quality, not >

its tag. Stradivari loved his work and into every detail of it put

his best, in joyous, creative efl’ort. And the world still does him honor.
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Walt Whitman said truly—“The work is to the worker, and comes

back most to him.”

The consciousness that you are trying to use your advantages,

your vision, your particular ability, in work that will make the world

a little better for your having lived in it, in furthering something that

will eventually help the race, will make an artist of you and will give

you a satisfaction which nothing else can. This consciousness will act

as a perpetual tonic—an inexhaustible inspiration.

Fra. Angelica painted on his knees. We may perhaps cheaply

question the anatomy of his angels, but the spirit of the artist is none

the less in every line and tint. He put his personality, the fervor of

his adoration and love into every brush stroke. No matter what the

work, it is the way we do it that classes us either with the artist or

the mere artisans.

“We sow a thought and we reap an act, we sow an act and we

reap a habit, we sow a habit and we reap a character, we sow a char

acter and we reap a destiny.” No truer word was ever spoken of

the workers of the world. It is the initial thought—the attitude of ‘

mind in which the work is done that counts. “It’s the set of the

soul that decides the goal.” It is not necessary to embroider scrub

bing cloths nor hang horse stalls with Gobelins—to each line of work

should be accorded what fitly belongs to the object in view, but thor

oughness of application, purity of ideal, loftiness of standard, can be

discerned none the less.

“During the nine years that I was his wife,” said the widow of the

great painter Opie, “I never saw him satisfied with one of his pro

ductions; and often, very often, I have known him to enter my

sitting room, and, throwing himself in an agony of despondence on

the sofa, exclaim, ‘I never, never shall be a painter as long as I live.’ ”

It was this noble despair, which is not felt by vulgar artists, this

pursuit of an ideal which, like the horizon, ever flew before him, that

spurred Opie to higher and yet higher efiorts, till he filled one of the

highest niches in the artistic temple of his country. '

Dr. Wayland took two years to compose his famous sermon on

foreign missions; but it is a masterpiece, worth a ton of ordinary

sermons.

Balzac, the great French novelist, sometimes worked a week on

a single page.
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Demosthenes would not speak on any subject unless prepared;

and for this many orators ridiculed him, and Pythias, in particular,

told him that his arguments smelled of the lamp. Demosthenes re

torted sharply upon him: “Yes, indeed; but your lamp and mine, my

friend, are not conscious to the same labors.”

The Athenian architects of the Parthenon finished the upper

side of the matchless frieze as perfectly as the lower side, because the

goddess Minerva saw that side. An old sculptor said of his carvings,

whose backs were to be out of all possible inspection, “But the gods

will see.” Every one of the five thousand statues in the cathedral of

Milan is wrought as if God’s eye were on the sculptor.

This is not superstition. The attitude of mind may be phrased

in accordance with ancient myths, but the impulse toward thorough

ness, the desire for perfection, the inability to find satisfaction short

of expression of one’s finest ability, is characteristic of the artist-soul.

Years ago, a high granite block was built in Boston.

was completed, it was considered one of the best blocks in the city.

To all appearance, it was as lasting as the granite of which it was

built. Tenants were numerous. The builders had the utmost faith

in it. They could “pile it full of pig lead” they said. But, alas! be

fore it was half stocked with goods, it went down, filling the street

with stones, bricks, broken timbers, and bales of goods; and several

persons were killed. Why did it fall? Down in the cellar were a. few

feet of an old wall; to save a few dollars, it was left; and, when the

enormous weight of the structure commenced to bear upon it, it could

not stand the pressure and the entire block fell in ruins. A hundred

or two hundred dollars’ Worth of work saved in the foundation,

over a hundred thousand dollars’ loss in the end, and that was a

trifle in comparison with the lives sacrificed, which money could

measure.

The artisan’s standards are not only wholly utilitarian but ba;ed

on the estimate of the moment—the superficial estimate—not, “Will

it last?” “Is it thoroughly good?” but “Will it pay?” “Will it do?”

“Will it pass muster?” The artist has a plan, an end in view, an ideal.

An applicant for admission to Oberlin said he would like very

much to go through college, but was rather dismayed, however, at the

prospect of a four years’ course. He wanted to-know if there wasn’t

a short course that would give him the credit of a diploma, of having

When it ~
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a college education. “Yes,” said President King, “when the A]

mighty wants to make a squash He can make it in six months; but

if he wants to make an oak it takes a hundred years.”

The artisan aims to make a living, the artist to make a life. The

most wonderful and famous achievement is not worth while, if the

life of the man whose name it bears, is rotten at the core. The true

artist is as thorough and genuine in his life ideas as in his work

ideals.

A clean life is the only one that will count in the long run. The

only sort of life to live is the one from which we can get satisfaction

when looking back upon it when near its close. Just as an artist

views his work as an entirety, works at every stage of it with regard

to its proportions when finished, so, when you are in doubt about your

choice in any particular transaction, form the habit of asking your

self, “How would I like to look back on this thing at the sunset of my

life? When I am near the end, how will it look to me then?”

Ah, then all the dishonest, unfair advantages you may have taken

of others, all the selfish impulses, the yellow streaks, the mean ac

tions, the underhand methods used in dealing with others, all of the

regrets, the chagrins of your life, will stand out with distinctiveness.

At the time they were committed your mind was absorbed; to a cer

tain extent you were mesmerized, hypnotized, by the great life game.

But when you have passed beyond the hurrying, the stress and

strain of things, you See actions in their true light. The joy and

the satisfaction of the good will be multiplied, the pain and the sting

of the bad will be aggravated, in the perspective. Just as we feel a

toothache more in the silence of the night than when our~minds are

busy with the routine/of our day’s work, so, in the quiet that comes

at the close of life, the shoddy work we have put into the fabn'c of the

days will show in a very difl’erent light from that in which we previ—

ously saw it. '

The temptation of the hour is always to get on with as little

effort as possible. The love of the money game becomes such a passion

with many young men that they do not realize when they step over

the moral lines, they do not realize it at the moment when they stoop

to methods that are not worthy of their ability and advantages. The.v

are committed before they know it to the cheaper methods, the tricks

of the time-serving artisan, and they forget the ideals of the artist.
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Now, the mere possession of an idea is a great safeguard. Even for

a mediocre nature, the perpetual striving after a fixed goal, an un—

lowered standard, will gradually have an elevating efi’ect upon the

whole character.

The great thing is to function at your highest possibilities instead

of at your lowest. There is nothing which has a more superb efl’ect

upon a human being who has climbed to something higher, who has

had a taste of something better, who believes in getting up as Well as

getting on, than has this very habit of reaching up.

There is a tremendous growth, expansiveness, in the constant up

ward efi’ort that is never achieved by those with low—flying ideals.

No matter what your condition in life may be, no matter what par— "

ticular‘ work you do in order to get your living, if you are ever

reaching up morally, reaching up in both thought and efl’ort for some

thing better, striving daily, hourly, for something higher, grander,

your life will open up marvelous resources which would never have

been discovered otherwise.

Never be satisfied with reaching other people’s standards. Nothing

short of the achievement of his own ideal will ever satisfy the soul

of the artist. Mental laziness is the chief cause of mediocrity and

has been the ruin of many an artist.

One of the greatest cripplers of power of all kinds is the tempta

tion to think other people’s thoughts. Strangely enough this is espe

cially true of college men. Our colleges rightly lay great stress upon

historical characters, but there is a corresponding danger in accepting

their thoughts and philosophies without question to such an extent that

we unconsciously adopt their views, their opinions, instead of evolving

our own ideas and working on them. It is original thinking that makes

strong men. It is the expression of his original individual thought

and vision that marks the artist as distinct from the artisan.

If the college graduate could analyze his own views, his opinions,

his convictions, he would find the source of most of them in the

philosophies of those who have lived long ago. But as a matter of

fact, very few of the so-called great characters of history carried any

thing like the weight in their own' times that their story carries now.

If we had been their contemporaries we would probably have given

them far less heed. But whatever distinction they achieved, we may
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be sure it was by thinking their own thoughts and following their own

vision, rather than, sheep-like, imitating and echoing others.

Regard for precedent is due more to mental inertia and the fear

that springs from lack of self—confidence than to reverence of any

just weighing of values.

The attitude of the free, independent mind is always “Why

should I defer to this standard?” As the boy said about the spank

ing, “Who started this thing anyway?” Most people, unconsciously,

are really slaves of precedent. Millions of church people think it is sac

rilegious, positively wicked. To break away from any old custom.

Many mere formalities have, simply by reason of theri long contin

uance, taken on a certain sense of sacredness and when their discontin

uance is proposed, those who have never learned to think, are instantly

apprehensive lest the foundations of society be undermined. -This is

not the attitude of the artist, but of the time-serving artisan who has

worked under the direction of others, for the commendation and re—

ward of others, rather than of his own soul.

If we stop to consider the question, we would be surprised to find.

how largely our lives are governed by precedent. We assume, if we

think of the matter at all, that there must have been a good reason

for a custom that has been obeyed and followed by so many for cen

turies. And there may indeed have been such at the time, but-we are

living in a different state and time. Very few people have much

opinion of their own ideas, or much respect for their own convic

tions. They are timid about formulating them and shrink-from

defending them. _

Yet why should we regard other people’s opinions as more worthy

of adherence than our own? The men whose actions set up these

old standards did not live in anything like the advanced stage of civ—

ilization we are living in, they had nothing like our advantages of edu

cation, of scientific knowledge. The world has pushed on long dis—

tances since these precedents were founded; why should we have such

a reverence for them? Why not think our own thoughts, establish

our own precedents? When some music critic of his time pointed

out to Beethoven that there was no precedent for a certain arrangement

of phrasing in his Ninth Symphony and that therefore it must be

wrong, the old artist thundered—“Wrong, is it? Very well, hereafter

it shall be right I made it!”
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The artist has no thought for commendation or reward. The ar—

tisan seeks both.~ The chief danger in all efiort is that the comple

tion and the task in hand will be considered of higher import than

the methods employed in its accomplishment.

The very conditions which have cdntributed to the marvelous

American supremacy, the almost limitless resources, splendid climate,

the ambition, energy and determination of the American people, all

_ these tended at the same time to develop an abnormal craving for

mere mass and show of achievement—and its sign manual, money——

until this has come to be considered as a national trait, bordering on

disease.

This tremedous expenditure of energy in opening up and devel

oping our resources has resulted in the general welfare of the nation

as a whole so far as comforts and luxuries are concerned, as well as a

certain rugged stamina and sturdy independence of character, yet with

it all it must be admitted that the great American prize—an oppor

tunity for youth never before offered in the history of the world—

has developed at the same time a selfish, grasping quality which is to

a degree ingrained. It has tended to develop artisans rather than ar

tists. .

The artist is characterized as controlled by his vision, his ideal,

his own inalienable inner standard of values. The earmark of the

artisan is superficiality, the service of temporary, fleeting ends. His is

the time-serving spirit, foreign to the spirit of loyalty, of heroic adher—

ence to an ideal.

When the king of Babylon was in desperate straits for a prime min

ister who would not sell him out, a man whom he could respect and

trust, the reason for his preferring Daniel out of all the other men who

Were recommended to him was that there was such an excellent spirit

in him.

After all, the spirit in which we undertake our work is everything.

There is no one thing which so influences an employer as the spirit

in which an employe does his work. The employe who is loyal,

kindly, anxious to excel, who does not grudge his effort, who is enthusi

astic, energetic, is never among those slated for discharge. The right

spirit is the quality which oftenest leads to promotion.

The spirit with which you face life as you enter the open door

will have everything to do with what the future will have for you.
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\Vill this be the spirit of the artist or the artisan? The spirit that

forges ahead, firm in confidence in its ideal, dauntless in the face of de

feat, if so. be that defeat lies in its rdad to ultimate victory; or the

spirit that follows only in the well beaten paths, thinks the thoughts

of others, fears to embark upon any line of action until it has the

approval of all the others of its little world?

One reason why so many lives are so weak, ineffective, lacking

in originality, in vigor of execution, is because they are but half com

mitted to their choice of efl’ort or career. The most pronounced, the

most conspicuous thing about a person should be his life aim. If he

is so dominated by a mighty purpose that everything else about

him will only seem to point to this as iron filings to a magnet, th--n

we know such a life will succeed. But unless'a man is so completely

dominated by a great life aim, that it is his most conspicuous charac

teristic and dominates his whole personality, then he is probably only

an imitator, an artisan, not an artist.

Men with powerful executive ability, who have left their mark

on the world, have always been very positive.- There has been noth

ing wavering or uncertain about them. They were possessed by their

ideals, they lived in the service of their ideal. They were artists—ar

tists of life. ’

\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\‘\\\\\‘\\\\‘\\\

Initiative is a quality which is as prominent in

the character of a man who enjoys a successful career

as is a red necktie on a green shirt bosom; it is the

first thing you become aware of about him. You

see it in every move he makes, and it is unfailingly

mirrored in his results—(Frolic.
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Address Before the Kansas City Under-.

writers Association

By A. B. FRANCISCO.

(

\‘l‘k‘h‘fl‘iK‘l‘h‘k‘l‘n‘r‘s‘-‘L‘n‘s‘s‘s‘s‘n‘s‘s‘L‘n‘s‘k‘k‘h‘l‘s‘L‘L‘l‘s‘k‘k‘fl“l‘\“‘L‘U‘

Versatility appears to hover over this issue of The BUSHNESS PHILOSO

PHER. What with Mai-den, Sawman and Francisco, the phalanx marching

shoulder to shoulder herein ls well led. For succinctness as well as practica

bility, in presenting serious truth, few supersede A. B. Francisco. Insurance

men may well read and ponder this address which follows.—Editor.

Ii\-\l\.‘-‘\‘l\r\r\s‘l\l‘s‘sv\1min‘.it‘-Ililil\r‘r‘s\s‘\‘r\s\s\r1sIsis\risisunisukisis‘.\u\

AM here not to pose as a “wiser-than-thou,” not to tell you how

to sell insurance; nor even to sugggst how you should run your

business, for, frankly, there is not a man here but who knows

more about insurance than I do, else he has no business here.

I am here through the confidence of your Secretary, Mr. Benni

field, to call your attention to natural law underlying the building of

this, or any other business; and I hope to render you service just so far,

and so far only, as I am able to hold before you natural law, and

cause you to see that my success and your success is wholly dependent

on how clearly we discern this law and how faithfully we obey it.

God is sovereign in the world of creation, but man is sovereign

in the world of application, and I believe that business success is the ul

timate expression of man’s obedience to and application of nature’s

law. ‘

The chief reasoni for the slow development of an ideal human

society is that man has not discerned that human relationship is based

on.law. This is due to the fact that he has been so self-centered and

conceited that he has attempted to “bully” nature into yielding to him

rather than to discipline himself into yielding to her.

The concrete expression of this mental state (for I am speaking

of the mental state) is that man sees himself only as an absolute being,

whereas he is a related being as well. He wishes to drive all things

from himself asthe center, whereas he should turn upon a larger axis

and bring himself into harmony with the great humanity of which he

is but a part—a very small part. His proper conduct is toWard co

operation rather than exploitation. He is sovereign in a democracy
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rather than in a monarchy. His strength is glorified in, “pull” rather

than in “push”; in “persuasion” rather than in “compulsion.” He can

govern best when he seems to command least.

Business is a great democracy—a real democracy. The autocrat,

the militarist, is fast losing out. The diplomat—the servant—is fast

coming into his kingdom. That was a stunning blow the Master of

men administered two thousand years ago when He said, “He that

would be great among you, let him become servant to all.” This idea

gives rise to a new aristocracy—not a military nor a ruling aristocracy,

not a money nor an intellectual aristocracy, but the aristocracy of Serv

ice, an aristocracy that will not die in being born, or if it.survives its

own birth, will not continue to live on its first and only breath, but

an aristocracy whose vital breath is the healing of the nation, an

aristocracy which will grow in grace with God and man until its

knowledge shall cover the earth as the waters cover the sea; an aris

tocracy which, being lifted up, will draw all men into it; an aris—

tocracy which will gather up and glorify all the emoluments, honor,

wealth and wisdom of the past regimes and fill the earth with peace,

plenty and happiness.

This end, truly and devoutly to be wished, will be brought about

by and through its own science and the establishing of a kingdom which

is possible only in its own world.

k Gentlemen, is it not true that the kingdom of business is a king—

dom lof service; the knowledge of business, the knowledge of that

service? The science of business then, is the science of service. Serv

ice is the application of mind and body to a task, and is measured by

its quality, quantity, and the mode of conduct in its performance.

The individual unrelated to others is a loafer, who has no part in

any business. It is only as he becomes related to other men and things

that he becomes a power, or noticeable as a' business builder. To do

this efi‘ectively he must know four things, all of which are human and

related, and are involved in business science, viz:

Himself,

His Goods,

The other fellow, and

How to apply this knowledge.

Each subject is vital in its relation to the other and an understand

ing of all is necessary to the individual, if he wishes to find his place
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in the great body of humanity. This knowledge will introduce him

into the world of dynamic science. Natural science is static and not

progressive. The student may progress but the science is fixed. Busi

ness is a progressive science. Its votary must not only progress but

must progress in a geometrical ratio, even to the nth power.

To know himself involves something more than a knowledge of

his age, parentage, color, weight, height, etc. It is to know his power

' of Knowing, Feeling and Willing, and to know these as they are di

rected toward the other fellow, with whom he comes into contact through

the tangible medium, his goods, in the business transaction which

engages both minds. The end of such an engagement results in the

agreement or marriage of those minds in mutual benefit, profit or

pleasure.

I hope, gentlemen, you will qualify for citizenship in the new

aristocracy—the Kingdom of Service, by developing your Q+Q+M,

or the quality of your service, the quantity of your service, and the mode

of your conduct while serving. By so doing, and only by so doing will

you find an abundant entrance into the Kingdom of Service and enjoy

fellowship in its aristocracy.

I thank you.
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Self-Analysis is a virtue which is suggested by

the movements of'the engineer who pulls his train

in on schedule time oftenest. He is the fellow who

never fails to carefully inspect his engine before he

starts out. He knows that little defects are easily

overlooked, and he knows that they are often the

cause of great and serious disasters. The Self—

Analyst is the wisest of engineers. He is in charge

of the most important of all engines. He is never

satisfied with the fact that his engine was all right

last week.-——Gofi'e.
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How to Stop the War
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N A letter to The Business Philosopher, Oscar Schleif of Wil

liam Penn., Pa., discusses “how to stop the war” in a very inter

esting fashion. The letter is too extended for publication in our

pages in full, however.

He says “the only way to stop the war” is for those who are

against it to become as enthusiastic and self-sacrificing as are those

who are for it. He asks the following questions: First, “What are

those who are for it willing to do?” and answers in the following

words: “They are willing to undergo torture, starvation, diseases

and death, not only for themselves but for their loved ones, as well.”

Again, “What are those against it willing to do?” “They are willing

to talk about it, to write letters to the newspapers about it, and in

some cases to make some slight money sacrifices, and also to pray; they

are especially strong on prayer—those people who are against the war.

Notice the comparative amount of self-sacrifice involved.”

“If you saw two men engaged in a fight, one of whom was in

deadly earnest, but the other not willing to give even a blow, much

less take one, could there be any doubt about the outcome? Thoughts

may be things, but what chance have they against stronger thoughts?”

“These warring peoples are straining not only the sinews of their

body but their powers of mind on accomplishing their objects, while

the peace advocates who are engaged safely in prayer—that is, a Sub

limated ‘let George do it’—are sure to be beaten; and at that, the

warring nations beat them at prayer.”

“How then can we stop the war? Armed interference would be

exchanging a large war for a larger one. It would mean suppressing a

local inflammation by poisoning the whole system. Possibly it might

stop this war—but not war. The cure for war is peace, not the armed

peace, which means mental war, but peace of the spirit, as well as of

battlements.” —

We would like to see this entire communication published in some

widely read magazine—Editor.



Putting the “Man” In Salesman

By C. S. COOK.

Railway and Lighting Department, Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Company.
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We honestly believe that a careful reading of this article by Mr. Cook upon

the "how" of “putting the ‘Man’ in salesman," will be worth many good dollars

to those among us who seek a livelihood in the world of distribution—commer

eializing—selling.-—Edltor.
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ROBABLY most men have played bridge, whist, or some such

P game of chance, where part luck and part wits determined the

winner. If so, it may be readily understood why the subject is a

more or less difficult one, when I say that a person can be just as thor

oughly instructed in bridge whist through a single lecture as he can in

salesmanship. The one is just as truly a game as the other in every

sense, the difference being that in salesmanship there is rather a less

component of luck and a greater of wit, or as some call it, plain

horse sense. It is a game in every sense of the word. There is, more—

over, no game that is as essential to the welfare of the individual, or

as general in its character and application. We are all salesmen to a

degree, whether we sell machinery, supplies, or our own manual or

mental services, or even the use of our money. There is nothing we

have, or can do, that will bring us that which practically every man

desires—an income—unless he sells something to someone else.

The true art of salesmanship, however, consists in marketing

goods, property, or services at a profit, and in such a way as to in

sure the future preferential dealings of the customer. Like everything

else that is worth having, or doing, the becoming of a successful sales

man requires efl’ort and study. Certain qualifications must be devel

oped in the man himself, if they are not inherent with him, before he

can hope to succeed. Therefore, the prime requisite is, that the man

should know himself, know his own strong points, his own weak points,

and should devote his energy to strengthen the strong ones and elim

inate the weak ones.

Many men fail because they have too great a love of ease.'enter
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tainment and good times. Their expense account is worked overtime

and their sales suffer, and they very probably acquire habits that will

result to their detriment. I recall one young man who worked for

me for a number of years; he was in many respects one of the best

salesmen I ever encountered. I believe he could sell any man some

thing he did not want, could not use, and get a price materially higher

than the market, and leave the purchaser in a frame of mind where he

(the purchaser) thought that the salesman had actually done him a

favor. That very characteristic enabled him to get in socially with

a lot of young fellows in the town where he'operated, who had more

money than brains, and it was “Bill” here and “Bill” there. He tried

to go the pace with theniphe got into debt, and matters going from

bad to worse, we were compelled to dispense with his services. The

sole trouble with this young man was that he did not know himself.

Again, a man must know himself sufliciently to control his own

temper. Every salesman loses orders from time to time and there is no

surer way of increasing lost business reports than for the salesman to

lose his temper or self-control at such a time. The customer’s respect

generally vanishes with it.

Another element which goes to put the “MAN” in a salesman is a

broad knowledge of men. I do not say, nor do I believe for a moment,

that any one person can read the character and characteristics of men

infallibly. Generally, however, by study of the different individuals

whom he meets, the salesman will find that men divide themselves into

certain very distinct clsses as regards their temperament, disposition

and general business methods. He will find that all men, almost with

out exception, like flattery. This is also said to be true of the women.

Some will take it only in homeopathic doses, and growl when they take

it. Others will take it in allopathic doses, or by the car load, and

smile as it is given. Properly applied it is a very efiective medicine.

To this end, a successful salesman must know when to talk and when

to keep still. He should draw out the customer, either in regard to

the business which he has in hand, or about any other subject in which

the customer is interested. Every man has a hobby, and when he can

be drawn out to talk that hobby, and receives, or thinks he receives,

careful, thoughtful attention, it is about the most subtle flattery that

can be given to him.

A knowledge of self, and a knowledge of other men, will bring to
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any man entering the sales field that characteristic which is at once the

cheapest commodity and the one which pays the best profits of any—

thing we have on our shelves, and that is the habit of courtesy.

The young salesman with the qualities before mentioned must also

develop in himself a pleasant disposition. Even if things go wrong

with him he must be a good actor and smile. A sunny disposition, even

if it is only apparent, frequently helps entice the further order; a

grouch—never. >

General business honesty is again a particular qualification for an

eflicient and successful salesman. I believe the men that this company

draws to it, in the most part, possess that qualification. In observing

young salesmen in the field, however, I have run across a number of

cases where the salesman thought that any possible trick Was jus

tified, just so long as he got an order from the customer. This policy

might succeed, if customers grew like berry bushes and you had a

fresh customer for every deal, but in nearly all kinds of business, you

not only have to make a customer, but you have to live with him per

manently and successfully, either as a company or as an individual. No

business relation has progressed or ever will progress, that is not

to the mutual advantage of both parties thereto. The salesman who

does a dishonest, slippery trick, puts one over on the customer, but he

runs altogether too strong a risk of decreasing the number of potential

customers of his company by one or more; generally more, because there

are few customers who are so small or insignificant that they cannot

influence others. Personal honesty, therefore, as well as business

honesty, clean living,'and frankness, should be cultivated by the man

having a desire to make a success in business.

Another faculty which must be developed to put the “MAN” in

salesman, is resourcefulness and adaptability. In the process of a

negotiation of any size, the setting is liable to change between its

inception and its closing. In fact it is changing every moment in its

progress. Other than that, an end never would be reached. It is just as

necessary that the salesman should be able to size it up and should be

able to quickly change his tactics, as it is 'in that game of bridge whist

to which I referred. Those of you who haVe played the game know

that frequently after the first three or four leads have been made, the

player will have to change his line of attack entirely, if he wishes to

win. The resourcefulness that will enable a salesman to know when
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to pursue the policy he has been following, and when to change it, and

enables him to size up every move of his prospect or surrounding con

ditions that may come to the surface during the negotiations is to him '

an immense advantage. He must be quick to adapt himSelf to circum

stance, either in such instances as may arise in the negotiation, or may

arise in his association with men. A successful salesman must at all

times adapt himself to the people with whom he is dealing.

Of course, it goes without saying that a successful salesman should

know the product that he is handling thoroughly. He should study it,

keep abreast with it in all its changes, just as much as a doctor or

lawyer should study the incidentals of their profession. However, I will

say frankly that I have known a number of salesmen, that were real

salesmen, who knqv so little about the stufl" they were handling that they

would not recognize it if they met in a strange place. Such men, how—

ever, are never as valuable either to themselves or to the concern which

they represent, as men who do know their product, as they invariably

require a considerable amount of technical assistance, and have to rely

on others for such. They lack a few of the elements required to put

the “MAN” in salesman.

It is of greater importance that they should know the uses to which

their material can be put and fairly conversant with the art vas an

art. To illustrate—a man might do very good work in selling station

ary motors, even though he knew next to nothing about the motor in a

technical way, if he was thoroughly posted in the application of such a

motor to apply to any tool or machine that his customer wanted to

operate. A trade or two made by the average buyer with that class

of men will give him confidence in the salesman, and confidence is three

fourths of the battle.

On the other hand—knew he ever so much technically about the

motor he was Selling; such as its construction, the materials entering into

it, the number of commutating bars, its genealogy, and family history——

should the prospective customer ask him—“Bill, what motor should I

use on this particular machine?” and the salesman should stutter and

stammer and say that he had to go to the factory to find out, he never

would get very far in scooping the orders from that particular customer,

because right there he would sacrifice his customer’s confidence.

Energy and concentration, of “stick—to-it-iveness” are also neces

sary ingredients in the successful salesman, as much as they are in the

successful man in any other class of business—no more, no less. Com
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bined with these, however, the man who would succeed as a Salesman

must have a full quota of enthusiasm. A man who was prominent in

Pittsburgh as an engineer at one time was negotiating with me for quite

a bill of material for one of his clients. When we came about to the

closing point he made a remark to me somewhat as follows: “Cook, I

think your apparatus is all right and the proposition is a fair one, but

you know you can’t have much of a fire without a little fuel.” I do not

believe in just the kind of fuel referred to in this particular case—you

can all guess what it was—but enthusiasm is the fuel which not only

keeps the fighting fire up in the salesman, but properly controlled,

kindles the fire of desire to purchase in the mind of the prospect. Like

any other fire, however, enthusiacm must be controlled or it may lead '

the salesman into committing his firm into a contract which is not ac

ceptablev Such ultra enthusiasm leads to impossible guarantees or con

ditions, so that for safety’s sake, enthusiasm must be tempered at all

times by a mild dip in conservatism.

In conclusion, I would say that if the capdidate for success in the

commercial field keeps his machinery cleaned with a clean life, knowl

edge of and control of self, knowledge of human nature and ability to
I recognize it when he meets it, knowledge of the material which he

handles and its application, fires the boiler of his energy with plenty of

enthusiasm, and Iubricates his power plant with square dealing, a

cheerful, pleasant disposition and common courtesy, that he will come

mighty near developing power to put the “MAN” in salesman and to

make of himself a successful and efficient one.

\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\‘\\\\‘\\\‘\

The good things said by the late Mr. Hubbard are myriad, but

as applying to everyday life and business experience, perhaps

glove carried a more pertinent truth than this that follows.—Ed

tor.

F 90 PER CENT of our people are 30 per cent

I inefficient and 10 per cent are totally inefficient,

as our “efficiency engineers" tell us, figure on

those who are able and willing to work!

The number of workers who go ahead and do the

\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\‘\‘\\'
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thing they are told once is not large; most people

have to be carefully supervised in order to get

results.

Inefficiency comes from mental indecision, with

physical weakness, wrong education and moral de

linquency as causes.

The success or failure of an institution turns upon

its organization. \Vise organizations minimize the

cost of supervision. It makes it easy for all to do

right and difficult to do wrong.

Every big store, shop, factory and railroad has a

certain number of helpers who not only do not earn

what they are paid, but who form a tax on the con—

cern.

They may be high up or in the rear ranks—no

difference; if you get enough “workers” who do not

work, your concern is headed for the rocks. It will

not do to say that every employe pays for super

vision. Some do, of course, but there are many who

can’t. And the cost of the supervision of such is

thrown on the institution, and eventually is paid by

that ubiquitous person, “the ultimate consumer,”

that’s us!

So the problem of civilization is to eliminate the

ELB'ERT HUBBARD.social parasite.
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The Modern Business Builder

By CHANNING BARNES.
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The Business Builder is a “getter” primarily. to be sure, but he is more than

that finally. The Business Builder gets his trade connections in such a manner

that each one shall become a stepping stone to more business and better things.

Conseiously or unconscioule everyone is constructing his or her pyramid. Busi‘

ness Building is measured by that, and the balancing of the concepts of QUAL

ITY, QUANTITY, and MODE 0F CONDUCT—Editor.

\\\\\\\\\{\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\‘\\““““\\“‘

HE late Elbert Hubbard passed along that famous bromide about

T the man who can make a better mousetrap having a beaten track

made to his door. The intimation is that the world will be camp

ing all over his front lawn waiting for him to turn out mousetraps in

exchange for coin of the realm. ‘

It’s a mighty inspiring sentiment and gives one a strong mental

vibration to take pains with his work. But, like all epigrams, it is only

a part truth—it gives us a glimpse of but one side of the Temple of Life,

and only touches on the problems of personal success.

Now, you or I might invent the finest, ball-bearing, double-back

action mousetrap conceivable. We might attach a music box to it that

would play as enticing strains as those of the Pied Piper of Hamelin.

We might have an attachment that would skin the game as fast as

caught, tan the skins, and make them into ear—flaps for the armies of the

world, to say nothing of turning out other by—products limited only by

the bounds of imagination. Yes, we might do this; and yet, the world

would not make a beaten path to our door, would not buy our mouse

traps—and, in all probability we would starve to death or get out and

hustle, selling from door to door the ordinary ten-cent trap that the

public is used to, and which is baited with cheese.

Why would we fail? Why would the’world refuse to mob us for

mousetraps?

The reason is that the “world”—that is, the people in it—are very

busy folks. They have each his own little mousetrap factory to look

after—have to hustle for a living. They have each his own pleasures,

ambitions, and sorrows, which we must concede keep us all fairly busy

from sun-up to sunset without hunting for the inventors of any new

fangled. mousetraps.
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We don‘t have to study the matter very much before we see that

a successful mousetrap business involves a whole lot of things besides

the invention and manufacture of a good rodent-catcher.

So with any business. Its success depends upon the keeping in

balance, and at the same time the energetic prosecution of all possibili

ties in its executive,'production, selling and advertising, and financing

sides, with all the subsidiary divisions under these main groups.

Such activities in modern business, when carried on successfully, are

properly classed as Business-Building, and the “know how” or the correct

methods by which business success is gained is properly designated as

the knowledge of business building or, of fundamental and universally

applicable, the science of business building.

And it’s the business builders that get there!

Who invented the first submarine—when a freshman at Yale—was

ridiculed by his professors and by the Revolutionary-chiefs—was told

that it was impossible to explode gunpowder under water? Bushnell

did it, and he built this under—water “turtle,” and it was paddled out

under a hostile ship and the bomb exploded after the little vessel was

safely withdrawn. '

But because he failed to successfully attach the explosive to the bot

tom of the ship, Bushnell was laughed ofi" the boards, and three-quarters

of a century rolled over his forgotten hopes before anyone else tried

making submarines. . '

Yet every modern submarine embodies every principle of Bushnell’s

invention, and there has been nothing added except steam and electricity.

Furthermore, a fleet of Bushnell’s little vessels in 1776.would, in all

probability, have been just as effective against the wooden sailing ships

of that day as are the modern submarines against the swift, steel-clad

cruisers of' today.

It is the wonderful organization-building, business-building powers

Edison that have made electricity a necessity for countless purposes

rather than the inventions of his genius.

There have been hundreds of self-propelled vehicles invented, but it

was the advertising and salesmanship that popularized the automobile,

and the executive, financial and production powers of broad—gauge men

that swept the horses from our city streets and are even taking them

from the cultivation of the fields.

Why, ten years ago the unthinking were talking about this being
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the golden age of the automobile, and intimating that it was about as

highly developed and as universally used as it ever would be—yet we

now have Henry Ford!

There are places in Egypt where you will see the fellah scratching

the soil with his crooked-stick plow. Is it because there is no better

tool yet invented? No, it is because he has not been touched with

business-building efiiciency ideas. In time his fields will be turned four,

six, eight furrows at a lick. '

But before this there must be yet more years of that empire-build

ing (which is only business—building raised to higher terms) which has

been going on through years and which flowers in such forms as the

great Assuam dam. It wasn’t so long ago in this country that people

asserted crop failures resulted from the iron in plows poisoning the soil.

So we see that all inventions, all of the manifold activities that make

for civilization and progress, must in every instance be passed through

the brains of the business-builders to reach their highest perfection.

People in the mass, left to themselves, are slow to take up new

things. Most men run on a single-track system of their own devising,

and are slow to progress unless hit by the persuasive powers of some

business-builder.

Why, in a hundred years, you couldn’t develop a telephone system

that permits you to talk to almost anyone in the United States with

service furnished free of charge, if no one were vitally interested in

selling telephone service. Compare the percentages of telephones to

population in Great Britain and the~United States—the one government

owned and cheap and the other owned by an organization that wants

to make every cent they can get out of the telephone business. An en

lightened self-interest is the greatest business-building force there is.

Is the man who invented a modern office appliance any more

worthy of your gratitude than the man who, by persistent advertising in

your favorite magazine or newspaper, or by demonstration, educated you

from interest to desire, to action, until at last you had the device

working for you earning money?

How about you? Are you a business-builder? Do you want the great

rewards that come to these canny, energetic men that “serve best,” first

their fellows, and so themselves? ‘ r

If so, you don’t have to sit around until you get some bright idea.
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invent a new mousetrap, or until “something turns up.” Learn the

science of business—building—the underlying principles that build a

great store, that crisscross a map with a network of rails, that will, in

a few short years, make the‘aeroplane as much of a constructive asset

as it is now a destructive force.

Learn how to sell yourself to this good old world, how to grasp the

tails of circumstances and snap their heads 05 if they don‘t behave,

instead of being chased by them all over the lot.

You can do it—anyone can do it. To be sure it takes more real

effort to train for business-building, to deliberately, and persistently

work your way to success by sure and painstaking methods, than to

sit back and let something nice fall into your lap—if anything like that

does happen. But then, the rewards are certain and infinitely more

abundant.
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Somebody has asked: "How much do you see?”

A little study of the question brings one to realize

that in reality the faculty of observation is in the

brain, rather than in the eyes or other physical

senses. These are necessary as means to ends, but

unless the brain intelligently utilizes the messages

they bring to it, the power to observe grows limited.

Ability to “size—up” a given situation; to see in a

look or gesture, or to detect in a word or a manner

of speech the real meaning behind it, is possessed

only by those whose mental, as well as physical

eyes, are wide awake. One must “see” and under—

stand conditions, else his success, if any, is merely

stumbled onto. Don't be a stumbler.—Gof'fe.
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Figuring Initiative In Dollars and Cents

By ELLIOTT STANSFIELD HANSON.
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Initiative Is the Power to Do Things Right, without being told. But, after all,

that involves but one side of the pyramid—QUALITY. The- keeping it up un

swervingly means the other side—QUANTITY. And yet, there remains the

question of the doer’s MODE of conduct, as he or she deals with others. If

everyone looked well to MODE, there would be immensely smoother sailing for

most of us.-—-Editor.
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ACK of initiative is generally the result of not giving a matter

careful thought and reflection. It is a mild but menacing form of

cowardice. We'avoid deciding things ourselves becausa we are

afraid we won’t decide right, so without giving the matter consideration

we “put it up to the chief.” Nine times out of ten the things he sug—

gests make us burn up around the roots of our hair because we did not

think of them ourselves. The other day a very important individual

strode into the office and asked to see the chief. Henry, the oflice boy,

properly impressed, respectfully requested his name.

“Mr. Harvey Follansbee Montague,” he replied pompously.

Henry could not get into the inner sanctum sanctorum fast enough.

In a moment he returned. “Pardon me, Mr. Montague, but—what is

your business with Mr. (—————‘—) P”

Mr. H. F. M. waved his hand and spoke tolerantly: “Personal

matter—just want to see him for a moment.”

With this lucid information Henry flew back behind the heavy

mahogany door. Presently he reappeared. “Sorry, sir—but have you—

a card?” he asked apologetically. The card was forthcoming, and for

the third time Henry entered the chief’s ofl‘ice. The door had scarcely

time to catch when he was out again with, “Mr. ( ) is not in the

market for oil paintings l” Oh, don’t smile. It happens every day

four or five minutes of executive time exacted where one or two minutes

ought to be enough. Henry knew the inflexible rule for receiving visitors,

but the man blufied him out of thinking and acting for himself and he

wavered and fell. His fall cost the company about three minutes of the

chief’s time at $0.04 per minute.

Jones and Smith are each paid $125.00 a month. Jones continually

runs into the manager’s ofiice to ask his advice on first one trivial thing
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and then another. He takes up about twenty minutes of the manager’s

time each day. Smith steps briskly in once a day with everything

ready for an O. K. and requires about five minutes to transact his busi

ness. The manager’s time is worth, roughly, $1.50 per hour. On this

basis, Jones’ services cost the firm $13.00 a month in supervision while

Smith accomplishes an equal volume of work with $3.25 worth of

supervision.

Smith’s stock is gradually rising. Daily practice in deciding little

things is equipping him for handling big things. He is like a machine to

which improvements are being steadily added, cutting down the number

of men necessary to operate it and correspondingly reducing operating

costs. Eventually he will reach a stage where directing his work is

reduced to a minimum.

Jones,_ on the other hand, is gradually becoming one of the

“mechanical trains” of business which must be wound up, set on a

track and started, the process being repeated at frequent intervals if

any progress is made. He drops into that class of men who “never

thought of that," until the chief or someone else suggests it. It seldom

occurs to him to use his own $125.00 'a month time to figure Out the

ways and means first—tabulate the figures and total them—look up all

the correspondence and attach it neatly and in proper rotation—’phone

Bangs for the freight rate, weight, and time necessary for transit. No—

he must needs first “take it up with the chief,” and occupy five or ten

minutes of his $500.00 a month time while he suggests that one or the

other or all of these things be done. “Handling” a piece of work gets

to be, for such men, a combination of “parroting” to a stenographer the

boss’s language and ideas, and carrying in the reply for his decision.

“Turning over” a commission to them raises before the manager. a

nightmare of a series of quizzes and interruptions which sooner or later

awaken him to the fact that with about one-quarter of the worry and

effort he could do the work himself; ‘

Where is the man that you can buzz for, assign a task, and “forget

about it,” knowing that at the proper time, without further word from

you, he will come into your office, lay before you sketches and specifi

cations in detail, quotations covering the work, and in a clear, concise

manner ans'wer the questions you fire at him like the recoil of a forty-two

centimeter gun? “Gad!” you say, “find me a man like that and I will

put him to work tomorrow, at an extra salary.”
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The essential achievement of the will, when it is

most voluntary, is to attend to a difficult object and

hold it fast before the mind. Effort is thus the es

sential phenomenon of the will. The difficulty of

doing a right action, when temptation is strong for \

the wrong, is not physical. It is as easy physically

to walk past a public house as to walk in. The dif

ficulty is mental, that of getting the wise action to

stay before our minds.

The strong-willed man is he who unflinchingly

listens to the small voice, listens heroically to its

message, and clings to it in spite of the host of ex

citing mental images which rise in revolt against it

and would expel it from the mind.

We have many standards of measurement, as

wealth and intellect. But that which is highest and

is independent of the rest, the one most decisive of

character, is the amount of efiort we can put forth.

The man who can make no effort is a shadow. He

who can make much is a hero.

The deepest questions are not answered in words

or actions, but in the dumb tightening of the heart—

strings, which means, “Yes, I will have it so."

H. ATTWATER.
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Gunpowder in Every

‘ Normal Man

THERE IS GUNPQWDER I

In every man, if you can get the spark to it

which will ignite it.

THERE IS LATENT POWER

In every salesman—very often more than

he himself dreams of.

ALL YOU NEED TO DO

To light the flame of his enthusiasm, is to

show him his own opportunities and their

possibilities for him.

DO BUT THIS IVIUCH FOR HIM

And the hidden gunpowder within him will

cause him to explode with sudden and irresist

ible power and keep it up.

“GINGER TALKS” by Holman,

Will do the work for him. Present him with

a copy. Price $2.00 per copy.

  

ASK

'mé%QX36£schogi“gwaniez‘rsisaa@.

The Business Philosopher

AREA, Lake County, ILLINOIS
uk'.

Hm}:
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Success Cost

Sturtevant 3 Cents!

He found the secret concealed in an old scrapbook which he

bought down in Ann Street.

The moment he read it he cried, “I know that my fortune is

made.”

The “Magic Story” as it was called, did more than make

Sturtevant prosperous and happy. Everybody to whom he

told it was thrilled and inspired by it—led onward and up

ward to heights they had never hoped to attain.

Bead His Wonderful Story

Part One of the “Magic Story” tells of its discovery by Sturte

vant and the amazing efl’ect it had on him and his friends.

It is the most interesting story of inspiration and achievement

you ever read. ‘

You can read it free—you are under no obligation to buy

the complete “Magic Story” unless you wish to. If you do

it will cost you only $1—and your money will be returned if

you are dissatisfied. Thousands have bought the “Story” and

been helped by its wonderful message—less than 1 per cent

have ever asked for their money back.

Read Part One anyway; just write us today and say “Send

me a free copy of Part One of the ‘Magic Story.’ ” ‘

The Business Philosopher

Area, Lake (10., Illinois
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Meet me at the For Value, Serv

TULLER ice, Home

Comforts

  

'MA _ '15?

1m HOTEL TU
Detroit, Michigan

Center of business on Grand Circus Park. Take Woodward car, get

off at Adams Avenue

ABSOLUTELY _FIREPROOF

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $1.50 Single, $2.50 Up Double

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.00 Single, $8.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.50 Single, $4.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $3 to $5 Single, $4.50 Up Double

Total 600 Outside Rooms

ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

Two Floon—Agents’ New Unique Cafes and

sflnple Room CabarefiExceIIente

Say "I 51w It hi the Business Phllosophfll."
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We have done two notable things in Gummed Label

making that are not usually associated:- RAISED the stand

ard and LOWERED the price. We are making better

labels at the same time we are making them cost less.

No other concern has the equipment for making la

bels of the better sort that we have--had to design some of

the machinery ourselves.

Every part of this equipment means better labels

for less money by cutting out cumbersome and time-wast

ing methods.

WE SAY IT BOLDLY--NO ONE ELSE IN THE

COUNTRY CAN SELL OUR KlND OF LABELS AT

OUR PRICES. '

Send for free catalog and see for yourself.

FENTON LABEL Co.
s.w. (:2: 9&1 e- THOMPSON STS.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

, r‘<‘ 3; vc-v

  

In, “I s“ It h m Inn-m rhuoeonhvr"
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es Stop frw\_$/

IncreaseYourEfficiency

The secret of business and social suc—

cess 15 the ability to remember. I can

make your mind an infallible classi

fied index from which you can in

hashi’ulness. address an audience.

Easy._ Simple. The result of 20 rears

- experience in developing memories of

thousands. Vi'rite today for copy of my

b_ook “How to Remember" and Copy—

rizhted Intensely Interestinz Memory

T t 6. also how to obtain FREE

COD\'_ of my book “How to Sneak in

Public.”

Dickson School of Memory, 938 Hearst 31115., Chicago.

 

  

9,059 -Word

Business Book Free

Simply send us a postal and ask for our free illustrated 9,059

word' Business Booklet which ' tells how _nceless Busmps

Experience, squeezed from thie lives of 112 igt, brgad,tbrai|3

business men may be ma e yours—yours 0 00s yo

salary, to inci'ease your profits. This free book deals With

—How to man a business

—Bo%to 5:0 goods b 1

'— ow mone ymai—Howgt:tbuy a:rock-bottom

-How to collect money

—How to stop cost leaks

—How to train and handle men _ _

-—How to get and hold a position

—How to advertise a business

—How.to devise oflice method! I

Sending for this free book binds you to nothing, involves ou in no

obligation; yet it ma be the means of starting you on abroa er3?""€°i "i" 'ié’idvm ““l‘é'ith’f "M's a?‘15,“ $3"??? 33.5

B l'iS 0 a DOS —8 penny imp Y say e I '

booklet." Send to SYSTEM, Dept. B. P. 7. Wabash Ave.

and Madison St., Chicago.
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Those Wonderful Books

By JAMES ALLEN

“As a Man Thinketh”—15c and 35c.

“Out from the Heart"—15c, 35c and 5°C.

“Morning and Evening Thoughts"—15c and 50c.

“Through the Gate of Good”—15c and 50c.

“From Poverty to Power”

“The Life Triumphant”

“Byways of BIessedness” -

Each, $1.00 per copy.

These make up a classical Library for

the student of the deeper things of life.

Lots of ten or more of either Series 30% off~

‘ Address

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER,

Area, Lake County, Illinois
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HOW TO PLAY

THE GREAT LETTER GAME

SCIENTIFICALLY

HE biggest business game to-day is

the sales letter. It is the NEW ADVER

QTISING. theNEW SALESMANSHIP.

it’s BUSINESS SCIENCE in its latest.

its biggest, its mostuniversal form. Ihave

taught H. Gard with the Post Ofiice Fixture

Trust to get $7,698 from 120 inquiries

where before he never got $3,000, the

Asst. Mgr. of the R. D. Nuttall Co. to

get 36 per cent of orders from current inquiries

Where before he got 25 per cent, H. T. Broekelman

to triple his cash grocery business in nine months, a

green Jap to write a letter on a $15 drawn-work

table cover that pulled 89 per cent approval orders,

and many others. I can teach you by my inexpensive

courses in Ofiice Salesmanship, Sales Letter Writing,

How to Systematize an Ofiice, etc. Special course for

Business Managers.

SHOW ME

How to Uu: Worda'oo a to Make People Do Things

  

  

  

 

' In a series of 20 stimulating personal letters,

accompanied by illustrative letters that have really

pulled big business, I will place you in command of

the Principles of How to Use Words so as to Make .

People Do Things, How to Handle Human Nature

so as to Get Results, How to Write Letters and Ad

vertisements that Will Pull. On request I will senrl

you my Summary of Vital Principles with a two

page personal letter, telling how to apply them to

your particular business, if you agree to return in ten

days or pay $10 for the entire series and book “How

to Do Business by Letter and Advertising” (entirely

new). Be sure to describe your business fully.

Address SHERWIN CODY personally.

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER,

Area, Illinois.

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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THE MARDEN BOOK DEPT" 29 EAST 226 ST.. N. Y. CITY. ’,'é4

Send catalog of Marden Books: also find enclosed for ,,b9

which send postpaid copies of all books marked \vith .\ on ,1 ,g

list below. X6

/

To ’
  

 

Keepln Fit

 

 

Fun in: to 6 Front...... ..

Vliracle of Right Thought“

Peace. Power and Plenty

He Can Who Thinks He C

EersonallL

 

Bo Success

- Winning

Qualities

The MARDEN BOOKS Have Helped a Million
(MORE THAN A MILLION corms HAVE ALREADY BEEN SOLD-l

They will help YOU

To Master the Science of Efficienc

To Make the Most of Yourself a1;in Make Opportunities

Ti} Bfllld Character and Make a Name in the World

To Increase Your Ability and Multiply Your Earning Pow“

To Overcome Obstacles and Bring Success Out of Failure

0 Live a Larger, Healthier, Wealthier, and Happier Life

 

Say "I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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Marden Inspirational Books

Every Man A King

Secret of Achievement

Self Investment

Be Good to Yourself

Rising in the World

Young Man Entering Business

 

Getting On Optimistic Life

Single copies, cloth, $1.08; silk, $1.30; leather, $1.55.

Sold in sets. >

Marden Booklets

“1 Had a Friend,” postpaid .........................................._.$o.53

Hints t0 Young Writers, postpaid.............................. ._ ~80

Do It to a Finish

_ Good Manners and Success

N015 the Salary but the Opportunity

The Hour of Opportunity

Why Grow Old? An Iron Will

Character Economy

Cheerfulness The Power of Personality

In White leatherette binding, 35 cents, each, postpaid. The last

seven are also to be had in cloth at 54 cents each. Copies sent on

approval.

Send for complete descriptive list. Books sent on approval

Chp the Success Insurance Coupon at Top of first Page and

send to Marden Book Dept, 29 EAST 22nd STREET, NEW

YORK CITY. ’

 

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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ONE SAFE, SURE, AND INEXPENSIVE

WAY TO AVOID LEGAL TANGLES

[s to keep'on your desk where you can refer to it at a. mo

ment’s notice, that Standard Authorative Wot

/

  

\\\\\‘v;\\i

  

\\\\\\\
“\\

\\\\v~\\\\\\\\\\\

1_\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\~<\\

\—

BUSINESS LAW

FOR

B\USINESS MEN

V
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\\

SIZE 9% x 6% INCHES

pggsilprflges over 600 pages, Illustrated with

rms of every description. Bound

in Law Buckram wi
th leastamped with gold lettering.ther labels'

k.

BUSINESS LAW

FBUSINEBOSS MEN

Y

Utley E. Crane,

LL. B., B. S.

Member of the Phila

delphia Bar.

"Knowledge of the

law Is coming to be

essential to success

in business."—

Andrew Carnegie.

“Ignorance of the.

law excuses no man.’

________,-

This Book Is a Safe

Guide in All Business

Questions Likely to

Arise in Any State of

the Union. It Is 1

Silent Friend to Turn

To For Advice When

Needed.

Crane’s “Business Law

for Business Men”

shows you the right

and wrong of things,

not as one man sees it,

or another man sees

it, but as the law

views it in every sort

of case. Bound in Law

Buckram, price $35 .

Ask for Table of Con

tents. Address

The Area Institute of

Business Technology,

Area, Lake County,

Illinois. ‘
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5 CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT

 

t at a mo' You ('an reach business men in every part of the country through

LAW 21 little want ad in THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER.

l.

:58 WLQCAL REPRESENTATIVE list $15.00. Over one thousand Auto~

‘grs MEN “£32213togigfgglgnggggsgisfigsg mobile owners, entire list $3.021. XVfi-ttf!
|

. . . .
A arterlea v - v for price list_ containing hun_ re s o_
3 y mai1_r“11—'Z§,§§§ Qkfiéfifjficghflfi°nizgg difierent. classifications of _Latin-Ameri

Y sary. All we reauire is honesty. abil- - can mailing lists. The mail order com

1Cgant, . 1w. ambition and willingness to learn pany P. O. Box 148 H. H. San German,

B S a lucrative business. N0 BOllcltlIIE or Porto Rico

0, - ', affiling. All 0_r spare time only. '

ltllt Plllll' 4 T1115 15 an excentlomgl opportunity for

Bar ‘ a. man in your _section to get into a

a . b"! haying busmess without canital

d ecome independent for life. Write The Tell=Tale Card

CO-ODerative Realty Company. L494 If you ever saw a man _(he was a REAL

arden Building, Washington. D_ c. salesman) take from his pocket a case

containing

50 Automatic Adder Peerless Patent Pocket Book Form Cards

' \r" ‘ Absolutely ac

- and detach a. beautifully engravegi,gggaégsiguéglgx scrupulously clean, perfectly'plain busn

  

 

ness card, you were amazed at the ab—?ntgg‘ Aallumlgi-‘i' solutely smooth ed"es of the. card.

a 16' Kyle ‘ There wasn't the sill htest indication
c sing. men." of its detachment. 9 man ever wit

unlquec m' -t‘_‘ nessed such an act Without a. stirring

gag' 0 am?” y' of his curiosity. Most men test the

' 9 ‘ 9 9 ' " 'b'l't f their sense by feeling the1 inches' Weight 4 eiedi ll y 0

“ ‘ i ' Pd e of the card or ask how such :1GUAhAATDEDYliECXigate and thlgng is possible. The card marhs the

gee“ val' ve-r man. It tells the tale you cant tell
. ‘“ Makes “aeddeing yourself. Peerless Patent Book Form

Uni: or mult'inl‘ving easy for: Cai‘d‘is the best thing in cardsylt

Saves nn](,_ munev and-91in“ doesn t appear to near salesmen. ou
or _ Sent nostoaid for $2.50 can differentiate yourself.

DAL A few good agents“ Send for a sampledtab. I

. Make remittance payable to See for yourself. Sen

BASSETT & (‘0.. Dent. 34C.. “owe

  

 

ladifl-eeeéye- .thmxy-Jll- _

. 1; iu. ouality tvnewrlter ibb Id
of llllllgsl FIRM: wholesale prices; r350 03:01:? 3

see“ or $1. $3 per ozen Guaianteerl

31m 5 Give width and make. Ribbon Sales flue-nu,"

man 51:; 8001:.- iglfgrsu 700 Union Bldg“ Ander- '

‘1"th BLILD A $5.000 BUSINESS in two
way Elears. Let us start you in the collec~ ' '

dianw ion business. No capital neederl: biz i

it“ I Pneégéw e fteacbh jseerets of colle‘zting‘ Appearance or tab 0! cards in case.

n I todav. 50:6 or us ness to you. rite THE JOHN B. WIGGINS COMPANY

IlCOfcou merlcan Eifeil’éfi‘éreié‘i’ég '15-? £33.; Ensmm- Die “Mm”- P‘m “'5'

fess E St. Detroit. Mich. . 68-70 Adams st" CHICAGO

. to
:5th

‘ unlYl 8'000 names (absolutely correct) tor my World-wide mail-order busi
‘ Co wealth! , Porto Rico families— neon Operate from yourhomo. Spare mne- Yn“

reSPQnswe mail order buyers— should make 850weekly. Experlelwe “albw‘ggg

/ 2.00. per thousand, complete 0. A. BUTLER. Fmtorlol, TOLED '

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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of selling direct from factory to home. [an save you 1'

from $118 to$200 'on my Celebrated IIva Artist

Model Pianos.
l

Two to Four Years to Pay l

The‘easiest kind of terms, weekly, monthly, quar

zeriv or yearly payments to suit your‘oonvenlmce.

All middlemen, lobbers, dealers anti enh

profit; cut out. No charge lor salesmom ex use or my

nmce is in my factory. These are some 0 the reasons

why i can sell the Evans Artist Model Pianos (or such little

money. Let me send you the other reasons. ‘Writa t

30 Days Free Trial

  

 
 

We allow all freight charges, let you use the

beautiful Evans Artist Model ~Pluno tor thlrly dm /
tree. It you are not entirely satisfied, we will take 3/

It back without an cost to you—you are the sole 1‘ a

iudge to decide. it ou want to keeP it, you may e'd’.

do so on our low actory wholesae price on 4° 4}

most mnvenlent terms. \‘9

Free Music Lessons

To the first customer In each locality 46"

we wlll gm I we yum course of plum

Lnrtructlnn has. Ask mm our lnsul

Ines plan “.1 our method at mm;v .

you money. Writ. todu.

v1'. 0. Evan: Piano Co.

Dept. 55. M0.

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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CONSTRUCTION

White - clahtcolor. ’ . I Envelope.

Three finishes to Match

BOND

‘ Nationally-koown asthe paper that makes

QanreSsz'flé StationeryataYlsableprice

' Sold' only in case lots directto

the most competent and respone

ible printers. lithographers and
imanufacturing stationers inrthe 180

principal cities of the UnitedStates

and Canada. When you specify

and secure Construction Bond

you are not only assured the

highest bond paper value obtainable

at the price.butyou are also sure

ofhigh grade work upon it.

Write us on your business stationery for the

names of concerns inyour locality who can furnish

fine stationery on Construction Bond and we will alsqaend

you, handsome specimen letter-heads chowin the VM‘IOUQ

colors. finishes and. thicknesses of Conetruc on Bond.

“XE-Wipe 8Company. SaluOffiwlOObSouthicmganAvcriucfihicago
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The Magazine of

PRACTICAL BUSINESS BUILDING

fiéha-.zMI-lz-Jwe/wn
_ Editor

July, 1915 $3.65 a Year 35 Cents a Copy

ONE REASON WHY--

(And it is a big one)

I Want You, Yes‘ You, Who Read

this Now, to Attend thin Session of

, the Summer School

(Told herein)

\\\\‘\\\\‘\\\‘\\\\\\\‘\\“\‘\\“

PUBLISHED _MONTHLY_ BY

ARTHUR FREDERICK SHELDON
President

Sheldon School, Chicago, and The School of Resi

dent Instruction—The Area Institute of Business Technology.

AREA, ILLINOIS

Entered as Se
cond~Class Matter Nov. 12 1913 at the Post Ofl'ice at Areal,

Ill-{under Act of March a, 1879. 'Copytlghted by, Arthur Frederle Sheldfla.

p

' p\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\
"v\\\\\\\\\\‘\\'

  

  

 

  

 
 



 

  

Here’s a letter that tells

THE WHOLE STORY

It’s from Toronto.

Dear Mr. Sheldon:

.Your letter just received vividly recalls the tell

days of pleasure and profit which I spent at Area

three years ago, and which will live in my memory

till the grim Harvester claims his due. Of all the

vacations I have spent, I think I may say that I have

fender recollections of that summer than any other

I cannot imagine ‘any other place where one may

crowd into the all too short ten days, such an ag

gregate of enjoyment and benefit both mentally and I

physically.- _

(Signed) J. ALEXANDER. ‘

(Dated) June 8rd, 1914.

Now, if that testimony can be improved uP‘m’ and 5.9m:

other place be given higher enconiums, why, it.“ be 30

ing some," won’t it? /

Address—Silvester Schiele, Bus. Mgr,

P. O. Box, 75, Area, Lake Cm, Ill.
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Retail

Clerks

Meet

Some

Puzzling

Pi'oblems

in

Their

Work

This Book Solves 39 of Them

Cut out the following

coupon and send it in.

  

WE’LL DO THE REST

The Area Institute of Business Technology,

Area, Illinois.

Please forward to me Prospectus of Gofie’s Book, “Prob

lems in Retail Selling Analyzed.” I want to see the subjects

dealt with.

Name

Address
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Warmer, and Warmer

grows the sunshine.

Nearer and Nearer

Comes the time when your plans must de—

velop into a definite programme for July-—

the last half of the month, anyway. Decide

for AREA, ILLINOIS and

THE SHELDON SUMMER SCHOOL

Here you will enjoy, in addition to the woods, and the

lake, and the sweet scented roses and violets, and “new

mown hay,” the splendid intellectual feasts guaranteed

you under the spell of Mr. Sheldon’s hour talks and

others who teach the principles and philosophies of the

life successful, whether it is lived in the whirl of com

merce or otherwise.

IT IS GOOD TO MAKE YOUR DATE

EARLY, for accommodation is always lim—

ited. Address Silvester Schiele, Bus. Mgr.

P. O. Box, 75, Area, Lake Co, Ill.
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Those Wonderful Books '

By JAMES ALLEN

“As a Man Thinketh”-—-15c and 35c.

“Out from the Heart”——15c, 35c and 50c.

“Morning and,Evening Thoughts"—-I5c and 50c.

“Through the Gate‘of Good”;15c and 50c.

' “From Poverty to Power"

“The Life Triumphant”

“Byways of Blessedness”

Each, $1.00 per copy.

These make up a classical Library for

the student of the deeper things of life.

Lots of ten or more of either Series 30% off.

Address

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER,

Area, Lake County, Illinois
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ON THE FRONT PORCH

Where We Talk Things Over

\‘\\\\\\\"\\‘\\\\\\“\\\“\\\\‘\‘\\\‘\\\\‘\‘

BURPEE, THE BUSINESS BUILDER.

A\\\\\\\\\“‘\\“\\\\‘\\‘\‘\“‘\\\‘\\\\\‘\\\‘\‘

There are men and men, and institutions and institutions, Some stronger,

‘

\\\\\\\\\4

,some weaker, of all of whom, good and interesting matter might be written.

From time to time, examples of the highest types will be mentioned here, in

order that helpful lessons may be drawn by each One of us, and application

made individually. This issue, it is W. Atlee Burpee, Seedsman, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

.\‘\\\“\\\\‘\\‘\\‘\\‘\\\"\\\\‘\‘\\\\\\‘\\\\\‘

OlV that the snows and blasts of winter and early spring

N are past into temporary limbo, and the growing season is

fairly, on, with harvest whitened and whitening, we who

have really seen things grow and have watched as Nature un

folded her wonderful blossoms, have our thoughts turned to

seeds, tools, the garden and field, together with the anticipated

successes to be accomplished.

To the man with rich red blood coursing through him, this

awakening and developing of the growing season brings a. long—

ing to get back to Nature, to dig in the fresh earth, to plan and

plant, to construct a garden and to assist Nature in producing

the harvest. We are all by instinct agriculturalists, and we

should strive to cultivate this inherent desire because of its

clean, uplifting influence. ,

Aristotle, the world’s first naturalist, wrote on the subject of
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trees, flowers, vegetables, fruits, etc. In one of his essays he

wrote, “I have noticed that land that produces beautiful flowers,

luscious fruits, etc., also produces very excellent, intelligent and

an able class of men and women.” And this is no coincidence.

It is a sequence. \Ve educate ourselves through our work. Men

are strong only as they lay hold on the sources of Nature.

Few, if any of us, whether we garden and farm for pleasure

or profit, give any thought to the wonderful business of seeds. ‘

Few realize that man’s very existence—and in fact the existence

of all animal life—is absolutely dependent upon seed. Not

many realize that seed contributes to our everyday life in many

forms—the clothing that we wear, the lumber that builds, the

commodity by which transportation is made profitable, the food

that we eat, and, in fact, that the entire industry of the world is

dependent for its existence upon the supply of seed and seed

products. _ '

The war in Europe will deprive many countries of the world

of many of the luxuries and, in fact, the necessities of life, for

the reason that a great portion of the world’s supply of seeds of

certain kinds is grown in France, Germany, Austria and Eng

land, for in the great business of seeds are employed all the

nations of the earth. Your gardens—to be varied in their prod

ucts and successful in their production—must call upon all na—

tions of the earth for the growing and curing of seeds, and the

seedsman must collect from these remote places and distribute to

equally as remote places this indispensable commodity of com—

merce~the seed.

To all of our readers who are interested in seeds, the name of

“Burpee” is as familiar almost as their own. W. Atlee Burpee

is the one man in America who distributes more seeds direct to

planters than any other, and the Burpee business stands apart

from all the other seed businesses of the world as one of the most

notable examples of the “big” idea, and that great factor of

business—namely, Service. The Burpee reputation for efficient

ws__
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service is built about the Burpee idea of Quality First and “t

give rather than to get all that is possible.” It is true of seed.

as of animals that types and strains are wonderfully improve(

by careful and scientific selection and hybridization. It is als<

true that, owing to peculiar conditions of weather and climate

various plants fail to produce seeds in some localities, and it i:

also equally true, owing to these peculiar weather and climatit

conditions, that seeds are produced to a higher state of excel

lence in certain localities more than in others, and when the

famous slogan "Burpee’s Seeds Grow” comes before our mental

vision, we can feel that the truthfulness of this slogan is main

tained by the methods of the House of Burpee.

It must be evident that, knowing the source of supply, true—

ness to type, the peculiar characteristics of the countless thou

sands of varieties of vegetables and flowers, and what consti—

tutes the highest character of seeds, is a knowledge that is not to

be attained in a day. Together with this knowledge must be

coupled a disposition to serve faithfully in gathering and dis

tributing the supplies that are used for various purposes. It

must be admitted that the average dealer in seeds is in truth a

dealer. He is not a grower. He cannot know the stocks he sells

because he has not proved them, but in this essential require—

ment of sound business—that of knowing your goods—Burpee

stands without a peer in the seed world, because it has been his

practice since the beginning of the institution to know his stocks

by actual trials, and this conduct of thorough trials and investi

gations is an example of one of the fundamentals un—

derlying the Burpee business. America’s greatest trial grounds

——Fordhook Farms—are conducted at an enormous expense

mainly for the purpose of proving trueness to type and charac—

ter of all standard varieties before vouching for them' by giving

them distribution. -

But the question which interests me in the Burpee business is

———WHY has it become the greatest mail—order seed business

in the world?
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The answer is found in a study of the man Burpee.

He is a man of great love.

Before I ever met him, I knew that he loved boys, and that

boys loved him. The first man I talked with about him told me

this.

Much of his great love nature flows into his business. He

literally loves the seed business and is immensely happy in it.

No one can study the literature of the House of Burpee with—

out sensing the reality of the quality of reliability in all its deal

ings with its patrons. '

Burpee is a man of great A. R. E. and A.

To begin trading with the House of Burpee means, as a rule,

to continue trading there‘.

The Quality of Burpee seeds and the full Quantity supplied

to every order, backed up, as these are, by a Right Mode of

Conduct in every department of his business, insures the repeat

ing patron.

I was deeply interested in reading the answers received in a

prize contest for Burpee patrons. Once upon a time Burpee

started “The Reason Why" contest. The prizes ranged as high

as $250.00, and the totals for all the prizes amounted to a high

figure. They were offered by Burpee for the best answers to

the question “Why Burpee Leads the World." Following I re

produce the answer that received the first prize. (There were

many other very good ones, some of which I also append.)

Why Burpee Leads the World.

The unparalleled success achieved by the distinguished seedsmen, W

Atlee Burpee and Company, is not without a reason.

Embossed over the portals and engraven upon every foundation stone

of this mammoth institution we read the words Integrity, Quality, Cour

tesy, Order and Dispatch. In these brief but comprehensive terms We

find the sequel to their remarkable success and the reason why Burpee

leads the world. ‘

Thirty-five years of square dealing as purveyors of the best seeds that

grow have won for Burpee a world—wide and invincible reputation. Con

fidence thus established spells Success.

-v
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Gathering from the four corners of the earth the beautiful and desir

able, Burpee classifies, develops and improves these products and passes

on to others the gifts of heaven, thus pursuing a worthy calling which

merits Success.

Burpee’s Silent Salesmen, the practical and persuasive Annual, leads

the procession, sets the pace, and makes the name of Burpee a household

term all around the world.

Alive, Active and Always Alert, Burpee located near the world’s great

center of trade and population, where by push, pluck and prudent plan

ning, W. Atlee Burpee and Company quickly found room at the top,

where, like their good seed, they are destined to live and grow—E. C.

Chapman, 217 Telegraph Ave., Oakland, Cal.

Some other good ones:

The Second Prize.

There are always many excellent reasons for the steady growth of any

business; but when any firm forges to the front so rapidly, and so sure

ly becomes a “Topnotcher,” as has W. Atlee Burpee and Company there

must be some reason out of the ordinary for their extraordinary success.

And in this case that reason is INDIVIDUALITY. They strike this

keynote of Individuality in the way they advertise; in conducting their

trial grounds and seed farms; in the management of their enormous

business; and in all they say and do.

Why is there such a charm in the reading of their catalogs?

Because every page is stamped with that characteristic Individuality

which grips the reader—arouses his interest—inspires his confidence and

secures his order.

Burpee has inspired his customers with the belief that he stands for

EXTRA QUALITY; and he backs it up, and justifies their faith by

doing everything “a little bit better” than the “other fellow.”

People like to deal with a firm which offers something different and

high class; up—to-date and always dependable. And Burpee holds the

interest of his customers by beating his oWn record year after year and

raising the standard a little higher all the time.

There are many other reasons which serve as a solid foundation, but

the corner stone of this largest mail—order seed house in the world is

Individuality—Bertrand Lyon, Kettle Falls, Wash.
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The Third Prize.

It does not require two hundred words to explain why Burpee’s is the

largest seed trade in the world.

It is the old law of supply and demand; and the cause of the demand

is that “Burpee’s seeds grow.” When a man’s neighbors see his vegeta

bles much superior to theirs in size, quality and productiveness, they

want to know the reason why, and the answer is generally “Burpee’s

seeds”——consequence: Some half-dozen customers, who in their turn

bring in some thirty-six others, and as you never lose a customer, one

can easily understand your large business. '

Your seeds, bought the first year with diflidence, are bought the second

year with CONFIDENCE, and always thereafter with pride—Miss

Marie H. Melancon, Edgewood Lane, Palisade, N. J.

Probably we could not do better in searching for the reason

"why" Burpee has become the greatest Business Builder in his

line, than to quote in full, an article he once wrote, entitled

“Practical Salesmanship.”

Practical Salesmanship.

One basic requirement for a successful salesman, today, is absolute

integrity and honesty. He must neither lie nor misrepresent in any way,

and naturally he cannot afford to be connected with a house that would

permit misrepresentation, either as to quality or value of goods. This

may not have been true a generation ago, but the standard of business

ethics has advanced so steadily that now no house (and no salesman)

can be permanently successful unless they gain (and deserve) a reputa—

tion for plain truth—telling and square‘dealing.

Salesmanship today, being upon a higher plane, is more attractive and

ofl’ers better inducements to young men than ever before. The salesman

must, of course, understand thoroughly the character of the goods he is

offering, and their value. He must be imbued with a spirit of loyalty,

and really believe that “our house can do no wrong,” at least intention

ally. He must feel himself—and thus impart to his customers—the con—

fidence that, were he the BUYER instead of SELLER, he would BUY

from the house for which he is selling.

The methods of successful business, today, are not based upon the

ancient idea of “trying to get the better of the other fellow.” In a broad

sense, the interests of buyer and seller, instead of being antagonistical,
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are really mutual. It is only by “repeat orders” from satisfied custon

ers (whether at wholesale or retail) that it is possible to maintain a pro

perous business. '

Rather than dwell upon other important requisites of good salesmar

ship, perhaps it would be more suggestive to the readers to state “or

reason why” a dozen years ago we ceased to be represented “on tl

road,” and became at wholesale, as we had always been at retail, “er

clusively a mail-order house” '

A traveler would send in orders for peas, beans and other seeds z

“cut” prices, and When We protested would ofi'er the excuse that so-anr

so were quoting those prices. My instructions would be, that while yo

must never run down a competitor, yet you should maintain the positio

that YOU were not selling Smith’s 0r Brown’s, but Burpee’s Seeds, an

you knew that Burpee’s seeds were WORTH the prices asked; the

would bring more at retail and make satisfied customers. In other word

in such a business as garden seeds, it would pay to handle only the bee

grades possible to produce, and these could not be sold at the prices r

“cheap seeds” to “quality buyers.” I found it almo‘St impossible, then, t

train a salesman to be willing to lose an order rather than attempt t

meet competition merely in price. This may have been as much in

fault as that of our salesmen. Today, it would be easier for both of us.

However, for the past decade, we have reiterated in millions of catalog

(OUR “Silent Salesmen”) the fact that: _

We travel many thousands of miles each season to inspect growin

crops, which are produced for us under special contracts throughou

America and Europe, but never travel a single mile to solicit an order

And yet we want your trade, if you can appreciate the value of qualit;

in seeds—\V. Atlee Burpee. -

Mr. Burpee is none the less a good American citizen, becausr

of the fact that he was born in Sheffield, N. 13., Canada. Hi

parents moved from Sheffield to Philadelphia when he was threr

years of age. The family name, away back yonder in the day.

of the Huguenots, was Beaupre, but finally became Anglicizer

into Burpee, so he comes from good stock on his paterna

side, as well as on his maternal side, the Atlees. His materna

ancestors had root in that section of England which produced

the Washington family.
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The character of this man Burpee is indicated by the fact that

his force of over 200 able and reliable men and women take a

personal interest in his business and its service to Burpee pa

trons; each one of them does more than his or her work, and

helps the others in theirs. Burpee recognizes the value of initia

tive on the part of helpers, and this is one of the reasons why he

has plenty of time, personally, to take a deep and active interest

in various other directions, business and educational. The late

Elbert Hubbard once said of him that he was, while a citizen of

the world, also a citizen of “the Celestial City of Fine Minds.”

A Trinity of Success Qualities

' By H. I. LAITE.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\“\\\\\\“\\\\\\\\\

Mr. Lalte is a citizen of Cape Town, South Africa. That explains his ref

erence to the business man 0! South Africa, in the second paragraph. His‘

Trinity of Success Qualities—Imagination, Energy, and Perseverance, is a

strong one, well worthy the most careful study. He is also a student of the

Science of Business, and it would well become him, as it would the writer

and you who read this comment and article, to inquire Whether Mr. Laite has

named the CHIEF qualities. Suppose We take the liberty of adding another

Trinity. Let us add OBSERVATION, CONCENTRATION, and JUDGMENT.

Then we will see that the field opens up for more still, until the \VHOLE man

comes ligigldter consideration. That's the thought: The Whole Man. Think it

0ver.—- 0!"

-“\\\\\\\\‘\\\‘\\\"\‘\\\\\\‘\\“\‘\\\\\‘\\‘\‘

HE three great qualities of the successful business man in my

judgment, and as a student of the Sheldon Science, are: Imagina

tion, Energy and. Perseverance: Imagination—the twin brother

to Initiative; Energy—the power to work with a will; Perseverance— v

the ability to keep going with resolution and tenacity.

When I speak of the business man, I mean the business man of

South Africa.

In this year of grace 1915, after 250 years of life, South Africa

stands as a country hitherto unexploited, except for its rare and

precious metals, & CountI‘Y, the vast resources and potential powers of

-which are hardly dreamed of. We have scarcely touched the fringe of

our possibilities, and I am sufliciently optimistic to believe that the
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future of South Africa will rival the development of the United Sta

great and wonderful as that has been.

I believe in South Africa, but I realize that its destiny will

attained only through the earnest eiforts of its business men.

them depends whether our development shall be definite or no.

We are favored beyond some other countries. We have 21 gr

climate, we have all varieties of soil, we have a vast country await

development, and (a most important item) we have the experience

other countries to aid us. From this experience we may choose

best, and mould it to serve our purposes.

But why do I place the burden upon the shoulders of the busii

man? Because business today has come into its own. It is conce

that business—the science of production, transportation and merch

dising—is the greatest factor in the development of nations. The b

ness man is always alert for opportunities, he sees the field for devel

ment and gets out after the business. He follows the pioneer,

ordinates his work and makes it lasting. He is the man who fou

the prosperity of his country.

We are told that after the war, a great cycle of prosperity will

in. That is quite possible, but of what use will that be, if it

followed by a cycle of depression, and the country is thrown back

where it was before the good times? We have had some experie

of that in South Africa and are even now paying for the folly of 0th

ten years and more ago.

Now more than at any other time, is a full understanding of So

Africa’s position and possible future necessary. All our old ideas h

gone by the board, the conditions of yesterday will never return.

new order of things will ariSe, and it is for us to seize the opportui

and make it react to the benefit of our country. By so doing we 5

benefit as business men, but the main achievement will be that

country will become greater and better for our efforts.

“Development!” That is the slogan. Consistent development 11"

be aimed at.

But we must work towards our goal by starting to build oursel

We students of the Science of Business Building have realized that,

we have, I think, a duty to others, to point out to them the road

success, which is named “Efficiency.” If 90 per cent of the people

80 per cent ineflicient and 10 per eent are totally inefiicient, as
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Harrison Emerson, the great American Efficiency Expert, puts the

proposition, figure out the increased burden which must be borne by a

country already overloaded with difficulties and troubles. '

We must learn—that way lies success. To learn, we must use all

our knowledge. No amount of theory will ever help us unless we can

translate that theory into action.

But we must have knowledge. That is where imagination helps. It

will help us to know. We can and must absorb concepts upon which

to build ideas and principles. This will enlarge our outlook and enable

us to test our ideas and discard those not on the right'lines. Then when

we find that we know something worth knowing, we must act upon it.

This we can do by the assistance of Energy, which gives us that

poise of mind and body to enable us to prosecute our work with zest and

animation.

Perseverance, the other great attribute, enables us to take our ideal

and maintain it, undaunted by setbacks and difficulties.

The business man of South Africa can only be a, success, a real suc~

cess—when the country is a success. We need men with the national

point of view, who believe that the nation is the sum of the individuals

that comprise the nation, and that the individual strives that the

nation may live.

Education—A Hammer

By W. E. V. BARY.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\

It is not necessarily the matter of words—that is the number of words

that renders one efl‘ective either verbally or in writing. Mr. Dory’s 18:11;

clause, and the last sentence in that clause. is powerful enough to keep out

thought fixed upon his view of education. In the seven words of the fourth

paragraph, there is a world of philosophy. “One must grow a little ever."

day," Study those seven words carefully, and then ask yourself: Am I

stendilyincreasing in knowledge and power?—Edltor.

.\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\

’TIS not what a man does that counts most, but rather whathe

COULD do.

Education judges a man not by what he is actually, not by

what he says merely, nor by What he does even, but by what he might

be and do.
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It is often said of this or that person, “011, he is a fine fellow

some ways, if only he could concentrate more. He has many gm

qualities; it is too bad that he has not a better management of then

A man is judged byv what he might become through that one thing, f

instance, real management of his qualities. And this power may

cultivated and developed. '

One must grow a little every day.

It might be said that man’s greatest good is knowing he is ha

Progress is the law of life. Life means growth. “Man is not man :

yet,” someone has said. Against his failure tendencies, he must develo

his corresponding success qualities. All the worthy actions of 01

yesterdays mean only the adjusting and organizing of so much mor:

power with which to do good today, and all our accumulated know‘

edge of today is only so much intellectual force to use in more trutt

seeking now.

A man’s intellectual and moral powers are doomed to atrophy an

death save as he vitalizes them through new deeds of Service. I.

critical moments of life’s experience, the human soul is tested, and it

real value is revealed. At such times we suddenly get a flash of in

sight into the soul’s inexhaustible power, which if we could only hea

is constantly crying out, “cultivate me, develop me, draw me out.‘

,Would that we could always hear!

Now, how far has man progressed up the path of evolution? F0

. example—man is constantly perfecting things in the mechanical world

but the question is, what has machinery done for him? Has it helpe(

him to enjoy more leisure? No! He now has less time than ever

Ruskin said a. thing'which calls for our consideration just here, wher

he asked: “What is the good 'of bringing seven fools instead of om

from Blakewell t0 Buxton?” What is the use of doing things wher

the things done will not count for eternity? Why this worship 01

QUANTITY in the world of afi’airs at the expense of QUALITY?

The progress of civilization does not depend upon the building more

machines, but more Man-Power. Man is at once and the same time

hammer and anvil. Let us each swing the hammer to the tune 01

SERVICE, and let us play our part in the orchestra which produces

the harmonies of the Universe.
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I WANT YOU, yes you, who read this, to be with us at this session of the

Sumner School, IS THIS
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WANT to show you how to prolong your life about ten or fifteen

years.

More than that I want to give you fifteen days of travel on the

road to the accomplishment of this.

I think I have discovered something worth while in this direction

or rather someone who has discOvered something. A better way to put

it is that I have discovered someone who has invented something

which I fully believe is destined to vastly benefit the race, an inven

tion that will not only enable the one who uses it to live longer

but to live more while he lives.

I refer to the invention of Mr. Halbert L. Hoard of Fort Atkin—

son, Wisconsin.

His invention is “The curative ,chair” but by this term do not im

agine that there is anything medicinal about it.

Briefly, it is a big chair with a pair of handles and two powerful

rollers at the back.

The back of the chair is made of canvas. You recline in this can—

vas back chair, rest your feet on the attached rest in front, work the

handles up and down whereupon two rollers pass up and down each

side of the spine and clOSe to it, thus pressing or massaging your

spinal column ironing the kinks out, as it were, and forcing the blood

into the places where it will 'do a lot of nourishing of starved parts.

It is a sort of a mechanical chiropractic massage system that works

like a charm and it surely does the business.

I have been in Fort Atkinson twice lately and have tried the chair

several times. Each time I try it I like it better than I liked it the

first time I tried it, and I liked it then.

The reason I like it is because it makes me feel like a well-fed fight

ing cock.

Mr. Hoard rattles off a lot of anatomical terms, with which I have

not even a passing acquaintance, when he tells about it.

~\_
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He gives a lot of scientific reasons why it can help a lot of the i

that flesh and blood are heir to, as well as prevent them from comh

on at all. \

I know enough about the physical anatomy of the genus hon

to know that it is good sense to believe that the liver, kidneys, hea

lungs and in fact any one of the vital organs may be easily starved

otherwise thrown out of gear by the nerves which feed it, gettii

pinched between the vertebrae and then there you are, with a we:

link in your chain. _

The spine is a vast treasure box of health-giving power if he

ironed out and in good working order.

On the other hand it is a vast breeder of bad consequences if t:

packing gets thin between the links in the bone chain or if it get 0

of kelter in any way. _

Mr. Hoard’s new invention bids fair to become one of the epoc

making inventions of the age of wonders in which we are living.

There are only a few in existence. They come high, these life gi

ing and prolonging machines. Besides, truth always has to fight i

way, so the introduction may be a little slow but it will win. -

Sometime many sick people will own one in order to get well at
many well people will own one to keeplfrom being sick and in 0rd

to live more while they are well as well as to live longer.

Come to the Summer School and iron out your spinal column tv

or three times a day and the folks won’t know you when you con

home.'

There will be no extra charge. The chair will be on exhibition at

all Summer School folks, will be free to massage their spine as often

they wish to. ‘

But let us hear from Mr. Hoard: Let him speak for himself <

rather for his invention.

Ladies and gentlemen: Mr. Heard, of Fort Atkinson:

A. F. SHELDON.

LET US CONSIDER OUR NERVES FOR A MOMENT.

Our Nerves Like Telephone Cables.

Comparisons help wonderfully in explaining unfamiliar things. Ni

every man knows that he has sixty-two cables of nerves. coming out <
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his spinal cord—very much like telephone cables—two at each joir

16 cervical (neck); 24 thoracic or “dorsal,” 10 lumbar, 10 sacral, and i

coccygeal. Each “cable” starts from the cord containing a vast n1

ber of nerve fibrils divided up and contained in a less number of ner

in which each bunch of fibrils forms what is called an axis-cylim

The fibrils run without interruption clear to the nuclei of the muscl

fibres controlled. Each of the many fibril-bundles, or nerves, inside

cable covering is sheathed with thin oil to prevent leakage of ne

force into its fellow nerves or bundles. All goes well if the verte‘

keep their distance and one maintains his proper height.

Where Death Sentences Originate.

The death sentence is in the shrink of the spine. There, ne:

all disease begins. It sometimes takes a big shrinkage to make a :

spot in the spine bad enough to give warning of trouble there,

cause the big bunch of motor nerves has to be badly compressed be:

its neighbor, the smaller bunch of sensory nerves gets COmpres:

enough to “holler” about the squeeze and yet one may at such a t

be very near death. The motor nerves never make a. complaint

they do all the work and to the last moment that they are able to

ceive impulses from 'the brain. '

. How a Disk Gets Thin.

This is the way the squeeze begins: Some interruption to the

culation of blood near a disk makes it short of lymph which shc

keep its ducts and spaces full and constantly feed its living cartii

cells. The vertical pressure of the weight of the head is steady,

cept when lying down, and assists in thinning the cervical pads. Ad

weight comes to all pads below the cervicals, the lowest getting

most squeeze. By-the—way, the twenty-five pads in the spine Ir

up five and one-half to six inches of its total length. Now, shr:

ing a pad does not hurt the pad, but it does allow the vertebrae to ca

closer and this means that the oil insulation around the fibres where

cable passes through the bony opening may be driven out through

sheath and your beautiful cable of high service “wires” then beco

a mere jumble of junk, just as if, at the point where the telephone c

goes through the brick wall into the central office, someone should

such pressure upon that cable as to destroy the insulation around
,wires. There would be no talking with anyone more thanla second.
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soon as a wire was “charged” the current would leap to anothe

and others would be hearing the rest of your talk. Just this e1

produced in the foramen or bony opening in the spine when it

halves come close together and press a. cable of nerves.

Why the Leg jerks in Appendicitis.

When one has appendicitis the right leg spasmodically jerks.

An impulse from the brain starts for the appendix, to correct

trouble there. In the foramen at the third lumbar vertebra: tl"

pulse jumps to the big sciatic nerve and following down to the

of the muscle cells of the leg causes them to contract. The ap

needed the nervous impulse; the leg did not. 'This sort of w

kept up, may bring on a pus condition of the appendix, much pa

finally a costly operation. All this can be avoided by thickeni

third lumbar disk. But, how is this to be done? Therein lies our

of success. It is done easily and quickly by the Hoard Curative

The rolls drive the blood into all the sluggish capillaries. Tl‘

same force drives the food elements'in solution throughthe

openings in the capillary walls. This portion of the blood

now begins its journey, not as blood, but as lymph, and this lym;

the succeeding work of the rollers, driven into the heretofore

lymphatic spaces and ducts and up to and about the hungry c

cells of the intervertebral disks, heretofore dormant because 1

These cells quickly begin to grow and to divide and subdivide,

crease in number until finally the pressure of the outer covering

a stop age of growth. When that stage is reached, the disk is

It remains then only to finish the work of rebuilding the reducr

and arteries in the enlarged bony opening or foramen, to non

by building in new lines of cells into their shrunken walls so a

store them to their original size, or, as they should be, in perfec

Where the Lymph Rejoins the Blood.

The lymphatic circulation is completed when, after being

from all parts of the body, the lymph is poured back into the l

in the neck and returns to the heart with the veinous blood a:

bined or single stream. ‘

‘ How Rejuvenation is Brought About.

As fast as the pads have been swelled and the vertebrae h
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lifted, the oil insulation about the compresssd nerve fibrils has beer

deposited and has then protected the nerve impulses from “leakage”

the organs receiving these impulses have resumed their proper w<

controlled at all times by the brain as the grand, central, electric i

HALBERT L. HOAR]

Our National Defense

BY W. W. WILLSON.

\\\\“\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\‘\\\“

The BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER has not felt called upon to discuss th

in Europe, nor to encourage consideration of it in these pages by corrcs

cuts, but the following letter from W. W'. Willson of Boston, who has s1

good many years in the Massachusetts National Guard, seems so sane

presentations and conclusions, that it is published here. for the attenti

whatever experts in the subject may care to give it. America does

peace with all, and doubtless the feeling is practically unanimous, B

Though possibly in your view there may be no “buts."—-Edltor.

-\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\y

HE question of our national defense is a live subject a

present time, and there will be more said and written abt

before there is less. It is our duty to at least learn some

about this important question, so that we may vote wisely i

matter comes to our attention directly or indirectly in that forrr

is also well that we be able to discuss the subject when necr

with some knowledge of its meaning.

I am going to set forth my own ideas on this subject, and

who care, may take them for what they are worth. My knowler

based upon about ten years Service in the Massachusetts Militia,

ing reports, studying the matter to some extent, hearing the s'

discussed, and watching with interest the presrznt great conflict

is so unfortunately raging across the ocean.

If I had my way about military and naval matters, I would 1

all armaments to a size suitable for police protection only for

nation, and place a limit upon its future creation. If all nations

placed upon the same footing it would cause no injustice. It

.s
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not be safe for a nation to be entirely without military protectioi

more than it would be for a large city not to have a police for

a good substitute. There would be the danger from the lawles

m'ent within as well as from without, to the city without a police 1

There is no need of increasing the police force of the city of I

from say 2,000 men to 10,000, in other words, only a normal to

necessary, and the same rule could be applied to nations, if it ‘

for the fact that each is watching the other too closely, and pl:

or preparing for a possible war. 7

The function of a city polide force is not to declare- war

neighboring city. There is no unfriendly rivalry for power

unnecessarily increase its size. Why should any different rule

to civilized nations? All international difierences should be sett

a permanent body of men duly elected to represent each natior

great world congress.

Their decision should be final. This Court should be authori

make the necessary international rules and laws for the general i

of the whole world. The elected representatives should serve a

of at least four years and there should be an equal number of

sentatives or high commissioners from each nation. This World

should elect a President from their own number to serve for on

subject to re-election, but for not longer than two years, 2

nation to be favored oftener than two years out of the ten ye:

we should have a workable world court the details could be ai

so as to be practical and equitable.

We have not yet reached the high ethical standards among

that exists even among individuals, so it will be necessary to

_ consider our “OWN NATIONAL DEFENSE.”

I do believe that we are moving toward an improved met

settling international differences in a peaceful manner, whi

mean a world peace. One may not take much stock in this st:

at this time with the leading nations of the earth at war.

There has never been a storm so fierce but what the waters

calm and the. sun shone once more upon us to our entire satis

We are in a great and terrible war-storm, but the sun of good to]

among men will yet be realized. The only and great thing

accomplished is to train mankind to think right. There is

way to do everything, and there is a right way to think. Righ
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ing will help the individual and make him a positive power for

A nation as well as a business organization is made up of indivi

banded together in the family, community, town, or city, cc

state and nation. This may sound like extreme idealism bu

trouble with people who have the most trouble is that they div

set their ideal high enough, and that is why so many are always a

bottom of the ladder, and so few at the top. The best is non

good for mankind, and we can have same if we are willing t1

the price in intelligent effort.

In my opinion under the existing conditions we should proce

further prepare our national defense. Our army of about 80,00(

and officers and navy of about 60,000 is too small for national

tection from without. A good business man or organization

the size of the insurance policy in proportion to the growth (

insurable property. Our military establishment is another ki

insurance policy, and should be increased from time to time E

national business expands. The good business man adds various

of insurance as the business increases and warrants it.

A large portion of our territory in the U. S. proper is inlani

the people do not fully appreciate the fact that they are part i

whole country, and should respond to our national defense, 0

the navy cannot sail up into their cities, or strategists do not de

advisable to build seacoast fortifications away from the coast.

The mere fact that we have plenty of resources in other t

military or a. naval force does not mean that we are well protects

is fortunate that we have the material for our own national (it

but it takes time and lots of it to prepare and aSSemble properly

of defense. Weapons are not dug out of the ground in a ready

form, and ships do not grow on trees as do apples, and where

men are born they are not born trained soldiers any more thar

are born college graduates.

If the U. S. were to start at once to prepare for war with all p(
I speed regardless of expense it would take many months to p180

selves in a position to defend our country in proper manner v

first class nation that has a good navy and a large trained arm

war were declared tomorrow with some first class power that W

tied up in the present conflict, we would find ourselves disgracfl

in order to win it would cost us five times as much in money, and
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times as many lives besides the damage an invading army woulc'

our country and pride. .

The man who has no insurance but insures himself takes

chance. I do not advocate an army' of tremendous size but do

our navy should be further increased in keeping with the lat

periences from the recent naval battles. Our navy should be in<

A good navy may entirely prevent an invading ‘army from lam

our own shores, or the shores of Mexico or Canada-and marcl

to us.

I believe that our army and navy are good so far as they

they do not go far enough. I d not mean that there is not a ch

improve either for I think there is. I believe we should

National Defense Board composed of practical men, put t

study, and recommend to Congress the best kind of national

tion at the expense of the least time and money consistent

good result.

\\‘\\\\‘\‘\\‘\\\‘\‘\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\‘\

You will see in life just What you are lookin

for. If the lenses of your mental vision are blac

and smoky, you will see the shadows; if they a1

clear and crystalline, you will see the rainbow 1

beauty.

“A fortune without a man behind it is a mi

fortune."

 

The glory of love is that it delights in doil

without charge what nobody else will do for mone

'\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\“\“\‘\\‘\\““‘\‘ \\\‘\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\‘\\\\\\‘“\\\\\\\\v
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The Great Commercial Drawback

By H. P. ANDRAE.
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The following subject and its outworking was presented recently he

the employes of Julius Andrae Sons and (30., of Milwaukee, by the treas

of the company, in an address. The occasion was one of the regular

together” meetings held by the organization throughout the year. Mr. An

is by no means an irresponsible enthusiast; nor is he unable, once he de<

a matter in his own mind. to take a definite and purposeful stand for

correct thing. The individual, he shows, is the source 0! helpful and

structive co-operation, or its opposite—disorganization. He makes it pos

for even the thoughtless to comprehend the immineuce of the law of n:

called the Law 01 Compensation. Read this with care, the truth that we

as we GIVE will become more and more apparent—Editor.

‘\\\\\\"\‘\\\\‘\\‘\\\‘\\\\\“‘\“\\“\“‘\‘

ERHAPS there is nothing I can say to you that will make the

ject of this young organization appreciably clearer to you

has our worthy instructor,_Mr. Sheldon. But the thought has (

to me that this might be an opportune time to lay particular stress 1

one point at least, which, if recognized aright, will have a tendenc

help us realize those objects of interest to us all more quickly and 1

profitably to each individual member.

When the subject of this Study Club was first proposed to n

immediately saw in it a wonderful possibility as a means to the er

bringing about, in our organization, a condition that I have long $01

and “mourned because I found it not.” A condition which, if we

achieve it, will redound to the benefit of every individual, by raising

level of efficiency of our organization AS A WHOLE,

I In order to bring out more clearly the idea I have in mind, I me:

speak frankly, more frankly than I might do were the circumstanc

this moment different from what they are, and I want to make it

that my remarks are not the whim of an overnight thought, but r

the result of careful observation, followed‘by logical deductions

honest conclusions.

There can be no gainsaying the fact that, lack of Constructive

operation is our present and chief drawback. Some of you, though

intentioned possibly, often reveal a spirit of real antagonism which

not help but prove a detriment both to yourselves and the Organiz:
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You often appear to think that your particular job is the all—im]

factor in the organization, thus losing sight of the fact that the 0t

low is entitled to fair consideration, and that his or her job is

important with yours to the successful culmination of our co

efforts as an organization—i. e., SERVICE. . _

Until each of us eliminates this feeling personally, no one of

ployer or employe, will come fully into his or her own, because a

harmony in the institution renders complete success impossible.

vidualswill not come into their own because these illusions to ‘

allude are preventing the organization from realizing the full ben

it from the money expended to popularize it and its product bei

public. For example: We are spending thousands of dollars y1

advertising our organization and our products. In this adverti.

lay special stress upon our ability to give SERVICE. The pu

spends by coming here solely because it believes it is going to g

the three elements of the SERVICE Triangle which Mr. Sheldor

forcefully outlined and explained to us. So far so good. The m1

have spent in order to get people to come in or send in their ordl

up to this point, proved an investment.

Now what happens?

In altogether too many instances, some one unit of our orgal

either because of lack of forethought or judgment, stumbles.

slips. All along the line our efl‘iciency is impaired. The money

spent in popularizing our company and its products, which up i

tain point proved an investment, is instantly turned into an

Because some one individual, perhaps, has been requeSted to do s

particular thing which he or she did not feel was a part of their

duties, the money the firm has spent in its efforts to raise the

our organization and its Service Rendering Power in the eye.

public, has been diverted from a profit producing channel to the

chute that leads to that Gehenna known as Business Failure. S

sons turn down an opportunity to enhance their own interests t

ing to consider the interests of the institution.

If we will but overcome this great drawback (and I know w

of us anxious to do so), it will be after we each have given carefu

that inviolable rule of nature known to us as the Law of Compi

The laws of nature decree that man shall receive in like proportii

gifts'. This does not necessarily mean in the same species of r

we may depend upon it that we will never receive in money or b
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or advancement, except in accordance with our deserts, and the value

those deserts will be represented in amanner precluding any mistaking

Often, yes! too often, the remark is heard, “I AM NOT GETTIN

ENOUGH PAY FOR THE WORK I DO.” Investigation will inva

ably reveal, I believe, that each and every one who shirks his or t

duties because of that is reCeiving in value for exactly that which he

giving to his work. The laws of nature are inexorable, and just so sr

as we slight the tasks before us, so in like measure will our returns

slighted.

That old Biblical quotation, “An eye for an eye,” shows that even 1c

before Christ came among us, this same law was working as it is tod

And contrary to an almost universal belief, this law was the equalizat

of value rather than the determining degree of punishment.

If we would RECEIVE, we must GIVE, either in thought, service,

worldly goods, for in like proportion to our gifts shall be the value

our receipts.

The men and Women who are working for a daily wage or salary :

fer individually as much as anyone else when they relax their efforts

cause they do not think their remuneration is in keeping with their

vice. The mere fact that they'entertain that feeling will prove to tl

that the law is working justly today as it has been working for all t

past. If only these same individuals would come to understand

wonderful law of nature, they would experience great satisfactioi

conforming to it, taking more interest in it, and drawing more out 1

than they can possibly hope to do while entertaining their preSent i

\Vhile I do not think there is anyone present here who will refus

accept the logic of theSe statements regarding the law of compensationv

that, on the contrary, all are glad to profit by the knowledge, I am tl

fore about to read a little clipping I got hold of the other day, w

expresses practically the same theme, but in another form. The tit

the article is “THE LA‘V OF WAGES,” and appeared in one of

popular magazines.

“Every employe pays for superintendence and inspection. Some

more and some less. That is to say, a dollar-a-day man would re

two dollars per day were it not for the fact that some one has to 1

for him, look after him, and supply the will that holds him to his

The result is that he contributes to the support of those who sup

tend him. Make no mistake about this: Incompetence and disim

tion require supervision, and they pay for it; no one else does. Thl
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you require looking after; the abler you are to stand alone and c

your tasks rightly, the greater your reward. Then, if you can 1

do your own work, but can direct intelligently and efiectively th

of others, your reward shall be in exact ratio, and the more pet

can direct, and the higher intelligence you can rightly lend, t“

valuable becomes your life.

“The Law of Wages is as sure and exact in its workings as i

of the Standard of Life. You can go to the very top and take

for an instance, who sets a vast army at work and wins, not onl

less fame, but a fortune great beyond the dreams of avarice. A

going down the scale, going far enough, you will find men who

work themselves, and whom no one can make work, and so tt

are worth nothing. They are a tax and a burden on the comm

which they live. Do your work so well that it will require NO i

VISION, and by doing your'own thinking you will save the ex

hiring someone to think for you.”

Did you get that?

“Do your work so well that it will require no supervision.”

Therein lies the secret of our success to be.

Until each and every unit in our organization is able to accorr

own thinking—to do his work without supervision—we can ne

into our own as an organization. So long as there remains a ur

organization who will leave a loophole for a checker to slip 11

cannot reach the 100% efficiency mark. And until we do rr

100% efliciency mark as an organization, the individual units 0

ganization cannot reasonably hope to come into their own, he

institution will not be able to live up to its claims of SERVICE

its patrons VALUE RECEIVED.

It is my honest belief that each member of this organizatior

to help all of the rest of us to accomplish the desired efl’ect.

that we have already learned the value of living closer to t‘

mentals. We already see the value of getting together once a

a spirit of co-operation, and I am confident that each one her

to strive to put and keep our organization in a position wh<

stand as 't monument of real efficiency.

\ If we accomplish this—and I believe we will—I shall feel tha

and money thus expended is one of the greatest investment:

ever made.

I thank you.
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-work and supervision ought to be valuable.

By R. ROOST.
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There is much interest these days in the question of the employ'

responsibility for harmony and helpful co-operntlon, and this is as it shou

be; but much too little consideration is given the feature suggested in it

article, namely: The responsibility or the management. There is none t

much leeway allowed employes in which to develop and express lnltiuth

resource, and sell-reliance. For example: How long would it take to rend

one possmslng these great qualities naturally. to become lapsed into real i

timess, under a manager who requires that every minute detail shall be an

mltted for his approval and instructions on every point? It is for the leadt

to he REAL, not ACCIDENTAL. Then natural capability of employee 89

orally will develop and grow. Few men and women who are intensely i

terested in their work, because it is THEIRS, the result of THEIR thought a

initiative, ever have time (or complaint or insubordinntion.——-Edltor.

\\‘\\\‘\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\‘\t‘\\‘\\\\\\\1

HERE is no truer illustration of the saying that “Old thin

have passed away and all things have become new,” than

shown by the modern methods of the management of manuf:

tuning and commercial enterprises of the present day.

The days of the “one-man management” have passed away, and

their stead has come management by a system of divided and prope

distributed responsibility, whereby the real head of the establishnn

takes up only the consideration of the larger, broader and more comp

hensive questions in management, leaving to his able assistants the qu

tion of the “divide,” the next grade of lesser responsibilities with tl

assistants, the foreman, and so on down through the grades of lesser “

portance to the operators or work-people.

A few words of practical common sense upon the subject of the s

cessful management of men and women from the standpoint of persn

experience and observation during a good many years of actual s‘

If we search diligently

conscientiously for the secret of success in management, whatever I

be the importance of the responsibilities from the president down to

“gang boss,” we shall find that it lies principally, indeed more than

other point, in the ability of the manager to find the right man, “‘

can do things,” and then let him alone, so as to give him an opportu

to accomplish the duty or duties devolving upon him. It requires

talent and genius and common sense and good judgment to find the 1
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to carry the “message to Garcia” than it does to keep hands ofi"

him do it in his own way.

Again, a given business may have reached the limit of its ex

under a certain head because the man isn’t big enough or broad

enough to let his subordinates “do things.” Such a man is forev‘

fering with the routine and methods of his managers (and 1

else for that matter),'until all individuality on the part of his a

is lost, their eflieiency lowered, and the value of the entire fOl'Ct

impaired. Thus the effort is made to “please the old man” rathe'

improve the management by improving the conditions and exa

conduct of the business. Good ideas of experienced men are sr

by objection or the results of what, they are permitted to do dir

faint praise or “tinkered” with until their identity and usefulm

tirely lost and their author discouraged from advancing othe

future.

Another equally faulty and quite as disastrous propensity i

“old man” to make periodical raids through the establishmer

bling and criticising right and left without just cause or prt

and after the manner of the proverbial “bull in the china 51

with equally unpleasant results to both employes and the busin

best and most sucessful managers are the leaders and not the

men. The quiet and methodical managers naturally create a

phere of loyalty and discipline among subordinates prompting

obey orders with alacrity and good faith, hence good results it

ally from their united efforts, while the nervous and belligeren

with the billy goat propensity of “butting in” on any and all

not only keeps “rattled” himself, and in no condition of mind

properly important questions, but is an important factor in

a state of incompetency, disorder and consequent failure

Probably no one will take exception to the proposition tha

have reached the perfect system of management when

have devised methods by which we may produce the greatest

good works with the smallest number of employes and the lee

of friction and irritation among them.

: ‘ Faith is that soul quality of certainty, borr

: knowledge, and ripened into realization.—Sheld

\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\“\‘\‘\\\\\\\\\
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The Thinking Man Wins New

Business

By J. H. NEWMARK

\\‘\\“\\\“\“‘\\\‘\\\‘\‘\\\“\“\\“

VERY day should see some movement made

E toward getting a piece of new business.

That’s the way to grow.

Somewhere—some place—it is waiting for you—

but it remains for you to reach out for it.

And you should figure that every effort you

make, even if it isn’t productive immediately, is a

move toward the future development of your busi—

ness.

And that is the important thing to remember.

Little} things done each day count up in the long

run. 7

But the thought to remember in this little talk,

is to create something each day—to add something

to your total business.

And the best way to do that is to think. A little

thinking will show you the way to new business.

Try it today. One thought will lead to another

and before you know it, ideas will be piling on

each other so fast that you will have material a—

plenty to work with.

You never need to be out of ideas—not if you

think.

'\\\‘\\\\\\“\\\\\‘\\\\\\‘\\\\\“\\\\‘\\\\‘\\\\

\\\\‘\‘\\“\\\‘\\
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us New And the more you think, the easier will you find :

L _ to plan for more business.

l The thinking man wins. He cannot help bl

i win, because constant thinking helps one to reaso

1‘ clearly and correctly and by this method he arrivr

\\\\\\\“‘ y

at a basis of action that will prove helpful to h
wemenl made

business.

business. ‘
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"Know Thyself”!

of YOUI' bw- By HENRY CHELLEW, M. A., D. s¢.

l .\\\‘\\‘\\\\‘\‘\\‘\\\\\\\“\\\\‘\“\\‘

ember, i The everlasting necessity for better self-knowledge, makes

i0 rem certain that the injunction, “know thyself,” will never been

. he lone haclcneyed nor trite to the degree of becoming obnoxious. I?

p Illt D men give the subject any capable thought, much less poss

understanding of it. And fewer still, alas! do with themsel

those things which reason, the fruit of knowledge gained, wo

dictate. Find a good method of Self-Study and then master I

apply it.——Editor.
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ink. Alittle of which depends your measure of succr

,business- Science has lifted her touch above l

dto alwlher mystic maze of the mind, and no longer need

)6 piling 011 grope as blind men for a way to truth and realit;

material 8' The hoary science of Psychology, apparently

born in modern days,-has torn the veil from off ‘

tif roll pq laconic features of mute mystery. The Hermr
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maxim—“Know Thyself"—-—is a prime factor in solv

ing the equation of life.

It has been said that the Universe itself is

annonymous, but every man writes his feelings and

his thoughts in his frame and on his forehead.

If our sins were written on our brows, some of us

would wear our hats close down upon our ears—but

Fate’s index is oft found between the eyes of men.

To think clearlyLWith sequence and with sense,

is not a gift of heaven, but an art; there are no short

cuts to the constructive mind. Personality is a pearl

beyond all price.

He who finds himself finds a mine of wealth, a

treasure house of uncounted riches. Individuality is

a gift maternal, but personality is bestowed by the

gods.

A man may hide behind the first pers‘onal pro

noun—but too much ego in the cosmos is like the

thumb-mark of the thief. Detection camps upon the

threshold of the braggart.

There was a man who raised his hat whene’er he

spoke of himself—he has many disciples. [“Obey

that impulse," may be a counsel, good and true, but

not when reason abdicates her throne]

Carlyle said—“Blessed is the man who knows

that he knows nothing”—but perhaps he had in

mind the man who found it difficult to explain what

he didn’t know.

Alas for the man who does not know himself. He

\\\‘\\\\\\\‘\\\\\‘\\\‘\\\\\‘\\\\\
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is a stranger to the mirror. He never had a lett

from himself.

‘ Ignorance is the most difficult thing in the wor

to mask. There is no excuse for it.

“To thine own self be true"———is a maxim alm<

haekneyed out of existence—but, first of all lea

to know thyself.

If there is a pathetic sight in the universe, it

that of a narrow, ignorant, vulgar man presidi

over a great pile of money which he has scra]

together without any grand life-purpose or ultel

aim but that of animal enjoyment.

When you see your employer cheating some

else, quit him before he gets a chance at you.

Character carries weight. It forces people to l

behind an ugly face, behind unfavorable imp

sions, behind environment. It forces us back

everything. When character speaks, money, cw

thing else is silent.

who knows

5 he had in

explain What

himself. He

.\
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An Inspiration From Old Glory

  

By NAPOLEON HILL.
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ODAY is Flag Day, and with the near approach of the nation:

T holiday, I am vividly reminded of my visit to Baltimore, la:

September, during the great celebration of the first Centennial sin<

the writing of the “Star-spangled Banner,” by Francis Scott Key.

Mere words are too weak and I shall therefore fall short in in

attempt to paint a word picture of the wonderful display of America

patriotism which I saw in Baltimore. It was a sight which I she

long remember. It was a sight which every true American would ha‘

enjoyed, but since many thousands, even many hundreds of thousand

could not attend the celebration I shall do my best to tell you what

was like.

From every housetop, whether private or business establishment, t

grand old flag drifted westward to the breeze from the Chesapea

Bay, in all her grandeur and glory. Not only one flag, but dozens

them bore silent evidence from every window, in every house, th

Americanism has not perished from the earth, and that Americans ha

not entirely shifted their chivalrous spirits from patriotism to commi

cialism.

On Sunday morning I spent two hours in deep, silent communion w

the beauties of nature, at Druid Hill Park, which overlooks the city

Baltimore. With the aid of field glasses I had a wonderful view of ‘

floating flags and the enthusiastic, red-blooded Americans in the stre

below.

One huge American flag floated high above all the rest. It wa

masterpiece of art, an object of inspiration, and stood out prominci

above all the other flags. In size it was approximately one hundred

fifty feet by one hundred feet, and I was told that it cost more t

three thousand dollars.

No words could possibly describe adequately the inspiration.

enthusiasm and good cheer which the sight of this great insignii

American freedom brought over me as I gazed upon it from the dis

hillside. I could not help but let my mind wander back to the stor

those perilous times when American history was being made; the
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of 1776, ‘iwhen this grand old flag and all the principles it now

for were being so bravely protected from our jealous neighbors

the Atlantic. I could not help yielding for the moment to my i1

tion and wondering what Would have been our position in the

of the civilized world today had this grand old flag gone d

defeat at Valley Forge or at Bunker Hill, or at some of the 0th

battle scenes from whence it emerged from the dust in triumph,

inspiration to its protectors, a glory to God.

Most of the people of this planet are now engaged in a gr

devastating war. They are killing each other like savages,

fierceness and a spirit of barbarism which temporarily cari

civilization back thousands of years. Nothing which has been

in the history of the inhabitants of this little planet can con

magnitude with the wholesale slaughter of human beings v

going on across the Atlantic. The greater portion of the male

tion of the world is engaged in it and the greater portion of th<

population and the children of the world are suffering by it.

Of the truly great and civilized nations of the world, Americ:

almost alone in absolute neutrality, and it will be American ll

the influence which has grown and prospered under the God-gii

tection of the Stars and Stripes, which will finally bring the E

war to an end. Peace conferences between the warring nations

held on American soil, and it will be under the_protection of 1

aided by our influence, that envoys of the nations now at war v

and agree upon a plan for peace.

And, it will be on American soil, under the protection of t

and Stripes, that a world-wide peace plan will be worked out

into practical, effective use. Already the heads of the warring

are submitting their grievances and their woes to American St

for solution, which is but the foreshadowing of the final

arbitration, with an American Court of Arbiters.

Peace and prosperity are with us everywhere. From the

- coast of Maine to the great Gulf of Mexico, and from the At‘

the Pacific, in the Philippine Islands, in Alaska, in the Hawaii

wherever Old Glory stands out to the breeze, peace and prosper

supreme.

Our banks are full of money. Our factories are full of orde

harvest fields are heavily laden with grain. The Panama 04
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just been completed, and everywhere that Old Glory floats God

blessed us abundantly.

Perchance, or otherwise, our peace and success is a reprimand fr

the hand of the Infinite to the inhabitants of that portion of this li

planet where men are standing in open defiance of God’s laws. A

way, it is a glowing tribute of no little importance to the people

America, where reverence of God, respect for mankind, and furthera

of Christianity, lead all the rest of the world.

I shall never see another Centennial celebration of the “Star-span;

Banner"; my children will never See a Centennial celebration of

writing of those inspiring verses, but there will be another celebra'

in one hundred years. When it comes American patriotism will

~ have retrograded in the least; prosperity will not have gone backw

nor will it have even stood still. This little spot of earth on which

Americans live will have become greater and more powerful. Prospe

will have become more pronounced. Great factories and useful in

tions will have come to our aid. Warships and tools of destructio

human lives will be converted into scientific and educational purp

We will be a more enlightened race, and we shall play an impor

part in carrying that enlightenment to the rest of the world. We

be the leading, ruling nation of the world; not because of our mi

armies, great wealth and natural resources, or our swift and pow

battleships, but because of the Glory of God, which shall be transnr.

through us to the rest of the world for the benefit of mankind.

Long live Old Glory! Her task has just begun, but her star

bearers are plentiful and their courage is supreme. She has had a

dred years of toilsome labor, since the writing of the “Star-spa

Banner,” to entitle her to float from the highest pinnacle of civiliz

and she will have another hundred years of perilous work in

completing her task, but she will succeed.

One hundred years hence, and still Old Glory will brightly floz

land and sea where peace and plenty thrive, and progress peac

motes. Unto the oppressed of every land, she shall lend a war

welcome hand. Then from every clime on earth, our peop

applaud our freedom’s worth. In common tongue, united

throng, they will sing Francis Scott Key’s victorious song-—
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“Star-spangled Banner,

Long may you wave,

O’er the land of the free

And the home of the brave.”

Oh what a tribute this will be to Old Glory and the America.

ciples for which she stands; for which she has fought; for wlr

has struggled triumphantly. Oh, what a tribute to our AI

diplomacy which has succeeded in the name of humanity, um

firm influence of the Stars and Stripes, in keeping us from I;

headlong into the avalanche of barbarism called WAR.

Betsy Ross, the pretty little Philadelphia Quakeress who m:

first American flag more than one hundred years ago, and Francf

Key, who wrote the “Star-spangled Banner” just a little over or

dred years ago, have long since crossed that vale of tears calle<

and passed on to the Great Beyond. But we shall not forge

Their names will be with us for thousands of years to come. W

we see Old Glory floating to the wind we shall remember the n:

Betsy Ross and Francis Scott Key.

\\\\\\\\\‘\\\‘\\\‘\\\\“\\\\‘\‘\\\\\\\\\‘‘4

"Wanted, a Position Selling

Goods”

\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\‘\‘\\\\\\\\\\\‘\

OW often this “want” is expressed! An

how infrequently does one who expresses

realize its importance, further than that

may be a step in accomplishing his ambitions, i. c

to be a COMMERCIAL TRAVELER!

Sometimes letters come to The Business Philost

pher, just as they do to other journals devoted '

I\\\\\\\\\‘\\‘\\\\\\\\\“‘\\\\ \\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\“\\\\\\\\\“‘1
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commercial betterment, burdened with the request

that we put the writers in touch with a favourable

prospect.

These “wishers,” for they are seldom more than

that, scarcely ever offer any references or evidences

of experience. They just "want" to get on the

staff of some successful concern as representative,

and in many cases they express their ideas of remu~

neration for their services These Service ideas

as they apply to the representative’s pay, would

usually make a stone roll down hill in agonies of

merriment; especially, as a stone even would in

stantly recognize the ridiculousness of them.

A while ago, one of these requests came to this

office. It has been our custom to say to such that if

they will report experience, with references, we

would be glad to aid if possible—not often receiv

ing same. But in the case referred to, we were im—

pressed that some real advice might fit in and be ap

preciated by the inquirer. He asked us to advise

him “how to get upon the staff of some successful

concern as a representative on the road.” We took

the request seriously, and replied as follows:

“First, take a reef in your sails—meaning

your belt—and make up a list of responsible

firms in your own or a neighboring city, so as to

concentrate, and then call at each place seeking

an interview with the sales manager. Do not be
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discouraged if you do not meet with immediate

success in getting an interview, but KEEP AT

IT until you do; and when you succeed in get

ting to your man, say to him this: ‘I have had

no experience selling goods to merchants, nor do

I know anything worth considering about your

line or your trade. I am, at this momentfprac—

tically worthless to you in the position which I

have an ambition finally to fill, and would prob

ably, at this time prove a damage to your inter—

ests, if you should be so greatly mistaken as

even to give me a trial. What I want NOW to

do is to come into your establishment and take a

place right down at the bottom of the ladder,

and learn your business by actually working at

every phase of it, from the lowest grade of re

sponsibility up to the place I crave opportunity,

finally, to fill. Will you give me the chance to

make good F" "

We have never heard from this ambitious you

man since. He did not want success; he want

the fruits of success. They cannot be obtained

that manner. He didn’t want to “make good”;

wanted the firm to do it all, and take all the chanc

He didn’t even want advice, although he asked ‘
it.v He, unless he grasps the idea of Service as

cause, and Success as an effect, will remain j

beggar and not a winner. WM. T. GOFFE
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"Four Steps in Attainment”

  

  

By A. B. Francisco.
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Effective accomplishment in any direction in life depends upon coverin

four stages or steps. These are magnificently handled in the article tollowin

It is completely demonstrated by the writer of the article that deciding, ar

starting, are not enough unless the decider and starter PERSERVES, that i

STICKS until the finish. Judge rightly that decision may not be wrong. Th1

turn on the steam so the wheels may revolve, and see to it that the necessa

material as‘on hand and in proper order that you may go the WHOLE di

iance.—E i or.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\

AN’S greatest weakness, I believe, is indiiference.

Multitudes of men are indifferent to their own success. Sui

men covet the fruits of capability and industry and negle

utterly, the improvement of these success qualities within themselves.

Many, like the “Prodigal Son,” think spending a more joyful calli

than acquiring. And, of course, these depart from the house of HA\

for the house of what is sure to prove WANT, with great pomp a

pride. When they have-spent all and “want” results, then they son

times come to the sensible conclusion that the power to accumul:

through SERVING is a greater virtue than is the power to spend rel

lessly and live voluptuously on what others have accumulated. Wl

such people come to themselves and carefully analyze their situat

they almost always decide to retrace their steps.

Blessed are those who enter the valley of decision on better thii

and start for a higher goal. The many, however, mistake the st

for the “Finish”; the beginning for the end; the resolve for the a

This all but universal error is fundamental. Destruction follows

~its train. All classes are guilty of this error, even those on the religi

plane of mind frequently reflect it. Many go on resisting the strivi

of the Spirit, for example, refusing to hearken to the “still, small voi

for years added to years, yet when finally aroused‘by the stentoi

voice of Billy Sunday or some other, they awaken from the sleep

indifference and decide to START on their return trip to their “Fath

house.” This is very well, but administering friends and intere:

associates, as well as the individual most interested, have too often 1

taken the “start” for the “finish”; the beginning for the end; the 1

version for the salvation, and lead in shouts of victory that a sor
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saved. All this is the mistake of taking the first step for th

journey. Many, too often, make the mistake of assuming that a

saved when but a very necessary first step towards salvation 1

taken. For—

“Heaven is not reached by a single bound,

We build the ladder by which we rise

From the lowly earth to the vaulted skies,

And mount to the summit round by round.”

This same error is more or less universal on the political pla

voter spends his time, energy and money to elect his party intl

If he succeeds, he rejoices and shouts aloud. Great process

formed, marches are made, the air is filled with music, orato

eloquent addresses, and the multitude join in shouting politicaI

nas, but if measures die with the platform, if it is all aband

the voters as they return to their homes, not the end but only

towards the desired ultimate has been taken.

In social life we see the bride and groom, bedecked in their

garments, march proudly to the altar; the ceremony is solem

formed,- they are married; congratulations are full and free.

the bitter disappointment when this, their first step in ma

proves practically their last; this beginning, the end; this s

finish!

In the educational world the boy enters college; he graduz

“honors.” The doors of his Alma Mater close behind him. Hi

have ended; his first steps have been taken; but in the absencl

tinned research and study, what he has learned is soon forgottr

ly because he could not apply what he had gotten in his colleg

to the requirements of the business world, and if this start is

finish, woe is his.

This law holds good in the commercial world also. One 1

a position; another opens an office and a third lays in a stock

and starts in business. All have begun; all are achieving in

far and so far only. If this is all, “Father Time” will con:

oil in the lamp, and they will be left in the darkness of faf

despair.

Another young man enlists in the army. My, but he fe<

and hopeful and satisfied in his soldier uniform! But if hr
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remember—if he ever knew—that “he who putteth on the armor shoul

not boast as he that taketh it off,” his career bids fair to prove a failur

Decide, Start, to be sure; but know that these are but two short pa

liminary steps, and that there are many other steps to be taken befo:

a Successful Finish is reached.

And so, in review, we see that the seeker after the Kingdom \

Heaven should realize that, to decide, is the first thing to accompli:

in order to be able to start, but in order to reach the end, he mu

STICK and FINISH. For the blessing is for him only that “endure

to the end”——-that it is for him who carries his religion into all the e

periences of his life and thus works out the problem of Salvation wi

fear and trembling to the Finish.

The voter must realize that to decide on political persons, issues a

principles is but the essential beginning of active citizenship—the pi

tical heaven—and that he mu'st start, initiate, push, shove, and ST!

with the elected official from the ballot box on to the seat of office in

council chamber, the legislative hall, the executive seat, and even

to the judge’s expressed opinion upon constitutional questions, wt

is the “finish” of which the start was but one step in a long, strai

and narrow way, which but few men and measures ever find the end

as they should, namely: back to the base of all authority—the 136i

themselves.

The college graduate, the soldier lad, the errand boy, as wel

the “Prodigal” are farther from home than they think. Up to 1

“Dad” has paid the bills, but from this time on, he must pay his (

and nothing to pay with except that earned on the journey. How'

he will acquire a larger disposition of mind to SERVE and l

CAPACITY to serve on his way up the “hill of life,” than he acqi

in the glide down the toboggan.

Oh, yes, We must decide and start by all means, but if the

of life is worth the effort, we must also STICK and FINISH.

“Shoes and robe and ring,” handed to us as we venture out froir

beginning, are proved, too often, to be witnesses of weakness,

those received at the end are evidences of strength and fitness.

So we see that there are four stages or steps on the way to acl

ment. And also see that they are: DECIDE, START, STICY

FINISH. The last is our goal. It is' the last that really counts.
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An Every-Day Creed
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Recently a young electrical engineer, named Thomas ‘

Alstyne, was killed. The following “Creed” was found in

pocket. It was written by him solely for his own guidance,

is now given to the public by his relatives:

.““‘\“‘-“““‘\“‘“\-“‘-\‘\“‘_

O RESPECT my country, my profession a

T myself. To be honest and fair with my 1

low men, as I eXpect them to be honest a

square with me. To be a loyal citizen of my c01

try. To speak of it with praise, and act always

a trustworthy custodian of its good name. To b

man whose name carries weight with it whereve:

goes. .

“To base my expectations of reward on a sc

foundation of service rendered. To be willing

pay the price of success in honest effort. To lr

upon my work as an opportunity to be seized in

joy and made the most of, and not as a pair

drudgery to be reluctantly endured.

“To remember that success lies within mys

in my own brain, my own ambition, my own cc

age and determination. To expect difficulties l

force my way through them. To turn hard

perience into capital for future struggles.

“To believe in my proposition, heart and s

To carry an air of optimism in the presence of ti

I meet. To dispel ill—temper with cheerfulness;

-'\\\\\\\\\‘\\\‘\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\“\\\\‘ \\i
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doubts with strong conviction, and reduce active

friction with an agreeable personality.

“To make a study of my business. To know my

profession in every detail. To mix brains with my

efforts and use system and method in my work.

To find time to do every needful thing by never

letting time find me doing nothing. To hoard days

as a miser hoards dollars. To make every hour

bring me dividends, increased knowledge, or health—

ful recreation.

“To keep my future unmortgaged with debts;.to

save as well as earn. To cut out expensive amuse

ments until I can afford them. To steer clear of dis

sipation, and guard my health of body and peaceof

mind as a most precious stock in trade.

“Finally, to take a good grip on the joys of life

and to play the game like a man. To fight against

nothing so hard as my own weaknesses and endeavor

to grow in strength—t0 be courteous to men, faith

ful to friends and true to God."——From “The Effi—

ciency Magazine,” London.

 

Jacob could toil seven long years for Rachel and

endure all sorts of hardships without grumbling or

feeling drudgery in his work, because he had a mo

tive.

\\\\‘\\\\“\\\\\\\‘\\\\\“"\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\“"

_.-_--“
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The Coming Small Town Merch

By JOHN J. WALLS.

‘\\\‘\\\\‘\\\‘\\\\\\\‘\\\‘\‘\\\\\\\“\\\

OMPARED with his predecessor, the Coming Sma

Merchant will be different, tremendously difl’erent, so

that it will be as marked to obServers as the old—time say

different as daylight is from darkness.”

He will have one big aim, and that aim will supersede all 0

will be to SERVE, recognizing SERVICE as, the demonstratii

emplification of the three concepts of QUALITY, QUANT]

CORRECT MODE OF PERSONAL CONDUCT in dealing

buying public. I know this definition is far.advanced over

itself as commonly understood today, but, as the old darky

worl’ do move.”

The Coming Small Town Merchant will be much\ more of an

than he is today. He will use his place in the community ft

and nobler ends than to accumulate money profit merely.

visualize the princeliness of helpfulness, rather than local lear

cash in bank and accumulated real estate, and so forth. He wil

it his mission to use his opportunities to come into close con

his fellow men and women as a merchant to the end of final]

to make their common community a better and more beautifu

live in. >

He will not have employes and servants, so much as

PARTNERS who are engaged in business employ WITH him

a bright, energetic, active personality full of red blood. He

with each one of these as though he or she \VAS REALLY

in the business. Thus the great quality of Loyalty will bet

pillar to the establishment!

He will come into a better and better understanding of the i

of MAN POWER in Business Building, and through this und

of the Law of Service, his business will exceed the limits 1

mediate locality and the people of neighboring communities w‘

that he serve THEM also, and he being well equipped with a

MAN-POWER will branch out.

Competition, “mail-order” or otherwise, will not worry hi
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understanding the great Law of Service, and how to APPLY it, will,

through its application, automatically and completely stifle competition

of a hurtful character.

Cleanliness will characterize his establishments, and a personality both

individual and collective that radiates good-will and service embodied

in genuine helpfulness to all, will GRIP his patrons to the end of be

coming both Permanent and Profitable. Flowers and fountains ant

pictures will play a beautifying part in and about his institution, ant

:these will be for the pleasure and gratification of all he comes in contac

with.

He will maintain a reading library of information relatingto th

lines of merchandise he handles for the advice and benefit of his patror

that they may keep posted on the goods he sells as well as he himself.

In short, the Small Town Merchant of the future will get as clo:

to his patrons, the People, as possible, and HELP them in every we

possible, to make their lives and homes a perpetual joy. And this

TRUE SERVICE.

I think, I hear some one ejaculate, “Why that’s what the local preach

is supposed to be and do 1” Oh, well, perhaps the Small Tov

Merchant will be aided in his work by the local preacher; that‘s 11

unreasonable to expect, but anyhow, the PRINCIPLE OF SERVH

is going to prevail more than ever before, and the logical man to “pu

it along” is the Merchant. He touches EVERY life.

And this is no idealism, either, as that term is usually understot

It’s a CERTAINTY, just now appearing over the horizon.

This Is Your Magazine

R. SHELDON has devoted the greater portion of his life

furthering the principles for which The Business Philosop

stands. He has done much labour for which he never will

fully paid in dollars and cents. The one great reward to which

looks forward with a deep feeling and a touch of pride is the cer

knowledge that his work will benefit the generations to come.

But, there is much which YOU can do, not alone to make The Busi

Philosopher a better magazine, but also to further the great worl

education in which Mr. Sheldon is so earnestly engaged. For exam
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You can suggest ways of improving this “great little efficiency mi

By all means let us have your helpful suggestions. Then, t<

can interest others in becoming readers of it. This will help M

don in advancing, because it will bring him in touch, throng

pages, with those among YOUR friends who are men and

worth while; people who would like to know Mr. Sheldon a1

Business Philosopher, and whom he would like to know as well.

Mr. Sheldon has some mighty strong friends among his readers

, have been a world of help to him, also. They have boosted Th

ness Philosopher; they have boosted Mr. Sheldon; they have

the great work he has done, and is doing educationally, and in

have greatly helped in accomplishing that which he could m

accomplished so well without their loyalty and sincere cQ-operat

Maybe YOU are one of this good company of helpers. We

you are. If it is only a word of praise when the opportunity 1

itself; nevertheless you are thereby contributing to the succe.

mighty cause. The principles for which Mr. Sheldon stands vi

vail. They are bound to grow and spread in the minds and consci

of men and women until they reach out and deliver their

messages to the entire world.

Mr. Sheldon has a message for the world, which the world can

will not reject. You want a hand in this of course.

Just think what a tremendous part YOU can play in furthe:

work Mr. Sheldon is doing! If every subscriber would begin

us names of those whom they would like to see become readers

Business Philosopher, and we received only two new subscribe

each list of names sent us, just think of the additional thous

people who would become acquainted with Mr. Sheldon and 11

through the pages of this “great little efficiency monitor.” W.

\\‘\\‘\\\\\‘\““\\\\\\\\‘\‘\‘\\\\\\\“\

Some one has defined happiness as “The constar

pursuit of an agreeable with a sense of continue

progress.”

‘\\\\‘\‘\\\\\'

‘\\“\\‘\\\\\‘\\\\\‘\\\“\‘\‘\‘\\\\‘\\\\‘
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Trade Conventions and

Procedure.

‘\\‘\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

E “get-together" season, for the trades, as such

is about now at its height. Managers and pro—

I‘
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

i
: prietors meet together for their annual talk—

: fests, and other feasts, in the main interested in .pro—

: moting the personal ideal, that is, in the removal of

: supposed handicaps here, and the putting up of the

: bars there, and so forth, in the hope that smoother

: sailing for the “trade” may result.

: None but the “chiefs” do the gathering together

: act, however, while the “staffs” remain at home-—

: on the old stamping ground~and keep the wheels

: going around. Of course the former know best what

: is needed for the trade—that is, themselves—at

: least they claim they do. The real question, if pro—

: pounded would probably read—DO they?

: To the student of business, however, who notices

: reports of the various conventions, the matter of

: keenest interest is to observe how devoted the

: average trade assembly is to such features as class,

: or trade co—operation, touching certain phases; ef

: forts looking to the effecting of certain legislation

: believed to be in the interest of the “line,” and s0

: on. Valuable thought, and legitimate aims, no

: doubt, but as one reads the Trade Journals report~

'
.

I
-.““"\‘\‘\\““‘\““\\“‘\““‘\“‘\‘
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ing such conventional proceedings 'without bein;

able to discover ANY mention of the problem 0

INCREASED MAN—POWER in the ranks, it i

discouraging to say the least of it, and to spea]

broadly, the evidence thus given of almost com

plete lack of forethought on this line, is quite start

ling. ~

We read of this, that, or another citizen being 0

the program for an address on salesmanship o

kindred subjects perhaps, and this is good. Bu

_ where has a convention of men in proprietary posz

tion, given a set period or hour for the considera

tion of the “how” of improving the SERVICI

RENDERING POWER of men and women in th

ranks—behind the counter or on the road?

When have we read of leading business heads at

' s'orbing any time of conventions in a consideratio

of the PRINCIPLE OF SERVICE, as it works 01

in the three concepts of Quality, plus Quantity, pl!

Correct Mode of Conduct? How real is the ave

age conventionist's appreciation of the fact th:

after all is done and said, it’s the individual wl

MEETS the public in the store or on the road, w}

MAKES the business increase or shrink, as t]

case may be?

I believe this is worth more attention in conve1

tions than it has hitherto received.

WM. T. GOFFE.

\\\\\‘\\‘\\\\\\\\\“\\‘\\\\\\\‘i\\\\\\\\



The Gap Between Two Points

/

of Contact

The Chief Danger-Point in Retailing
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HEN we come to analyze the forces that constitute the working

power of mercantile institutions—in retail—we become at once

deeply impressed with the immense responsibility that rests upon

that abstract unit known as Salesmanship Personality.

A good location, a big assortment of clean stock, sufficient capital and

advertising of the proper “punch” and “pull,” are essential features, very

essential indeed, but of comparatively little value unless the salesmen and

saleswomen, stationed behind the counter, or on the floor, where the per

sonal and final point of contact between the house and the buying public

takes place, are efficient and thoroughly competent.

A mighty chain of steel is only as strong as its weakest link. Owners

of retail emporiums, who spend much money annually to advertise their

goods and business, should keep an eye out all the time for that “weak—

est” link. Of course, the moneywhich is spent to create points of con

tact between the buying public and the goods they have to sell is at the

mercy, finally, of this weakest link.

In order to convey correctly to the mind the enormous amount of inge

nuity, integrity and money required to produce the points of contact

between the buyer and Seller, let us dwell, for a little, in detail, on the

workings of the same. '

When the buying season approaches, the merchant sends a corps of ex

perienced buyers in every direction, who, with painstaking care, acquire

for their establishment, the wares or goods best suited to appeal to and

satisfy the wants of the buying public. After these goods arrive, the mer

chant sees to it that they are carefully and attractively displayed by ex

pert trimmers, with the object in view of arresting the public’s eye. This

forms the first “point of contact,” and it means a large outlay of money.

In the meantime, the merchant gets in touch with his advertising divi

sion, which consists of a staff of trained copy writers. They are instruct

ed to write desire-producing copy, and then, in order that these educa—

- tional messages may be carried to the buying public, page after page of
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advertising space, in such mediums as seem best suited to arrest the pub

lic’s attention and create interest, must be purchased and used. This

forms the second “point of contact,” and, of course, means an additional

outlay of much money in order that the buying public may be brought

into the store.- \

After these two points of contact have been created, it is then up to

the salesman or saleswoman to drive his or her wedge of Salesmanship

Personality, with precision and good will, that these points may be

closed up properly in sales, or else through INEFFICIENCY it will be

driven with such force in the wrong direction as to split them farther

apart. In other words, the sales-force, primarily the individual behind

the counttr or on the floor, constitutes the pivot upon which all this in

vestment of time and money and efl’ort swings, either towards Success or

Failure.

Can you imagine what these last lines mean to the merchant and sales

force?

Strictly speaking, they mean that, after all, the success of the establish

ment, the institution itself, as well as the force of workers of various

sorts and grades, hired at a heavy outlay to create these points of con

tact, become as nothing unless the salesman or clerk closes them up with

sales.

And this calls for careful engineering, by the individual, of his or her

Salesmanship Personality. WM. T. GOFFE,

' In “Problems in Retail Selling Analyzed.”

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\“\\\\\\\\“\

Many people are like a balloon. There is not

much in them but hot air; but you can always see

them. They manage to keep in the public eye.

A hog ought not to be blamed for being a hog,

but a man ought.

‘\““““‘..“““““

\\\\\\\\\\v\\\\\\\\\'\\

\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\'1\‘\\‘\‘\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\“
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The New Sheldon ,

‘ Book

Giving a splendid outline of

The Sciencc of Business Build

ing, and explaining how the

Sheldon Studies result in a dc

oelop'ment of Personal Effi

ciency, IS AT YOUR COM

MAND for the asking.

Literally THOUSANDS of America’s best

citizens and commercial men have seen in the

. pages of THE SHELDON BOOK that

which prompted a determination to do

greater and better things in life.

You Will See this Book Is

the very thing you have been wanting to

read. Ask The Sheldon School for a copy.

Address:

The Sheldon School

I CHICAGO, ILL.

M3155 THE ‘FOLLOWING macaw
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Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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elawsandsofsuccessinanybusiness:ittench

todevelopthepracticalprofit-making.possibilities,iny

flamesonan

njmjumpto1 72,509of'tl'

i'ptheworld.WriteFor'l
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invent.vorn y’ .A)snelell

cit/giarmer.’
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Success Cost

Sturtevant 3 Cents!

‘; He found the secret concealed in an old scrapbook which he

l bought down in Ann Street.

The moment he read it he cried, “I know that my fortune is

made.”

The “Magic Story” as it was called, did more than make

Sturtevant prosperous and happy. Everybody to whom he ~

told it was thrilled and inspired by it—led onward and up

ward to heights they had never hoped to attain.

Read His Wonderful Story

1. Part One of the “Magic Story” tells of its discovery by Starte

vant and the amazing effect it had on him and his friends.

It is the most interesting story of inspiration and achievement

you ever read.

  

You can read it free—you are under no obligation to buy

the complete “Magic Story” unless you wish to. If you do

it will coat you only $1—and your money will be returned if

you are dissatisfied. Thousands have bought the “Story” and

been helped by its wonderful message—less than 1 per cent

have ever asked for their money back.

Read Part One anyway; just write us today and say “Send

me a free copy of Part One of the “Magic Story.’ ”

The Business Philosopher

Area, Lake (10., Illinois

  

 

Say “I Saw It In the Businou Phllolophcr"
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For Value, Serv

ice, Home

Comforts

Meet me at the

TULLER

 

 

TULLER

Detroit: MiChigan

Center of business on Grand Circus Park. Take Woodward car, get

off at Adams Avenue

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $1.50 Single, $2.50 Up Double

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.00 Single, $3.00 Up Double;

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.50 Single, $4.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $8 to $5 Single, $4.50 Up Double

Total 600 Outside Rooms

ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

Two Floom—Agents’ New Um'que Cafes and

Sample Room Cabaret Excellente

Say “I Saw It In the Business Philosophfl" ‘
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+FENQON+

GUMM'EID

' LABELS

We have done two notable things in Gummed Label

making that are not usually associated:- RAISED the stand

ard and LOWERED the price. We are making better

labels at the same time we are making them cost less.

No other concern has the equipment for making la

bels of the-better sort that we have--had to design some of

the machinery ourselves.

Every part of this equipment means better labels

for less money by cutting out cumbersome and time-wast

ing methods.

WE SAY IT BOLDLY--NO ONE ELSE IN THE

COUNTRY CAN SELL OUR KIND OF LABELS AT

OUR PRICES.

Send for free catalog and see for yourself.

FENTON LABELCO.
S.W. C°_R. 91.11 6" THOMPSON STS.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Say "I Saw It ll tho Bull-cu Philosopher"
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An Old-Fashioned Preacher

of the Old-Time Religion

Billy Sunday somehow appeals to that

popular sense wherein all special tastes

and interests merge. Whole commu

nities are changed for a cleaner,

healthier, moral atmosphere. This is

the record wherever Billy Sunday has

labored. There is no logic like the

logic of facts.

“Billy” Sunday

The Man and His Message

By

William T. Ellis, LLD.

AUTHORIZED BY MR. SUNDAY

Tells the story of Mr. Sunday's eventful life, gives a keen analysis of his

manner and methods and traces his remarkable success as the most

conspicuous Christian leader in America, and also contains the heart of

his message, arranged by subjects, including his vivid utterances, his

startling epigrams and his homely, Lincoln-like illustrations that add to

his tremendously earnest appeals. Published by special agreement for

the use of copyrighted material and photographs.

  

The Only Book That Explains “Billy’ ’ Sunday

Cloth. 1,96 pages. Illustrated. $1.50. Cheaper Cloth edition, $1.00.

Address

The Area Institute of Business Technology,

Area, Lake County, Illinois.

  

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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‘ ‘Oratory supplies the most sub

lime gratlficatlon the Gods have

to give.” Dickson’s “How to

Speak 1n Pubhc” shows you how

to speak—what todoand how to doit. Helps

  

  

  

  

  

you in conversation. Tells you how to talk

"on your feet.” A wonderful book filled with

hints that made the world's greatest or‘ators.

It gives you lessons and sug estions on How

to Preparea Speech." No theory. A lfact and practice

culled from the greatexperience of Prof. Henry Dickson,

founder of Dickson's famous School of Memory. Amer

ica's foremost authority on Public Speaking, formerly

instructor in Public Speaking in leading universities.

We send thls great work to you W1thout

money. Just send the coupon below. If

you like it, pay $1.00 and balance of $1.00 1n

15 days. Introduction by Elbert Hubbard; appendix by

Dr. Orison Swett Marden. Some topics covered are:

“How to Overcome Bashfulness," “Methods of Great

Orators," "Securing Confidence of Audiences “How to

Make Speeches That \Vin," "Wit," uHumor," Pathos,"

:Climaxes." ' Original Ready-Made Speeches, "'Toasts.”

' Anecdotes.” etc.

special Offer 31most WOIYHSSIITIIIJ worklfthat

arms. uy it '

you send the coupon. This work sells itself. ()6

That's why we send it. No it's or and’s, Q

send the coupon and we send the book (,0

to you with the privilege of exam- 0?)

ination and investigation.

lSiend mgrpiIJ‘n—NOXV. 0‘1 >§@xo\$enry ic sonSc 001 “4. @ A\\\e$

0f Oratory q, a41HenrslBld ., 6 v ovor;

Chicago, 8 0“ \ 91““; F‘vc “gv

“I. $0 \ saa‘fio \‘xo \“gt\a“$52\5‘2.

o
®\ - k9“ .~ .-""-.>‘°&o‘ "\\“ a“) 6“"{0

“w e_.- 9;.“ we »1 \swn‘ on“ cw '

A\ w?“ fiw boa‘c50“‘§go“\g.‘5@ceg a\\\\}4'\\\ 29w“
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HOW TO PLAY

THE GREAT LETTER GAME

S'CIENTIFICALLY
  

HE biggest business game to-day is

TMCODY I the sales 1am. Itis the NEW ADVER‘

> \ ' ,TISINGJheNEW SALESMANSHIP.

‘\ it's BUSINESS SCIENCE in its latest.

. its biggest, its mostuniversal form. Ihave

I taught H. Gard with the Post Oflice Fixture

Trust to get $7,698 from 120 inquiries

SYSTE where before he never got $3,000, the

_ 1' Asst. Mgr. of the R. D. Nuttall Co. to

get 36 per cent of orders from current inquiries

where before he got 25 per cent, H. T. Brockelman

to triple his cash grocery business in nine months, a

green Jap to write a letter on a $15 drawn-work

table cover that pulled 89 per cent approval orders,

and many others. I can teach you by my inexpensive

courses in Oil-ice Salesmanship, Sales Letter Writing,

How to Systematize an Ofi‘ice, etc. Special course for

Business Managers.

SHOW ME

How to Use Words ID as to Malta People Do Things

In a series of 20 stimulating personal letters,

accompanied by illustrative letters that have really

pulled big business, I will place you in command of

the Principles of How to Use Words so as to Make

People Do Things, How to Handle Human Nature

so as to Get Results, How to Write Letters and Ad

vertisements that Will Pull. On request I will send

you my Summary of Vital Principles with a two

page personal letter, telling how to apply them to

your particular business, if you agree to return in ten

days or pay $10 for the entire series and book “How

to Do Business by Letter and Advertising” (entirely

new). Be sure to describe your business fully.

Address smame CODY personally. Q

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER,

Area, Illinois.

  

  
\L/  

\

  

 

‘88? "I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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THE MARDEN BOOK DEPT.. 29 EAST 22d ST.. N. Y. CITY. ,/’.

Send catalog of Max-den Books: also find enclosed $ ......_. for ,"99

which send. postpald copies of all books marked \Vlth X on x 0

llst below. '1‘

 

 

Dersolmlily ..

Jheerfulness

Character

 

Success

Winning

éQualities

The MARDEN BOOKS Have Helped a Million
(MORE THAN A MILLION COPIES HAVE ALREADY BEEN SOLD-l

They will help YOU

To Master the Science of Efficienc

To Make the Most of Yourself agd Make Opportunities

TTo Build Character and Make a Name in the World

To ngrease Your Ability and Multiply Your Earning Power

To I:rercome Obstacles and Bring Success Out of Failure

0 we a Larger, Healthier, Wealthier, and Happier Lif¢

 

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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Marden Inspirational Books

Be Good to Yourself Every Man A King

Rising in the World Secret of Achievement

Young Man Entering Business Self Investment

Getting On Optimistic Life

Single copies, cloth, $1.08; silk, $1.30; leather, $1.55.

Sold in sets.

 

Marden Booklets

“I Had a Friend,” postpaid............................................$O.53

Hints to Young Writers, postpaid.............................. .. “so

Do It to a Finish Good Manners and Success

Not the Salary but the Opportunity The Hour of Opportunity

Why Grow Old? An Iron Will

Character Economy 7

Cheerfulness . The Power of Personality

In white leatherette binding, 35 cents, each, postpaid. The last

seven are also to be had in cloth at 54 cents each. Copies sent on

approval.

Send for complete descriptive list. Books sent on approval.

Clip the Success Insurance Cou
pon at' Top of first Page and

send to Max-den Bo k .
YORK CITY. 0 Dept, 29 EAST 22nd STREET, NEW

 

Say “I Saw It, in the Business Philosopher"
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ONE SAFE, SURE, AND INEXPENSIVE'

WAY TO AVOID LEGAL TANGLES.

[s to keep.on your desk where you can refer to it at a. mo

ment’s notice, that Standard Authorative Work.

BUSINESS LAW

For

"' BUSINEIZaSS MEN

Y

Utley E. Crane,

LL. B., B. S.

Member of the Phila

delphia Bar.

  

\\\\\\\\<s-_:\i

 
 

in business.”—

Andrew Carnegie.
F—d

USINESS LAW

son

PPSmEss MEN

\\\\\\\\\\

\__N

\\\\
“Ignorance of the

law excuses no man."

This Book Is a Safe

Guide in All Business

Questions Likely to

Arise in A117 State

the Union. It Is a

Silent Friend to Turn

To For Advice When

Needed.
Crane’s “Business Law

for Business en”

shows you the right

and wrong of things,

not as one man sees it,

or another man sees

it, but as the law

views it in every sort

of case. Bound in Law

Buckram, price $3 .

   

“\\\\\\\\\

\\\\\\\

\\\\\\\\~<\\\\

  

\\\\\

‘\

 

  

Ask for Table of Con

tents. Address

~ 9% “W‘ INCHES The Area Institute of

 

 

 

comprises over 600 pages lll '

legal forms of every des'crllnIblr-fitegmntd Bus‘ness Tednmlogy'

in Law Buckram with

leather is Area Lake County,

stamped with gold letterlng, bels' Imnéis.

Say “1 80" It In the Business Philosopher"
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CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
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You can reach business men in every part of the country through

a little want

L O C A L REPRE

S E N T A T I V E

WANTED. .

income assured right

man to act as our rep

resentative atter learn

ing~our business thor

oughly by mail. Form

er experience unneces

sary. All we require

is honesty. ability, am'

bition and willingness

to learn a lucratiye

business. No solicit

ing or traveling. All

or spare time only.

This is an exceptional

opportunity _for a man

in your section to get

into a big paying busi

ness without _ capital

and become 1nde en

dcnt for life. rite

at once for full part1c~

ulars. National Co

Operative Realty Com

nany. L494 Marden

Building. Washington,

D. C.
 

Extra quality type

writer ribbons sold

d i r e c t : wholesale

prices: 35¢ each. 3 for

$1. $3.50 per dozen.

I Guaranteed. G i v e

width and make. Rib

bon Sales Co.. Mfgrs.,

700 Union Bldg., An

derson, Ind.

 

A little an

nouncement

here wins.

, P‘

'1

Splendidg

 

ad in THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER.

  

lcreseYourEfficiency

The secret of business and social suc

cess is the ability to remember. I can

.- 1 make your mind an infallible classi

._ fied index from which you can in

1 \ stantly select thoughts. facts. figures.

‘names. faces. Enables you to concen

q trate. develop self-control. overcome

.. r bashfulness. address an audience.

‘ "‘1‘, Easy. Simple. The result of 20 years

" experience in developing memories of

thousands. Write today for copy of my

book “How to Remember" and Copy

rlzhted Intensely Interesting Memory

Test Free. also how to obtain FREE

igonbxii of my book “How to Sneak in

u c."

 

 

 

\

IN BRANCH MANAGERS
for my world-wide mail-order busi

ness. Operate from your home“ Spare time. You

should make $50 weekly. Experience unnecessary.

O. A. BUTLER, Factories. TOLEDO, OHIO

 

‘\‘\\‘\\\\\‘\\\\‘\\‘\“‘\\“\“'

An inch space here—14 lines—holds within

it possibilities of legitimate gain in trade

which ought to prompt you to fill it next

month with your announcement. Price for

single insertion 35 cents per line. For three

or more insertions, 28 cents per line. USE

ITI

\\“\\‘\“\\\“\'

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
‘.‘\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\““\‘\‘\\‘\‘

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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,Gunpowder in Every

Normal Man

THERE IS GUNPOWDER
In every man, if you can get the spark to it

which will ignite it.

THERE IS LATENT POWER

In every salesman—very often ~more than

he himself dreams of.

ALL YOU NEED TO DO i
To light the flame of his enthusiasm, is to

show him his own opportunities and their

possibilities for him.'

DO BUT THIS MUCH FOR HIM

And the hidden gunpowder within him will

cause him to explode with sudden and irresist— '

ible power and keep it up.

“GINGER TALKS” by Hoiman,
Will do the work for him. Present him with

a copy. Price $2.00 per copy. "

ASK

TheZBusiness Philosopher

AREA, Lake County, ILLINOIS

 

Say “I Saw It in the- Business Philosopher"
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' f Orderlfi‘ufQusinesssfafionery on

- CONSTRUCTION

Whit. 0 diluted". Envelope.

Thm finish" to Match

Nationallyknown asthe papér that makes

Canreuiflé StationeryatamabIQPrice

Sold only in case lots directto ‘

the most competent and respons

ible printers. lithographers and,

manufacturing stationers in the 180

principal cities of theUnited States

and Canada. When you specify

and secure Censtruction Bond

you are not only assured the

highest bond paper value obtainable

at the price, butyou are also sure

of high grade work upon it.

 

Write us on your business stationery for the

names of concerns inyour locality who can. furnish.

fin-e stationer on Con'tructinn Bond andwe will also send

you. handsome specimen letter-heads show'm the various

COIQN. finishes and. thicknesses of Conch-u: on. Bond.

‘_ ‘W-EMHOQ fienmpuy$dlu0ffio=I100650uflxXicHganmChimgo
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Technology

interests, in addition to mothers, fathers and

_guardians, all real teachers. Here’s) a view of

it as expressed by one of the latter:

"I have always felt that there was

infinitely more for boys to do than

to ‘make grades and high percent- .

ages.’ I am so thankful that one

man appreciates this and dares to

break away from rigid and pre

scribed courses and give to our

boys definite ideas of right ideals

of living .and conquering life’s bat

tles, which means the building up

of its commercial and industrial in— '

- tei'ests through first building up

se i."

This is a response which comes from one of the

leading technical instructors in this country, to

Mr. Sheldon’s announcement of TheArea Insti

tute of Business Technology and the School for

Boys. 7 I 7

Write- to Mr. Sheldon immediately

for further information so that you

may enter your boy in the first ses

slon.

ADDRESS A_ F. '
HIM Sheldon égfifitifii
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Here’s a list of GREAT Books

GINGER TALKS, by Holman—$2.08 post paid.

SPEED TALKS, by Lyons—$1.08 post paid.

BUSINESS PSYCHOLOGY, by Knowlson—$2.08 post paid.

THE ART OF SELLING, by Sheldon—$1.33 post paid.

THE MAGIC STORY, by Sturtevant—$l.08 post paid.

BUSINESS LAW FOR BUSINESS MEN, by Crane—$3.50

post paid.

PROBLEMS IN RETAIL SELLING ANALYZED, by

Goth—$2. Post paid.

( KEEPING FIT, $1.43 post paid.

JOYS OF LIVING, $1.43 post paid.

TRAINING FOR EFFICIENCY, $1.43

post paid.

EXCEPTIONAL EMPLOYEE, $1.16

' post paid.

PROGRESSIVE BUSINESS MAN,

$1.16 post paid.

The Mardm Books PUSHING TO THE FRONT, $1.16

i post paid.

MIRACLE OF RIGHT THOUGHT,

$1.16'p0st paid.

PEACE, POWER AND PLENTY,

' $1.16 post paid. '

HE CAN \VHO THINKS HE CAN,

$1.16 post paid.

(“As A MAN THINKETH,” paper 16c.

\ Cloth 88c.

“OUT FROM THE HEART,” Paper

16c. Cloth 38c.

“MORNING AND EVENING

THOUGHTS.” Paper 16c. Cloth 38c.
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There is one thought which it is desired to firmly establish in the minds

of readers before they proceed with the following article and others to follow

in regular order, and it is this: That neither The Business Philosopher nor

Mr. Sheldon, has any thought or intention of “taking sides” with either em

ployers or employes, as such. The plain and unvamished truth is, that both

the latter should be, and in many instances are, fighting the same battles.

with the same artillery, behind the same breastworks, and with the same

objective. Therefore there is but one side to defend, and that side is YOUR

side, it matters not whether YOU are an employer or employe.

Notwithstanding the fact that the employer and employe should stand

united in the promotion of a common cause, THERE APPEARS TO BE A

GROWING WAVE OF DISOORD AND MISUNDERSTANDING BETWEEN

THEM WHICH THREATENS THE VERY COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL

VITALS 0F SOCIETY, those of this nation no less than others. Mr. Sheldon

has here turned the searchlight of his powers of analysis upon this problem,

and proposes to give you who read The Business Philosopher, a complete

understanding of a sure and efl‘ective remedy for this UNNECESSARY STATE

OF INDUSTRIAL EVIL.

This remedy, when fully applied, will supplant distrust with CONFIDENCE,

hatred with LOVE, disloyalty with LOYALTY, and lack of understanding with

FULL UNDERSTANDING.

Thisis the first of a series of twelve installments which will appear in

this magazine during the ensuing twelve months. These messages will show

to both employers and employee the PRINCIPLE through which they may

work with greater profit and greater strength, as well as with greater harmony

of purpose and peace of mind.

Each issue of The Business Philosopher—this and those to follow—should

be preserved in order that you may have the eomplete article available, for

you surely will wish to refer to it many times in the years to come. Many

who read these twelve installments are new employee, but before many years

shall have passed will have become employers. When they do they will ap

preciate having this article INTACT to pass on to others who may then be

worldng for them. There are no secrets here which an employer should wish

to be kept from employes. Neither are there any side-thoughts for employes

in which employers should not participate. '

The PRINCIPLE OF SERVICE, which Mr. Sheldon so forcefully presents

here for your consideration, is wholly devoted to the mutual interests of both

employer and employe—W. T. G.
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Y THE term “Industrial World,” we designate all those

B phases of life’s activities which have to do with trade and

commerce, as distinct from the professions commonly
designated as “learned.” I

It includes those vocations of men whose applied specialized

knowledge is a leading factor of the making or manufacturing

end of the World commercial.

By the term “Natural Law" we refer to those rules of action

or conduct prescribed by Nature.

A LAW being always “a rule of action or conduct.”

A man-made law for our government as citizens, is a rule

of action or conduct prescribed by the highest authority of the

state. (See Blackstone’s commentaries.)

A “Natural Law” is, also, “a rule of action or conduct," but

it is prescribed not by man, not even by those who constitute

the “highest authority of the state,” but by the highest author

ity in the Universe, the creative intelligence of which, Nature

in her manifold forms is the manifestation—the causative prin

ciple; the Infinite, the Creator, call it God, call it Nature, call

it what you will. The term by which the individual designates

the great first cause varies according to his beliefs, religious,

philosophical, and scientific, but rare indeed does one find, even

in this age of tendency towards materialism, one who seriously

doubts the existence of the laws of cause and died, and a First

Cause back of them.

Nature exists—it is an evident efl'ect—and every effect has

its cause. Back of Nature with her manifold laws, physical;

mental, moral, and spiritual, is a cause, and this cause is the

force which has created those rules of action or of conduct

which men designate as Nature’s laws or Nature’s rules of

action or conduct.

It would be wise as well as progressive for business men to

 

l
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stop sufficiently long to consider the logical fact that in the

force that is behind the electrons and atoms of modern science

there must be intelligence. Nature manifests intelligence, and

CAUSE cannot give rise to that which is not in itself.

If, perchance, some reader concludes at this point that the

writer means to talk “religion” as a panacea for existent bad

effects in commercialdom, be not afraid.

The writer believes in the existence of Natural Laws. Some

of these are physical, some are moral, some are spiritual—all

are Divine in the sense 'of having been created by the Great

First Cause.

It is the purpose of the writer to discuss some of these laws

as he sees them, as they are related to the commercial world.

This shall be done quite independently of any religious

beliefs which the writer may hold, and he hopes that those

who may hear him or read this—his effort to translate a few

of Nature’s laws in the world of commerce—will do the same.

If rules of action or of conduct HAVE been laid down by

Nature for the successful conduct of trade or commercial rela—

tionships, manifestly it is true that no man or body of men

can make or prescribe them.

The best that man can do is to discern as clearly as he can "

what Nature’s laws are, and then translate them as lucidly as

possible.

We know that “to err is human, to forgive is Divine," and

if I err in my own translation of what I have read in the book

of Nature as being some of her laws of successful conduct, and

if you are able to detect the error, I shall ask you to exercise

the Divine attribute of forgiveness even though as intensely

human as most men are.

I shall submit my effort to the bar of your intelligence, with

the hope that what I have to say may prove helpful in the
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solution of the difficulties which now confront the world of

commerce, and I shall do this without fear.

Difiiculties DO confront the industrial world. They always

have, and they always will until all men engaged in commerce

look closely and well into the natural laws of cause and efiect.

Not difficulties alone, but real dangers confront the industrial

world. How any intelligent man can visit the various nations,

with his eyes and ears kept well open and then doubt the reality

of existing, as well as threatening, dangers is more than I can

understand.

Indeed, he need not travel. How anyone can read the daily

press for one week and intelligently seek for signs of the times,

and still remain complacent, can only be accounted for on one

of four grounds: 1. Absolute skepticism as to the “reliability

of the news” he reads. 2. Indifl‘erence as to what may happen.

3. The possession of that philosophical temperament and belief

which enables him to believe that whatever is, is right, fore

ordained and for ultimate good; or 4. The belief that there is

no remedy.

For my own part I cannot applaud any of the attitudes re

ferred to. '

As to the first, much which we read is true. There is nothing

unreal about the unhappy relationship which exists between

capital and labor, taking world conditions as a whole. A very

bad EFFECT is rampant in the land—and every eHect has its

cause.

As to the second mental attribute, no man as a citizen,

regardless of how secure he may feel as an individual, has #1

moral right to indulge in any attitude of indifference towm'd

conditions which threaten thrones and republics alike, and

strike directly at the very vitals of liberty and civilization.

As to the third mental attitude mentioned, there is a maxim
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among the wisest of men which reads: “Nature unaided fails.”

Man is a part of Nature—he is her highest product—Nature

intended him to interpret and apply her laws of growth. Un

assisted by her instrument, man, her highest manifestation,

Nature never made an apple that you and I would consider

fit to eat. The present luscious fruit known as the apple is

the product of Nature’s Laws of Horticulture, interpreted by

man and by him applied to fruit culture.

Future generations will consider present commercial condi

tions as unfit for human beings to endure. It will be as great a

wonder to the people of 200 years hence, how the people of the

’ age in which we live endured conditions, as they are, as it is

to us that the conditions of the dark ages were a reality.

The will of man, properly and unitedly exercised, can not

only stop retrogression but can give mighty impulse and pro—

pelling power to progression.

Both America and Europe, as far as the classes are concerned,

seem strangely indifferent, almost apathetic, to existing con

ditions.

Ninety-five per cent of the people of the world are employed

and directed by the other five per cent. The ninety—five per

cent, taken as a whole, are restless and becoming more so.

The sea of humanity, made up of the ninety-five per cent, is

gradually being lashed into a storm.

\ The captains of industry directing the ships of commerce,

seem not to even casually consult the barometer of the mental

attitude of the MASS MIND and to hear not the rumble of the

approaching storm.

Neither as an alarmist nor as a pessimist, but as one who has

tried to study the problem of world economics, I would call

the attention of all who have studied history to the cold indif
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ference of the aristocracy of France to the voice of the masses

in the days just preceding the French Revolution.

Those aristocrats awoke too late to a realization of the fact

that the masses meant exactly what they said.

Certain men in the world of commercial industry are not

standing idly by today. They are doing something to steer

their particular ship of commerce to the harbour of business

betterment. In many ways—here, there, and yonder—members

of the five per cent, the employers of the world, are bringing

their commercial operations into harmony with some of Na~

‘ture’s laws. And thus do they help to pour oil upon the

troubled waters of the sea of labour in general, as well as to

guide their own ship to safety; but unless MORE of the five

per cent join, and speedily, in an effort towards betterments

in business, a storm will soon break which will ruin many and

prove a hindrance to the progress of all.

Eyen the vessel locked in the harbour away from the storm’s

fury cannot proceed on its voyage until the storm is past.

But no time need be consumed with any body of intelligent

men either in giving proof of adverse conditions—bad efiects’

in the commercial world or dissertation upon the dangers of

them. This is a self-evident fact to all thinking men, both

employers and employes.

The evidences of evil tendencies are all about us, and plain

to all who not only look but see, and who not only bear but

understand.

I cannot believe that the SEEMING indifference of so many

to'the conditions so largely prevailing, and the dangers which

threaten so persistently and aggressively, is more seeming than

real, and is due less to the first three causes mentioned than

to the last, viz, the belief that “there is no remedy.”

Possibly we should go further than that and state that the
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attitude of the majority of the five per cent may be more accur

ately described as being that of INACTION rather than in

difl'erence, and that their failure to do anything to bring about

better conditions is not so much a fixed belief that there is no

remedy as it is lack of knowledge as to what the remedy, is.

One may be sufl'ering from an illness and be by no means

indifierent to it. He may believe that it can be cured, but yet

not know the cure, and hence not be able to act as he would be

glad to, did he but know what to do.

There is a remedy—it is known to many in all. Where

known and applied, resultant effects are good; they are good

because those who are enjoying these conditions are looking

well to CAUSE. Then efi'ects take care of themselves.

Sometimes the good effects are interfered with and lessened

by the negative, general eflects brought about by generally

negative causes.

Were the remedies universally understood and applied, the

general effects Would be good, and then those who are looking

well to salutary cause in their own affairs would enjoy even
better efiects. V '

We are'all parts of a whole. No one can injure others with— '

out injuring self, and no one can injure self without injuring

others. The man who consciously or unconsciously disobeys

natural law in the conduct of affairs of his own house of com—

merce injures others as well as himself.

Shakespeare expressed the cause of adverse conditions not

alone in the commercial or industrial world, but in all of life’s

relationship when he said “Our only crime is ignorance.”

In that statement he also gave a clue to the remedy.

The crimes of labour against capital and of capital against

labour—and there are crimes on both sides—are each and all
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due to man’s ignorance of natural laws of successful human

conduct. I -

There are two points which must be clearly understood by

him who would clearly discern the truth that I am trying to

make clear. These are—1. The fault, the blame if such were

to be given, rests not upon the five per cent alone. 2. In

quoting Shakespeare’s historic aphorism as the cause of busi

ness troubles and as a hint at the remedy, I do not use the

word “ignorance” in the ordinary acceptance of that term. It

is the exception rather than the rule that one finds today an

adult human being who could be justly rated as being very

“ignorant” in the common acceptance of that term.

Among the five .per cent, those who carry the responsibilities

of employment and who direct the efforts of the ninety-five

per cent, we find the vast majority, not only highly intelligent

and well informed men upon the current matters of knowledge,

but many of them learned men, men with knowledge PLUS,

and this is learning.

The vast majority of the five per cent are well schooled in

the technical knowledge pertaining to the technique of their

business.

Among the ninety—five per cent we find many who are well

read. In so far as material and so—called natural science is

concerned our age is an enlightened one.

In this day of rapid transit, when the application of electricity

and steam have almOst annihilated space and time, and a con—

densed cyclopedia of the world’s happenings is served to 115

daily by the press, when the world’s most important happenings

of today are the common mental property of millions on the

marrow! In this age wherein “of the making of many bookS”

there is literally no end. In this age of compulsory education
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for the youth, ignorance in the sense of absence of general

knowledge has, relatively speaking, disappeared.

By no means are all who labour with the hands wasting all

the unemployed hours incident to the short hours of labour.

,Many in all worse than waste them, but millions in all are

studying conditions and seeking for remedies more than many

know. -

And yet, in spite of all these facts, there are relatively few

in the mad rush of modern commercialism who are acquainted

with certain fundamental basic truths; some of Nature’s laws

or rules of action or conduct, which, if understood and applied,

would absolutely cure existing troubles.

When a certain priceless string of pearls was lost in London

many passed it by and failed to see it before one came a10ng

who found the prize. .

Objects were everywhere to claim the vision of the passer~by.

People, vehicles, buildings, birds, perchance, and beasts. Each

chained the eye of him who passed and shut out the sight of

that more precious thing, the pearls, which lay there in plain

sight beside the pavement.

It is just so in the streets of knowledge of modern commer—

cialism.

Objective facts, matters of common knowledge, are every

where. Modern man has almost a surfeit of facts to claim his

mental vision, and the race for gold is such a mad rush, that he

is prone to pass by certain pearls, and even strings of pearls

of precious truths in the way of Nature’s fundamentals which,

would he but look, he could not help but see.

Seeing and appropriating, he would receive the reward of

fered by the world to him who puts them into practice.

And, mind you, I said THE REWARD OFFERED BY

THE WORLD.
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I speak not today of the reward offered in any life to come

by the Creator of natural laws to him who obeys them.

I speak of the reward in the here and now.

It is of the pearls of truth in the form of natural law that

men in commerce must be ignorant.

This must be so, else they would certainly apply them.

This logic must be correct, for is it not true that self—preserva

tion is the first law of Nature?

Man preserves and conserves his own best interests by bring

ing his life and conduct into harmony with natural law.

If he but sees any given natural law clearly, and becomes

convinced that his own best interests will be served by obeying

that law, then the first law of Nature impels him toward its

obedience.

In a series of articles of this nature space forbids a discussion

of any considerable number of Nature’s laws of human effi

ciency, which obeyed make for the successful conduct of com
merce, as embodied in business science. A

The basic law of all, however, is the pearl of truth known as

the LAW OF SERVICE.

In the realm of physical nature, everyone is aware of the

fact that heat is an effect of which fire is a cause.

No one questions for one moment the fact that if he builds a

little fire, he will obtain but little heat.

He knows just as certainly that if he builds a large fire more

heat will be the effect—the result.

For all general and practical purposes, then, man concludes

that the degree of heat caused by fire is in direct proportion to

the volume and intensity of the fire generating it. v

Among the ninety—five per cent relatively few seem to hava

perceived the basic truth that service rendered is CAUSE, while

pay or reward obtained is EFFECT—but this is true. Nature
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made a law of service. Nature intended that a little of the fire

of service should generate a small amount of the heat of pay or

reward.

She also intended that the degree of the heat of pay should

vary in direct proportion to the volume and intensity of the

fire of service rendered.

In spite of this basic law of Nature, millions of employes

violate it. They hinder the operation of the law. In all, mil

lions of the members of the ninety-five per cent are tiring

themselves out holding themselves back.

There are millions of men ruining their eyesight looking for

more pay—while if they would seek as diligently for more and

better ways of rendering service, the more pay would take care

of itself.

Look well to cause—effects are Nature’s consequences of

causes.

Men and women everywhere need to study CAUSE more and

EFFECT less.

The writer was once speaking with a young man about the

general problem of efficiency. The young man listened awhile

and then said, “That is all right, Mr. Sheldon, but I am earning

my salary now, and I will be blessed if I will do any more"—

only he did not say blessed—he used a much hotter word than

that.

I looked at him a moment and then said, “You are right,

young man.” '

“Do you really think I am right?" he replied.

“Yes,” I answered, “you are damned all right. Your little

river of progress is all damned up.” That thought lodged in

the minds of men—“I am earning my salary now and I’ll be

damned if I will do any more"——has damned the progress of

millions of men since first the history of commerce began.
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Such men need to grasp the law of service as being not a

theory but a basic fact in Nature. They must come to know

that a man who never does more than he is paid for never

arrives at that point on the river of life of commercial effort

where he is paid for more than he does.

The man who is always willing to render all the service he

can, regardless of the amount received, finally comes to a

point where it is possible for him to be paid something for the

work which he does in the way of inspiration, instruction and

direction of the work of others.

You cannot keep a good man down; cream will rise to the

top in obedience to a natural law; no one ever yet found cream

staying at the bottom of the pan very long. It is not the posi—

tion “lower down” that it is hard to fill, it is those higher up.

“There is plenty of room at the top” is a trite but true saying,

and the reason for it is because so few men see with clearness

the law of service.

Natural laws, including the law of service, may be violated

either consciously or unconsciously.

The result is the same in either case.

“Ignorance of the law excuses no one” is a maxim of man—

made law.

He who violates man-made laws knows that if detected and

apprehended he must pay the penalty, whether cognizant of

the existence of the law or not.

As citizens we are aware of the fact that the penalties im

posed for the violation of man-made laws vary in accordance

with the seriousness of the offense which the law was made to

guard against.

The penalty for refusing to do what some laws say we 111115t

do, or doing that which the law says we must not do, iS a

small fine.
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For others, a larger fine; for others, imprisonment; for still

others, death.

The analogy is perfect in the realm of natural laws.

Whether conscious of the law or not, if we violate relatively

unimportant laws we pay the penalty in the way of a small

fine in the subtraction from the otherwise possible total of ulti

mate reward.

If the law violated is more serious one pays a. still larger fine.

If still more serious he loses the opportunity to render any

service. The employe loses his position, the employer loses the

services of the employe or the trade of the patron whom he

failed to serve.

If any individual violates the law of service grossly enough,

he pays the penalty in financial death—Failure—Dependence.

The reward of obedience to natural law is financial life, success,

independence.

N0 employe can build a small fire of service and for very

long expect the warmth of pay, generated by the fire of service

built by others.

The camp—followers, the weaklings, the inefficient, the clock—

watchers, the time—servers, may survive for a time, but ultimate

ly “the law of the survival of the fittest” is fulfilled and the

unfit take their place in the ranks of the unemployable.

On the other hand the employer cannot permanently violate

the law of service and escape the payment of the penalty.

Remember that the law is, that the degree of the heat of pay

is in direct proportion to the degree of the fire of service.

To drop all figurative language, the natural law of service

may be stated as follows:

The amount of reward or pay received varies directly with

the efficiency of service rendered.
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The employer who unjustly withholds the heat of just reward

from him who has efficiently built a good big fire of service is

just as guilty of violation of natural law as the employe who

' fails to build the fire.

He may hinder the fulfillment of the law for a time, but he

cannot defeat the law, and sooner or later he pays the penalty

in strikes, damage to his property, the loss of the services of

him who built the fire—or in some other way.

The unjust employer, favoured by a combination of circum

stances, may even amass a fortune in money, made by withhold

ing just reward for service rendered, but even this is not success.

The Grad. grinds and the Shylocks pay the penalty in the

Court of their own conscience, whether they admit it or not,

and pay the penalty in the loss of the prime object of human

existence, the attainment of content, a thing which money can

not buy.

Again, the life of any successful commercial house is longer

than the life of any individuals who-temporarily guide its des

tinies.

It has been well said that there are four classes of men as to

range of mental vision. ‘

1st. Those who are mentally blind—They look no farther

ahead than the present.

2nd. The Generals—They plan for a year.

3rd. The Genius—He plans for a lifetime.'

4th. Finally, the seer, the prophet—He plans for genera-‘

tions yet to be.

There are a few (many in all) seers and prophets in the busi

ness world, the commercial world today—they are literally

planning the work of the house which they represent, for gen

erations yet to be.

They are so constructing the business now that it becomes a
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foundation upon which those who follow can build for lasting

results—such men obey consciously or unconsciously the “just

reward” part of the law of SERVICE.

Such men believe in MAN—POWER as the CAUSE of COM

MERCIAL POWER.

They have either dimly or clearly perceived the basic truth

that all commerce is made up of three kinds of power, viz,

money power, mechanical power, and man-power. I

But as students of cause and effect they see that in final

analysis it is all man-power.

Destroy all the machines and all the money there is in the

world, but leave its man-power intact, and there will soon be

more machines and more money, but, destroy all the man—power

in the world and the machines that are will rust to dust and

there will never be any more.

Seeing and recognizing this basic truth they look well to

cause, to the building of man-power, just as a good engineer

looks well to the generating of a sufficient supply of steam.

In the boilers there must be steam if the machinery propelled

by steam is to do its work.

Back of the machinery of commerce there must be the steam

of man-power in the form of human eflEiciency.

The engineer knows full well that to generate steam he must

look well to the fire beneath the boilers—his fireman must add

fuel, and keep on adding it, else the fires die out, the steam

lessens and is finally lost, as the machinery slackens its rate of

momentum and finally stops.

All too many of the five per cent fail to see that the fuel

which keeps the fires going which generate the steam of man

power in commerce is the fulfillment on their part of the law

of just reward—the law of service from the master to the ser—

vant
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And in this I refer not to the pay envelope alone. That is

but one of the constitutent parts of the fuel.

Every father worthy of the name knows full well that his

duty as a husband and father does not end with the handing

out of the necessary funds to maintain the family. His duties

are broader and nobler than that of providing food, raiment

and shelter, the means of physical maintenance for his family.

The seers and prophets, the truly wise men among the five

per cent, and those, too, who among other things are paying

the best dividends, whose “houses,” commercial, are in the “best

order." Those whose “lamps” are the “best trimmed” and

whose commercial “lights” are burning the most brightly are

those who see that their duty as employers does not end with

the handing out of the pay envelope. They see that the rela

tionship of ownership carries with it certain moral relationships
and responsibilities. I

There is a maxim which expresses a fundamental law which

reads:

“As above, so below.”

This applies with unfailing accuracy to commercial relation

ships as between employer and employed.

Given justice, loyalty and refining influences and tendencies

among the officers of a company and you will find them finally

filtering down through the ranks.

Given injustice, disloyalty and disregard for the finer and

better things of life at the top, and you will find it all the way

down through the organization. '

“You cannot gather figs from thistles.” “If you sow to the

winds you will reap the Whirlwinds.”

No man or body of men or combinations of bodies of men

can for long defeat the operation and logical outcome of natural

law.
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In spite of these basic truths, self-evident to every wise man

who reads them or hears them spoken, there are thousands of

employers who studiously keep their people as far as possible

in ignorance and fear. They not only do nothing to uplift and

enlighten those upon whose man—power the existence of their

business depends, but studiously bar any attempt in that direc

tion by others.

Nations are but aggregations of individuals.

So is a business concern. The ultimate destinies of each is

determined more than any other but the select few know, by

the degree to which its government conforms to natural law.

Men as citizens will not permanently endure the consequences

of persistent violation of fundamental natural laws on the part

of those who hold the reins of government, and who make and

seek to enforce such of the man—made laws of nations as may be

contrary to natural law.

Man—made laws which are contrary to natural laws are

destined to be repealed.

Governments persisting in the enforcement of unnatural,

therefore unjust, laws are destined to pay the penalty of the

loss of their best manhood and womanhood. Finally that nation

is destined to rebellion and to destruction.

The same is true of that smaller aggregation of men known

as the commercial house.

History records the records of certain nations which for years

held to the policy of studiously keeping their people in ignor~

ance—nations who thought they could govern the common peo—

ple better that way—but which have paid the penalty in the

breeding of the mental and moral leprosy of disloyalty and that

secret hatred of her subjects for those in power which drives

them from her confines and causes those who remain to care

but little what happens to the powers that be. The rulers of
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such nations must then need travel heavily guarded, even to a

wedding.

The history of the rise and fall of nations and the rise and

fall of commercial houses is an interesting study in the psychol

ogy and philosophy of service. It is an interesting study of

the operation of natural law.

Again I quote:

“As above, so below." I

And as the government of nations so, largely, in time, the

government of commercial houses within the nation.

The race is gradually growing better because it is gradually

growing wiser.

Drunkenness is on the decline.

Disease is slowly being conquered.

Crime is slowly but surely getting less. I

Yes, Shakespeare was right. “Our only crime is ignorance."

Let the employes and employers once become wise enough to

grasp and apply the basic law of service, and the human race

would march forward at a pace but few dream of today.

Service Analyzed.

But let us analyze more closely this law of service.

First of all, what is “service?” Is it analyzable? Is it

divisible into constitutent parts? Are its elements universal?

If so, do these elements combined equal service no matter what

niche in the world’s work one may fill? ‘

The answer is “Yes” to all these questions.

lst—Service is analyzable.

2nd-—It is divisible into constituent parts.

8rd-Its factors or elements are universal. \

4th——The elemental things which combined equal I_':‘.XCEL~

LENCE OF SERVICE do this always and everywhere.

__-4
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As certainly as that two parts of hydrogen combined with

‘ one part of oxygen make the natural element known to man—

kind as water, so do the three abstract elements of Quality,

Quantity, and Mode combined, equal Service.

The accuracy of the chemical formula, H20-aqua pura, is

not questioned by any chemist.

The time is coming when the accuracy of the formula,

Q+Q+M=S, will not be questioned by any scientific business

man.

To make the soundness of the above statement clear we must

pause at this point in our exposition of the law of service to

enquire briefly into the psychology of commerce.

The commercial success of any house engaged in commerce is

in direct proportion to its exercise of the art of securing perma

nent and profitable patrons or customers.

To obtain a new customer certain states of consciousness must

take place in the customer’s mind. These mental states or con—

ditions are four in number. First of all, the FAVOURABLE

attention of the prospective customer must be obtained. Sec

ondly, his INTEREST must become aroused. Thirdly, a DE

SIRE must arise in his mind to possess that which the vendor

has for sale. Fourthly, he must resolve to buy and ACT upon

that resolve.

It would be helpful to all engaged in trade to be acquainted

with the fact that there are laws of mind just as exact in the

realm of mind as is the law of gravitation in the realm of mat—

ter. '

And one of the laws of the‘human mind is this:

Favourable attention properly sustained changes into interest.

Interest properly augmented changes to desire, and desire prop—

erly intensified changes into action. (In commerce this is the

act of buying.)
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But a house is known by the customers it keeps, not by those

it gets alone.

Business building is the art of securing permanent and

profitable patrons; therefore, the business man needs to examine

more carefully into the psychology of commerce than merely

the mental states necessary for the getting of a new patron

started. 1

Examination of the mental states of the permanent patrons

of any house reveals the presence of two more mental states,

viz, confidence, which is the universal basis of all trade; and

satisfaction, which is the sustaining power of confidence.

To keep the customer satisfied, the seller must so conduct

his business with him that he keeps his confidence.

Given confidence and satisfaction, then continuous favourable

attention, interest, desire and repeated action are natural ef

fects.

But we are not back to final causes yet.

What causes a customer to be satisiied?

We find the answer in “Service,” consisting of Q+Q+M:

or “Quality” and “Quantity” and right “Mode of Conduct.”

Service, then, is cause.

Favourable attention, interest, desire, action, satisfaction and

confidence are all effects.

Again, we are reminded that if we look well to cause, effects

take care of themselves.

Let us illustrate the operation of the law of service in its

effect upon the customer and the reality of the constituent parts

of service, as well as the all—embracing inclusiveness of the

Q+Q+M formula by an example:

Let us suppose that in any given city, Chicago for example,

there are four gas companies We will designate them as A:

B, C, and D.
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Company A always gives a good quality of gas to its patrons.

Its first “ ” is O. K.

It is careless, however, as to quantity. Its meters now and

then register more than was actually supplied.

Its mode of conduct of each department of its business is

good—prompt service and good bookkeeping and all that.

No matter how excellent its first “Q” may be or how excel

lent its “M,” the fact that its second “Q” Quantity) is faulty

makes the whole service faulty. Dissatisfaction takes the place

of satisfaction, confidence, the basis of trade, is gone, and the

trade or custom of one after another of its patrons falls, carry—

ing with it often the trade of others, the frlends or acquain

tances of those made dissatisfied by reason of the fact that Gas

Company A’s second “Q” was off.

Gas Company B always gives the right quantity. It is very

particular about the accuracy of its meters. The various de—

partments are also well organized and rendering prompt and

accurate service, hence its Mode is O. K. But it gets careless

as to quality. This soon breeds dissatisfaction among its

patrons and the same results follow as those which happen to

Company A. All because the first “Q” was not present in the

formula of service.

Company C always gives good quality and good quantity,

but the repair department is slow. A bookkeeper sends the

right bill at the wrong time or the wrong one at the right time

-—-clerks', not realizing that they are salesmen, are discourteous.

So are the repair men. In this case the third element—the “M”

-——is lacking, and “Q—I—Q" alone does not equal “S.”

2+2+3 equals 7, not sometimes, but always.

2+2 never equals 7.

Q+Q+M equals Service, not sometimes, but always.

Q+Q never equals Service.
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Company D knows this, and hence looks well to quality, just

as well as to quantity, and with equal diligence sees to it that

everyone connected with that gas company knows that he is

doubly a salesman. First, that he is selling his services to the

gas company, and, secondly, that the efliciency of his work has

a vital bearing upon the power of the company as a whole to

persuade the public to purchase its products at a profit_and to

keep on purchasing them. Company D sees to it that the

“Mode of Conduct” of each individual connected with the

business is efiicient through the application of those qualities

which make for Discrimination, Ethics, Accuracy and Speed.

Company D is then giving Q+Q+M, or good Service to its

patrons—its competitors for other forms of lighting find com

petition keen in that particular district. Company D enjoys

the satisfaction, confidence, favourable attention, interest,

desire, and repeated patronage of its patrons BECAUSE it is

fulfilling to them the law of services

It is building a good fire of service, and always will as long

as it uses the fuel of Q+Q+M—the patrons (customers) are

then quite willing to pay the right reward to their servant, the

gas company, and it is perfectly right that the gas company

which gives good “Quality,” _ good “Quantity,” and good

"Mode" should make money, and pay good dividends, for “The

servant is worthy of his hire.”

Dividends are the pay envelopes of capital for service ren

dered to the patrons of the house—natural law intended that

the greater the fire of service, the greater the reward in the

warmth of pay———and good pay is rather warming and cheerful

> even to the most altruistic.

Here, there, and yonder we find employers who have awak—

ened to the fact that the doctrine of caveat emptor, or “Let the

buyer beware,” has been repealed by the Court of Commerce—
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the voice and actions of the buyers of the world constitute that

Court.

In its place has gone forth the edict, “Let the seller beware.”

Yes, Mr. Seller of gas or of anything else, if you would build

your business, beware of the service rendered. Look well to

your Q+Q+M
Many employes in all have dimly or clearly perceived the I

law of service and are applying it.

Such employes look well to the quality and quantity of their

service and to their mode of conduct towards employer, but

where there is one who does there are many who do not, and

thus is the effort of the faithful and efficient few largely null-v

ified.

A vast stride in advance toward betterments in commercial

conditions will be made when the one truth is made plain to

every employe that he has something to market, something to

sell, viz: his services—he is the seller; the employer is the

buyer of his product, his services, and in the long run the sale

of services is largely governed by that basic law of economies

which rules in the sale of sugar or any other product, viz, the

total price received by the seller is materially influenced by the

quantity and the quality of the goods delivered.

How men, with services to sell, can continue to studiously

plan as many do, not to see how much of the sugar of service

and of how good a quality, but rather how little and of how

poor a quality they can deliver to their customer, their em

ployer, can be accounted for on but one of three grounds.

First, they do not want reward; or, second, ignorance of the

law of service; third, belief that no matter how much service

they render the employer, their reward will be the same.

The vote is unanimous to discard reason N0. 1. Men do

want reward.
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The reason why men tire themselves out holding themselves

back exists in reasons Nos. 2 and 3. No. 2 can be cured by

teaching and making plain the laws of human eficiency to the

ninety-five per cent, including the basic law of service. Science

is evolving the mathematics of success, and the human mind

can no more reject its truths than it can reject the truths of

arithmetic or chemistry. Reason No. 3 is all too often a reality

——employers all too often violate natural law by withholding

just reward. Reason No. 3 can only be corrected by the five

per cent.

If you are in trouble and wish to find the fellow who is to

blame for it, look in the looking-glass.

To the commercial house whose men are holding back, the

employer who is not getting a full measure of service from

those on the pay roll, I ask him to look well to the Q+Q+M,

which he is giving to his employes as well as to his patrons.

He may or may not be paying all that should be paid in

money. In many cases all and even more is being paid for

the poor service rendered than the service is worth. But let

him look again and ask himself the cause for the inefiicient

service he is securing, if such it be. Remember again, “A5

above, so below.” Has the service of your house to its em

ployes been such as to naturally secure their favourable atten

tion, interest, desire, action, confidence, and satisfaction?

Do you realize that the true function of the five per cent.

the employers of the world, is that of “teachers”?

Are you giving to those in your employ the educational

guidance necessary to uplift and upbuild and to make them

healthier in body, mind and soul?

Are you manufacturing man—power and more of it in your

house of commerce as the days and weeks and months and

years roll by?
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Are you, as a leader of men, setting the right example to

your men?

Men at the top must learn the great law that “to get one

must give.”

Learning and love are alike in this, that the more one

gives, the more one has.

To get of love and loyalty and enthusiasm and all those

other qualities which, combined, make human efficiency, one

must give freely of them and of learning concerning them.

Oh, yes. I know full well the ingratitude of men.

Examples are plentiful where men at the top have tried to

do for employes in the way of welfare work in various forms

only to have it seem like worse than wasted efl'ort.

But the secret lies largely in the spirit and the manner in

which the welfare work is done.

If the spirit is wholly mercenary, purely commercial—4f the

men at the top do things toward bettering conditions, solely for

the purpose of gain, then the greatest possible gain cannot

come.

Do the finer and better things, because it is right that you

do them; take a real interest in your people and then keep

at it, not being discouraged if the first attempts seem fruitless,

and then results will be bound to come.

You will be building the fire of service to your people and

you will enjoy the warmth of better reward as a‘natural cause

~you will soon gain their favourable attention, interest, desire,

and repeated action on your behalf—they will then give you

Q+Q+M in return. They will do the things necessary to

get and keep your satisfaction, confidence, favourable attention,

interest, desire, and repeated pay envelope.

Three questions confront us at this point of the develop

ment of our theme.
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If our logic is correct thus far, the following are self-evident

truths:

1. That every commercial house should render its best pos

sible service to its patrons.

2. That the five per cent should render the best possible

service to the ninety-five per cent.

3. That the ninety-five per cent should render the highest

possible maxim of service to the five per cent.

The “what to do” is plain.

The next question is “how to do it?”

First. How is a house to go about it to improve its Q+Q+M

to its patrons to the end of making more permanent and profit

able patrons?

The answer is: By the employers fulfilling their true func

tion, as teachers, and bringing into the lives of the ninety—five

per cent more of the light of educatiOn. »

The universal laws of human efficiency are known to science

today and can be taught. The educational systems of our

schools and colleges are lamentably lacking today from the

standpoint of teaching the student the natural laws of success

in the world commercial.

The law of Service is unknown or at best but dimly per

ceived by our young men and women when they leave the

schoolroom and take their places in the great world of work.

Men are but "boys grown tall,” and education is a process

Wthll goes on all through life. It by no means ends with

school days.

Many of our greatest commercial houses are vast schoolroomss

and those engaged in the service of them are constantly and

systematically improving themselves.

-One of which the writer knows, employing three thousand

people, has these people divided into 30 sections of 100 each—
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each section meets one night each month—each of the 3,000 is

thus met once each month by competent instructors. In the

meantime he is studying at home in his odds and ends of time.

This company has a harmonious business family—no strikes,

no friction; it is paying larger dividends than any other com—

pany in its line of business and it has passed all competitors in

volume of business. Its Q—I—Q—I—M is the wonder and delight

of its patrons and the terror of its competitors.

As to question No. 2. '

How can employer render just reward to employe?

Profit—sharing is evidently among the most, if not the most,

practical solution of the financial side of the problem.

“Scientific management” offers suggestions and possible solu—

tions. Welfare work, in its many phases and adaptations, points

the way to the service from employer to employes in matters

other than that of monetary reward.

It is not the province of this paper to discuss these in detail,

but means do exist, and that is quite enough for us to briefly

dwell upon. The study and adaptation of them is a matter

for each of the five per cent. '

As to question No. 3.

How can the employe render better service to his employer?

His first step, once having seen the law of service, and hav

ing kindled the desire to increase his service-rendering power,

is to realize that there is a vast difi'erence between the desire

to render service and the capacity to really render it.

He must recognize the fact that commerce is a profession

Worthy of the best of talent.

He must quit wishing for success and do something to fit

himself to deserve it. All too many have a wishbone where

the backbone ought to be.

To render an increasing degree of service he must obey four
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basic injunctions. To put it another way, he must bring his

life into harmony with four fundamental laws. These laws

are just as universal as is the law of gravity. They apply to

everyone and no one can escape paying the penalty for viola—

tion of these laws; whether the violation be conscious or un

conscious.
WE WILL DISCUSS THEM BRIEFLY IN OUR NEXT

ISSUE. .

\\\\“\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\§\\\\\\\\

The Cost of Living per Individual Unit of

the Human Race is gradually rising.

The Amount produced by each Individual

Unit is gradually falling.

Productivity falls below the Living Cost ,

Line?

Think it over!

Also ask yourself the question: WHAT IS

—A. F. Sheldon.
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Shrinking From the Disagreeable

By GRISON SWETT MARDEN.
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- (Q 0 THE hardest thing first,” is the motto hanging above the

desk of a very successful man I know. He told me that that

, single short sentence had wrought a revolution in his life.

“I suddenly realized one day,” he said, “that I had fallen into the habit

of putting ofl" unpleasant duties and evading disagreeable or difficult tasks,

until the ghosts of them blocked my path at every turn. I tacked up that

motto and set myself to bringing each day’s work in line with it. When

at last I had cleared my path of long—deferred tasks, I made it a rule

to begin at What I considered the biggest, toughest job in the whole

day’s work before me. I gave my freshest efforts to the kind of work

I had previously put off the longest, and before a great while I found

that what used to loom up before me like a mountain of difliculty, when

handled with energy and determination, was really Very simple and

comparatively easy. And it is to this, more than to anything else,

that I owe what is called my success.”

The great army of failures today is filled with people who found

their way there just because they shrank from all the unpleasant things

in life. i

It is a great thing to start out in life with a determination to stand

for something, to do things that make for efliciency, not to let inclination

for comfort and ease, and the passion for pleasure, devour so much of our

energy, absorb so much of our time.

It is very pleasant to slide along the line of least resistance, to take

things easy, and not feel obliged to exert one’s self too strenuously, but

one never gets anywhere by adopting such a policy.

The habit of taking things easy is as insiduous as the opium habit,

the drug habit, or the drink habit.

' The man who waits until he “feels like it,” who is the victim of

his moods, never amounts to much. It is the one who can make his

program'and carry it out, regardless of whether it is easy or not, who

gets ahead.

The man who does things is always master of himself, of his moods.

He never stops to consider whether he feels like doing a thing or not.
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The only question he asks is whether it is the best thing to do,

and if it is he will make himself do it.

Men who are successfully organized seldom talk about difficulties, or

ask whether a thing lying straight before them on the road to success is

hard or easy. The goal is the only thing they keep in sight, and obstacles

or no obstacles, agreeable or disagreeable, they walk straight to it.

If you cannot overcome your natural inertia or acquired laziness, you

may be sure you will never get beyond mediocrity and may be a° total

failure. Make up your mind that whatever needs to be done in this

world, can be done, will be done, by somebody. If you lack the ability

\or the grit and the determination to do it, there is probably some one

not very far from you who can and will do it. You may not be able

to find a way, but there is somebody who will find a way, and who will

make moral muscle in the doing of it, and a place for himself in the

world by the force of his will. Now, if someone else is making a re—

markable career out of very ordinary material and conditions, why can?

you? It is purely a matter of resourcefulness, thoroughness and in~

genuity in doing the thing entrusted to you a little better than it has

been done before, putting your individuality into your work and doing

everything to a complete finish; making a master job of everything

you touch. You probably know a number of people who have done

remarkable things under less favorable conditions than surround you,

and if they can do it, why can’t you?

There is only one way to handle a nettle, and that is to crush it

vigorously and quickly in your hand, robbing it of its sting at once. The

application of this principle to the doing of disagreeable things robs

them also of their sting, and the doer gets a very real satisfaction, a feel

ing of power, a tonic from the sense of conquest, the ability to grapple

With difiicult problems vigorously and to get them out of the way with

dispatch.

“He who defers an unpleasant duty in reality does it twice. An

ticipation of it may become a continued torture.”

When Henry Ward Beecher was asked how he managed to accom

plish so much with so little friction, he replied, “By never doing my

work twice.”

Many do their tasks a dozen times over in anticipation and useless

anxiety. They waste as much energy in thinking about their work in

advance, dreading it, wondering how it is going to turn out, as in actu

ally doing it.

‘»4_.r__
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Every weak turning aside from the tasks life sets us, is traitorous to

our own self-respect. Life calls upon us to fill the place of men in the

ranks of courageous world workers—gives us man—sized jobs in the

service of our fellow men. If we shrink because the task is hard, be

cause Such efforts cost us pain, if we turn from the tonic of difficulty

because the taste is bitter, we forfeit our own respect and that of

everyone who knows us. And yet we may be very sure that life would

not have laid out for us the work of a man had we not been able to

do it, if only we vvifled to do it.

So near is glory to our dust, so close is God to man

When duty whispers low: “Thou must,” the youth replies—“I can.”

It is a. deplorable fact that few young people have the courage to

take their medicine without playing a long time with the spoon, dread
ing and delaying to take the course in life or to do the things that are i

really best for them, that best promote their growth, the things that

will make them the largest, grandest men and women. Instead they

do the easier thing, slide along in the line of the least resistance, in

which course of action there is nothing like the same growth-promoting

possibilities.
I It is a happy art to strike at the very heart of one’s work the

first thing in the morning, so that if anything is neglected it would

be the less important. To sit at the desk in the morning looking over

unimportant letters and papers, fussing and fidgeting over trifles, trying

to get all of the little easy things done first, uses up all the freshness

of one’s thought over unimportant matters, so that the greatest things

of all are neglected or done in a half-hearted way, without spontaneity

or enthusiasm.

A great many people fail to get on for no other reason than be

cause they shrink from the hard, disagreeable things. They pick out the

things they like, do the easy things first and leave the disagreeable

until the last. In the meantime they are tortured with anticipation of

the disagreeable drudgery to come later.

It increases one’s confidence and self-respect to feel that he is larger

than any problem that confronts him, that he is not afraid to take hold

of disagreeable tasks and that he will not allow himSelf to sufl’er the

torments of delay, the pain which comes from unpleasant anticipations.

Don’t slip into the habit of self-pity. The candidate for success

must keep his eyes, his attention, his effort forever fixed on the goal—
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success. He must take himself vigorously in hand for training, just

as he would a child, a pupil, as a coach would a racer who meant to

win. He must hold himself up to the standard, regardless of his moods

or feelings, jack himself up, whip himSelf into line, and compel him

self to do the square thing—to “give the square deal” to the day’s work,

as he would to any other creditor. - \

Nobody refuses to pay his honest debts just because he “doesn’t

feel like it.” What kind of a creature would go back on his word of

honor, just because his “mood” or “feeling” had changed?

We are in this world on a bargain basis. _If we don’t live up to our

side of the agreement we are traitors, and sooner or later the traitor’s

fate overtakes us.

If you are a victim of putting off the disagreeable just make up

your mind today that you have done so for the the last time. Start

out tomorrow morning with the resolute determination to postpone

nothing, to dread nothing which is necessary to be done, to plow right

‘ through the obstacles and difficulties, tackle the disagreeable task. You

will be surprised to see how these obstacles will get out of the way of

such forcefulness.

 

Objects of “Get Together” Meetings

_““““““““““““““\“““““\‘\“‘\

O INDUCE a better spirit in business.

To bring the staff together for the purpose of studying and

discussing the problems of our business, as Well as other sub

jects of general interest.

To promote personal efliciency in every department.

To induce the brotherly consideration and help of every member

toward eVery other member of the stafl".

To broaden everyone’s views and outlook, and to develop all the

powers he or she possesses.

To help each member to make his life as well as the business a suc

cess in the highest and truest sense.
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To Buy or Not to Buy—That Is the

Question

By MARTIN FENNEBERG.
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HAT has buying got to do with the success of a good service

organization?

As I asked this question, it was presumed that I could

give the answer. And I decided that the easiest and best way to

answer the question without talking too much about an unknown

quantity, was to ask more questions as follows: '

'First—“Of what personal interest are the duties of a few to the

many?”

Second—“If we are here to study not so much routine systems, as

we are for character building, why burden the individual with lengthy

discoursing on the function of buying?” And

Third—“If we are all salesmen, who is the buyer?”

By this time I thought I had floored the committee, and would have

a new subject assigned to me. But no—listen to their remarks!

“Good! Fine. Now answer the answers.”

Easy for me, isn’t it? Simply “answer the answers.”

So, if some things I shall say seem irregular, queer, or open to

question, please remember that my SUBJECT is the “ANSWER.”

Imagine a company like our own or similar. You can divide it into

three great divisions.

First—The financial department: Capital, credits, accounting.

Second—The producing department: Buying and making market

able products.

Third—The distributing department: Advertising, selling, shipping.

Now take any individual and make a mental comparison with this

imaginary company by dividing up his qualities in a. similar way.

What is the individual’s capital? I should say it is made up of

the positive qualities of his or her mind and body.

What in the individual could be said to compare to the company’s

second division? I think it would be the power to acquire and retain

knowledge and skill.
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The third division of the individual is at once apparent as the ability
to apply and sell to the best advantage his acquired vskill and knowledge.

Admitting for the moment that there is a buying department in every

company and also in the individual character, let us consider what the

former should be. All of us are not vitally interested in whether 75

or 80 per cent is the best discount but I think we can easily agree

upon what a good buyer should be. The books on “How to Be It” try

to hide in some eleven hundred pages the following qualities of an a

ideal buyer.

Character: AAAI Keen Observer. Uses his own judgment which

is good. Talks little yet says much. Knows market. Accepts no

favors but buys the best assortment and values. Seeks to individualize

his house apart from the rest whenever possible. Never abuses a con

fidence. Practices moderation but knows that the good buyer like the

good credit man must take some chances.

Now next to the buying department comes the selling division. Hereour first thought is of thesalesman. Let us ask him a question or two. 1‘

“Do you sell?” 3

He looks insulted but answers, “That’s what I’m paid the biggest l

salary for.” i

Then we go at him with a rapid-firer.

“What do you sell? Of what is it made? How is it made? What do

the raw materials cost? Where are they procured? What is cost of

transportation? What is the process of manufacture? What does it

cost? What are the uses of the article? What is its intrinsic value?

How does it compare with competitors’ ofl’erings? Who are the possible

users of what you have to sell? How do you find them? Are goods

sold direct, through salesmen, by mail, through jobbers, or throughjohbers and retailers? How is your commodity advertised?”

We could go on, but our friend, the salesman, has fainted.

Nevertheless, the manager of a business must know the answer to

above questions and a great many more in order to insure the success

of his company. These questions are general and might not apply to

all but there are many more specific and detailed questions which could

be asked to take the place of any omitted.

Now let us get back to our individual whom we have compared to i

a business organization. He is really in business for himself and must

know more than our faint-hearted salesman. What he should know
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is a long story but suppose we start out by asking him a few ques—

tions:

“What do you sell? What do your services consist of? How and

where can they be used to the best advantage? What are the usual

wages paid for such services? What are the highest wages? What is

the reason for the difference? Can you offer Services that will com—

mand the highest price? If not, why not? Can you prepare yourself to

command the higher price? What will it cost? How long will it take?

Will it pay? What are the prospects for future advancement in your

work? What steps must you take to secure advancement? What will

they cost? If your present line of endeavor does not hold forth suffi

cient promise, have you talents which can be developed to produce bet

ter? How and where must they be trained? How long will it take?

What is the best way to make the change? What does it cost you to

live now and what would it cost under new conditions? What work

in your line pays the best and why? Can you prepare yourself for

it? How many ways can you name in which your services may be

improved upon? What is the best way of presenting your case to the

employer to whom ‘you wish to sell your services? How can you con

vince him of your ability to render good Service?”

And now, after these few general questions we will leave our im

aginary individual to ask himSelf or herself the one thousand or more

definite and personal questions that they ought to be able to answer.

Everyone in business has capital. The very fact of their being en~

gaged in the world’s work proves this, whether that capital consists of an

Individual Character or a Jitney makes little difference.

Everyone wants to sell and sell big for the highest price, whether it’s

Goods, Service, or Jitney rides. Why do some fail so utterly in their at

tempt to sell? Why? Because they forget the connecting link between

the capital and selling divisions.

The secret is out. You must buy that which you would sell. In

the caSe of the individual you cannot sell the brains, the skill and ser—

vices, if you do not have them in stoek to Sell. Where do you get them?

You buy them. And you must pay the price in accordance with the

quality of the goods you wish to sell. How do you pay for knowledge?

By study, observation, practice.

Don’t overlook the fact that like the buyer in the company the

buying division of the individual can buy undesirable stock which is
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a burden to him. Like the unwary buyer the individual can also be im—

posed upon.

Suppose I am in the market for recreation which is necessary to

keep up my health and brain power—my capital. I go into the market

to buy recreation. A slippery salesman gets my order. Next morning

I discover I was stung. The guaranteed all wool and a yard wide

recreation sold me was not the genuine article at all. I wanted

recreation but got dissipation. Instead of adding to my capital and

strength, I had taken from it to pay for the bill of dissipation because

the judgment of my buying division had been faulty.

Suppose the boss finds me out when I have committed a serious

error of omission or commission. He is watching as it were from the

grand-stand when I strike out on three easy ones. At once he launches

into a red-hot sales talk, trying to sell me judgment, memory, careful

ness, common sense and a lot of other good things all on one bill at a

bargain rate. If my buying division is on the job perhaps I buy all

that he is selling which is good and which I can use to advantage. I

dig right into things with a new determination and perhaps the next

time, when the boss is busy talking to the ladies in the grand-stand, I

nail out a home run with the sacks crowded.

IVhat happens when the boss overtalks and my buying division falls

down in the case of a sale of this kind? Instead of the good things I

should buy as mentioned, perhaps I buy a lot of dense blue atmosphere,

a grouch, and an attitude of mind against everything and everybody,

with a feeling that I would like to kick the socks ofi Mars and other

things that are unbelieveable. In fact, the boss would claim it must

have been a mistake in the shipping department because he never sold

me anything like it at all.

What is the answer? Watch the buying division of your personality.

Remember the good buyer buys only the best and he also tries to get

goods a little better and more exclusive than his competitor.

You may have forgotten but my third answer to our original text Was,

“If we are all salesmen, who is the buyer?”

Since writing that illuminating answer I have bought a little addi

tional information and can twist that answer to read:

THE SALESMAN WITH A RECEPTIVE MIND WHO HAS

LEARNED HOW TO “BOSS JOHNSON” IS A GOOD BUYER AND

 

A________.‘
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USUALLY SUCCEEDS‘ \VHILE THE INDIFFERENT BUYER

WITH MIND OR WAREHOUSE FULL OF DEAD STOCK MOST

OFTEN FAILS.

I
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WORK AND ITS SECRET

If We Take Care of the Cause, the Ef

fect Will Take Care of, Itself.

HE bee came to Sip the honey, but its feet.

T stuck in the honey pot and it could not es—

cape?”

The riddle of existence is, that we can hardly

break away from this world’s attachments. We

so often are caught, though we meant to catch. We

plan to enjoy, and are enjoyed instead. We seek to

rule, while being ruled. We attempt to work thus,

and are worked. We are always struggling to work

upon and influence other minds, and are being

worked upon and influenced by other minds. We

want to enjoy the pleasures of life. We

want to get everything from nature, but we find in

the long run, unless we constantly work in harmony

with nature, she depletes us and casts us aside. How

ever, counting all life’s failures and successes; with

all its joys and sorrows; it can and will be a con

stant flood of sunshine—IF ONLY, we can remain

unattached while sipping the honey.——Selected.
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Adversity—A Blessing in Disguise

By NAPOLEON HILL.
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RIEND, do not become discouraged, disappointed and disheartened,

P if the seemingly cruel hand of fate knocks you ofl" of your feet.

Maybe the blow will prove to be the greatest blessing that ever

came your way.

It has happened to many and doubtless it will happen to ‘you, when

the dark clouds of despair have darkened the pathway of life’s progress,

that behind each dark- cloud is a silver lining, if we only learn how

to see it. '

There were two men who established and built up an enormously

successful commercial institution. They owned the. stock in the com

pany about equally. One of the men, who had lots of initiative, began

selling off some of his stock, thus enjoying for personal use a large

amount of ready cash from the proceeds. ‘

His associate in the business, who didn’t possess quite so much

initiative, wanted to sell some of his personal stock that he might also

enjoy some ready cash from the proceeds. But not a dollar could he

sell. He appealed to his associate who was finding a ready market for

his stock, requesting the associate to help him dispose of his stock.

But the associate refused, suggesting that “he do his own selling.” This

refusal resulted in a serious disagreement between the two men, which

finally ended in a complete dissolution of their friendly business rela~

tions.

Now let us see what happens. The one who could not find a

market for his stock was the fortunate one in the final crisis. The one

with the ready initiative, who sold his stock, sold with it by so doing,

his voice in the management of the business. When the climax was

reached in their disagreement, the one who couldn’t sell his stock

naturally had, BY FORCE OF CIRCUMSTANCES, the control of the

business, so he used his power to his own salvation and to the great'

detriment of his associate, by voting him out of the Presidency of the

corporation and voting himself into that oflice. '

The fact that he couldn’t sell his stock was A BLESSING IN

DISGUISE.
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There was once a young man who was President of a corporation

which was making lots of money. He owned automobiles, had servants

and all the other luxuries which go with a successful business. He

trusted his banker too far by borrowing money for expansion purposes.

The banker wanted this young man’s interest in the corporation,

because he knew the young man was making lots of money and the

banker happened to be dishonest. In the 1907 Roosevelt Panic he saw

his chance and closed him out. It Seemed like a dark day for the

young man. All was lost. But watch the roulette wheel of destiny

as it spins around by the force of the hand of fate. His loss forced

him to go back to the practice of law. This brought him in touch

with a million dollar corporation which employed him at a salary of

$5,000.00 a year. A salary which he wouldn’t have thought of accept

ing from an outsider while he was in control of his own business.

This brought him to the middle west, and’likewise in touch with the

“big opportunity” of his life.

So his loss proved a blessing in disguise, for it literally drove him

into a greater success.

A young bank clerk was discharged on account of his habit of

drawing pictures of automobiles and sketching mechanical parts of auto

mobiles during business hours. The loss of his job was quite a shock

to him, for he supported his mother and two sisters from his small

earnings as a bank clerk.

The loss of his bank job was the greatest blessing that ever came

to him, for six months later he invented an automobile part which

made him a fortune. He is now President of one of the largest

automobile accessories companies in America. His clerks are all

supplied with desk pads and pencils, with instructions to do all the

drawing of automobiles they wish, and to submit to him any new

ideas for improvements of automobile parts. Any of their ideas which

he uses are paid for extra, at one hundred dollars each.

John D. Rockefeller discharged one of his faithful employee who he

thought went too far in the exercise of his unauthorized duties, in

making a financial transaction for Mr. Rockefeller in his absence, even

though the deal netted Mr. Rockefeller several thousand dollars in cash.

A blessing in disguise. This office clerk, who had been honest and

faithful, but not overly well paid, was immediately employed by one
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of Mr. Rockefeller’s rivals, at a handsome salary. He now holds a

high oificial position with the rival company.

And, while I write, further evidence of the soundness of my theory

that “Adversity is usually a blessing in disguise” reaches me. One of

the men mentioned in the beginning of this narrative—the one who was

successful in selling his stock, but who thereby lost the Presidency of

his company—has been elected President of a ten million dollar cor

poration, with an excellent chance to make $50,000.00 a year from his

salary and dividends on his bonus stock in the company. [

The ten million dollar corporation never would have been organized

in all probability, except for the fact that this man’s business associate

supplanted him in his original position.

A blessing in disguise, for the ten million dollar corporation has

patents and secret processes for maln'ng fuel, heat and light which

probably will make this man immensely wealthy.

Every change in one’s environment is for a purpose. That which

seems like disappointment and ill “luck” usually is a blessing in dis

guise. If we do not carefully study cause and efl’cct in all that we do

and all that comes our way, we may never discover when and where

our apparent failures are, in reality, blessings instead.

Stop and take an inventory of your life’s record and see if you

cannot find evidence in your own case which will support the correct

ness of this. Take an inventory of the lives of those you know intimate

ly and see if the same is not true.

-Then, when you become discouraged; when the hand of fate seems

to be against you; when your destiny seems doubtful and life’s path

way fraught with many thorns of disappointment; when the rough and

rugged hand of time spins the roulette wheel of fate so hard that the ‘

little pointer goes past your number, just remember, friend, that there

is a bigger stake awaiting you, if not in your present environment, then

later on in some other “game” in the sphere of human accomplishments.

Hang on!
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“Nothing has more resemblance to death than

idleness," said Frederick the Great.
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The Collector and Human Interest

By ELIZABETH KING MAURER.
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VERY collector ought to -be a writer of human interest stories,

and ought_to have been personally many times “broke.” Then he

or she would first look into the circumstances of the—shall I say—

victim, and would see the bill from the point of view of the debtor.

How few collectors realize that this very ability to put oneself into

another’s place is a financial asset, and that it is often the only thing

that will make a recalcitrant unbutton his inner pocket.

I once knew a little woman who was a keen student of motives.

With the loss of her voice, she had been obliged to give up her singing

lessons, and had turned collector. In this new field she outdistanced

every other collector in the town. There was method in her proceed

ings. She always went in the capacity of a friend. Said she:

“I get to chatting, and before they realize it they have told me

their circumstances and I know what step to take. I was once sent to

collect from a man who had, up to the previous three months, always

paid his bills promptly. I went to his house prepared, as I often was,

to play another role. I started to take subscriptions for magazines.

That is one of the easiest ways to find out people’s tastes, and thereby

quite often their intentions. Never have I been more thankful for

having something else than my original and real mission, as an ex—

cuSe for my visit. There had been terrible illness in the family I

speak of. I led the wife on, telling her of a severe illness and consequent

indebtedness which I had recently incurred, until she told me the whole

story; how they had saved and saved, and how it had all gone, and

how one doctor had put their bill into the hands of a. miserable wretch

who had come with the most abusive threats. You could not mistake

their honesty. I went back to my firm and explained exactly the cir

cumstances. I also found out the husband’s salary. The result was

that the firm extended him six months’ credit. I had managed every—

thing so that neither husband nor wife knew the reason for the leniency

in extension of credit. It was a time of terrible worry to them, and an

extra strain might have brought very serious results. Their bill was

met promptly six months later.”
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“Quite often I have very funny experiences,” she Went on to say.

“One family was sore at the firm. They were a sulky lot of people any—

how, always imagining that the world had something ‘agin ’em’ as they

expressed it. I took their side at once. I said to them in all earnestness:

‘Yes, of course—what does a big rich firm like that carefor poor folks

like you and me? I would work my head ofl’ before I’d be in their debt.’

That appealed to them. Here was some one who really appreciated how

downtrodden they were. I went farther, slowly, tactfully, and said:

‘I’d make a small payment if I could in any way manage it, if I were (

you, just to show them that you are not going to be any longer under

their heel.’ That was really their point of view. While other collectors

had only blustered and abused, but hadn’t been able to get any money,

I had stated the ewe as they themselves had seen it, and I got a small

payment, for my trouble, which, by the way, they drew out of an

old stocking after having stoutly maintained that they had only nine

cents in the house. Subsequently I got the full amount of the bill. It

was my biggest collector scoop.”

The real key to the remarkable success of this woman was her really

genuine and warm-hearted sympathy. She had had some hard ex

periences in life herself, and therefore she could make other people’s

troubles her own.

There are many reasons why people do not pay their debts promptly,

and DISHONESTY IS QUITE OFTEN THE LAST REASON. In

many ways a successful collector’s duties closely resemble those of a

successful physician; particularly in that the first thing which ought to

be done by either is to definitely diagnose the case in hand, and ascer

tain what is the cause for the indisposition. All successful physicians

know just what should be done after they have correctly diagnosed

the case, and the same is true of a SUCCESSFUL collector. An ac—

cumulation of debtors’ bills can no more be dumped into the daily

routine and ground out by the same process, with success, than all the

diseases known to the medical skill could be treated in the same way.

Then, there is another side to this question of drawing “blood money”

from the debtor. Such methods at best can serve no better pdrpose than

merely to collect the one bill. After that there will be no more bills to

collect from, that debtor, for he will do his buying somewhere eISe,

Where the head of the collection department treats him as a really in

telligent, honest and well-meaning human being. While on the other
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hand, if all debtors who are honest and mean to pay, are handled by

the more tactful methods, not only can the bill be collected, but the

debtor’s future business can be retained as well.

It often requires years of patient, tactful and persevering efl’ort to

build up a clientele of desirable patrons. It is often very expensive,

considering the advertising and other expenditures, the aim of which

is to get new customers. Yet, many firms will pay an advertising

manager $10,000.00 a year to create ideas which will bring in new

. customers, and under the same roof, maybe in the adjoining office, they

will pay a collection manager $1,500.00 a year to “shoo” those customers

away to their competitors. It costs MONEY to get new customers,

and it costs TACT and ordinary HUMAN INTELLIGENCE, mixed

with a good sprinkling of HUMAN SYMPATHY, to hold those cus

tomers after one gets them. . _

Some firms think that if a debtor does not come “kowtowing” around

once or twice a week he is trying to sneak out of his obligations. And

right here is a suitable point at which to suggest to YOU, MR. JOHN

D. ROCKAMORGAN COLLECTOR, a few pointers which may be

helpful to you, if you should happen to be with this sort of a firm.

Were you ever “broke?” Just plain every day dead broke? If

not, then I’m sorry for you, for you have missed a great, almost universal

human experience. When one is broke—busted, don’t you know—if

one has an atom of pride he or she will avoid the grocer, butcher, drug

gist, and all the rest of the whole plaguey tribe of pursuers; but never

for one instant will such a person try to cheat these tradesmen out of a

single penny.

Just to make a more direct application of this example, suppose

that YOU, with all your good intentions, honesty and PRIDE, were one

of those who had to dodge these tradesmen until your good fortune

ship sailed into port; and suppose that they put your bill into a col

lector’s hands and he acted nasty about it, as many of them do, and

treated you like an incipient criminal? Wouldn’t you feel like picking

up ’arf a brick and heaving it at the monster? Now, honestly, wouldn’t

you? And wouldn’t you vow, not openly of course, but deep down in

your heart, that you’d give him all the trouble you could?

Wouldn’t you take a solemn vow that you’d never buy another

penny’s worth 'of goods from such a firm? And WOULDN’T IT

HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE FOR THE RIGHT SORT OF A COL
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LECTOR, THROUGH THE RIGHT SORT OF AN APPROACH,

to have not only collected your bill just as quickly by the better method.

but at the same time have retained your friendship and future busi

ness?

Sometimes men and women get DOWN AND OUT. At other

times they get down, but they are a long ways from OUT. The aver

age men and women (and the most of us are “average” men and wo—

men), who have financial setbacks, soon get on their feet again. And

when they do they’ll be in the market again for the necessities of life,

just the same as they were before the temporary reverses came. In

fact, many not only “come back,” but they come back stronger than

they were before, better 01? for their experiences, as it were. And

YOU might, just as well have their patronage after their reverses as

before. You have paid the initial cost of getting their patronage,

therefore you ought to be the person who will benefit by it in the

end.

But, if you never had any of the sort of experience mentioned above——

if you never were in a tight place financially—if you never wanted for

the common necessities of life—if your ambitions never carried you

beyond the strength of your purse strings, then you ought to go and

be some other sort of home missionary than a collector. You ought

to do something that does not require a great- knowledge and under—

standing of human aspirations, human frailties, and human sym

pathies. Something which does not require delicate tact and patience

to analyze—something which does not make it necessary for you to

remember your OWN human delinquencies.

The Slow Dawn of a New Day

By A. B. FRANCISCO.

.\\\\“\‘\\\\\\\\\\"\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\‘\\\“\\\\\

WRITER in current literature refers to a new method of meas—

uring the advancement of the race~—by‘crowding all records of

race history into a single day, and judging what hour it is, as

measured by scientific advancement.
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Professor Robinson is quoted as having done this. He assumes

that man has supposedly been an inhabitant of this earth 240,000 years.

If these years are crowded into a single day, each hour would represent

20,000 years, each minute three centuries and each second five years.

In this long human day, nothing is recorded up to 11:30 a. 111. Baby

lonian and Egyptian culture began to appear at 11:40. It was two

minutes before 12:00 when the idea of conscious progress entered the

mind of man. Then, if we are living at the noontide of this long race

day, we have been awake, figuratively Speaking, only one minute.

This is a thoughtful analysis of the race-day, but I am of the

opinion that a better preSentation, one that reflects more credit upon

ourselves and the ancients, is to divide time into two days, to assign

one to the ancients, and one to the moderns. We know that the ancients

possessed much knowledge which is now lost, as is evidenced by the

sacred books and mythologies of nearly all nations. We have evidence

of lost knowledge of many of the sciencesand arts, and especially knowl

edge of spiritual things. We also have a period known as the dark

ages. Let us presume that the thousand years from the third or fourth

century to the thirteenth or fourteenth century was the night follow

ing the day of the ancients, and preceding the day of the moderns.

Our day star began to rise with Martin Luther, who uncovered the

Bible by bringing it from the monastery and placing it on the center

table in the midst of families. Harvey rediscovered the circulation of

the blood, and Columbus demonstrated the sphericity of the earth. New

ton relighted the candle of natural philosophy, and Swedenborg opened

the spiritual sense of the Scriptures. Darwin, Huxley and Spencer shone

as flaming lights. Bacon, Shakespeare, Milton, Bunyan, Franklin and

Froebel gave new meaning to education, and the heavens shone with

great efl’ulgence. The sun of science began to rise and the world was

deluged with light. _

Slowly but joyfully, natural truths are seen in the light of science.

Early in the sixteenth century, men began to learn that there were

such things as corn, potatoes and tomatoes, and so rapidly did men ad

vance in learning that in the seventeenth century, they began to plant

crops in rows to admit of cultivation by tools passing between the

growing plants. In the Eighteenth Century, they became so advanced as

to adopt the metal mold-board plow; in the nineteenth century, they

actually had machinery running by ground friction. The first agri
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cultural experimental station in the world was established in 184.4, and

the first agricultural college in our own country was established in the

state of Michigan in 1857. Soon after the sexuality of plants was dis'

covered, and also the fact that soil could be enriched by the growing

of leguminous plants. Scientific stock breeding shortly preceded scien—

tific plant cultivation.

In 1902, Sheldon discovered the natural laws underlying the art of

selling, and issued to the world The Science of Salesmanship. This was

followed in turn by The Science of Industrial Success, and The Science

of Service, and in 1910 he issued his course of instruction now. knqwn

as The Science of Business Building. Finally, in 1914, he incorporated

for the training of the youth of the land in the principles of trade and

commerce, The Area Institute of Business Technology; and now there

is a promise of a generation of men of affairs taught and trained in the

technique of business, which will continue to be, as always, the chief

calling of the race when considered from the viewpoint of numbers

engaged. '

Thus has slowly dawned a new day—a day of real and mutual ser

vice—resulting in a state when the true relations of men, spiritually, so—

cially, and economically, are unveiled.

Can You Concentrate?

By HENRY CHELLEW, Ph.D., D.Sc.

Staff Lecturer, Sheldon School, London.

,\‘\\\\‘\‘\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\‘\\\‘\\\\\\\

QQ TICK to it”—is an excellent motto for the student of concen—

S tration." Beyond the mere bald fact that it always pays to stick

fast to any proposition worth while—to hold on against all odds

in the battle of life—it is a curious fact and one most important, that the

human mind by a strange law works like an automatic piece of

machinery, and when the will decides that a thought or idea shall be

held in the mind—in the direct line of attention—all other thoughts of

like kind come swarming out of the hive of the subconscious area of
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the brain and assemble at the point of attention, like a regiment of

soldiers on church parade. Backed by persistence and patience—this

great principle develops the mind to a wonderful degree.

There can never be any physical quietness without conscious and

persistent exertion of the will. Only along these lines can we obtain

Self-control. Like playing a game of billiards—the whole of the physical

and mental energies must be riveted upon the immediate thing or pur

pose in hand. Unsteady hands and shaky nerves would be fatal here,

and so the theory holds good in every department of social and business

activity. The diplomat must first learn the art of Self-control before he

engages in the subtleties of foreign policies—else his country will soon

find out his -fatal weakness. By an effort of will we can learn how

to back-pedal the mechanism of the mind as well as that of a cycle.

Unsound health is the most prolific source of unsteady nerves—coupled

with lack of care in diet. This is the fount from which spring most

mental aberrations and ‘distractions. The art of repose is almost

one of the lost arts. Indeed, the fuss and fume of the age in which we

live is indicative of a whole host of mental diseases (dis-ease)--want

of ease and rest. There are times.when a farmer will let his fields 'lie

fallow for years in order that they may reinvigorate from the powers of

the air and sunshine and rest from production in the way of crops of

roots and wheat. Why not adopt this method with that field of pro

duction—the brain? Recreation of a kind suitable to the type and tem

perament of the individual is as important as food and air. We must

all learn to stop this feverish haste, this nervous overreaching of our

powers, and conserve our energies for days to come. Trite as this

counsel may ser‘m—it lies at the base of all mental power. Knowledge

is born of silence, and wisdom comes from contact with the outer

world. Knowledge is power only when rightly applied, and we cannot

adapt ourselves to our environment or fit in to the general scheme of

things unless our minds are under control and we possess poise through

a trained will. Electrical energy is of use only when harnessed to

some useful purpose—left unfettered it may destroy with all the vivid

ness of the lightning flash in the forest. So likewise the energies of the

mind are capable of rendering service when guided by the trained in

tellect and directed by a cultivated will. Unorganized thought is so

much waste matter but when the mental energies are well organized

thought power becomes the greatest power in the world.
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Gunpowder in Every

Normal Man

IS GUNPOWDER

In every man, if you can get the spark to it

which will ignite it.

THERE IS LATENT POWER

In every salesman—very often more than

he himself dreams of.

ALL YOU NEED TO DO

To light the flame of his enthusiasm, is to

show .him his own opportunities and their

possibilities for him.

DO BUT THIS MUCH FOR HIM

And the hidden gunpowder within him will

cause him to explode with sudden and irresist

ible power and keep it up.

“GINGER TALKS” by Holman,

Will do the work for him. Present him with

a copy. Price $2.00 per copy.

ASK

The Business Philosopher

AREA, Lake County, ILLINOIS

  

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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Success Cost

Sturtevant 3 Cents!

He found the secret concealed in an old scrapbook which he

bought down in Ann Street. r

The moment he read it he cried, “I know that my fortune is

made.”

The “Magic Story” as it was called, did more than make

Sturtevant prosperous and happy. Everybody to whom he

told it was thrilled and inspired by it—led onward and up

ward to heights they had never hoped to attain.

Read His Wonderful Story

Part One of the “Magic Story” tells of its discovery by Sturte

vant and the amazing effect it had on him and his friends.

It is the most interesting story of inspiration and achievement

you ever read.

You can read it free—you are under no obligation to buy

the complete “Magic Story” unless you wish to. If you do

it will cost you only $1—and your money will be returned if

you are dissatisfied. Thousands have bought the “Story” and

been helped by its wonderful message—less than 1 per cent

have ever asked for their‘money back. \

Read Part One anyway; just write us today and say “Send

me a free copy of Part One of the ‘Magic Story.’ "

The Business Philosopher

Area, Lake Co., Illinois
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For Value, Serv

ice, Home

Comforts

Meet me at the

TULLER

    

  

:. "q"! m“
m...

HOTE TULLE
Detroit, Michigan

Canter of business on Grand Circus Park. Take Woodward car, get

off at Adams Avenue

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $1.50 Single, $2.50 Up Double

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.00 Single, $8.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.50 Single, $4.00 Up Double

- 100 Rooms, Private Bath, $3 to $5 Single, $4.50 Up Double

Total 600 Outside Rooms

ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

Two Floort—Agents' New Unique Cafes and

Sample Room: Cabaret Excellente

Say "I Saw It in the Business Phllosopker"

New
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+FENT0N+

GUMMEID

LABELS
We have done two notable things in Gummed Label

making that are not usually associated:- RAISED the stand

ard and LOWERED the price. We are making better

labels at the same time we are making them cost less.

  

No other concern has the equipment for making Ia

bels of the'better sort that we have--had to design some of

the machinery ourselves.

Every part Of this equipment means better labels

for less money by cutting out cumbersome and time-wast

ing methods.

WE SAY IT BOLDLY--NO ONE ELSE IN THE

COUNTRY CAN SELL OUR KIND LABELS AT
OUR PRICES. OF

Send for free catalog and see for yourself.

FENTON LABEL Co.
sw. C°_R 921‘s» THOMPSON STS.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

by “I kw It in the Indian Phllolaplif"
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An Old-Fashioned Preacher

of the Old-Time Religion

Billy Sunday somehow appeals to that

popular sense wherein all special tastes

and interests merge. Whole commu

nities are changed for a. cleaner,

healthier, moral atmosphere. This is

the record wherever Billy Sunday has

labored. There is no logic like the

logic of facts,

I “Billy” Sunday

The Man and His Message

By

William T. Ellis, LLD.

AUTHORIZED BY MR. SUNDAY

Tells the story of Mr. Sunday’s eventful life, gives a. keen analysis of his

manner and methods and traces his remarkable success as the most

conspicuous Christian leader in America, and also contains the heart of

his message, arranged by subjects, including his vivid utterances, his

startling epigrams and his homely, Lincoln-like illustrations that add to

his tremendously earnest appeals. Published by special agreement for

the use of copyrighted material and photographs.

  

 

The Only Book That Explains “Billy’ ’ Sunday

Cloth. .496 pages. Illustrated. $1.50. Cheaper C'loth edition, 81.00.

I Address

The Area Institute of Business Technology,

Area, Lake County, Illinois.
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‘ ‘Oratory supplies the most sub

lime gratificatlon the Gods have

to give.” Dickson’s “How to

Speak in Public” shows you how

to speak~what to doand how'to doit. Helps

you in conversation. Tells you how to talk

"on your feet." A wonderful book filled With

hints that made the world’s greatest orator-s.

It gives you lessons and sug cations on How

1’10 PrepareaSpeech." No theory. A factand practice

culled from the greatexperience of Prof. Henry Dickson.

founder of Dickson's famous School of Memory. Amer

ica's foremost authority on Public Speaking, formerly

instructor in Public Speaking in. leading universities.  

We send this great work to you Without

money. _Just send the coupon below. If

you hke 1t, pay $1.00 and balance of $1.00 in

15 days. Introduction by Elbert Hubbard; appendix by

Pr. Orison Swett Marden. Some topics covered are:

How to Qvercome Bashfulness," “Methods of Great

0r8t0r5." Securing Confidence of Audiences." “Howto

MakeSpeeches That Win," “Wit,” "Humor," “PathOB.”

UClimaxes," OriginalReady-MadeSpeeches, "'Toasts."

Anecdotes." etc.

' Amo t d rf l ork thatSpec‘al Offer chands.w¥loue’ll‘llm§'vit if ‘4

0

you send the coupon. This work sells itself.

That 9 why we send it. No it"s or and's. 0?

send the 'coupon and we send the book

to you With the privilege of exarn- C";

CO \ we“

ination and i t' t‘ _ ® 6“ _,
Send coupon—lsgesvfga Ion *1 \0 " . "

' w

Y» . '
Henry Dicksons b | o “s‘ _:{gratoglydg c Z‘PYX'P. \QY“cunt ,, . ",0.or a...“ g.

I“. $0, \ saw‘“ ..--".\<\°q!\<\;§\g“3:\§$

§ a _.---"a=e 21‘ a“! so“ we

@‘ a” a-~;.e.:‘°*a<+:~$r:a$c
A‘ W“ at” Newt“)fi‘wfifiw‘éw
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HOV! TO PLAY

THE GREAT LETTER GAME

S'CIENTIFICALLY

HE biggest business game to-day is

the sales letter. his the NEW ADVER

.,TISING. theNEW SALESMANSHIP.

it’s BUSINESS SCIENCE in its latest.

its biggest. its most universal form. Ihave

taught H. Gard with the Post Office Fixture

Trust to get $7,698 from 120 inquiries

where before he never got $3,000, the

Asst. Mgr. of the R. D. Nuttall Co. to

get 36 per cent of orders from current inquiries

where before he got 25 per cent, H. T. Brockelman

to triple his cash grocery business in nine months, a

green Jap to write a letter on a $15 drawn-work

table cover that pulled 89 per cent approval orders.

and many others. I can teach you by my inexpensive

courses in Office Salesmanship, Sales Letter Writing,

How to Systematize an Office, etc. Special course for

Business Managers.

SHOW ME

How to Use Word: so as to Make People Do Things

In a series of 20 stimulating personal letters,

accompanied by illustrative letters that have really

pulled big business, I will place you in command of

the Principles of How to Use Words so as to Make

People Do Things, How to Handle Human Nature

so as to Get Results, How to Write Letters and Ad<

vertisements that Will Pull. On request I will send

you my Summary of Vital Principles with a two

page personal letter, telling how to apply them to

your particular business, if you agree to return in ten

days or pay $10 for the entire series and book “How

to Do Business by Letter and Advertising" (entirely

new). Be sure to describe your business fully.

Address smame conr personally. @

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER,

Area, Illinois.
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THE MARDEN BOOK DEPT.. 29 EAST 22d ST.. -N. Y. CITY. ,1’4.

Send catalog of Mar-den Books: also find enclosed S ....._. for ,"9?

which send oostnaid copies of all books marked with X on l/QQ

list below. ,"é
I

To ....... .. 'y

r

Keenin Flt

Joys of:Liv

in: for

  
  

 

  

Peace. Power and Plent

He Can Who Thinks He

Personality ....... ..

Cheerfulness

Character

Success

Winning

Qualities

The MARDEN BOOKS Have Helped a Million
(MORE THAN A DULLION COPIES HAVE ALREADY BERN SOLD.)

They will help YOU

To Master the Science of Ettieien

To Make the Most of Yourself :36 Mal: ' '

TTo Build Character and Make a Name 3051206522112“

If. ligrvease Your Ability and Multiply Your Earning PW“

To L.eroorne Obstacles and Bring Success Out of Failure

0 we a Larger, Healthier, Wealthier, and Happier Life
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Marden Inspirational Books pp

Be Good to Yourself Every Man A King

Rising in the World Secret of Achievement

Young Man Entering Business Self Investment

Getting On Optimistic Life

Single copies, cloth, $.08; silk, $1.30; leather, $1.55.

Sold in sets.

 

Marden Booklets

“I Had a Friend,” postpaid............................................$0.53

Hints to Young Writers, postpaid.............. .Q.............. .. .80

Do It to a Finish - Good Manners and Success

Not the Salary but the Opportunity The Hour of Opportunity

Why Grow Old? An Iron Will

Character Economy

Cheerfulness The Power of Personality

In white leatherette binding, 35 cents, each, postpaid. The last

seven are also to be had in cloth at 54 cents each. Copies sent on

approval.

Send for complete descriptive list. Books sent on approval.

Clip the Success Insurance Coupon at Top of first Page and

send to Marden Book Dept” 29 EAST 22nd STREET, NEW

YORK CITY.
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ONE SAFE, SURE, AND INEXPENSIVE

WAY TO AVOID LEGAL TANGLES

[s to keep on your desk where you can refer to it at a mo

ment’s notice, that Standard Authorative Wotk.

BUSINIéSS LAW
0

BUSINESS MEN
BY

Utley E. Crane,

LL. 3., B. S.

Member of the Phila

delphia Bar.
  

  

"Knowledge of the

law is coming to be

essential to success

In business."—

Andrew Carnegie.

“Ignorance ot the

law excuses no man.“

__________._-_

This Book Is a Safe

Guide in All Business

Questions Likely to

Arise in Any State of

the Union. Is a

Silent Friend to Turn

To For Advice When

Needed.

Crane’s “Business Law

for Business Men

shows you the right

and wrong of things,

not as one man sees it,

or another man sees

it, but as the iaw

views it in are” sort

\\\<\\\

“\\\\\\

\—

Bllsmsss LAW“

FOR

@Smsss MEN \\\\\

 

 

“\\\\ “

\\\\\

\\\\

\\\\\\\

  

\\\\\\\\\“

 

\

\\

\\\\\\\\\\

  

\\\\\\

I of case. Bound in Law

fly, Buekram, price

WWW ’ Ask for Table of Con

“ ' tents. Address

SIZE 9% 261A INCHES The Area Institute of

 
 

 

comprises over 600 pa es ill ‘legal forms of every fles'crirlltigiitellgxrti‘d Bus‘ness Tashtmlogy’

in Law Buckram with lea
ther la Area Lake COUfltY;

stamped with gold lettering. be“, Illindis.

be» "I an“ Al in [he Busing» l'llllu-upum
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the Phili

Bar.
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You can reach business men in every part of the country through

a little want

L O C A L REPRE;

S E N T- A T I VWANTED. Splendid

income assured right

man to act as our rep

resentative after learn

ing our business thor

oughly by mail. Form

Ei' experience unneccs

sary. All we_require

is honesty, ability, am

bition and willingncss

to learn a illCl'HiIlYe

business. No sollcit

ing or traveling. All

or spare time only.

This is an exceptional

opportunity for a man

in your section to got

into a big paying bim

ness without capital

and become inde on

dent for life. rite

at once for full partic

ulars. National Co

Operative Realty Com

pany. L494 Marden

Building, Washington,

D. C.
 

Ex'tra quality type

writer ribbons sold

d if e c t: wholesale

DriCeS: 350 each, 3 for

$1. $3.50 per dozen.

Guaranteed. G i v e

width and make. Rib

hon Sales Co., Mfgrs.,

700 Union Bldg., An

derson. Ind.

 

A little an

nouncement

here wins.
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IncreaseYour Efficiency

The secret of business and social suc

cess is the ability to remember. I can

make_ your mind an infallible classi

fied index from which you can in

btantly select thoughts. facts. figures.

names. faces. Enables vou to concen

trate. deveion seli~controL overcome

hashfulneoa. one an audience.

. . The result. of 20 years

exnerience in deveioolnz memories of

I thousands. Writ-e today for coov or my

P f book "How to Remember" and Copy

ro . rizhted Intensely Interestinz Memory

Henry Test Free. also how to obtain FREE

Dickwn' cotijyio-f. my book “How to Sneak in

Principal Pu I c'

Dickson School of Memory, 938 Hearst Bldgu Chicago.

I BRANCH MANAERS

 

for my world-wide mail-order busi

ness. Operate from yum-home. Spare time. You

should make 850 weekly . Experience unnecessary.

O. A. BUTLER, Factorial, TOLEDO. OHIO
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POSITION VVANTED—as traveling

salesman, ready to begin work at any

L. W. RICHARDSON,

BOWLING GREEN, Kentucky.

thing.
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Ridpath’s

HISTORY OF THE WORLD

At a Bargain

We will name our price only in direct letters to those send—

ing us the Coupon below. Tear oil“ the Coupon, write name

and address plainly, and mail to us now before you forget

it. Dr. Ridpath is dead, his work is done, but his widow

derives her income from his history, and to print our price

broadcast for the sake of quickly selling these few sets would

cause great injury to future sales.

~./"'

  

2000 Pages

4000 Pictures

The for Dr. Ridpath's enviable position 85

an historian is his wonderfully beau

FREF. \Q 91ml style. a Style no other historian in any generation has

COUPON‘9Q, ever equalled. He Pictures the great historical events as

\ $th0ugh they were happening before your eyes; he carries

Western \\6 you With him to see the battles of old; to meet kings

Newspaper \1- and queens and warriors; to sit in the Roman senate;

Association \0 to march against Saladin and his dark skinned tol

H. E. Sever, Prest.\% lowers; to sail the southern seas with Drake, to

140 So. Dem-born \ 0 CITQumnavigate the globe with Magellan. He com

Street, Chicago! nl_\\l blnes absorbing interest with supreme reliabil

Please mail, without \ y and makes the heroes of history real llving

cost to me, 46-page book- \qo men and women, and about them he weaves

let of sample pages from \q the rise and fall of empires in such a {as

Ridpath’s History and write\ “mating style that history becomes 88

me full particulars of yourdb

 

  

\ .9 absm‘biflgly interesting as the greateSt

special offer to the .Business‘f? of novsls. Hundreds who read this

Philosopher readers. 3. have decided to buy Ridpath some

\305 day; now is the time.

Name ... .................................................. .. \f Western Newspaper Associallon

Address \

  

..........................................................n \ Chi
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OrderlgurQuainesssi‘afiOnery on

_v CONSTRUCTION“

While ~ci htcolorc Envelope.

Three fln she. to Match

' ‘ Nationallyknown asthe paperthat makes

- C7mpressii7é Stationeqatafisable?rice

Sold only in case lots directto
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THE BOY'S SCHOOL DIVISION OF

' I The Area Institute of Business

Technology

interests, in addition to mothers, fathers and f]

guardians, all real teachers. Here's a view of ‘

it as expressed by one of the latter:

  

“I have always~felt that there was

infinitely more for boys to doLthan

to ‘make grades and high percent—

ages.’ I am so thankful that one

man appreciates this and dares to

break away from rigid and Pre

scribed courses and give \to our

boys definite ideas of right ideals

of living and conquering life’s bat

( tles, which means the building up

of its commercial and industrial in- ,

terests through first building up \

se ." <

 

  

This is a response which comes from one of the

leading technical instructors in this country, '60

Mr. Sheldon's announcement of The Area Insti

tute of Business Technology and the School for

Boys. ‘

' Write to Mr. Sheldon immediately

for further information so that you

may enter your boy in the first ses- ‘

smn. '

“12,355 A. F, Sheldon AREA, LAKECOUNTYJLL. . V J
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Here’s a list of GREAT Books

GINGER TALKS, by Holman—$2.08 post paid.

SPEED TALKS, by Lyons—$1.08 post paid.

BUSINESS PSYCHOLOGY, by Knowlson—$2.08 post paid.

THE ART OF SELLING, by Sheldon—$1.33 post paid.

THE MAGIC STORY, by Sturtevant~—~$1.08 post paid.

BUSINESS LAW FOR BUSINESS MEN, byv Crane—$3.50

post paid.

PROBLEMS IN RETAIL SELLING ANALYZED, by

Goffe—$2. Post paid.

( KEEPING FIT, $1.43 post paid.

JOYS OF LIVING, $1.43 post paid.

TRAINING FOR EFFICIENCY, $1.48

post paid.

EXCEPTIONAL EMPLOYEE, $1.16

post paid.

PROGRESSIVE BUSINESS MAN,

$1.16 post paid.

The Ma’de“ B°°ks< PUSHING TO THE FRONT, $1.16

post paid.

MIRACLE OF RIGHT THOUGHT,

$1.16 post paid.

PEACE, POWER AND PLENTY,

$1.16 post paid.

HE CAN WHO THINKS HE CAN,

$1.16 post paid.

{“AS A MAN THINKETH,” paper 160.

Cloth 38c.

“OUT FROM THE HEART,” Paper

16c. Cloth 88c. -

“MORNING AND EVENING

THOUGHTS.” Paper 16c. Cloth 38c.

The Allen Books < “THROUGH THE GATE OF GOOD,”

Paper 16c. Cloth 88c.

“FROM POVERTY TO POWER,”

Cloth $1.08.

“THE LIFE TRIUMPHANT,” Cloth

$1.08.
L

Read this list over with care, and mark your orders plainly.

Send Your Orders to Us, and We Will do the Rest.

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER, Area, Lake Co., lllinois

Say "I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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Goffe’s

Book

is especially val—

uable for the use

of proprietors,

managers, and

heads of depart

ments—(the lat

ter more partic

ularly, in large

stores.)

 
 

AS A.TEXT FOR.CLASS USE

it is unapproached by any other book at this time. It

works out retail problems accurately and helpfully, and

in the hands of careful students and teachers ,

IT SIMPLY CANNOT BE BEATEN.

The Area Institute of Business Technology,

Area, Illinois.

Please forward ‘to me Prospectus of Golfe’s Book, “Proh

ileilili 1n_tl§etail Selling Analyzed.” I want to see the subthcts

e wr .

  

Address

...........................................................................................--4

 

 

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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The Library of

KNOWLEDGE
5 Splendid Volumes Here are the Contents

Vol. 1. The Story of the Stars. Vol.

2. The Story of the Solar System. Vol.

3. The Story of Eclipses. Vol. 4. The

Story of the Earth. Vol. 5. The Story

of the Atmosphere. Vol 6. The Story or

Germ Life. Vol. '7. The Story of Plants.

V01. 8. The Story of Sea Life. Vol 9. The

Story of Animal Life. Vol. 10. The Story

of Man. Vol. 11. The Story of a Piece

of Coal. Vol. 12. The Story of a. Grain of

“’heat. Vol. 13. The Story of the thtnu

Plant. Vol. 14. The Story of Primitive

Man. Vol. 15. Story of Eastern Civiliza

tion. Vol. 16, Story of Western Civiliza

tion. Vol. 17. The Story of the Alphabet.

Vol. 18. The Story _of Discovery. Vol. 19.

The Story of Architecture. Vol. 20. The

Story of Music. Vol. 21. The Story of

Books. Vol. 22. The Story of Photog

raphy. Vol. 23. The Story of Electricity.

Vol. 24. The Story of Ra id Transit. Vol.

25. The Story of the it ind.

FACTS BETTER THAN FICTION

In these 25 truthful stories, you will

find the very essence and substance of

human knowledge, sifted, sorted, arrang

ed, and told in the most charming, en

tertaining, and instructive manner by the

world‘s eminent scientists and scholars.

These books are as interesting as the

best fiction. You cannot find a. more last

ing and profitable investment.

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL

Here is a. set of books that will sell Itself.

Send no money, just fill out and mail

coupon. Pay $1 within 5 days after books

are received, and only $2 monthly for 12

months. This is our Annual Clearance

Sale and a. great bargain. Satisfaction

guaranteed. Books returnable if not

satisfactory.

EXAMINATION COUPON
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THE RIVERSIDE PUBLISHING CO.

Marquette Building, Chicago. 8-15

Send me, on approval, the Library of

Valuable Knowledge, 25 splendid volumes,

Half Leather binding. If satisfactory

will send you $1 in 5 days after receipt

of books, and $2 monthly thereafter for

12 months. If not satisfactory will re

turn as soon as I receive shipping in

structions as offered Business Philosopher

readers. '

Name ..................................................................

Address ........................................................... ..

Enclose lelier head. business card or give relcrcnce
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The Business Philosopher

ARTHUR FREDERICK SHELDON, Editor

Only articles of a character calculated to increase the SERVICE RENDERING POWER of the

reader will appear in this magazine
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Where We Talk Things Over
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NATURAL LAW IN THE INDUSTRIAL WORLD

OR

COMMERCIAL EVILS, THEIR CAUSE AND CURE.
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The following editorial by Mr. Sheldon is the second of a series planned for

the year, the purpose of which is to demonstrate how best to “close up the

gap” in the broken chain of human progress which has been caused by the

element of discontent too often existing between Employers and Employes.

The first, as readers know,\ began with the August issue.

Even though but one month‘ has passed since the publication of the initial

instalment of this series of editorials, yet there has been evident a marked in

terest in it upon the part of men highly placed in the Industrial and Commer

cial worlds.

The present link in the series takes a special form, and begins a careful

analysis of the subject. Let us say here that we not only wish to extend a cor

dial invitation to both Employers and Employes to join us in the collection of

helpful data which will be pertinent to the subject of these editorials; we

URGE this upon readers. To be sure, we cannot promise to give space to every

suggestion which may be received by Mr. Sheldon, but we do promise to share

our space liberally with those who are minded to supply us with data that will

conform to the PRINCiIPLE OF SERVICE as viewed from the mutual interests

of Employers and Employee, as this is the viewpoint from which Mr. Sheldon

writes.

Biographies of men who have risen from the bottom rung of success to the

top of it, because of conscious or unconscious observance of the PRINCIPI E

OF SERVICE, will be heartily welcomed. We know that among our regular

readers and among the many scores of new ones who will follow this series,

there is an abundance of splendid material with which to clearly exemplify this

"\“\‘\‘\
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Principle. Such data as may be supplied to us in this connection which will be

used, will be for the sole purpose of illustrating the Principle of Service as it

actually works out in the daily afl'airs of life and practice.

Mr. Sheldon asserts that there is positively no question so important and

urgent In the lives and experience of American Citizens today, as are those

questions which vitally concern Capital and Labor, as they work out in the

relations between Employer and Employe.——W. T. G.

‘\\\“\“\“\\‘\\\\\‘\\\\\\\‘\“\\\‘\\‘\\\\\\\

N ARTICLE NUMBER ONE of this series we came to

I see, and I hope with clearness, the fact that SERVICE is

Cause while Reward is Efi'ect. \

We also came to see an exact analysis of the concept, Service.

Until recently it had never occurred to me that the Q‘Q M

formula applies to the lower animals, but it does.

On the occasion of a recent lecture visit to Wausau, Wis

consin, a dairyman invited me to visit his farm. While study

ing his herd he asked me if I had ever applied the formula to

cows. He then pointed out to me its application.

He showed me a cow whose Quality of milk was good but

whose Quantity was not sufficient. Another which gave plenty

of milk but under analysis her milk showed less than three

per cent butter-fat. Still another whose Quality and Quantity

were both fine but whose Mode of Conduct, to use his own

words, was “rotten.” He said, “She kicks the bucket over;

she is a nervous milker." He is going to get rid of each of

these.

He then showed me a thorough-bred Guernsey, whose Qual

ity and Quantity of milk were splendid and whose Mode of

Conduct was also fine, and he told me he wouldn’t take $1,000

for that cow. Besides that he couldn’t do too much for her. She

was given every attention possible; the best of food, the best

of shelter, and the best of care in every way.

He showed me the record of the entire herd and every now

and then it appeared that there had been a record kept for. a
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time and then discontinued, and when I asked him why, he

told me he had sent them to the butcher. The poor cows whose

records proved that they were not rendering proper service

had been sentenced to death. ‘

This dairyman told me that since he had made the acquaint

ance of the Q Q M formula he had been analyzing the records

of his unprofitable cows and he found that every one upon

which the death sentence had been pronounced had met that

sentence on account of the failure to meet the requirements of

the formula in one or more ways.

Millions of men and women have been sentenced to finan

cial death for the same reason.

Man, however, has a great advantage over cattle, if he will

but exercise it.

The cow “chews her cud" in blissful and dangerous ignor—

ance of her shortcomings all unconscious of the violation of the

PRINCIPLE OF SERVICE and her approaching doom. Man

can reason and consciously discern his shortcomings and cor—

rect his failure to deliver good Quality, good Quantity, and

right Mode of Conduct in SERVICE.

Man can save his own financial life if he but will. In our

last article we made the statement that a natural law is a “rule

of action or conduct prescribed by the highest authority in the

Universe.” Also that “a natural principle is Nature’s reason

for the existence of a natural law.”

We further stated that successful human relationships are

based upon one Principle and that there are but four basic

laws of Nature which must be obeyed in order to be in har

mony with that Principle which is the PRINCIPLE OF

SERVICE. .

In other words there are but four things which anyone must

do in order to render SERVICE—four rules of action or con—

\
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duct which he must follow. Those, of course, are prescribed by

Nature—by the Creator—they are Natural Laws.

They may be stated as follows:

1. If you would increase your Service-rendering power y0u

must know yourself through self—analysis, and having become

acquainted with the Service—rendering qualities possessed by

you, you must so nourish them and use them that they will un—

fold or develop.

2. If you would increase your Service-rendering power

you must become a good judge of human nature.

3. If you would increase your Service-rendering power

you must know your business and come to know it through and

through.

4. If you would increase your Service—rendering power

you must so apply your developed Service—rendering qualities,

your knowledge of human nature, and your knowledge of

your business, that you will create in the minds of those with

whom you deal or come in contact, the effects of Favorable

Attention, Interest, Desire, Action, Confidence and Satisfaction.

So far as the fourth law is concerned it is but another way

of saying that one must render that kind of Service which re

flects the Q Q M formula. This is true by reason of the fact

that this is the only way to create the permanent effects of

Confidence and Satisfaction in the minds of those with whom

one deals, which in turn result in sustained favorable atten—

tion and its ultimate consequence, repeated action.

It is, by no means, mere chance that there are but four basic

laws of Service. They exist by reason of the fact that there

are but four basic or primary elements in life’s relationships.

Whether the relationship be that of employer and employei
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or salesman and customer, or man and wife, or any other hu—

man relationship, there must be four factors present if anything

is to be consummated.

These are as follows:

1. The party of the first part or someone to communicate.

2. The party or parties of the second part or some eone to

communicate with.

3. Something concerning which the two parties communi—

cate. \

4. The meeting of the minds in common agreement of the

two communicating parties.

Let it be noted at this point that each of the four laws as

stated in this article pertain to each of the four basic elements

or factors and in the order stated. ‘

It is not the province of this series of articles to do more than

to state these four basic laws. There are indeed many sub~

sidiary laws, many things which anyone must do in order to

know himself and how to build his Service-rendering qualities,

to become a good judge of human nature, to become a master

of his business, and to aptly apply his knowledge to the end of

creating the necessary efiects to insure permanent and profit— .

able relationships.

Business in the sense of Busy—ness is a science today, and

successful human conduct is becoming more and more nearly an

exact science. THROUGH IT THE MEDIOCRE MAN CAN

COME TO WALK CONSCIOUSLY IN THE LIGHT OF

AN UNDERSTANDING OF THOSE NATURAL LAWS

WHICH THE MORE TALENTED HAVE SUBCON

SCIOUSLY OBEYED.

It is no more possible to teach the science of business through

a series of magazine articles than it would be to teach the

science of the common law through a legal journal.
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The Business Philosopher is to the Science of Business

what the legal journal is to the Science of_ Law. It is to the

candidate for success what the legal journal is to the lawyer.

We shall have rendered the reader a real Service, however,

when we convince him of the fact that such a thing as Busi—

ness Science does exist. The field for its literature is already

broad and deep. It is rapidly becoming broader and deeper.

Its mine of truth contains the solution of the commercial

evils, which are slowly but surely sapping the very Vitals of

nations.

Let the enemies of medicine and of surgery and of mental

and spiritual therapeutics say what they will, science in this di

rection is slowly but surely conquering physical disease, and

just as surely is Business Science, the Science of Busy—ness, the

Science, if you please, of Successful Human Conduct, destined

to diminish and finally conquer those commercial diseases

which result in commercial death of individuals, institutions
and nations. ‘ I

It is doing this through earnest research work pertaining to

Nature’s laws of successful human conduct and the organiza—

tion of such laws as they are discovered.

All normal people desire reward, and self preservation is still

Nature’s first law.

It never has been and never will be repealed.

Ignorance of the only certain way to secure reward; ignor

ance of the only sure road to self—preservation; is the cause of

our commercial evils.

Wise members of the five per cent—the employers of the

world—are doing their part nobly in many instances in the

matter of bringing the light of understanding into the ranks of

the flinety—five per cent. This work will go on in a larger and

istill lar’ger'W\
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Here, there and yonder, men are coming to clearly see the

basic law that to GET they must GIVE.

The final solution rests with our public schools, the common

meeting point of humanity in this, the day of compulsory

education.

The greatest difficulty confronting those employers who
truly desire to afl'ord theirvemployes the opportunities to per

sonally investigate the truths which business science is so not

ably and so closely revealing, is the faulty training which has

been given them in their school-days. g

Average employes, and indeed many employers, still scofl“

at the idea of the existence of natural law in business—the con

cept of science in business in general.

Not one in one hundred sees with clearness the basic fact

that Service is Cause and Reward is Efi'cct.

As nations, both England and the United States have been

wallowing in the mire of the sin of self-sufficiency.

The vast majority with even a little experience in the com

mercial world are badly afflicted with the disease called “Know—

it—all-Itis.” .

While a gradual change is taking place, commerce is yet all

too much a game of grab and greed.

We have too many men of a little knowledge; too few men

of wisdom—and a little knowledge is a dangerous thing.

“Wisdom is the principal thing, therefore get wisdom.”

I know that it is considered dangerous for anyone to say

anything but words of praise for the labor unions. It requires

some degree of courage to speak right out in church concerning

the mistakes which they are making. A great man said to me

but recently that no one can save them from se1f~destruction

but 9. Moses who could lead them into the light of understand
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ing and induce them to become useful and constructive organ~

izations.

I would to God I might become such a Moses!

I would gladly give my life to such a cause!

Gladstone told the labor unions of England in the early days

of organization that he trembled for them, not on account of

their lack of ultimate power, for of that they would have much,

but on account of their ultimate abuse of the great power which

would become theirs.

With prophetic power he visualized conditions as they are

today. r

Born originally to defend themselves'against unjust practices

of the five per cent; born, that, through organization, they could

demand and obtain their just dues, they have now in all too

many cases, become an organization, the object of which is to

see not how well they can serve those by whom their members

are employed, but seemingly to study the science of doing little

and getting much for the little done. This is not a just object,

neither is it in harmony with natural law.

If you so choose, call this a just retribution visited upon the

heads of the unwise employers who started the trouble by re-‘

fusing to give the heat of reward, evenfithough the fire of

Service had been built. Call it what you will.

In the ’first place there is nothing in the policy on the part

of anyone of trying to get even. The policy of revenge is

anything but a wise one. '

And again there is no getting away from the fact that evil

consequences are now being visited upon both employers and

employes as a result of existing unhappy relationships, which

in all too many cases, do exist between the five per cent and the

ninety-five per cent.

Yes. and indirectly, evil consequences as a result of all this
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are being visited upon the vast majority of mankind, evils

which, by no means, end with the two contending parties.

There is no getting away from the fact that the cost of in

dividual living or what, in many cases, might better be termed

individual existence, is gradually rising, while the unit of pro

ductivity per individual is gradually falling. The introduc—

tion of machinery vastly increased the possibilities of produc—

tion per unit, but machine—power is the Effect of the Cause——

MAN-POWER, and when Man—Power comes to studiously

reduce the possible productivity of machine-power, then the

unit of productivity begins to fall.

Owing to the tendency of our times in the industrial world,

that unit is growing smaller—the line is falling.

What is going to happen when the line of production per

unit falls below the line of the cost per unit for the necessities

of life, even for mere existence?

The tendency of labor to devise ways and means of giving

little and getting much, has caused the failure of thousands of

commercial houses.

This has, in turn, caused thousands to walk the,streets with

no employment.

The same cause which has brought about the ruin of busi—

ness organizations now threatens the life of nations.

- Personally, I do not believe that the British Empire is going

to pieces, but that its existence is threatened, the impartial ob

server cannot deny.

An able man, a keen reasoner, recently asked me if I wanted

to know who caused the present European war, and then he

proceeded to explain that the laboring men of England

caused it.

I confessed that this seemed an unfair charge and then he

explained the reason for his statement.
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For years the cost of manufacture in England has been grad

ually rising, due to the small output per individual.

At the same time the cost of manufacture in Germany has

been gradually decreasing, owing to the industry and high de

gree of individual efliciency of the German workman. This

has resulted in a commercial warfare between those two great

nations. He pointed out that Germany had been gradually

conquering the world with the weapons of science. He pointed

out that Germany could and has undersold England in the

markets of the world. She gradually gained ground commer

cially until the commercial supremocy of England was being

threatened.

The violation of Belgian neutrality’by Germany furnished

a humanitarian reason to declare war which this man felt she

would have been slow to do had not the efficiency of Germany

threatened England’s existence commercially.

Personally, I believe that England would have entered the

fight as a matter of principle regardless of the cause this man

has pointed out, but I also believe that unless England had

awakened soon and taken to the Gospel of Efficiency, which,

however, she has been doing slowly but surely the lastfew

years, she would have been obliged, ultimately, to resort to

arms to keep her place in the commercial world.

All life is a question of “the survival of the fittest” and the

question of fitness of nations is, in turn, a question of the in

dividual efficiency of its citizens.

And when today the British workman, at the time the very

life of his nation is in danger, takes advantage of the situation

to demand more pay and refuses to help supply munitions of.

war or to mine the coal with which to supply the navy, and to

keep the factories going, unless he gets more money, no 011?,
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loyal to the English—speaking race, can fail to feel like crying

shame!

And we, here in the United States, have not much if any the
better of England in this respect. Unless present tendencies I

are checked in some way, unionism will ripen or “rot” into

syndicalism as it has done in many places in the old World.

Indeed, the disease has already broken out in spots here.

When men not only band themselves together to see not

how much but how little of the fire of service they can build

and still command the heat of reward but go further and make

studied attempts to see how much of the property of their em—

\ ployer can be surreptitiously destroyed, then things are indeed

getting in a bad way.

And this is one of the tendencies of syndicalism.

MAN WHO DOES EITHER OF THESE THINGS, IN

FACT ANYONE WHO FAILS TO DO HIS BEST, IS

WORKING CONTRARY TO NATURAL LAW.

He is, in fact, violating natural law and must pay the pen

alty sooner or later.

The laboring men of America are well along on the road

to the paying of a most awful penalty due to the violation of

many of Nature’s laws.

Many of the employers of the world are on the same road.

Each must learn the law that to GET he must GIVE. He

must give Service to the other and altogether men must give

good Service to the world in their particular line of human

efl'ort, whatever that may be. \

In the sense of supplying needed funds for the world’s work

on the one hand, and the needed man—power on the other,

neither Capital nor Labor can he said to be dependent or in

dependent. But for the accomplishment of the things that are

good for the race, such as development, growth, progress and
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happiness, they are INTERDEPENDENT, and to gain these

real benefits for all, themselves included, they must EACH BE

FOR THE OTHER first.

Looking back over a period of a little over four hundred

years, to the time when Columbus landed on American soil, this

great, wealthy continent was inhabited by a wild, uncivilized,

and unclothed—one may say—people who toiled but little and

found no use at all for capital as we understand it today.

Their exchange specie was chiefly animal skins and oyster

shells.

‘ But as time passed this race was dominated by a superior

people, until the latter has come to occupy the whole continent,

and the primitive trade methods of the red men have been re~

placed by civilized commercial practices. Furs and skins and

oyster shells that served the red man as exchange values, have

gradually been found to be inadequate for the white man’s pur~
poses. I

A step at a time with a change of customs came the practical

extinction of the red man and his hunting grounds began to be

cultivated and towns and villages to arise on his plains. With

this change came the necessity for a more substantial and more

economical as well as a practical clearing house for the ex

change and distribution of the products of individual labor.

The worker on the land in one district wanted to exchange

some of his crop of corn for some of the oats produced by an

other worker in the soil in another part of the wilderness. Then

in due time small factories sprung up here and there. The

maker of horseshoes needed some of the teas imported

by the merchant, and so on, just as the farmer found it de

sirable to exchange some of his grain for some of the same

merchant’s sugar.

Soon other steps in development followed all over the coun—
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try until these exchanges could no longer be made personally ,

and individually,_chiefly because of the long distances lying

between the buyer and the seller.

born. -

Then Transportation was

First, it was by ox-wagons, but this method rapidly proved

inadequate to keep pace with the evolution of the needs of the

ever growing and expanding industrial and commercial inter

ests of the country; so it was that more rapid and less expen—

sive methods had to be employed.

Thus, out of this necessity evolved the railroad, and it was

the building of railroads to serve the needs of the ever grow

ing industrial and commercial life of the people that the first

large amounts of capital were used in this country. The in

dividual conducting a small manufacturing plant in New Eng—

land, for example, could not overcome the'difliculties incident

to a lack of adequate transportation facilities, personally;

neither could the farmer one hundred miles away from the

markets. They could not build a railroad, for railroads de—

manded immense sums of money for their construction—indeed

sums so large that they, in their aggregate, came to be called

“capital.”

Now, what was the solution?

Why, it was this—the necessities of the many, caused to be

born in the commercial world the idea—and it was unavoid—

able—of gathering together enough money, contributed in

the main, by a comparatively small number of men to build

a railroad. Then another group of men “chipped in," as it

were, and stocked-up with sufficient sugar, tea, rice, cofl'ee,

- tobacco, cloth, shoes, hats and caps, and some other staples,

to create a capable merchandizing exchange through which

the maker of horse collars could dispose of part of his product

for the necessities of life.
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men got together and built other railroads, as the country

developed, and then other men got together and formed other

merchandizing exchanges, until at length it became a very

5 common practice for men to combine their surplusses of cash

‘ v ‘ for the development of scores of new enterprises which were

i I ‘ : called for in supplying the demands of the country.

Now, at a hop, skip and jump, we land in the beginning of

the twentieth century where we find it the universal practice

of men to combine their capital that the world’s products may

be more economically and speedily distributed and exchanged.

Without this combination of capital it would be impossible

to carry on the vast amount of the world's commerce. '

If you would see the advantage of such combination, pick

up your morning newspaper for example. Here you are sup—

plied with knowledge of the happenings of the whole earth

daily, at the small sum of one or two cents. Yet did you ever

stop to think that hundreds of thousands of men (all working

for you) and millions of dollars of capital have made it possible

for you to have the news of the World daily at so small a

price?

Take the coffee which was served to you at your breakfast

this morning. Did you ever stop to think that it required an

investment of hundreds of thousands of dollars in Brazilian ‘

plantations, steamships, and labor before it was possible for

that coffee to be delivered to you at your kitchen door?

Take the sugar which you used in your coffee, as another

example. Did you ever stop to think of the thousands of

men who have been supplied with employment in the produc

tion of that sugar, and the hundreds of thousands of dollars

of capital necessary to be invested, that you might have it

delivered at your kitchen door for five or six cents a pound?

gang“.

‘ J; 1', Gradually the railroads branched out, and other groups of
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Take the kerosene which lights the lamps of those who are

not within reach of electricity or gas. It has not been so very

many years ago sinée men had to walk a mile and a half, more

or less, and pay 25 cents a gallon for kerosene and carry it

home themselves. Now, one can leave the can at the back

door and have it taken and filled and returned for less than

half that amount per gallon, and with a far better product.

But, before that was possible, a good many hundreds of men

had to chip in a few hundreds or thousands of dollars each

and drill some expensive oil wells; do some unproductive

drilling before really productive oil fields were located; then

they had to invest a few millions of dollars in tank cars, horses

and wagons, TO SAY NOTHING OF GIVING EMPLOY—

MENT TO A GOOD MANY THOUSANDS OF OTHER

MEN. Yet after risking their money in what often proved to

be a futile search for productive oil wells, and after these wells

were located and oil found in large quantities, what happened?

OIL WAS REDUCED MORE THAN FIFTY PER CENT

IN PRICE AND GREATLY IMPROVED IN QUALITY.

It is not my purpose to “boost” the oil business, nor do I

make mention of any particular oil concern. Indeed there are

several good companies in the business, and the public is

, surely being well served, and at a reasonable charge.

Of course, there have been formed certain combinations of

capital which have undoubtedly been operated for the sole

purpose of GETTING as much as possible without GIVING

any more than they were compelled to. Such combinations

will continue to exist until the men composing them come to

see and understand the PRINCIPLE OF SERVICE in its

true relation to enduring SUCCESS.

On the other hand, there have been formed certain groups

or combinations of working men, who, from their actions, one
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would be led to believe that their sole object was to see how

much they could GET and how little they could GIVE in

return in the nature of SERVICE.

But such combinations of men, just as it is likewise true of

the combinations of capital referred to will decrease as the

searchlight of knowledge and wisdom is gradually turned on

by the approaching dawn of a new era of industrial and com

mercial progress. '

Surely it cannot be long deferred until the employer who

would deliberately withhold the JUST REWARD for eflicient

SERVICE, as well as the employe who would deliberately

withhold from his employer the necessary elements of right

quality, just quantity, and proper mode of conduct, which con—

stitute EFFICIENT SERVICE, will have come into a fuller

understanding of the PRINCIPLE OF SERVICE, and its

manifestation in and through natural law.

\\\\\t\\\\\\\\"\‘\\\\\"\\\\\\\\‘\\\\‘\‘\\\‘

TIPS FROM THE GIRL AT THE INFORMA

TION WINDOW. (For the Salesman.)

Raise your hat when you ask me anything.

You’ll get it quicker.

Don’t blow smoke in my face.

Have-your card ready. Some men almost have

to undress before they can find it.

Don’t flirt. If you’re not_married you should be.

Besides I am otherwise engaged.

Finally—When you get through to the inner ofe

fice look its occupant square in the eye—and smile.

He’ll like it; he gets enough gloom in a day.

—Ear1e VVelborn.

\‘\‘\\\\\\\‘\\‘\\\\\\\\\\‘\\"
“\\‘\\\‘\‘\‘\“‘\“\‘\‘\‘\\
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The Makers.

Ye make the world, ye men of brawn,

Whose sturdy muscles come to play,

Whose work commences with the dawn

And ceases only with the day.

You’re pigmies in a world so great,

Yet each one in himself so strong.

E’en would ye daunt the hand of Fate.

The “makers class” we call your throng.

Ye men who work with power of brain,

Ye guide the World upon its course.

No mighty task would ye refrain

To challenge with untiring force.

But ask thyself, “What have I done?

What have I made? What have I thought?

Or on my soul sets there the sun?

0r have I not for honor sought?

“To which of these do I belong?

Am I a maker of the world?

Or just a dreamer in a song,

Who watches others’ deeds unfurled?”

The cast is bright. 'The day is new.

So go 'ye forth and do thy best.

While hope is bright there’s much to do.

But he who sleeps“ will ne’er find rest.

—Joseph A. Kiss.
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The Power of Direetness

By ORISON SWETT MARDEN.
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It is absolutely essential that we shall each be definite in our thought,

words, and actions—DIRECT, in short. “'obbly thoughts result in roundabout

actions which Lnipress no one lavorably.—~Edllor.
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N ENTERING the private office of a large concern re

cently, these words confronted me: “Be BRIEF!

f our time to do it."

have our living to make, and it takes considerable of

L Such a notice as this indicates two things—the immense

i value in modern life of dispatch and the presence of a lot of

offense. Modern methods have no place for them.
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tions, introductions and apologies.
237-251-4

persons whose sole visible mission seems to be to prevent this

being done. The day of the bore and the long—winded dis

courser is past, and mottoes furnish a polite way of telling

these time—wasters what could not be told in words without

The business caller, who takes his case, lounges down in a

chair, and talks familiarly of anything that comes into his

systemless head is looked upon as a nuisance. Modern busi—

ness is touch—and—go, take it or leave it; if you don’t want it,

r2 somebody else does. Every moment of a business interview

should be applied to the object in hand, the matter under con

sideration. Some people, however, do not seem, to have the

ability to come right squarely up to the point at issue.

If there is anything that exasperates a business man it is

to try to do business with men who never get anywhere, who

never come to the point, who “beat about the bush" with long

.l ' I introductions and meaningless verbiage. 'Like a dog which

turns around a half dozen times and then lies down where he

was in the first place, they ti're one out with useless explana
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When boys and young men ask my opinion about their

ability to succeed in business, I try to find out whether they

have this power of directness, of coming to the point clearly,

squarely and forcibly, without indirection, without parleying,

without useless words. '

The indirect man is always working to disadvantage. He

labors hard, but never gets anywhere. It isthe direct man

who strikes sledge—hammer blows, the man who can penetrate

the very marrow of a subject at every stroke and get the meat

out of a proposition, who does things.

I have a business friend, very successful, who calls me by

telephone, and, without any preliminaries, proceeds right to

the subject, states his proposition, and, almost before I can

think what he has said, says “Good-by,” and is gone. It is a

perfect luxury to do business with such a man. He never

bores you, never tires you, I never see this friend without

feeling great admiration for his mental alertness, prompt de—

cision, and efficiency. This executive quality is not difficult to

cultivate if one begins early. and knows his defects. One

should train himself constantly to concentrate his thoughts, to

crystallize his business into concise, clean—cut sentences.

In no other way will a man betray lack of, the quality of

dispatch so much as in his correspondence. It can often be

detected in the first sentence of an unbusiness-Iike letter. I

have corresponded with people on important matters for weeks,

writing letter after letter asking the same question, urging

that it be answered directly, and yet, every time it has been

evaded, apparently not intentionally, but just as surely and

aggravatingly.

Many a boy has failed to obtain a good situation by answer—

ing an advertisement with a sprawling, slipshod letter; and

many a man owes his success to a concise application for a
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position. I have seen business men, in looking over a large

number of applications for a situation, set aside a single letter

because of its neatness, compactness, and brevity of statement.

The practiced eye of the employer saw in that letter that its

author was a young man of executive promise, although he

had never seen him, while a long-drawn—out letter, covering

pages of self-laudation, did not attract him.

Business letters should be models of condensation, crystal

lized into a few sentences. Compactness, comprehensiveness

and pointedness are characteristics of the letters of a successful

man of affairs, who will say more in a dozen lines than another

can write on two pages. A single letter from a man we have

never seen may betray the whole structure of his mind.

It is a good drill in business correspondence to imagine that

you are writing a cablegram where every word costs twenty

five cents, and to try to express the greatest amount of the

thought in the fewest words. After you have written a letter

or an essay as concisely as you think possible, go over it again

and erase every superfluous word, recasting the sentences. By

studying brevity of expression, one will soon overcome the

slipshod habit of spreading over a page many sentences con;

taining only a straggling, illogical thought. Such practice

will also greatly improve the quality of one’s thinking. Brevity

should also be applied to conversation, effort being made to

see how few Words can be made to express the greatest idea.

Begin very'near where you mean to leave off.

“I saw one excellence was within my reach—it was brevity,

and I determined to obtain it,” says Jay.

 

In order to “hold the even tenor of our ways,” we must

confess the superiority of the bass.



To a College Man Entering

Business .

Good, Straight Advice, Handed Out Right from the Shoulder,

that Should Help Many a Young College Man to Get

Busy and Make Good

By EDWARD HALE PEARSON.
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The following article by Mr. Edward Hale Pearson is so apt and good

that really it is unfortunate that it cannot be megaphoned to every newly

graduated college man in the world. It would prove, of GENUINE.SERVICE

to such. A good many college professors, however, will read it in the regular

course—Editor.

NDENIABLY, the business world looks upon the

young A. B. with almost the distrust and prejudice that

an insane man would inspire. You come from a land of

dreams to real life, and men in the harness expect to see you

evidence the fact in your every action.

What then must you, a college man, do to destroy this

antagonism? Much of it is well founded. You do come from

a land of dreams, from a land where ideals and theories are

too much in the foreground. You are positively unfitted, on

.coming from college, for business life. Your ways of doing

things are different. You have been engaged for four years

in thinking, or in mental processes that commonly go by that

name. You cannot act. You are not accustomed to making

judgments quickly and acting upon them. But you can over

come all this—if you will.

The most important thing for you todo is to forget for

the time being that you are a college man. You have come

from a life similar, in its leisure, to that led by the retired

millionaire, to the life of the office boy. The best thing you

can do, then, is to think of yourself as an office boy, as an

underling. Expect to be treated like one.
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Don't seek to apply your college education to business. It

won't stand it. Don’t test out your theories on the problems

in hand. Keep your education to yourself. Act as if you had

never had any. Learn—and in this you can receive instruc

tion from the office boy—to execute commands quickly and

without asking questions. “Carry a message to Garcia" _on

every simple proposition. Remember you lack the ability to

act. Cultivate it.

Adapt yourself to your place of business and to the men

about you. However, don’t noticeably fall into their ways.

If the men around you use slangy English, don’t try to

imitate them, for you will succeed only in making them con

scious of their peculiarities and in making an ass of yourself.

Merely avoid doing or saying anything that will make them

remember you are an A. B.

The best plan is to keep still. Keep your mouth shut and

your ears and eyes open. Learn from everybody, but teach

nobody. The office'boy, the dozen petty clerks who by their

practical knowledge of the matter in hand are able to lord it

over you, have something you have not. Learn from them.

The conceit of the college man often keeps him from applying

the most precious practical thing the college has taught him—

the faculty of learning something from every one and from

every thing. College should have taught you how to learn.

See that it did.

Don’t get into arguments on the value of a college education.

Don’t give men cause to remember that you are college bred

Make them forget it. And to do this, I repeat, forget it your—

self. Believe for the moment, as they do, that your college

education is actually a handicap. Set out to overcome that

handicap.
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Don’t rely on men above you who are college graduates to

make the way easy for you. The man out of college ten years

is apt to be more prejudiced against you than the noncollege

man. He thinks he has learned a vast deal since leaving col

lege, and is inclined to look down on the “theories” taught

him in college. He overcame the handicap of a college train—

ing, but he attributes his act to his own ability. He doubts

that you can do the trick. Ask nothing of him save the

chance to make good.

The man who has been out of college thirty years or so

has a different attitude. He is inclined, in the midst of his

prosperity, to look back on his undergraduate days as his

golden age. He will more than likely have a fatherly aflec—

tion for you—something the younger man will not have. Be

ready for both. .

But in busily forgetting your college education, do not make

the mistake of cynically throwing overboard forever all that

you have brought from college. Somewhere in the innermost

recesses of your system keep those ideals and that sense of

the relative value of things that your alma mater gave you.

Later in your career, when you have overcome the handicap

you had at starting, they will be of incalculable value to you.

They will give you the vision and the “forward look” that will

keep you going on when other men have run their race. They

will enable you to “know a good man when you see him" at a

time when such ability will be of use to you. So hang on to

your ideals and to the college outlook, though for the present

you strive assiduously to conceal them.

“Learn to say NO,” but also ON when no should be re—

versed.



Service and Success
 

“He That Is Greatest Among You” Is Everybody’s Servant

By CARL W. PIERSON.

Mr. Sheldon, in his lessons on Salesmanship, defines Success as : “The

attainment and preservation of a legitimate and practicable ideal." Well said.

Then, the success which is attained to and preserved, through Service, is the

kind the following article by Mr. Pierson refers to.—Editor.
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a vague idea of success. To him the potency of a roll—tsp and

a private secretary indicates, to a very great measure, success and

power. The idea that service is only a stepping-stone seems to him

conclusive—he never dreams that Service and Success are' inseparable,

that is, one and the same. It has never occurred to him that one is

the cause and the other, the effect. He doesn’t understand that the

higher a man attains in position, the more service he must render.

Therefore, could it be impressed upon every young man’s mind and

printed upon his heart that service is not only a stepping-stone to

success, but IS that in its unadulterated form, wonderful progress

would be made. The world of men, as they go along, appear to

achieve, in a measure, their aspirations, only to reach a certain height

and remain there for a time, eventually entering upon the decline.

Some there are who forge themselves ahead and these are acclaimed as

“lucky” or as possessors of “push” and “pull” with the powers that be.

The reason why some men reach a merely comparative height is this——

they forget to serve in their increased capacity; they draw that false

conclusion that now they have a “pull,” and that their rise will be

automatic; they ignore the fact that while climbing they render service

and now this is only rendered commensurate with the position they

hold and it is not adequate for growth.

The writer has had much experience in his work studying this

problem and when a brother man comes to me with the complaint that

he is being held back, that the firm will not advance him because they

don’t want to pay him' any more money or that some one else has a

better chance because of larger influence, I agree with him, but in a

way that does not coincide with the conclusions of the fellow who has

ceased to climb. Generally I say, “Yes, you are being held back but

no one is holding you. You are the one who is doing the holding; you

THE average young man just entering upon commercial life has
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are holding yourself back; you are not rendering service; you are

either spending your time and surplus energy nourishing a grouch or

you are incapable of more service. Usually it is the former case. _It is

so in yours. You are not as loyal as you should be. You do not merit

advancement because you are spending your energy and thoughts in a

way detrimental to you.” Such people cannot be paid more money

because they do not earn it. They think they are indispensable but

they are mistaken. One of these days some other person will have

their position and they will have the “blue envelope.”

This may sound severe but it is the tonic such men need, and

nine out of ten times they go away with the feeling that I am hand in

hand with their employer in order to keep them down. Yet they who

will listen to reason, go back to their work with a heart full of resolu

tion to render all the service possible and before I am aware of it, such

people have climbed another rung up the ladder.

As an employer of men I am not slow to notice the loyal ones, nor

am I blind to the grouch. I can readily detect the one who hurries

both there and back when sent on an errand as well as I can detect

the one who takes his time going and then hurries back telling me how

long he had to wait before he could fulfill his mission. I can pick out

the errand boy who is going to climb, but I can’t pick out the man

who will continue to climb. It is hard to climb after the first achieve—

ment. Some people vulgarly call it “big—head.” Some say a “white

collar” position is the ruin of men; and that their brains and clothes

are too closely allied, and in truth, I have often remarked that ‘many

young men would never know where their throats were, were it not for

the neckwear. By this I mean that their bodies and brains are about

of equal value to them—they canont concentrate their minds upon their

work because they are wondering if their tailor really has the latest

“wrinkle” produced in their clothing, and thus service sufl’ers. Such

cannot climb because they cannot lift their feet. They aspire but their

flights are imaginary. They demand instead of that they should he

demanded. Ego plays a role of too much importance with them.

I repeat, service sufiers. Such people agitate social, commercial and

political reform and fail to apply the service reform in themselves.

They are not rendering service in their work.

The higher a man climbs the more service he must render and to

the greater number of people, the chief clerk has more responsibility
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than his subordinate. The manager is the servant of all who deal

with the house as well as of every employe. When one commences to

share with the manager in his duties by shouldering his or her respec

tive duties, then the climbing, whether or not it seems imperceptible,

is REAL, and in such cases it is Service and greater USE of service

that is spelling Success. 7

The President of this nation is the Servant of every civilian in it.

He achieved a measure of success he now holds through Service, but

should he fail to render service commensurate with his exalted position,

he is a failure regardless of campaign funds spent for his re-election.

-If you would know Success, SERVE!!! -

Worry—Its Danger and Its Cure

By DR. JOHN HARVEY KELLOGG.
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ORRY wears worse than work.

Worry destroys, work produces.

Worry wastes energy, work utilizes it.

\Vorry subtracts, work multiplies. ‘

Worry dwarfs, depresses, confuses, kills.

Worry stops digestion, paralyzcs the bowels,

slows the heart.

Worry is known to cause diabetes, goitre, neu

rasthenia, and gout.

Worry anticipates failure and creates disaster.

Worry is a mind malady—a mental unsoundness.

Anxiety in the face of grave danger is natural

and unaVOidable. .

Worry about petty troubles, or even big ones,

is useless and may become calamitous.

Worry is often a habit and may be cured by an

effort of the will.

CHEER UP.



Efficiency

By C. S. COOK.

Railway and Lighting Department, Westinghouse Electric and Manu

facturing Company.

Putnam’s Word Book defines the word Eflicient as “competent, capable,

proficient, effectual, potent, efiieacious." Can you imagine the term Efficiency.

Mr. Cook's subject, as being less than Competency, Capability, Proficiency?

That’s the way to look at lt.-—Ediwr.
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HE term “efficiency” conveys a number of different meanings.

Efficiency as applied to engineering work is commonly defined as

the ratio of useful work to applied energy.

The salesman who confounds engineering efficiency with commercial

efiiciency is familiar to us all. He is the little blue-eyed “gink” who

gets down to his little desk early in the morning, stands in with the mail

clerk and strips the mail of such orders as he may be able.to get away

with. He is the fellow we always find busy forming spurious argu—

ments as to why he should have partial credit on orders earned by

other men. Generally, he is a sort of parasite, who, giving nothing,

claims everything—he deludes no one but himself into the feeling that

he is eflicient. From an engineering standpoint he is eflicient if he has

any output at all, for there is practically no input.

Another good definition of the term efiiciency is—“full of action, or

capable of causing action.” One of the most excellent and familiar

examples of efficiency by a literal interpretation of this definition is the

common garden variety of yellow hornet; He is certainly capable of

causing action, therefore is efficient. The yellow hornet salesman is

also a familiar figure; he is a hustler, sharp, keen at bargain driving,

has everyone stirred up into action, from headquarters to the prosnec~

tive customer, and very frequently succeeds in landing the first order.

Rarely, however, does this type hold the trade, or obtain subsequent

orders, as after the smoke of the negotiation has cleared away, some

one is found to have been stung by the hornet; frequently the customer,

more often the company, and generally both.

The third interpretation of the word efficiency, and the one which

really applies to commercial work, is “an effectual agency or power."

This is the kind of efiiciency we want to develop in our sales force, and
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one which leads to very different results than order stripping or first

order Selling. It is an attribute which must be developed in the indi

vidual through his own efforts, through self-analysis combined with a

broad understanding of the elements that surround the work he is

engaged in. In other words, it is a direct function of self-reliance and

knowledge, to which is added a broad humanity and consideration of

the rights of others, for no one can make himself efficient who is not

reasonably unselfish.

Given the right man for a place in our sales organization, or in any

other organization, responsibility and efficiency are closely allied. If

one will study the biographies of successful efficient men, it will be

found that almost without exception they were men who were either

given or assumed great responsibility. Many men weaken themselves

by refusing to take the responsibility that is properly theirs, with

consequent loss of personal efficiency. I refer particularly to that class

of salesmen, who when they definitely locate a prospective customer,

just sit down on their haunches and bowl for some one from headquar—

ters to come and pull the chestnuts out of the fire. The salesman.

following this method, shirking responsibility and “passing the buck”

of winning or losing the order to the other fellow, loses his personal

efficiency. Not only that, he lowers his hold, such as he may have,

on the customer. He loses that customer’s confidence, so that on the

next deal the customer wants “Bill” from headquarters. Assuming that

headquarters are always glad and willing to help out when necessary,

they have their own duties and responsibilities which are apt to sufl’er

when too much call is made for their principal men. Therefore, too

frequent “S O S” calls by the salesmen in the field are harmful to the

company’s interests in more ways than simply lowering the efficiency

of the salesman through the destruction of his sense of individual

responsibility.

With full responsibility in one place, no such “buck” passing is pos

sible; efficiency is promoted. Without full responsibility, the aforesaid

“buck” is passod from A. to B. to Z. and back to A., and any attempt

to locate causes of failure finds itself on a kite-shaped track, with

the “buck” bound to take first money. Many salesmen feel that simply

taking a sample of the customer’s ink on the bottom of an order blank

or contract is the end of their work and the evidence of an efficient

salesman. It may, 01‘ it may not be. It all depends on the contract

Companies like ours are not organized for the express purpose 0f
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giving employment to a bunch of engineers, to a lot of shop men, or to

a family of‘peddlers. The purpose of the organization is to make money,

money for the stockholders. If it were not for certain wise govern—

mental regulations about coinage, manufacturers would all take the

short cut and install mint machinery. The eflicient salesman, there

fore, does his full duty by obtaining a clean—cut contract, free from,

ambiguities, at the best possible price obtainable, and with terms so

drawn that when settlement time comes the Treasury Department has

no difliculty in making full collection. He never takes, or recommends,

a contract that he feels will never be settled, or settled only at a discount.

Efliciency on the part of the salesman, particularly the salesman.

handling apparatus that is sold through direct negotiation; is largely

an element of personality or confidence. The vast majority of such

business which is not placed through financial affiliation or control, is ‘

governed largely by the personal element, by the confidence the pur

chaser has in the seller; and as generally the acquaintance of the pur~

chaser with the seller is through the salesman almost exclusively, the

closeness of the personal touch and the confidence the buyer has in the

salesman is a determining factor. The efficient salesman never abuses

that confidence.

Recognizing the value of this factor—personal touch—the eflicient

manager or salesman is generally found to be a man with a very broad

acquaintance with the trade in the territory in which he operates.

Generally he does not spread himself out too thin. Any one man is

limited in the number of people he can know, and know well, or whose

confidence he can hold and maintain. To undertake to know too many,

or to cover too great a field, is a fallacy. I once knew a half-witted

pair, brother and sister, who attended an old—fashioned country fair.

One of the delicacies handled by “hawkers” about the fair was hot

gingerbread, which had the virtue of being both filling and cheap.

About a half-dozen young bumpkins started out to buy gingerberad for

the half-witted pair. They loaded them up; the girl filled her apron,

the boy his pockets and still the gingerbread came and they took it.

Finally it began to overflow; they gathered it up from the ground, sand

and all. Finally they had more gingerbread than they could either eat

or carry, and more sand than gingerbmad. They were in exhctly the

efiicient position of the salesman or manager who wants a territory or a

line of customers larger than he can handle, or a line of apparatus larg

er and broader than he can properly represent.

 



"Retail Mismanagement”

By E. ST. ELMO LEWIS.
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Perhaps there is no place in the commercial world where the sort of

criticism suggested in Mr. Lewis' article following, is more truly deserved.

Think the matter over, Mr. Retailer, and count the genuinely great retail

stores in America, and when finished as far as you can go, see if the figures

are not less than 50. And if your establishment deserves to rank as one,

count it. If it doesn’t, then ask yourself “GIL—Editor.
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ET us analyze the management a moment in its relation

to the man on the other side of the counter. I Can

take any store, go into it five times and pick ten things

in which it is deficient, from the standpoint of management,

and 99 out of 100 real managers will agree with me, whether

the particular management does or not. If you think you

are efficient, Mr. Retail Manager, you might ask yourself

these questions:

1. Do you“ provide means for securing and using all avail

able knowledge of stocks, of the hiring of people, of their

proper compensation? If you think you do, how many in—

vestigations have you made in other stores in other towns

and cities of this country, within the past year? How do you

know? ‘

2. What provision do you make to see that the knowledge

furnished to your employes is properly utilized? Do you

show them how to handle themselves and their work? Do you

train them? Do you show them how to do it most efficiently,

or do you leave it to their individual initiative? How do you

know that the knowledge they are supposed to have is used?

, 3. As a concrete fact, do you give any ,rewards in in

creased compensation to those who seek a better way, and

who do use, properly and efficiently, the special and concrete

knowledge that they gain?

4. Have you anyone in your store, or in any department
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in your store, beside your buyers, to whom you provide liberal

means for acquiring knowledge, by scientific investigation

about anything, but markets?

The results will surprise you, when you have looked your—

self squarely in the eye, after you have made the investiga—

tion. Yet, is there one, single, solitary thing in those four

propositions, that shouldn’t be done, or that is impractical, un—

reasonable, or that your knowledge—not your opinions—tells

you would not work?

There are several reasons for inefficiency in the ordinary re~

tail shop. I will show you how I go at- the proposition, and I

am going to give you some little things that happened to me.

I will put thevmost popular ones first.

There are three faults upon the part of the employe. Under—

stand, I do not hold the clerk blameless, but I hold his trainer

to a stricter accounting. Every time I see a poor clerk be—

hind a counter, I look past him or her, doing the best he or

she can, to that worried individual who sits behind the desk

upstairs, and is too busy to devote his time to the employ—

ment of his help, or to their training.

First.-—There is the lack of interest upon the part of the

employes. '

I walked into one of our jewelry stores the other day, dis

tinguished for its class or “auto” trade. Now, I had an idea

that I might like to purchase a Christmas present for a mem

ber of my family. I went there not to “look” but to buy.

There was a man at the repair department, who squinted at

me through his goggle as I entered, then went on with his

Work.v Another clerk, the Pompadour Paul style, you know,

stood behind the counter, sticking rings into a tray. Under—

stand, he was sticking them in—putting them back into in~

ventory where they don‘t earn anything on the money they
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cost. He threw me a glance—literally “threw.” A couple

of young gentlemen of quite superior tonsorial appearance

were standing in the rear of the store holding a chatting

soire'e. An older salesman was putting silverware away in

a glass case.

I walked over by the“ gentleman who was sticking rings into

the tray, and I looked at him quite intently. He never moved

an eyelash.

I walked around the case, past the man who was putting

silverware away, and I stopped long enough to look at 8

silver cup. He, too, was considering other very important

matters. I went around past the two gentlemen, who were

discussing the latest tango step, and I came up on the other

side. I passed the watch repair man, and went on out the

$45.00 went with me.

Second—The next fault of the employe is lack of courtesy.

The United Cigar Stores Company have made “Thank You”

famous from coast to coast.

door.

There are a certain number of

stores in every town noted for the lack of courtesy of their

clerks.

Of course it doesn’t really make any difi'erence except that

discourtesy is annoying to gentlewomen when they prefer to

pay cash for a purchase, that they should be subtly reminded

by a frigid indifference that their trade is not considered 35

good as' the charge trade. I do not believe this is one store's

real policy, but its clerks are so badly trained, and, as a class,

insufferany discourteous! If the real policy of the retail

store is to prefer credit to cash customers, then it would he

enlightening to find why it is wasting thousands 0f dollars a

year adertising in the daily papers. It seems quite absurd

for it to carry a line of goods intended to appeal to the middle
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class people, or to the shopper. And why should it print

prices in its advertising?

Third—The next thing is the lack of training of em*

ployes.

Employes show in a hundred ways lack of knowledge of

stock—lack of knowledge of store procedure, and inability

to answer ordinary questions about store policy.

Fourth—Then there is so \often one weakness on the part

of the store itself—lack of attractiveness.

Now, attractiveness is a relative quality. I would suggest

that attractiveness of the store is attractiveness for the class

of people which you wish to reach.

Fifth—There is the employer who is satisfied with what he

knows himself—that his own experience has taught him. He

has an ingrowing mind, an ingrowing business. He dries up

and passes away in one generation, and sometimes in much

less. Let’s forget him—he doesn’t count.

Sixth—Then, there is the employer who fails to apply

modern methods.

Modern methods are those which have been tested and tried

in the crucible of retail experience and found successful to—

day. The efficient employer develops the open—minded at—

titude. He wants outside advice and suggestion. He regularly

attends the Business Men’s Association meeting. The in

efficient man never goes. If he did, the only thing he would

take away from it would either be a headache or a grouch.

He is the kind of man who says—“What does he know about

retailing? He has never been in the retail business!"

Think it over!

No man can do anything very great until his

ideals are above the flesh—Charles \Vagncr.



I Trapped by Telephone

By LOUIS SCHNEIDER.
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This Just Illustrates the tendency of many to practice what they regard

sass? n:-...:::.s::a.'e::. assess;
a Natural Law is "a rule of action or of conduct, prescribed by the highest

authority in the Unlverse." Justice is the name of a Natural Law. When

1;;glitz-mm to get mund lt we waste our time. It finally forces obedience.

HE problem of getting prospects to admit the virtues

of machines placed on a make—good—or-no~sale basis is

one which sometimes taxes the ingenuity of the dealer.

A dealer who was placing a new (to that section of the

country) make of corn planter placed several on this basis,

and was assured by one of the prospects that his implement

was not working satisfactorily. The balance of the planters

having made good, he became doubtful of the sincerity of the

complainant. Personal attention to the implement on the part

of the dealer set it going in great form. Still the man balked.

The dealer did not press the matter, but returned to town,

insisting on a further trial. ,

The next night he called the farmer over the phone. While

he waited he heard half a dozen receivers come down, as he

had expected, it being a party line, so he knew that he would

have witnesses if he succeeded in accomplishing his purpose.

“Howdy, Jim,” he hailed abruptly when the farmer an

swered. “What’re you doin’ nowadays?”

“Been plantin’ corn the last two days."

“Thought I saw you in that twenty east of the house today

When'll you finish there P"

“Tomorrow mornin’ sometime. Why?"

“Thought if you wasn’t goin’ to use your planter furtllfil‘

right away I’d like to borrow it a day or'two—if it’s still
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workin.“ It give you some trouble last year, you know.”

“Oh, I junked that one, and got me another.”

“You did! What make? How’s \it work ?”

“It’s a—(he gave the name), and say, it’s a jim-dandy.”

And the unsuspecting farmer gave a glowing tribute to the

work of the planter. Finally he thought to ask, “Who’s this
I’m talkin’ to, anyway?” I

The dealer gave his! name. There was a short silence, and

then came a burst of laughter, followed by the farmer’s ad

mission that he had been fairly caught.

\\‘\\‘\‘\\““"\\\\\\“\\\““‘\“‘\\\‘\\‘\“

When you come to think of it, nothing, no one,

excepting you, yourself, determines your mental

attitude. You have to decide for happiness, orfor

unhappiness. It takes no longer to say, “I’m hap

py,” than to say the opposite, and the effect is hap

' pifying, vivifying—a glorious freedom! '
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: None too much heed‘is given by many to the in

: junction to “Do unto others as you would have

: them do unto you,” regarding it as a mere preach—

: ment in the meantime. But oh, Sorrows! How

: that shoe does hurt when it happens to get on the

: other foot!! For instance: Suppose you say to

: your acquaintances—“Treat the other fellow when

: he calls on you 'as you would have him treat you

: should you call on him in a business way.” Try

: it and see how many respond with a “THAT’S

E RIGHT, I’LL no IT.”

'
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Advertising
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By H. E. GRANT
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The heart thought in Mr. Grant’s article following, on Advertising. is well

illustrated by his suggestion of the AID to selling which advertising is, espe

cially when it really GETS Attention, holds that until Interest is aroused, and

intensifies that until Deslre is created in the mind of the reader. This 18 ad

veu'tising; and advertising, says Mr. Sheldon, is “Salesmanship by the written

method."—Edlt0r.
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DVERTISING has been described as salesmanship by the literary

route. This is really true only of that which announces the new,

‘or that which the many may buy direct from the advertiser.

Manufacturers’ advertising, especially that which is national, has a

different mission. In the one case proximate, or even immediate sales,

are expected, and the value of the advertising may, therefore, be readily

traced. The other is of educational value; an introduction; means of

sustaining interest; and the preparation in many other ways of the path

way which leads up to sales. The results from such advertising are

' wide reaching and certain, but almost impossible to fully trace.

Sales publicity, such as that appearing in periodicals making a

specific claim for interest from their readers because of the require—

ments of their particular occupation, may be termed “specialized adver

tising.” It reaches those responsible for their particular class of goods

being purchased, much more rapidly than could be done by personal

solicitation, and will undoubtedly reach many who, through the weak

nesses inherent in the unsupported personal sales method, might other

wise be overlooked.

Advertising in this sensa becomes the first step and an important

one, in efiecting the sale. Such advertising should not appear in the

magazine of the moment or in the circular of the secondfclass mail, but

should have its place on the pages of those periodicals which, after

being carefully read when received, are then permanently filed for

future reference.

Specialized advertising attracts attention, arouses interest, educates

up to the point of purchase, and plays an important part in the ultimate

sale.

Aid Before Action.

“Extry! Speshul! All about the war! Paper!” And do what
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you will, you can not resist the temptation to buy the paper thrust

before you though you know in advance that it is but to read again a

tale already twice told. The sale is easy.

In this way, the great war of Europe has furnished an illustration

corroborative of the advantage and necessity of properly preparing the

pathway to successful sales.

The stupendousness of this war has attracted the attention of the

world; its outcome afiects all and therefore claims individual interest.

The result is a desire for news and the purchase of every "special"

whether it but circulates a rumor, rehashes a hash, or actually gives

something new.

One of the best selling rules to remember always is that you must

have AID-—

Attention

Interest

Desire

before you can get action.

The gullibility of the public over the purchase of war specials will

probably be a nine days’ wonder. An abused confidence combined with

dissatisfaction will revolt, and the dictum that “you can fool some

of the people all the time, and all the people some of the time but that

you cannot fool all the people all the time” will be found to obtain.

The most extensive advertising has but a diminishing value irr

spective of the media, if the advertiser cannot make good. To fool the

purchaser and destroy his confidence is to eclipse the prospect of

continued business. It is not enough to make the sale alone. The

trickster does that! In the interests of future sales, those of the pres

ent must be certain of creating confidence through complete satisfaction

given. -

And yet with all the world-wide attention, intense interest, and a

desire which knows no satisfaction save in possession,—this tremendous

aid would be almost useless or at least less efficient were it not for the

newsboy salesman. The reverse statement, that the salesman, without

the prepared mind for the purchase, would make infinitely fewer sales

is, of course,_equally true.

The complement of specialized advertising, whether by corre

spondence or word of mouth, is the salesman.

Advertising is “first aid” given before action—a reversal and a

revision which should result in betterment.

_.:_u_
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V Accentuating the Arguments.

When you impress clearly on the mind of your prospect the thing

you have to ofier, you have his attention. In this way, advertising

is seen to be the most important aid to your salesmen. It attracts

attention to the thing to be sold.

Any commodity advertised to the same extent as the European

war would command an almost equal interest. V

Extensive advertising presupposes importance and aids interest—

a conscious feeling of concernment.

Interest is at once a stimulant and a guide to desire which impels

action which results in possession.

Neither prophet nor seer is needed to show that the United States

will enjoy years of unprecedented prosperity through not having to

participate in Europe’s lust of war and loss of life and wealth, but the

way to this business must be paved with additional attention getting,

interest impelling, and desire creating advertising.

Are you advertising widely those commodities which you now

know you will sell in increased quantities—that merchandise of yours

which you know will make good?

r\““‘\\\‘\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\

“Who asks not, the chambers are darkened

Where his soul sits in silence alone.

Who gives not, his soul never hearkened

To the love-call of zone unto zone.

Who prays not, exists, but he lives not;

A blot and a discord is he.

Who asks not, receives not and gives not,

Were better drowned in the sea.

Ah, the asking, receiving and giving

Is the soul of the life that we live.

All the beauty and sweetness of living

Is to ask‘, to receive and to give.”
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Privilege

()0 often that wonderful and concrete expres

T sion of Power—THE TRUTH— is ignored

by men. This phrase is unique, and of course

unapproachable by any other when we think of or

seek for a basis of right in whatever of life's re—

lations.

Too often do men quote DUTY, until parrot-like

the term seems to stand for every excuse under the

sun which may be invoked for neglect of their real

obligations. “Social” duty, “filial” duty, “parental”

duty, “Christian” duty, the “citizen’s” duty’ “em

ploye’s” duty, “employer’s” duty, “duty” this, and

“duty” that, until the word actually cloys;

especially when it is noted that it is mainly

TALKED of and not‘DONE.

Why not get away from the term “duty” and tie

up to that other word, PRIVILEGE? That's the

thing! Social PRIVILEGE, filial PRIVILEGE,

parental PRIVILEGE, Christian PRIVILEGE,

citizenship PRIVILEGE. Privileges draw and at

tract. We like to realize them, we cherish them, and

are careful to preserve them, Duty DRIVES.

Privilege DRAWS. It is a privilege to be a mem~

ber of the social order; of the family, of the Chris

tian community; and of‘the State. But a very

great percentage of men and women appear to

crave an outlet for their self-love which may

enable them to escape the condemnation thattthe

possession of that quality deserves; so they enum—
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crate their “duties” with a long drawn face, and

assert that they “will do their duty at any cost.”

All the time merely pitying themselves, instead of

glorying in the PRIVILEGES they enjoy of SERV

ING others.

PRIVILEGE and' SERVICE, in this view, go

hand in hand.

Let’s put it to a vote.

All who rejoice in their Privileges as enumerated,

in contradistinction to their Duties—so-called,

SEND US A CARD. We’ve a message for you.

WM. T. GOFFE.

\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\'
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One conjunction makes a connection, but two relatives often

unmake business.

“I’m as good as anybody,” is only good so long as one

dishes—up the right goods to everybody.

“I know him well,” is no proof that neither party has sick

ened of the acquaintanceship,

A man may be a "game-cock” in the wrong game.



Don’t F001 Yourself!

Try a Self-Analysis

.\\‘\‘\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\“\\\

Character Delineation by expert character analysts is coming to

be fairly common; and it is very generally agreed that the organized

and classified knowledge available relating to physical, mental, moral.

and volitional characteristics, which in the delineation is an art, is of

substantial value to one who seeks to better understand his or her

fellows.

This is the commercial view.

Another is a capable Self-Analysis.
'I Not everyone, however, takes care to understand SELF as should

be done. Not everyone who seeks to “read” the human nature of the

other fellow, gives consideration or credit to the fact that the other

fellow is “reading” him as well, and that his personal life and habits

are like BULLETINS placed on high that others may see.

Following is a self-analysis which is very fine we think, if honestly

applied. (This was contributed, but in some manner the author’s

name and address do not appear on the manuscript. If this meets the

‘ author‘s eye we wish to hear from him or her for proper credit—Editor.)

EFORE I can be honest with other people, I must first

B be honest with myself.

Being honest with myself, I propose to ask myself

the following questions; and, being honest with myself, I will

take my time to answer them, and to do it honestly.

WHO AM 1? WHAT AM I? AM I WHERE I AM

BECAUSE OF MY BEING WHAT I AM? ......................... ..

WHAT IS. MY NAME? ..

WHAT IS MY AGE? .......................................................WHERE DO I LIVE? ........................................................ ..

WHAT IS MY OCCUPATION? I... ....................... ..AM I

MAKING A SUCCESS OF IT? .............................................

AM I AHEAD OF? OR BEHIND THOSE WITH

WHOM I STARTED LIFE? .................................................... ..
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HOW MUCH DO I KNOW? ................................................ ..

HOW DID I ACQUIRE THE KNOWLEDGE I DO

POSSESS? ______________________________________________________________________________________ ..

AM I USING WHAT I KNOW, IN CONNECTION

WITH WHAT I DO? ________________________________________________________________ ..

  

AM I STILL LEARNING? ________________________________________________ ..

WHAT IS MY CHARACTER AND REPUTA—

TION? _________________________________________________ "T _______________________________________..

WHAT DO MEN SAY THEY THINK OF ME?WHAT DO I THINK OF MYSELF? ...................................... ..

' WHAT OF MY HABITS? ___________________ __AM I CLEAN

LYP ..............PUNCTUALP ..........._COURTEOUSP .............. .

AM I A SLAVE TO HABIT? ............................DO I USE

LIQUOR? ______________________________"TOBACCO? ________________________OR OTHER NARCOTIC? ___________________________ .......................... -.

AM I PROFANE? ______________________________________DO I DECEIVE

OTHERS? ______________________________________"AM I JUST? _____ ............... ..

WHERE DO I SPEND MY TIME? .............................. ..

HOW DO I SPEND MY TIME? ______________________________________________ .

HAVE I ANY DEFINITE OBJECTIVE IN LIFE? .... ..

------------------- I ON MY WAY?HAVE I A LIFE PLAN? ____________________________AM I WORK

ING AT IT? ____ _; ____________________________________________________________________________ ..

WHAT AM I WORTH IN MONEY? .............................. -

HOW DID I ACQUIRE 1T; ________________________________________________ ..

DO I SYSTEMATICALLY SAVE SOMETHING OF

MY INCOME? ______________________WHAT OF MY HOME LIFE?

AM 1 GOOD SON? ______________"BROTHER? ____________HUS

BAND? ....................FATHER_P _____________________________________________.0R

AM I GOOD DAUGHTER? ______________SISTER? .............. -

WIFE? ------------------------------------..MOTHER_P ________________________________ -

WHAT IS MY SOCIAL RANK? ______________________________________ -
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WHY AM I WHAT I AM MORALLYP ................................ ..

AM I GOD—FEARING? ..............................AM I CLEAN?

................................._AM I HELPFUL?DO I REALIZE THAT I AM PART OF GOD'S

GREAT WORLD PLAN?AM I WORKING TO MAKE THE WORLD WISER?

....................BETTER?I say I am going to take my time in answering these ques—

tions. I am going to read them over, think them over—every

question—before I answer any. I WILL NOT SHOW THE

ANSWERS TO ANY BUT MY CREATORH

Then six months afterwards I'll-g0 over them again to see

what progress I have made; and again at the end of the year.

I’M GOING TO MAKE A SHOWINGH I’VE TAKEN

A TUMBLE TO MYSELF!!!

 

“Taking the bull by the horns,” might be as risky as taking

the mule by the tail. ——

Some people always bid you Goodspeed, and then run like

the “Old Nick" to beat you to it.

\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\“\\\\\“\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\\$

Man’s hope lies not in his perfection,_but in his

perfectibility.—She1don.

Words are the only things God never bears in a

prayer. '

“A fortune without a man behind it is a. mis—

fortune.”

‘\‘\“
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“Scatter Sunshine as You Go”

 

By JOHN M. BAKER

The world has need of sunshine as you go,

For we often see the tears of sorrow flow.

You can haste that coming day

When they will all be wiped away,

If you scatter blessed sunshine as you go.

   

Refrain:
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' As you go; yes, as you go,

: You can scatter blessed sunshine as you go.

: So many hearts are sad,

: You can help to make them glad

: If you scatter blessed sunshine as you go.
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‘ You can labor for the Master as you go;

‘Plant the precious seed and He will hid it grow,

Toiling on what’er betide

With the Saviour by your side,

You can scatter blessed sunshine as you go.

\

You will meet with many trials as you go.

There will be some self-denials here below,

But keep looking still above

And remember God is love

While you scatter blessed sunshine as you go.
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This song has never been set to music. It seems to be Worth

it. Any reader possessing the musical ability necessarv. may do

80. with the understanding that Mr. Baker shall Participate in

any benefit which may accrue.—Editor. :

I
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The Creed of the Business

Philosopher’s Friends
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: BELIEVE in The BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER, be- :

I cause it is carrying a message to the world which will I

: help the coming generations as well as the present :

' one . I

I ' I

: I believe in The BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER because I

4 I believe in the true philosophy it is spreading before the :

: people. ' :

: I believe in The BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER, because I

4 its principles are not subordinated nor its policy dominated :

: by financial aristocrats for money making purposes alone. :

: I believe in The BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER, because :

I of the cleanliness of its pages; because it is constructive ,

: and not destructive; because it creates within me positive :

: instead of negative feelings; because it generates enthusiasm, :

= good will toward all men, with malice toward none; and '

; because it is fostering the principles of universal brother- :

: hoOd of Man. :

: Believing these things, I will allow no opportunity to p

4 escape me to speak of this “great little efficiency monitor.” :

: I will boost it wherever I go. I will help get it into the :

: hands of my friends whenever I can. I will thus lend a I

I helping hand for the benefit of my fellow man while culti- :

: vating within myself the PRINCIPLE OF SERVICE. :

I

' i
' I
' I

' I

' I

' I

' I

' I

‘ I

I

Signature

Address

I
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, Sign and send this copy to a friend. Then let me know

I. and I will send you another for your files—Editor.

I .

I

I
‘
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HE Chicago Herald has instituted a Youth

Achievement Department, and has secured

the services of Judge Willis Brown as its di

rector. This is a long step forward, if the idea is,

as it appears to be, to encourage effective and right

action on the part of boys, by commendatory recog—

nition via the certificate or medal route, to be pre

sented and endorsed by citizens whose lives and

characters as well as official positions are of a grade

which worthily impresses the boy just begining his

career. But the query obtrudes itself as follows—

Who shall note and tabulate individual achieve—

ment, in order that the judges or awarders of merit

certificates may correctly act? Will those who keep

tab, or who gather information for committees, that

judgments may be reached, be themselves qualified

to recognize the occasions when this or that boy

exercises the quality of observation, memory, judg—

ment, reason, purpose, honesty, loyalty, justice, and

others of a like character?

There is evidence in all phases of society of a

commendable desire to acknowledge worth and ca

pacity in the individual. The question which must

come to the fore is—How shall we recognize the

presence of qualities in the individual that when

exercised produce worthy acts? And then, how

may we, who are thus anxious to acknowledge and

to recognize, aid in the development of the qualities

suggested and others like them? These further

steps forward will prove interesting when applied

to the Herald’s New Department.——W. T. G.
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Airy—Though not Frivolous—

Philosophy
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Some people try to do more for God looking to the here

after, than they do for the sake of His creatures NOW.

  

> There are men who “make many friends,” but after they

are made, these men proceed to manufacture grafts to beat

them. I '

The man who loses his patience, needs a doctor for his

business.

Here and there we see men who have the heart to do things,

' if only they had the cash to undo other things.

“In the course of business, nothing should, of course, be

coarse.”

“To strain at a gnat and swallow a camel,” is better than

to'not strain the milk and devour microbes.

 

“Let well enough alone,” but diagnose and analyze the

situation.

Look behind the scenes, but work in the open. .

I Sam Rud Cook, in The Blue Stocking.
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Gunpowder in Every

Normal Man

THERE IS GUNPOWDER

In every man, if you can get the spark to it

which will ignite it.

THERE IS LATENT POWER

In every salesman—~very often more than

he himself dreams of.

ALL YOU NEED TO DO

To light the flame of his enthusiasm, is to

show him his own opportunities and their

possibilities for him.

DO BUT THIS MUCH FOR HIM

And the hidden gunpowder within him will

cause him to explode with sudden and irresist

ible power and keep it up.

“GINGER TALKS" by Holman,

Will do the work for him. Presenthim with .

a copy. Price $2.00 per copy.

ASK ,

The Business Philosopher

AREA, Lake County, ILLINOIS

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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Success Cost

Sturtevant 3 Cents!

He found the secret concealed in an old scrapbook which he

‘ bought down in Ann Street.

The moment he read it he cried, “I know that my fortune is

made.”

The “Magic Story” as it was called, did more than make

Sturtevant prosperous and happy. Everybody to whom he

told it was thrilled and inspired by it—led onward and up~

ward to heights they had never hoped to attain.

Read His Wonderful Story

Part One of the “Magic Story” tells of its discovery by Sturte

vant and the amazing efl’ect it had on him and his friends.

It is the most interesting story of inspiration and achievement

you ever read.

You can read it free—you are under no obligation to buy

the complete “Magic Story” unless you wish to. If you do

it will cost you only $1——and your money will be returned if

you are dissatisfied. Thousands have bought the “Story” and

been helped by its wonderful message—less than 1 per cent

have ever asked for their money back.

Read Part One anyway; just write us today and say “Send

me a free copy of Part One of the ‘Magic Story.’ ”

The Business Philosopher

Area, Lake (30., Illinois

 

Say "I Saw 1; In the Bust Phllooophar"
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For Value, Serv

ice, Home

Comforts

Meet me at the ’ I, If"

 

 

' HOTE ULER
Detroit, Michigan

Center of business on Grand Circus Park. Take Woodward car, get

~ off at Adams Avenue

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $1.50 Single, $2.50 Up Double

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.00 Single, $300 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.50 Single, $4.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $3 to $5 Single, $4.50 Up Double

Total 600 Outside Booms

. ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

T“ Flam—Agents’ New Unique Cafes and

“picRm Cabaret Excellente

Say “I Saw It In the Bil-inc” Philosopher"
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+FENTON+

GUMMELD

LABELS
We have done two notable things in Gummecl Label

making that are not usually associated:- RAISED the stand

ard and LOWERED the price. We are making better

labels at the same time we are making them cost less.

  

No other concern has the equipment for making la

bels of the better sort that we have--had to design some of

the machinery ourselves.

Every part of this equipment means better labels

for less money by cutting out cumbersome and time-wast

ing methods.

WE SAY IT BOLDLY--NO ONE ELSE IN THE

COUNTRY CAN SELL OUR KIND OF LABELS AT

OUR PRICES.

Send for free catalog and see for yourself.

FENTON LABEL C0.
S.W. C2 9111 6‘ THOMPSON STS.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

 

 

“I “I “I It I. the Bull-en Philosopher"
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An Old-Fashioned Preacher

of the Old-Time Religion

W Billy Sunday somehow appeals to tha

popular sense wherein all special taste.

and interests merge. Whole commu

nities are changed for a cleaner

healthier, moral atmosphere. This i.

the record wherever Billy Sunday ha

labored. There is no logic like th<

logic of facts.

  

 

medlflbel ' 7 ’

{Baal ‘ ‘Bllly Sunday
@1211";better The Man and His Message

05 - 1;
William T.uEllis, LL.D.

limaldfltla' “ AUTHORlZED BY MR. SUNDAl

Sign some 0

Tells the story of Mr. Sunday's eventful life, gives a keen analysis of hi:

manner and methods and traces his remarkable success as the mos

conspicuous Christian leader in America, and also contains the heart 0:

Dena-labels his message, arranged by subjects, including his vivid utterances, hi:

startling epigrams and his homely, Lincoln-like illustrations that add tr

 

. l.lume'wai his tremendously earnest appeals. Published by special agreement f0]

the use of copyrighted material and photographs.

!E IN THE - s c ' 9 s

was AT The Only Book That Explains B1lly Sunday

Clofh. 496 pages. Illustrated. $1.50. Cheaper Cloth edition, $1.00.

If.

Address

The Area Institute of Business Technology,

Area, Lake County, Illinois.

 

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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Area, Illinois

In the United States of America

\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\1

Surrounded by rich farm lands and prosperous farme

-—the kind who ride in automobiles.

a. REA, the country town beautiful.

Formerly named Rockefeller in honor of the man who

capital gave its first railroad, “The 500 Line”; later renam

AREA in honor of the educational philosophy developed I

the man who gave it its first stimulus.

CHICAGO is only thirty-seven miles from AREA.

Somewhere in the United States (or maybe it’s in Mexic

there is a place called the—“Half Acre,” supposedly so on a

count of the unfitness of the location for human habitatic

Some one has said that that spot of earth was used as a dum

ing ground for the left-over material after this old ball of m'

was completed. Such being the case the perfect materials m1

have begun to be used here at Area, for the site and the st

rounding country are abundantly blessed with the artis

handiwork of Nature. With rolling meadows, resplende

in green attire for five or six months of the year, great whe

fields arising out of rich fertile soil, bouquets of wild flowe

interspersed between the grainfields and the woodlanI

natural lakes of clear, fresh water, deep ravines and sham

nooks, and splendid country roads; all these and more go

make Area the garden—spot of the Middle States.

There is a splendid market close by for the magnificent p1

ducts of the agriculturists and gardeners.
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With all its beauties, natural advantages of location a

surrounding agricultural wealth, Area still has room for ‘

dustries and commercial enterprises.

There is room with facilities and opportunities for profits :

a canning factory.

There is room for a brick manufacturing plant.

There is lots of room for a profitable dairy business, a

there is room for a builder; not a house for rent in Area.

There are unrivalled locations for summer homes near i

beautiful lakes contiguous to Area, homes which the ofi

worker in Chicago could use daily the whole year round. Tr;

service is splendid; steam and electric lines afford excell'

transportation.

A whole acre may be purchased for a very reasonable s=

upon which can be constructed a beautiful home with the

commodations of water, gas, electricity and other mod|

equipments including baths, at an expense relatively small.

Come to Area and dwell with us. Nature herself invi

you. The people invite you. Come and see us. You will

welcome every day in the year and especially any one of th

beautiful Autumn days when the sweetscented wild flowers

most fragrant, when the birds sing sweetest, and when

cowbells tinkle like music as the barefooted boys round up

herd in the pasture field.

“coming round the bend,” grip in hand, with a smile on y

face, prepared to spend a night or so with us.

It is then we hope to see 3

Very cordially and sincerely,

PEOPLE OF AREA AND SURROUNDING VICINITY
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THE MARDEN BOOK DEPT.. 29 EAST 22d ST.. N. Y. CITY. x".

Send catalog of Mar-den Books: also find enclosed S______._ for x 9"

which send oostnald copies of all books marked with X on ,/’¢0

list below. XX;

To 1/ 9*

,"e

Keeping Fit /’ 91"

Joys 0 leln T 4 6‘

C

  
nlnz for e

Excentlonal Employee ..

Progressive Business Man

Pushing to the Fro

Miracle 0! Bl

care. ower and P en

.8

tv.. .8 ‘ X'go

\Vh Thl 11 Ca .08 /He Can “ . 0 like 0 $0.54 / a¢ .

ul . .
I ’lléo u

‘ Bo Success

I Winning

Read Qualitie.

The MARDEN BOOKS Have Helped a Milli
(MORE THAN A MILLION COPIES HAVE ALREADY BEEN 501

They will help YOU

To Master the Science of Efficiency .

To Make the Most of Yourself and Make Opportunities

To Build Character and Make a Name in the World

To Increase Your Ability and Multiply Your Earning Po

To Overcome Obstacles and Bring Success Out of Fai

~ To Live a Larger, Healthier, Wealthier, and Happier .

  

N5"R

J52.
F.5' H

  

 

 

Say “I Saw 1!: in the Business Philosopher"
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O O

5“ ,y" ' Marden Inspirational Books

Be Good to Yourself Every Man A King

Rising in the World Secret of Achievement

p l Young Man Entering Business Self Investment

Getting On Optimistic Life

. Single copies, cloth, $1.08; silk, $1.30; leather, $1.55.

1 Sold in sets. .

I

Marden Booklets

0111'

ss “1 Had a Friend,” postpaid.......................................... ..$0.53

I . . .acce Hmts to Young Writers, postpaid.............................. .. .80

. I

Do It to a Finish Good Manners and Success

, Not the Salary but the Opportunity The Hour of Opportunity

Why Grow Old? An Iron Will

Character Economy

. on Cheerfulness The Power of Personality

p BgEN 501,13.) ‘

In white leatherette binding, 35 cents, each, postpaid. The last

seven are also to be had in cloth at 54 cents each. Copies sent on

approval.

Dang?“ Send for complete descriptive list. Books sent on approval.

grain; Pow“ Clip the Success Insurance Coupon at Top of first Page and

F03, offaflml Send to Marden Book Dept" 29 EAST 22nd STREET, NEW

1, Happinll“ ; YORK CITY.
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ONE SAFE, SURE, AND INEXPENSIVE

WAY TO AVOID LEGAL TANGLES

[s to keep on your desk Where you can refer to it at a mo

ment’s notice, that Standard Authorative Work.

BUSINESS LAlX

F .BUSIN‘rllagIS mar

Y

Utley E. Crane,

LL. 13., B. S.

Member of the Phila

delphia Bar.

f”

“Knowledge of the

law is coming to be

essential to success

in business."—

Andrew CEIDBKIB.
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n
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l‘. "For; 1 4 .

BUSlNESS MEN

“Ignorance of the

law excuses no man."

_________-

This Book Is a Sal

Guide in All Busine:

Questions Likely 1

Arise in Any State <

the Union. It Is

Silent Friend to Tu!

To For Advice Whe

Needed.

Crane’s “Business La

for Business Mei

shows you the rig]

and wrong of thing

not as one man sees

or another man Se

it, but as the la

views it in every so

of case. Bound in La

‘ I", Buckram, price $3.

WW Ask for Table of Co
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' tents. Address

commilszgg/meg 5N9}??? t d l The Area Institute

legal forms of ever}; sensor-113501;.l eBdhrtild R3582nesiageedlcxggg§

Iin Law Buckram with leather labels,

stamped with gold lettering. Illinois.
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Ulley E. Cum,
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You can reach business men in every part 0! the country through

a little want

LOCAL REPREM

S E N T A T I V E

WANTED. Splendid

income assured nght

man to act as our rep

resentative after learn

ing our business thor

oughly by mail. Form

er experience unneces

sary. All we require

is honesty, ability, am

bition and willingness

to learn a lucrative

business. No solicit

ing or traveling. All

or spare time only.

This is an exceptional

opportunity for a man

in your section to get

into a big paying busi

ness without capital

and become inde en

dent for life. rite

at once for full partie

ulars. National Co

Operative Realty Com

nany. L494 Marden

guiléling, Washington,

 

Extra quality type

writer ribbons sold

d re 0 t: wholesale

prices: 35¢ each, 3 for

$1, $3.50 per dozen.

Quaranteed. G i v e

Width and make. Rib

bon Sales Co.. Mfgrs.,

700 Union Bldg, An

, derson, Ind.

 

A little an

nouncement

here wins.
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IncreaseYourEfficiency

The secret of business and social suc<

. cess is the ability to remember. i can

make your mind an infallible classi

‘fled index from which you can in

\stantl.v select thoushts. facts. figures

names. faces. Enables you to concen

trate. develon self-control. overcome

bashfulness. address an andlence

Easy. Simple. The result or 20 vear‘s

experience in developing memories 01

thousands. rlte today for cony of my

book “How to Remember" and Com"

Prof. rizhted Intenser Interesting Memory

flu," Test Free. also how to obtain FREE

Didmm’ conle'f’ my book “How to Sneak in

Principal Puhl 0‘

Dickson School of Memory, 5138 Hearst Bldg., Chicago.

I NEEn BRANCH MANAGERS
for my world-wide mail-order busi

2‘83?“
Operate from your home. Spare time. You

(1 make 50 weekly perlence unnecessary.

Factories. TOLEDO, OHIO

 

O. A. BUTLER,
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POSITION WANTED—as travelingsalesman, ready to begin work at any- 1

thing. L. W. RICHARDSON,BOWLING GREEN, Kentucky. :

i
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Ridpath’s

HISTORY OF THE WORLI

At a Bargain

We will name our price only in direct letters to those sex

ing us the Coupon below. Tear off the Coupon, write um

and address plainly, and mail to us now before you for;

it. Dr. Ridpath is dead, his work is done, but his wid

. \ derives her income from his hisiory, :nd to print our pr

‘ broadcast for the sake of quickly selling these few sets wo

cause great injury to future sales.

eaulilu] 46.939,

older of sample

Wises [mm R11 '

~ lpalhs Hislory ll \

. fan who will mall

Olly/a will mail free

6 con

  

 

  

2000 Pages

4900 Pictures

for Dr. Ridpath’s enviable p05iti<

The an historian is his wonderfully 1

Q tiful style, a style no other historian in any generatior

COUP0N\6"9 ever equalled. He pictures the great historical even

\ thwgh they were happening before your eyes; be c1

Weste,n\?g YOu with him to see the battles of old; to meet

Newspaper 49;. and queens and warriors; to sit in the Roman se_

Association\ [0 maPCh against Saladln and his dark skinnec

H E_sever Prest‘dz; loWerS; to sail the southern seas with Drala

I “'0 So_ D’earbm‘n\ 0 circumnavigate the globe with Magellan. He

‘ > Street Chicago n1_\j bines absorbing interest with supreme rel

Please’ mail, vhthout \ ity and makes the heroes or history real

005'; m me. 46_page b°°k_ \\ men and women, and about them he W

let of sample pages from \q; the, rise and fall of empires in such t

Ridlmth’s History and write\ (5

me full particulars of your\q,.

special otter to the Business\/

Weighs 50 lbs.

  

 

absorbingly interesting as the 8‘!“

of novels. Hundreds who read

‘ Philosopher readers. \Q, have decided to buy Ridpath

, \09 day; now is the time.

Western Newspaper A"!!!

A (ldress _ Chicago  
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} Nationallyknown asthe paper that makes

07mpressz'9é StationeryataurablePrice

Envelope.

to Match

Sold only in case lots directto

the most competent and respons

ible printers. lithographers' and.

manufacturing stationers in‘ the 180

' V principal cities of the United States

and Canada. When you specify

and secure Construction Bond

you are not only assured the

highest bond paper value obtainable

‘at‘the price,but you are also sure

of'high grade work upon it. '

as of history

about themsudl

m ires 1"ft ilszory 51mm

'estlng *5
ndredi who

to buy 31d

the 1111‘9'

| NewIlI'P“
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Write us on your business stationery for the

names of concerns inyour lo‘c ality who can furnish
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THE BOY'S SCHOOL DIVISION OF

The Area Institute of Business

Technology

interests, in addition to mothers, fathers and
guardians, all real teachers. Here’sia view of

it as expressed by one of the latter:

“I have always felt that there was

infinitely more for boys to do than

to ‘make grades and high percent

ages.’ I am so thankful that one

man appreciates this and dares to

break away from rigid and pre

scribed courses and give to our -

boys definite ideas of right ideals

of living and conquering life's bat

tles, which means the building up

of its commercial and industrial in

terfests through first building up

sel .”

This is a response which comes from one ofltl

leading technical instructors in this country, i

Mr. Sheldon’s announcement of The Area Ins!

tute of Business Technology and the School 5

Boys.

  

 

Write to Mr. Sheldon immediately

for further information so that you

,.may enter your boy in the first ses

sion.

D kA 33F“A.F.Sheldoné§5§iww
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Here’s a list of GREAT Books

GINGER TALKS, by Holman—$2.08 post paid.

SPEED TALKS, by Lyons—$1.08 post paid.

BUSINESS PSYCHOLOGY, by Knowlson—$2.08 post paid.

THE ART OF SELLING, by Sheldon—$1.83 post paid.

THE MAGIC STORY, by Sturtevant—$1.08 post paid.

BUSINESS LAW {FOR BUSINESS MEN, by Crane—$3.50

post paid.

PROBLEMS IN RETAIL SELLING ANALYZED, by

Gofie—$2. Post paid.

f KEEPING FIT, $1.43 post paid.

JOYS OF LIVING, $1.43 post paid.

TRAINING FOR EFFICIENCY, $1.43

post paid.

EXCEPTIONAL EMPLOYEE, $1.16

post paid.

PIQOGRESSIVE BUSINESS MAN,

1.16 ost paid.

The Mad” B°°k$4 PUSHING TO THE FRONT, $1.16

post paid.

MIRACLE OF RIGHT THOUGHT,

$1.16 post paid.

PEACE, POWER AND PLENTY,

$1.16 post paid.

HE CAN WHO THINKS HE CAN,

L $1.16 post paid.

g“AS A MAN THINKETH,” paper 160.

Cloth 38c.

“OUT FROM THE HEART,” Paper

16c. Cloth 88c.

“MORNING AND EVENING

THOUGHTS.” Paper 160. Cloth 380.

The Allen Books < “THROUGH THE GATE OF GOOD,”

Paper 16c. Cloth 88c.

“FROM POVERTY TO POWER,”

Cloth $1.08.

“THE LIFE TRIUMPHANT," Cloth

$1.08.

Read this list over with care, and mark your orders plainly.

. Send Your Orders to Us, and We Will do the Rest.

REA-$5 . THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER, Area, Lake Co., Illinois
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Book

is especially val—

uable for the use

of proprietors,

managers, and

heads of depart

ments—(the lat

ter more partic—

‘ ‘ ularly, in large

' l § ‘ i stores.)

‘ . l?" 1‘
‘1‘ 1‘: f? 1 AS A TEXT FOR CLASS USE

‘-1| 1"“ l _
‘ If f l 1} K it is unapproached by any other book at this time.

1} l l ‘ works out retail problems accurately and helpfully, a

W 4::v " l1r l in the hands of careful students and teachers

“ in. 1 -‘ '' A ll IT SIMPLY CANNOT BE ‘BEATEN.

lE'E‘IIlI-ll _____________________________________________________________
‘ i ‘I l ['1

‘llll' ll l The Arefl Institute of Business Technology,

4‘ “I l‘ Area, Illinois.

3""! ‘ it 1 Plea” forward to me Prospectus of Gofl’e’s Book, “P1

‘7 will 1 ' lems in Retail selling Analyzed.” I want to see the 511111

l l ‘ 1 “la dealt with.
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The Library of I

ABLE KNOWLEDGE

\
 

l

  

5 Splendid Volumes Here are the Contents

Vol. 1. The Story of the Stars. Vol.

2. The Story of the Solar System. Vol.

3. The Story of Eclipses. Vol. 4. The

Story of the Earth. Vol. 5. The Story

of the Atmosphere. Vol 6. The Story of

Germ Life. Vol. 7. The Story of Plants.

Vol. 8. The Story of Sea Life. Vol 9. The

Story of Animal Life. Vol. 10. The Story

of Man. Vol. 11. The Story of a Piece

of Coal. Vol. 12. The Story of a. Grain of

\Vheat. Vol. 13. The Story of the Cotton

Plant. Vol. 14. The Story of Primitive

Man. Vol. 15. Story of Eastern Civiliza

tion. Vol. 16. Story of Western Civiliza

tion. Vol. 17. The Story. of the Al habet.

Vol. 18. The Story pf Discovery. 01. 19.

The Story of Architecture. Vol. 20. The

Story of Music. Vol. 21. The Story of

Books. Vol. 22. The Story of Photog

raphy. Vol. 23. The Story of Electricity.

Vol. 24. The Story of Rapid Transit. Vol.

25. The Story of the ll ind,

FACTS BETTER THAN FICTION

In, these 25 truthful stories, you will

find the very essence and substance of

human knowledge, sifted, sorted, arrang

ed, and told in the most charming, en

tertaining, and instructive manner by the

world‘s eminent scientists and scholars.

These books are as interesting as the

best fiction. You cannot find a. more last

ing and profitable investment.

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL

Here is a set of books that will sell itself.

Send no money, just fill out and mail

coupon. Pay $1 within 5 days after books

are received, and only $2 monthly for 12

months. This is our Annual Clearance

Sale and a great bargain. Satisfaction

guaranteed. Books returnable if not

satisfactory.

EXAMINATION COUPON

  

 

 

  

 

THE RIVERSIDE PUBLISHING CO.

Marquette Building, Chicago. 8-15

Send me, on approval, the Library of

Valuable Knowledge, 25 splendid volumes.

Half Leather binding. If satisfactory

will send you $1 in 5 days after receipt

of books, and $2 monthly thereafter for

12 months. If not satisfactory will re~

turn as soon as I receive shipping in

structions as offered Business Philosopher

readers.

Name ................................................................ ..

4% - Address ........................................................... ,,

yé “1’ I Enclose lcllcr head. business card or give relenanA;
.l i
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ARTHUR FREDERICK SHELDON, Editor

Only articles of a character calculated to increase the SERVICE RENDERING POWER of t

reader will appear in this magazine
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ON THE FRONT PORCH

Where We Talk Things Over

L\‘\‘\\\\\\\\““‘\\\\\“\““\““\\‘\\\\\\\

COMMERCIAL EVILS—THEIR CAUSE AND CURE.

—'I'hird Instalment—

.\\\\\\\\\“‘\‘\\‘\\\\\\\‘\‘\“\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\‘

This, the third installment of Mr. Sheldon’s editorial series dealing with tl

relations existing between Man-Power and Money—Power, is specific in tl

application of the facts, and leads up to the REMEDY. You will be inte

ested in a very real sense. If you haven’t the two first installments appea

ing in the August and September issues, you should have, as you will ee

tainly wish to keep the whole series on tile. The idea of the FOOLISHNEE

of strife between Capital and Labor—Employer and Employee, is very (301

crete when one comes to realize that their interests are ABSOLUTELY Ml

TUAL. The fourth installment to appear in the November issue of th

magazine, will go a step farther in the demonstration of this fact. Many 1114

onv‘both sides are interested in having their adherents read these editorial

—- . T. G. ~ ‘

\\\‘\“‘\\\‘\‘\\\\\\“\\‘\‘\\‘\““\‘\\\\\‘\\\

“\“‘\“‘

N THE first article of this series I made the followin

statement:

The captains of industry directing the ships of commerce, seem m

to even casually consult the barometer of the mental attitude of ti

.MASS MIND and to hear not the rumble of the approaching storm.

The above statement has brought forth some most interestin

comments by the chief counsel of one of the most importan

banking institutions in the world. They are' so interesting ant
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instructive that I wish as follows to give our readers the l

efit of them:

It is true that a large majority of our “leaders of men” are not H

ful of the danger of the present situation and the possible COHSCQW

of going on as we have in recent years, as they should be. But a c

review of the utterances of some of our thoughtful men of afl’airs

cates that they are realizing the situation. Let me give you some

tations in the hope that some of the future numbers of the pi

series may contain the articles from which these were taken, in ‘
\or in part. A

From a recent letter of the greatest American banker of today I

the following:

The greatest trouble in this country is not that we have ser

ous problems, but that there is a lack of that mutual confiden

from which real co-operation and wisdom is born. Few peo;

realize how critically Serious the situation is in this country.

do not mean immediate danger of panic, or financial panic, or

business disaster, but a cumulative distrust in one another a

a growing lack of faith in our established institutions, whi

may very easily lead to chaos in the not far distant future. ‘

have some strong and able leaders in government and politi

we have equally purposeful and high principled men endeav

ing to direct wisely and successfully the large business ad:

of the nation. There is little co-operation today between it

forces. The chasm between them cannot grow much wi

without something very serious resulting.

It seems to me that this comment strikes at the very root

greatest present evil; namely, lack of co—operation between t

citizenship, no matter whether engaged in large or small busir

the national and state government. I might quote business me

who voice this sentiment, but it is more interesting to observe

least some of our statesmen agree with these business men.

Let me quote from a recent speech of former President Willis

ard Taft:

It is a normal condition that there should be an ever-recu

issue between those who pay wages and those who earn ‘
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as to what Should be the just share of labor in the joint product

of labor and capital. This controversy must be kept within

the limits of moderation, to be fixed by rules of law and by

the good senseof both sides, prompted by the consciousness

that both capitalists and wage earners are in the same boat

with the whole community and that continued injustice to one

class is certain to injure the whole of society. This contro—

versy must recur, even when the beneficial co-operative system

of dividend sharing prevails. \

This quotation is significant especially since it states that this unres

will continue even after the inauguration of what some thinkers con

sider the panacea for all evils—profit sharing. On this very subjec

the Bakers’ Manufacturing Company, Evansville, Wisconsin, a profi

Sharing concern of years standing, writes recently:

It is our belief that our country has greater danger facing it

than foreign invasion. We refer to drastic legislation, which is

likely to paralyze industry, or this strife between capital and

labor may develop into a reign of terror such as France went

through.

This paragraph is not quoted in order to discredit profit-Sharing, be

cause I am strongly in favor of the right sort of profit-sharing schem<

but sometimes wonder if a true basis for profit-sharing has as yet bee

developed by any of the many exponents of this theory.

From the speech of United States Senator Warren G. Harding, mad

at the Waldorf Astoria, New York, May 26th, I quote:

The evolution of business and the need of big business have

combined to require, quite properly, certain regulations and re—

strictions. Unhappily, this problem gave an opening to the

demagogue, who has plied his trade with profit to himself and.

great injury to legitimate business. Stockholders and managersv

are so greatly outnumbered by the toilers in the shops, and the

sucCessful are so largely outnumbered by those who do not

climb to the heights, that the gospel of conflicting interests has,

been preached and there has been appeal to the prejudice of

the greater mass rather than argument to the reasoning whole.

The process was so profitable, politically and otherwiSe, that
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there has grown up the professional baiting of big enterpriSI

attended by appeal to envy and hate, until it is the greater

menace of American progress today. * * * *

It is quite as possible for a corporation to be cruel and crooki

lieedless and lawless as for men to be so, though the danger

posure is greater in the case of the corporate body, but these

nesses are not peculiar to the chartered company. I have thought

times that the corporation, in big manufacturing particularly, on

have an especially human agent acting for it in its department of

There are not many such departments today in the senSe of III

am thinking, but it would be an advance step to create such a I

ment in every big factory in the land. It would be a vast impro

to have a trained specialist, whose specific task is to bring an

employer and employee in closer and more cordial relationship.

This quotation points out in the last lines what seems to me onI

most effective remedies for overcoming social and industrial

I hope that your series will develop this thought.

You have no doubt followed the interesting series of articles

have appeared in the Market \Vorld and Chronicle. The followi

of editorial comment speaks for itself:

It has been the unhappy history of democracies in the I

that, while during the period of their creation and estabe

ment they have been inspired by the fervor and governed

the unanimity of the great struggle for an object desired by

they have later fallen into a kind of distraction and loss of c

tive energy through the inability of their citizens to fen

steadfast to common principles or to co-operate to (101111

ends. Internally, they have lost efliciency, and hence vigor

prosperity, because their domestic contentious haw: 1‘6“)

about the desire of a part and not about the good of the WI?

externally, they haVe gradually yet certainly given grOIln

other nations. * * * What has just been said

viously applies to the United States, and more today than

before in the history of the country. To remain a trim

ant democracy we must have broad and firm co—Opel‘fltio

thought and action, resolutely maintained as our public p

find as the Poncy SOVErning all our industrial and social 81
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last resort must be depended upon for leadership in our afl’airs.

I want to conclude these quotations with one of the very best, tat

from Mr. Elihu Root’s Philadelphia address, March 23rd:

The business men of America should wake up—get out of

the condition of mind which they have been in for some time

past, in which they have taken all sorts of misrepresentations

and aspersions, lying down. They should assert themsolves;

they should put upon foot a campaign of education and instruc—

tion for a. clearing of the air, so that all over our broad land

every American may come to respect every other American in

whatever business he may be engaged, so that American citi

zenship shall be forever for the American citizen a title of re—

spect and regard and brotherly affection. \Ve ought to put an

end to the condition in which a number of the people of our

country feel no regret at the disasters of the people of other

parts of the country. * * * We have had missionar~

ies of reform, missionaries of new theories, missionaries of every

kind and character, except missionaries of good understanding.

The business men of America should undertake their mission to

make themselves understood by the people of America.

There is no one particular way in which social and industrial unres

which is growing all the world over, can be done away with permanen

1y, but it must be cured primarily by education, and co-operatio

Just how to find the most eflicient means of education and co-operi

tion for all the people is a problem difficult to solve. My own opi1

ion is that Mr. Root and Mr. Harding point out one of the most efi

cient means to that end; namely, closer personal touch—missions]

efforts. A number of thinking men have met recently to discuss ii

dustrial efliciency with special relation to labor unrest and radical lei

islation. They will meet again, and I hope and believe that some gor

will come out of these meetings. '

Meanwhile I wish you all possible success for the efforts of ti

Business Philosopher. I shall look for future numbers of your SCIil

and will co-operate in thought and action.

It is indeed a pleasure to have such substantial evidenr

A
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called forth to the eflect that some of those occupying

places in the world of Commerce are giving such ca

thought to conditions as they, at present, exist.

It is high time that all thinking people, both employer:

employees, give equally careful thought to the matter of

best to get together and pull together.

An understanding of the Principle of Service would avc

bickerings because it would render self—seeking less pron

and the interests of others, more prominent.

It is a true saying that, “like produces like.”

Unselfish practices, based .upon Principle, produce thei

ness in the minds and hearts of others. Remember, ho

that the unselfishness which is real, is never practiced for

purposes. ‘

One way—and the best way, I believe, to bring about

harmonious situation in the industrial world, is for T]

ING people—and they are more numerous than woul

to be the case at first thought—t0 contemplate fairly t

of the generally prevailing policy of GET regardless

rights of others;—the generally accepted idea of “eve

for himself and the devil for the hindmost.”

That is at once seen to be the opposite of Service. .4

perfectly clear to one who will but look, that selfishn

primary mental attitude is destructive of everything

mankind in the mass, just as it is palpably true that

analysis that attitude of mind which renders it possib

complish much for one’s self, for permanency and in

creasing volume, is shown in SERVICE TO ONE

LOWS. It is clear that both employer and emple

upon those relationships for the purpose of gain.

legitimate and altogether as it should be, but those

1
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I ships legitimate as they are will never ripen into real perm:

nency until they include the disposition on the part of eac

to SAFEGUARD THE INTERESTS OF THE OTHER a

a Principle, and is consistently practiced by both.

The terrific cost of the negative attitude, is well illustrate

in the present appalling European war. Leaders of goveri

ments are but men after all, and their tendencies toward pe

sonal selfishness in common with other men, are mirrored 1‘

their governmental acts and policies.

Not one in control in any country now at war, but regre

it all, I venture to say, and would conclude hostilities at th

moment, were his feelings and convictions permitted to ru

and guide. Perhaps we would be mightily encouraged if v

but knew the infinitesmal fraction of the, population of at

European country that wishes to keep the fray going.

I believe they’ve rapidly learned to THINK on the su'

ject, and we who are yet surrounded with the blessings \

peace, would do well to take the pointer that it is but a sho

step from peace to war in the industrial and commercial fie

when the practices of grab and greed prevail against Servi

in the sense of “give and take.”

Indeed there are those who predict that the present war

Europe is sure to be followed by a conflict between Capit

and Labor all over the world, and that this in turn is to '

followed by a religious war, until the frenzy of hate a1

destruction will through its very intensity, reach a point

sheer exhaustion of the World, and until civilization lies pr<

trate.

Personally I do not believe this, and would not be a par

to any such dire' predictions, but it cannot be denied th

present day antagonisms, ill—founded and senseless as they a

in fact and at bottom, might easily extend even to the lengt
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suggested except they ‘be lessened and eliminated gradually

least. The puncturing process is easy if the work be g

about with intelligence and purpose.

The bald fact is that men are FOOLS to indulge in

tagonisms and hate. That is, they are utterly foolish in

they do so; though normally all men may be relied up01

follow their real knowledge. Men WILL follow their cor.

tions. When they come to realize that the rod is bound to

with ADDED WEIGHT upon the back and shoulders of

Hater, they will turn about and seek the peace and safet

Love and Kindness and SERVICE.

THEY WILL.

And although the advance skirmishes we see today in

world of affairs, might ripen into a conflict of a most se

nature if not averted, I believe it will be turned aside, and

the good sense of men, both in command and in the ranks

assert itself to the end of a better understanding, which

result in a mutual service one to another whether one is a

capital end of the chain or at the labor end.

The following statistics revealing losses at the front in

and money to date as appearing in a recent issue of Th<

erary Digest, will prove interesting and instructive to stu

of this problem. And let it be noted that these figures

merely with Capital loss——that is' of men and money—wi

consideration of the interest loss represented by the vast

both might have been earning in productive callings had

been so engaged all these months, instead of war’s de

vtion.

Losses in men and money:

All countries involved:

Killed, 2,408,000; Wounded, 5,155,000; Prisoners, '

000; Total, 9,365,000.
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We read that the cost of the war in money runs to a simil

huge total as follows: ‘

“Great Britain is now spending about $15,000,000 a da;

the war, according to Premier Asquith. Albert Metin, gel

budget reporter of the French Chamber of Deputies, calcu

the war is costing France $10,000 a minute, or $14,400,0

day. William Michaelis recently estimated the daily co.

Germany at $8,250,000, saying forty days of this war co

much as the whole Franco~Prussian war of 1870-1.

Michaelis puts the total cost of the first year of the w:

$15,000,000,000, not including Italy’s expenditures, a sum

than fifty per cent greater than the gold production 01

world during the last five hundred years. Other estimate:

still higher, to $20,000,000,000 or more.”

Now, as everything in the world is either a Cause or an

feet, let us give some thought to the Colorado labor trouble

example, and to industrial unrest generally, as effects, an

if we can agree together as to the Cause.

The following is one item as reported from testimon

Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Jr., elicited by the United E

Industrial Committee appointed to gather data upon

subject.

Mr. Rockefeller: “It is costing us, according to the estimate 1

president, about $1,000,000 to stand for the principle which we bell

to be the ultimate interest of those men.” (Meaning his employee

did not belong to the union and who he claims did not want to l

but were threatened by the union men and otherwise intimidate

The Chairman: “And that is to fight the union?”

Mr. Rockefeller: “That is to allow them to have the privile

determining the conditions under which they shall work.”

Here we see Mr. Rockefeller and his company on the

‘ side, and the Labor Unions on the other, Mr. Rocke

claiming to be disinterestedly assisting one party of worl
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to defend their rights from being trampled upon by another

party of workmen, and the Leaders of the Unions on the other,

doubtless attempting just as earnestly to show that they were

bending their energies to safeguard the interests of their fol

lowers against the inroads of Non—unionism. Result: WAR TO

THE KNIFE. That’s the Effect; now what was the Cause?

The CAUSE was SELF-INTEREST. And in the end the

Efl‘ect was Loss SUFFERED BY EVERYBODY.

The Coal Age, says: “In eight months the Colorado coal

strike has cost from ten to twelve millions of dollars. This in

cludes Seven Hundred Thousand for the State Militia, Six

Millions, Nine Hundred and Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars

spent by the United Mine Workers of America, and the Mil

lions lost by the operators.”

Now I ask you: WHERE WAS THE SENSE?

The following figures from Harper's Weekly, throw further

light on the question of damage to the State of Colorado,

which, in the coal strike seems to have been occupying the po

' sition of the “innocent bystander.”

Her entire revenue (The State of Colorado) however, from this buried

wealth, is $55,000 a year. The coal companies have succeeded in leasing

13,276 acres on a royalty basis of ten cents per ton, but only 5,314

acres are being operated. It is in return for this $55,000 that Colorado

had to suffer the great coal strike of 1914, and is now bearing a $25,

000,000 loss due to the disruption of industry.

If further proof of foolishness and waste resulting from

labor and capital troubles is desired or required, let us read the

following startling figures, taken from the report of the United

States Commissioner of Labor, which show the actual loss in

dollars, of all the strikes which occurred in the United States

during the year 1900: Strikes have increased both in num

ber and frequency since 1900, and the total cost for the years

1‘.
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1913-14. must have been tremendous. Cost of industrial con~

flicts in 1900: ‘

Total loss of wages ....................................................“$18,341,570

Total loss to employers ..................................... 9,431,299

Assistance supplied to strikers, by unions, etc. ...... ._ 1,1i34,452

Total .. ‘ , $29,207,321 

This makes no mention of indirect loss on account of paralyz—

ing of industry and loss of employment by non-strikers, and so

on.

Again I ask: WHERE IS THE SENSE?

The estimated actual direct loss to employees only, of the

Calumet Copper Strike, for the six months of its existence, is

$6,525,000. The above is taken from the United States De—

partment of Labor reports, which do not give the total loss to

employers, nor the cost to the State to keep order, nor the

cost by loss of wages of those not belonging to the union, but

who were thrown out of work on account of the strike.

There were approximately 14,500 men on strike for nearly

seven months. The chief issue was the question of recogni

tion of the union, which the strikers demanded and the em

ployers refused. The other main question was the demands

of the strikers that the companies employ two men for the op

eration of one man drills, the reason for this demand doubtless

being that the use and installation of these drills had deprived

one man of employment. That is, with the use of these drills

one man’s services could be and was being done away with.

My contention is—if GIVING is the basic principle upon

which GETTING for permanency and profit depends—that

all this proves that the men and institutions involved in mis—

understandings which threaten and lead to industrial conflicts,

can, neither one nor the other, hope to bring about peace and

 

4
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harmony in any other manner than by studying the other fel—

low’s rights and interests, and then GIVING support to them.

There can be no going wrong here, because fundamentally

the interests of labor and capital—of employee and employer

——are ABSOLUTELY MUTUAL. And no amount of bick

ering and spite and conflict can ever result in any good, unless

it be that through sad experience men may come to learn that

which is clearly apparent to those who are not blinded by

prejudice now, namely, that there is nothing worth while fin

ally, except that peace and prosperity dependent upon the

PRINCIPLE OF SERVICE as it functions in Quality of work

or goods, plus Quantity of same, plus Correct Mode of Con—

duct. “Sandmen"—those who throw sand into the machin—

ery of social and business life—are out of date, whether they

know it or not.

It is not idealistic merely to say—“The world is my field, and

the race of mankind is made up of my brothers.”

It is more than a mere idea—IT IS A FACT. _

And it is unfortunate in the extreme that men have not been

TAUGHT so.

The concept of SERVICE to one another, as a Principle, is

practically foreign to the MASS MIND as a race.

This is due to the failure to so teach the child from the

earliest period of its conscious life.

In the world’s universal meeting place, the public school,

SELF and PERSONAL things have been so accentuated that

the whole earth is full of men and women today who proceed

as though it Was the legitimate thing to get, Get, and GET, for

themselves, at whatever cost to their fellowmen and women.

As though life and the world were created for their individual,

special use, provided they can encompass them, regardless of

anybody else.
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This is wrong, and the REMEDY lies right here.

The Public School must be lined—up, in its service to pupils,

with the concept of TRUE Education—the REAL thing.

Education which means DEVELOPMENT of the qualities of

the body and the mind AND the heart or feelings. The grow

ing understanding must be brought to realize that individual~

ity is not lessened by consideration for the interests of others,

but is ONLY advanced through that practice.

There are four basic reasons why the public schools of the

world fail in their full duty to the young mind. ' First, our

school system was built from the top down. That is: The

University came first in the old world when instruction in the

school room was designed wholly for the Classes—those who

meant to enter the service of the State or to enter one of the

learned professions. The Masses, those who expected to oc—

cupy places in trade or commerce, were barred from attending

the University had they wanted to, and thus its benefits were

not for them.

Second, the very general belief that education is instruction,

has caused the schools of today and for generations back to be

largely regulated upon the theory that if a child is IN—

STRUCTED it will become educated. The truth is the con—

trary of that. If a child is instructed and DEVELOPED it

is educated. 7 '

Third, human power—that is, man—power, broadly speak—

ing, is of two general kinds: first, physical; and second, men—

tal power. The human mind functions in three ways: through

the intellect, through the emotions or feelings, and through the

volitions or will. One who learns to know facts and truths

with definiteness, will see the wisdom of getting and staying

in harmony with his employers and fellow-workmen, or with

his employees, as the case may be. And if education has done

a
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its work with him to the extent of the development of his sensi

bilities or emotions, until he feels that truth in his inmost con

sciousness, then he will be far on the road to acting as he knows

and feels.

Fourth, the ONE thing which our school systems are seek

ing to do, namely, to train the intellect of the child, is not being

done rightly. The boy or man of real intellectual poWer is a

, good thinker, a good rememberer, and a good imaginer.

And right here is the crux of the matter, which I shall elab

orate in the fourth installment of this series to “be published

in the November issue, under “By the Fireside.”

?\\‘\\\\\\\\\\“‘\‘\‘\“\‘\\\\\\‘\\\\‘\\\\‘\\"

Habit
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ABIT is well defined as——-“a tendency of the mind to.

do again the thing done before.” It would be inter

esting to have a gauge for averaging minds, that

their tendencies might be observed accurately and meas

ured.

Certainly it is true to a degree that, as the real man is

inside, unseen, his tendencies may be observed in a general

way as they are manifested through his practices.

Thus, the Inside Man is mental, primarily. And his

destiny will prove good or ill in precise degree as his mental

tendencies—that is, his habits—are constructive or de

structive.

Man’s individualism is but a form of speech, as it were,

except as he is recognized as a PART of the whole race.

And in that sense ALL are vitally interested in the mental

tendencies of EVERY “part” If these tendencies are of a

\\\‘\\\‘\‘\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\‘\\‘\\\\\\\‘\\\\
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sort leading out to growth and development of a kind

that looks to the happiness and greatness of spirit which

is the birthright of children of the Most High, it is WELL.

But if, on the other hand, they tend toward spiritual

dwarfage as the result of mental cramp and decay due to

destructive habits, then it is ILL. And right here it is

that the Composite Man, the Community, the Race, steps

in and corrects matters. It is not necessary that I shall

make claim that the latter “should” do this. It is suflicient

to state that it DOES. It isn’t merely a matter of right,

moral or otherwise—ITS ACCOMPLISHMENT IS IN

EVITABLE. Natural law gets busy. The Constructive

- influence invariably prevails over the Destructive.

And let me say that at this point it is not a matter of

whether one approves or disapproves individually .of this

or that habit. The “tendency of the mind” which, as a

habit, is hurtful to the individual cultivating it, is neces

sarily marked for restriction, and legal Prohibition is just

a sort of “Concentration Camp” for fool tendencies of the

mind of man that threaten his destruction as well as so

ciety’s discomfort and injury.

For example: Comparatively few thinkers today, as a

little investigation will prove to you, approve of the habit

of alcoholism. They find that it destroys, finally and al

ways, both the individual and the community. They find

that users of it are sooner or later found to be unreliable.

Not from direct choice, perhaps, but because such unre

liability is INEVITABLE if the tendency is not restricted

—and then the Community interest steps in and calls it

ofl’. Take the tobacco tendency for another example: It is

less florid in its eifect upon the user, than is alcohol, but it

is greatly more insidious. And it literally tends to DWARF

\\\\\‘\\\‘\‘\\\\\\\\‘\\\‘Q\‘\\\t‘\\\\\‘\\\\“\\\\‘\\“‘\\\\\\“
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The Evolution of the Old Time Store

into the Modern Dept. Store
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E CAN all picture in our mind’s eye the old time, country

cross-road store, with its usual haphazard display of dried

apples, calico, top-boots, wool mittens, etc.; everything seem

ingly out of place, even to the‘comfortable cat napping perhaps on a

pile of codfish. The ancient log stove occupied the centre of the scene,

around which gathered the local philosophers, perched on soap boxes and

cracker barrels, solving the problems of the day, and as our dads tell us,

“They did it Well.” There was an easy going, genial atmosphere about

the place, the “boss” took ample time to join in the discussions and

occasionally, when not inconvenient to himself, would wait upon a

customer.

The natives gathered here for the “talk of the town,” and “mail

time,” down at the “Corner,” was the event of the day.

The crossroad store was followed by the more “orderly” general

village store, where the “Yankee trader,” a keen fellow, was always up

and coming for a good trade, ready to exchange his wares at prices

varying according to the shrewdness of the customer or the whim of

the trader.

In those days, the trader went to market perhaps once a year, or

when his stock was sold out; bought goods on long time credit and in

turn gave his customers “pay when convenient” terms; charges were

made, if not forgotten, in a memorandum way, and when paid “cross

it out” was the order.

System of accounts; stock keeping; inventories, etc., were not as a

rule practiced. In fact, stock taking was the exception rather than the

rule. The trader was satisfied to get a living in the business and to

live with it, which he did by “tending shop” many long days, open

all hours for the trade. _

He was the “whole thing”—no subdivided responsibilities in those

days~as conditions did not call for pneumatic tube cash carrier sys

tems, adding machines, time registers, etc. The “speeding up” times

had not arrived.
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As towns grew into cities, small stores multiplied and being widely

cattered, caused much inconvenience to the customers who were obliged

0 go from shop to shop to satisfy their wants, thus the term “shoppers”

riginated.

Some student of human nature with an aim at money making, by

atisfying the purchasing public, conceived the idea of centralizing

mder one roof these many diversified stores or, as now termed, depart

ments, arranged to suit the convenience, comfort and pleasure of pa

rons.

That the public took kindly to this method of retailing is evidenced

ry the many enormous department stores throughout the country.

In these days of rapid progress, when time and money are almost

,ynonymous, the public appreciate the opportunity to buy all classes

if merchandise in one store, rather than to travel the busy streets, ex

iausting their time, strength and patience.

A few years ago, out in Illinois, a protest was raised_and efforts

nade to legislate against the first department stores in Chicago;

Lhe argument being, that these big stores would ruin the small ones,

>ut it was readily shown that the department stores were conducting

made on the same principles as did the crossroad store, except on an

enlarged scale, with increased facilities for classifying the variety of

goods, separating the calico from the codfish, eliminating the sleepy

:at and the old sweat-box stove. In fact, these big stores helped, rather

;han retarded, the growth of the small stores, as well as the com

nunity, by attracting more people, thereby creating active trading

:entres, and today these results follow wherever large stores are

:stablished.

The development of the modern department store is one of the

narvels of this commercial age. Its perfection of organization, its busi

1ess systems, its diversified classification of merchandise, obtained from

tll parts of the world, make it most interesting to the student of

:conomics, as well as the business man.

Why do these great department stores succeed? Because this is

:he day of combinations; because economy is the watchword; because

:ervice coupled with variety and always something new, attracts hu

nanity, because the management surround themselves with beads of

lepartments of management that there should be encouraged a sort of

‘community of interest,” as well as better service to patrons.
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No employe can possibly be indifierent to such a mark of attention

on the part of the management. Human nature is about as it has

always been; it needs sympathy and encouragement. Win the heart

and you have already won the head and hand. This combination means

true loyalty and the stronger the loyalty existing between employer

and employe, the stronger the safeguard for both. It should be the

aim of every merchant to make his store policy one that is calculated

not only to win trade, but the good will of his customers, as well as

the hearty co-operation of every employe within his store.

If a merchant takes a kindly interest in his help, they will not only

advertise it more favorably outside, but they will work for him with

greater faithfulness inside of the store.

I believe in the value of enthusiasm in business, that the minute any

business lacks enthusiasm, the backbone is taken out of it. That there

must be all-round enthusiasm. Emerson said, “Every good command

ing movement in the annals of the world is the triumph of enthusiasmt

Nothing great was ever accomplished without it.”

In these days of keen competition, “service” repreSents a large de

gree of difference between failure and success. Show me a concern that.

renders enthusiastic, first-class service to its patrons and you are

showing me a successful concern. The reputation of a business con

cem is but the reflection of the combined reputation of its employesc

Then let us give these employes a chance to realize a measure of re~

sponsibility that quickens self-reliance and pride in their work. Give

them a goal to work for—the assurance that those above them are

interested in their work—the thought that others are watching the out

come of their efi'orts—a cordial relationship between those working,

together.

The Management of the store which I represent, recognizing the

important effect that such conditions would have on business, asked,

ourselves this question, “What are we doing to arouse an energetic,

wholesome, conquering enthusiasm among our employes?” It was then

several years ago, that we conceived the plan and suggested to our

employes the formation of a “Store Employes Club” for reciprocal ben-~

efits and obligations.

In outlining the plan which we practice in our store at Lewiston,

I do not offer it as a model, but will say that it has worked very

nicely in our business. This organization is known as the Coworkers.

4,-.,._||___i
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Club of The Great Department Store, established to increase the ef

ficiency of its members and to add to their social and business oppor

tunities. It is a self governed club, purely democratic and has for its

object, the advancement and the education of the employes and the ,

strengthening of their interest in the business. It is governed by parlia

mentary rules, its oflicers being elected quarterly by written ballot. It

has committees on advertising, accounts, arbitration, entertainment,

executive, merchandise inspection, membership and coworkers’ relief.

The entertainment committee has managed various entertainments for

the club, both private and public; during the winter in public halls,

etc., and during the summer by excursions to the country and seaside

resorts, and they have proven in every instance a big success, both enter

taining and instructive. The coworkers’ relief committee assists needy

coworkers in case of sickness or accident, special relief funds being at

their disposal with the advice and consent of the club. Every two

weeks this club holds its meeting in the reception room of the store.

Papers are prepared which pertain to the Welfare of the store and im

proving the efliciency of the service. A general discussion follows,

whereupon recommendations are made to the management and are

given due consideration.

None of the employes have a financial investment in the store,

yet any who have been in continuous employ for six months are eligible

for membership. In fact the membership is made up of all classes of

employes including night watchmen, delivery men, porters, engineers,

etc, and all of them from the President to the humblest employe are

beneficiaries in our special profit-sharing plan, whereby each coworker

receives at the end of each six months, a cash dividend based upon his

salary. The amount of the dividend declared is determined by the

profits of the business and voted upon by the board of management,

after providing for the contingent, reserve and surplus funds. The

dividends have ranged from five to twelve per cent each six months.

I believe that the employe who works to the full extent of his

powers for the welfare of the concern which employes him as a “work

ing partner” is deserving of reward beyond his daily wage and the

self-satisfaction of having done his best, and I believe that the purely

equitable way to base such a dividend is upon the salary which each

employe earns. I hold that the elevator boy is just as important in his

position, as are those of a so-called higher position, in so far as he
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performs to the best of his ability and, satisfactorily, the duties de

volving upon him. Each coworker receives two weeks’ vacation with

full pay and is given one-half holiday each Friday afternoon during

July and August. This Coworkers Club brings the clerks together

socially and tends to spread ambition on their part, improves business

and is surely meeting with the hearty approval of the public.

There are degrees of perfection that constitute the reputation of

every business concern and in our plan of practical co-operation and

profit-sharing, as it has worked out, we take a justifiable pride. The

plan proves very successful and has resulted in a marked improvement

in the efficiency of the employes. Every member of the club is made

to feel that he will be compensated for everything contributed by him

to the success of the institution and all are on their mettle to do the

most possible for the common weal. Thus, we have a modern illustra

tion of the old saying that “in union there is strength” since the power

which this club represents is centralized for the benefit of all concerned.

This club cauSes a reciprocal feeling of confidence and respect between

the Management and employes, all realizing that general efficiency is

required from each coworker, and that “Each for all and all for each”

must be put through daily practice to bring the best mutual benefits as

well as financial rewards on dividend days.

We have one rule, “Be true to your highest Self” which is much

respected. Contrast these methods of retailing with those in vogue a

few years ago, when extremely long business days, small rewards and

almost a lifetime were devoted to getting an opportunity to learn the

business, and we will conclude that the “Evolution from the Old Time

Crossroad Store into the Modern Department Store” is a progressive

step, well taken, exemplifying push, perseverance, progress and pros

perity.

_ The New Village Storm

The village store has changed a pile,

Or so it seems to me,

It’s different in stock and style

From what it used to be;

The cracker barrel’s vanished now,

»The prunes have gone from sight,

There’s nothing left around, I vow,

To tempt your appetite.
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There’s no place for us to sit mun

That used to haunt that store, :

Our wisdom and our native wit :

Aren’t heard there any more; ‘ I

The place is all so spick and span :

And citified and smart :

It’s simply broken up the clan I

And cracked each loafer’s heart. ' 1 ‘

I know it’s making money fast

Since it has changed its ways;

It never made much in the past—

But those were good old days!

It was the meeting place, the hub,

In that glad time of yore,

It was the forum and the club—

And now—it’s just a store!

--Advertising World.

..\.
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Aspiration
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Aspirations lift us upward

From'the morbid cares of life-—

Tho’ we stand amid the turmoil,

We’re unconscious of the strife.

When the billows would submerge us

And the lifeboat’s lost at sea,

'Calmly step upon the waters,
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As He did at Galilee. :
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If ’twere not for aspiration—

We’d be fainting by the way; _

But the ideal vision beckons,

Pointing from on high the way.

Something yet is for us waiting

Ere we drink the “hemlock cup.”

Make an efl’ort, aye and conquer—

With the gods we yet shall sup.

Have an Ideal! Hold it sacred——

This will guide when all is dark.

Tho’ the storm clouds may be gath’ring,

On this sailboat now embark.

Float away amid your visions;

This will calm the surging tide-—

Placid now become the waters

As—subconsciously—we glide.
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Aspirations—ideals—visions ! :

Lift the burdens from the heart, ,

Giving peace and poise and purpose; :

Softening e’en the cruel dart. :
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When the cares of life assail us,

Let each then—a picture see

Of the soul’s divine possessions,

Which none may take from thee and me.
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The Influence of Inflexible Purpose

By PUTNAM DREW, New York,

Advertising Manager for The R. E. Taylor Corporation, Eastern

Distributors of The Garford Motor Truck Co.
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HE very title of this article carries one’s mind back involuntarily

down through the ages to visualize the men who have achieved

great success—of nations established—of religions inspired, and the

mental journey reveals that all was due to Inflexible Purpose, more than

to anything else.

THE ONE THING which differentiates men is INFLEXIBLE

PURPOSE.

EVERY man who stands out apart in the history of the world has

been, it is true, an idealist. But that Inflexible Purpose that never

ceased trying to make his ideals concrete was the difi'erentiating element.

That was the thing which set him up among and above his fellows.

Such a one having conceived a PURPOSE, found its influence upon his

fellow men to be in direct proportion to the INFLEXIBILITY with

which he adhered to it.

An idea, a purpose, may be the very finest and grandest in the

world of thought, yet if the possessor of that thought or idea does

not push it forward powerfully and wisely, it will dissipate like the

morning mist, and be of no influence for good whatever.

GOD is God because He is the highest development of INFLEXIBLE

PURPOSE. HIS laws are immutable—ours are mutable. Man—made

laws are mutable because we have not the power to carry forward our

purp05es with like power of Inflexibility to that of God’s. GRAVITY

never ceases to draw. Its inflexibility of purpose is the most powerful

influence in the machinery of the physical universe. And so with other

forces sent out by the Godhead.

If one but stops to think—is it not always the “things which make

for righteousness” that LAST and WIN, while the things that make for

evil perish? Take The New York TIMES, for an example: But a few

years ago that Paper 5613 high in the commercial and newspaper world,

this slogan—“ALL THE NEWS THAT’S FIT TO PRINT"; and no

longer do newspapers in that great city DARE to do or allow the things

once permitted. To a man who knew the fourth estate as it was repre
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sented in New York City thirty years ago, and has noted the change for

the better, which is apparent today, there is no difficulty in placing

the credit. Inflexible Purpose was the guiding star. And although

men said is couldn’t be accomplished, The TIMES did succeed in keep

ing its columns free from tainted advertising.

The dog sits on his haunches hour after hour barking at the moon

becauSe he ignorantly hopes that SOMEtime it will drop out of the

sky to the earth for him to play with. But it never does fall. That is

the difi‘erence between God and His creature, man. Even the best

and wisest man SOMEtimes “falls down”-—HARD. But if the PUR

POSE is there, and he INFLEXIBLY adheres to it, he will be seen

to “go to it,” once more on the same old lines.

It’s a great thing to have achieved the reputation of possessing an

INFLEXIBLE PURPOSE. For the salesman such a purpose based

upon a consciousness of virtue enables him to make an effective argu

ment much oftener than would be the case if he knew that what he

represented was a “bluff.” That knowledge would show in his eye as

well as in his talk. Inflexible purpose on the part of the house or in

stitution to ofl’er or supply nothing to the trade but the best, renders the

efforts of salesmen practically invincible.

Old Noah was near enough to the Godhead in those old days, to

receive as Divine Truth the statement that there would be a flood which

would cover the whole earth, and drown the people unless they re

pented and PREPARED for its coming. He so believed it that he

ACTED at once and went to work building the Ark. Despite the

jeers of those who watched him building that great structure there ON

DRY LAND far from water, Noah kept right at it—with INFLEXIBLE

PURPOSE. Glad we should be that he did, for if he hadn’t we

would not be here today. And pretty soon “the floods came” and kept

on coming until the scofters—those who could swim—began to crowd

round his boat begging to be taken in.

So, I believe, it does often happen to you who place principle above

cheap money profit as you go about your selling campaign. You get the

sneers and jeers of those who scoff at you for “attempting the impos

sible.” But SOMEday, if you are in right, those same people will flock

to you as to an Ark of Refuge and beg you to let them in. They will

have discovered in the flood of business disaster that there is just one
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Ideal able to save them, and that ideal is the idea of SERVICE as a

PRINCIPLE.

One of the shrewdest men and most capable salesmanagers I ever

knew, makes it one of his life’s‘ principles to declare and practice the

following: "There is NO MONEY in being forgetful of our trust and

thereby forfeiting the confidence of the buying public.”

But the existence of a purpose, however inflexible, in the mind of

one who doesn’t make it known to others, is of no account. It will

never INFLUENCE men unless the man who has it DOES something

with it. If a manufacturer of motor trucks for example, had the most

“inflexible—est” purp05e imaginable to produce the most honorable, the

highest class truck in the world~if nobody knew that fact, of what

good would the most highly intellectual “inflexible purpose” amount to?

To possess an inflexible purpose; to make that purpose manifest;

to drill right straight along on that line like Grant did, “if it takes all

summer”; to KNOW that your purpose is based upon right principles;

and to BOOM it, PUSH it, and BELIEVE in it, makes a God-Man

indeed. It’s a great thing, my reader, this UNALTERABLE, IN

FLEXIBLE PURPOSE made manifest. It can lead a man to either

heaven or hell, to either success or failure. Its influence is beyond

compare for either good or evil. But turn it into the right direction,

and the result is ALL-POWERFUL FOR GOOD.

So we ought to be proud of men of our times who have conceived a

good purpose, and who have the mental, moral and physical stamina to

STAND RIGHT UP TO IT and cling to it through all the obstacles

opposing with an INFLEXIBLE pertinacity that wins._

These be the men who LEAD—who GUIDE—who make their im

press upon the times and leave it for the edification of the generations to

follow.

We are all better because Shakespeare, Columbus, Martin Luther,

Isaac Newton, Washington, and all the Grand Army of the Elect whom

we follow and lean upon and respect, lived and acted

No matter what elso may SEEM to be important, there is only this

ONE thing that is; and that is expressed in the following words:

HAVE A RIGHT PURPOSE; AND FOLLOW IT IN‘

FLEXIBLY.
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The Veteran Requisite

' By E. HARRIS CLARK
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ID you ever look at the new moon, or the first star of the evening

and make a wish?

The business world is divided into two classes; only two, and

the line is plainly drawn.

The public places a man in one of these classes at a glance. There

is no hesitancy, no confusion.

A man is either practical in business or else he is an impractical

idealist. There is no getting around it.

If the man who is guilty of idealism merely, has unlimited capital

he can continue for an indefinite period, in his place of business, but

not in business. As far as the business itself is concerned, it is like a

picnic without people. The secret of any business is, really, no secret

at all. The open sesame to mercantile success is advertising!

The practical man advertises judiciously, liberally and, above all,

continually! ’

If you were in a large dark room with your best girl, in opposite

corners, and you should throw to her a silent kiss, what efl’ect would

it have on her? About as much effect, of course, as it would just to wish

that the public would rush in and buy your goods without a genuine,

warm, pulsating, worth-while invitation!

Do you realize that the individual shopper has his or her lists or

program made up before leaving home? Do you See what an important

factor advertising is in the making up of that shopping list?

If the man in the dark room had been practical he would have pur

sued a difl’erent course, and practical results would have followed. But

he was guilty of impractical idealism. He did not advertise!

What can you expect from making wishes at the moon or stars? If

any good results came of it, even then it would be out of harmony with

the natural law of making your own destiny. If you wrote home for

money and never sent the letter, would it get you anything? If you

use good, common, working sense, you can bring about a condition of

business which will be highly satisfactory. v

Anything that depends upon public patronage for its life must be

kept in close touch with the public. There must be no atmosphere of
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stery between seller and buyer either. State prices and stick to

m. Men and women want to know the price, and they should have

nefore they go in to buy. 1

There can be no system where there is no advertising. Prices of

icles are very likely to vary, and when they do, the buying public

itates, and then the pseudo dealer is lonesome.

Does it pay to advertise? Does it pay to have a buyer for your

rchandise? There is quite as much sense in the one question as there

n the other.

Specialize rather than generalize in your advertising. Generalization

:00 meagre and is tiresome to the reader. A few things well said

. said plainly, prove better than a myriad of mysteries. Something

gible, curt and appealing is quickly and easily digested and is sure

act on the public’s pulse, and hence upon its purse strings.

A terse truth told today in an advertisement brings results quickly,

)ugh assuring the attention of the reader tomorrow. But don’t try

crowd your whole store into today’s ad. Save something for to

rrow—then you continually have a pleasant and profitable surprise

patrons

A liberal appropriation for advertising will develop the selling and

{our business. The selling end is what the commercial world flocks

It requires brains at this end—remember that.

Of course, there is a time to sell goods! Sounds funny, does it?

ll, there is, and the preferred time is, today! Every day you allow

d5 to remain on your shelves they depreciate in value. This is

sed by rapidly changing styles, colors and texture, season, handling,

lf-wear, storage, etc. These things have to be counted in because

7 are there—each one a little, the Whole a good deal. The more

:kly you can clean up your stock, the more easily you can avoid

;e small losses, which all together make a big one. But if not today

1en tomorrow—and the only thing that will move them is alert

ertisingl

Attractive ads with attractive prices will do the business; provided

'ell, what’s the use? I tried to put aside the impulse, but I find I

't do it and be just to my subject and the reader. I just must have

pm]. to say about that clerk whose improvement in person must be

meaSure, finally, of increased sales and larger net profits.

He, or she, is IT.

\
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No pufi’ed craniums now, my friend clerk. You are “it”—either for

success or failure, and of course, you niean as well as want to make it

Success.

And the way to be “it” for success, is to seek for mastership in sell

ing. \

There are many problems which face one who spends eight or

ten hours a day on the floor or behind the counter, and they’re all

PURELY PERSONAL.

Here’re a few suggestions:

“How can I increase in power to make the ‘looker over’ into the

buyer?” “How best to part with visitors who do not buy that future

trade may be insured ?” “How best to deal with people who speak or

act disagreeably?” “What personal qualities do I most need to cultivate

for success?” “How best can I serve the store after business hours?”

etc., etc., and then some.

There are just three MAIN questions for everyone to ask and then

GET answered. They are: What? Why? and HOW? Every retail

salesman and woman, and all of us who are not retail clerks, should

persistently ask theSe questions at every step, and GET them answered.

Messrs. Credit Man and Salesman,

Coalesee! (Io-operate!

\\\\\\\\‘\\\\‘\\‘\‘\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\‘

HE Salesman and the Credit Man in their divisions of service rep

resent two separate and entirely distinct interests, although each

is a part of the composite salesman, the house itself—units in the

institution as a whole. '

The Salesman’s interests and responsibility are all for the extension

of trade, primarily—making sales—securing NEW sales connection at

every point possible, while enlarging the patronage of steady customers.

That’s what his title—“salesman”—as a first analysis, really means.

The Credit Man’s responsibility and interests are first of all for

SAFETY—for that safety from loss which might result from undue

laxity in the matter of granting credit to new patrons, and extending

the credit of old ones. It is his separate and distinct business to

 

.1.a
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SAFEGUARD, first ofi’, the firm’s financial strength, and, secondly, to

make it impossible, so far as he can, for the inexperience of untried

people in trade to wreck themselves and business generally. Unwis

lom in buying and recklessness in selling demands this safety-valve,

and the credit man stands in the way of these whether they be due

:0 deals engineered within the house or on the field.

Now, the question is, or rather the questions are, first, HOW CAN

THE CREDIT MAN HELP THE SALESMAN ?‘ And, second, HOW

IAN THE SALESMAN HELP THE CREDIT MAN?

When these two units of the institutional salesman “HELP” each

)ther, then business will increase and losses due to unsubstantial con

nections will decrease.

But it requires just that—“help.”

The Salesman must curb his natural tendency and desire for “or

lers” and subordinate Sales Records to Safety Records—seeing to it

Lhat he gets ALL the business 'POSSIBLE from present connections

vith undoubted financial strength, while withholding pressure in the

:ase of a weak brother. Seeing to it that before “going after” the trade

if new people, he makes careful and discreet investigation of their

:tanding as to cash balances and prospects for permanency in trade.

In short remembering that SELLING goods involves more than merely

;he distribution of goods; that selling is the business of the WHOLE

nstitution; and that Salesmanship is “The Sale of Goods for Profit.”

Profit, whatever the total quantity of goods distributed, is measured,

inally, by the Credit Man’s Rule;MINIMUM LOSSES.

Thus the Salesman may help the Credit Man.

The Credit Man must, while not relaxing a particle in his rule of

safety, be alert to constantly broaden his outlook. He must STUDY

conditions on the field as they confront the Salesman, and qualify him

self to effectively co—operate with the Salesman and to guide him con—

cerning the PRINCIPLE of Credits- He must do this, not as though

he were a schoolmaster guiding the tottering and uncertain steps of

an infant pupil, but rather as one of the officers of the corps,'of which

the salesman is another, each having his specialty duties and powers.

The Credit Man must cause the Salesman to feel and believe that he

WANTS and MEANS to help him SELL—that is, DISTRIBUTE

goods for profit, which is the business of all, and not at all to curb his

lmritimate functions.
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Thus the Credit Man will help the Salesman, and the two work

ing in perfect harmony, will place their house or institution—the I

salesman in the larger sense—firmly upon the HIGH road of PER- ;

MANENCY OF TRADE AND PROFIT. '

Now, take a glimpse at conditions whenever the Distributor-—the

salesman—and the Conservor—the Credit Man—are working at cross
purposes. What is the result? I

LOTS OF SALES MADE AND MONEY LOST, or CREDIT

TOO RIGIDLY CONSERVED AND MANY GOOD SALES LOST!

Neither Salesman nor Credit Man dare look at that picture andstand Separate. ‘

They MUST co-operate and coalesce.

 

WM. T. GOFFE.

“The Health Manager”

How to Get More and Better Work Out of Ourselves and Others

By C. M DOUTHITT, M D.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

T WOULD be extremely interesting (and profitable) to know just

I how much of the poor work of the world is due to physical in

efficiency. ‘

Quantity and Quality of work and Right Mode of Conduct depends

greatly upon how one feels. It is utterly impossible for one to do his

or her best work, either mentally or physically when the sense of phys

ical well-being is lacking. It is hard to look pleasant and talk of the

excellent quality of goods to a customer when the stomach is crying out

from abuse. One cannot do rapid and accurate mental work with a

bursting headache. Neither can an individual do justice even to me—

chanical work, such as feeding a machine, who is sufi’ering from poisons

generated in the body. Again, one in poor physical condition gets tired

easily—and fatigue is opposed to good work. Control of body and

mind is lost in proportion to the severity of the fatigue. The brain is

just as dependent upon good pure blood for its Working ability as the

muscles, for we think with our blood—and efliciency depends to a

'large extent upon how keen and active the mind is.

The average man realizes that the athlete, in order to be proficient,

must train that he must keep fit; but he fails to see that in order to

. ‘ "q
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10 his best mental work he should train his body with as much care

[8 the athlete does his. Not in just the same way, but he should train

nevertheless.

“Many people go through life with dull tools. The edge is oif their

:nergy; their ambition is dull; their initiative lags; their enthusiasm is

:xhausted; their will—power is weak; their intelligence is blunted; all

heir powers are at the minimum instead of the maximum of efliciency,

)ecause they have neglected their health or in some other way reduced

heir efficiency by failing to keep fit.”

Machines of all kinds have been studied with the minutest care to

iscertain the best possible way of running them in order to get their

naximum work without undue wear and tear. The capacity of theSe

nachines has been greatly increased—in some cases doubled and trebled.

Hillions of dollars have been expended in bringing machines to per

ection only to be soon thrown aside for something better.

But how about the human machine—the most marvelous and in—

ricate machine that exists? How much pains have been taken and

to“! much money has been expended to perfect it and keept it in con

lition to do its maximum of work without injury?

The average worker wastes a tremendous amount of energy by not

raving control of his body. ' In much of his work he is constantly bring—

ng into action muscles which are not only useless for the work he is

loing but actually interferes with it. People are not trained to handle

Lheir body machine efi'ectively.

Then, how about the general health of the average worker? At

east ninety per cent of all workers are compelled to lose more or

.ess time from work because of sickness—most of which could be

avoided with a little knowledge and care. It is estimated that upward

)f three billion dollars annually are lost in the United States from avoid

able sickness. But perhaps the greatest loss to the employer comes

from the workers who are able to be at their places but because of some

bodily disturbance are not able to do their work as rapidly and satis

factorin as they otherwise would.

Here, then, We havc three conditions which mitigate against capacity

work.

1. Inaccuracy and awkwardness through lack of proper training.

2. Loss of speed, muScular and brain control (efliciency) from too

easily induced fatigue due to ill health.
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3. Loss of time due to avoidable sickness.

If large employers of labor have ever given this matter any thought

they must have been impressed with the loss they sustain in a year’s

time due to these causes.

There is a Remedy.

Is there anything that employers can do to overcome these causes

of inefliciency among their workers? Many firms are already doing

much by compelling an applicant to pass a medical examination before

employment. This eliminates at the very start many who would cause

a loss to the firm employing them. In addition to this, care should be

taken not to hire those whose habits are conducive to poor health in

the future. Heavy 0r steady was of alcohol and tobacco or other

poisons, are bound to suffer from their efi'ects in time. Likewise, over

feeding, lack of proper exercise, rest, sleep, etc., just as surely under

mine the health. Of course employers can determine and govern these

habits only to a limited extent, but a propaganda of proper education

along this line would accomplish great results.

It is surprising how ignorant and careless the average person is in

regard to taking the proper care of his or her health. Most business

men do not treat their own body with one-tenth as much consideration

as they do their automobile.

The average length of life is increasing—but not after middle age.

From there it is decreasing—due to bad habits of living. Medical science

is saving many of the babies and getting control of some of the infec—

tions diseases, but deaths caused by cancer, diseases of the heart, blood

vessels, kidneys, and liver, are rapidly increasing.

It seems to me that all concerns employing five hundred or more

people would profit by employing a “Health Manager,” that is, a man .

to look after the health and physical efliciency of the employes.

Qualifications Required.

In the first place he should be a man with medical training—skilled

in physical and medical examinations and able to do clinical laboratory

Work. He should, himself, possess a good body, in good condition, under

good discipline that he might set a good example. He should have a

thorough knowledge of physical education and hygiene, and ability to

teach. He should be thoroughly imbued with an enthusiasm for health

and physical eificiency—not only in himself but others.
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What could such a man do for the health of a large number of em—

loyes? I .

1. He could act as the examining physician for new applicants.

2. He could examine all employes occasionally, say once a year. In

ese examinations he could discover many diseases in their incipient

age, thus'warning the individual in time to be cured. Habits which

e causing bodily troubles would be detected in some cases and the

)rker induced to change them before too late.

8. He could act as a consultant for all employes at the first indica—

»n of sickness, and with his medicines and advice nip many a “sic

all” in the bud. ‘

4. He could give lectures on health and hygiene to all employes,

Lching them the conditions which came sickness and how to pre

it them. While knowledge alone is not a guarantee of good health it

)duces far less disease than ignorance.

5. He could direct exercise periods and teach rational physical edu

:ion to the workers—instructing them how to rest and relax, and

w to get control of their body. These things can be made intensely

eresting by the man who knows how.

6. If this “Health Manager” has also been trained in the Principles

Personal Efficiency he could be an inspiration to his people for more

i better work. i

Such a man would, in my opinion, not only save thousands of

llars annually to a large concern but would be doing a humanitarian

'vice to employes. “Health is the first wealth."

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\“"\\\\\“‘\\\‘\\\\‘\\\‘\,‘

Your Memory—good or bad—will either make or mar

your future—Cobb.

In the practical, as well as in the theoretic life, the man

whose acquisitions stick is the man who is always achiev

ing and advancing, while his neighbors, spending most of

their time in relearning that they once knew but have

forgotten, simply hold their own—James. '
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But One Thing Can be Worse

Than a “Quitter”-—

And That Is the Fellow Who Is Afraid to Begin

\\\‘\“‘\“\\\\“‘\“‘\‘““\‘\‘\‘\‘\“““\“

RE you afraid to take hold of new things?

Do propositions that are new to you, give you the shivers?

Does the fear of failure prevent your attempting new ventures?

LET’S DISCUSS THESE FOR A LITTLE.

Had our forefathers of 1776 all been fearful of change or advance~

ment in national life, what would be our status today?

Had the opponents of human slavery been afraid of attempting the

elimination of that evil from our escutcheon as a people, what would be

the character of our Republic today?

If men who now occupy the high places in commerce and industry

had yielded to the temptation of “what’s the use,” how far from the

positions of subs would they have gotten?

If there was no fundamental principle in the universe of life by and

through which man might rise and grow and develop and increase, what

difference would there be between chances for him and the hog—I

mean the four-legged one?

In case the employer of the earnest, ambitious, loyal, and efficient

employe, should possibly prove unappreciative and unfair, that’s the

employe’s chance to DISCHARGE his employer, or buy him out, or

start a competitive business and FREEZE him out. It may be done,

and it IS being done every day by individuals who PRACTICE Qual

ity, plus Quantity, plus Correct Mode of Conduct in their service.

SERVICE is a PRINCIPLE, and Sheldon truly says: “He Profits

Most Who Serves Best.” WM. T. GOFFE.

“Don’t give up the ship," especially friendship, courtship,

and stewardship.” —Sam Bud Cook, in “The Blustocking.”

:‘\\‘\“\\“\‘\\"\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\““‘\\\‘\“\'

: Intensive, rather than extensive advertising, is--if you

' will pardon the terms—less expensive—Watson.

.\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\‘\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
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Sentence Wisdom

By ANDREW OUTZEN.
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Personal Improvement involves a study of, and an obedience to, the

laws of Righteous Conduct.

Unfailing Confidence in our ability to conquer is the inner motive

i all successful life.

Whether or not life is worth living, depends upon the one living it.

Out of our determination results the fruition of our life.

Each one builds—in a separate star.

The only step we can take in advance is the next one.

It is far better to give ear to life’s intimations than to wait until

,ey become commands.

We cannot afford to linger indifferent to progress- Life as a growing

‘ocess is always a pushing one, always a consumption of the present

behalf of the future.

It is indeed fortunate that life is so charged with Confidence and

ope that Fear of Failure is admitted with some degree of difficulty.

A bird falling from its nest finds the disaster turned into the dis

|very of its powers of flight. ' ~

The Oyster mends its broken shell with a Pearl. ,

“Big things” are better done by first attending to the many little

rings that lie close at hand.

Life exists as a continuing experience.

We find shells lying on the beach, but for pearls we must dive.

The sweetest scents come from the breezes that scatter the roses.

Lincoln’s idea of a virtuous continuity was in harmony with his

'ords: “Die when I may, I want it said of me by those who knew

1e best, that I always plucked a thistle and planted a flower where I

nought a flower would grow.” And his “With malice toward none,

ut charity for all,” stands an example of Christian Service among men

or all time.

Clouds obscure most skies at intervals, for they are native to all

luarters, and the splendors of sunrises and sunsets appropriate them in

.heir beauty. _

Consistency is a jewel. Stick-to-it-ive-ness is consistency in prac

:ice. To those “Pikes Peak or Bust” seekers we’ve all read about,
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there was neither too much dust nor too much mud, too little wood

nor too little water, too many Indians nor too many buffaloes, nor any

other thing of trouble and disappointment, sufficient to cut short their

set purpose to reach and scale the mountain

Entanglements of business relations, resulting from repellent and

conflicting interests, decrease the value of our work and check self—

improvement. When they become increasingly distasteful the wise and

prudent course is to resign and withdraw rather than to be exposed to

those accidents of fortune which might make resignation impossible or

compulsory.

“One ship drives east and the other west

With the selfsame winds that blow;

’Tis the set of the sail and not the gale

Which determines the way they go.

“Like the winds of the sea, are the winds that blow

As we voyage along through life.

’Tis the set of the soul which decides the goal,

And not the storm and strife.”

—Edwin Reynolds.

Fidelity is a noble quality, and in order to really SERVE we must

be faithful. If we cannot be loyal to our employer’s best interests, we

Would better find another place.

It is difficult for any combination or accumulation of misfortunes to

overcome the buoyancy of good health, just as no multiplication of per

sonal gifts, mental and moral and volitional, can altogether lift the de

pression of ill—health. Health smooths the way for other blessings.

If labor, in itself, were burdensome, its gains would but poorly com

pensate for it. As a matter of fact, however, a close view will dem~

onstrate that our years of occupation are the pleasurable ones, and the\

years of repose, the weary ones. Our pleasures are gathered very largely

along the highways of toil, amid duties enforced by stern necessity or

exacted by the desires of ambition.

When it comes to personality, even Man Friday on leaving ~the

island admitted that he owed much to Robinson Crusoe.

Give credit to the talent of others, not underestimating their ability.

Believe that your competitor is strong, and that in order to win

success in the face of his competition you must DO YOUR BEST.
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Do not look with contempt upon Shakespeare or Milton because

they knew nothing of alternating currents or Pelton water wheels.

That incurable disease known as “inflammation of the ego,” is due

to the idea that one’s own view of this or of that is the only correct

one.

Man should be clear and concise in expression; whether through

designs, drawings, mathematical determinations, or words. Even the

facial gesture, small though it be, may yet be sufficient to answer the

purpose in a delicate situation. Notable suppression is often discernible,

yet in another sense one’s feelings may find relief only through manifest

expression. TRY AS YOU MAY YOU CANNOT BLUSH TO

ORDER- Language is the mirror of thought, just as smiles make the

armor of the soul.

Let us have ideas of our own. Let us be decided, conceal or re

veal, accept or reject, and exhibit an individuality of our own.

Let us not qualify our views with “I guess,” “I fancy,” “It seems to

me,” or other prefixes of the nature of these, as they tend to weaken

our influence and standing with others.

-Few of us have the courage of our convictions. We allow others to

smother them the moment they become known if they become known

at all.

The world within interprets the world without, just as outwardly

our lives and practices interpret the world within us.

Let us not attempt to cover our own errors by inflicting censure

upon others. The capacity to admit one’s own errors and responsibil

ity is a. measure of genuine strength rather than weakness.

Development and growth follow responsibility. Accept it with

gladness.

When you know how and where to look for information, then you

have the theory of the first step in education, i. e., the Infilling step.

Learn to live in contentment with small means. Do not make a

splurge of life. Seek for refinement, not fashion. Yearn for elegance,

not luxury

Duty becomes irresistible when it is recognized as a PRIVILEGE.

Make the most of the talents given you. ,

The uncouth cowboy expressed the idea when he said: “Life ain’t

in holding a good hand—but 'it’s in playing a poor hand well.”
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Who Can Qualify?

CORRESPONDENT recently sent to The

Business Philosopher, the following declara—

tion of principles:

“Humanity is my family, the world is my field,

and to do good is my religion.”

The B. P. believes that this superb declaration is

measurably true of the correspondent mentioned.

Possibly even more so than he is aware of. Previ

ous letters would seem to indicate this. Think it

over: "Humanity." That includes EVERY man

and woman, boy and girl. It makes no comforta—

ble exception of the perverted or weak specimens.

All such are members of the Family. The field of

each one of us far extends those lines bounded by

neighborhood or immediate business as ordinarily

understood. Mankind is the field. To “do good,”

cannot be beaten as a measure of personal worth.

To DO GOOD calls for genuine understanding,

however, of the field in which we move and have

our being, including a right understanding of one’s

own personality and powers developed, as well as

those of those fellowmen whom we contact our—

selves with. KNOWLEDGE, WISDOM, JUS—

TICE, as well as 60 or more other qualities of the

whole man, measure our Man Power to “do good."

Still, the declaration above repeated is so remark

\\\\\\
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able when judged from theviewpoint of possibili

ty, that The Business Philosopher is prepared to

place on its list of readers, any man or woman who

ACTUALLY LIVES the declaration as quoted

above, in his or her everyday life. The Business

Philosopher will consider it a real privilege to

place the name of such on its complimentary list.

This is not a challenge, it is merely an expression

of our real wish and need to come into intimate

relationship with men and woman of the character

suggested. And the more, the better for us. We

merely ask such as respond to this suggestion with

statement of the necessary principles, that he or she

make plain to us his or her experience on the plane

o'utlined.

In your reply, please state your attitude toward

one who has reached “that stage of experience in

life where pleasure, recreation and entertainment are

found in labor for, and SERVICE TO others.”

WM. T. GOFFE.

 

An Ode to S-E-R-V-l-C-E

“‘\\“\‘\‘\\\“‘\“\\\\\‘\\\\\\‘\‘“Q

The world has been waiting for you to come,

To solve its problems and help it along.

There are many things that none else can do,

And that is the reason we’ve been waiting for you.

\“\\‘\\‘\\\‘\\\\\\“\"\\‘\\‘\\‘\\“\\\\‘\\\"
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We want to know how to make a success

Of the babe that came, our home to bless.

We want to know how we can pay our bills,

And how we can cure our many ills.

How can we hire the man that we need

(A most vexing problem, this is indeed),

Who in difficult places, his brain can use,

When he wants more wages, we can’t refuse.

We need the man who has got backbone,

Who can grit his teeth, and go it alone.

Who uses good judgment, and is willing to SERVE,

Who under trying conditions, don’t lose his nerve.

Now the place to start, is not very far,

In fact we are in it, LET’S START WHERE

WE ARE. -

By storing with knowledge our own fertile brains,

They will carry us through in sunshine or rain.

SERVICE! SERVICE! ! Is the cry that arises,

In this busy world, it means sacrifices.

If you wish to know how to be a success,

Give the best that is in you, THE WORLD

DOES THE REST.

I. H. SAYMAN.

\
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The Series of Special Editorials by Mr. Sheldon,

now running in The BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER,

proposes to relieve the strained relations existing

between employers and employees, by the applica

tion of a plan that goes to the very root of the evil

and eradicates the CAUSE of dissension. He pro

poses to turn the SPOT—LIGHT of Public Opinion

upon the conditions that exist, in order that the

public may KNOW how urgently the call is for

that CALM and SERIOUS consideration of them

that will result in JUST Action.

If you are impressed after reading these editorials,

mention them to others. We will be glad to forward

back numbers. Mention the number desired if any

one special.

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER,

AREA, ILLINOIS
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The Heights

By ELLA WHEELER W'ILCOX.

\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

I cried, “Dear Angel, lead me to the heights

And spur me to the top.” '

The Angel answered, “Stop

And set thy house in order: make it fair

For absent ones who may be speeding there;

Then we will talk of heights.”

I put my house in order. “Now lead me on !”

The Angel said, “Not yet;

Thy garden is beset

By thorns and tares; go weed it, so all these

Who come to gaze may find the unvexed rose;

Then we will journey on.”

I weeded well my garden. “All is done.”

The Angel shook his head.

“A beggar stands,” he said,

“Outside thy gates; till thou hast given heed

And soothed his sorrow and supplied his need,

Say not that all is done.”

The beggar left me singing. “Now, at last—

At last the path is clear.”

“Nay, there is one draws near

Who seeks like thee, the difficult highway.

He lacks thy courage; cheer him through the day.

Then we will cry ‘At last’ ”!

I helped my weaker brother. “Now the heights,

0 guide me, Angel guide!”

The Presence at my side,

\Vith radiant face, said: “Look where we are now !”

And lo! we stood upon the mountain’s brow——

The heights, the shining heights!
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You Must Co-Operate to Succeed

By R. L. MOFFETT.

Author of Selling Sense Bulletins Issued by The Woods

Motor Vehicle Company of Chicago.

‘\\‘\\\\\‘\\\\\‘\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\‘\\

This is called an age of SPECIALIZATION, but it is

even more of an era of ORGANIZATION. An organiza

tion necessitates co-operation in the fullest sense, between

the various units of the organization.

Failure to co—operate, produces friction, and unneces—

sary friction in an organization, as in a machine, is a

formidable foe to efficiency and permanency. The man

who cannot or will not co—operate is like back pressure in

the cylinder of an engine. He wastes all his strength in

negative eilort and in doing so he actually counteracts the

positive effect of the work of others.

Your organization needs the man who has breadth of

vision to see that, no matter how important any one man’s

work may be, he is still only a part. That he must depend

upon other parts, as other parts depend upon him for the

greatest measure of results from the organization as a

whole. If each man clearly realizes this, if he will keep at

all times in mind the ultimate object of the work in hand,

and which requires the united effort of all, he will on

occasion, subordinate his own immediate interests to that

of the organization as a whole. This is an ideal, but it is

a practical one which every man of us can reach.

We have a good illustration of the cited of proper co—

operation in the human body. Personal efliciency is de—

pendent very largely on the harmonious working together

of mind and muscles in the body. For example, the Star
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League ball player, the champion golf or tennis expert,

the professional juggler or magician whose quickness de

ceives the eye, are not necessarily brainy men, nor do they

always have exceptional muscular strength. The secret

of their great cleverness lies in highly developed reSponsive

ness of muscles to mind, and mind to muscle. There is a

LIGHTNING—LIKE CONNECTION between brain and

mind and foot which astounds the observer. Psychologists

call it “co-ordination,” which is practically the same as

CO—OPERATION between the various units of the physi—

cal and mental organization of the man. The efiiciency of

such men is not due to their mental or physical strength

but because they have developed the units of their bodies—

brain cells, nerves and muscles to a. high degree of CO—

-OPERATION, one with the other.

To a great extent the personal efficiency of the sales

man depends upon a similar development of his five

senses. In the business organization the analogy is com

plete. An organization can get along without men pos—

sessing great personal ability much better than it can do

without the co—operative spirit, the responsive HABIT OF

HELPFULNESS between difierent individuals and depart

ments.

If you are to be an individual success in your present

position you must help the success of your organization by

co-operating fairly and freely with every other unit in

the organization. The first step in this direction is to

thoroughly realize how important co-operation is to you

and to us, all. ‘

Printers' Ink says: Compete with your possibilities in~

stead of your neighbor; your neighbor may be setting too

slow a pace.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\‘
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When you want a. raise in salary, show your employer

that you are worthy of greater responsibility. Tell him

what you wish to do for horn—what you mean to do to

help his business to grow—what service you propose to

give him. Man’s tendency is to help those who are help

ful to him. Employers are men. Do you see the point?

A Morning Prayer.

God of love, of grace, of strength, hear me:

Go before my face this new day, that I may meet each new

or perplexing problem with patience and courage.

May I not falter, though each task that shall confront me

may seem greater than my strength or ability to meet

and accomplish,

But may I, in my weakness, turn to Thee for strength;

knowing that Thou wilt grant—according to Thy most

perfect judgment—all supplications that are in accord

with Thy plan. )

May I not commit any grievous wrong, 0, Father; though :

if I should err, may my conscience be so susceptible to 1

Thy Spirit’s pleading that I may quickly know and :

freely repent of my sin. :

I ask forgiveness for all things that I may do which shall :

be as dross in Thy sight—may. they be forgotten; 4

And, Great Father, where I have been faithful in one :

thing, do Thou water it and cause it to live and grow :

and to bear fruit in full time, that there may be re- p
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joicing in Thy name;

And when the evening shades are falling, may I find joy

in the thought that I have been my best this day.

And then may I sleep in peace. Amen.

—Frank L. Connor.
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Gunpowder in Every

Normal Man

THERE IS GUNPOWDER

In every man, if you can get the spark to it

which will ignite it.

THERE IS LATENT POWER

In every salesman—ivery often more than

he himself dreams of.

ALL YOU NEED TO DO

To light the flame of his enthusiasm, is to

show him his own opportunities and their

possibilities for him.

DO BUT THIS MUCH FOR HIM

And the hidden gunpowder within him will

cause him to explode with sudden and irresist

ible power and keep it up.

“GINGER TALKS” by Holman,

Will do the work for him. Present him with

a copy. Price $2.00 per copy.

ASK

The Business Philosopher

AREA, Lake County, ILLINOIS

  

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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A Letter from Chas. E. Forsyth

148 Grain Exchange, Winnipeg, Canada

A recent Graduate in Mr. Sheldon's

SCIENCE OF BUSINESS BUILDING

“Since taking up this Course, The Science of Business

Building, I have gained much valuable information.

“I have been able to help out those subordinate to me,

into better shape. I have greatly increased in knowledge,

and have developed Positive Powers which I was unaware

that I possessed. I am' confident that I have broadened-out

in every way, and that I require less supervision at the

hands of others. .There is still room for improvement of

course, and I mean to improve.

“I have been able to help out those subordinate to me

by pointing them to their errors and tracing these to the

negative qualities responsible, and thus getting them to

build up the corresponding Positives.

“I have been enabled to analyze the work in the oflice

more accurately and get better results. The Course has

also shown me the necessity for more and closer STUDY,

that I may the better serve myself, my Employers, and

our Patrons.

“It is my intention to stay with this Science until I can

truthfully say to myself that I am a man of ABILITY,

RELIABILITY, ENDURANCE, and ACTION.

The Personal Instruction by Lectures which we received

was of the greatest possible benefit to our Club, and proved

of itself to be well worth the price of The Course.

Henceforth my motto shall be “KNOWLEDGE IS

POWER.”
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Success Cost

Sturtevant 3 Cents!

He found the secret concealed in an old scrapbook which he

bought down in Ann Street.

The moment he read it he cried, “I know that my fortune is

made.”

The “Magic Story” as it was called, did more than make

Sturtevant prosperous and happy. Everybody to whom he

told it was thrilled and inspired by it—led onward and up

ward to heights they had never hoped to attain.

Read His Wonderful Story

Part One of the “Magic Story” tells of its discovery by Starte

vant and the amazing effect it had on him and his friends.

It is the most interesting story of inspiration and achievement

you ever read.

You can read it free—you are under no obligation to buy

the complete “Magic Story” unless you wish to. If you do

it will cost you only $1—and your money will be returned if

you are dissatisfied. Thousands have bought the “Story” and

been helped by its wonderful message—less than 1 per cent

have ever asked for their money back.

Read Part One anyway; just write us today and say "Send

me a free copy of Part One of the ‘Magic Story.’ ”

The Business Philosopher

Area, Lake Co., Illinois

 

 

Say “I Saw It In the Blithe“ Philooophcr"
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Meet me at the

TULLER

For Value, Serv

ice, ~ Home

Comforts

  

  

  

T A TLE ~

Detroit, Michigan

Center of business on Grand Circus Park. Take Woodward car, get

_ off at Adams Avenue

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $1.50 Single, $250 Up Double

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.00 Single, $3.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.50 Single, $4.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $3 to $5 Single, $4.50 Up Double

Total 600 Outside Rooms

ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

Two Floorp-Agents' New Unique Cafes and

Sample Rooms Cabaret Excellent:

Say “I 51" It In the Business Philosopher"
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+FENTON+

GUMMED

LABELS
We have done two notable things in Gummed Label

making that are not usually associated:- RAlSED the stand

ard and LOWERED the price. We are making better

labels at the same time we are making them cost less.

No other concern has the equipment for making la

bels of the better sort that we havenhad to design some of

the machinery ourselves.

Every part of this equipment means better labels

for less money by cutting out cumbersome and time-wast

ing methods.

WE SAY IT BOLDLY--NO ONE ELSE IN THE

COUNTRY CAN SELL OUR KIND OF LABEIS AT

OUR PRICES.

Send for free catalog and see for yourself.

FENTON LABEL Co.
S.W. C23 9111 e THOMPSON STS.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

;, 4. r; . , . <11?

  

J): . JA‘ 1:

In, “I 5:1! It In the Moon Philosopher"
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An Old-Fashioned Preacher

of the Old-Time Religion

Billy Sunday somehow appeals to that

popular sense wherein all special tastes

and interests merge. Whole commu—

nities are changed for a. cleaner,

healthier, moral atmosphere. This is

the record wherever Billy Sunday has

labored. There is no logic like the

logic of facts.

“Billy” Sunday

The Man and His Message

By

William T. Ellis, LLD.

AUTHORIZED BY MR. SUNDAY

Tells the story of Mr. Sunday’s eventful life, gives a. keen analysis of his

manner and methods and traces his remarkable success as the most

conspicuous Christian leader in America, and also contains the heart of

his message, arranged by subjects, including his vivid utterances, his

startling epigrams and his homely, Lincoln~like illustrations that add to

his tremendously earnest appeals. Published by special agreement for

the use of copyrighted material and photographs.

  

The Only Book That Explains “Billy” Sunday

Cloth. 1,96 pages. Illustrated. $1.50. Cheaper Cloth edition, $1.00.

Address

The Area Institute of Business» Technology,

Area, Lake County, Illinois.

  

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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SELLING YO
BEING A FEW HINTS FRO

It was through the

suggestions of Elbert LEADER OF “ HUMANINTE

Hubbard, who was in life my warm personal friend, that I secured

my first $5,000 a year job. And it was owing to his help that I

was enabled to climb on up into the $10,000 class.

He didn’t endow me with competency—I had that—~he mere

ly told me how to SELL my services to the best advantage. And

he did it gratis. Dear “Fra”! A prince of good fellows, he

was continually doing something to help a fellowman carry his

burdens.

He told me that one of the big mail-order concerns once

sent him a check for $75,000 for just “one simple little sugges

tion” he had sent them. There never will be another Elbert

Hubbard. That isn’t possible.

I got the biggest idea of my life from him. It came like a

flash out of a clear sky while I was conversing with him during

one of his visits to Chicago a couple of years ago. He said——

“you know, Hill, ninety per cent of men do not know how to

sell their services to advantage.” ‘

That idea caught “on the fly” from Elbert Hubbard caused

me to get my salary raised from $5,000 a year to $10,000. It

caused me to sit down and write a book of “human interest”

sales letters, the first edition of which was sold out at $2.00

each within a month. One of the chief topics covered in that

book was, “how to sell your services.” ‘

And that isn’t all that chance remark of Hubbard’s did for

me. It has caused me to devote a goodly percentage of my time

to HELPING OTHERS SELL THEIR SERVICES to ad

vantage. It has helped me to a lot of pleasure, besides making

me more money than I ever earned before.

I can write a letter that will get by the highest paid private

secretary on Wall Street, and into the hands of the biggest man
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JR SERVICES
THE ACKNOWLEDGED . .

EST” LETTER WRITERS. 1n the financial or com

mercial world. I know

that, for I’VE DONE IT quite recently. I’ve done it not only

once but with more than 500 of the leading capitalists, commerc

ialists, and industrialists in America.

In a few ways I am like Elbert Hubbard was. For one, I

can write letters that “get by” and keep out of the waste basket.

If for no other reason simply because they are too good to be

thrown away. Letters that will sell your services or your goods.

Qne of my letters which was but twelve lines in length, was

mailed to twelve different firms with the result that I was

ofl’ered employment from eight out of the lot, and that’s as

near full efficiency as anyone needs approach. One of my re

;fi‘t) sales letters sold $27,000 worth of goods, and no sale was over

Ilean'do as well for you, or better. I carry on this work of

helping others sell their goods and services in a little corner

of. my home where I talk over my work and plans with my

Wife and two boys, and between us we put real “human in

terest” into my work. Every case I prepare produces results.

I can’t do this work for you gratis as Elbert Hubbard did

for me, as much as I would like to, but my charges for my

work are small compared with those of so-called employment

agencies.

It is just possible that I could not serve in a given case on .

any terms. I MUST BELIEVE IN YOU. And primary to

this I must ask you for personal data. Write to me for data

blank and I will soon tell you whether I can be of service to

you. If I can’t it will cost you nothing.

Cordially and sincerely yours,

NAP HILL.

% BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER, Area, Lake Co., 111.
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THE MARDEN BOOK DEPT.. 29 EAST 22d ST.. N. Y. CITY. ,"4.

Send catalog of Marden Books: also find enclosed S ........ tor X'Qv

Hiltng 1send postuald comes 0|! all books marked with X on l/‘gb

s e ow. '  

TO

 

 

 
R ' nil“
J ya in ........... ..

Tgain‘lnz (iii- Efficiency

/

1' ,

..s .- 5'

Ex tional Euinloyee 0§ I

Prggigesslve Business Man __ .0 ,/’§

Pushing to the Front...... .. .. .08 /

eraclePof Right Thlomzh 1.08 I,

c Wh Th C 5. /

'2 Bo Success '

Winning

Qualities

The MARDEN BOOKS Have Helped a Million
‘ (MORE THAN A mLION COPIES HAVE ALREADY BEEN SOLD-l

i They U)!" help YOU

* To Master the Science of Efficiency

‘ To Make the Most of Yourself and Make Opportunities

To Build Character and Make a Name in the World

To Increase Your Ability and Multiply Your Earnin Power
To Overcome Obstacles and Bring Success Out ofg Failure

To Live a Larger, Healthier, Wealthier, and Happier Life

 

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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Marden Inspirational Books

Be Good to Yourself

Rising in the World

Young Man Entering Business

Getting On

Every Man A King

Secret of Achievement

Self Investment

Optimistic Life

Singlfi copies, cloth, $1.08; silk, $130; leather, $1.55.

Sold in sets.

 

Marden Booklets

“I Had a Friend,” postpaid............................................$0.53

Hints 120 Young Writers, postpaid.............................. .. -80

Do It to 8. Finish Good Manners and Success

Not the Salary but the Opportunity The Hour of Opportunity

Why Grow Old?

Character

Cheerfulness

An Iron Will

Economy

The Power of Personality

In white leatherette binding, 35 cents, each, postpaid. The last

seven are also to be had in cloth at 54 cents each. Copies sent on

approval.

Send for complete descriptive list. Books sent on approval.

Clip the Success Insurance Coupon at Top of first Page and

send to Mai-den Book Dept, 29 EAST 22nd STREET, NEW

YORK CITY.

 

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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SIZE 9% XM INCHES

comprises over 600 pages, llliistrated wit-h

legal forms of every description. Bound

in Law Buckram with leather labels

stamped with gold lettering. '

  

.ONE SAFE, SURE, AND INEXPENSIVE

WAY TO AVOID LEGAL TANGLES

[s to keeplon your desk where you can refer to it at a mo

ment’s notice, that Standard Authorative Work.

BUSINESS LAW

For

BUSINliSS MEN

Y

Utley E. Crane,

LL. B., B. S.

Member of the Phila

delphia Bar.
  

"Knowledge or the

law is coming to be

essential to success

in bullnoll."

Andrew Carnegie.

“Ignorance of the

law excuses no man."

__________--—

This Book Is a Safe

Guide in All Business

Questions Likely to

Arise in Any State of

the Union. It Is a.

Silent Friend to Turn

To For Advice When

Needed.

Crane’s “Business Law

for Business Men”

shows you the right

and wrong of things,

not as one man sees it,

or another man sees

it, but as the law

views it in every sort

of case. Bound in Law

Buckram, price $

Ask for Table of Con

tents. Address

The Area Institute of

Business Technology,

Area, Lake County,

Illinois.

 

 

 

Say “I Snw It in the Bullnell Phllooophor"
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You can reach business men in every part of the country through

ad in THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER.a little swant

LO CAL REPRE

S E N T A T I V E

_VVANTED. Splendid

income assured right

man to _act as our rep

resentative after learn

mg our business thor

oughly by mail. Form

er experience unneces~

sary. All we require
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GoodSalesLetter!

Andifitdoesn'tgetresultsI’llrollaPeanutaroundtheWhite

Housesquarewithacrowbar!I'llstandbythis.

WRITEsnappysaleslettersthat“getby”andbringbackwhattheygoafter! That’samodestclaim,isn’tit?YetifIcouldwriteaseriesofsay—sixlettersfor
youwhichwouldincreaseyoursales25percent,youwouldbegladtopayme

wellforit,Iknow.»

Well,ICANDOIT,andtheservice’willnotcostyousomuchasyouwouldpayan ordinaryofficeboy.Andmindyou,myservicesarenottobemeasuredbytheircost
toyou,butbytheirresults,forIhaverefusedanofierofagoodmanythousanddol

larsayear,lessthanamonthago.

AndlestyoYhaveanydoubtsastomyworthasanadvertisingspecialist,letmemen—

tionsomeoftheresultswhichmyspecialsaleslettershaveaccomplished.TWOyears agoIwroteaformletterthatbroughtback$27,000worthofbusinessinlessthansix monthstime.Ahalfyearago,Iwroteaseriesof“follow-up”letterswhichmadean

aVerageoftwonewcustomersforeverymanit(wassentto.‘I

Thathardlyseemsbelievabletoonewhohasbeenaccustomedtousingordinarylet
terssentoutintheordinaryway!Butitisa.fact.Andmorethanthat,theentire seriesoftenletterswasmailedoutinoneweek.Oneadayforthefirstfive-days,and

oneeveryhouronthesixthbusinessday.Thiswasanexperiment.NowIt's_anex
perience.Mynotionwasthattheaveragefollow-upsystemlackeddoggedpersrstency andtheconcentrationthatgoeswithit,soIdecidedtoCONCENTRATEgoodand

hardwithtensnappy,“humaninterest.”letters.Icouldn’tseethelogicofspending$3

forthennnxeofa.prospectivepatron.andonly80cforfollowinghimupbyletter.
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WW.IcanaffordtodothisbecauseI’mworkingforseveralofyourneighborstOO

Youmayhavemeforadollaraday,fortheentireyear,payablemonthly.

_(_)negoodsalesletterWouldeasilybeworthseveraltimesthisamount.The privilegeofdailyconsultationwithmeregardingyourentireadvertisingplanswould eas11ybeworthtentimesthatamount.Andifyoufeelattheendofanymonththat

IhavenotearnedmymoneyDON’TSENDITTOME!Youshallbethejudge.

IamaSheldonmanthroughandthrough,whichmeansthatIwillnotaccept

yourmoneyunlessIKNOWthatIhaverenderedyouGOOD_SERVICE.

Ifyouwantme,sendformyprivateDataBlankandfillitoutsoImayhavethe informationaboutyourbusinessthatitisnecessaryformetohavebeforeIcan

serveyouproperly.

I’llguaranteetowriteyouaseriesof“humaninterest”letterswhichwillcause

everymanwhoreceivesthemtorememberyouaslongashelives.

I’LLSTAKEMYREPUTATIONandMYPAYonTHISSTATEMENT!

Iamnotanovice.IamwellknowntoboththeEditorandtheAssociate-Editor ofTheBusinessPhilosopher,andIbelievethateitherofthemwilltellyouthatI

canwritestrong,forcefulsaleslettersthatgetwhattheygoafter.

Thisissimplyafrankstatement‘offactsthatyoumayverify.

Iinviteyoutosaywhetheryouwantmyservicesornot.I’LLgive'youmoreservice
asacomplimentthanmanymenwouldgiveyouforrealmoney.Ifthere’ssome—

thingonyourmindinthewayofasalesproblem,that’stroublingyou;tellmeabout

it.MaybeIcanhelpyouwithoutitcostingyouaredpenny!

Cordiallyandsincerely,

NAPHILL,

Area,LakeCounty,Iliinois

  

CareTheBusinessPhilosopher
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ARTHUR FREDERICK SHELDON, Editor

Only articles of a character calculated to increase the SERVICE BENDERING POWER of the

reader will appear in this magazine
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BY THE FIRESIDE’

Where We Talk Things Over

\\\\‘\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\“\\\\\\\\\\\\‘“\\\“\
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and we gather once more around “The Fireside" for

our stated monthly meeting. I have been such a con

stant traveler that it just happens this year that this is the first

time 1 have ever seen the leaves turn their golden brown here

at Area. It may be different in the future, as I expect to grow

more of a home body from now on. And my hope is that I

may serve you better than ever because of this promise of

added concentration time for the closer study of the great

and almost infinite problems confronting us in the universal

HBBB is November again,- with its wintry suggestions,

realm of business.

In our last issue, we made the statement that the schools

of the world are the common meeting—place of all humanity.

This, in these days of compulsory schoolroom instruction, is

at least largely true. ,

It is very true that with our existing school systems, con—

ducted as they are, millions quit the schoolroom long before

they should or would, if our schoolroom instruction were what
it should be. I '
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It is also true, that with instructional conditions as they are,

millions more are obliged to leave the schoolroom before they

would or should, if not obliged to begin the earning of a live

lihood. ’

If the schoolrooms of today were what they should be and

will be some day, then those who would remain for a longer

period could, and those who should, but do not want to, would.

Proper procedure in the schoolroom would not alone make

life there so interesting that all who could would wish to re

"main until ready and fitted for life’s battle, but the better fit~

ness would speedily so improve industrial and commercial con- .

ditions that the proper period of instruction would be made

possible for all. '

Let us for the moment close the page of pedagogy, and

start anew. In other words, let us suppose that the world
were starting all-lover again in so far as the school systems

are concerned.

Let us suppoee that those founding the first schools had forc

seen these facts: ‘ First, that in time all children would be ex

pected to go to school; second, that the vast majority of those

' who did, would eventually come to earn their livelihood in

either the industrial, commercial, or agricultural world; third,

that the true function‘ of the schoolroom life should be to fit

the child to WIN LIFE'S BATTLES.

Now, had those who formulated our school systems realized

these facts so patently plain to all thinking people today, do

you believe that our schoolroom instruction would have now

been what it is?

Instead of the three facts above stated being dominant in

the minds of our original school-makers, they must have rea

soned as follows: First, no one will go to school except those
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who are to practice one of the “learned” professions; second,

the object of schoolroom instruction is principally the attain

ment of mental culture.

The result is that we have had handed to us here in America,

as a basis for our educational system, an antiquated inheri—

tance of medieval times wholly inadequate to meet the de—

mands of our times.

Let it be understood that'it is not to tear down merely, but ,

to help to build up; not to shake the fist of iconoclasm, but

to extend the helping hand, that I call attention to the follow—

ing facts concerning our public schools, quoted largely from a

relatively recent issue of Pearson’s Magazine:

1. The public school system represents an investment of $1,221,695,

730. '

2. It costs the American people $446,726,929 a year to maintain.

3. One Single item of waste, due to retardation of pupils, costs the‘

nation $157,066,602 annually. ‘

4. Only seven per cent of the children who enter the public schools

ever pass through them. '

5. Only 24.45 per cent of thOSe entering the school reach the high

school. Of those who reach the high school, only 29.58 per cent get into
the_iourth year. i

6. Not more than one-third of~ the children who enter the public

schools ever finish even the elementary grades.

7. One-half the children who enter the public schools leave before

they have acquired an equipment to read a newspaper intelligently.

8. It is estimated that the loss of this fifty per cent of the children

irom the public schools in the middle of the elementary course repre

sents to the nation a loss in human resources of $250,000,000,000.

9. Only one American teacher in five has even a minimum of train

ing for the work of teaching. They have to study at night in order to

teach anything the next day. ‘

10. In many parts of the United States the education of the public

school teachers is not above the seventh grade.

11. In one state, standing well up in the list of states with educa
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tional advantages, about one-half the public school teachers have not

.even had a high school education. _

12. Our public school system is not practical for most of those who

must be educated by it or not be educated at all.

The above facts, while startling, are true and can be verified.

There are four basic reasons for the state of aliairs as re—

vealed by the facts stated abovewthese were stated briefly at

the close of our last article. Let.us here restate them and ex

plain them somewhat in detail.

The Four Basic. Reasons. 7 v

"Reason No. 1.

1n the first place, our educational system was built from

the top down.

By that I mean this: The university came .first in the old

_ world, when systematic instruction in the schoolroom was de

signed wholly for the classes" and not for the masses. The uni

versity curriculum was designed for those who intended to en

ter the service of the state or one of the learned professions.

7 Those who intended to enter the vocation of trade or com

merce could not attend the university if they wanted to, and

they were barred from its benefits. _

Later the high school came. ‘ ' .

Theobject of its curriculum was to fit the student to enter

the university. .

Later the lower schools came, the object of their curricu

, lum being to fit the child for the grade above, that he might

eventually enter the high school, and there be prepared to p855

examinations which would enable him to enter the university.

The result of all this is that the trend of instruction in Our

school systems, from the bottom to the top, is toward that of
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preparing the student for one of the professions as a life’s

vocation.

In imagination call a world convention, and have present all

of the adults of the wbrld. ‘

Divide them into groups from the standpoint of vocation.

\Ve would find a large group of physicians, another of lawyers,

another of dentists, and so on, but by far the largest group of

all would be those engaged in the production and distribu

tion of the world’s commodities; in other words, those engaged

in commerce and agriculture.

Those engaged in commerce alone would form so great a

group that they would outnumber all the other groups combined.

In spite of this fact, we have seen that our school system

was designed, not for this great group, but for the'smaller

groups.

It is true that here, there and yonder, various attempts have

been and are being made to graft on to the tree of education

branches designed to train the student for commerce and its

activities. These attempts, however, fall far short of efficiency

for two reasons. First, our school systems are not provided

with the proper textbooks for the teaching of such basic sub—

jects as the Principle of Service and the natural laws related

to it, Salesmanship, Business Building, Advertising, etc.; sec

ondly, the teachers are rare indeed at the present time who

are fitted to teach these branches, granted even that they had
the proper textbooks. ' I

Business in its broad sense is a science today. The conduct

of business should be a profession! A profession is a science

practised. '

The conduct of a business is an art, but underneath every

art is a science or the possibility of science.
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Science, in the words of Herbert Spencer, is organized

knowledge. The successful conduct of a business is not a mat

ter of luck or chance; it is governed by wholly natural and,

therefore, universal laws. A common law of human efficiency

in the conduct of business is a rule of action or conduct pre—

scribed hy Nature herself. Many of these laws have been

discerned and organized. ~ ' '

The Science of Business is justlyentitled to rank among the

recognized sciences and should be taught in our public schools.

Reason No. 2. i

There is a very general belief to the effect that education

is instruction. I

Our schools are very largely regulated upon the theory that

if a child is instructed it will become educated.

As readers of The Business Philosopher well know, the fact

is that the term “education” in its real meaning, according to

its Latin roots, is “eduction.” 'To educate is to educt, to un

fold, to develop.

The truly educated individual is the one whose efficiency

qualities are educed or developed. His power to win will not

depend upon what he knows alone, evemabout the technique
of whatever vocation he enters. I

The individual’s power to win depends upon what he is,

and that which he is depends upon the degree of development

.or unfoldment of such qualities as the intellectual power to

think, to remember, and to imagine, which is constructive

thinking;

Upon such emotive powers as the desire to render service,

hope, faith, earnestness, justice, courage, honesty and loyalty;

Upon such physical qualities as health, strength—function

ing in the power to endure;
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Upon such volitional qualities as application, perseverance;

functioning finally in wise action.

It is time for our schools to differentiate between education,

the EFFECT, and educating, the CAUSE of the efiect.

It is time for our schools to wake up to the fact that there

are two processes involved in educating: First, Correct Nour

ishment; second, Correct Use. Granted that any physical

muscle, for instance the muscle of the arm, is properly nour—

ished and properly used, its education or development is a

natural consequence, a wholly natural efiect.

The analogy is perfect between the physical and the mental

man. If the intellectual, emotive and volitional qualities, as,

for example, the powers already mentioned, are properly nour

ished and properly used during the plastic period of ‘ youth,

their eduction or unfoldment is a natural consequence.

As it is today, the average teacher is quite content and feels

that he or she is fulfilling full duty as a teacher if systematic

instruction, mental food for the intellect alone, is forthcoming

in the schoolroom. ’

This alone can never result in eduction, which is the true

meaning of education.

It is just as necessary to add use or exercise to the nourish

ment of the intellect, of the sensibilities, and of the will, to

the process of nourishment or instruction in order to get the

desired result, namely, eduction or development, as it is to add

hydrogen to oxygen in order to obtain the result of pure water.

H2O equals aqua pura, not sometimes but always, and some

day the teachers of the world will know that correct nourish—

ment plus correct use equals eduction, and the schoolroom will

provide ways and means for administering both of the pro—

cesses constituting educating, to the youth of our land, and

\
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until that day comes our school systems will not turn out truly

educated People" Reason N0, 3.

Human power~man power, broadly speaking, is of two gen- \

eral kinds—éfirst, physical; second, mental.

Of the latter, mental, there are three kinds—first, intellec~

tual; second, emotive, springing from the sensibilities or feel

ings; third, the will, the volitional power. To put the same

truth in other language, we may say that the human mind

functions in three ways~first, through the intellect; second,

through the sensibilities, or emotions or feelings, which three

terms are synonymous; and third, through the will.

The result of the correct nourishment plus the correct use

of the positive or efficiency qualities of the intellect is the educ

tion of an increased degree of ABILITY.

The result of the correct nourishment and correct use of the

positive feelings, such as desire to serve, faith, courage, hon

esty, loyalty, etc., is the gradual eduction of a higher and yet

higher degree of RELIABILITY.

The result of the correct nourishment plus the correct use

of the positive or efficiency qualities of the physical man' is

eduction of an increased degree of ENDURANCE.

The result of the correct nourishment plus the correct use

of the positive or efficiency qualities of the will is the gradual

eduction of correct ACTION.

The first three kinds of man power mentioned, namely,

physical, intellectual, and emotive or feeling power, may be

said to be static or stored power. This static power becomes

dynamic through action, born of will development.

The prime effort of our school systems is centered in the

development of one of the four kinds of power, namely, the

intellectual. ,

i e
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A moment’s thought will make it plain to anyone that the

chief effort of our schools is to develop the intellect, that is,
to make the child know things. I

As far as our public schools are concerned, there is rela—

tively little efl'ort in the schoolroom directed to the develop—

ment of reliability, endurance and action.

As a matter of fact, the success—winning power of the indi

vidual depends fully as much upon his reliability, his endur—

ance and his action as upon his ability.

A given individual may be naturally gifted with or may

have developed a high degree of intellectual power; in other

words, he may know much indeed, and still be a failure. ' The

commercial world is fast waking up to the fact that, after all,

the best Ability is ReIi-Ability. '

We also know it to be a fact, if we stop to think, that an

individual may have both ability and reliability but be lamen~

tably inefiicient if lacking in the way of sound physical de—

velopment, functioning in the power to‘endure.

He may even have splendid power of physical endurance,

splendid ability, and splendid reliability, and still be inefficient

> if he is lacking in wise and persistent action, execution, the do—

ing of things. .

These four composite concepts, namely, Ability of the head,

Reliability of the heart, or moral character, Endurance of the

body, and Action of the will, are the measure of the success—

winning power of each individual in the world. Given the

possession of a sufi‘icient degree of Ability, Reliability, Endur

ance and Action, the result is Success.

Fortunately, the first letters of these four words happen to

spell A R E A. It is a scientific truth that the efficiency of an

individual varies directly with his AREA, his A+R+E+A.
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We are confronted with the truth that every normal child

in every schoolroom in the world possesses a body, and a mind

functioning in intellect, sensibilities, and will; therefore, he

possesses the raw material out of which to make more and

more Ability, Reliability, Endurance and Action.

Therefore, education is but the problem of the correct nour

ishment and the correct use of the qualities with which he is

already blessed. If not correctly nourished and CORRECTLY

USED, eduction will not take place. The aim of our school

rooms should be a' systematic distribution of effort, looking to

the end of administering the correct nourishment and correct

use of the fourfold-qualities 'of the child’s nature, with the

final object of the eduction of those qualities which, educed,

result in the increase of his AREA.

Reason No. 4.

The one thing which our school systems are seeking to do, _‘

namely, to train the intellect of the child, is not being done

rightly. The psychological laboratory has revealed the fact

that brain AREA development is dependent primarily upon

the use of the senses. Psychology has also determined the

fact that intellectual power functions in three ways:

~ First—The Power to Think.

Second—The Power to Remember.

Third——The Power to Imagine.

The intellectually capable are those who can do these three

things and do themv well. There are not four or five or' six

or seven things to be done with the intellect—just three. The

good knower, the man of intellectual power, is the good think

er, the good rememberer, and the good imaginer.

Imagination is the power of constructive thought. It is back

of all invention and progress.
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The study of books and the committing to memory of les—

sons, the passing of excellent or 100 in examinations, will train

the memory, the power to remember, because the child is

forced to use that faculty, “but it may not train the more im

portant power to think and to imagine. On the contrary, the

over-stuffing of the mind with memorized facts may stifle the

two powers upon which intellectual greatness depends, namely,

the power to think, which is the workshop of the mind in which

the raw material is made, and the power to imagine, which is

the power to recombine recalled mental contents in a way that

they have never been combined before.

The effort of the schoolroom to train the intellectual power

of the child should begin with the training of the senses.

The five physical senses are the basis of intellectual develop—

ment.

They are the windows through which the light of knowledge

comes into the mind; the cleaner the windows are—in other

words, the more highly the senses are developed~—the more

light of knowledge can come into the mind.

It is impossible to form accurate judgments, than which

there is no greater efficiency quality, in the absence of accu

rate sensation. The’facts are that there are five processes in

volved in thinking: 1. Sensating; 2. Imagining; 3. Forming

'of Concepts; 4. Forming of Ideas; 5. Reasoning.

Of reasoning there are three steps—first, the .forming of

judgments; second, the perception of laws; third, the percep—

tion of a principle, or the cause back of the law. But finally

every one of the higher processes rests upon sensation. No

one can perceive a law or a principle in the absence of the

power to sensate. It is, therefore, true that the basis of the

power to think is the training of the senses. This can never
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be brought about by the process of memorizing lessons, the

mere gaining of knowledge. ,

Before he enters the school Of life, the high school youth

should be acquainted with the science of thinking. He should

know what he does with his thinker and how to develop it to >

the highest possible degree. It is an oft—repeated remark on

the part of business men—“If my employes would only think l”

The way to remedy the tendency of the vast majority not

to think is to teach them the science of thinking. This could

just as well be done as not in the scholastic period of life.

The Far-flung View.

Thisremedy takes a long look into the future, ’tis true, but

as citizens Of life and the world, as they are, we must accept

our responsibility for the future, and hold the ideal of better

things for our posterity because we lived and struggled and

joyed and sorrowed. We must do all that we can to improve

matters and things educational here, in order that our children

shall be enabled to rise to higher levels than would otherwise

be possible. And indeed, who shall say that it will not greatly

enhance OUR possibilities if We buckle on the armor .of truth—

educational, NOW, and raise its banner high as we march

on contending for improvement and advancement all along

the line, even to'the far—coming time when others will have

taken our places here and become responsible for that sacred

thing, Education, thew-hich is so often Iniscalled instruction.

And the Nearer View.

The nearer view of this question which we of the here and

now do confront, is of immediate importance to us. It reveals

to us that evils do face the commercial and industrial world.

These evils are serious and they will continue to annoy until

such time as a majority at least, if not all people engaged in
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commerce and trade shall have studied carefully the natural

laws of Cause and Efi’ect. The evils we face today are more

than mere difficulties; they are real dangers. Among them, per

ceived by students of economies, are the tendencies of the times

' toward—1st, the rising cost of individual existence, not to speak

of really living, and 2nd, a lowering of individual producing, -

power. These must be equalized, and surely the best way to

do this is to increase the producing power of the individual.

Men and women have within them latent, potentialities of

power scarcely dreamed of by the majority. This comprises

power of hand, of mind, and of heart, fully capable of develop

ment and increase under instruction and direction. The one

thing lacking, as a rule, is interest. Interest, of course,’precedes

desire for growth and the attendant increase in effective doing.

But_science has shown that before interest comes attention,

and the attention of workers needs to be directed to those ten

dencies before mentioned, and that the way to correct and

overcome them is through'education, that is EDUCTION of _

personal power. Workers are sane~ men and women of course,

and they can easily perceive their individual liabilities for im

provement, and will. do so when the matter is clearly and

frankly brought to their attention.

In the October number of this magazine, on page 584, there

appears a quotation from an address by Senator Harding, of

Ohio, on‘ the “Evolution of Business,” a part of which is re

produced below. He said:

“I have thought sometimes that the corporation, in big manufacturing

particularly, ought to have an eSpecially human agent acting for it in its

department of labor. There are not many such departments today in the

Sense of which I am thinking, but it would be an advance step to create

such a department in_every big factory in the land. It would be a vast

improvement to have a. trained specialist, whose specific task is to bring
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and hold employer and employe in closer and more cordial relationship.”

Regarding this quotation, the contributor, the chief counsel

for perhaps the greatest bank in America, comments as follows:

“This quotation points out in the last lines what seems‘to me one of

the most eifective remedies for overcoming social and industrial unrest.

I hope that your series will develop this thought.”

Now, when men come to KNOW thev source or Cause of '

business evils, they can obviate the Effects by eliminating that

cause. Knowledge is acquired, and then it is worked up into

_ usable shape for application through the processes of thought,

memory, and imagination. The essential thing, and the pri

mary necessity, is that the fundamentals shall be expressed by

each one through those educational processes which mean gain

ing correct knowledge, and applying that in all life’s relation

ships. To “gain” knowledge is not enough for true education.

Men must be taught and then PROMPTED TO APPLY-the

facts to the end of better QUALITY, greater QUANTITY, and

all through more correct and helpful MODE OF CONDUCT.

When this is effected in the industrial plant, the results '

will be pleasing and profitable to all. To the degree that it

is done, will the conditions surrounding employers and em

ployes as such, and their mutual relations; prove satisfactory.

And this idea is not for the absorption of employes of the

lower grades merely. It is as fully and widely needed in the

office as it is in the shop. Indeed more so, as it is in the former

where the initiative must be taken. _ Adult study is more and

more coming into vogue in commercial and industrial insti

tutions, and when the “Trained Specialist” suggested in the

address of Senator Harding, quoted, is installed widely both

as a teacher and a harmonizer, then contentment of the sort

that means happiness in achievement, will begin to reign.

In 'our next issue, some examples of this will be presented.

4
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Delegation and Devolution Needed

in Commerce
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that men should delegate and transfer direction and

authority to others. It has been regarded by up—to

date proprietors and general managers as essential that sub—

MANY business sermons have been preached in order

managers and foremen should learn to direct the affairs of

their separate and special divisions in a spirit of responsibility,

and attainment of best results. Real authority can afford to

delegate itself unto others, and if one in undisputed command

does this with his leading employes, he will soon discover, if

he has not already, that such action will mean greater loyalty,

as well as a more expert performance of duty in the depart—

ments overseenby them. . ~ '

While these preachments have nearly always been aimed at

the employer or general manager, they have been, and to some

extent are now, deserved. But, a careful consideration of the

question shows that there is practically an untapped source of

usefulness yet to be exploited in preaching this gospel to sub—

managers and working foremen themselves, who dispose to

ward the idea that they can do the work much easier and

quicker themselves than by undertaking to train others. There

are many excellent men in sub-managers’ positions, who read

The Business Philosopher with deep-interest, and who discuss

it and the articles it contains from month to month with oth—

ers most admirably. Some of these think highly of the idea

of delegation of responsibility to intelligent workers, but—

FOR OTHERS to practice. ‘

I believe that a capable foreman, that is, one who is definitely
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bound for a place higher up, is one who will teach some of his

best and most intelligent workers to train others to do better

work, and will even delegate to such some of the necessary

oversight, thus leaving his own time, skill, and brains, free for

extensions and still better work. '

The disposition of average men to retire within themselves,

and to keep to themselves their special knowledge of their

work, is entirely natural. This is not material for condemna~

tion either, for the reason that but few have been properly

impressed with the idea that THEY are but a PART of the

great whole of humanity, and that being the case, that it is

not really permissible (looked at from the broad viewpoint) to

withhold from associated workers knowledge which may have

come to them because of special position or momentary privi

lege.

And here is where this matter comes straight home to the

chiefs in the world’s activities. If sub—managers and foremen,

and workers further down the line, are selfish and habited to

hugging to their bosoms especial knowledge, which should be

distributed freely to all and sundry in the interests of all, then

the source of that tendency is easily traced, and to whence

but to those AT THE TOP whose habit it is to keep them

selves and their affairs as remote from workers in the ranks

as possible.

Line—up and link—up, I say.

Let the owner of a given business realize that the business

which he calls HIS, is also the business of employes high and

low. \ Let him come to know why, namely: Because THE

WHOLE OF THE EMPLOYE’S CAPITAL IS INVESTED

IN IT, that. is,_HIS POWER TO SERVE acceptably. And

if he does not so serve, of course he does not continue in em'
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ploy. This, not on account merely of a determination put into

eiiect by his employer, but rather because of the operation of

natural law. 7

When men coalesce, and combine together, all for a LONG,

STRONG pull, then the underling, so—called, will but be one “

on a lower rung of the ladder of attainment, bound for a high

er place.

Give him his chance by advising him to better and wiser

service. - _ - WM. T. GOFFE.

The Philosophy of LOW Price

A Game Wherein Everyone Loses

I By CARL W. PIERSON. -
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ROM infancy there is an inherent ambition with us humans to

get something for nothing. The same spirit is manifest in all ages,

among all peoples, at all times. In our bartering we always want

more than we. give. Fundamentally, this is contrary to Nature’s laws of

all classified and unclassified sciences. Nature exacts with unfailing ac—

curacy pound for pound. Chemistry exacts a true and unerring com

pounding. Astronomy requires the exact setting of lenses to comply

exactly with the distance desired. Botany exacts perfectly constructed

and accurately mixed concoctions of pollen for propagation. The sciences

are all accuracy and business is a science, therefore, if we disregard the

laws of science as applied to business we are not true scientists within

the realm such as we should be, but simply money-mongers of the

ancient type, citizens of Gomorrha and Tyre. We humans are Wearing

ourselves out, selling 'our gold for dross, going through life in constant

fear and anxiety and finally filling a grave that enfolds, too soon, a

weary, heartbroken, discontented barterer. '

The laws of equilibrium demand dollar for dollar. Human and di

vine equity insist upon dollar for dollar and if we are to realize the

true joy and satisfaction of business, we‘must render and receive value

received commensurate for every ounce of energy expended. We are
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all born empty-handed and we die thus, there are no pockets in the

shroud. Nature has endowed us with brain and brawn; this energy

we are to expend in making the world a better placefor us all and

making our own life a blessing to our environment and our memory

with posterity a goal for some one’s aspirations. If we give more than

we receive or receive more than we give, we are not performing our

business in co—incidence with the supreme laws of Nature as applied

to business and we are harming not only ourselves but all mankind.

What is 'the consequence? ' I

Some of us have been endowed with 'a keener discernment, a more

intimate knowledge of relative values and for this reason manage to

get more than our share, while on the other hand Others not so for—

tunately endowed must bear the brunt of it all. The fault is all 0111'

own, we are bargain crazy. We do not realize that the relative value

of things .is determined by laws of supply and demand, and that these

laws are the only true and absolute standards for price~setting. We are

shaming our better'selves—we are following in the footsteps of Judas

Iscariot, every day betraying our master (our own conscience) for the

thirty pieces of silver—and .like the original Iscariot, the aftermath

will be identical.

Let us deduce then—what is the philosophy of low price?

An article to be sold at a low price must be cheaply made. We

do not say that it requires poor material—because all of .Nature’s vast

resources are good material if used for the purpose Nature intends them.

Therefore, first of all, a cheap article is a waste of good material, since

by making it into the proper commodity it would be of benefit to all

mankind, directly or indirectly. Therefore,

The laborer must work for starvation wages in order that this may

be accomplished. He is dissatisfied—feels that his employer is taking

an advantage of him and even as a youth he has dreams of the united

strength of labor and how they will eventually eradicate the stealing

capitalist, not knowing that

The manufacturer is planning and in every way trying to buy ma

terial and labor that he may, if possible, in the production of cheap

ness, come forth whole-skinned. In truth, the energy and executive

ability of the manufacturer is entirely wasted and shows no profit for

all his Work. He in turn condemns the dealer and commits perjury while

a
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The dealer must sell the cheap article in competition with other

price-cutting dealers, who, wholly unaware of value, sell only with

price as their argument, often at no profit whatever and more often at

a loss. As a. consequence, bankruptcy, suicide, broken hearts and home,

and ~

The ultimate buyer becOmes the owner of the cheap article, many

times because he assumes ccondmy, which is faISc in its conception, but

more often because of necessity, he cannot afl’ord to buy better becauSe

he is working at starvation wages producing the cheap article. What

does he find? 'After a short period of apologetic service, the cheap

article is worthless and is relegated to the junk-pile. Instead of buying a

permanent thing as far as permanence on earth goes, he bought a make

shift and finds that instead of saving a. few dollars, he has literally

thrown away his entire investment.

For whom then do we work when producing cheapness?

The junk-pile, the home of misfits, the grave‘of our brightest op

portunities. To think that we, intelligent and industrious as we are,

are only Serving such an unappreciative master as the junk-pile. Here

we find the wasted material, the hard labor of the underpaid mechanic,

the plan of the bounded manufacturer, the loss of the price-cutting

dealer and total loss of the consumer. Here it lies, a total loss to all

humanity, and again we feel the truth of the immortal adage, “the

saddest words of tongue or pen are theSe—‘it might have been.’ ” It

might have been a piece of work that posterity could use or admire, a

pride to the producer and a constant joy to the owner.

Let us listen to the wail of the junk-pile.

Let us lay special stress upon its teachings. Let us realize the true

extent of our folly. Let us resolve that we shall no longer be thralls

of this heap of rubbish. Let us determine to produce that which lives

and not that which dies at death of shame. Let us no longer inflict

. upon ourselves this, our greatest evil, for this alone causes financial de—

pression, makes collections and sales difficult, makes overproduction and

hard times. Let us lift our eyes abOVe the level of the junk—pile and

view in the clearer light the honor, profit and satisfaction on making,

selling and buying of quality products. Let us look to the skies where

from our salvation comes, let us view the higher altitudes, let us feel

that “no longer will we continue in the rut. If we are free and inde
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pendent citizens of the grandest country on earth, let us use in our daily

lives a doctrine of higher ideals that will be in harmony with this great

nation, and then every day listen to the sermon of the junk-pile and

learn as thoroughly as the alphabet the philosophy of low price.

Selecting Life’s Pathway

Choosing a Vocation

By GEORGE W. ROBNETT.
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HE trend. of 'the times is toward a standard of greater efliciency.

Scientific research workers and experimental laboratories are

working overtime, producing ways and means of cutting cost and

waste and doing things each day in a more improved and efi‘icient

manner. .

A great deal of scientific efforts is being directed toward the prob

lem of human adaptation. Not only is it striving to produce a positive

and reliable method for employers to use in selecting efficient help, but

it also aspires to the possibility of acquainting employes with their

logical vocation, or the pursuit to which their qualifications are best

adapted. ‘

Especially to the young man, with his career before him, the selecting

of a permanent vocation is a most serious matter.

Undoubtedly there are inherent Qualities which equip each of us,

more or less positively, for certain classes of endeavor.

Natural ability is usually manifested through natural inclination.

I recall an incident which. emphasizes this point. ‘

In a Chicago family hotel, lived a man and his son. The father

dealt in precious stones and traveled a great deal. He was very anxious

that the boy should take up the study of medicine as soon as old enough

It was a large hotel and a great many families lived there and the \

boy being very afiable and friendly, became very much a favorite. 'He

was very clever with the pen and was persistently drawing caricatures

pictures of the guests which 'won for him great favor.

His father was impatient and was anxious for the boy to devote more

time to more serious affairs and to educational preparation, so that he
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might take up the study of medicine. The youngster continued to

show great desire and remarkable talent for drawing and some of the

hotel guests, recognizing his natural ability, persuaded the father to

permit the boy to receive instructions in drawing. By following the

natural trend of his ability, that young man was, at the age of thirty,

famous all over the country with an income exceeding $50,000 per year.

Another case that comes to my mind is that of Fred Haskins (that

is not his real name), whose father was a merchant in a small country

town. Much to the disappointment of his father, Fred did not evince

much interest in the store but spent a great deal of time around the

railroad station, watching the agent send and receive messages. By

persuasion, argument and Command, his father (vainly tried to make a

merchant of Fred, but the boy wanted to go to work for the railroad

and finally succeeded in securing a position as assistant to the agent in

a near-by town. He advanced rapidly and became one of the most

prominent men in railroad circles, with recognized ability asa leader.

If he had followed his father’s suggestion, he would doubtless have been

more or less a failure. This is not always the case, and many young

men would do better to follow wise suggestions, but in cases Where in?

clination is so evident, it should have consideration.

Robert W. Babson, the eminent statistician, writing in the Saturday

Evening Post, said, “Nine-tenths of the sufl’ering in this world comes

from round persons endeavoring to fit square holes.”

The first and most important essential in laying the foundation for

a career is EDUCATION. ' ’

When I say education, I am not thinking of or referring to colleges,

universities, or seminaries. I am not alluding to that form of education

which is represented entirely by a string of capital letters after the name

or by a wall covered with diplomas and degree certificates.

EDUCATION is'knowledge gained AND USED profitably, legiti

mately, and intelligently in the development of powers of body, mind,

and soul.

Sir Walter Scott was entirely right in saying that “the best part of

every man’s education is that which he gives himself.”

. Thomas Huxley handed on the following definition of education:

“A training that gives a man ability to do the thing he ought to do when‘

it ought to be done, regardless of whether he feels like doing it or not.”
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Sheldon defines education in this fashion: “Education is made up

of two processes, first, Nourishment, and second, Use.“ And he goes

on to make these processes plain by pointing out that they mean gain

ing—taking in—knowledge, plus the application of the knowledge gained

to the development of personal power and strength.

Education, in the sense of these definitions, is the kind that counts.

It is constructive, cashable, helpful. It contributes to industry, to

progress, and to the manifold needs of humanity.

Many leading industrial organizations in this country are establishing

training school departments inside the institution, for the purpose of

preparing and equipping employes for greater service, and thus for ad

vanced positions.

Among leaders in this respect, are The Westinghouse Electric Com

pany, The General Electric Company, and The Western Electric Com

pany, as Well as many automobile, steel and other large manufacturing

concerns. It is also finding much favor with the great railway systems.

It is rapidly coming to be realized that normal men are unfortunate

only to the extent that their environment shuts them ofi’ from growth

through preventing them gaining further knowledge and opportunities_

for applying it. _ ‘

In one business office with which I am familiar, there worked six

young men, employed in various capacities, and four of them were at

tending night school. One was studying Law, another\ was studying

Language and Composition and Oratory, another Shorthand, and the

fourth was studying Salesmanship and Advertising. Each was gather

ing instruction which he was putting into practice more or less on the

spot every day. .

No man need lack education. The secret of its acquisition is EAR

NESTNESS in seeking. The man who goes after it, regardless of difl‘i—

culties, hardships, sacrifices, and pr‘ivations, WILL ACCOMPLISH IT.

“Where there’s a will, there’s a way.” Franklin, for an example, $°t

his that way, as did every diplomatic, clever, farseeing statesman of

genius and judgment.

It may be necessary for one who is constantly employed, to con

centrate every spare moment on his studies, in order to master them.

His lunch hour, his evenings, and even his time going to and-from

work must be utilized, but these small sacrifices will prove tremendous

investments further on in life.

I
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Frank A. Vanderlip, the New York banker, says: “The time has

passod when it was possible for a man to master the details and theory

of a business by merely doing his duty faithfully from day to day. No

longer is it possible for a man to rise to the top in commerce or in

dustry without bringing to the task a determination to employ his

leisure time in the acquisition of special knowledge along the lines of

his business.”

If natural tendencies in some particular direction are especially

marked, then, of course, study should be directed in channels which

parallel the tendency. If, however, one should feel undecided as to their

proper and logical function in life’s activities, it is well to generalizr

one’s study as much as consistently possible, adhering to the important

principles of business life, until conclusion can be reached as to the

most suitable vocation, and then concentrate one’s effort toward the

acquisition of kn0wledge which will prove serviceable in such pursuit.

As we read, study and observe, we will find ourselves forming likes

and dislikes for certain fields of endeavor, until sooner or later we

come to the point where we can decide upon the work we prefer to fol

low.

“Labor, not too well, but wisoly. There is wisdom in grasping and

mastering those things for which we feel best fitted.”

Childhood has its aspirations. The small boy usually intends to

become apoliceman, a fireman, a soldier, or some officer who wears a

shining uniform and enjoys power. All one’s life, and especially the

youth, is full of notions. With age come reasoning powers and more

settled opinions, which are largely the result of,_ observation and ex

perience.

Should a youth at early age be incarcerated within the bounds of

certain restricted and simple environment until the age of thirty, and

then thrown into the maelstrom of business, what would be the result?

His efforts would, undoubtedly, be chaotic, lacking that decision and

judgment that comes from wide observation and experience. That is

why early experience with cold facts and business principles is bene

ficial. ‘

: An optimist, is one who smiles at kicks, and a

: pessimist is one who kicks at smiles.

'
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The Commercial AristOcrat

HE CONSUMER, of, course, with his or her patronage,

T is the final objective of all business effort on the part

of distributors, whatever the goods or line.

On the part of the Wholesaler, either the need for a closer

contact with the Retail Merchandizer is appreciated by him

deeply, or the latter does- not command his serious thought at

all. 1 ~ ‘

There can be no halfway in this. '

And in the case of the Retailer—the middleman—either the

absolute necessity for IMPROVEMENT in the Service of his

clerks, as they deal with the inquiring and buying public, has

not appealed to him AT ALL, or else that subject occupies

a front seat in his mind day and night.

There can be no halfway here, either.

Then, Mr. Wholesaler, where are you?

And Mr. Retailer, where are you on this subject?

Your existence, as a commercialist, is an EFFECT, and is

due to just one CAUSE. That “Cause” is the’CONSUMER of

the kind of goods you produce or handle. This is so ordinary

a truth, that it will strike you as a truism doubtless. But how

about this other—that very generally the idea seems to pre

vail' that, there is a sort of aristocracy in business, and that

its natural headquarters is, and should be, established in the

factories of the country? Well, if you look at this matter

from that viewpoint, it is YOUR.mistake. The ARISTO

CRAT is the BUYER and CONSUMER of your goods. 111

business, there is no other person who can make a rightful

claim to special privileges than the man or woman who BUYS

TO use.
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The Retailer, sometimes—indeed, in too many instances——

acts as though HE were the King’s Son and Heir, while his

patrons merely make up the crowd~the canaille. He too of

ten forgets, if he ever so understood, the important fact that

the Retail Buyer and Consumer of the kind of goods he car

ries for sale, is the CAUSE constituting the SOLE REASON

for his commercial existence. And he frequently forgets the

everlasting necessity resting upon him to see to it, that neith

er he nor his clerks omit for a single moment consideration of

the IMPORTANCE of the BUYING public. ‘ ‘

Now, Mr. Wholesaler, do you place yourself?

And then, do you properly place the Retailer?

Do you, as a Wholesale distributor, see that if the Retailer

in your territory fails to gain and hold the trade and good—

will of CONSUMERS in his district, YOU are the loser,

finally?

It’s a sorry fact anyhow, whether you see it yet or not!

Now, what do you suppose I would advise you to do?

Why, just this: Interest yourself in getting your Retailer

interested in the situation AS IT IS, and secure his approval

for your assistance and suggestions for the good of all, includ—

ing himself, his customers, and you. Supply him with ideas

helpful to that end. You’ve got the time, more time than he

has, to choose plans and methods of the right character. See

to it. '

And Mr. Retailer, do you place yourself, and your relation

to the Consumer?

Do you realize that EXPERTNESS in your work as a deal

er with the public, transcends merely the power to pick and

choose a stock of goods?

Have you given the idea ofgthe need for improvement on
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be part of your clerks, adequate thought, to the end of plan

ling for actual results on that line? -

When we give attention to the matter, we find, of course,

hat Retail Salesmanship calls for expertness just as insistently

lS railroading, mining, building, or any other of the callings

;0 which men are devoted in the earning of a livelihood, we

;hen see clearly and unfailingly the WHAT and the WHY

)f it all, leaving but the HOW to be accomplished. ,

The "How" is only to be found in the practice of STUDY——

ltudying men and things and conditions_and books, anything

tl'ld everything which offers improyement personally of the

various individualities set to meet the Buying Public on its

visits to your store in quest of needed goods.v

WILLIAM T. GOFFE.

\‘\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\‘\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\‘

Here’s what W. B. Graves, a resident of Chicago,

and a regular reader of this “great little efliciency

monitor,” said in a recent letter ordering The Busi

ness Philosopher for his brother: “If my brother

can get as much benefit from The Business Philoso—

pher as I have, I will be more than well paid for

this act.”

This is more than merely brotherliness, it is Wise

Brotherhood. _

ARE YOU WHO READ THIS DOING AS

MUCH?
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The Man Who Wins

The man who wins is the man who does,

The man who makes things hum and buzz,

The man who works and the man who acts,

Who builds on a basis of solid facts;

\Vho doesn't sit down to mope and dream,

Who humps ahead with the force of steam,

Who hasn’t the time to fuss and fret,

But gets there every time—you bet.

The man who loses is he who talks,

Who fumbles and foozles and trifles and balks.

Who wouldn’t do anything today

That he can put off in the same old way;

Who’s down on his luck and curses his fate

And tries to catch fishes without any bait.

Who goes through life with a frown on his face,

Convinced that the world is a mighty poor place.

The man who wins is the man who wears

A smile to cover his burden of cares;

Who knows that the sun will shine again,

That the clouds will pass, and we need the rain.

Who buckles down to a pile of work

And never gives up and never will shirk

Till the task is done, and the toil is sweet,

While the temples throb with the red blood’s heat.

\\“\\“‘\\\““\“‘\\\\\\\‘\‘\\\\‘\‘\\‘\\\\‘\‘\“\“‘\\"\\‘\‘
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The man who loses is the man who moans\

_That the way is rough and he dreads the stones;

Who is looking for something soft to do,

Where the pay is big and the hours are few.

\Vho dreams'of this and dreams of that,

But never sails in and throws off his hat.

Who fears the feel of a drop of sweat

And never gets anywhere—you bet.

The man who wins is the man who climbs

The ladder of life to the cheery chimes

Of the bells of labor, the bells of toil,

And isn’t afraid that his skin will spoil,

If he face that shine of the glaring sun

And works in the light till his task is done;

A human engine with triple beam' '

And a hundred and fifty pounds of steam.

'
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Personality

Why Some Girls Succeed in Business

By HENRY A. FREE.

\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\‘\\\\\\“‘\\\\\\\

ROADLY speaking, the answer might be, for the same reason that

B some men succeed, because they put their hearts into their work.

I believe the question can be answered by the one word “Personal

ity,” which, of course, implies the nearest to the individuality that can be

attained in a business life. As there are varying qualities of personality»

so there are varying degrees of success in business, and, while I have

 

A
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never observed all the ideal qualifications in any one business woman, yet

there are many who possess the major portion and thereby merit their

reputation for success. .

We know that personality means the qualities that make up the

nature of an individual, that characterize the person. There are magnetic

personalities that attract, and there are personalities that repel, so it is

through these varying qUalities that a personality counts either for or

against the individual.

P-e-r-s-o-n-a-l-i-t-y.

My definition of an ideal personality for business can best be given

by using the letters p-c-r—s-o-n-a—l—i-t-y as the first letters in the follow

ing words: Perseverance, earnestness, reliability, sincerity, optimism,

naturalness, ability, loyalty, initiative, tidiness and yearning. Perhaps

“yearning” should come first, as it is this strong desire for self-improve—

ment, and the wish to be of best service to herself and her employer, that

impels the successful girl in business to acquire the other qualities that I

have mentioned.

The successful business girl possesses that substantial foundation,

“perseverance” or stick-to-it—iveness, upon which she stands resolute and

self-possessed. Her patience overcomes many difficulties, and so she con

tinues to strive, to achieve, to wait and to win. Being well balanced by

“earnestness” and determination, she has no room for giddiness or waver

ing, but displays self-control and poise under most trying circumstances,

giving undivided attention and best judgment to her problems. _

“Reliable” not only in the large andimportant things given her to do,

but in the smallest details that count so much in the business life of to—

day. Her “sincerity” of purpose pleases and satisfies patron and employ

er, and the good influence of her manner and attitude is felt by all. She

has that valuable requisite to business success, “optimism,” which causes

good cheer and enthusiasm. She enjoys her work, gets her happiness out

of it, and is seldom conscious of fatigue, owing to the harmony that she

creates for herself and associates. Her heart is in her work; she loves

her tasks and thereby lightens the work that otherwise might be a bur

den. -

The Charm of Naturalniess and Able Loyalty.

“Naturalness” is hers, not the artificial pose or the enameled smile,

but rather that graceful manner that bespeaks her genuineness; her per
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sonal atmosphere, kindly tone of voice, cordial greetings and friendly

feelings are the big factors in her winning way. Her “ability” is re

flected by her dependability, which she has acquired by'a full knowledge

of her work and the quality of goods, which she readily and gladly im

parts to her customer. Her “loyalty” is unbounded; she truly considers

her interests and those of her employer as inseparable, and her feeling of

“good will” to all’is a characteristic of exceeding value in business. “Ini—

tiative” is one of her strong points. It is through this trait that she dis—

plays originality, goes beyond fixed rules and demonstrates her capacity

to meet, on the spur of the moment, varying conditions as they present

_themse1ves. Habitual “tidiness” wins for her the admiration and respect

of all; she shows a painstaking care of person that strongly appeals to

everyone and adds to her Self—respect and confidence, so necessary for

business success.

The girl to succeed in business must live in an atmosphere of busi

ness, must think of business. She is *a success because she thinks, because

she is a good talker, because she understands human nature, because

she sees things that are “not in sight” and because she grasps every op—

portunity to please. In several instances I have known young women to

be successful in various occupations, domestic, industrial, commercial and

always they have been enthusiastic, happy and hopeful; have proven ex

cellent home—makers and splendid social companions. I attribute this in

a large measure to their faculty for adaptation, executive ability and self

devotion to duties. \Vhat she may want to be, what aim in'life she pur

sues, what achievements she may want to acquire, the degree of her suc

cess will depend not only upon her untiring efforts, but upon the atmos~_

phere in which she lives, her surroundings and her environments.

Trained Girls of Today Are Making Good in Business.

The trained girls of today are making great strides in the right way.

They are progressive They are found at their places of business in the

morning with clear brain, neat attire, sensible hair dress, and winning

smile. They are truthful, courteous and kind; constantly proving their

value to their employers, and with these attainments they need never

worry about their compensation or future prospects.

It is just as feasible that a girl should “make good” in business as

that she has made good at everything else she has' earnestly attempted.

The game of business, and it is a game in the sense of being a contest, is

open, and with women as with men—those who devote their best thought
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and greatest energy to playing it are going to win. In Chicago there has

recently been opened a department store, owned, organized and operated

solely by women, and no doubt it will draw a large men’s trade.

From the latest investigations it is computed that 60 per cent of the

women of this country are engaged in business. This includes the wage

earners and an ever-increasing number who embark in business for them~

selves. Is there anyone who will say that these excursions into the busi

ness world have been harmful to women? I believe the contrary is true.

The Same intelligence that succeeds in the difiicult business of conducting

a successful home will succeed in merchandising.

Women Are Made More Systematic, Sympathetic and Effective by Busi

ness Training.

A great majority of girls starting in to earn livings for themselves

in business marry and go into partnership with their husbands in mak

ing a home. Man’s aggressiveness and woman’s caution (although many

times these conditions are reversed) make a splendid combination. Wom

en are keener, more systematic, more sympathetic and more efl’ective as '

a result of their business experiences. They have glimpsed the world

as it is, and they are happier and better from the experiences. ’

We have heard much of “The Man of the Hour,” but I believe that

“The Woman of the Hour” can oftentimes distance him when it comes

to dependability, and she is placed face to face with diflicult problems.

In closing, I will ask you to remember that——

The girl who wins is the average girl,

Not built on any particular plan,

Not blessed with any particular luck;

Just steady and earnest and full of pluck.

’\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\‘\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\‘

The wise man always endeavors to key the con

versation~—even with the man met casually 'on the

street—so that those who converse separate with a

feeling of satisfaction over that particular invest

ment of time.
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Have You a Good Memory?

By HENRY CHELLEW, London.
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T IS impossible to overestimate the value of the memory. In the final

analysis we do not know precisely what the memory consists of ex

cept that it is obviously a power of the mind to receive and to record

sense impressions. We can supplement that statement by saying that a

good memory depends upon the validity of first impressions or original

sensations, and the power to recognize these when they are recalled from

the subconscious mind.

There are varying types'of memory. There is the visual type, that is

to say, when a man speaks a thing, he sees it as it we're in the form of a

picture. Then, again, when he writes his thoughts on paper, these be

come photographed on the mind. And there is the auditory type of

memory; those people who Seem to have a wonderful power of retaining

things they hear, but, on the other hand, are more or less weak in the

visual memory. In the third place, there is a kind of muscular memory

associated with the senSe of touch and also the automatic action of the

body when working, etc. ' '

All teachers 'know how valuable it is to speak and write at the same

time, and in this way all three forms of memorizing are brought into '

play.

Now there are certain enemies of the memory—time, lapse of years.

We all know how much material we have forgotten since our school days.

This would come under the heading of Disuse of those Functions of the

Mind Which readily heard the data which we thought we had stored

away for all time. ‘

Then, again, there is indifi'erence to either a sound or a sight; the very

first impression is not what it should be; the exposure of the film is not

correct.

Further, mental or physical exhaustion—depletion of the bodily pow—

ers—goes far to explain why some people in great crises fail to grip the

power of the mind under discussion as Memory. A divided attention—

we must learn to think of one thing at a time, to concentrate, to focalizc

l
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all the powers of the mind on the object in view or the subject under

consideration. ‘

It is very wonderful to find out how the mind works in this way, one

thing having the power to recall another of a like kind, and hence we get

what we call a train of thought. Immediately we mention the word

War, we have a thousand thoughts streaming up from the subconscious

area of the mind. Things which are associated trot out like soldiers on

church parade. You think of Napoleon—and recall the French Revolu—

' tion. We think of Nelson—you immediately recall Trafalgar Day. You

think of Cromwell—you think of the beheading of Charles I. All these

things are automatic. Why so, we do not know; we only know that

they are so.

The whole secret of having a good memory lies in that word Interest.

Now, we do’not think we are interested—we are interested. We must

get interest if we wish to retain information. As we observe, the whole

secret of developing a powerful mind is wrapped up in two words—OB

SERVE and COMPARE. We would add a word here as to the tremen

dous importance of physical health. All functions of the brain depend

on a good supply of blood, and it is only obvious that when the stomach

is loaded with roast beef, it cannot do consecutive thinking, and consecu

tive thinking depends upon the power to remember. If we fail to con

sider a thing, we fail to remember it. We must, then, seek by all man

ner of means to consider, to grasp the hidden truth, the force of a

statement, the meaning of a sentence. .

We should always remember that with the human mind you can do

only three things—Know, Feel and Will. Of course, it is only too obvi

ous that these in combination, like the octaves of the piano, are capable

of ten thousand results. Knowledge consists of the power to think, re

member, and imagine—and no more. This is a trinity of powers as mys—

tic as the doctrine of the Trinity in Theology, and equally as real. We

may say the scope of any man’s mind may be measuredby two means—

the extent of his vocabulary, and the manner in which he constructs his

7 sentences, and speaks them; and another statement to the same effect

would be that mental power depends on memory. A man is his memory

plus his capacity to feel and will. The statement may need some analy

sis, but it is only too true. Most of the systems in the world of Memory

Training are falso and captions. Whilst the mind does work automat

ically, we cannot add any more wheels to the mechanism.



Getting on the Right Side of

the Buyer '

By R. L. MOFFETT.
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IRST [of all, be good-natured. Cheerfulness is a sign that you feel

good, are enjoying life, are full of glee inside, and is better than

a letter of introduction.

Respect your customer’s desire to know. Fill him up with informa

tion. Don’t argue. State Facts. Great men ANNOUNCE—they never

dispute. Don’t arouse opposition in the buyer’s mind. Agree with him

or dodge the issue. Lead him around to some subject where you are

both agreed. Nobody likes to have you prove to him that he is wrong.‘

You may gain your point, but he hates to admit it. And you are in—

variably the loser.

_ Use plain language. Be careful about technical terms. Remember

that even the ordinary names for parts of the article you are selling are

like so much Greek to many men and women. Never use any term

where there is the slightest doubt as to whether the customer under—

stands it. Learn the good plain English for each thing you have to

talk about. Make it so clear that a child of twelve could understand

it and you .will not go far wrong.

Be honest. You can’t make dishonesty pay, because, for one thing»

you can’t “get by” with it. If every liar knew how seldom his false

hoods are believed, he would tell the truth oftener. About the only

one he really deceives is himself—he is deceived into thinking that

others believe his falsehoods when they do not.

He dependable. Forgetting is almost as bad as lying. If you make

an appointment, keep it at any cost, or'notify the prospect. If you

promise to send a catalog or folder, don’t fail to do it. Create. the im'

pression that you will keep your word if it breaks you.

Avoid personal intimacies—don’t talk about yourself. Let the cus—

tomer talk about HIMSELF, and you must look interested while he is

doing it. A jolly often goes farther than an argument. Be human. B?

a good fellow—the kind of a man that people like to have around. If

you can make a man like you, it is far better than to try to prove

@-ILA
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anything to his mind. Most people haven’t much mind to speak of

anyway—BUT WE ALL HAVE HEARTS, and we are moved more

easily by our likes and dislikes than by our reason.

The art of salesmanship begins in the mind. Think success. Think

confidence. Think a MILLION DOLLARS. (Why think 30 cents?).

The thoughts of your brain will come out on your face, and you cannot

help it. You outwardly radiate your innermost qualities. EVERY

MAN’S FACE IS HIS OWN PRICE TAG. The greatest factor in sell

ing is personality, and personality is made .up of THE THOUGHTS

YOU THINK.

“‘Some An Hundredfold” -

\\\\\\‘\\\\\\‘\\‘\\\‘\\\\‘\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

T IS a matter of continued interest to See how big things often

grow from small beginnings. A salesman in a store went to a great

deal of trouble to get a certain kind of button I wanted, an item

worth only five cents. I was much impreSSed with the spirit in which

he took the trouble to satisfy such a small demand, and I said to him,

“You are certainly very kind.”

“Not at all,” he said. “That’s what I’m here for.”

“I’m afraid your business doesn’t grow very fast from orders like

that,” I said. ~

“Perhaps not,” he said, “if you count only the profit on the first

transaction. But I have seen a great deal of business grow out of

smaller things than-that. I can count ten good customers who came

on the recommendation of one man I once went to a little extra trouble

for. And I found two of my best friends among the newcomers. It is

often that way. A man drops in here and is well treated, and mentions

it to his friends and they mention it to theirs, and so business grows.

It is like planting a grain of wheat. It may bring forth a whole head,

and that planted again will bring a head for every grain, and so on.

You can never tell where it will stop. I like to think that every little

transaction is a grain of wheat that I am planting, and that it is worth

all the trouble it costs, for it may bring in a big harvest some day.”



Christianity Is a Success

(Though Some Say a Failure)
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is a failure, and many today say so. That is a hard say—

ing, and when it reaches the ears of the thousands of good
men and womeniwho live and think and hope for the success ,

of Christianity, it hurts. ‘

But, there are good men and women, not rated so perhaps,

who doubt the efficacy of the methods by which the Master's

teachings are attempted to be taught today. Here and there

these latter may be found Wiping away the tears of sorrow,

soothing the infant's cry, and gently guiding the faltering foot—

steps of feebleness and of age, while those who declaim aloud '

their devotion to the cause of successful Christianity, sometimes

“pass by on the other side.” _

Christianity has not failed; not merely because, as Sheldon

once said, “It has not yet been tried," but because inherently

IT IS a success. That it has failed of being properly and wide

ly manifested in the actual lives of too many of its adherents,

even they, themselves, will acknowledge with sorrow._ And

just so far does the opponent of Christianity have a place upon

which to stand.

The life of The Christ, with its love and charity and self~

lessness, is the basis of Christianity, and this fact renders it

all right from every viewpoint. It stands firm. But just as

His professed followers fall short of the ideal of His 'glory

as they live and move about here on earth, so is there devel

oped an atmosphere in which doubt and questioning flourish.

And it cannot truly be said to be hypocrisy either, in all

instances. The vast majority of professing Christians WANT

IN THE past it has been said by some that, Christianity
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to be right, and do take advantage of the facilities for growth

which offer through practicing the virtues as they have un—

derstanding. Few men and women deliberately pretend one

thing and practice another in matters of religion, though, alas,

very many allow what they consider “well enough,” to stand,

instead of aiming higher and still higher, from day to day.

The chief weakness of the average religious community, as

such, is the disposition of individuals to “lean” upon some

power or influence which they assume can and will SAVE

them. This saving of self begets the selfish tendency. This,

then, is always to the fore instead of the Christlike prompting

to save SOME ONE ELSE. Example, it is true, is a very

potent influence when dealing with others. And to GET

saved one’s self, truly saved, is to manifest the saving power

of the Lord’s sacrifice THROUGH one’s self in behalf of oth

ers. And yet the burden of church services, both in sermon

and song, is congratulation of self at being saved. Though

there are exceptions to this, they are known by their rarity.

Wm. Geo. Jordan, says: Unhappiness is the hunger to get:

Happiness, is the hunger to give.

It seems to me a" very simple matter for adjustment, how—

ever, and one which may easily be encompassed, which is to

line-up the whole mass of that great army of professed Chris

tians, and adequately press for harmony between their pro—

fessions and their practices. The responsibility for this rests

with those men and women who have volunteered to lead and

guide others in public and private worship. These KNOW the

truth or falsity of their measurements of Christian doctrine,

and they should have the courage of their convictions, even

to the extent of separating the sheep from the goats, and thus

compelling so—called Christians to DEMONSTRATE either

for or against the ideals they profess to love.
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It may be said that the cleric, for example, is dependent upon

members of his congregation for support in this, that, or the >

other direction, and that he cannot aflord to deal'over strenu

ously with them.’ That may be true, but I do not believe it.

Truth is mighty and will prevail, it is said. Then if his re

lations with his parishioners have the significance‘whch leads

up to higher things—eternal things, he cannot afiord, aye,

DARE not afford, to compromise with less than insistence that

each and every one naming the name of his Lord' and Saviour,

the Christ, SHALL LEARN to and then LIVE in harmony

with His life and teachings.

Men will unhesitatingly and uncompromisingly declare fot

and support their social, commercial and political convictions,

and it is one of life’s anomalies that these same men are al

lowed to wobble and waver and stumble in the Christian life

without being made to TOE THE MARK, and being made

to feel the lash of disapproval of a contrary course. If there -

is doubt and questioning as to the success of Christianity, it is

chargeable to the weakness of those professing it.

WM.YT. GOFFE.

Courtesy-"A Business Investment

The Quality That Opens All Doors

By ORISON SWET'I' MARDENi

.““““‘\\\\‘\\‘\“\\\\‘\\\‘\“‘\‘\\‘\\“\‘\

N A Western store which caters to women I saw this sign among

I the rules for employes: "

“Treat Evcry Customer as Though She Were Your Mother.”_

Just think what would happen to a store in a big city if every clerk
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and every employe treated every customer with the same courtesy, the

same kindness, the same consideration, as everyone ought to treat his

mother. There would probably be such a crowd of customers in a

store like that that it would be difficth to wait upon them. A simple

rule like this would revolutionize any business establishment in a year.

“I cannot too strongly impress upon young men,” said Mr. Williams,

late president of one of the largest banks in New York, “the absolute

indispensability of politeness. * * * If I hadtwenty tongues, I’d

preach politeness with them all—for a long experience has taught me

that its results are tangible and inevitable. It is the Aladdin’s lamp of

success.”

Because he was always pleasant and prompt in his services to her

as bell boy, Mrs. George D. Farrar, of New York, bequeathed $30,000

to Timothy Connelly, a hotel employe' in Great Barrington, Mass, in

her will, recently probated.

The bequest is held in trust until the boy becomes of age, and the

sort of stuff he is made of is shown by the fact that he has applied for

his job again when school closes in June.

Some man has said that if he could keep sweet until 10 o’clock in the

morning he could get through the day without making a. fool of him—

self.

If we start out in the morning resolved not to once raise the voice

nor to allow any venom or bitterness, haterd or resentment to creep into

it, we can by this means—by the simple act of controlling the voice,

avoid much friction and loss of energy, and gain many friends.

The simple quality of gentleness did infinitely more for Lincoln than

any element of genius could have done for him. There is J10 one of us

so poor or so handicapped by temperament that he cannot cultivate the

qualities of gentleness and courtesy that made Lincoln a power in the

world. , .

“When a customer enters my store; forget me. He is king.” This

is John Wanamaker’s injunction to .his employes.

How little young people realize what a power there is in courtesy,

kindness and a disposition to accommodate. How it attracts trade!

How it wins friends! How it impresses one’s personality upon others

and, as it were, singles one out from a crowd of ordinary people.

We patronize the hotels, stores, restaurants, and resorts in general

where'we feel most comfortable, where we get the most kindly and
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courteous treatment, just as we try to get into the most comfortable

positions and the most attractive siuations in life. We gravitate toward

comfort, kindliness, and good cheer, away from the disagreeable, the

repugnant, away from hostile mental attitudes, away from selfishness.

Hundreds of concerns have been ruined by indifferent, surly, in

solent clerks, who have driven away more business than their proprietors

could attract by advertising. /

No matter what one’s ability or education, if he has a rude, gruff

manner he will repel people. Hearts and doors will be closed against

him.‘ Rough, boorish people have to push, by main force, every step of

their advancement because they antagonize everyone with whom they

come in contact. People will not get out of their way, will not stand

aside to let them pass as they do when they meet those of pleasing,

agreeable personality. Doors which fly open to the gracious, courteous

man or woman must be pried open by those of greater ability, but with' -
I a disagreeable personality. I

Just put yourself in the place of your customer and try to be just

as polite, kind, helpful to him or her as'possible. You know a great

many things about your special counter which your customer does not

know. Try to help your customer decide when in doubt or perplexed.

_ Try to do just as much as possible for a customer, and make yourself

so popular that he will always come back to you, because be feels that

he has a friend in you. '

A young woman who began her career with desk room in an office,

to be paid for with work; and who is now head of a stenographic firm

in New York which employs forty, first-class stenographers, attributes

her success largely'to the practice of this rule. When asked recently

what she considered as the chief factor in the upbuilding of her business,

her prompt reply was, “Civility to patrons. No matter how well

qualified a stenographer may be in other respects, she will not get a ,

position in my establishment unless she adds to her other qualifications

the charm of an agreeable, affable manner.”

There is no better asset in life than such a manner. And it is merely

the outward expression of that true heart courtesy, which is the only

kind worth cultivating.

There is a Substantial commercial value in good manners and a desire

to please,- in fact, as in the instance of the bell boy, Connelly; they often

prove the foundation of a fortune. Cultivate good manners, the manners
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founded on love and good—will and finished by the rules of perfect breed

ing, and you will have a magnet that will draw all good things toward

you. Beauty of which neither time nor accident can rob you, friends,

popularity, happiness, the joy of making others happy—these are some of

the fruits of good manners. And last, but not by any means least,

material success, for, truly, “The art of pleasing is the art Of rising in

the world.”

Yet there is no charge so persistently brought against Americans by

foreigners as that of lack of manners. While giving a nation many

virtues and exalted qualities, even those who are most kindly disposed

toward us invariably speak of our rudeness. A recent writer who had

been professor in one of our leading universities for twenty years says

that while in most other countries civility is the rule; in the United

States it is the exception.

“The ofl’handedness of the servant,” he continues, “the rudeness and

shortness of the shop girl, the boorishness of the casual employe, the

unconcern of the official, the familiarity of the colored porter in the

railways—all these things strike him (the European) as an ofl’ense

against the very foundations of social life. Unquestionably rudeness

and lack of civilty are much in evidence in the ordinary intercourse of

life in the United States.” '

It is useless to deny the charge. We can only plead in defense that

our lack \of good manners is not due to lack of kindness, but is largely

the result of strenuous national life. We are too much in a hurry. The

rapid American pace ruins our poise, and destroys grace of demeanor.

We are a nervous, restless, hurrying people, rushing impetuously on our

way, nevcr taking enough time to do things quietly or properly. Every

thing is cut'short. We do not take time even to salute one another

cpurteously.

One of the reasons advanced, by shrewd level-headed American

business men for the meagerness of our trade with South America as

compared with that of other countries is our brusque manners. Our

young men who go there on business are not versed in the art of polite

ness as are their foreign competitors.

It is well for us to take stock of ourselves now and then, and “to see

ourselves as others see us.” It is Well to remember, too, that courtesy

is always a winning card.

|
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My Dear Native Hame ,

The following verses were found among the papers of

an old unmarried lady after her death, and forwarded to

Mr. David Stewart, Downiemill, Monikie, Forfashire, from ,

Otago, New Zealand. The lady was a native of the parish '

of Monikie. '

Lang years ha’e passed since ’mong the whins

I pluckit blooms on “Camus Hill.”

Aye as my sandglass faster rins

Yon days grow dear and dearer still.

I hear the hum of busy bees,

I hear the lark’s inspirin’ sang,

I see the gownie‘on the leas

Where summer days tome were lang.

Nae herdies noo Wi’ draggled elaes

Bring hame at 'e’en the hechin’ kye; ’

Wi’ rosy cheeks an’ barefit taes

We hung our duddies oot to dry.

My thoughts they aye grow fresh an’ green

When thinkin’ on my lassie days,

A charm is spread o’er every scene—

The sun shines doon his brightest rays.

My mother’s mutch, fu’ trig an’ clean.

\Vhen frugal supper a’ was set;

I“““““““““‘“““‘“““.“““““““‘“‘\““““““
‘ ‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
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Her anxious look out o’er the screen

To see if ’daddy’s comin’ ’yet.

Oh! may kind memory ne’er delete

The light that shone upon her broo;

The prattlin’ sound 0’ little feet

\Vhen mammie’s smile said “Comin’ 1100.”

Ah! these were happy, t'ruthfu’ days, .

That canna, winna, come again.

Where'er I’ve trod aye something says

That “honest folks were honest then.”

/

Where n00 the modest blush of youth?

Where noo can honour proudly boast?

What parent pleads the joys of truth?

Love mourns the cottage altar lost.

Lang syne the p100 has levelled doon

My hame wi’ its braw bank 0’ ferns,

But thorns will be the fairmer’s croon

When Scotia rears nae crofters’ bairns.

Alas! it’s been my fate of a’

That clecked hands roond Camus stane'

To be among the last to fa’——

I’m weary, weary here alane.

\\‘\\‘\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\\\‘\\\\\‘\\‘\\\‘\‘\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\“

_

‘
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God of the Open Air

Thou who hast made Thy dwelling fair

With flowers beneath, above with starry lights,

And set Thine altars everywhere—

On mountain heights,

In woodlands dim with many a dream,

\ In valleys bright with springs,

And on the curving capes of every stream,

Thou who hast taken to Thyself the wings

Of morning,'to abide

Upon the secret places of the sea,

And on far islands, where the tide

Visitsthe beauty of untrodden shores,

Waiting for worshippers to come to Thee

In Thy great out-of—doors! .

To Thee I turn, to Thee I make my prayer,

God of the open air. . .

——Henry Van Dyke.

 

Thrifty John» ~

I sat beside my, study lamp

And puffed a good cigar,

Another fellow sat upstairs

And whanged at his guitar.
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But John put cotton in his ears

' And worked like sin, to star. -

John always had some work to do

When we went out for fun.

We always took our time, but John

Was always on the run.

We laid abed ’til breakfast time—

He got up with the sun.

We asked him why he didn’t stop

Just now and then to play?

He only smiled and answered back-—

“I find 'it doesn’t pay.”

We asked him why he worked so hard.

He said, “It’s just my way.”

Now John is worth three million clean,

And we’re not worth a cent.

John’s home is on the Avenue,

And we're still paying rent.

He toots his auto now, because-

He saved the coin we spent.

(However, “lest we forget,” Economy is a virtue.)

' Hubert Upjohn.

\

Y
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Neighborliness has ever been and will ever be

productive of neighborliness.~
 

One may not even think hatred without pro—

ducing hatred in the mind of the person to ~whom

the hate thought is directed.
 

Love' thoughts will, unless their minds be wholly

out of harmony, flow between the minds of two per

sons, one of which is a conscious sender.
 

Words of faith sent out of a brain saturated with

fear will never produce faith in the mind of another.

The words come out covered with the chemical of

doubt. The thoughts and the ideas count for more

than words. The thoughts are the real chemicals.

The words serve but as a shell to contain them.

 
__

There’s a heap of difference between the man

who’s sworn by and the man who’s sworn at.——The

Business Builder.
 

_.
'

“An inward cheerfulness is an implicit praise and

‘thanksgiving to Providence, under all its dispensa—

tions.”—-—Addison.

  

There are men so lacking in initiative that they

do not even start for a vacant barber chair until

some one gives them the nod.——J. H. Newmark.
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What We Do for lnvéstors
The United States Investor aims to serve its sub~

scribers in an intimate way. It has three ideals, and the

25,000 or more personal inquiries relative to securities

which it has answered in the past few years for sub

scribers, show that it comes as near fulfilling those

ideals as human power can do.

These Three Aims Are

l—To take its readers behind the returns. Most

financial magazines are content to hurl a mass

of statistics at their subscribers, and leave the

subscribers to interpret these statistics. We aim

to tell what these statistics mean, what ele

ments of weakness and strength they reveal.

Z—To warn them away from poor investments.

Our columns were the first to Point out the

weak features of the great crop of new indus

trial preferred stocks put out in recent months.

3-—Through our Inquiry Department to answer

every question that arises in any subscriber’s

mind about any security he is thinking of buy-'

mg.

Send for sample copy, or better still, a trial

subscription for three months at $1.25.

United States investor

Eitablislled 18‘"

530 Atlantic Ave., Boston 2 Rector St, New York

 

 

 

Once read, that Remarkable Little Booklet

PROBLEMS IN CONVERSION

By Wm. T. Gofl'e,

Proves so fascinating and instructive, that it is always re-read, and

then REALLY read—that ls, STUDIED. It is devoted to the Prob

lem of Problems, “Spiritual Conversion." Of course that transcends

all other problems for churchmen of every degree, from the clergy

man himself, to, and including all upon whom he depends for aid

in extending the work of The Church on Earth. No one who prays

“Thy Kingdom Come," can fall to feel his or her responsibility for

its accomplishment. Price, post-paid, of this “little-big book," to

any address. is 350 a copy. In lots of 12, 30c each. Address The

Business Philosopher; AREA, Illinois.

  

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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ART OF SELLING
is an elementary text book on SALESMANSHIP

The Subject Matter in this book is divided into 50 les

sons, each lesson followed by test questions and exer—

cises.

text-book deals with retail, wholesale, and specialty

selling, and contains chapters on selling by letter and

selling is one of the great arts of life.

Ability to market'one’s goods should be systematically

taught and cultivated in all business colleges and high ‘

schools of commerce—indeed it should be given a place i

in every scheme of practical education.

Mr. Sheidon’s Manual ought to be in the hands of

EVERY AMERICAN. Its simplicity of language and

treatment enables the student of it to grasp the. ele—

mentary principles of the subject with confidence, and

its suggestions fol-“that advanced study which leads to

mastership and fortune are worth FIFTY TIMES the

EVERYONE HAS SOMETHING TO SELL.

THE “ART OF SELLING” tells how to dispose of

that “something” at a profit.

THE SHELDON BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER'

l

SHELDON’S

Besides the general principles of selling, this

advertising.

price of the book.

183 pages, cloth, price

$2.00. Postpaid, $2.08.

ADDRESS

AREA. LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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THE FAMOUS

.“ GINGER TALKS ”

. of a Sales manager to his men

 
 

There is nothing theoretical about “Ginger Talks.”

These “talks” were written by an Associate-Manager

of The National Cash Register Company, who had sev

eral years’ experience writing just such talks to thouSands of

salesmen operating for that company.

It was by and through the continuous, inspiring power

of such talks, full of snap and sparkle, and backed

with hard-headed selling—Sense and instruction, that John H.

Patterson and his associates and lieutenants built up the

enormous sales of the National Company, often exceeding a.

' million dollars a month.

“Ginger Talks” simplify the whole of practical sales—

manship; made clear with wonderful illustrations and

eXact explanations of how to make approaches, how to secure

attention, how to create desire, how to stimulate immediate

action, and walk out with the order.

“Ginger Talks" reveal the GUNPOWDER and the

LATENT POWER in every man. Show How to

light the flame of ENTHUSIASM in normal men who sell, as

well as in those who buy. Price, postpaid anywhere in the

world—$2.08.

 
 

ADDRESS

THE SHELDON BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

AREA, LAKE COUNTY. ILLINOIS

  

 

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher”
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Success Cost

Sturtevant 3 Cents!

He found the secret concealed in an old scrapbook which he

bought down in Ann Street.

The moment he read it he cried, “I know that my fortune is

made.” '

The “Magic Story” as it was called, did more than make

Sturtevant prosperous and happy. Everybody to whom he

told it was thrilled and inspired by ,it—led onward and up

ward to heights they had never hoped to attain.

Read His Wonderful Story

Part One of the “Magic Story” tells of its discovery by Sturte

vant and the amazing effect it had on him and his friends.

It is the most interesting story of inspiration and achievement

you ever read.

You can read it free—you are under no obligation to buy

the complete “Magic Story” unless you wish to. If you do

it will cost you only $l—and your money will be returned if

you are dissatisfied. Thousands have bought the “Story” and

been helped by its wonderful message—less than 1 per cent

have ever asked for their money back.

Read Part One anyway; just write us today and say “Send

me a free copy of Part. One of the ‘Magic Story.’ "

The Business Philosopher

Area, Lake Co., Illinois

 

 

Say "I Saw It in the Business Philosouher"
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"‘2‘ -~ For Value, Serv~

Me?IEI?IfL%1{the ' “A ' I“ ice, Home

' i ‘ ‘ Comforts

  

, _, a,MUSHOTEL T   

ULLER

Detroit, Michigan

Center of business on Grand Circus Park. Take Woodward car, get

off at Adams Avenue

I ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $1.60 Single, $2.50 Up Double

200 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.00 Single, $3.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $2.50 Single, $4.00 Up Double

100 Rooms, Private Bath, $3 to $5 Single, $4.50 Up Double

Total 600 Outside Rooms

ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

Two Floors—Agents! New Unique Cafes and

Sample Rooms Cabaret Excellent:

Say “I Saw It 1n the Business Philosopher”
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+FENTON+

GUMMED

LABELS
We have done two notable things in Gummed Label

maldng that are not usually associated:- RAISED the stand

ard and LOWERED the price. We are making better

labels at the same time we are making them cost less.

No other concern has the equipment for making la

bels of the better sort that we have--had to design some of \

the machinery ourselves. _ \

Every part of this equipment means better labels

for less money by cutting out cumbersome and time-wast

ing methods.

WE SAY IT BOLDLY--NO ONE ELSE IN THE

COUNTRY CAN SELL OUR KIND OF LABELS AT

OUR PRICES.

Send for free catalog and see for yourself.

  

FENToN LABEL Co.
S.W. C93 9111 t} THOMPSON STS.

PHILADELPHIA , PA .
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‘ Are You

Ruptured?

WARD B. EDWARDS

Expert Truss Fitter

Rupture Specialist

Suite 407," Arcade Bldg.

Utica, N. Y.

Trusses, Elastic Hosiery, Abdominal Supporters,

Shoulder Braces, Spinal Braces, Ankle Sup

porters, Arch Supporters, Etc., Fitted Scientifi

cally by mail. Write for particulars. Satisfaction

guaranteed.

My Method is

Endorsed by

Hundreds of the

Best Physicians
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Correct English

How to Use It

Edited by Josephine Turck Baker

A monthly magazine for the busi—

ness. man and the stenographer

PARTIAL CONTENTS

Business English For The Business Man

Correct 'English For The Beginner

Correct English For The Advanced Pupil

Correct English For The Foreigner

Suggestions For, The Teacher

Correct English In The School

Correct English In The Home

Shall And Will: How to use them

Should And Would: How to use them

  

 

Sample Copy 10 cents Subscription Price $2 a year

Evanston, Illinois

Josephine Turck Baker's Standard Magazine and Books are recom

mended by this paper. Please mention this paper.
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.Single Taxi Is Coming

(I Don’t take hearsay information

as to what the Single Tax will do

—investigate it for yourself.

{I The Public is a journal of

fundamental democracy, not a sin

gle tax paper, but it comments on

national and international affairs

from the single tax point of view.

It shows with a clearness of vision

possessed by few other periodicals

the underpinnings of current hap:

penings in the political and busi

HENRY GEORGE ness world

‘Villiam Allen “lite, writer and lecturer, says of it—“What it won—

der The Public is. Every week I read in it news that I can find no

place else."

Judge Ben B. Lindsey, of Denver, writes—“The Public is splendidly

edited and is one of the very ablest contributions to current events,

political and economic."

Published Weekly at $1 Per Year

Subscribe now and receive a free book on the Single Tax. Mail the

Coupon today.

THE PUBLIC tt‘it‘ii‘g“ CHICAGO

........................................................ COUPON

  

The Public, Ellswsrlh Bldg., Chicago

Please enter my name for 6 months' subscription and mail me a

copy of “The Shortest Road to the Single Tax," by Henry George.

I enclose 50 cents._

 

Address
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,.

THE MARDEN BOOK DEVIL. 29 EAST 2211 ST.. N. Y. CITY. xiy

Send catalog of Mnrden Books: also find enclosed S ......_. for ,"9"

which srnd nostnald conies of all books marked with _\' on ,r’ 9

llst below. / ¢

,/ 8

To /

x'a"

Keenln ,Ixoé'

Joys nth‘ln / g

Tralnlnz for ilfl‘lclency 6

Exceullonal Employee .

Prozressh'e Bus ness M

Pushan to the Front...... ..

erarle of Rlzht Thnnzll

l’em'e. vaer and I’lentvs

0 ¢

1.08

.0

.. 08 I <5

lle Can \Vho Thinks H90» 1.08 / $5 .
Personality 30.54 ,1 $6
Cheerfllllless 80.54 ,Icfi)

Character ._ 0. ’ Q

Opportunity .54

Iron Will .. . /

,

BO Success

Winning

I v Qualifies

The MARDEN BOOKS l'lave Helped a Million
(MORE THAN A MILLION COPIES HAVE ALREADY BEEN SOLD.)

They will help YOU

To Master the Science of Efficiency

To Make the Most of Yourself and Make Opportunities

To Build Character and Make a Name in the World

'To Increase Your Ability and Multiply Your Earning Power

To Overcome Obstacles and Bring Success Out of Failure

To Live a. Larger, Healthier, Wealthier, and Happier Life
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Marden Inspirational Books

Be Good to Yourself Every Man A King

Rising in the World Secret of Achievement

Young Man Entering Business Self Investment ' ‘

Getting On Optimistic Life

Single cOpies, cloth, $1.08; silk, $1.30; leather, $1.55.

Sold in sets . - _

The Crime of Silence

Cloth, 12m0, $1.10, postpaid.

The whole country is becoming aroused to the magnitude of the

evils resulting from the complete ignorance of young people in

regard to sexual mattcrs. There is a growing feeling that, in order

to safeguard our youth from the dangers that surround them in

this connection, they should have proper instruction either in the

home, the school. or the church in this most vital of all subjects——

the psychology of sex. Young men and young women. fathers and

mothers, preachers and teachers will find in this book one 01’ the

cleanest, clearest and most helpful presentations of the sex question

that has yet been published.

Marden Booklets

 
“I had a Friend," postpaid $0 '53

Hints to Young Writers, postpaid............................................. .80

The Hour of Opportunity Do It to a Finish

Good Manners and Success Why Grow Old?

‘ ‘ Economy

In white leatherette binding, 85 cents, each, postpaid. The

last seven are also to be had in cloth at 54- cents each. Copies

sent on approval.

Send for complete descriptive list. Books sent on approv

al. Clip the Success Insurance Coupon at Top of first Page

and send to Marden Book Dept” 29 EAST 22ND STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.
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'Have You Read i 1

The Philosophy of Health

By J. H. Tilden, M. D.

It is the successor to “A Stuffed Club”

One of the principal features of this magazine just now

is its Question and Answer Department.

There have also been running in it for sometime, a

- . . , . [
series of articles on "Food, Its Composition, Prepara

tion, Combination, and Efiects,” and “Care of Chil—

dren.” 
 

Following is a list of some books on the drugless treat—

ment of disease, brought out by Dr. Tilden:

Diseases of Women, Quarter Morocco   
  

....$4.00

Diseases of “lumen, Popular Edition _ 1.50

Criticisms of the Practice of Medicine, Vol. 1 2.00

Criticisms of the Practice of Medicine, Vol. 2.00

Appendicitis

 

 
1.00

Cholera Iniantum 1.00

Typhoid Fever 1.00

 

Gonorrhea and Syphilis, Quarter Morocco.“

Gonorrhea and Syphilis, Cloth .................. ._

Gonorrhea and Syphilis, Popular Edition.. . . . .. . . . . . . . i . .. 1'50

Food, Quarter Morocco I ______ ,_

Food, Popular Edition ____ ..

PHILOSOPHY OF HEALTH, Monthly Magazine........................... -- 1'00

Address Philosophy of Health, Denver, Colo.
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You can reach business men In every part of the country through

a little want

L O C A L REPRE

S E N T A T I V E

WANTED. Splendid

income assured right

man to act as our rep

resentative after learn

ing our business thor

oughly by mail. Form

er experience unneces

sary. All we require

is honesty, ability, am

bition and willingness

to learn a lucrative

business. No solicit

ing or traveling. All

or spare time only.

This is an exceptional

opportunity for a man

in your section to get

into a big paying bus:

ness without capital

and become inde en

dent for life. rite

at once for full artic

ulars. Nationa Co

Operative Realty Com

Ii;iar_1ly._ L494 Marden

Duléllng, Washington,

 

Extra quality type

writer ribbons sold

direct; wholesale

prices: 35¢ each. 3 for

$1, $3.50 per dozen.

Guaranteed. G i v e

width and make. Rib~

bon Sales Co., Mfgrs.,

700 Union Bldg., An

derson, Ind.

 

A little an

nouncement

here wins.

 

 

ad in THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER'.

  

. e Key cess

Stupfurgetltmg

IcreaseYou Efficiency

;\ The secret of business and social luc

. cent! is the ability to remember. I can

> Qt make your min an infallible classl

Ifled index from which you can -

stanlly select thoughts. facts. flirures.

names. faces. Enables you to concen

trate. develop self-control. ovmnme

lmshrulness. address an andlence.

Easv. Simple. The result or 20 veers

i-xperh-nce in developing memories of

thousands. Write today for cooy of my

book "How to Remember" and Poo.“

  

  

Prof. rizhted lntensely Interest]!!! Memory

"m" Test Free. also how to obtain FREE

Dick”. copy of my book “How to Speak in

Pm!th PubliC."

Dickson School of Memory, 938 Hearst Bldg., Chicago.

BRANCH MANAERS

 

for my world-wide mail-order busi

perute from yourhome. Spare time. You

make 850 weekly. Experience unnecessary.

0. A. BUTLER. 531 Factor-lei, TOLEDO. OHIO

Double Entry Bookkeeping Up To Date

JUST PUBL SHED !

A valuable reference book for bookkeepers, students,

accountants and business men, with complete instructions

for keeping and auditing accounts; also contains com

merCial arithmetic, simple rules for figuring, business

forms, tables, partnership accounts, stock and bonds and

other valuable information to every up-to-date business

mm Price $1.00, Bound in Cloth

Published by

ARMSTRONG & (10., 25 E. 14th St., N.‘ Y.

Or Through All Newsdeaiers .

Agents Wanted. Send 2c. for Circular
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500 - Health Questions

Answered Free

The Catechism of Health contains more

than 500 questions and answers relating to

health and the cause and the home treat

ment of disease without drugs. If you want

to know about cause and drugless treatment for Indi

gestion—Constipation—Dyspepsia—Tuberculosis—Kidney

Trouble—Lung Disorders—Heart Trouble—Liver Com

plaints—Stomach Troubles——Nervousness—Neurasthenia

~Neuralgia— Diabetes-Appendicitis — Cancer — Catarrh

— Colds -—- Anemia — Asthma —— Erysipelas —- Bad Breath

-—Eczema——Gall Stones—Goitre—Hemorrhoids—Adenoids .

~Varic0se Veins—Menstruation—Tape Worm—Rheu

matis'm—Boils and Pimples—Headache—Backache—Ma—

laria—Insomnia~Hives—Eye Trouble—Throat Troubles

~Coated Tongue—Poor Circulation—About Diet—Raw

Food—Salt—Sugar—Honey—Milk and Eggs—Fruits—

Meat—Legumes—Nuts—-Olive Oil—Cheese—Cigars and

 

  

 

 

 

Coffee—Beer—Drugs—Best Food—Best Underwear—Water Drink~

lug—Exercise—Bathing~Breathing—Sleep—Massage—Colon Flush~

in g —- Fasting— Complexion—Halr—Teeth—Perspir- ,1 """""""""

ation—No-Breakt'ast Plan—~Over-Feeding—Soft /

Drinks—These are a few of the many topics ,1

treated of. This book is a health library ,‘e

in itself. Indispensable as a book of /4§ l'lelltll

reference, more useful than a. dictionary. ,g? c ‘

Price, bound in cloth, $1.00. Will be ,1“ stars Co.

,sent in leathcrette. price, 500.. with “25,4: 495 st hm"

Health Culture. Dr. Elmer Lee, 1’5: '

Editor ($1.00 a year-i, 6 mos,, //Q Bldg.l Nequrk

6 Enclosed find 600.500., both for 500. Best health /6\

magazine published. You ,’ tor Health-Culture

‘ 6 months‘and a Cateshould try it. Money back

if not satisfied.

/

'Address [15$0 ehism of Health. Mon—

Health Culture

/,' ey to be returned if not

f/Qé‘ satisfied. Address:

' o
/ 0 Dr. Eligiel'

I Lee Ed m
m an /-e ‘ ,

Co p y )[agé -

495 Shhmel Bldg/66°

New York ’/
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Orderlfi'arQusinessgfafioneg on

CONSTRUCTION

  

White - e tcoloro

Three fin oheo

  

Nationallyknown as the paper that makes

(Ympressifie' Stationeryata‘asable7’rz'ce

Sold only in case lots directto

the most competent and respons

ible printers. lithographers and,

manufacturing stationers in the 180

principal cities of the United States

and Canada. When you specify

and secure Construction Bond

you are not only assured the

highest bondpaper value obtainable

at the price,but you are also sure

.of‘ high grade work upon it.

Write us on your business stationery for the

name. of concerns inyourlocaiity who can. fur-melt

fine stationery on Construction Bond andwe will 1180'.“

you, handsome opecimen letterhead: showi 'the var-mu.

colors. finishes andthicknewce of Conetruc on Bond

WENVme 8Company. 5;!“OffimlOQbSoumHichiganAmeChicago



. ' pE False Belief' 9

That Education 1

c. is Instruction, isdo-‘

ing' even more dam

age in the world to-‘

day, than did the

NOW - EXPLOD- ,

' ED theory that,

“salesmen are born

and not made.”

---SHELDON >

  



I see
 

BUSN

" \§®PHIIII a _
i-{pPRACTICAL BUSINESS BUILDING

\flrt‘hu'Zedérl'cklflelo’on

p Editor

F December, 1915 $3.65 a Year ' 35 Cents a Copy

 
 

Some Examples of Men Whose Lives

And Practices Prevent As Well As

Cure Commercial Evils

Fifth Inltallment 0! Editorial Series

By Arthur Frederick Sheldon

"“\\“‘\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\‘\\\‘\‘\\\\\\\

“‘\“\“\\\

 

“““\\‘\‘\“

‘ PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY 7

ARTHUR FREDERICK SHELDON

President Sheldon School. Chicago, and The School or Reel-w

dent Instruction—The Area. Institute of Business Technology.

.AREA, ILLINOIS '

Entered as Second-Class'Matt-er, Nov. 12, 1918, at the Post Office at Area _,

I 11]., under ,Act of March 8, 1879. Copyrighted by Arthur Frederick Sheldon “

 

 

  



"Che Science ofBusiness ‘

Building .

A system by which

any man, old or young,

may tram himself m

spare time to make more

money in any business,

profession or occupation.

More than 75,000 men and

2,500 firms are using this
success-system every day i

to increase mental and phy

sical health, eficiency and .

prosperity.

‘White for the new 48-page

Sheldon Book, sent free to

those who wish plain pre

sentation of facts with no

obligation assumed. '

’Che Sheldon School
515 Gunther Bldg. Cl-llCAGO

 

  

 

 

 

1rux ICI
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THE SCIENCE OF

BUSINESS BUILDING

- IS

A series of lessons correlating the fundamental principals and

basific laws which govern the sale of goods and services for

pro t.

THE AUTHOR OF

THIS GREAT SCIENCE

IS

Arthur Frederick Sheldon, known in every center of com

merce throughout America, and in many European countries,

as the chiefest of all business scientists of today.

The Source of

This Virile Service tocStudents

1s

The Sheldon School, Area, Ill.

Inquiries addressed to The School, as above, will put you

in touch with its representative in your city or district, and

enable you to take up these studies with the least possible de

lay. Fill in and mail the following coupon today:

THE SHELDON SCHOOL, AREA, ILL.

Please send me a copy of the Sheldon

Book for my reading.

 

 

i Name

i _ Address
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REALBOOKS FORCHRISTMASGIFTS
GenuineBargainsinGiftBooksfortheChrislnmslidc!

AsktheBusiness“Philosopher.

EREisaselectedlistofbooksespeciallyappropriateforChristmas

IIGifts.Sendyourorderwithnamesandaddressesfordelch.

  

NUTSHELLLIBRARY,editedbySherwinCody,pocketcditiou~-.l)oLuxe,limpleather,silkmoirelined,andextendedcovers,Authors:Scott,Irving,Dickens,Thackeray,Shakespeare,Hawthorn,Burns,Tennyson,

LambandLongfellow—THIRTY-FIVECENTSpercopy.

“TravelersFive,”by.AnnieFellowsJohnston,withintroductionbyBliss
Carmen,ClothDecorative,——ONEDOLLARANDTWENTY-FIVE

CENTS.

THEMAGICSTORY,amostremarkablelittlestorywitha.powerfulinfluenceforgood,byFredericVonRensselaerDey,fulloozeleatherbinding,
ONEDOLLAR.Inattractive“artpaper"binding,FIFTYCENTSper

copy.-

JquOSOflILIscouringcmu;uM891.,“s u

 
HHHJOSO'IIHJSSHSISJH3H1.

_J‘

>i VVL ‘_—"-....“'_’".--;aiw'vwm.

1-115ALLIfiNBQEKS,"I;u_M’,.—§.__1I"_1"3_,n(paw—“20W”:13:0;-‘srheIlenru,"1':

Thoughts,"“ThroughTbeFGaEFSOie(;o:(;l1;ya?“clan”FIFTYCETsper

papercover,FIFTLENC4Np iN_ m

copy

mrI‘ID'I‘v(“WN'T‘Qnarnnn1r



HEIHJOSO’IIHdSSHNISIIHHHL
[LOLl

“"1140”anmma9‘11"i31“"8I”‘98

THEALLENBOOKS,“Asa.ManThinkethT”7“MorningandEvening—m

Thoughts,"“ThroughTheGateofGood,"and“OutFromTheHeart,"in papercover,FIFTEENCENTSpercopy.Incloth,FIFTYCENTSper

copy.

GleamsofOptimism,inartpaper,THIRTYCENTSpercopy.
ArtofSelling,incloth,bySheldon,TWODOLLARSpercopy.

BusinessPsychology,incloth,byKnowlson,TWODOLLARSpercopy.

TalesoftheRoad,incloth,byCrewdson,ONEDOLLARANDTWENTY

FIVECENTS.

SpeedTalks,incloth,byLyons,ONEDOLLARpercopy.

ProblemsinRetailSelling,byGoffe,incloth,TWODOLLARSpercopy

——inleatherTWODOLLARSANDAQUARTER.

Thesebooksareallprintedongoodpaper.Theyareamongthefinest samplesofbookmakingart.Forthereasonthatwedonothavecomplete setsinalltitles,suchassomeofthegreatauthors,wehavemadeageneral reductioninpricesonnearlyallofferswithaviewofdisposingofourentire

presentstocks.

ThisisanunusualopportunitytosecureGOODbooks

forgiftpurposes,atreal“bargain”prices.OrderNOW.

Whenordering,kindlyinclosefortheOneandTwodollar
books,8cpostage.Forthelesserpricedbooks,4cpostage.
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ARTHUR FREDERICK SHELDON, Editor

Only articles of a character calculated to increase the SERVICE RENDERING POWER 0f the

reader will appear in this magazine
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BY THE FIRESIDE

Where We Talk Things Over

\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\

ONGFELLOW had a vision of the truly educated man

L when he wrote: “The talent of Success is nothing more

than Doing what you can do well, and doing well what

ever you do WITHOUT A THOUGHT OF FAME.”

Ah, “there’s the rub!”——that-—“without a thought of fame.”

A good many of us find, upon a close personal investiga

tion, that our good work, accomplished as it is for value re—_

ceived, is altogether too often the result of promptings of de~ ‘

sire for FAME. The taste of adulatidn is intoxicating to

most men, which is just another way of saying that most men

are weak in character—toddlers in the field of effort, crying

for the applause of others as weak or weaker than they them

selves. '

And an honest show of hands will prove this.

The TRULY educated man and woman only, may be ex

c(ipted—those men and women whose powers are highly cul

tivated and roundly developed. They live and work for the

“r good effect their lives may furnish to all, themselves not ex

‘\\\\\‘\\l

\\\\\\\\
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cepted, and know that the breath of applause is as evanescent

as the'dews of the summer morning.

Mr. A. H. Gamble, in an article published in this maga

zine away back nine years ago, wrote as- follows:

“Man—Building, in all ages, has proceeded along definite lines. These

have been as clearly marked in the mental, moral and spiritual lines as

have the laws of astronomy in the physical universe.

“Infinite Intelligence makes no mistakes.

“The process-of selection in evolution may be long, but in the fullness

of time Man stands forth. We have been slow to learn that God’s school
has ever been different from that of Man. I

, “Men have persistently made the mistake of thinking that Education

must necessarily be a kind of hothouse process. For long centuries men

have been taken out of their natural environment, and have been patted

and petted and cuddled in their formative years until they were ready——

as supposed—for the great battle of life. Then afterward came the

change from the hothouse environment to that of the great outside world.

“Ah, there is the time of trial—the scorching heat, the chilling winds,

the biting frosts, andthe darkness and storms were in that outer world!

“If there were certain inherent elements of life present in degree, then

proportionate progress, growth and fruitage resulted. But the ordeal has

always been too severe for countless numbers and these went down to

failure and defeat.

“The law of ‘the survival of the fittest’ is operative even in man’s

mistakes. Only in so far as he has worked in harmony with Natural

Law, with the processes of his in-struction plus his e-duction, have the

right results been obtained.

“If, in any particular, there have been violations, penalties have been

paid. '

“Real educators of today are rapidly awakening to the fact that "they

must keep step with God; that the WHOLE man must be educated; and

that his physical, mental, moral and spiritual powers must be unfolded

as the flower.

“This constitutes a distinct epoch in educational science.

“The simplicity and beauty of proceeding step by step along inductiva

lines to actual results in efliciency and character contents, is the very
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essence of the highest obedience to law. And this, the divine plan, marks

the royal road along which the immortals have always gone.”

So let us come back to the question suggested in the con

cluding lines of our talk “By The Fireplace" last month and

consider the training of some great souls, past and present.

Many of these have gone to school, yes ’tis true, but not al~

ways schools of the conventional kind. With Elihu Burritt

we know it was at the blacksmith’s forge, yet he developed

his powers such as determination, concentration and memory,

and through these and others, greatly accomplished the e—duc

tion process while becoming a master in science, literature,

and mathematics; and could speak—or keep silent—in twenty

different languages, not to mention a dozen lesser dialects

He learned the secret and how to apply it of HARMONIZ

ING with his fellow men; and his name will never die. ‘

Simon Newcomb, a poor plowboy, graduated to the level

of the greatest astronomer of his age, fighting and growing

and developing every inch of the way, while gathering and

accumulating knowledge which he could USE in that posi

tion.

And “Jimmy” Garfield went up from the towpath on the

Erie Canal, until he towered highest among earth’s rulers in

the White House at Washington, because he not only invest~

ed in in—struction but realized on that possession—in e~duc~

tion. _

Thomas‘A. Edison, at eight years of age, carried his bun

dle of papers and as a “newsy” got his first insight into the

ways of men. His education was, of course, greatly of the in

filling kind, the instructive sort, but—as his life has proved—

only as a preliminary to WORK and accomplishment, while,

in common with all really great souls, he has the simplicity

of nature to be unpleasantly surprised when people speak of
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him as a “wonder” or a"‘wizard.”

sition at San Fran'cisco recently, he was being applauded as

the “wizard of the Twentieth Century” and so on, when he

turned upon the idolators with a single sentence—“I am no

wizard; I WORK, that’s all.” And although he stands the

scientist unapproachable by any other in America, he yet

declares that his virtue rests in the fact that he "works," and

thus USES the knowledge he‘has gained. Edison, like all

"men of action, has e—ducted his powers, and he, like others

of his sort, well knows the value of harmonious relations with

his fellows. Edison’s men LOVE him; and he loves them.

The advantage of one is recognized as that of each and all.

Franklin, the itinerant printer; Lincoln, the poor mountain

lboy; Johnson, the poor tailor; Governor Johnson, the boy

hero of his mother’s washtub; ’Stanley, the Welsh Dame’s

Charity School’s product, and uncounted others of the days

past, could be drawn upon for interesting revelations of the

:idea of the greatness of DOING and BEING over mere

KNOWING, but let us turn to present-day examples of this.

One of the sanest of present—day examples of the results

of SERVICE RENDERED, is to be found in the career and

record of James J. Hill, President of the Great Northern

Railway Company. Mr. Hill began life in railway employ,

.as a telegraph operator. ‘Patiently and loyally he served in

that and other subordinate positions, manifesting Quality, plus

Quantity, plus Correct Mode of Conduct, until he became 8

marked employe; marked for his efficiency; until in (111-8

time his great opportunity came, and he took on the duty 0f

lbuilding and equipping and developing the system which he

now serves as its President. Step by step he accomplished

this—the building and co—ordinating the manifold interests 0f

When visiting the expo- -
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one of America’s greatest railway systems. A railway sys

tem that is free of labor troubles. A system that reaches from

Duluth to Vancouver—more than 7,000 miles in all—and.

every mile of it in perfect condition. A railway system that

has always been free from scandals, and has alwaysvmade

money. And what is the answer? SERVICE! Under the

management and direction of Mr. Hill, the Great Northern.

has been the leading factor in the marvelous development of

the Northwest, and its lines are being constantly laid farther

afield. It has SERVED its patrons to their satisfaction and

, profit. It has friends along its route instead of enemies. It

is one among the very few great railway systems which never

for a single day has harbored a receivership. It has earned

enough dividends for its stockholders, and paid all its em

ployes a decent wage. It is a pleasure _to say this in the pages

-of this magazine: that the career of “Jim” Hill, as he is af—

fectionately known by people on every one of the seven

thousand miles of the Great Northern System, shows the ef—

:fects of right understanding and steady application of THE

PRINCIPLE OF SERVICE in all his relations with his asso—

ciates and employes as well as with his patrons.

Under the Law of Compensation, it must always be so.

Another example of men who have succeeded greatly

through RENDERING the RIGHT KIND OF SERVICE,

.stands Daniel Willard, President_of the Baltimore and Ohio

Railroad Company. Thirty-five years ago he was driving

spikes on the tracks of the Central Vermont Railway. To

' day—well I have just stated where he is today. And he is

not in that position through the power of “pull.” He has

touched all the rungs of the ladder on his way to the top of

the heap in railroading. He has SERVED as'fireman, brake
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man, engineer, conductor, roundhouse foreman, train master,

and superintendent of a division. He entered the calling of

railroading when he was eighteen years old; he worked hard;

he learned how to HARMONIZE with men, mastered each

job as he came to it, prepared for promotion—and GOT it!

The presidency of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad is the

reward that is' his for faithful and capable Service—the kind

that was always GOOD and PLENTIFUL, supplied through

a MANNER and METHOD which stamped him as a man

to whom the interests of others were as full sacred as those

of his own. When Mr. Willard first went with the B. & O.

as assistant General Manager, the line was then a fit sub

ject for jokes of the vaudeville kind: But through the exer

cise of his spirit of SERVICE he has brought that road into

the ranks of the leading transportation companies in America.

Passengers use the B. & 0. because they GET the kind of

service which proves—up in satisfaction and profit, and that’s

the final test of men and institutions. Mr. Willard is initially

responsible for that Service! Shippers use the B.’ & O. for

the same reason, and Mr. Willard is responsible for that also.

The B. & O. pays dividends too, and is not mixed-up in any

railroad scandals. This is also due to the excellence of Mr.

Willard’s management.

There is a big organization Which-is rendering great service

to the people of the South. It is The Southern Railway Com

pany. This company is growing greater each year because

its service rendering power is increasing.

This company's growth has been remarkable and is a splen—

did illustration of the outworking of that Service Principle ex~

pressed by the words “He profits most who serves best.”

Satisfactory results to all concerned, being realized by this

company, tell again the old story of Cause and Effect, for the
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Management of The Southern Railway is working upon the

basic principle that power to serve to the end of satisfaction

and profit, both the buyer and the seller of transportation, ap

plied, is the only true way to make permanent and profitable

patrons, and it does not lose sight of the fundamental law that

the Science of Business is the Science of Service. Obeying this

principle, its progress has been steady and gratifying to the

highest degree, not only in its great work of development, but

in the unity of interest prevailing among its employes. It is

one big family, numbering about 40,000 men and women,

wholly imbued with the idea of co-operation and getting good

results. Its officials, agents and employes seek to keep in touch

with the public, study their needs and help them solve their

transportation problems, the underlying idea being to render

the best Service possible under existing conditions, and at all

times seeking to improve conditions.

Working out the “Safety First” idea, this company spends

fortunes annually to eliminate grade crossings, publishes pla

cards and bulletins warning and urging the public to take care,

and helping the public to understand the need for care. It

publishes a monthly bulletin especially for the benefit of em

.ployes, it being a medium through which all may express their

ideas, from the section worker to the General Manager.

An analysis of how The Southern Railway has developed

its exceptional power to give transportation service, reveals

these facts:

(1) This railroad realized that any institution is but the

aggregation or association of individuals, and it naturally fol~

lows that the power of a company or corporation to create per

manent and profitable relations with patrons is but the sum of

the} power of the individuals associated with it. It, therefore,
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started to develop the man—power of individuals. It realized

that man-power is the first great factor in the foundation of

any business building. The men employed are picked with a

view to their particular fitness for certain lines of action—~men

who were born in the South and reared in the railroad business

of the‘Southland. '

(2) As a result of the development of their employes, they

haVe trained men at every point, men who know the railroad

business. Every officer of the Southern Railway, from Presi

dent Harrison down, has been developed step by step—“carry

ing a gun before being given a sword”—and has earned his

official position through Ability, Reliability, Endurance and

Action. Examples of the company’s officers, such as suggested,

are a continual inspiration to the younger employes, for there

are instances of General Superintendents who started in as

water boys, Superintendents coming up from brakemen, Gen

eral Freight Agents from ofiice boys, etc.

(3) The trained and skilled employes in every department

are urged to study human nature as applied to railway trans—

portation service. They seek to learn the character of the

people located-along the line, thus gaining a better understand

ing of their transportation needs and problems.

(at) Knowing that the numerous departments thus devel—

oped are interdependent, that each is an indispensable part of

the whole, that no chain is stronger than its weakest link, and

that it is the combined effort of all departments to make profit—

able distribution of transportation service possible, all em»

ployes of all departments of The Southern Railway Company

have been taught to be friendly and to help one another do the

right thing at the right time in the right spirit, to the end of

applying their knowledge of the railroad business and of.hu

man nature toward building business for The Southern Rail
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way by satisfactorily Serving the people of the South, and thus

maintaining their confidence.

As a result from the heat of this fire of Service, let me state

President Harrison’s appreciation by inclosing a tribute he

paid to employes in the twenty—first annual report of The

Southern Railway Company: *

“There has never been a year of the company’s history in which the

stockholders have had as much reason for pride and appreciation of

the oflicers and employes, their work, their spirit, their loyal self

sacrifice.. The manner in which a grave emergency was met and dealt

with illustrates at its best that discipline which distinguishes a true

organization from a mere co-operative society. Our organization,

which has in recent years been built and cemented by a strict adher

ence to the principle of promotion for merit and reliance upon men

made on the road, who have faithfully stood by during all our vi

cissitudes, has proven in this year of need the greatest of the com

pany’s assets for it has fought a losing fight and won.”

When Theodore N. Vail first announced his plan to throw

open the wires of The Western Union to the public, through

his Night Letter system, his associates threw up their hands

in dismay! They said it would prove a business suicide.

They “fought the idea of allowing a fifty word message to go

over the wires at night for about the same as the charge would

be to send ten words in the daytime. But Mr. Vail’s SERV

ICE vision was clear and farsighted. He knew the value of

SERVICE as a PRINCIPLE! His associates saw nothing

short of ruin and depreciation of earnings, and losses to stock

holders. “Why,” said they, “if we permit'this Night Letter

system (they would not see it as a service) to go into effect,

everybody who now uses the day system, paying regular

prices, will wait until night to send their messages.” But Mr.

Vail went right ahead and put the SERVICE into operation.

And the result! Why everybody knows what that was! For
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one thing it gave the night operators something to do be

sides lounging around smoking cigarettes. It nearly doubled

the company’s total business. It increased dividends, and this

had‘ thp efl'ect of running up the value of Western Union

stocks. In short, it did nearly everything that those who were

afraid of it said it would not do! President Vail BELIEVES

in Service. He knows that the public APPRECIATES Serv

ice! And he knows that the public believes in the man or

in the corporation whose habit it is to DELIVER the right

sort of Service at a reasonable price. In short, he kriew how

to“cashin"0nhisSERVICE IDEAS. '

Edwin C. Barnes, of Chicago, is Thomas A. Edison’s person

al representative in the west. Mr. Barnes is a young man. He

enjoys a handsome income selling Edison Dictating Machines—

those little machines that save time for busy men and their

stenographers. He has just migrated to the exclusive suburban

town of Kenilworth, where he has become possessor of a beau—

tiful home, for which he paid spot cash. About 9 years ago

Mr. Barnes, “blew into East Orange” on a freight car. He

went to work with Thomas A. Edison for little more than the

price of a meal ticket. He made himself so valuable that Mr.

Edison could not get along with him. He advanced by leaps

and bounds. A few years ago he was sent to Chicago. He is a

.typical example of the successful young man—young Ameri—

can business man. The whole CAUSE for his success is em

bodied in the one word S E RV I C E! He BELIEVES

in Service! Everybody believes in it around his place of busi

ness, or GET OUT! From a blind baggage passenger to a

partnership with the greatest practical scientist of the age,

is no small honor. It’s all accounted for by the fact that Mr

Barnes ALWAYS places the Service Ideal ahead of temporary

personal gain. Before you can buy a Dictating Machine from
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Mr. Barnes, he must know that YOU NEED IT!

Think of this! He actually sends around a vService

man to check up all sales and prospective sales to make

sure that whoever buys a Dictating Machine ACTUAL

LY HAS USE FOR IT!. If Mr. Barnes does not

believe that you really NEED a Dictating Machine, and

can make good use of it in your work and business,

he will urge you not to buy it! Think of that!

Can you imagine such a spirit of SERVICE as this going

without its legitimate reward? Of course after you satisfy

him of the fact that you can use a Machine to positive ends

and profitable, he installs one. But that is just the beginning.

He says that he is not selling Dictating Machines so much

as he is selling “Barnes-Edison” Service, and he makes good

on the claim. He says the Machine is a mere incident—that

the SERVICE is what he is selling! Now the reader may

never have heard of Mr. Barnes before, nor of the thousands

01" others like him, but they are there in life’s swirl, and

they are succeeding by GIVING SERVICE of the kind that

means SATISFACTION and PROFIT to patrons. They’re

worth keeping an eye out for.

Some months ago, I was announced to speak before the

Advertisers’ Club of Milwaukee, upon the “Philosophy of Ad—

vertising.” Several hundred invitations had been issued to

merchants and others to whom the subject seemed pertinent,

many of whom took advantage of the invitation and were

present. Just a few moments before my'address came on

the program, I noticed an invalid’s chair being lifted into

the room, and within it was a large man, apparently help~

less, and whom I did not know. Upon inquiry I found that

:he man carried, in by four others, was Milo C. Jones, of Fort
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Atkinson, Wisconsin, Jones of Jones’ Dairy Product, and

Little Pig Sausage fame. Being wheeled up to the front of

the room, Mr. Jones settled back in' his wheel chair and pro

ceeded to be one of my most attentive listeners.

I had long heard of Milo C. Jones, as doubtless every read-'

er of The Business Philosopher has, and was glad of an op

portunity to meet him. I considered it a real compliment that

he should have so wished to hear the address that he had

caused himself to be carried over from the hotel to keep the

date. Here are some of his characteristic views:

Men are great, only as they are kind.

That man is best educated who is most useful.

Divine Intelligence directs; Divine Mind unfolds to us each day all

we should know, do and say.

Endurance is one-half of life—Doing, the other. '

Whenever any good comes our way, let us enjoy it to the fullest ex

tent, and then pass it along in another form.

These are some of the sayings to be noted hanging in mot

to form on the walls of Milo C. Jones‘ office at Fort Atkin
son, Wisconsin. I

' This business began 27 years ago, two people being engaged

—-Milo C. Jones and his good wife, as they supplied some of

their neighbors with little pig sausage. It was a spontaneous de—

mand to start with, due to the well appreciated succulence

of the product as it appeared from time to time on Mother 1

Jones' table. But about twenty years ago, after the firm‘lmd

progressed beyond the‘stage of selling sausage to neighbors

and friends, it began to advertise the fact that it had for

sale an honest country made product in the sausage line. And

now JONES’ LITTLE PIG SAUSAGE is known from 611d ‘

to end of this country—and some others—for its QUALITY,

 

J
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plus its QUANTITY to the pound, plus the MANNER the

firm has of dealing with its patrons.

In body, Mr. Jones has been afliicted for thirty years or

more. Rheumatism has done its work in the worst possible

form on his physical frame, rendering it necessary that he

be carried wherever he goes. But while this is true, Jones,

himself, is so great in spirit that he doesn’t allow a little thing

like that to check him in his sweep up the steep grades to a

Great Accomplishment. It is a case of a great soul being en—

cased in a somewhat faulty body for the time being.

Thus it is seen that really permanent success in the “way

up" spheres in trade and commerce, is accomplished by and

through a consistent method of giving Service to those with

whom we deal, of a kind and character that unfailingly means

PROFIT and SATISFACTION to the one served. Such is

never rightly done_ when one’s own personal aggrandizement

is the main end in view, for then service to others is veiledi

and obscured to the detriment of the Principle. - Yes, it is- .

the best interests of the other fellow, which we dare not neg—

lect. Then, when he is served truly, we may depend upon

our share of the good things going. The method of many, in'

dealing with their fellow men and women, is to “milk ’em dry;

milk ’em dry."

This is pure insanity. No man can follow this plan of

“milking” with any sound expectation of permanency. One

who attempts it may just as well count up his winnings at

once, for he can go only so far, until he will be found out

for what he is, in e., a crazy gambler with fate, oflering for

a few more dollars his chances for heaven; I mean that heav—

en which is the haven of spirits who have sought for oppor

tunity to SERVE and HELP their kind.

It is a fact that men and Women are perfectly easy when
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asked to line up for harmony, if they feel that there has been

fairness exercised toward them by those who for the moment

have the upper hand and could use it if they would, but don’t.

In short, everyone is entitled to his or her fair share of

necessities, such as food, raiment, and shelter, plus those ac

eoutrements of culture which feed and develop the spirit, and

fit it for the life to come as well as to render it more compan

ionable and helpful in this life.

And' let him or them beware, who attempt to strip their

fellows of those inalienable rights, just in order that a few

more dollars may be raked in and gobbled up and stowed

away or used to UNFAIRLY GAIN more.

If men could but get into their understanding and conscience

that the REAL thng in a life worth while, is SERVICE to

their fellow men, then the rest would be easy and certain.

Six men were sitting together one evening, when this sub

ject came up and was being discussed'pro and con, and one

said: “Well, fellows, I’ll tell you what let’s do. Let us each

stand for all, the rest. ' I’ll back you five—pointing to his

right—and you stand for us five, and you and you, and you,”

and finally when the count was complete each one found he

had six backers and supporters, instead of the measly specimen

he would have had by “looking out for number one!”

\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1\\\\\\‘\\\\\\

Any man is wealthy who _has good health, ‘ a

happy home life, a business or profession in which

he is interested and successful, a passion for growth,

and the ambition to be of service to his fellow men.

With these he has all he needs, if not all he wants.
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The Will to Succeed

By BRUNO HASSE, LL. D.
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; ‘W HERE there’s a will there’s a way.”

These old words always come into my thoughts when

I hear people complain that all their efl’orts in business

ife, no matter how earnest, have been rewarded by failure. Is it pos

-ible that the venerable adage is one of those which captivate the

mind by showy words but hold out a promise which they do not

'ulfil? Or where lies the cause of failure in cases which seem to give

:he proverb so clearly the lie? It may well be' worth the while of

:very man of business to investigate this question thoroughly and to

give it a clear and indubitable answer. Doubt makes us fickle and

vacillating, and shakes our confidence in ourselves, and in our cause.

But a man of business must have solid ground to stand upon, for

without self-confident assurance, no success in the business world is

possible. '

Let us look, then, with clear eyes into the workings of business

life. _There we see success and failure reign in checkered alternation;

they share dominion seemingly by caprice. At first glance it seems

to us as if Chance Were playing an elfish game, a game without rules

and laws. We feel disposed to believe that Fortune alone bears sway,

distributing her gifts from her horn of plenty, not according to merit

but by favor. So we get perplexed about ourselves, and feel as if the

firm ground, which we believed to be based as on solid rock on the

principle that diligence is always certain of its prize and honest labor

of its reward, were rocking under our feet.

But let us hear what wise men say: “Semblance,” they tell us,

“deceives!” Let us beware, then, of trusting to first impressions, keep

our heads clear, and look more closely. We have heard the doctrine

that every phenomenon must have its cause, and that every cause can

produce only some quite definite effect and no other. But failure is

the exact contrary of success; so_ it is impossible that both can have

the same cause. What appears to us as chance in the workings of life

is at bottom only the expression of an eternal and unchangeable law,

which we do not clearly recognize and see through.
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These considerations give us the first hint of an answer to the

questiOn we are investigating, for they compel us to assume at the out

set that the seemingly ruleless, checkered fortuitousness of success and

failure is in reality the inflexible working of eternal laws. This cer

tainty, however, does not enlighten us as to the nature of these laws;

and yet we must needs know them before we can obey them. What,

then, are the laws by which events in the business world are ruled;

what are the causes of success and failure?

We contemplate the business world and find that it is quite a

real world, a world created and maintained by human beings. It is

therefore natural and right to say that the laws which in general

decisively determine the doings of human beings must also be the

determining laws of the business world. ‘This is really so; and We

have only to ask how these laws of human action find determining ex

pression in the business world. _

In order to answer this question satisfactorily, we must first of all

make it clear to ourselves how human nature characteristically ex

presses itself in general and especially in business life. If we do that,

we find that it is the WILL that determines all that we'do, all at least

that we intentionally do. But we must assume with certainty that

everything which a man undertakes as a man of business is under

taken by him with intention. It is therefore evident that the will

is the most decisive factor in the business world.

But now if the human will is the deciding factor in business life, if

therefore it is on it that success depends, it seems in- the first place

more unintelligible than ever why in reality failures are so frequent. For

it must be admitted that nobody in founding or conducting a business

feels in himself or lets himself be determined by the will to fail;

which admission seems to be at variance with our assumption that the

will alone decides. So we are compelled to inquire farther: Is the

assumption that the will alone decides false and therefore in need of

examination? Or what else is it-that causes failure?

I cannot go into lengthy philosophical discussions here; suflice it

therefore to state that the will really is the deciding factor. It thus

becomes unnecessary to modify our above assumption, and we seek the

reason of failure in other human tendencies.

Certainly when men of business establish themselves in business on

their own account, they do so with the intention of earning a pm

J
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living; i. e., they aim at success, for without that a good living is out of

the question. If we keep this in view, it becomes intelligible that we

are disposed also to believe that the will to succeed must also exisit

in them all. All the more as we are certainly entitled to say that the

will to fail—though failure may be in store for them—does not exisit

in them. But this first impression does not stand the test of keen and

searching-criticism, and so we shall immediately see that the will to

succeed does not always exist in these men of business.

Let us consider our theme from another point of view. If we

wish to think philosophically and strictly logically, we must not speak

of success and failure in our task at all; for in the world of facts, to

which the business world above all belongs, everything that happens is

the effect of a cause; indeed, even failure is a success, for it is the

efiect of a cause, only it is not a desired success. But then we get the

following result: As the will, so the success! Before pursuing this

thought, however, we will consider something else.

What determines the success of our actions is the WILL that lies at

the bottom of them; this we have seen. But, if we wish to make the

first doctrine we have arrived at clear, we must also consider what in—

fluences the will. ' '

Generally speaking, -it is motives, internal and external, that in

fiuence and determine our will. For our purposes, however, it suffices

to take what follows into consideration. Before the will comes into

action, before we ourselves become active, we are conscious of a wish,

a desire, a longing for something. If this feeling becomes clear and dis

tinct in the understanding, the conscious intention develops, which then

summons up and determines the will. To use an expression of every

day life, one might say: The will has rivals which strive with it for

precedence. The full significance of this expression, which strikingly

illustrates the fact I have just explained, that something else goes before

the will, which moreover determines it, will at once become clear

to us. '

NOT THE WILL IS THE FIRST THING BUT THE WSH!

But what if the wish alone remains, if it does not develop into inten

tion and call the will into executive action? Then obviously it cannot

influence or determine the will. The fact that the wish is there first,

and that naturally it is also felt first, is apt to make us overrate the

importance of the wish and underrate that of the will. Nay, it is not
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too much to say that this false valuation darkens the judgment of many

persons to such a degree that they altogether confound wish and will

with each other. Wish, desire and longing push themselves so-much

into the foreground, assert themselves in us so vehemently, that we are

easily misled into regarding them as expressions of the will. That,

however, is a very gross error, all the more fatal in its efi‘ects as it

deceives us into mistaking the actually existent condition for its exact

contrary. For we may say as a rule: The weaker and slighter the

will in a man, the more vehemently will the feelings come into play.

we now suddenly see our theme in a singular light. What we

regarded as will is in reality only a longing, and, where we supposed

clear-aimed striving to be, we find only an impotent desire. But long

ing and desire, no matter how strongly they may exist in human be~

ings, can never in themselves produce the slightest outward efl’ect.

They must first summon up the will, influence it, and make it act for

them, before anything can be done.

But we just learned that there is by no means such a firm relation

between wish and will that a strong feeling of desire guarantees a strong

force of will. On the contrary, we must state that the relation is of

such a nature that vthe energy of a human being’s will is in inverse pro

portion to the vehemence of his wishes.

The following consideration also shows us this. Everyone who

looks about him with open eyes soon becomes aware that the energy

of the will is not the same in individual persons,- there are strong

willed and weak-willed characters. If now one penetrates deeper into‘

this problem, one makes further discoveries. One discovers, namely,

that mankind may be divided into two groups, whose characters con

trast as positive and negative. The positive character is one in which

energy, the negative one in which feeling, predominates.

If we want to attain to perfect clearness as to this contrast and

what lies at the bottom of it, we must consider that energy and feeling

spring from different sources, both of which, however, lie deep in human

nature. Feeling, as far as it interests us here as the medium of desire,

is the expression of need; the will, on the other hand, is the expres

sion of ability in man. Both meet in the intellect, and according as

'need or ability is greater and more powerful in a person, this person

will manifest himself outwardly as a positive or as a negative charac

ter. The one side of the character, Of course, can never totally exclude
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the other, but it is only in rare cases that we find both sides exactly

balanced and presenting the type of a harmoniously adjusted charac

ter. We shall almost always find the one side decidedly predominant;

the man of strong will a man of little feeling, the man of feeling, on the

other hand, weak-willed.

Now, in this connection, it is important to remember one other

thing: The intellect directs the will, and in the intellect the necessities

also assert themselves in the form of wish, longing and desire. It is the

function of the intellect to bring wish and ability into harmony. But

we have already seen that it cannot do this when desire is stronger in a

person than the will. In such owes the unsatisfied need will manifest

itself as still more vehement desire and be in a still higher degree

superior to the will. But then a quite singular conflict arises, in which

the will works directly against desire.

It is deeply characteristic of the will that it is will to live and has

the maintenance of the personality for its aim. If, then, feeling in the

form of desire demands of the will a work to which it is not equal, it

turns in the interest of self-preservation directly against desire. Then

we have the singular spectacle, singular but frequent enough in real

life, of a human being who fain would but cannot, who keeps con

tinually wishing and hoping, but does not work and act, who makes

many plans but executes none of them, in a word the type of an im

potent, weak-willed character.

But here the attentive reader has also found the deeper reason of

the fact that so many people have no success in business life. Success

is impossible for them, because the will is really not there, I mean the

will to succeed. Such persons wish desire and long for success with all.

the strength of their feeling, but all that cannot help them a. whit,

because the will, and with the will, energy and ability, are wanting. Nay

more, the very strength of their desire is directly harmful to them,

because, as we have seen, its superior force must convert the remnant of

will that still exists into an actual will not to succeed. But then the

fate and doom of such a person is decided and sealed.

If we now look back on the above remarks, the checkered play of

success and failure in business life is clear to us. Success and failure are

the logical consequences of natural effects of the will of man. In the

one case the will to succeed is the cause, and success must come as the

effect of Nature’s laws; in the other case there is actually, though un
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consciously, a will to fail, and the effect of this cause, namely failure,

is also inevitable. Before taking the above-stated facts into con'

sideration, this would have seemed to us paradoxical enough, though

reason itself should have taught us that both success and failure must

have a natural cause. But it is too true that man prefers to shut his

ears to the voice of reason and strive to deceive himself when the truth

is inconvenient to him, and still more when it shows an accusing

countenance. _

But we, who now see clearly, will derive for ourselves firm rules of

cbnduct from what we have learned, in order that knowledge may give

' us power. For that is the advantage of knowledge; it means and is

power!

We must therefore constantly bear in mind that, if we want to

:achieve success, we must also have the WILL to succeed, not only the

WISH. We must never forget that the desire for this or that success

may rather harm than profit us unless the will to achieve it be still

stronger in us than the desire. The energy we feel within us is a reliable

graduator of our ability. Desire, on the other hand, only names to

us our necessities and wishes.

It is therefore the duty of every human being to foster and strengthen

in himself the will to succeed, but to repress and combat longing and

desire. Both are possible and also expedient. _

Desire can be repressed, for it is an expression of necessity, and

every necessity admits of limitation. “To lull to sleep in our calm

bosoms our ever~longing wishes” is an "endeavor eminently worthy of

man, for he who does not do this at all is a poor and pitiable slave of his

passions. Mere wishes are futile. If we recognize them to be so, it

cannot be too diflicult for us to keep them within limits and reduce

them to modest dimensions. But it is absolutely necessary to do this

'if our strength of will is not too great, in order that it may not succumb

altogether. The task therefore is to keep desire within limits cor

responding to those of our strength of will. in order that we may

achieve symmetry. Then We can and will direct our will in harmony

with our ability to attainable aims, though they be at first small and

modest. For thus we shall strengthen our will, even though it be

weak, and make it capable of greater achievements. Human energy,

being a real force, can really be strengthened by suitable training. At

the same time, however, we will not lose sight of the other fact that

-g
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it is possible to increase our strength of will, which, as we have proved

and shown, is based on the liberation of the will from the paralyzing

fetters of inordinate desire.

To free the will from hindering fetters—that then is our task! If

we perform it, we can direct our will wholly to success and need no

longer suffer anxiety about success itself. It canhot fail to reward our

efforts, but must be ours as a necessary result, just as efi'ect must follow

cause. -

“Where there’s a will there’s a way!” We have now recognized the

truth of this saying. The will is itself the way and indeed the only

practicable one, for our will is our ability and our ability is the way

to our purpose. The will to succeed is therefore a shre pledge of suc

cess, for the will to achieve anything is the certainty of ability to

achieve it!

We have now brought our investigation to a close and demonstrated

the relations between the will and success. We have seen that success

actually depends on the will, but that we must not let ourselves. be

misled into confounding will with mere wish. Finally, we have recog

nized and considered how important it is for us to arrive at clearness as

to the compass of our energy, in order that .we may recognize the meas

ure of our ability and then put limits as far as necessary to our wishes

and desires, and systematically develop and increase the strength of

our will. '

Whoever wishes to enter the province of practical business life and

achieve success there will not now go blindly and carelessly or in doubt,

for he will know what success depends on. So now we may really say:

We know what we will; we will also what we know! Let us there

fore throw all idle wishes and desires overboard when we steer our ship

into the ocean of business life; let us have our sails swelled by the Will

to Succeed. Then we need not be afraid on our long and dangerous

voyage. we have a trustworthy man at the wheel and a favoring sail

ing-wind to boot; our ship is sure to reach its port.

\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\‘\\‘\.‘\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\

Hatred expressed in words and sent into a mind

sows hatred there. And always that which we invest

comes back to us with interest. '
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Psychology—The Science, Applied

to Salesmanship

Review by THE EDITOR.
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HE Board of Commerce of the city of Detroit has added the fee

I ture of a salesmanship club“v to its activities. The title of the

club is SALESMANSHIP CLUB OF DETROIT. The oliicial

roster of the organization would give it eminent character, even if the

truly important subject from which its name is taken were not sufficient

to do so. The officers are as follows: President, H. Wibert Spence,

Michigan Manager, the Mutual Life Insurance Company, of New York;

Vice-Presidents, F. H. Dodge, General Sales Manager, Burroughs Add

ing Machine Company, and James W. Fisk, Director of Selling Service,

The J. L. Hudson Company, Secretary, Walter C. Cole, Assistant-Secre

tary, Detroit Board of Commerce, and Secretary of the Adcraft Club of

Detroit. _

The club will have an educational division, and the service of this

division will be made up of six lectures by men of national and in

ternational reputation, and who are recognized as authorities upon the

especial subject each will discuss. Following each lecture two weeks

later, there will be a round table meeting held for thoughtful discus

sion of the lecture given. It is expected that these discussions will bring

out and clarify points presented by the lecturer. This result will prove

of advantage to every member in a general way, and specifically through

the concentration of thought necessary to first gain the thought of the

lecturer while speaking, in order that participation in the round table

discussions suggested may be enjoyed.

Five hundred of Detroit’s chiefest men of trade and commerce have

become enthusiastic members. This is the first club of its kind in this

country, and its success is assured. The Business Philosopher salutes it.

and expresses the earnest hope that other cities may follow suit without

delay, it being a legitimate result of the Science of Business Building

The initial meeting of the educational division was held on October

28th, When the lecturer of the evening was Mr. Warren Hilton, President

of the Society of Applied Psychology, of Washington, D. C. Mr. Hil

w“.;_a
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ton’s address was devoted to “The Science of Psychology Applied to

Salesmanship.”

The very general misapprehension of the meaning and importance of

the term Psychology was humorously illustrated by the speaker. He

said that some five years ago the society he represents opened offices

in San Francisco. One day while there, he was going up to those

offices in the elevator, when the operator said to him, “Mr. Hilton, I

'don’t know exactly what you call that thing on the third floor, but

when a messenger boy comes along here and starts to say, ‘Pss, pss,’ I

just say ‘third floor’ 1” He then turned to sober truth when he said to

his audience—“Applied psychology is the ONE thing you all know

most about in this world. And, as a science, it is the one science with

which you have most to do, every minute of your lives. Not a prob

lem faces you, any minute during the day, that is not, as a last analysis,

a problem in APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY.”

And Mr. Hilton was not merly “talking,” not just “marking time,"

in saying this to his hearers. He was stating in a splendid way, what

is perhaps the most vital truth afl’ecting the life of mankind in this or

any age. I

But, right there comes in‘ Shakespeare’s assertion concerning “our

only crime.”

He expressed a disinclination towards pure science, as such, except

as its results appealed to him in some personal and practical manner.

For example he said, “Luther Burbank might find out how to grow hair

on a. pumpkin, but that would not interest me unless it tickled my

palate.” Mr. Hilton must not be taken too literally just here, of courso,

for ORGANIZED KNOWLEDGE, corelated and systematized, is even

more than practically valuable, as practicability is usually understood.

It is enlightening and illuminating to both the mind and soul. The

scientist is definitely correct in his conclusions, always, or else he doesn’t

conclude. And Mr. Hilton is a scientist. His words prove that.

His listing present-day Psychology in business, and “Bull-ology” in

business in days past, was very telling. How true that is! Today,

men in business may analyze their experiences with this, that, or the

‘other pat'ron, and arrive at real reasons why they did or spoke or acted

in this or that fashion. Twenty—five years ago, it was a case of “bull

ing” through somehow, and guessing at it mostly.

His references to examples illustrating the concept of System, and
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its value in business, were beautiful and interesting in the extreme. He

saw advantageous short-cuts to accomplishment when the present

moment only is to be considered. But he made it very plain to those

who followed him closely that there was no such thing as “standardized

brains.” And yet he merely touched the farthest fringes of the field of

efliciency. He said: “And after two or three years of hazy wonder

ment, and of the printing of a lot of hazy, superficial books on the sub

ject, We have somehow come to realize that in the last analysis, human

efliciency is mental efficiency, and we must be driven to science (that

is, organized knowledge) in order to understand it.”

The speaker‘s thought grew rather hazy here. He did not see fit to

say that one who wishes may secure a complete and up-to-date accurate

study of the Science of Human Efliciency, which deals _with all the

factors in agreement, including both parties to it, plus the matter or

proposal of one made to the other. He did ndt say to his hearers that

there is a science of man-building, namely, organized and classified

knowledge concerning the mental,~ moral, physical, and volitional quali

ties of man. He did not choose to advise his hearers that this informa

tion and the “how” of developing these is linked-up with as reliable and

accurate knowledge, organized and corelated, concerning the other

fellow, and his temperament, mental activities, motives, and ideals.

He omitted the fact from his discourse that the foregoing knowledge

links-on to instruction in analysis, and all, finally, to the psychology of

business, i. e., agreement, sale or transaction. It seems unfortunate that

Mr. Hilton should have omitted to so state, for it would have been

strictly true and scientific, as well as in the full interest of his auditors.

His description of his experiences in club meetings covers that of

nearly everyone who has undertaken to conduct meetings of salesmen

or employes generally, in a manner coincident with that “Bull-clogy”

he mentioned back yonder. .

He fails to point to the truth that we must take note of the lesson

contained in the saying—“Every man to his business,” and that clubs

or clasSes organized for the study of the principles of selling must have

ONE CAPABLE leader throughout. The steps to be taken and

mastered in this study are sure to be overlooked or ignored otherwisa

()NE CAPABLE LEADER or teacher, throughout a series bf lessons or '

meetings, is the prime necessity, not a number of leaders, each in his
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specialty, however able, without connection and linking into complete

harmony. ' ,

This, however, we belieVe the managers of the Salesmanship Club

of Detroit will see to. The ideal way is for students to have personal

possession of scientific textbooks for study, and periodic personal leader

ship right along these lessons. Then, after the student has mastered the

fundamentals of ' Character Building, Character Reading, Logic, and

Psychology, it will be found to be a splendid thesis encourager to have

— these proposed detached lectures and discussions.

 

Mr. Hilton said a mighty big thing when he said—“Everybody in

this room (and there were seven hundred there)—in the town (and

there’s close on to 700,000 in all)—has something to sell. If you have

nothing else to sell, you have your services to sell.”

TREMENDOUSLY TRUE!

And yet, unfortunately, he did not go oh and discuss the concept

of SERVICE as such, at all. He did not point out that Service is of

three divisions, namely, QUALITY, QUANTITY, and MODE OF

CONDUCT; and of course did not proceed to show how ALL the

faculties are involved in QUALITY of service, as well as the QUAN

TITY thereof, and the PERSONAL CONDUCT!

DISTINCTLY UNFORTUNATE! Especially considering the

speaker’s admitted capability.

He did throw the responsibility upon Hugo Miinsterberg, of Harvard,

though, and finally disposed of this feature by mentioning Approach,

and Proposition, and Conclusion.

His illustration of schools for selling was equally unfortunate. The

real estate concern he mentions, and the methods it pursues according

to his outline cannot build business for permanency, though they may get

sales. This is made plain in the following paragraph which is quoted

from the address: “You know one man sells houses by keeping up

such a clatter, such a rapid-fire, enthusiastic line of talk, keeping up

such a din in the other man’s ears that he cannot think of anything else.

And after he has signed his name and the salesman has gone, he says,

‘What the dickens did I buy it for?’ ”

This is NOT Service, and it‘reacts with certainty upon the seller.

The other type he mentions, the one who just annoys the prospect

until a deal is brought off to get rid of him, is but little better. In this
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instance there is not even a pretense of service as presented by Mr. Hi1

ton.

On the question of developing the powers, mental and physical, Mr.

Hilton had the following splendid things to say:

“You say, Mental Development: Are there such things as definite

exercises by which you can train yourselves in certain respects?

“Suppose you want to develop your muscles, get great swelling

muscles.v Somebody says, ‘Handle a pick.’ Do that and when you are

forty you will be lean and scrawny, and a dead one. But try some

of the scientific systems of physical development by which you ofl’set

one muscle against another; open your arm, so, to allow a free circula

tion of the blood; perform before a mirror, to keep up your interest.

Do that for twenty minutes in the morning and twenty minutes at night,

and you will soon get a splendid development, physically.

“Just as that is true of the bodily faculties, it is true of the mental

faculties. You can learn how, but you cannot learn how by just sitting

here and listening to me telling you it can be done. What costs you

nothing is worth what you pay for it.

“For instance, if you have the power of concentration, it will carry

with it—it will develop in you—alertness, resourcefulness, enthusiasm,

all these other qualities.

“Persistence. Down here at one of our branches in the Southwest,

one of our Presidents was talking about persistence in business. He said

he had been on a vacation trip up in the northern part of the state.

There was a little railroad running all through this big lumber camp, in

~ the big redwuod forests. Somebody suggested to him, ‘Get on top of one

of these cars, ride around, and see the country.’

“He was a little bit of a fellow, but he got up on a car right behind

the engine.

“It was a beautiful drowsy afternoon, and he sat up there, sort of

dreaming, and after a while it seemed to him that the wheels of the

engine, as they hit the fishplates on the rails, seemed to be talking to

him. \

“ ‘Beautiful day. Beautiful day. Beautiful day.’

“And after a while, as they went along, mile after mile, ‘Very fine

work. Very fine work. Very fine work.’ '

“Pretty soon, they seemed to say, ‘now for the grade. Now for the

grade. Now for the grade.’

‘\
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“Halfway up the hill, ‘Pretty—hard—pull. Pretty—hard—pull.

Pretty.—hard—-pull.’ /

“Up near the top, ‘I—know—I—can—make—it. I—know—I—can—

make it. I——know—I~—can make—it)

“And as they got over the top, and started down the other Side,

they said, ‘Knew-I-could-do-it. Knew-I—could-do-it. Knew-I-could

do-it.’ '

“Now, that’s what persistence can do for you in business, and I tell

you persistence is a quality you can acquire, not by getting behind

yourself and pushing all the time, but by being a little scientific, along

systematic lines and intelligent lines, in the right frame of mind, at

specified times; and then you won’t need this everlasting driving of

yourself.

“Here’s a scientific fact that will interest you, any one of you gentle

men here. Sit down at this table to write a letter, a report to the

boss, something of the kind, an important thing. You are going to put

your mind on it. Do you know, when the average man is doing his

most persistent work, when he has his mind glued to that job (he

thinks), it has been proved that his attention wanders on an average of

twenty times a minute? Twenty times a minute he is thinking of

something else, and every time you think of something else, it means

you are putting mental energy into it—wasting it on this sound out of

the window; that girl across the hall; or something of that kind.

“But you can learn to master yourself and acquire quickly this

power of concentration.

' “Now I don’t mean to say for a minute that we can make giants

out of dwarfs, or that we can put brains into a man’s head by the use

of card systems or maps, but we can stimulate individuality and

develop initiative, and those are the two qualities that mark the great.

“We don’t try to teach everybody to do the same thing in the same

way. It may be, and I think it is true, that this mighty power within

us, the facts of which have only within the last forty or fifty years

been revealed to the world by scientific experiment—it may be that this

part of us is every man’s segment of the mighty God. It may be it

finds its origin in the divine mind, in the divine heart. If so, if you

think that, then all the more is it your duty, as trustees, to analyze, to

study, to understand the use and to apply the laws that govern the

operations bf this supremest of all forces.”
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“The Gospel of Labour”
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This is the gospel of labour———ring it, ye bells of the

kirk——

The Lord of Love came down from above to live

with the men who work.

This is the rose that He planted here in the thorn

crushed soil—

Heaven is blest with perfect rest, but the blessing
of earth is toil. . I

-——Dr.> Henry van Dyke.

 

Why Persistence, Eventually

' Wins -

By R. L. MOFFETT.

.\\\\‘\“‘\\\‘\\\\‘\\\\“\\\\‘\\‘\\\\\‘

OMEN are not the only people in this

world who change their minds. There

fore the fact that your prospect gave you

a flat refusal last week does not mean that he will

turn you down today. Salesmen, buyers, all sorts

of people, are always doing just the thing they

said they would NEVER do. That is one of the

reasons why PERSISTENCE is essentially a part

of the salesman’s equipment. It is a part of the

sales system that succeeds because persistence must

eventually call at the right time.

\
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Remember the people you are calling on are

human. They have their ups and their downs,

their moods and fancies, just the same as you or

anybody else. Whenv~ a man is in the wrong mood

it is practically useless to try to attempt to sell

him[ Let him alone when you find him that way

if there is any possibility of seeing him another time.

Whenever a buyer is pessimistic he can see no good

in anything.

Real salesmen accept temporary turndowns as

part of the day’s business, but cannot consider them

in any‘sense as final. Persistence will stage a call

when the setting will be difierent, and where there

was “no” there will be a “yes.” Remember, also,

were it not for the many “noes,” the “yes” would

have been found long ago by some one else.

But of course persistence is not the whole story.

There must be careful planning, searching thought

in an effort to find the reason, if it be in or your

presentation of the proposition. The real cause of

your temporary failure may be very trivial. 'It is

not always easy to find out the reason, the salesman

must find it out for himself.

The difficulties in the path of the salesman are

what make the effort really worth while. If it Were

easy, it would not be profitable. The big game is

always where the timber is heaviest and the “go

ing” most difficult. The real salesman welcomes the

‘\\\\t\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\‘\\\\‘\‘\‘\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\
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things that to a weaker man would be obstacles, be- :

cause they indicate that business worth while is to :

be had if he be alert. I

“Be patient in well doing,” applies to the sales- :

man with particular directness. He must use tact, :

judgment, and, above all, common sense, and he :

must keep on doing it, day in and day out, to :

reach the height of success. Always remember that i

the salesman who will not admit defeat will seldom :

be defeated. Setbacks are not defeats. Success is i

a series of failures and successes, with the successes E

predominating. No man is ever a failure 'until he :

gives up. He who will never give up will never :

end a failure. ' :

1
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NOW They’re Calling It Luck

By ORISON SWETT MARDEN.

““"““\‘\““\\\\;‘\\‘\\‘\“\\\\\\\\“\\\“

"I didn’t begin with askings,

I took the job and I stuck,

And I took the chance they wouldn’t,

And now they’re calling it ‘luck.’ ”

\

in whom I am interested was telling me some of his experiences

when he first started in to work.

This young man, who has risen rapidly from an office boy to the

possession of a fine business of his own, is a tireless worker and owes

his success entirely to his own efl’orts. But during his climb as an

employe, as he told me in the course of our conversation, he was con

I WAS reminded of this doggerel the other day when a young man

a“
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stantly laughed at by his comrades for working so much harder than

he needed to, for doing more than was expected of him.

When he stayed after hours to clean up and get things ready for

the morning, they would tell him that he was a fool for his pains;

that his employer would probably never know he was working over

time, and that even if he did learn of it he wouldn’t appreciate it. Now,

those former fellow-employes are saying that his rise is due to luck;

that his employers favored him and were prejudiced against them!

It is a singular fact that those who do not get on in the world

always have a great deal to say about other people’s luck. They ex

cuse their own lack of success on the ground that those who succeeded

have always been “boosted,” or “favored,” by employers, or they “had

a pull,” or some one or something outside of themselves “gave them a

lift.” '

There is no surer road to failure than the road which is paved with

such excuses as these. , . '

The game of business is like the game of football, stripped of all

sentiment, where the surest, nerviest, keenest and the gamest win. It

is a terrific struggle of brains, grit and shrewdness for mastery.

Success follows good sense, good judgment, good health, a gritty de

termination, a lofty ambition, and downright hard work.

Yet everywhere we see people who are unwilling to pay the full ‘

price for success, trying to pick the flowers out of an occupation while

omitting all that is hard, ugly and disagreeable.

The good skipper knows that it is not the gale, but the Set of the

sail that decides his course and progress. He knows that he can make

the very wind, which appears to be the greatest enemy of his progress,

his Servant, and force his vessel to go where he wants it to go. » It is

just a question of manipulating the sails.

The man who is made of winning stufl" forces the very obstacles

which overwhelm the weak to serve him. He knows how to over

come, to turn them to his own account. He uses obstacles and dif

ficulties as the athlete uses the implements in the gymnasium, merely

to build up strength, to develop that elasticity of muscle that will

make him a winner in the coming contest.

Employers are always looking for the man who has sufiicient men

tal grasp to comprehend the entire situation, and who is industrious

and determined enough to carry out a plan minutely, energetically and
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promptly. It is intense application, a persistent devotion to business

alone, which will give success in this century. The youth who starts

out to learn a business should be content with nothing short of a

complete mastery of the whole situation. No essential point is too

’ small to be worthy of his painstaking attention, no labor too hard for

him to undertake, no obstacles too great to surmount, if he has set

his heart on success.

Nothing pains me more than to see young people sliding along the

line of the least resistance, reading the exciting novel, the story which

fascinates for the moment and leaves nothing solid behind, young

people who do not seem to have any great life purpose, an all-absorb

ing aim, a real deep interest in the world they live in, but who glide

along through youth and early manhood and womanhood, superficial,

unnoticed, because I know that these young people will never do any

thing worth while in the world. They will always belong to those who

are seeking a cheap success, the superficial class, the nobodies, the “also

rails.”

I tell you, my young friends, that if you expect to do anything that

is worth while in this World, if you expect to measure up to any

large ambition, you will have to buckle right down to hard work and

make up your mind to pay the price for the bigger thing.

Don’t lose time making unworthy excuses, complaining that luck is

against you. Get to work like a man and make luck your servant.

You who are complaining of your lot and thinking you are unjustly

treated might as well‘understand that there is somebody right at the

door waiting for‘your job; somebodywho would think himself very

fortunate to get it, and who would bring to it that energy, enthusiasm

and will power which would turn what you call defeat into victory

No one is getting the most out of his position who is dissatisfied

with it, and who thinks he is not being treated fairly. Promotion

doesn’t come in this way. People are promoted who do their work

willingly, joyously, who fling themselves into it with delight, with en

thusiasm. It is the employe who fills his place so full that it over

-fiows into the one above him that is usually promoted.

It is true there are occasional exceptions to this rule. There are a

few here and there who are promoted through favoritism; but they are

not to be envied, for they are rarely equal to the job into which they

have been hoisted. Instead of mastering it, the job masters them. The

,_____J
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man who honestly wins promotion is the man who brings something

worth while to his task. That is the sort of man who would suc—

ceed if he were put on a desert island alone. He has his “boost” right

inside of him.

A Mosaic of Sundry Sources

Perseverance—A Key to Achievement

\‘\‘\\\\‘\\‘\‘\\\\;\\“\“““‘\“‘\“\\‘\“‘\\

“Attempt to the end, and never stand to doubt,

Nothing so hard but search will find it out.”

No man fully knows what is in him until he tries, and tries again

and again.

Better by far not to start for an object if its pursuit is to be

abandoned at the first difficulty.

Indomitable resolution is the solution of the great problem of in-'

dividual and national prosperity.

Konsider the postage stamp, my son; its usefulness konsists in its

ability to stick to one thing until it gets there.

It was not the magnitude ,of the Grecian army, nor the martial skill

of Achilles, their leader, that conquered the city of Troy, but ten years

of perseverance. .

There are no rivals so formidable as those earnest, determined minds,

which reckon the value of every hour, and which achieve eminence by

persistent application.

The tendency to persevere, to persist in spite of himself, dis—

couragements, and impossibilities—it is this that in all things dis~

tinguishes the strong soul from the weak.

The successful man of today is the man who in business knows

the one thing he is doing better than any other man does. To do

one thing supremely well takes a great man.

BecauSe you find a thing very difficult, do not presently conclude

that no man can master it; but whatever you observe proper and

practical by another, believe likewise in your own power.

Other virtues merit a crown, but perseverance alone is crowned.

The policy that can strike only while the iron is hot, will be overcome

by the perseverance that can make the iron hot by striking.
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Give us not men like weathercocks that change with every wind,

but men like mountains, who change the winds themselves. There

is always room for a man of force, and he makes room for many.

The one-talent man who concentrates his powers upon one un

wavering aim accomplishes more than the ten-talent man who scatters
his energies, and never knows what to do next. A

Success is not measured alone by what a man accomplishes, but by

the opposition he has encountered and the courage with which he

has maintained the struggle against overwhelming odds.

He who first consults wisely, then resolves firmly, and then ex

ecutes his purposes with inflexible perseverance, undismayed by those

petty difficulties which daunt a weaker spirit, can advance to eminence

in any line. .

The spring which issues from the mountain rock, as a brook, by

the accumulation of streamlets becomes a rivulet, then a rolling river,

and eventually part of the fathomless ocean, simply by pushing

steadily and persistently onward.

Bigelow, an American, went to England to study carpet weaving

in the English looms, but English jealously would not allow him the

opportunity. He took a piece of carpeting and unravelled it thread by

thread, and then combined, calculated and invented machinery 011

which the best carpets of Europe and America are now woven.

Life isn’t a spurt, but a long, steady climb. You can’t run far

uphill without stopping to sit down. Some men do a day’s work, and

then spend six lolling around admiring it. They rush at a thing with

a whoop and use up all their wind in that. And when they’ve rested

and have got it back, they whoop again and start ofi in a new direction.

The longer I live, the more certain I am that the great ditferenee

between men, the great and the insignificant, is energy, invincible

determination—an honest purpose once fixed, and then victory. That

v'quality will do anything that can be done in the world, and no cir—

cumstance, no opportunity, will make a two-legged creature a mill!

without it.

It is not so much brillianey of intellect, or fertility of resource, as

persistency of effort, constancy of purpose, that makes a man great

Those who succeed in lii'e are the men and women who keep ever

lastineg at it, who do not believe themselves geniuses, but W110

know that if they ever accomplish anything they must do it by

determ=ned and persistent industry.
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We shall do so much in the years to come,

But what have we done today?

We shall give our gold in a princely sum,

But what did we give today?

We shall lift the heart and dry the tear,

We shall plant a hope in the place of fear,

We shall speak the words of love and cheer;

But what did we speak today?

We shall be so kind in the afterwhile,

But what have we been today?

We shall bring each lonely life a smile,

But what have we brought today?

We shall give to truth a grander birth,

And to steadfast faith a deeper worth,

We shall feed the hungering souls of earth;

But whom have we fed today?

We shall reap such joys in the by and by,

But what have we sown today? 7

We shall build us mansions in the sky,

But what have we built today?

_ ’Tis sweet in idle dreams to bask,

But here and now do we our task?

Yes, this is the thing our souls must ask,

“What have we done today ?”

- ' —-Nixon Waterman.
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WhatHaveWeDone Today?
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Thoughts for New Year

By 0. S. MARDEN. ‘
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. OME one says:- “Upon the brink of mighty things we stand.”

S Never before in the world’s history have we stood upon the

brink of such mighty things as we do today. All the past ages

have been a snowball rolling up to this day. It is a summing up of

all the centuries. It is a storehouse into which the ages have poured

their treasures. Every inventor, every discoverer, every thinker, every

workman who has ever lived, has contributed the results of efiorts to

this day. ‘

Today is the biggest day in the world’s history, because it is made

up of all the days that have gone before it, and in it are packed all

the success, all the achievement, all the progress of the past. What a

starting point for the youth compared with the corresponding date a

century or even a half—century ago!

How we have been emancipated from' drudgery by steam, by elec

tricity, by .the discoveries in chemistry, in physics! What immunity,

what emancipation we have won from the discomforts and Slavery of

the past! The masses today have luxuries which the world’s mon—

archs did not enjoy a century ago.

Some people Seem to think any time but the present is a good time

to live in. But themen who move the world must be a part of it.

They must touch the life that now is, and feel the thrill of the

movement of civilization. It is not living in the world of yesterday,

nor in the world of tomorrow, but in today’s world, that counts. We

must know the world and the day we are living in, and keep in re

sponsive touch with the great movements of civilization. Much of the

best energy of the World is wasted in living in the past or dreaming

of the future.

People who live in the preSent, and use it to the best possible ad

vantage, who do not spend their time in regrets over their mistakes,

or over what they failed to do yesterday, nor waste their energies in

dreaming about the possible tomorrow, are much more successful and

get infinitely more out of life than those whose gaze is always turned

forward or backward. ‘
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Do not spoil 1916 by trying to live February in January. Do not

be lean and stingy this month, this year, because you are aiming for

next month, next year. Do not trample on the violets and the daisies

today, never seeing the world of beauty and marvel all about you,

under your very feet, because your eyes are fixed on the stars.

Resolve that you are going to enjoy the comforts you now possess,

and not spend your time riding inl imagination in the fine automobile

or yacht you are going to have next year; that you are going to enjoy

the clothes you have this year, instead of anticipating the sealskin coat,

the fine furs, and the elegant dresses you feel sure you are going to

get in 1917.

Just make up your mind that you are going to make, the most of

your' little cottage, the home you have; that you are going to make

it the happiest, sweetest place on earth today and every day, and that

You are not going to try to live in that long-dreamed—of new house

until it is finished. '

This does not mean that we should never plan for tomorrow or

have pleasant anticipations of things that are to come. It only means

that we should not so focus our eyes and attention on the future, and

be so absorbed in anticipation of tomorrow, that we get nothing out

of today; that we lose its pleasures, its opportunities and its joys.

Fling your whole life into the present moment. Do not plan to get

ninety per cent of your happiness out Of tomorrow while you take one

per cent today. Get a hundred per cent out of the day you are

living in. '

It is not intended that we should always live in anticipation. Living

~-too much in the imagination makes life seem dry and dreary. It makes

our vocations drudgery instead of the delight which they were intended

to be. It destroys our power for enjoying the life that now is.

Real happiness is of such a nature as to satisfy us day by day as

we go along, now'or never. Like the manna which the children of Is

rael tried to hoard, if we try to keep it for tomorrow it spoils. There

are men everywhere who can See ease and usefulness tomorrow, not

today. The opportunity for doing good they are too busy to attend to

today. They will neglect friendships today, social duties today. They

postpone all little charities, because they are going to make some great

donation when they get a little further on, and have a little more

money. '
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When we struggle to get away from the disagreeable routine and

drudgery of the present, in the hope that we shall find in a mystical

future, freedom and happiness, we labor under a delusion similar to

that held by those who think that, if they could only get rid of the

thorn which pricks at the moment, or of the gravel in the shoe, they

would be happy. Yet how do we know that they who do not laugh

today, will laugh tomorrow? If the enjoying faculties are not used,

will they not wither and atrophy? ‘

If we could realize that only the present is real, that only the present

exists, or ever can; that there is really no yesterday or tomorrow; that

we can never be certain of anything outside of the moment we are

living in; that we cannot project ourselves into the future, nor can

we step backwards; that there is one eternal Now—and that the years,

the months, the days, the minutes, are mere arbitrary divisions of the

eternal Now,—-if we could only fully realize this, how it would multiply

our power and increaSe our enjoyment and efficiency!

My Mysterious New Year’s Eve

Visitor

w By NAPOLEON HILL.

‘\\\\‘\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

WILL sit before my open fire on New Year’s Eve, waiting and

I hoping for a new era of human progress. I shall expect the

advent of an old man with sad countenance and low bending

head, knocking at my door and begging that I hear his_ story.

I shall bid him enter and take a seat at my fireside, and this will

be the story he' will tell me:

“.I have traveled from afar, and my journey has been a turbulent

one—a distressing one. My heart is sad and weary, and I am glad

that I have almost reached my journey’s end.

“Since one year ago I have traveled the whole world over. I make

this trip once a year. What is my mission, you ask? Ah, Sir, I Pray

you wait but a little and you shall know. _
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“My business is to record the progress of humanity in the world.

I keep the records here in this great book which I carry. Listen and

I will read you a part of the story it will tell to the coming generations. ‘

It is the story which your children, your grandchildren and theirs must .'.

hear.

“Page one. I stood upon top of the highest peaks of the Rockies,

and I beheld the famous and beautiful city of San Francisco, in the

valley beyond. I saw myriads of human beings at work down there

preparing for a great celebration, a celebration in which all the nations

of the earth were to participate, a.celebration where each nation was

to place upon exhibition to the others, the human' progress which it

had accomplished. What a vision of beauty! My heart was glad.

Page two. I then passed on to the other side of the world, for my

journey is a long one and I am compelled to keep moving. I have

no leisure moments, with which to revel among scenes of beauty, not

time to lament sad sights, until my' journey is complete, as now. On

the other side of the world, I find human beings everywhere maiming

and mangling and killing each other. My heart melts within me! The

whole of Europe has gone stark mad! I see civilization relegated to

bygone ages. I am amazed and bewildered. I crave to stop and

stand still, but I dare not. I see fathers, husbands, brothers, and

sweethearts, fed to the deadly beast called WAR. I see homes and

schools and places where the Great God was wont to be worshipped,

burned and devastated—children starving, mothers and daughters

weeping, and grainfields laid waste wantonly. I hesitate for a single

moment and watch the tragic scene, and then move on, for I must

complete my journey on time. And now, even while I relate it all to

you, it seems like a dream, so unreal, so'irnpossible that men should

so destroy their brethren.

“But sir, humanity is about to pass into a new era of civilization—

one which will not tolerate war. The human race will not retrograde.

It will go ahead. It may have been moving too slowly. All evil

eliminates itself in due time. The war evil will eliminate itself, but

not until your European neighbors shall have made it too horrible for

human tolerance. Then it will have AN END Forever.

Thus ceasing to speak, the old man will arise, open the door, and

10! there will stand two women awaiting him. One beautiful as a

houri, sweet-faced and happy. The other, old and haggard and wear"
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The young and beautiful woman is to be known as Miss Nineteen

Hundred and Sixteen—sweet sixteen—and the other is known to us

now as old Miss Nineteen Hundred and" Fifteen. The former coming

to greet us, the latter passing into the great unknown.

My visitor, the old man, is Father Time. The big book carried by

him is the Book of Time, in which all the events of mankind indi

vidual and collective, good and bad, are recorded. He and the woman

with the haggard face will pass out into the cold still night and

vanish from human ken just as the clock strikes twelve.

While the young and beautiful one promises to remain with me for

a whole year. She promises to treat ‘me to an abundance of health,

happiness and prosperity, and enable me to help my fellow man on

ward and upward, if only I will place my? confidence in her.

I promise. I will look for love and joy and happiness!

Will you?

 

The Big Word

\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

ET me give you the big word of today—the biggest word with

I the biggest, broadest, widest, highest anddeepest meaning. It

is not Efficiency, the important, but woefully misunderstood

I and misapplied, quality; it is not System, the thing that is supposed

by the half intelligent to be the passport to brains and success, if

they only get a suflicient quantity and variety of specially designed

forms; it is not Truth, the word nobody can define, although I have

heard that its correct manifestation would make life unbearable. And

it is not Advertising, the thing that would'accomplish much more if

it didn’t shout so much. None of these fill the bill; nor do any of the

other crack words like Optimism, Enthusiasm, and all the other high

sounding names 0f Propositions and qualitieshadmirable enough as

ideals, appropriate enough for worship and guidance, but even when

thoroughly mastered only useful as trimmings or Seasonings to the

sound, solid, and practical meal of life. All of them together make

the mayonnaiso without the salmon; all appetizing and enjoyable and

invigorating, but all combined forming but an incomplete dish

Let me give you the big word, the old-fashioned word with the new
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meaning, the solid rock you can build upon without fear of the struc

ture crumbling away, the word with a substance you cannot quibble

about no matter how much you try, the one word which gives all the

others I have mentioned the right to existence, and the paternal bles—

sing always accompanied by the admonition that they “must be good

and keep their places, and they can then enjoy themselves, but they

must not be too rude or the old father will wake up and put them in

the corner of the dark room.” The word—I will not keep you waiting

any longer—the big word is BUSINESS.

The patient is now on the operating table, and you can cut and

hack away as much as you like. You will be forced to the conclusion

that he has a sound old body after all, and no matter how you have

treated him, how badly you have slighted him for the newer and higher

- sounding things, he is fit and well and willing and ready to serve you

nobly, and to your profit, so long as you treat him right in future.

There can be no misunderstandings or need for definitions more

complicated and confusing than the subject in the word Business.

Everybody knows just what it means, and those who profess not to

know are simply fooling about with those they know can be fooled.

And there is no such thing as good business or bad business. Business

is business, and there are no degrees or qualifications. “Good” business

and “fine” business are simply expressions of some attempt to get nearer

the real thing. You cannot qualify the word. Bad businss is not business

at all. It may mean incompetence, or possibly the very (?) or con

ceivably,some unsuccessful endeavor to get to the level of business.

Then, business is not busyness, the latter meaning something like

work but indicating no tangible possibility of a profitable or otherwise

beneficial result, whilst business is not necessarily hard work, but rather

the outcome, the exemplification, or, if you like, the manifestation of

something accomplished by which two or more individuals have made

profit, first, for the purpose of personal gain of a spiritual, physical,

and financial nature, and second, for the advantage of handing down

and around some of their profit or benefit for the enjoyment of the

whole community. 0

Business is not barter. It is not the name for a transaction of

merchandise, where one man hands over his cash in return for another

man’s goods. Business goes much further than this. It controls the

whole of the operations of humanity in every quarter of the civilized
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globe; We could not live respectably—as we understand it—with

out business, whilst I can quite easily imagine a tolerable existence

free from the things ofl’ered as a substitute or aliases for business.

Everything we do connects with business, or is controlled by business in

some form or other. The writing of this little article is Business,

simple and unalloyed, and even in this little thing the ramifications of

the all-powerful word can be traced back in all manner of ways, and

traced forward a long distance, still with the realization that there

are parts and actions of a business nature past the furthest discernible

point—Impressions. '

The Philosophy of Salesmanship

ij' Being a Series of Talks Made before the Sales Force of the

R. E. Taylor Corporation, Eastern Distributors of Garford

Motor Trucks, New York ‘ '

By I. B. COWEN. a
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I. The Control of Self.

O MAN can become a real salesman until he can learn to con

N trol his own body and mind and soul. This must be done

with absolute sureness for a man to reach any degree of suc

cess in selling. The nearer he can approach perfection in such control

of self, the better he is. The degree of such control indicates the degree

of success. ‘

There is no such thing as “a born salesman.” It is true a man

may have certain natural. qualifications not possessed by another, but

these will avail him nothing unless he early absorbs this vital principle

of self-control. The man who has self-control can “put it all over”

the man who has it not, no matter how well qualified the latter may

be naturally.

So the successful salesman is ALWAYS the man with the greate-‘lt

degree of self-control. I would wish to have this basic principle realized

by each of you men and have its truth sink deep into your $01113

Some of you—in fact, most 01" You—do possess self—control to some
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degree. But make that degree the nth power—raise it to its highest

degree; in other words—and you will all be winners.

A salesman is but a person and hence his personal life must affect

his salesmanship. He cannot carouse around till all hours of the night

and find himself the next day in shape to meet the keen men who are

to be his‘“prospects” and do his best. Nor can he do his best if his

family affairs are not running smoothly—if his mind is on them

instead of on his work.

As it is money which makes the mare go—as the old ‘saw hath

it—you must so regulate your money affairs as to not have their

worry detract from your sales energy. Live within your income and

save a little.

The man who has at his command SOME of his salary on Satur

day morning and isn’t all the time “broke” is the man who, other things

being equal, stands the best show of success. This personal equation is

becoming more and more recognized by employers of men. The most

successful selling organizations are those who weed out the men who

cannotmanage their own individual finances without bother. The

fact that they cannot or do not is evidence of itself of inferiority in

Self-control.

The man who shows up Monday morning (and every other morn

ing) with clear brain, good physical condition and a contented soul

is the man who has the best chance in the hard battle of salesman

ship. We none of us have more than a certain amount of power

within us. Like the motor rated at a certain h. p., we cannot overload

that capacity continually without a breakdown. If we waste our sub

stance of brain and muscle and energy on riotous living and self

indulgence of the appetite, we cannot have it left to apply on our

business efl’orts. I have lived many more years than any of you. I

am today what I am because I have conserved my energies and not

thrown them to the dogs.

Self-control is, then, the first primal attribute we look for in a

salesman. I will nothave around me the man habitually neglectful

of this vital truth. When a man disappears from this or any other

successful organiaztion, you may rest assured that he has probably been

found wanting in self—control. Keep yourself, your family, your per

sonal aiTairs CONTENTED, CLEAN and RIGHT. No other kind of

man is wanted by us and no other kind of man can permanently remain

with us—or any other modern enterprise.
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The Consulting Salesman
.\‘\““\“\‘\\\“\‘\“\\\“‘“\‘\\\\\‘

6‘ HERE is a new type of salesman,” said the

T Boss.

“He will always get my business.

{‘1 call him the consulting salesman. When he

calls on me I ask him questions. He answers them,

and his replies are correct. He has impressed me

with the fact that he knows what he’s talking about.

“When I employ a doctor, I expect him to answer

my questions regarding my health.

“When I consult a lawyer, I expect he will give

me the best advice regarding my legal problems.
“And when the consulting salesman calls, I know i

he will advise me regarding my printing and ad

vertising problems. Having confidence in the re

liability of his advice, I naturally give him my

business.” .

 

Thoughts That Will Pay
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Beautiful thoughts for a dreamer, ‘

Moribund ones for the dead;

Brilliant thoughts for a schemer,

Visions of conquest ahead!

Yet beautiful thoughts often perish

Like ignoble ones we should slay;
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But practical thoughts we should cherish,

For they are the kind that will pay.

Elegant thoughts are a pleasure,

Blessings to culture and brains;

Common sense ones all may treasure, _

Have good rewards for their pains.

Thoughts noble and constantly glowing

With kindness from day unto day,

Ah! these are the ones well worth knowing,

And they are the kind that will pay.

Frolicsome thoughts banish sadness,

Witty ones cause us to smile;

Angry ones tend unto madness,

Make us feel bad for a while.

Big brotherly thoughts some are using,

WheneVer the chance comes their way,

And these they are wisely diffusing,

Because they are the kind that will pay.

* >|< * >|< * ->|< - I

Beautiful thoughts for the dreamer,

Moribund ones we should dread;

Gold-making thoughts for the schemer,

Skilfully planning ahead!

All lovable thoughts we should cherish,

And over our minds let them sway;

For these are too noble to perish, .

While they are the kind that will pay!
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to your self-respect.
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When you are a true friend to your neighbor, it is Le

cause you are first a true friend to yourself. And you

will know the taste of the true wine of success when your

neighbors regard you as a friend.

Sewell Ford says: Work for yourself. Don’t do your

best merely to please some boss orpforeman or superin

tendent or president. That’s a hireling trick. Do your best

because you cannot afford to do less; because you owe it

Merit your own esteem; and do your

own faultfinding.

It’s a mighty fine thing to train one’s self to look

upon unpleasant things as mere punctuation marks in a

long paragraph of happiness. Emeline Augusta Frederica,

says: “There is nothing so bad but there is some good

in it.”

Pastor Bill says: He was a keen observer who first

noted that mice are afraid of men, women are afraid of

mice, and men are afraid of women.

More than onegood sales talk has been _cut short by

a prospect because the salesman had neglected to use that

grand old educational and uplifting institution, known as

a tooth brush. A sweet breath turneth away none.

If you ever had the experience of walking along a

crowded street with your heart full of happiness until

your face fairly radiated sunshine, I warrant that you

found folks looking at you and smiling in return.

It is glory enough for man that he is an infinitely small

copy of his God—Victor Hugo.
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_ What We Do for Investors

The United States Investor aims to serve its sub- \

scribers in an intimate'way. It has three ideals, and the Y

25,000 or more personal inquiries relative to securities

which it has answered in the past few years for sub—

scribers, show that it comes as near fulfilling those

ideals as human power can do.

 

 

These Three Aims Are

l—To take its readers behind the returns. Most

financial magazines are content to hurl a mass

of statistics at their subscribers, and leave the

subscribers to interpret these statistics. We aim

to tell what these statistics mean, what ele

ments of weakness and strength they reveal.

Z—To warn them away from poor investments.

Our columns were the first to point out the .

weak features of the great crop of new indus- t

trial preferred st0cks put out in recent months.

3—Through our Inquiry Department to answer .

every question that arises in any subscriber’s ; _

' mind about any security he is thinking of buy- "

ing.

Send for sample copy, or better still, a trial

subscription for three months at $1.25.

United States Investor I

Established 1891

5301Atlantic Ave., Boston 2 Rector St., New York
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. Mr. Sheldon’s Manual ought to be in the hands of

SHELDON’S

ART OF SELLING
is an elementary text book on SALESMANSHIP
 
 

The Subject Matter in this book is divided into 50 les~

sons, each lesson followed by test questions and exer

cises. Besides the' general principles of' selling, this

text—book deals with retail, wholesale, and specialty

selling, and contains chapters on selling by letter and

advertising.

Selling is one of the great arts of life.

Ability to, market one’s goods should be systematically

taught and cultivated in all business colleges and high

schools of commerce—indeed it should be given a place

in every scheme of practical education.

EVERY AMERICAN. Its simp'licity of language and

treatment enables the student of it to grasp the ele

mentary principles of the subject with confidence, and

its suggestions for that advanced study which leads to

mastership and fortune are worth FIFTY TIMES the

price of the book.

EVERYONE HAS SOMETHING TO SELL.

THE “ART OF_SELLING” tells how to dispose of

that “something” at a profit. 183 pages, cloth, price

$2.00. Postpaid, $2.08.

 
 

ADDRESS

THE SHELDON BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

AREA, LAKE COUNTY, rumors

THE B
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THE FAMOUS

“ GINGER TALKS ”

of a Sales manager to his men

  

  

There is nothing theoretical about “Ginger Talks.”

These “talks” were written by an Associate—Manager

of The National Cash Register Company, who had sev—

eral years’ experience writing just such talks to thousands of

salesmen operating for that company.

It was by and through the continuous, inspiring power

of such talks, full of snap and sparkle, and backed

with hard-headed selling-sense and instruction, that John H.

Patterson and his associates and lieutenants built up the

enormous sales of the National Company, often exceeding a

- million dollars a month.

“Ginger Talks” simplify the whole of practical sales

manship; made clear with ‘wonderful illustrations and

exact explanations of how to make'approaches, how to secure

attention, how to create-desire, how to stimulate immediate

action, and walk out with the order.

“Ginger Talks” reveal the GUNPOWDER and the

LATENT POWER in every man. Show How to

light the flame of ENTHUSIASM in normal men who sell, as

well as,in those who buy. Price, postpaid'anywhere in the

world—$2.08. '

 
 

ADDRESS

THE SHELDON BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER

AREA, LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS
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Sueeess Cost

Sturtevant 3 Cents!

He found the secret concealed in an old scrapbook which he

bought down in Ann Street.

The moment he read it he cried, “I know that my fortune is

made.”

The “Magic Story” as it was called, did more than make

Sturtevant prosperous and happy. Everybody to whom he

told it was thrilled and inspired by it—led onward and up

ward to heights they had never hoped to attain.

Read His Wonderful Story

Part One of the “Magic Story” tells of its discovery by Sturte

vant and the amazing effect it had on him and his friends.

It is the most interesting story of inspiration and achievement

you ever read.

You can read it free—you are under no obligation to buy

the complete “Magic Story” unless you wish to. If you do

it will cost you only $1—and your money will be returned if

you are dissatisfied. Thousands have bought the “Story” and

been helped by its wonderful message—less than 1 per cent

have ever asked for their money back.

Read Part One anyway; just write_us today and say “send

me l free copy of Part One of the ‘Magic Story.’”

The Business Philosopher

Area, Lake Co., Illinois
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Learn to Figure Faster
The Demands of the Day Require It of Everyone.

This is an Age of Short Cuts.

I

The greatest short-cut of any age, the Panama Canal, could not '

have been completed on time if other short-cuts had not been used.

in working it out. Labor-saving devices are found on every hand

today. The successful manufacturer does not hesitate to discard a.

machine be it ever so new for one that will do the work quicker,

cheaper, better. Everybody Uses Arithmetic. Learn the latest and

best. It saves time, labor, worry. Don’t depende a piece of paper

or machine to do your figuring when it _c .n becdoneieasi‘er, cheaper,

quicker, better by the new, simple, short cut methods ‘of the Pre

wett System explained in “HOW TO “FIGURE FAST." Everyone

likes it and most people need it every day in business regardless of

age or avocation. Get out of the rut. Cub E 0 t ,tho Plain-tagging,

nerve-trying, old way of figuring and free y uh'gblf florevler from the

drudgery of cumbersome calculations by teaming “How to Figure

Fast.” You will agree with F. M. Marshall, Expert Account

 

who

says: “It is the best thing I ever saw." Professor McCallurrizf e'acher

of Mathematics: “It is a grand work and I want everyte' c er under

me to have one.” Thousands of others endorsed: s httl \ beck like

G. J. Felix of Connecticut, who says: “Bedt‘.-‘boo Fever had. Am

thoroughly satisfied.” The Gulf Coast Lumberman says: “It is the

marvel of the age." There are 60 pages of boiled down printed mat

ter with embossed leatherette cover in convenient form for pocket,

office, or home, sent anywhere upon receipt of $1—or by parcel post

c. o. d., for $1.10. That Dollar will do you more real good personally

than $100 spent in many other ways. Get your order in the mail

today and make us both glad thereafter. Circular full of strong

testimonials free. Money back if not as represented. Address,

 

 

E. C. ROBERTSON, General Salesman

1408 Prairie Avenue, [Houston, Texas.

Once read, that Remarkable Little Booklet

PROBLEMS IN CONVERSION -

By Wm. T. Gofl‘e,

Proves so fascinating and instructivehthat it is always re-read, and

then REALLY read—that is, STUDIED.’ It is devoted to the Problem

of Problems, “Spiritual Conversion." Of course that transcends all other

problems for churchmen of every degree, from the clergyman himself,

to, and including, all upon whom he depends for aid in extending the

work of The Church on Earth. No one who prays “Thy Kingdom C me,"

can fail to feel his or her responsibility for its accomplishment. rice,

postpaid, of this “little-big book," to any address, is 35c a copy. In lots

of 12, 30c each. Address: The Business Philosopher, AREA, Illinois”

_—
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+FENTON+

GUMMED

LBELS
We have done two notable things in Gummed Label

making that are not usually associated:- RAISED the stand

ard and LOWERED the price. We are making better

labels at the same time we are making them cost less.

No other concern has the equipment for making la

 

bels of the better sort that we have--had to design some of

the machinery ourselves.

Every part of this equipment means better labels

for less money by cutting out cumbersome and time-wast

ing methods.

WE SAY IT BOLDLY--NO ONE ELSE IN THE

COUNTRY CAN SELL OUR KIND OF LABELS AT

OUR PRICES.

Send for free catalog and see for yourself.

FENTON LABEL C0.
s.w. (3% 912* e THOMPSON STS.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Are You

Ruptured.D

WARD B. EDWARDS

Expert Truss Fitter

Rupture Specialist

_Suite 407, Arcade Bldg.

Utica, N. Y.

 

Trusses, Elastic Hosiery, Abdominal Supporters,

Shoulder Braces, Spinal Braces, Ankle Sup

porters, Arch Supporters, Etc., Fitted Scientifi

cally by mail. Write for particulars. Satisfaction

guaranteed. '

My Method is

Endorsed by

Hundreds of the

Best Physicians
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I Correct English V

Edited by Josephine Turck Baker

How to Use It

A monthly magazine for the busi

ness man and the stenographer
 
 

 

PARTIAL CONTENTS

Business English For The Business Man

Correct English For The Beginner

Correct English For The Advanced Pupil

Correct English For The Foreigner

Suggestions For The Teacher

Correct English In The School

Correct English In The Home

Shall And Will: How to use them

Should And Would: How to use them

  

Sample Copy 10 cents Subscription Price $2 a year I

Josephine Turck Baker's Slandard Magazine andBooks are recom

mended by this paper.

Evanston, Illinois

Please mention this paper.
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Single Tax Is Coming

(I Don’t take hearsay information

as to what the Single Tax will do

—investigate it for yourself.

ll The Public is a. journal of

fundamental democracy, not a sin

gle tax paper, but it comments on

national and international afl’airs

from the single tax point of view

It shows with a clearness of visionpossessed by few other periodicals \

the underpinnings of current he;

penings in the political and busi

HENRY GEORGE ness world.

William Allen Whitev writer and lecturer. says of it—“What :1 won

der The Public is. Every week I read in it news that I can find no

place else.” ,

Judge Ben B. Lindsey, of Denver, writes—“The Public is splendidly

edited and is one of the very ablest contributions to current events,

political and economic."

  

Published Weekly at $1 Per Year

Subscribe now and receive a free book on the Single Tax. Mail the

Coupon today.

THE PUBLIC E‘Ji‘ifii“ CHICAGO

 

 

 

 

 

The Public, Ellsworth Bldg., Chicago '

Please enter my name for 6 months’ subscription and mail me a

copy of “The Shortest Road to the Single Tax." by Henry George.

I enclose 50 cents.

Name

Address

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"
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THE MARDEN BOOK DEPT.. 29 EAST 226 ST.. N. Y. CITY. III/Q. _

Send catalog oi' Marden Books: also find enclosed S .....,. tor X'Q’Zx:

n'htlfigl lsend nostnaid conies of all books marked with X on e >

s e ow.  
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Winning

QualitiesRead

The MARDEN BOOKS Have Helped a Million
(MORE .THAN A MILLION COPIES HAVE ALREADY BEEN SOLD.)

They will help YOU

To Master the Science of Efficiency

To Make_the Most of Yourself and Make rt nities
To Build Character and Make a Name inglagowlbrld

To Increase Your Ability and Multipl Your Earning POW“

To Overcome Obstacles and Bring uccess Out of Failure

To Live a Larger, Healthier, Wealthier, and Happier Life
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Marden Inspirational Books

  

_ Be Good to Yourself Every ManA King

Rising in the World Secret of Achievement

Young Man Entering Business Self Investment

Getting On Optimistic Life

Single copies, cloth, $1.08; silk, $1.30; leather, $1.55.

Sold in sets.

The Crime of Silence“

Cloth, 12mo, $1.10, postpaid. l

The whole country is becoming aroused to the magnitude of the

evils resulting from the complete ignorance of young people in

regard to sexual matters. There is a growing feeling that, in order

to safeguard our youth from the dangers that surround them in

this connection, they should have proper instruction either in the l

home, the school, or the church in this most vital of all subjects— 1

the psychology of sex. Young men and young women, fathers and \

mothers, preachers and teachers will find in this book one of the ‘

cleanest, clearest and most helpful presentations of the sex question

‘ that has yet been published.

Marden Booklets

 “I had a. Friend," postpaid $053

Hints to Young Writers, postpaid.............................................. .. .80

The Hour of Opportunity Do It to a Finish

Good Manners and Success I Why Grow Old?

, Economy

In white leatherette binding, 35 cents, each, postpaid. The

last seven are also to be had in cloth at 54 cents each. Copies

sent on approval.

Send for complete descriptive list. Books sent on approv

al. Clip the Success Insurance Coupon at Top of first Page

and send to Marden Book Dept” 29 EAST 22ND STREET,

NEW YORK CITY. .
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Have You Read

The PhiloSophy of Health

By]. Tilden, M. D.
 
 

It is the successor to “A Stufied Club”
 

One of the principal features of this magazine just now

I

I

‘I

I

I

I

is its Question and Answer Department. \

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

There have also been running in it for sometime, a

series of articles on “Food, Its Composition, Prepara

tion, Combination, and Efi'ects,” and “Care of Chi1-'

dren.”

 
 

Following is a list of some books on the drugless treat

ment of disease, brought out by Dr. Tilden:

Diseases of “’omen, Quarter Morocco _______

Diseases of Women, Popular Edition ______

Criticisms of the Practice of Medicine, Vol. 1.

Criticisms of the Practice of Medicine, V01.

Appendicitis

Cholera Infantum

Typhoid Fever ...... ..

Gonorrhea and Syphilis, Quarter Morocco

Gonorrhea and Syphilis, Cloth .............. ..

Gonorrhea and Syphilis, Popular Editio __

Food, Quarter Morocco

Food, Popular Edition

PHILOSOPHY OF HEALTH, Monthly Magazine....... ..

Address Philosophy of Health, Denver, Colo.
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You can reach business men in every part of the country through

ada little want

L O C A L REPRE

S E N T A T I V E

WANTED. Splendid

income assured nght

man to act as our rep—

resentative after learn

ing our business thor

oughly by mair. Form

er experience unneces

sary. All we require

is honesty. ability, am~

bition and' willingness

to _learn a lucrative

business. No solicit

ing or traveling. All

or spare time only.

This is an exceptional

opportunity for a man

in your section to get

into a big paying bum

ness without capital

and become inde en

dent for life. “Prite

at once for full artic

ulars. Nationa C0

Operative Realty Com

 

pany. L494 Marden

gulléling, Washington,

 

Extra quality type

writer ribbons sold

d l r c c t; wholesale

prices: 35c each, 3 for

$1. $3.50 per dozen.

Guaranteed. G i v e

width and make. Rib

bon Sales Co., Mfgrs.,

700 Union Bldg., An

derson, Ind.

 

A little an

n 0 uncement

here wins.

THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHEIL

 

 

The secret of business and social suc

cess is the ability to remember. i can

make. your mind an infallible classi

fied index from which you can in

stantly select thoughts. facts. flzures.

' . Enables vou to concen

trate. develon self-control. overcome

bashrnlncss. address an audience.

‘ Easv. Simoie. The result or 20 years

~ exoerience in developing memories of

thousands. Write today for com? or m.v

book "How to Remember" and Conv

Prof. rizhted Intensely Interesting Memory

Hem Test Free. also how to obtain FREE

Dickwu, fanny 0'1: m.v book “How to Sneak 1n

Principal ubnc'

Dickson School of Memory, 938 Hearst Bldg., Chicago.
 

   

Do Business by Mail

It’s profitable, with accurate lists of

' prospects. Our catalogue contains vital

information on Mail Advertising. Also

prices and quantity on 6.000 national mail

ing lists, 99% guaranteed. Such as:

War Material ers. Wealthy Men

Cheese Box Mfrs. ‘ Ice Mfrs.

Shoe Retailers Doctors

Tin Can Mfrs. Axle Grease Mfrs.

Druggisis Railroad Employees

Auto OWners Contractors

Write for this valuable reference book.

Ross-Gould, 814- 01ive5t., St. Louis.

Bogs-Gould
Malling

Lists 51-. Louis
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Answered Free

The Catechism of Health contains more

than 500 questions and answers relating to

health and the cause and the home treat

ment of disease without drugs. Ifyou Want

to know about cause and drugless treatment for Indi

gestion—Constipation—Dyspepsia—Tuberculosis—Kidney

Trouble—Lung Disorders—Heart Trouble—Liver Com

plaints—Stomach Troubles—Nervousness—Neurasthenia

—Neuralgia-— Diabetes—~Appendicitis — Cancer -—- Catarrh

— Colds — Anemia —— Asthma — Erysipelas — Bad Breath

—Eczema—-Gall Stones—Goitre—Hemorrhoids—Adenoids

-—Varicose Veins—Menstruation—Tape Worm—*Rheu

matism—Boils and Pimples—Headache—Backache—Ma

laria—Insomnia—Hives—Eye Trouble—Throat Troubles

-—Coated Tongue—Poor Circulation—About Diet—Raw

Food—Salt—iSugar—Honey—Milk and Eggs—Fruits—~

Meat—Legumes—Nuts—Olive Oil—Cheese—Cigars and \

500 Health Questions \‘

(x

l

 

Coflee—Beer—Drugs—Best Feed—Best Underwear—~Water Drink

ing—Exercise—Bathlng—Breathing?Sleep—Massage—~Colon Flush

ing—Fasting—Complexlon—Halr—Teeth—Persplr~/ """""""""'

atlon—No-Breakfast Plan—Over-Feeding—Soft /

Drinks—These are a few of the man¥ topics /

treated of. This book is a health lin-ary /e

in itSelf. Indispensable as a book of /¢~‘1 Health

reference, more useful than a dictionary. ,gi. c I

Price,1 bound intcloth, $1.00. Will be fig}, “"1" c"

sent n eathere te, price, 50c., with /
Health Culture, Dr. Elmer Lee, 49‘? “smulm”

Editor ($1.00 a. year). 6 mos., /<l Blip, Nevark

50c., both for 500. Best health ll<$> Enclosed find 5cm

magazine published. You ,wj' for Health_cuiture

should try it. Money back / _ 6 months and a Cate.

it not satisfied. Address ,104‘ chism “Health Mon.

/+ ey to be returned if not

  

 

 

 

/ 9 satisfied. Address:

Health Culture 63$ Dr.Elmcr ‘
/ LemEdlml'

m an /'"C0 p y ,"8‘9 Name“..- ................................................. ..
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New York ’/ .......

Say “I Saw It in the Business Philosopher"



Orderlc’iur flusinessgfafionery on

CONSTRUCTIUN

White - eight colon Envelope.

Th": flmoho. ' to Match

BUND

Nationally known as the paper that makes

CYmpressii’e Stationeryata‘leable?rz'ee

. Sold only in case lots direct to

the most competent and. respons

ible printers. lithographers and

manufacturing stationers in the 180

principal cities of the United States

and Canada. When you specify

and secure Construction Bond

you are not only assured the

highest bond paper value obtainable

at the price, but you are also sure

of high grade work upon it.

Write us on your business stationery for the

names of concerns inyo'ur 104; ality who can furnish,

fine stationery on Construction Bond. and we will also aeno

you. handsome specimen letterheada showin the various

colors, finishes and thicknesses of Construct on Bond.

W.E.Wroe 8Company. SalesOfflmlOObSoummchlganAvmue.Chicago
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HE MASTER said:

“It is better to give

thanto receive.” It is

likewise better to teach than '

to learn, far to give is the

best way to get, and to teach

' is the best way to learn. _

The man who teaches him

>. self through the best avail

able means, be they men,

books or things, has'a double 1

_ ' then;

both giver and receiver; the

advar‘age, as he l8

teacher and the learner. It

is the self-taught men who 7;“.

accomplish things.

—-SHELDON -
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